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H. The Flavian Houses: The name Antoninus beiii!; now oi

place in popularity is taken by the name Flavins, which atlauwcl

vogue that it was adopted by barbarian kings; and especial

Lombards, as a title of ofnee: qd Panins Ifiaemnis, <«sd. l.c

Auihari's election, 584 A.v. " Quern etiam obdignitateni F/nv.w.a' nj

quo prEenoroine oranes (qui postea fucrimt Langobai iloiimi legi

usi sunt ' {v. Abel's note. p. 60). Recared the Visigoth assuined also

;

had done so on failure of Western line: 'I’he same ic.ison as

Antoninus; or for eager acceptance of title /cfr iVjnt -end’ a\o\n

by this affiliation or adoption a semblance of legitimacy and contimi

K. A similar emphasis is given to the name Tii'erius, now coniplctely re-

instated in popular favour,—a tardy arid ironical jusiicf to :i gicai cmiieror.

It is borne, by TUerius Constantine; Martina's son IJavitl eiianges to it

during the brief,joint reigns of Heraclius J.'s sons by iiis sccciiid rniuriiigc

;

the brother of Constantine IV, reigning with him 'about 678, is another
Tiberius, and Pope Agatho (writing after Synod of 680) addresses to the three
oo-eniperors Const., Heracl, IV., and Tiberius IV. In tlio same year
they were degi'aded. It is doubtful whether the poor lad (in whose piithebc
murder near the altar the line became extinct) was associated by Justinian U. ;

but it is at least probable. With the family of Heraclius, tlie fascination of
the once-detested name was forgotten, and the "Isaurian" .and Phrygi.an
families hark back once more to the traditions of Constantine the Great. It

seems quite obvious that Heraclius deliberately (like his predecessor Se-.oriis),

sought connection with the beloved Tiberius if. Apsimar assumed it (during
the inteiregnum under Justinian's reign), no doubt at the express wish of In's

supporters
;
and it was adopted by tnore than one rebel in the We.st before the

final Severance of Rome from the empire.



CONSTITUTIONAL HISTOBY OF
THE BOMAN EMPIBE

INTEODUOTION

§ 1. The purpose of the following essays, written Scope and

for the use of general reader and modern politician,

is to add a modest contribution to the interpreta-

tion of the imperial system. I have tried to follow

the development of the constitution during a period

of one thousand years; and I must sooner or

later justify this choice of somewhat arbitrary limits

;

why should the historian begin with Domitian and
relax his flagging interest at the dethronement of the

third Nicephorus? I am well aware that all the

limits of all historical periods are in truth fictitious

and imaginary; and it is an idle task to dam up the

current of a river, in the vain hope of obtaining

leisure to analyse its constituents or its direction. I

am a firm believer in the continuity of the develop-

ment of mankind; though I do not always accept

the assurance or the evidence of those who imagine

that their route is direct, their destination certain.

It is the part of the student to trace the presages

and premonitions of the future in an eai'lier epoch
;

and with a limited power of judgment to suggest

rather than to dogmatise upon the I’eal and often

subterranean forces, ah'eady silently at work but

only emerging in a later age. I have chosen the

opening date of the period because I feel that other

competent critics have already: devoted, or might

devote, their time with far greater success than

.'.•VOL. I.; .
A.'

;
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Scope and myself to the classical age of the empire— I uu au

Value. Pie julo-Claiidian house; and I am not witlnml

misgivings in addressing myself to the Flavian lar-aora-

tion, and that period of repose endearccl to the

young student by the half-merited eulogy of Giblmn,

the “Age of the Five Good Emperors." It is im-

possible, however, to dispense entirely with snme

sort of general appraisement of the method, the

function, and the .success of the early empire, in

its self-appointed task. But the modern scholar

—

weighted with material steadily accumulating, each

year needing more scientific and minute equipment

for the simplest task or the briefest monograph-
must learn the lesson of abstinence -and accept

without a murmur the profound and salutary law

of the “ division of labour." It were in vain to

multiply continuous narratives in English dress of

the events already told by the four great Engli.sh his-

torians—Gibbon, Finlay, Bury, and Hodgkin. It

would be an impertinence to repeat again the records

which are open to all in their stately, sincere, critical,

or eloquent pages. Nor is there need for me to

reiterate, what is obvious, my constant indebtedness

to their patience, care, and suggestiveness. I would

only add to these fai-niliar authorities the names of

two . others, equally well known, who have laboured

less in this portion of human records. It has been
my privilege at different times to know both these

Oxford professors, Freeman and Pelham, wlio have
done so much to encourage an exact and sympathetic
knowledge of the past. And this little contribution

is in some sense due to their stimulating interest in

younger men, which influence hundreds besidc;s my-
self have felt and appreciated, though perhaps few in

this busy and unresting age have had leisure to f(fflow

up their fascinating suggestions. But the Oxford
tutor cannot forget that besides the rare intervals

of learned ease in term, there are six months in the
year during which the multifarious and conflicting
duties of tuition or administration can be laid aside
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for a concentrated task. When from some of ox\r Scope and

younger men such works as Mr. Henderson's “ Nero ”

or Dr. Duclden’s “St. Gregory" are produced, one
feels not merely pride in their fellowship but a con-

fidence that the utilitarian changes, which many
anticipate to-day, will respe.ct even if they cannot

understand the devotion and the industry of such

scholars, their steady interest in a single obscure

page of history. It seems clear that the prejudice

against classical studies can only be Justified in any
degree when the acquaintance with a dead language

in its minute structure is thought an end in itself, and
no real attempt is made by its use to lay open the

treasures or decipher the teaching of the past. In

an age like the present, when concentrated and
continuous reading is becoming obsolete, it is more
than ever needful for the few who have the key and
the leisure to turn it, to unlock the door for the

general benefit. I do not know any better remedy
against the hasty opportunism of amateurs who know
only the surface of their own age and none of the.

hidden causes that have produced it—than acquaint-

ance with the events and lessons of history. There

has prevailed to a dangerous extent a complacent

idea that about the middle of the nineteenth century

there dawned a new era different from any that had

gone before; and that the opening of the vote and

the closing of the ballot-box have made a mighty

change in human nature. This regeneration of man-
kind may be dated from the popular outbursts in

1848, or the Great Exhibition of 1851—from a violent

or a peaceful origin • but the newest phase of society

cannot be said at the present moment to have

acquired any very definite or encouraging features.

We are still constantly thrown back upon the past

for parallels of warning or instruction. Few sup-

porters survive of the theory of an unbroken advance

to a certa.in goal; indeed there are not many who
venture a satisfactory definition of progress. It

would be the height of folly to reject the lessons
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Scope mui which Roman development can display lu us, on

Value. the hypothesis of some permanent melainnrphusis

which has of late transformed our nature and

made all past precedent superfluous and inapplicable.

Whether the cause of the change he tlu; Christian

religion reaching at last, after dogmatic alK-rralions,

its true social function, or the scientific inroad of

unquestioned fact and unerring sequence, or ihe new

humanitarian and cosmopolitan sentiment tlcslined

to weld mankind into a sympathetic commonwealth

of equal and free citizens—such a mighty influence

is often believed to be triumphing everywhere by a

complacent critic of a limited span of years. And yet

we have not to look far for striking and significant

parallels between our own times and the first three

centuries; the crowned Communism or empurpled

Socialism, which under cover of a fictitious plutocratic

census of rank and dignity very cleverly exploited

the rich for the benefit of the poor, and turned the

personal wealth, power, and pride of the people's

representative into genuine democratic affluence
;
the

professed pacific basis of the State and its stationary

limits
;
the undying feud between the two conceptions

of the emperor, as mature and efficient magistrate in

an autonomous State, and as secluded and semi-divine

sovereign, wielding as in Neo-Platonism, indirectly

and through agents, a sacred and autocratic power
;

the retreat of the historic families from the active

charges of public life to give place to lesser men,
without tradition and often without conscience

;
the

gradual drifting of these intermediate functionaries

(whom we should now term by the collective title of

bureaucracy) out of control, alike independent of the
fury or protests of the people or the frown of a
helpless monarch

;
the fond attachment to the fie Lion

of a free election, combined with a natural instinct,

in the subject no less than in the interested clymasly,
for hereditary succession

;
the severance of function,

or "division of labour," which results from any
calculated formulation of the respective duties of
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government and citizen—the careful partition of class Scope, und

and interest and function, until the whole business

of the State is transferred to experts, and the boasted

democratic opening to average intelligence is falsified

in the excessive power enjoyed by secret and irresis-

tible committees, of national defence, or of finance

or education
;

the growing irresponsibility of the

governors and the difficulty of reform; the popular

and progressive sympathies of the sovereign thwarted

at every turn by the intrigues of the palace
;
the

gradual creation of an independent class, sometimes
of the rich, at others of the official hierarchy, who
claim to be above law, and withdraw themselves

by privilege and immunity from the restraints which
govern the rest of mankind

;
the tendency to cen-

tralise in a nominal autocrat, who by the very

fulness of recognition loses most of his real influ-

ence : such are the features of the ancient republic

which must to any student of our own time suggest

throughout Europe to-day the closest of analogies.

For what is true of a despotic State (so-called) is

found to be true also of a free commonwealth
;
that

is, the exclusion of the “ people '' from any real

share in their government beyond the payment of

taxes, over which they have little control, and the

surrender of power to compact and irresponsible

minorities—not like an aristocracy of birth directly

amenable and highly sensitive to public opinion, but

lacking dignity or conviction as they lack publicity,

and during their tenure of pow'cr indifferent to its

voice. These are serious falsifications of the hopes

and prayers so freely showered upon the new age,

which dates its era from the middle of last century.

Yet no one who, without prejudice as to the peculiar

monaz'chic or representative formula of the consti-

tution, meditates on the actual problems in Russia or

in France, in the United States or even in England,

can deny that modern society has many features in

common with that age, whose history we propose

to follow. Nor is the mere analysis of slow and
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cyclic development without value ;
our hori/.on of

history is perhaps dangerously circumscribed to-day,

and the vague movement of the impersonal forces

cannot be easily detected in the short modern epoch

we condescend to honour with our attention.

§ g. But I am w'ell aware that many critics will Find

this didactic or pragmatic writing of history both

tiresome and misleading. “History,” they will assert,

“ can be manipulated so as to teach any lesson which

the wi'iter wishes to deduce; and you may with

equal plausibility prove the failure and the success

of the democratic regimen at Athens, the benign or

disastrous result of the feudal system,"

“ Genuine history is not didactic or exemplary

;

it is ciitical and statistical—‘ih'sA. is, it includes tl|e

minute record and verification of facts and events

;

and it is economic, to use the word in its wider sense,

a careful generalising from data supplied in the

former method, as to the impersonal currents and
tendencies which underlie and guide them." It is

quite true that with the very prevalent denial of

free-will, histoi-y becomes a survey of dancing

automata, plagued with a conviction of their own
.spontaneity— “wire -pulled" as one of our own
emperors would say. We know that Mr. Froude'-s

idea of the claim of historical studies is quite out

of fashion: “To discover noble characters and to

pay them ungrudging, honour." An overt or covert
Hegelianism has invaded the already very restricted

area of man’s liberty; and each actor is detected as

the mere mouthpiece of the Time-Spirit, and not in

any strict or decisive sense, himself. And with this

in view, most historians (except perhaps the romantic
Mommsen) prefer not to distribute praise and blame
with the cheap and facile moralising of an older
school. Nero is no longer the target of abuse for
superhuman wickedness

;
and the Cmsars are trans-

formed from unrecognisable monsters into the tied
exponents of general tendencies. Hence we see to-
day a kindly and universal inclination to rehabilitate

;
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for by a genial inconsistency, we like to attri-

bute a man’s virtues to himself and spread the

responsibility for his vices upon his age, his circum-

stances, his education. And it must seriously be

confessed that the philosophical student of history

cannot fail to be impressed with the small and futile

part played on the world’s stage by conscious and
deliberate intent. The symmetrical and calculated

constitution falls to pieces at once
;

and the ill-

balanced and creaking edifice of centuries of re-

modelling outlasts every rival and defies every

reformer. Hegel writes as if the genuine actors in

the drama were the invisible age- or race-spirits,

which “gather round the throne of the Eternal’’

—

each having played its part and contributed its quota

to the grand design—assembling, as it were, for the

last scene, the brilliant ensemble of the final

chorus and consummation. For him, man is of value

only as a “type,” or rather only as an instance of

a “type.” And it need not be said that to this agrees

modern fiction, whether in story or theatre
;
for the

hero is no successful adventurer, but rather one

struggling in the grip of aimless destiny
j
and there

is always an undercurrent of irony, the spectator and

reader knowing, as in the Sophoclean QSdiptis, the

vast gulf stretching between his confessed purpose

and the real ends he unconsciously subserves. And
thus personal history is out of date

;
we abandon

the consular lists, the imperial series, and try to

immerse ourselves in the life of the people, or detect

the vague current of the time • we snatch eagerly

at the least hint of genuine feeling, of daily routine,

of economic and social changes. Disgusted with the

parade or treachei-y of courts, we turn away from

the industrious minuteness of Lebeau, as a typical

chronicler of an age when national life seemed to

centre in a palace. And in reaction, we are inclined

to invest with unmerited virtues and a fixed public

opinion, the great mass of the subject population.

We forget that this very public opinion, the test and
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‘JmpoT- safeguard of fitness for self-government, is a plant

sonuP treat' of modern and tender growth ) and in some countries,

Z^stor'^'
France, it has already ceased to blossom, just as

usoiy.
strangely akin monarchy which is its well-

assorted ally, it has not yet begun to thrive. It is

a revenge upon the failure of deliberate statesmen

and calculating administrators that we set up the

ideal of the honest but reserved “Will of the Per»ple,''

the sound heart of the nation—not indeed articulate

in personal edicts or manifestos, but beating some-

where and pulsing through the still dormant frame

with a vague yet rhythmic movement.

Umpire re- | 3. No one, I feel sure, would wish to dispute the

Zrmifof
indisputable axiom left to us in the wreck

the Age. of iiiost positive political belief, as we iiave perforce

to start again from the very alphabet of social needs

—

I mean the good nature, the honesty and the kindli-

ness of the average man. I am indeed confident

that upon this basis alone can any future recon-

struction of decrepit democracy take a firm place;

given over it would seem to-day to general supine-

ness and stagnation, out of which emerge the strange

panaceas of scientific biologists, and the secret and
(in effect) iiTesponsible rule of interested minorities

—

both uniting in a single fear, that of any genuine
appeal to the people, in a single contempt, that of

the native loyalty and friendliness of the normal
man. Now we are apt to transfer our admiration
for this untutored instinct of the individual to the

mass; the good sense of the voter to the body of

heterogeneous representatives which he calls together.

But a knowledge of history does not bear out
this hasty generalisation. It is to be feared that
assemblies stand for . disuhton and the spirit of
envious partizans, save in some rare moment of
nalional crisis. The reason of the succes.s of the
imperial system, its hold iipon popular affection,
lay in this conviction—^that it aimed at strict im-
partiality, uniform justice, equalisation of burden
and of oppoi-tunity. But can it be honestly main-
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tained, with the whole turbulent history of the Empire re-

conciliar period before us, from Nice, let us say,

to the “ robber-den " at Ephesus, that any question the Age.

of universal moment could have been safely intrusted

to the people's representatives? And was not the

tacit agreement of the democracy, by no means
without intermittent articulateness and plain speech

—

that nothing could replace the Cjesarian regimen,

a proof of the soundness of their common sense?

It is quite possible that free government in the

genuine sense may imply disorder as an ingredient,

not as an exception
;
just as in Teutonic subjectivity

and in feudalism, private war, local justice, and the

duel shattered a centralised and uniform govern-

ment.

It would be no real paradox, in these days, when
perhaps no formal principles of universal validity are

acknowledged in any sphere, to say that much too

high a price can be paid for public order
;
and that

the entire liberal yet firm policy of the empire was at

fault in not encouraging free-play in those decaying

or rudimentary forces which occupied or coveted

the charmed area. It might be easy to show that

on the whole this judicious restraint, this equalis-

ing and humane law, was to the advantage of the

weaker and numerous class, who, whatever the

precise designation of the State, seem under any

commonwealth to suffer alike. To the credit of

the imperial line, it cannot be maintained that the

single popular representative was ever intimidated

into the enormity of class-legislation. (For this is

not condemned by any preconceived standard of

right and wrong, but merely on account of its im-

prudence; for the law of reaction and reprisal is

ignored and this old principle is accepted uncon-

sciously, that the final forrn of social order shall be

a perpetual state of civil war and alternate injustice.)

Yet on the other hand all law settlement and security

tell in favour of the class in power; and it must be

confessed that it is difficult to get away from the
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cynical truth of a Platonic formula, to rov fcpeirToinx;

avfKpepov, or the ironical sarcasm of Euripides on

Greek law-making, irpog two ixovTcov ^oipe rov p6p.ov

rLd'p'i. And the heroic attempts to hold the colossus

together, such as we witness again and again in

the devoted and untiring sacrifice of an Aurelian,

a Probus, a Diocletian, a Justinian, a Heraclius, a

Leo—may well be branded as selfish and egoistic

defiance of praiseworthy nationalism. It is a humiliat-

ing confession for professed Christians living under

an honest social system—but we lack entirely tlie

certain data or absolute standard by which to measure

or to criticise. We are told that Providence is on

the side of big battalions, but we are as yet unaware

if it extends its fullest sympathies to overgrown

empires and confederations; whether the drift of

time sets steadily and with some hidden purpose

towards aggregations of warring elements, kept in

leash by some central impartial and forcible power.

And even if we allow this to be actually the direction

of the current to-day, we may at least utter a vain

and regretful prote.st against the extinction of the

lesser states, the local liberties, the more direct and
sincere contact of the citizen with the working of

State—all which are of necessity sacrificed tC) the

interests of a vague yet overpowering Ideal. And
one must repeat—it is no paradox to affirm with
Tacitus one’s academic predilection for the raatchless

spectacle of the noble savage in his continual feuds,

of the indefinite turmoil and exuberant disorder of

petty commonwealths, living the simple life, boasting

the more manly virtues, and regarding war (in tlie

intervals of the chase) as the noblest and normal
occupation of man. With certain modifications, one
is strongly tempted with a small and powerful
section of English politicians to admire freedom,
tongue, nationality; and to believe that the indi-

vidual may pay too high a price for safely and
order, if it seems to entail the pursuit of aggrandising
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and the heavy and costly weight of centralised unity. Empire ra-

It is a salubrious maxim of an older school, “ Let them
fight it out.” If the empire preserved with care a the Age/'
fragile and moribund society, if its magical influence

tempered and softened and subtly transformed the

barbarians—it is clear that it fulfilled a Hegelian

mission
;
the world-spirit was wiser than its children.

To have removed the empire (if it was conceivable)

would be to unchain the rivalry of class and race

and creed. It would appear that the surrender of

rights made quite in the fashion of Hobbes, at the

commencement of our era, did in effect represent

a genuine human wish. The world at that time

did not really wish for self-government
;
and though

doubtless it did not accurately estimate the sacrifice it

was making for ease and safety and peace, yet it never

seriously withdrew its endorsement of the Augustan

.system. The emperors did not encroach
;
they were

invoked. The provinces did not, like Ireland or

Poland or India to-day, seek to break off from a

hateful allegiance; but the emperors ceased to be

able to protect, them
;
and the memory of that in-

dulgent dominion, idealised by time or absence,

lingered on with a wonderful afterglow of sunset

until, like many other ideals, it faded in the chilly

and artificial illumination of the scientific spirit. We
may be quite certain from the, familiar character and
experience of debating and executive assemblies,

that this great fundamental gratitude and aspiration

tow'ards integrity and control would not have found

expression in any system of representation. It is the

natural and excusable tendency of such bodies to

accentuate points of difference between principles

and parties, to separate into smaller groups, and (as

ill modern France) present a dazzling kaleidoscope of

successive meteoric ministries : and against this disin-

tegrating influencenothing holds the country together

but the legacy of the great foreigner—administrative

absolutism.
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§ 4, It is for this reason that we trace one incon-

testable principle of union, which it is to be hoped

will never grow obsolete even in the most scientilic

and unemotional society—personal loyalty and grati-

tude to an equitable master. It would seem to be a

curious task, destined befoi'ehand to failure, to seek

to draw analogies between the function of modi'ni

European royalty, with its honourable past aiul its

great but indefinite future, and a system which in

many and essential points is the direct negation of

its every principle. And it would also seem strange

for one who has already professed his distrust in the

efficacy of reflection, calculation, and personality,

to hark back again to the influence of a sovereign.

But it must be remembered that the monarch, by

a strange revolution such as fate delights in, has

become the unique representative not merely of order,

integrity, and national solidarity, but of those wanner
emotions and strictly democratic sentiments, which
must still continue to regulate and influence mankind.

Both emperor and king had origin in the unscrupu-

lous (if justified) victory of armed force; and the

modern State no less than imperial Rome, owes its

birth to the popular captain and the loyal train-band

or legion descending upon anachronism in a Senate,

or upon effeminacy in a populace corrupted by lotig

years of peace. Yet round both gathers the strange

and intangible feeling of attachment and devotion owed
to a parent and father, which is not only difficult In

put into language, but is more than difficult to justify

by any cool logical process. Yet then as now, it is

practically the only sentiment that can unite all

sections of society in a common aim; elsewhere, it

is increasingly clear, grow the forces, the jealousies,

the prejudices, the suspicions which make for dis-

union. If the centripetal aim of the modern State,

overcoming and embracing lesser constituents, be in

any way justified by the sole test, the general sum of
happiness, it would seem to be essential to preserve
this feeling; or rather, seeing that love cannot be
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coerced or commandeered, it would seem essential An idea em~

that it be preserved. The language of loyalty and “

profound obedience may to-day seem artificial and pgrsom.-

overstrained
;
yet it is surely better than the passionate loyalty cannot

yet equally fictitious invective in which the platform

and the popular assembly accustom us to the thought,

that all political life is made up of hatred and of dis-

respect. This pretended indignation and contempt

may be part of a farce played by actors, who are in

truth the best of friends; but it is played before an

audience which is quite ready to believe it genuine.

As under the empire, we agree about one single point,

reverence for the sovereign
;

in all other respects,

we are at feud among ourselves. We may reserve

for the body of the volume an analysis of the obvious

differences in the conception of an ancient Cmsar
and a monarch of to-day ; but it is not too much to

assert that in both these vague and anomalous ideas

lay the seed and safeguard of the pacific development

of these early centuries, till the coming of the Teuton,

Strictly, the loyalty of provincial subject or barbarian

settler was directed to the impersonal majesty of

Rome
;
while to-day (though we speak of the elimina-

tion of the personal element) it is character and

personality that rather recommends the system. But

let us not dwell inopportunely on points of distinction.

It is enough now to have noted one matter at least,

in which we may learn something of the workings

of the average mind through several centuries. And
such a study must still to-day have use and interest

for us, in spite of the efforts of philosophers and

statesmen to supplant the natural emotions by reasoned

and deliberate calculation of interest.

§ 5. Let me now adduce some justification for my Reamn ofour

choice of dates ; an apology so long delayed that some
,

T r ,, Tj. piredniidhy
may deem my promise forgotten. It was a passage

in Zonaras that finally decided iny selection of a

terminus ad guem; he is. discussing a prophecy as

to the duration of Constantinople, which miscarried.

At the bidding of its founder, Valens the astrologer
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Reason 0/ our tlie horoscope of the new capital and tintls

r.m- its duration is fixed by the stars at 696 years
;

“ zr/nW/

sjiys Zonaras, is now long past!' “ Eit/icr!'

he continues, “we must stippose tluit the good seer's pre-

diction was in error and his ’vaimted art was at fault,

or we must think that he gave the number of years in

tohich the ancient usages of the republic were, maiutaiued,

•—the constitutmi of the Senate held in honour and the

citisens of Constantinopleflourished and rule svas accord-

ing to law—the government, J mean, kingly in the best

sense, and not downright tyranny,—where rulers deem

the public treasure their own and use it for their

private pleasures, giving to whomsoever they will the

moneys of the State and not behav'mg to their subjects as

tnie shepherds of their flock,—who should shear off that

which is superpluous only ofthe fleece and drink sparingly of
the milk ; whereas these butcher theirsheep after thefashion

of bandits and take theirfill of the flesh,—yea, and suck

out the very marrow from the bone!' This severe judg-

ment is passed by a retired minister of Alexius I.

(io8i-in8) upon the Comneniaii administration. He
is writing as a monk on Mount Athos in the reign of

his son, John II. (1118-1143), one of the most brilliant

and attractive figures in later “ Roman ” history
;
or it

may be that such bitter remarks as these were added
in extreme old age under Manuel Comnenus {1143-

1181), whose long reign and chivalrous achievement
forms so strange a contrast to tlie downfall and break-

up of the system under the Angelic dynasty. Bui
in any case here is the serious indictment, that the

imperial constitution was now a thing of the past;

a mere rvpdvwi with its well-defined implication of

selfish aim, and not the responsible magistracy of a
free republic, or the fatherly vigilance of the genuine
king. Here is very strong testimony to the view that

during the most despotic periods the subjects and
critics and historians had always regarded themselves
as subordinate only to the man of their own unfettered
choice, as governed according to settled law and not
personal caprice.

.
This sentiment appears clearly in
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Laurenlius, who examines the development of the

chief offices during the reigns of Anastasius, Justin,

and Justinian. This is the note of the rescript of a

good emperor, “Tliough we are released from the re-

straint of law, yet it is our aim and plea.sure to live

by the laws.” And does not an early Byzantine his-

torian with legitimate pride contrast the servile state

of tlie Eastern monarchies with the favoured and
privileged freedom of a subject of the empire ?

Again, do we not find in unexpected corners of some
obscure and dull-witted chronicler, the expressions

respuhlica, to Br/fioatov
;
showing how undying was

the sense of righteous and responsible government
even to tlie end, as pre-eminently the Roman ideal,

contrasted with the exercise of monarchic power
among the barbarian settlers ?

Thus if we compute the years from the foundation

of the new capital we shall find ourselves in the last

years of Emperor Basilius II. The Roman consti-

tution then lasted until the end of the first quarter of

the eleventh century; and this conjecture of Zonaras

is borne out in every detail by the narrative of Michael

Psellus. This work of i-ecent discovery and publica-

tion throws a flood of new light upon the Byzantine

administration in that age, which Finlay (with his

usual unerring intuition) terms the “ Epoch of Con-

servatism on the eve of Decline,” For just at that

time the great change took place from vigoi-ous

personal government to the evils of seclusion and

chambcrlain-rule. An effective and on the whole

conscientious “Shogimate ” had marked nearly the

whole of the tenth century—that century which in all

the annals of Byzantium- stands in most welcome

and conspicuous contrast with the riot and welter of

contemporary States, But towards the close of the

century Basil, half-monk, half-warrior, recovers his

full heritage; and the succession of hi.s brother,

Constantine IX. (I adhere to Gibbon's enumeration),

was as the succession of Arcadius to Theodosius.

The outspoken appeal of Synesius of Cyrene to that

Ramonofour
limits: am-
}nre dead bn

1081.
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Meamn ofour prince, buried in the penetralia of ttie palace, would
addressed by Psellus

^t?e^ ea y
Constantine six hundred years later.

The revolving cycle of the fates had once more

brought round a very similar crisis : and the recovery

which the Comnenian House was able to effect by

a feudal and military revolution only stayed for a

time this inevitable decline. As with Justinian, the

brilliance of the twelfth century concealed a fatal

weakness, and exposed once more to the “ Feringhi ”

the empire
j
which, though it had staved off Teuton

and Avar, Muslim and Russian inroad, fell a victim

to a predatory raid, led by one of its oldest and most

devoted vassals.— I am in no way concerned to sup-

port the credit of Valens the astrologer : he adroitly

fixed on a distant date, when the miscarriage of his

prophecy could be attended by no personal incon-

venience. But it is one of the chief objects of these

essays and the retinue of appendices, to bring out

the prevalent opinion of the subjects of the empire

—

whether the secret and wholesale incrimination locked

in the bureau of one I would fain believe was not

the historian of the Vandal and Gothic wars
;

or

the openly expressed clamour of the mob
;
or the

solemn pretension of some usurper, setting before

his cause the ancient prestige of the Senate, the

crying needs of state-defence, or (as in the revolt of

Thomas) the communistic demands of an angry Asiatic

''Jacquerie.’' What did the subjects of the Roman
Empire really think of their system and their rulers ?

And if Zonaras agrees with Psellus (who is less ex-
plicit in his condemnation)—that the real constituti(.)n

ended with Basil IL, we may perhaps attribute without
exciting surprise some significance to the date oi
Valens. We shall hope to point out the curious de-
velopment of the reigns of the tenth and the eleventh
Constantine—the changeTong prepared indeed and
secretly working but then overt and unconcealed ;—
and the last stage when the purely feudal and patri-

monial idea seizes upon and submerges the poor rem-
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nant of " republican ” tradition. For the annals qI Reason ofour

the principate after the accession of Alexius I. belong

to mediaeval and European history; but the thread ^

that connects Basil II. with Constantine, Trajan, and

Augustus, is not yet snapped. Others may tell of

the exploits of the Comnenians and Palajologi
;
but

I trace the merits, the failures, the achievements of

no noble or princely family. It is the impersonal

interest in the commonwealth and its destinies which
forms the theme, embodied as it is in personal

representatives
;
and the imperceptible and gradual

transformation changing its outline but never altering

its countenance beyond recognition.

§ 6. I feel that something should be said for the Tentative and

form of the work. It has been quite deliberately

chosen, both for this modest venture on political poUHeal

analysis and for an earlier volume of theological theorist.

studies. I have myself found the value of such a

division— the general and comprehensive survey

which in its very nature must be largely subjective

and indeed tentative, suggestive, however its sentences

may seem to lapse into occasional dogmatism—and
the minuter detail, dealing with a special point of

limited interest and application, supported by no
vague footnote reference but by the “ veriest words "

(so far as the textual critic will allow) of the ancient

writer. I am fully aware that no amount of direct

citation will ever compensate for want of first-hand

acquaintance, in the perusal of these writings as a

whole
;

but the whole emphasis of a subjective

appreciation of a period has been too often inter-

rupted and lost in histories by the conscientious pains

of the student and the leaden sediment of footnotes

—

which in our heart of heart we distrust by instinct

yet have rarely the leisure to verify. For however
irnportant is the strict and accui'ate recital of cam-
paigns, of erabasvsies, of the rise and fall of ministries,

the exact and truthful fixing of some particular date

—

—it cannot be denied that in the end we are no
further after all our pains than Sallust in his airy

VOL. I. B
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mtatim and narrative of the jugurthan wars, or some later annalist

ihjeotivo who might tell us that Heraclius or Leo or Charles

marched against the enemies, Persian or Arab or

mrist. Saxon, and after killing " many mortals and capturing

many cities ” was in the end victorious. It must not

be for a moment supposed that I disparage this

accuracy, or the labours of Tillemont or of Clinton.

I certainly do not believe that vague and d priori

generalities upon an age (of which we have not

patience to master the facts) can form a substitute

for a genuine acquaintance
;
nor even a creditable

rival. But I would maintain that the objective and

the subjective ivQzimtnX of history form two essentially

separate departments of the scholar’s activity; yet

they should be united in the inquirer, though they

must not operate at one and the same time.

The limitations and the peril of this siebjcctive—or

better perhaps the would-be didactic—method are

clear, and must be freely conceded by any one bold

enough to venture on the enterprise
;
yet it is the

sole and unique vehicle for what is termed " political

philosophy ”—the mind working at tentative sugges-

tions upon material stored up and accumulating

during many years. We still read with admiration

and delight Hegel’s “Philosophy of History": who
can deny that he has learnt more from one page of

his audacious generalities, his subsuming of events

coercively under his preconceived categories, than
from the dry recital of the most severely conscien-
tious hi.storians? A writer should know when to
expatiate freely in a larger atmosphere, and when
to tie himself down with a certain ascetic rigour to
exact statement and careful reproduction of com-
petent witness. In the former there lurks always
a kind of self-conscious irony : he is well aware that
ho is then stating the effect that phenomena produce
on himself, is not conducting the reader with him
into the “core" and the hidden nature of the
phenomena. He bears no incontestable passport
into a bygone age

;
he must always remain himself,

and the child of his own age. In the survey of tlie
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distant landscape huge traits and features must lie Tentative and

for ever concealed from his gaze. He is drawn to

generalise upon a single instance, if it seem to sup- pgimhal

port some pet theory of what “ must have been ”
;
and theorist.

to pass unheeding through the silent yet reproachful

ranks of witnesses to whom for his own purpose he

will remain wilfully deaf. This collection of essays

will therefore be a timid attempt to preserve the

precise frontiers of the two methods. In the former

or larger type I shall be satisfied beyond my hopes

if I can suggest, interest, and stimulate, if it only be

to question and opposition
;

for the subjective

historian must not expect to do more. A certain

epoch is mapped out for a cadastral or ordnance

survey
;

this, in the first place, is an artificial and
personal caprice; for time, like existence, is solid,

unbroken, and continuous. And the student finds

that such a circumscription cannot strictly be main-

tained
;
he will have to recur in a diagnosis of the

now clamorous symptom to the “still small voice”

of earlier hints and intimations. He will feel sym-
pathy with the conscientious annalist of older days

who began from the Deluge or the Siege of Troy.

Every period will be found to overlap another, and
he must often incur the blame of “ vain repetitions.”

As his confidence in the wisdom of his trenchant

limit evaporates, he will look disconsolately at the

finished chapter which so imperfectly represents,

not the subject indeed (that of course), but even his

own opinion of it. Such is the reaction which miist

be experienced by every genuine student of the wider

issues of humanity. The scholar is safer though
more fettered in a narrow field

;
and fields of inquiry

grow perforce narrower every day. Yet there must
always be place in the growing impatience at mere
accurate minuteness of chronicles, in the stifling

accumulation of fresh material, in the extraordinai-y

failure of conscious intention in history, in the ironical

play of Destiny with the sapient calculations of chief

actors and statesmen, for some such suboi'dinate part

as the role of the philosophical onlooker.
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§ 7. Such a task must in the very nahin- uf the

case show traces of amateur-work, En>frossuu'ni in

a special line is not the best training for adapting

the resulting study into the rest of human knowledge.

There, must be a sort of intellectual “clearing-house.”

To say that this is the very highest kind of mental

work is not to speak the truth. If highest imrans

useful, then it is obviously untrue; for Immau
advance on the present lines of civilisation (I am nut

saying they are the best possible) depends entirely

upon the self-sacrifice of the worker, sharply cutting

off, not merely his own tiny sphere of activity, but

his own mind as well, from fascinating aberration into

“ Elsewhere.” Clearly, and by any standard, the best

and highest should be marked by certainty and liy

completeness, to which qualities political retrospect

and prophecy can lay no claim. It is simply a play

of a somewhat serious fancy—dealing, it may be,

without profound conviction or even interest with

the future of the race, and hazarding in purely human
guess-work at the dim forces and obscure develop-

ment going on behind the scenes, on which kings

and warriors are playing their part amidst the

obvious interest of “alarums and excursions," And
once more, a historian too often lays claim to an
impossible omniscience. It is not conceivable to-day,

for instance, that any one man can be a trust-

worthy guide and critic in the development of cam-
paigns and foreign policy; the real question at

stake in religious discords, in the art or letters of

a given epoch, or- in the economic and fiscal i.ssiies,

which were no doubt almost as obscure and tentative

to the actors then as they appear to us
;

lastly, in

the sympathetic elucidation of the matter and spirit

of ancient writers, and the discrimination of the
genuine text. The following pages will he found
singularly lacking in vigorous and sustained narrative,
either of battles, of palace intrigues, or of religious
controversy. War is a simple matter in its immediate
cause or even profounder motive

;
it may usually be

traced to the cynical dislike of a near neighbour and
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to the silent but effective protest of a baffled mercan- A hktorian’s

tile interest. But to analyse in. its stages and its

manoeuvres demands the expert and the strategist, ^anga; /ai/s

and not the student
;

and I shall not (at least no claim to

willingly) surrender myself to the vain and idle

function of the Roman youth, who in his academic

theses gave grave and well-meant advice to Hannibal,

how best he could profit by the victory at Camice.

Nor have I anything to say about the religious

debates and discords which form, so prominent a

feature in the earlier period. That interest would
seem to belong to c|uite a different department of

the mind from that faculty exercised in our present

inquiry. It is enough to recognise that political

interest largely subsided among a population natu-

rally subtle and excitable, because of the eager study

of transcendental questions and the strange half-racial

and half-religious bitterness which arose from these

dogmatic niceties. That this ecclesiastical interest

diverted men from direct solicitude for affairs, I cannot

doubt
;
though the charge often levelled at Chris-

tianity that it instilled in its votaries contempt for the

actual world and left the held open to tyranny and the

servile virtues, cannot be for a moment maintained.

Indeed, this very point might be taken as an

instance of the danger of approaching a special

epoch with much modern prejudice, with only a

hazy outlook on the vast ti'acts of history lying be-

yond the favoured province. It is difficult indeed to

simplify and still be accurate; to generalise and yet

do justice to the whole array of complex facts. And
yet there is substantial truth in the old commonplace
that the Eastern mind turns away from the world,

and the Western tries, to make the actual better.

I have elsewhere (in my “School of Plato” and the

“Bampton Lectures” of 1905) drawn attention to

the very early drift of Greek thought (not to mention

Oriental) away from nature and the State, floating

upwards through a somewhat chilly and intangible

ether to the Absolute
;
and I trust I may be spared,

after this present excursion into a more concreic
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tis^onaM’s region, to continue to complete and to justify at

the thesis there upheld. It is as easy

TmgTtlmjs to prove (or rather adduce arguments) that Western
no claim to Christianity was the unique instrument in the main-

TiUcUm tenance of all civil institutions, all arts and culture

worthy of the name, as it is to show that the Eastern

fraction perished in a somewhat lengthy death-

struggle, of the poison of Christian abstentionisin.

Nothing would have made the Eastern Christian rate

ordinary virtues above speculative retirement
;
and

nothing, as it might appear, would fit the Oriental

from Orontes to Ganges for the debate and execution

of commonplace public business. It lay in the adap-

tability and sovereign efficacy of the Gospel that it

ministered alike to the Oriental love of truth and
• the Roman love of order and law. It will be interest-

ing to note the comparatively trifling influence which

Greece exerted over Byzantium; the brief moments
of Hellenic predominance in the administration are

rare, ineffective, and only so, significant. It is im-

possible to attach blame to the Church, because of

•the modification which a quietist, yet curious and
metaphysical temperament, introduced into the creed.

This, in spite of its transcendental basis, which is

indispensable, is simple and “democratic” in its

influence, appeal, and instruction. 1 have already

dwelt too long on this instance of the limitation from
which even the most comprehensive of historians

must sirffer, if he attempt to do full justice to an age
in its entirety—-in its totality as it stands; to the

origin and springs, not merely the phases and aspects

of its development. Recognising the prohibitive

Socratic warning against intrusion into uncongenial
themes, I have resolutely limited by my instinct and
inclination the scope of the inquiry pursued in the
following pages. And so far as is possible in such
a matter where few but notable pioneers ai'c beckon-
ing, r have not essayed a task which has been before
successfully attempted within similar limits, nor have
I consciously built upon another man’s foundation.
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CHAPTER I

THK llEIGN OP DOMITIAN AND THE ERA OF THE
EARLIER ANTONINES (81-180 a.d.)

A. Fii'st " Flavian “ House
Vespasianus . . .

Titus (son) ....
Domitianus . . .

B. Adoptive or Antoninian Period

:

M. CoccEius Nerva 96-98 . senat. nom.

Nerva Tkajanus (Spain) . . , . 98-117 . adoption.

jElius Hadrianus 117-138 . ? adopt.

Titus ANTONINUS I. Pius . . 138-161 . adopt,

i Marc.AureuusANTONINUS II. 161-180 . adopt,

t M. ANTONINUS HI. Verus . . 161-169 • adopt.

§ 1, The accession of Domitian, the second son of

Vespasian, marks without doubt an important date in

the history of Rome, and the development of that

fluid and complex idea, Cae.sarism. He w'as neither

the first plebeian that occupied the place of a divine

family—his father and brother had sat there already
;

nor was he the first youth who without any but honor-

ary olfice and titular dignity had been lifted to the

most responsible post in the State. The intentions of

Augustus, that great master of irony and opportunism,

had been veiled in obscurity; he had adopted his two

grandchildren, he had put a ring on the finger of

Agrippa, and he had summoned the reluctant Tiberius

to be the mainstay of his declining years. But it

cannot be definitely asserted at any given moment
that he had decided on a successor

;
or indeed that

his views of a monarchy which looks to us so monu-
mental and secular were sufficiently clear to allow him

to arrange for the future with any certain prevision.

In the peaceful advent of Tiberius, a tried and notable

69-79 . milit. noni.

79-81 . birth.

8X-96 . birtli.
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general, a sedate and austere citizen of the earlier type,

a member of an historic house—there was nothing

strange. If the commonwealth desired to accumulate

once more in a single hand the tangled skein of ad-

ministration, discerpti tnembra monarchi, no one would

seem more suitable than the " son ” of the late prince,

who with his splendid record of State-service had no

need to appeal to the "adoption of a dotard” and the

intrigues of an empress-mother. Augustus had been

aware that the constitution of the State was the re-

verse of definite
;
he looked forward to a renewal of

the struggle for personal power, and in his final words

to Tiberius named three or four possible competi-

tors. For nothing in the letter or custom of the

State forbade the free election of any Roman citizen

;

and the “dynastic” precedent into which the succes-

sion thus settled was distinctly contrary to the spirit

and intention of the State, in founding this novel

and exceptional function. Nor did Tiberius, the un-

happy Priam of his house, have occasion to deter-

mine between his son by adoption and his son by
blood

;
death and conspiracy swept away the children

of Germanicus and left but one to carry on the line.

With Caius enters on the scene a character with

which we are all familiar—the "purple-born,” the

irresponsible Cmsar of fiction and dramatic situation.

We have no desire to dispel any of the charm or

fascination which may attract the modern mind to a

contemplation of the past; but it is a fact that this

favourite of I'Omance, who unites unlimited power
and dazzling wickedness, appears but seldom in the

imperial purple. We may compute the reigns of

these spoilt sous of destiny, who combined an early

training in the palace, or its immediate neighbour-
hood, with premature tendencies to vice

;
but if we

take a liberal estimate and include the reigns of

Cains, of Nero, of the fourth, fifth, and eighth
Aiitonines, and of Carinus, we shall find, down to

the extinction of the Western line, only forty-two years
so occupied out of five centuries. Indeed, for thi;;
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kind of sovereign the Roman constitution had in lyijjicmlt pod-

truth no place
;
and it will be found on closer or

impartial inspection that many of such heroes of

melodrama were in public life adroit, painstaking,

and conscientious. And from, that list we have

withdrawn, in common fairness, all those coldly dig-

nified heirs, like the second Constantius or the sons

of Theodosius—all those promising lads, whom by
some strange freak soldiers or senate or people sent

to occupy the magistracy created expressly for a

veteran. Into the list of C^sars, popularly deemed
to be typical of the remainder, we cannot admit

the brief and pathetic reign of Alexander or the

younger Gordian; and it must be confessed that

the long minority of the third Valentinian belongs

to a different category altogether, and was rendered

possible by circumstances which had profoundly modi-

fied the primitive conception of Cresar and his function.

And we cannot embrace Domitian under this head

;

though he laboured under the double disadvantage of

plebeian birth and untried merit, he was a personal

ruler such as the commonwealth demanded from the

outset in the elevation of an Augustus. Other youth-

ful princelings might reign because they were their

noble father’s own sons, which for the vulgar, natu-

rally loyal to a family, is often quite sufficient reason.

But while his father had lived long enough to be the

second founder, the "Camillus” of the early empire,

and to strike profound respect into the minds of

carping senatoi-s and sages, his success had not

blotted out the memoi'ies of his origin. From the

decisive recognition of Vespasian to the accession

of the third Flavian, barely ten years had elapsed.

Men scarcely past middle age could remember the

brilliance of Nei'o's court---that age of the gods, as

Pliny the Elder seems to convey, after which men fell

with a painful drop into the respectable and hum-
drum work of middle-class reoi-ganisation. Domitian

reigned longer than any other successor of Tiberius

;

and in spite of the natural relief felt by the Senate and
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jDiffioiilt posi- the apocryphal exultation of Apollonius of Tyana, it

Urn of Domi- doubted whether the blow of Stephanus was

a public benefit. This son of a “ parvenu,” early

accustomed to the immunity of an imperial prince

{tantum licentiam usurpanti), hated and (worse still

for his peace of mind) despised as an upstart by the

nobles, exerted a vigilant and unexpected control over

the imperial destinies. He entered indeed into all the

fatal heritage of mutual distrust and suspicion which

embittered the relation of the Senate and its Chief

Executive. But he entered too into the great Augustan

tradition
;
and was no unworthy representative of

the first political constitution that ever accepted

as watchwords—peace, justice, order, and plenty.

Emperors of later times and better personal character

praised him for his choice of ministers; and in

the vapid pages of Augustan writers we find the

idle discussion of an insoluble question, whether a

prince's private virtues were necessary to the public

welfare ?

Completes § 2. We,are amazed at the curious faculty for pains-

taking administration and humane considerateness,

rnadeAn- so often dormant in a luxurious or lethargic

tomnespos- Roman, until the fullness of time came, and the hour

struck for the destined saviour of society. With his

disabilities, ascending after an untried or suspected

youth a throne owed to the dynastic principle yet

unacknowledged, Domitian guides the helm with

success, and earned the gratitude of the provinces.

Tacitus quietly subtracts from his own life the fifteen

years during which he lost all claim to be deemed
a member of the human race, after which (in a

famous simile) he wandered about in a world un-

known, a mere ghost of his former self, “his own
survivor." Yet there is no trace of settled or de-

liberate oppressiveness in the government of Domitian.

The atmosphere of the Senate alone is sultry
;
and on

issuing from the dignified prison, Tacitus may well

have felt like the prisoner of the Bastille, at the

sudden recovery of unwonted liberty. The reign of
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Domitian (so far as we may judge) is an integral Vompktas

part of the great reconstructiou by Vespasian which

rendered possible the golden age of the Antonines. mmle An-

We shall discuss elsewhere (and it maybe too often) toninespus-

the debated question, whether indeed public order is

the first mandate of the subject to its chosen rulers
;

whetlier it may not be purchased too dearly by the

degradation of an historic assembly, by the ruthless

and systematic silencing of all protest and opposition.

It is a question which is not likely to receive effective

settlement here or elsewhere; nor is an idle and
perilous fallacy of the eaidier eighteenth century, that

the sword of public order swings only in the hands
of tyrants, likely to be accepted in our own time. A
republic is, as Machiavclli would have foretold four

centuries ago, quite as stern and inexorable in putting

an end to disoi'der, quite as panic-stricken before the

suspicion of a plot. The chief events in the modern
histories of commonwealths have been bloodily con-

nected with the extinction of personal or communal
liberties. But for the mass of mankind the great

deliverance of the years 69 and 70 from the old

triuinviral, three-cornered anarchy, and from serious

barbarian menace, was welcome and recent enough

to make impossible any serious fault-finding with a

strong and determined government. The class of

thinkers, or posers whose lives were spent in a futile

and permanent opposition
;
the discontented Roman

satirist
;
the impractical Hellenic tlieorist, prating like

the Bengali of the lights of man and the beauty of

freedom—these might be excused if, after shifting the

burden, they essayed to criticise the attitude of one

who bore it valiantly. Yet the truth remains—the
reign of Domitian (for; all the story of the turbot and

aristocratic dismay, the black hangings, the sudden

surnnions and the goblin dancers) put the coping-

stone on the work of his father. For this is the

record of the Flavian house : a blunt and straight-

forward reorganisation on economic and middle-class

lines, a wave of personal and perhaps scarce merited
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Oompletex popularity, and fifteen years of thorough and attentive

ISavd^’^
work. " Caesar Borgia,” says Machiavelli, “ was ac-

made Ati- counted cruel, but it was to that cruelty that he was
tmiinespos- indebted for the advantage of uniting Romagna to his
sible. other dominions, and of establishing in that province

peace and tranquillity, of which it had been so long

deprived.” The succeeding age of 'virtuous and plau-

sible princes reaped the advantage both of the work of

Domitian and of its reaction. The removal of the pres-

sure caused unbounded relief, but its effects continued.

Position of § The Roman throne had been occupied in turn

tju) Senate I by a madman, a harmless lunatic, an artistic mono-

^diy^Uy,^
maniac, without any serious dislocation

;
it recovered,

as we have noticed, its wonted good behaviour and
equilibrium under the Flavians. Although the terrible

year of anarchy taught the notable lesson that Rome
was not in fact the king-maker, indeed, could not

continue to be even in theory, yet silence and con-

tentment settled upon the provincial armies, residuary

legatees of an extinct or effete house
;
and the Senate

has all its rights restored, and ceremonies still dearer.

The age of the virtuous emperors realises as nearly

as may be the most generous ideal of Augustus

;

a chief magistrate deferential and courteous to his

peers, firm and equitable executive of their decrees

after due consultation, yet not given to outwearing

their patience with the minute detail of administrative

i-outine. Now with our very modern and new-found
distrust of representative institutions, with the spec-

tacle before us of the nullity and fiasco of much
honest endeavour to aridve at or give effect to the

popular will, we must inquire a little closely into the

credentials of the Roman Senate to elect not merely
a president of their own body, but a world-ruler; for

in this light very early in his career was Gmsar
regarded. It must be at once allowed, it could claim

very little right indeed to speak in the name of the

habitable globe ! The Senate represents the old ex-

clusive aristocratic clan-government which emerged
from the coalition of patriarchs or heads of houses.
As elsewhere, so too in Rome tliis body elected and
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recognised a chief, deposed him, broke up his scattered PoMon of

prerogative among a jealous college of officials; and iheSmate;

tinally, discovering that the result was in the end civil

war, acquiesced like pious Isis in the reaggregation

of these powers in one semi-divine, certainly super-

human, repository. But the empire owed its origin

to a knightly or commercial reaction against a rival

or against incompetence; and to the half-articulate

voices of provincial protest against an administration

which (to say the least) was in the strictest sense

unprincipled. The Indian manifesto of that gifted

politician and consummate ruler. Queen Victoria,

supplied just the same nameless and intangible

guarantee which the dependencies of Rome in East
and West demanded and secured from the tactful

personality of Augustus. Responsible government
was once more a reality

;
and the aim of his genuine

successor was not to extend the frontier or widen
iht pmtesrium, but to secure the property and content-

ment of all classes within the area already acquired.

This task, it would seem, was pursued with steady

perseverance down to the death of Nero
;
as witness

let us appeal to the high character, the sincere

kindliness, the sense of serious accountability, which
mark the Roman officiaE in the somewhat hostile

documents of the New Testament. Interrupted by

the military orgy which ensued thereon, the Flavian

reconstruction, as we have seen, took up the task and
carried it to a severe completion. Into tlie labours of

these indefatigable men the princes of tlie second

century entered, doubtless with no very deep sense

of gratitude. And the Senate, resuming its privilege,

and not dreaming of innovating on the imperial

system after the vain attempt on Cains' death, poses

again as the arbiter of the world's fate.

§ 4. Exit it was tlie provinces and not Rome or no«

indeed Italy that had profited by the establishment
‘

of a fixed and responsible government
;
and if we ^‘^ayosMical

look closely we shall find that the effective and indc- succession’

pendent control of the Fathers was less felt during the

period of the tender deference of the Antonines than
”
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during that epoch of armed conflict and anarchy

which marks the third century. The Senate, so far

from being a true spokesman or repre.sentative of the

world, stood for reaction, for privilege, and for im-

munity. If feudalism is in some sort a revival of the

old family-state and the familiar regimen of a patriarch,

the Senate may be compared to a lordless manor. It

is equally exclusive
;

it has its own courts and officers

;

it defies the entry of a foreign trader or a king’s

messenger
;

it erects isolating barriers against outside

influence. Only by means of the lord does it attain

commerce with the outer world
;

or by the priest,

who at least represents a ramifying and penetrative

system somehow securing a unity in religious, which
cannot be found in civil, affairs. But the emperor
was intended by the Time-Spirit who called him to

the post, to be the focus of the world, to annul distinc-

tions and weld disintegrant forces into a harmony.

And the choice of the universal ruler, even in this

age of senatorial prestige, did not and could not

fall into the hands of this narrow and prejudiced

order.

The imperium, both in republican and monarchical
days, was a magical gift which consecrated its

possessor and could be transmitted intact. In

this transmission was a sort of “apostolical suc-

cession ”
;
and in a very genuine sense, the outgoing

magistrate “ created ’’ the following. It would not be

correct to say that the Romans with Hobbes main-
tained the in-evocable surrender of plenary power by
the people, and watched in passive acquiescence the

circulation of offices among the nobles, by a kind of

spiritual co-optation. Still there are distinct points

of resemblance in the two theories
;
and while the

votes of the tribes were necessary to point the way,
the essential ceremony lay with the officers already

charged with a sacred power. A veritable and a real

anarchy and arrest of government ensues upon the dis-

appearance and death of the two chief magistrates.

Thus the reign of the “five good emperors" is the
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period of adoption or nomination, no doubt amid Senate not

genuine senatorial contentment. If an adoptive son

could enjoy equal rights with a son by birth, the ‘apostoHaal

emperor wa§ able to transfer this u^ge to the political succession"

sphere—where, in spite of the military origin and dis-

guised basis, his authority tended continually to usurp

parental ideas in the eyes of men. During this age,

a careful provision for the succession was the rule

;

and to ensure the peaceful continuance of the imperial

policy was a first duty of the reigning sovereign.

Elsewhere in imperial history, there are few signs

of such forethought; the maxim of most might

appear to be the apocryphal adage of Tiberius or

Lewis Xy., e/ioS 6av6vro<s ^ata /uy^^dljTa) irvpL The
uncertainty in the character and transmission of the

chief office is one of the most startling features in the

whole history of Rome. While everything crystallises

into hard and fast outline in other departments of life,

this centre and pivot of the great artificial fabric is

left a prey to chance, to the mutinous caprice of a

few soldiers, to a midnight visit of a few senators to ,

some dignified peer, to a hasty nocturnal marriage

of some empress-dowager, to the venal clamour of

some palace menials. At the death of a sovereign,

the whole imperial destiny trembled in the balance;

and it is quite credible that the choice of Julian’s

successor, amid the famine and distress of the

Persian campaign, was a pure accident; and that

the irrevocable salutation of the wrong Jovian by
some hasty and ill-informed soldiers was really effec-

tive against the careful measures of the army-corps
and the truest interest of the realm. When the

empire stands to us for law, order, and regular

method, it is not a little surprising to read that the

Dardanian line, which gives us the world-wide re-

nown and statuesque majesty of Justinian, arose (if

we believe the legend) from the audacious fraud of

an ignorant guardsman, intercepting for his own use

the money intended to secure the election of the chief

chamberlain's nominee. But in this age there is no
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reason to complain of the haphazard

;
the continuity

is amply safeguarded until the moment when Marcus

allows his parental prejudice to overpower his sense

of public duty.

Prob/mn— § 5. Granted that in the freest of communities there

effiDimcyor always arise a need for a visible embodiment of

PviVofAhso- Ihe State, or for a final ''sealer of decisions/' the

lutism; debate will circle continually around the contrasted

S'dvantages of elective and hereditary monarchy. Two
modern king- conceptions of government will always coexist, some-

times intermingling, sometimes at variance
;

the

official and the patrimonial, the republican and the

royal. These roughly correspond to the significant

distinction of Tacitus
;

the Germans " choose their

kings by birth, their officers by merit” (“rep-es ex

nobilitate, duces ex virtute sumunt"). If we have

mastered all the meaning latent in this pregnant

sentence, we have gone half-way in the understanding

of those strange problems of history, the Frankish

Majorat, the Japanese Shogunate, the Tibetan regent

for the Dalai-Lama. The needs of a State demand
two qualities in a central ruler which are rarely found

united—efficiency and stability. Richard I. may be

the popular hero of a hundred fights, but he cannot

pose as the symbol of national unity, of settled policy,

of guai’anteed order. The retrenchment of monarchic
prerogative is certainly due quite as much to an ex-

aggerated and anxious respect (fearful of bringing

the direct power of the crown into play in a dan-

gerous arena) as to any supposed distrust of its

influence as limiting and thwarting the popular will.

It may be said frankly, and without fear of contradic-

tion; that opposition to monarchic authority has
never come from the people

;
but invariably from the

interested section, of birth or science or wealth, who
have found it convenient to limit personal govern-

ment in favour of a “ Venetian oligarchy ”—'Such

indeed as the Earl of Beaconsfield depicts to us in

those novels, which amid all the obsolete political

tracts or romances of the last century, alone retain
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the charm of truth and novelty. Yet, it may be un- ProMem-

happily, the jealous and selfish desire to seclude the effidemym-

sovereign from public business and the people’s gaze BmVo/Akw-
is reinforced by the general conviction

;
only by Msm;

such elevation above the dusty level of party-fight,

the petty issues of finance and coercion, can the safety modem Wmy-

and prestige of the monarch and the popular rever-

ence be preserved. It is true that in the century

which has passed since European equilibrium was
painfully adjusted again in 1815, monarchy has gained

incalculably in dignity and reserve-force. No longer,

except perhaps in Russia, is the sovereign held directly

accountable for the misdoings of his meanest agent,

for the tyranny or exactions of the pettiest official.

If the worst as well as the loftiest acts of government
are done in the name of the sole constitutional fount

of honour and authority, this is perforce entangled

in every false step of a minister, every base act of a

subordinate; a mighty and unsuccessful war, or an
undeserved beating, are alike laid on the shoulders of

the mild and humane recluse of Tzarskoe Selo. Else-

where constitutionalism professes to curtail sovereign

power by putting in commission its effective exercise
;

the result has been only to enhance its prestige. The
eyes of the people turn expectantly in the deadlock of

reform, the equilibrium of parties, the emergence of

menacing and rudimentary factors in the situation,

towards the power's dormant it may be but never

expressly surrendered. No one who is conversant

with average opinion throughout the country will

deny that the sovereign of to-day is regarded as

benevolently confronting, rather than as representing

the government. This result, due no doubt largely to

the personal character of English sovereigns since

the Reform Bill, is also the natural effect of the

policy of curtailment. “ How much better,” it is said,

“would this matter,” perhaps national education,

“ have been settled by royal tact, instead of the con-

scientious but aggressive and unconciliatory methods

of rival parties I ” It might well appear to-day as
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ProWem— if the irritable deadlock (already noticed) were the

effimmoy or normal condition of parliamentary nations
;
and that

iS/iftso- unpopularity were the natural lot of the chosen of

Mism: the people! The system of party-government is

msB rcsefoe- founded on the negative and destructive theory, that

modem Icing- the -main duty of the opposition is to overthrow the

ministry
;
and this avowed intention is reinforced by

all the artificial malevolence of political common-

place
;
which, however, may teach actors and audience

alike to take it seriously some day. The good-natured

“ give and take ” of English social life, reflected also

in its genuine political business, would become a thing

of the past; and acrimonious class-warfare would

succeed, with its violent oscillation of reaction, and

of abrupt and brief reform. In any case, to-day

the “ State " stands before us naked and unabashed,

as force : it merely coerces or taxes. Wherever an

appeal is needed to the warm and impulsive sentiment

of loyalty or patriotism, it is sought in the institution

of royalty. While the sovei-eign has technically to

endorse the government of the hour, he represents

august permanence as against tentative effort, har-

mony and respect as against spite. Kingship stands
“ over against ” parliamentary institutions with a new
title to affection.

I am not indeed concerned with the sage tractates

of political philosophers, who have strangely sup-
posed that the new voters would but endorse their

peculiar and academic views. No one familiar with
the temper of the people, with the vogue of the wider
press, can doubt that there exists a very prevalent
desire, as there emerges an occasional appeal, that

a sovereign should govern as well as In the
background lies the intense human interest in a
person and a family—which at least in some quarters
of the globe will continue to attract. Democratic
epochs (if my remark be permitted by the falsi-

fied prophets and pioneers of the movement) are
swayed not by reason or idealism, but by frank self-

interest, which sees no cause for disguise, and by
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sentiment. The stability of our commonwealth de- Problem—

pends upon this parental fiction, by which the

sovereign absorbs largely of the characteristics and mUed/Ahso-
attachment of a father. And lineage plays an im-

portant part
;

it throws back the roots of our insti-

tutions far into the national history, and interests morfe)')! kiny-

the vulgar in the ordinary happenings of family

life. In the revival of the monarchic instinct this

latter consideration has much weight
;
and the social

apostle of to-day preaches to deaf ears of the colour-

less "rights of man,” which resolves a community
into antagonistic and resilient atoms. For in such

an ideal, in this apotheosis of isolation, this fact is

overlooked : that man only begins to be human with

the family.

§ 6. The citizen of the philosopher is too often a Fallacy!

mere fancy portrait of the noble savage, or of Hobbes'

primitive man. It is the serious drawback and indeed with success

final condemnation of the "republican” form oi ofa minority

government, that it appeals to a theory instead of a
comwiWeft

sentiment, to calculation instead of immediate feeling.

Now a precise theory of life is beyond the reach and

the leisure of the average man
;
and I must repeat

again that democracy means the active and growingly

intelligent co-operation of the ordinary citizen in

affairs: it does not imply an unlimited confidence re-

posed in a Long Parliament, a Committee of National

Safety, a "ministry of all the talents," or a scientific

directoi-ate of expei'ts in electricity or sanitation. The
other scheme demands great patience and forbear-

ance; but it proceeds on the " democratic " assump-
tion that the people's voice, will, and genuine feeling

is worth eliciting—that the heart is naturally in the

right; and that the cement of a nation and empire

composed of strangely compacted and often hostile

fragments, is found in free intercourse, in a frank

confidence, in the good .sense of the people. But, it

is said with Hegel, that government is a task for the

professional class only and is fai- above the heads of

the mass.
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Nothing indeed would seem to excite greater fear

in certain circles than the suggestion of direct

“referendum." Now if government is to be the

scientific regimentation of the human drove, accord-

ing to gradually opening laws of physical develop-

ment, we must regret the introduction of the delusive

franchise, which will suggest to the poor freedom

and not serfage. But we may leave this subject of

the irreconcilable feud between the scientific and the

democratic attitude, and the possibly overt rupture in

the immediate future. We may premise that such

an episode is by no means irrelevant in a survey

of the imperial system; for all systems are latent

there, and nothing is here out of place that is modern,

and therefore in a sense its offspring. The empire

from a gracious, impartial, and ubiquitous supervision

of local units, developed into a gigantic and costly

scheme of regimentation
;
and though we must be

careful not to attach blame of intent, or ma//ce

prepense, to a natural and inevitable development,

we can see the peril attaching to a world of dutiful

puppets, trained to look aloft for every movement
and principle, and ungratefully resenting this parental

tutelage only in the wild moments of annoyance and
of failure.

We must return to our contrast of the official

hereditary

;

dignity conferred by virtue of office,

or by right of birth. The Emperor Paul I. repre-

sents the revolutionary spirit of Machiavellian State-

absolutism rather than mere Oriental tyranny, when
he denied nobility to any “boyar ” with whom he was
not at the moment conversing. This is the conceit

of centralism gone mad
;
but it represents the reductio

ad absurdim of the entire republican principle.

Human society is not for them (as in effect we know
it to be) a group of , families, but an aggregate of

hostile unitS'—of the resilient atoms we mentioned
above. And power for thepi does not grow naturally

enough out of parental control, but is an artificial

expedient due to the inherent malevolence and
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cowardice of man. It depends on no emotional basis, Falhmj;

and acts by no moral suasion as the expressed will

of a father
;

but rests on a reasoned theory of \iit''vMlisuceess

(which may well sadden the generous believer in ofa minority

mankind) and upon compulsion and force. Alone of

authorities in modern times the royal figure operates

by this moral sanction and appeal. In other spheres

of State is not a government just the short-lived

triumph of a vindictive minority ?

§ 7. Cmsar was not slow to clothe himself, at least Moral appeal

for the eyes of a large part of the subject-class, in

the dignified robes of parent and father. Yet the under

fiction of “choice of the best man,” and the ex.- Antoninesi

perience of the young scions of the Claudian and
Flavian families, prevented any overt recognition of inflmmof

this right; and the genuine character of the ancient
'

adoption atoned for the irregularity, as we should term

it, in the accession to the chief post. And C;esar was
first and foremost an untiring executive. He was to

be Teutonic “duke” as well as “king"; leader that

is, chosen for personal merit as well as succeeding by .

some mysterious right of lineage or adoption. If, as

we have before maintained, efficiency is the State-aim

(effectiveness at all costs, and with scant respect or

gratitude to the agent who is broken or ruined in the

task), government is a mere Temple of Aricia, the

emperor the priest who wins, and mus*- vacate his

place, by a crime. Against this coldly practical and
merciless view, the parental or family feeling makes .

signal protest. At any cost, the abiding sanctity of

the embodied State must be maintained—the “king

can do no wrong ”
;
and the centre must remain ever,

like the supreme fount of being in Plotinus, unruffled

'and attest.

Certainly, during the second century everything

told in favour of this latter pi-inciple. The ground

was well prepared (indeed well mown) by the judicial

or judicious murders of Doniitian’s later years—that

reign of terror and suspense of which Tacitus has .

left so poignant an account. The second century
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is the period for the efflorescence of a new school of

Greek letters
;
which, while it revived almost every

branch of literary venture, may yet be said to start

in the philosophical speculation of Plutarch, and to

culminate in the rarefied altitude of Plotinus. Classi-

cal Latinity (if the strange and allusive “ Spanish ’’

dialect of Tacitus and Juvenal deserve the name)

expires and leaves no trace
;

until the great Gaulish

school, which salutes the early successes of Diocletian’s

tetrarchy, and lasts on through Ausonius and Siclonius

to the chronicles of the deeds or lethargy of Merwings

and Carolings. Such a revival is nearly always in

history unfavourable to the prosaic value of local

liberties. With this age, as Pliny’s experience in

Bithynia displays, begins the Curial decay, which

replaces (as with ourselves to-day) the State-func-

tionary for the local bailiff—and Ceesar, as lord

paramount, for the obsolete civic pageant of the

duumvirs. The brisk and alert intelligence of Italian

merchant and man of letters gladly welcomed
the unscrupulous “parvenu” to unlimited power.

The growth of intelligence is in many natures, classes,

and climes largely fatal to the free institutions, which
do so little and occupy much time. For interest in

public affairs is, it must be confessed with regret,

but a transient phase in human history. It is true

of democracy no less than of monarchy, with which
it has so much in common, that it takes the earliest

opportunity of retiring from the active exercise of

those functions, for which it clamoured so loudly.

The wai's and thi'eatened inroads, and above all the

pestilence of Marcus’ reign, complete a picture which
is by no means encouraging. It is easy to detect the
signs of weakness and the secret of future misfortune.

But this section would be incomplete without a
longer reference to that pathetic figure of the Platonic

“philosopher-king,” The three successors of Nerva
represented the Roman genius in its many aspects

—

the brave soldier, the artistic traveller and minute
administrator, the “paterfamilias " in his kindest
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mood of fatherly geniality. But with Aurelius we Moral appeal

enter a new atmosphere of despondent satiety and
morbid introspection. He is the presage of a new nndEr

world and of Hellenic influence
;
he had drained the -intonines

cup of wisdom, as Tacitus would say, far more freely

tlian befitted a Roman and a senator. I cannot but influence of

attribute much of the later inaction and pessimism

of the higher classes to the sinister influence of the

philosophy of the Porch, and the spectacle of Marcus’

scrupulous unselfishness. Marcus did all because it

was a duty—a reasoned duty
;
the application to the

given case of some vague axiom of cosmic signifi-

cance—such as Epictetus bade the practitioners keep

always ready and unsheathed for use. But gladness

and spontaneity had flown
;
and the solemn suggestion

that the sage alone understood the world was the

most laughable pretension. To speak truth, it was to

him alone unintelligible. The vulgar got from nature

and instinct a working hypothesis which served them
very well. But the twin maxims of negation, “ Bear

and forbear,” signified this and nothing else; that

the sage abandoned his interest in the State or in the

world of nature
;
he could not reform, and he must

not enjoy. Stoicism, a Phenician, anti-Hellenic

system, represents not the healthy secularism of the

Jew, but the passive abstention of the Buddhist. It

was welcomed for a space in Greece and put on a

network of logical sophistry and technical phrase;

but it found a real and abiding home only in the

breast of the Roman nobleman, who fell on evil times

when his services were no longer needed. I do not

forget the pious apostrophes of the “dear city of

Zeus,” and the beautiful personal touches which

illumine a crabbed style and a negative creed; but

the plain teaching of the Porch is indifference—in

the most varied application of that term. The gospel

of duty must be reinforced by a real belief in the

value and perfectibility of .man—not the race merely,

but the individual, “Duty for duty’s sake " is a mere

unmanly surrender to Fatalism, or to arbitrary and
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Mm-al appeal unexamuied dictates of some tyrant in heaven or on
o^P^^ental earth. It is the chief pride of man only to bestow

under homage where it is deserved, and to judge securely

AntmaMe; the inspiration of the oracle by the value of the

^(he^feiii message. It is ominous of the coming peril that the

influence of list of the "five good emperors" is closed by one,
the Porch.

is as wearied of the sameness of this brilliant

and variegated world, as any neurotic poet who
to-day makes himself out more interestingly morbid
and depraved than he is. The cult of this dead

and mechanical universe will give place in the third

century to the more genial worship of the sun

—

Mithra and Isis will take the place of Fate; Elaga-

balus and Aurelian alike (the two antipodes of the

whole imperial line) will dress the altars of Phoebus.

And Roman spirit, and it must be confessed moral

behaviour, will revive—not in the lecture-room of

Aurelius or Gallienus, but amid the din of arms and
alarums, and in that new seriousness of a regenerate

and repentant Senate.



CHAPTER II

THE PSEDDO-ANTONINES; OR, TUB APRO-SYRIAN HOUSE
AND THE REGIMEN OP WOMEN (180-235 a.d.)

Luc. Auheu Commod. ANTON- \ w-.i,
INUSIV [iSo-iga . birth.

Helvius Pertinax .... 193 . . semt. nom.
Didius JULIANUS 1 193 • milit. iiom.

Pescennius Niger {in Syria) . 193-194 . milit. nom,
ClodiusAlbinus (inBrit.) . . 193-197 . milit. nom.

C. Afro-Syrian House and Pseudo-Antonines

:

L. Septimius SEVEEU.S I. (Afric.) . 193-21X . milit. nom.
M. Aueemus ANTONINUS V. i /birth and ' adop-

("Caracalhis," son)
(211-217 ,

ANTONINUSVI.Geta. (brother.) 211-212 . birth.

M. Opilius Macrinus . . . 217-218 . milit. nom.
ANTONINUS VII. Diadu-

MENIANUS •

M. Aukel. ANTONINUS VIII. ) 3
/milit. nom. and

('‘Elagabalu5,'’soiiofA.V.). .) ’( 'birth.'

M. Auekl. Severus II. Alexander 222-235 . birth.

L. JUL. Aur. Uranios ANTONINUS IX. (in East).

§1. In all the annals of the Roman Empire there Anomalous

is no epoch so full of surprises, hazards, and
anomalies as the half-ceiitury following the death ol

Marcus Aurelius. Elsewhere we can trace with some
security the general motives, felt or expre.ssed, which

governed the avowed policy of statesmen or the .secret

current of affairs
;
the needs of. the empire calling

foi-th a series of devoted generals and unveiling the

thin disguise of the military basis of power ; the

ensuing desire to safeguard the person of the

sovereign
;

the degrees and stages of civilian or

soldierly hierarchy interposed between highest and

lowest, like the mediating demons of the Neo-

Platonist
;

the natural tendency towards dynastic

predominance, or the supremacy of a certain family,

by which the free-election of a chief magistrate and

> 218 . . . birth.
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Anomalms embodied executive became the uiicontested succes-

fiTpfoudf
untried youth under tutors and

Antonines. governors
;

the sudden outburst of military blunt-

ness and common sense, protesting against the

money a:id effectiveness wasted in the shadows of

a palace among unworthy menials
j

the gradual

decline of a reigning house (which we note so

consistently in Chinese annals) from an untiring and

patriotic soldier, through a respectable civilian son

to the inevitable “purple-born,” in whom both at

Rome and Constantinople the line comes to an

abrupt end in a sudden catastrophe. But this period

combines all the anomalies of the rest, and adds

peculiar features of its own. It is possible to char-

acterise it in a variety of ways, without finishing the

portraiture. We may call it the continuation of the

“Age of the Antonines,” in which from Pius to

Elagabalus (138-222) some eight monarchs enjoyed

a title second only in dignity to Augustus and in

popular esteem far surpassing it. We might again

term it the period of feminine sirpremacy
;

for

Marcia, Julia Domna, Massa, and MammEsa are in

many respects the real rulers for over forty years

(190-235). Or we might represent it as the age of the

Jurists,—the period of the greatest legal brilliance in

Roman history, one long chain of eminent humani-
tarian lawyers from julianus under Hadrian to

Ulpian under Severus II. just a century later—the

golden age of those principles of civil justice and
equitable administration, which formed the basis of

all subsequent codes
;

until under Leo III. in the

middle of the eighth century we see an alien and a
religious influence striving for the mastery. Again,

we might call it a new provincial reaction against

Rome and Italy, laying, stress on the barbarous
Posnic tongue of Scptimius, the pronouneed anti-

Roman tendencies of his son, the fifth Antonine,
the grotesque mimicry of Alexander of Macedon, and
the liero-worship of Hannibal his compatriot; the
Syrian descent and orgiastic cult of Emesa over-
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powering the native deities of Rome, the Hellenistic AnomaMs
sympathy of Alexander—not to mention the amazing
Bacchantic riot of the young priest, and the half- Antonimr
mad, half-serious menace of Caracallus that he would
give Rome to sack, for his Celtic and Scythian hireling

troops. Once more, for the earlier portion (180-217)
we might point to the significant repetition of the

events that followed Nero’s death, as if some inner

and fatal necessity compelled each crisis to follow

a similar development. We have the aged Pertinax,

like Galba, stern with inopportune severity
;
the rapid

disenchantment, and Julianus as another Otho ex-

pected to revive the showy brilliance of the last

reign; and then the mighty protest from legions

North and East, and the lingering struggle of three

full years which challenges comparison with the

sharper agony of the triumph of Vespasian
;
and

this harsh and homely restorer of public order,

whether his family be Septimian or Flavian, leaving

two sons, one amiable, the other fierce and distrairght,

to quarrel over his grave
;
and the survivor to vani.sh

by secret assassination after a suspicious and misspent

reign. From the accession of Nero this fatal series

of events unfolds itself in forty-two years
;
from that

of Commodus in thirty-seven
;
and in each case the

sovereignty is again thrown open for public com-
petition. But it is instructive to watch the different

issue of the story
;
Rome and the Senate reconquer

their immemorial right on Domitian’s death, often

to be overridden but not as yet to be forgotten

;

but on the death of Antoninus V. power goes with

the Eastern legions and their choice, the remnants

of the still popular house of Septimius. Thus, while

the year 96 opens the pei'iod in which the ideal of

the empire was best realised, the murder at Carrhm

in 217 introduces us suddenly to the strangest and

most bizarre episode in all Roman history—the boy

Augusti, Diadumenus, Elagahalus, Alexander, and

a little later Gordian tire Pious. But once more, this

epoch; with the notable exception of Severus’ reign
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Anomalous (193-211), is the nadir of that personal government

tlTpfeudf^
and responsibility which was the whole secret of

Antmims'. the unlimited power and unlimited peril of the

Roman emperor. It is the age of the Grand
Vizierate, and of the retirement of the monarch,

to the vigorous sports of the amphitheatre, to the

distant frontier campaigns on Euphrates or Tyne,

to the curious but costly nature-worship of a per-

verted schoolboy, to the careful and decorous nurture

and education of a young Cassar for a maturity, of

which, alas ! the world was never to reap the benelit.

These are some of the features which compel our

attention and astonishment
;

neither singly nor

together do they exhaust the interest of the period,

nor explain the amazing nature of its protest against

Roman tradition. Everything that was un-Roman
comes defiantly to the front

;
and in high places sit

only the pretty minion of Commodus, the clever

freedman Perennis or Oleander, the aged Syrian

jurist and the youthful Syrian priest, the dark and
malevolent African astrologer, the arrogant African

Vizier Plautianus, with his eunuch-train (?) of noble

Roman lads, the mad fratricide traversing the

realm with his rioting band qf mercenaries, like

some mediseval captain or Condottiere, the crafty

and bedizened Msesa, and the mild but persevering

apprentice at the perilous trade of sovereign rule.

And withal, the great machine moves on of itself.

We have the strange yet incontrovertible testimony

of Dio Cassius that the episode of the Emesene
boy-priest did not do any great harm; and we can
well believe that the whole period is an instructive

lesson on the insignificance of titular autocracy,

and a caution to us to seek deeper for the causes

of imperial stability amid these constantly shifting

scenes of riot and' of disorder. We must indeed

trace the gradual process of decline; but we
recognise with wonder the pertinacious vitality

of a system that survived , the fifth and eighth

Antonine 1
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§ g. We shall often have occasion to notice that Gki^fimper'ml

the chief qualification of the prince embodying
himself the whole executive of the State was personal service; the

service. Any disguise of this autocracy, delegated in

its plenitude by the Senate, was contrary to tradition
;

the emperor must work, and govern as well as reign.

There was nothing patrimonial in the original con-

ception of the empire. Though overclouded by
forgetfulness, or deliberately superinscribed by foreign

characters as on a palimpsest, there were always

visible to a keen observer the lineaments of a city-

state and a voluntaiy commission to a respon.sible

magistrate.

The texture of modern society, the technical

phrase of government and diplomacy, the tenure of

a complicated land-system—all depend to a degree

unsuspected, upon the fact or the fiction of territorial

lordship. The king is the owner of his realm; he
says with truth, “my ships,” “my soldiers," and

“my subjects"; and the title-deeds of every estate

run at some distant point or other into the mythic

or genuine postulate of a royal grant of conquered

soil. On state occasions, even the English sovereign

employs, with the approval of his liegemen, the

language of undisguised autocracy; at a similar

moment the Roman emperor would sink the personal

pronoun, and in spite of all his power would speak

as the duly selected and duly charged servant of the

commonwealth. It is indeed no small support to our

tlieory of the contrai'iness and elusive character of

political power—that it is always the unexpressed

and inexplicit that really holds the reins
;
and that

to secure the quiet torpor or elimination of any

dangerous element, there is but one course—openly

to proclaim uncontested rights and sovereignty. For,

as we must often remark, to recognise a source and

seat of authority doesiiot mean to actualise it; and

the problem of real moment in any State, granting the

negligible or academic question of royal or popular

supremacy, is this, where resides the effective power ?
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CUefimporial And those who in ethical or political studies have the

j
courage to acknowdedge, the patience to trace, the

service; the movements of the real repositories, will be amply
‘ Grand

^
repaid by a careful analysis of the history of Rome.

Viziers,
cannot be doubted that one grave reason

for the maintenance of Csesar’s autocracy, for its

continual recovery after degradation or a minor’s

incompetence, was just this legend (if you will) of

delegation and of responsibility. He was never

recognised as the source, but only as the executive.

Elsewhere, in some .abstraction that men talked of,

but did not trouble to particularise, dwelt original

power that was freely entrusted, but to a removable

nominee. Had this wholesome fable or fiction, as

it often proved itself, been expelled, as early as our

present epoch, by an overtly centralised system of

some premature Diocletian, we could not certainly

predict under such circumstance the long survival,

the frequent rekindling, of the Caesarian idea
;

not

only as a vague principle of cosmopolitan union,

but as an effective and vigilant control over rival

and hostile races and creeds. No mere statuesque

dignity would suffice for such a personal ruler; idle-

ness or secluded indifference was a charge as dan-

gerous and disconcerting as active cruelty. And it is

therefore with considerable interest that we see the

earliest trace of the Oriental conception of sovereignty

in the very system which in its method and principle

is the exact reverse. Let us first examine this negative

fact, that dui-ing the greater part of this intermediate

and transitional period the emperor did not control

:

except (as in the East) by fitful and spasmodic caprice,

by the easy or reluctant sacrifice of an unpopular
minister

;
who could not, by the very terms of the

agreement between the republic and its chief magis-

trate, be accounted responsible, in the sense we intend

to convey to-day. We' have abundant proof of the

disinclination of the son of Aurelius, or of Faustina,

for the hard work incumbent on a Roman Cresar.

To him, supreme office was an opportunity not for
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State-service, but for the indulgence of temperament. Ohio/imperial

Commoclus revived the athleticism of Nero without

his artistic taste : and power fell naturally into the the

hands of a freedman, as it had done under Claudius, ‘Grand

^

But that glutton for work, however secretly open
to influence, had at least gone through the form of

personal attention; while Commodus surrendered all

business as irksome and beneath a prince's conde-

scension. Plis reign—if it may be called a reign—

•

is divided into three almost equal periods
;
two he

terminated abruptly by the ready sacrifice of an
unpopular vizier to public indignation, and the third

ended by his own death at the hands of his intended

victims. The career of Perennis closed in 185 ;
that

of Oleander in 189; the chief persons of influence

at the court, Marcia, Eclectus, and Lietus, anticipated

a similar fate on the last day of December 192.

Four years of turmoil ensued, and the administration

went on of itself with a certain indifference as to

the ultimate winner. The success and the untiring

activity of Severus did not however restore to him
the personal control. He hastened to forestall a

return of the disorder from which he himself emerged
triumphant ;

he created his sons Ciesars and in

course of time Augusti. And, as he revived the

vagrancy of Hadrian, traversing with surprising

speed the provinces and visiting the uttermost

frontiers, he created Plautian, an African and perhaps

a kinsman, vice-sovereign in a capital-, which he had

learnt to distrust. The reign of Severus has two

sides—^his own achievements in overcoming rivals,

and in restoring public order and peace; and the

court history of the intrigues of the palace, of the

influence of Domna, and of the envious hate of

Antoninus for the powerful minister, his father-in-

law. Dismissing the tragical embellishments, we
may be certain that the uncontrolled power and

pride of the prefect during the itinerant years

of Severus, excited in the populace the liveliest

dislike; that he rebuked the wildness of the elder
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Olliefimperial son
;
that the unanswerable charge of treason was

junction trumped up
;
and that after a stormy interview, the

m-om; the impetuous lad of sixteen first himself attempted, and
^ Grand

^
then entrusted to a soldier of the guard, the massacre

Vz^icis.
minister.

yice- § 3. It is hard to decipher the feelings of Severus.

emperors; jt may be doubted if he was convinced of the guilt

femalcT'^ of Plautian. But after his son's violence it was too

late for genuine reconciliation
;
and there was no

place for a discarded prefect who had once enjoyed

unlimited confidence. Severus regretted in the Senate

the temptations of power, and lent support to the

rumours of Plautian’s seditious design. But he had
now to take charge of the imperial education of his

heirs (204) ;
and he found in the control of two

envious brothers a fit penalty for his abandon-

ment of a faithful friend. He shared with many
emperors of his severe and industrious character, a

dislike of the capital. Four hundred years later a
compatriot will again save the empire, and avenge

the murder of a lawful prince
;

for it was from
Carthage that Heraclius sailed in 610 to deliver

the Eastern realm from the incompetent tyranny

of Phocas. And both tried to humble or to sober

the pretentious and incapable capital by proving

that the safety and administration of the empire
were independent of its approval or its splendours.

Severus spent little time in Rome; and if we may
believe Herodian, a scheme of separate spheres for

the two young August! was debated after his death.

It may well have been mooted in his lifetime, in

the curiously un-Roraan literary and religious salon

of the Syrian empress. In any case, the last years

of an active life spent in North Britain (208-211)
tEiught nobles and people of the indolent and excit-

able city that the true duties of a prince lay elsewhere
than in the senate or the circus, and that the heirs

of power must be trained in the wholesome hardship
of a camp. Heraclius, it will be seen, by his humi-
liating design of reversing Constantine’s judgment,
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begins a notable moral regeneration, which carries Vice-

him through the costly campaigns against Persia, emi^rors:

with something of the enthusiasm of a religious

crusade.

Meantime, the pretorian prefecture (oddly termed

TO /Baa-iXewv by a frequenter of the imperial

salon at the very moment when it was beginning

to lose its military character) is divided between

three colleagues
;

of whom Papinian, the Syrian,

and it may be the relative of the empress herself,

wielded the less conspicuous and civilian sway.

This dignified jurist, trained in the great outpost

of Roman law (which had somehow taken such firm

root at Berytus), maintained a real influence into

the reign of Antoninus Bassianus; and became his

victim (if story be true) when he refused to imitate

Seneca in defending a brother's murder by a studied

speech. It seems clear that Domna preserved her

matronly authority till the death of Antoninus at

CarrhEE
;
and certainly usurped many of the duties,

which no vagrant captain of an irresponsible militia

could effectively exercise. With her death, the

sway of female influence is by no means at an end.

Macrinus, the hesitating and conciliatory emperor
of an accident, is no match for the aged Mfesa and
her treasures. After the brief and decisive fight the

supposed son of Antoninus, assuming the same name,
eighth and last of the series, arrives in Rome. He
definitely hands over, it would seem, the cares of

sovereignty to his grandmother, who sits as a trapiSpot

near the consuls in the Senate; while he establishes

a rival and feminine debating-house under the pre-

sidency of his mother Sosemias. He might multiply

officers and give to the most obviously unfit the

serious charge of prefect of the city
;
but his effective

interference was slight and the Roman world went

on its way, by virtue of those permanent services

and institutions, which time and expediency had
created to remedy such episodes of irresponsible

caprice. Meantime the soldiers, whose regard
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Vice- for the Syrian dynasty was genuine and unaffected,

abhorred the effeminacy of the sun-priest. The

fmJeT potent trio of Eraesene ladies, with whom lay the

destinies of Rome, decided that the waning popu-

larity of SoEemias' son must be reinforced by the

adolescent promise of Alexianus. The emperor's

mother, in a curiously significant appeal, overcame

his natural suspicion of a pure-minded cousin, his

instinctive dislike of a colleague, by suggesting that

his divine duties gave him no leisure for the far

inferior and yet urgent business of the State,

Lamaism § We are here at once confronted by a situation

Xundor singularly and typically Asiatic. It is the natural tend-
^omnux sovereignty to split asunder into the two

irreconcilable elements of which it is composed. For
sovereigns must in one aspect be the serene and
motionless centre of Plotinus’ metaphysics

;
and at the

same time the vibrating sword or radius of the circle,

to which no point in the circumference is unfamiliar.

The one is holy, mysterious, and sacrosanct; the

other is accessible and efficient. The only remedy
which the last can devise against contempt of the

stable basis of authority is religious mystery and
impenetrable seclusion. This is the conception of

monarchy, as something to be caught and held tightly

and forcibly, like a palladium or mascotte, as if some
magical virtue inhered in the most ignorant man in

the realm.

Nicolas of Damascus gives a curious turn to Xeno-
phon’s odd story about the Mossyni

;
who shut

up their king in a tower, and if he counsel ill for the

State, slowly starve him to death rp^iovcrtv

iv ’jrvpj^ Kara/cXeuTTov, eav Be ns Bo^rj icaKcbs rrore

^ej3ov\edcr9ai XtyUip avrbv am-oKTeivovat). It is not
merely the clever ruse of a dominant priestly caste

to secure indirectly the control of affairs—such in-

deed is the whole outcome of Brahmin influence
in India from the very dawn of history; the king
becomes the mouthpiece and executive of the supreme
caste, and if his power is in theory illimitable, it is
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very effectively coerced by their tradition. But the lamakm
seclusion is also due to a curious blending of the super-

stitions of ioiem and of fetich. The tribal representa-

tive inherits ancestral powers and must be guarded

from harm, just like an idol in a shrine. It is a
‘

commonplace that large portions, if not the whole,

of the East are ruled from the zenana, from behind

the purdah
;
and here, as in China, effective power

comes to flow naturally to a class or sex which seems
to labour under severe but nominal disabilities. If

religious awe, semi-divine descent, or priestly prero-

gative surround the monarch, the palace becomes
both a temple and a prison for the unhappy re-

pository of celestial power. The caliphate sank into

this insignificant holiness and nominal suzerainty as

soon as the Commanders of the Faithful abandoned
the simple life of the meditative Arabian priest Di-

spirited warrior, and entered the enticing paradise

of Damascus or Bagdad. Two ancient monarchies

became conspicuous instances of this curious seclu-

sion, and have both issued from gloom to the daylight

within living memory. Japan’s Mikado represents the

motionless centre of the revolving wheel, sacred in

descent and altogether too holy for mundane cares,

A sincere or interested hypocrisy in a powerful

minister establishes side by side or in technical in-

feriority an effective office, the Tycoon or Shogun;

which itself becoming heredibiry like the French

majorate under the Merovingians, is transmitted to

a long line of secular I'Oyalties. There was some
excuse for the early error as to the relation of the

two—which regarded one as the spiritual emperor,

the other as the temporal. In fact, the dormant

plenitude of the Mikado’s prerogative had never been

curtailed or abrogated
\
and a long and at last in-

fluential series of reactionary politicians and writers

had demanded the restoration of power to legitimate

hands.

Thus the opposite result was reached to the judg-

ment of Pope Zachary , in the middle of the eighth
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Lamaism century. It was the Japanese Childeric III. who
emerged from imprisonment to mount a real throne,

and it was the modern counterpart of Pepin le Bref

who retired with good grace from a usurped and

perilous post. Again, from simitar causes there grew

up in the Potala of Lassa in Tibet (and perhaps too

in the kingdom of Nepaul) a divorce of theoretical

and effective sovereignty : the nominal ruler being an

imprisoned infant whom the i-egent never allowed to

reach maturity
;
witli wdiat measure of sincerity and

odd mixture of hypocrisy and self-deception, it is im-

possible to ascertain. It would seem that the present

Dalai-Lama has succeeded in passing safely the fatal

term of adolescence and has overpowered his regent

—the same fortunes attending the spiritual ruler (so-

called) in both Eastern countries. It is no secret

(to those who know the views of the special envoys

to Western courts, sent by the palace of Pekin in

1906) that the weakness of the present regimen is

largely ascribed to the immurement of the sovereign,

to the inevitable ignorance of a ruler who, whether

in Ravenna or the Forbidden City, or Tzarskoe Selo

or Yildiz, is the worst informed man in his dominions.

And if China be allowed, without interference or undue
pressure from her Eastern or Western neighbours, to

work out her own destiny, it cannot be doubted that

a great change may be expected in the attitude of the

sovereign to affairs
;

in the substitution of imperial

progress through the provinces in place of the seden-

tary indolence of Pekin.

Incompntible § 5. We have wandered thus far afield from the
with hnpmai unfortunate youth who was at the same time priest of

‘^defuTo’
Roman emperor; for such remote and

and ‘ de incomplete parallels are of significance in estimating
^ the tendencies of human thought, and in explaining an

indivisible, anomalous attitude of mingled criticism and loyalty

which subjects assume towards a sovereign. The
sacrilegious invasion of Roman temples and the palace
of Augustus by an orgiastic cult and a black stone
could only be a very transient episode. The proposal
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of Soaemias was impracticable—the emperor must rule Inoompatihle

himself or cease to exist. Religion was not for the

ancients a supreme or a rival department of life ; it ‘*/aclo’’

was, at least among the Romans, a subordinate pro- and'de

vince
;
and had a natural claim (without intrusion or

encroachment on earthly affairs) upon the attention indivisible.

of the citizen, the magistrate, and the general. No
exclusive caste prescribed a calendar and ritual to an
ignorant and awe-struck mass

;
each man was at

liberty to worship his own deity, even (within some
limit) to follow the grotesque practices of his own
special cult.

It was the exclusiveness of the God of Emesa and
of Calvary that moved the anger or suspicion of

the best of the Romans, M, de Champagny need
be at no great pains to show that the Gospel alone

could save the empire from the debasing Orientalism,

which is his constant theme : this we may readily

admit. What is more difficult is to apportion the

blame to the statesmen of Rome for lacking all power
to distinguish between the genuine panacea and
the fraudulent imitation. The worship of Mithra

penetrates widely over the empire and within the

army; Aurelian is a priest of the sun—but it is a

spiritualised woi'ship akin to the rising Mazdeism of

the new Persian restoration, and bears small like-

ness to the rites of Emesa. The claim of religious

observance and belief to occupy a transcendent and
autonomous sphere was not for a moment tolerated

in Rome; everything must be subservient to the

general welfare of the State. The mystic philosopher

might find repose in meditation without incurring the

suspicion of the State
;
but an orgiastic proselytising

cult was regarded with the same distrust as is evidenced

long before in the “ Setum de Bacanalibus,"

The Roman official was at best a Pentheus;

and his wise motto was “ S^riout point de z&le”

his sympathy with that sobriety, which with the

eighteenth century put an equal ban on the railer at

religion and on the “enthusiast." Eclecticism was
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''ncompaiihh permitted if it was personal
;
Marcia, like Poppsea,

was a patroness of the Christians
;
Mammcea may

do facto'" have attended the lessons of Origen
;
Philip may have

iwltdc shown some favour or some curiosity in the same

mermd^ direction
;

the well-known lararium of Alexander

Indivisible. may have contained the busts of Jewish prophets and

of the Christian Saviour. But the extravagant claim

of the Black Stone ran counter to all the tastes and

prejudices of the Romans. The reaction toward

archaic simplicity and military frankness which marks

the remainder of the century may well have found

reinforcement in the disgust at this Asiatic worship

—

for a moment dominating the capital. Meantime, we
would again refer to the impossible if sincere pro-

posal of the feminine conclave. Elagabalus did not

become the Dalai-Lama of a new cult. The Roman
constitution still required the personal activity and
responsible government of its chief

;
and after two

more experiments with a blameless but inefficient

minority, the State recurred once more to the elderly

and much-tried general. Syria handed on the torch

almost at once to Illyricura—the nursery of the

strenuous line which saved the empire.

Untimely § 6. Thus the tmdoubted reaction towards a plausible

oiuitian
'

imitation of old Roman virtue did not go far enough.

Still were women at the head of the administration;

Alexander, still, as the Goths complained of their young king,

Athalaric, the chieftain was not allowed to become a

man, kept always in leading-strings; and still the

supreme civil authority was entrusted to an Oriental.

It was felt that with all his willingness and amiability,

Alexander was not . representative of the Roman
people; and after the first rejoicing at the evident

purity of the new r6gime, a secret and not very
articulate discontent arose, by no means confined to

the soldiers, who threatened Ulpian so often, and in

the end massacred mother and pious son together.

We notice the chivalrous pride in the young Cresar

passing into indifference and contempt
;
the Augustan

historian essays to give to his portrait the complete
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ness of an ideal prince, a kind of second " Cyropaedia.” Untimely

Had Alexander succeeded Antoninus Pius or Marcus oMUan

Aurelius, his weak dutifulness might not have dis-^of™^””^
qualified him from a successful principate. But the Alexander.

legions and the barbarians inside and outside the

empire had felt their power, and sterner
,
material

was needed. The insolent troops of Caracalla had
not careered for nothing across the realm; and
with conscious defiance of the Senate and Roman
sentiment raised his presumed bastard to the seat of

Augustus and Trajan. The mild and civilian tone of

the whole reign of Alexander, his solemn and orderly

Council, germ of the later "Consistory," his "piety"
to his mother and deference to Ulpian's advice—all

this came inopportunely or too late. So did the mild

and innocent pastimes of Honorius with his feathered

pets, or the calligraphy of Theodosius II., or the real

artistic tastes and achievements of the seventh Con-
stantine, by which (it is alleged) he eked out his scanty

pittance under the hard rule of Lecapenus
;
so, in some

modern sovereign faced with a crisis that demands
the enterprise and daring of a hero, the domestic

virtues and the fondness for the quiet hearth, the

partner of his fears, the youthful heirs of his sorrow.

It is often debated in academic circles whether a

nation or a government can have a conscience
;
but

Machiavelli is undeniably idght in maintaining, with

airy regret, that the virtues which make a good
Christian are not those which make a good citizen or

a good ruler. “ Mqjus aliquid et excdsius postulatur a

principe” argued Tiberius, not indeed in this connec-

tion, but in deprecating an offer of further centralised

and still minuter autocracy which the Senate saw fit to

make. The times demanded a ruler of heroic mould,

and in spite of our admiration for the docile and

amiable son of Mammaea, our prote-st against the

callous treatment by Julian the emperor in his satiric

retrospect of the "Ccesars," we must admit that

Severus himself, Decius, Valerian, Gallienus, Claudius,

and Aurelian deserved better of the republic. The;
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Untimely autocracy was in commission, and the people tired

civilian Qf veiled disguise. The future lay with a

tried and popular leader who could find work
Alexander, for the great mercenary legions and command their

respect.

The reaction of tlie years 222-235 steadily

in view the civilian character of the Roman monarchy
which had predominated under the earlier Antonines.

Alexander refused the designation, but he adopted

the policy. We are not at fault in ascribing to

this reign the first attempt to divorce the service

of the civilian from the career of the soldier. With
the dynasty of Severus, and especially with the

first and last of the line, the legal duties of the

prefect almost monopolise his time and attention.

The provincial governors are reminded by practice

and precept that their chief function is to “tell the

law “
;
and the curious persistence of the uncritical

Lampridius on Alexander's “ severity ” to the troops

conceals, we doubt not, a perpetual feud between the

two parties, in which the emperor and his advisers

can hardly be congratulated on success. Another

historian, who served a consulate of nervous appre-

hension outside Rome, could tell a different story.

Alexander was firm enough to show favour to the

Pannonian governor, the historian Dio Cassius; but

he could not guarantee his safety in the capital, and
he spent, like Bibulus, his term of office in profound
seclusion.

After the deplorable murder of the empress-regent

and the young prince (he was scarcely twenty-live)

the two forces are once more seen in unappeas-
able combat

;
and while the reign of Maximinus I. the

Thracian belongs to the next epoch of border warfare,

of hard fighting, of civil turmoil, and the “simple
life,” the reigns of Maximus and Balbinus and the

third Gordian repre.sent the last expiring attempt
to revive genuine Antoninian tradition. There is the

concession to the present needs : a low-born and
vigorous general for the itinerant and military duties

;
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and a delicately nurtured noble to be the fixed point, Untimely

the stationary emperor in Rome, in constant associa- cm&n
tion with the Senate, already as fearful of the absence

as of the presence of the sovereign. For it is clear, the Alexander.

Senate, at least in part, realised by this time the nature

of the crisis and the tendency of the current—the

mria was becoming superfluous. In the election of

the semi-consular colleagues as joint-emperors, they

obeyed the imperative demand of the times for a

division of labour. “ Militemus" is the first watch-

word of Pertinax
;
“ laboremus

”
the last of his imitator

and avenger, Severus. It is the interference of the

Senate in the strictly imperial department of national

defence that rouses the ire of the founder of the

African house, who had treated the nobles hitherto

with marked clemency, There are signs that this

specialising of function, this separation of province,

might have been accepted, if straightforward.

§ 7. We cannot forget that the first Severus swept Diooletian's

away the interdict of Augustus on a senatorial governor

of Egypt
\
that the second raised, not without reason, emi^oT

the pretorian prefect to senatorial rank, because it military and

was not fitting that the highest order should be amen-
able to any one of inferior degree. If our surmise is

correct, that the whole tendency of the only two
calculated governments of the time made for this dis-

tinction, we are also right in attributing the policy

of Diocletian to the initiative of the African house.

The emperors and the legal advisers desired to reach

a modus vivcndi between the Senate and the executive

;

to define with more or less precision the spheres in

which their help was willingly accepted, in which

their intervention was strongly resented. But with

each reign or dynasty the whole dreary record of

these relations follows the same lines—a guarded

friendliness, a conspiracy, mutual distrust, wholesale

terror and massacre. We I'ead with a shudder the

terrible and pathetic account in Dio of the summary
execution of the “ bald man," to whom some dream

or presage seems to point as a pretender
;
and we are
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DiooMan’s both relieved and dismayed to find that Severus had

7lre^^in to do with this hasty sentence, and that the

Senate had merely offered up the first available giiilt-

milUmy and less victim to distract imperial suspicion. Something

in the very nature of the constitution hindered any

real understanding. There was throughout the whole

imperial history an astonishing absence of personal

loyalty; there was no approach to that homely

interest in the happenings of the palace and the first

family
;
such as brightens the dulness of modern

politics, and in some degree atones to the people for

the disappointment of many of its earlier hopes.

Such affection has without doubt tided over many
crises which otherwise would have been pacified with

blood
;
and the most valuable asset in a modern

realm is this indirect influence, this intimate attach-

ment of highest and lowest, which is so hard for the

stranger to appreciate and so impossible if destroyed

to replace.

The Senate had no such feeling for the monarch
of the hour

;
and it was accustomed to look irpon

any change as an improvement. The provincial

pretender, desirous like a feudal baron, of winning
some recognition of legitimacy, was usually loud in

praising the august body, professing the profoundest

respect, deploring the lost or suppressed prerogative.

If we can believe Capitolinus, Albinus took up this

attitude in a speech of republican outspokenness;

and it is evident by his later proscription that Severus

regarded in the most serious light this secret under-
standing of liberal senators with his rival in Gaul.

Macrinus wrote in a like humble and deprecating

strain twenty years later—-the victim of a hasty election

he awaits the approval of the. Senate, which he overtly

recognises as the fountain of honour ” and unique
source of authority. Under this dual or consular

experiment of the year 238, the Senate seemed to

supersede the Dictator and the Master of the Horse
(amenable solely to his chief) by twin emperors,
whose mutual rivalry might guarantee its own safety
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and influence. Their presage was verified, but the Diochtian’s

outcome was the direct reverse of their hopes. ,

Maximus and Balbinus quarrelled, and their dis- enZyor
union led to their ruin. For the soldiers detested inUUary ami

both the senatorial nominees
;
and could not under-

stand, especially after the reign of Antoninus V., the

civil fictions decently concealing the force of arms.

They attacked these respectable empei-ors severally

and overcame them; and -we i-each the last scene

in the promising youth of yet another imperial strip-

ling
;
raised in his boyhood by military influence and

destined to fall by the same.

Here, as was only natural, we mark a still more
conspicuous surrender of direct control. Power fell

into the hands of an honest man
;
and Timesicles,

or Timesitheus, the prefect, revives the best memories
of Ulpian’s ministry. But the time was not ripe for

this mild and pacific rule, which recalls to us the

modern reign of some heir to an ancestral throne.

But while the reigns of Persian Sapor or of Spanish

Alfonso, dating from their earliest breath, enlist the

chivalrous sympathy of their subjects, the Roman
Caesar gained little from this pathetic isolation of

imperial childhood. It would be a mistake to regard

the violence of Maximin or the treachery of Philip

as a mere sporadic outbui'st of personal ambition

and camp-riot. Docile youth or helpless infancy

was out of place on the throne of Augustus
;
and as

Gordian grew to manhood without escaping tutelage,

discontent arose. Nevertheless one wildly improbable

legend sought to connect the later Flavian line with

the Gordian family
;
for Victor in his Epitome suggests

that Claudius II. was in truth the son of the third

of the name. The brief interval makes it impossible,

but the chronicler's hypothesis {ut plerique putani) is

instructive both of the desire to attach a new
dynasty to an earlier line, and of the halo which sur-

rounded and immortalised a departed sovereign. Yet

the days of powerful ministers are over
;
and the

emperor resumes in the trouble that is coming his
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Diocletian’s direct and personal sway. The long list of palace

'n
administrative lawyers, of prefectural

mlryo^ vice-sovereigns is closed. And we must except an
nititary and instance which at first sight looks like a close parallel

;

nml
Iqj. revival of the censorship under Decius has in

truth nothing in common with the delegacy of plenary

power to Perennis, to Plautian, or to Timesicles.

Reaction to § 8. We have now ended our survey of this aspect

militai-y and of an amazing period
;
of the undying permanence of

penonalrule Roman prejudice against theoretical sove-

reignty divorced from effective control. We have

now to summarise rapidly some further features of

the times which herald the dislocation and disorders

of the future. To this period belong the premonitory

symptoms ; the robber-bands of Bullas, of Maternus

(under Commodus), of the nameless marauder of

Palestine who cheats Severus into recognition, of

Numerianus who forges imperial credentials for

raising a "company" in Gaul against Albinus, and

receives the thanks and the pardon of Severus for this

unauthorised aid—lastly, of the " Daemon " who over-

ran Thrace in the guise of Alexander of Macedon with

a sort of Bacchantic cortege of four hundred men, and
vanished mysteriously at Chalcedon. I am disposed

to attach weight in these circumstances to a chance
passage in Tertullian’s Apologetic, which seems to

imply the establishment of regular garrison by Severus

in the towns of the empire, to overawe the brigands

who profited by the insecurity or brief tenure of the

throne. And besides, the provinces and municipal
boroughs appear to be losing their desire and power of

self-government. We note the tenderness of the Sep-
timian jurists for local custom which is to be re-

spected; and we mark with interest an early instance

of the suspicion which the State is coming to enter-

tain of its agents. Two ominous features of the
decay of local feeling meet our gaze; the demrio,
still a coveted position under Trajan, has to be brought
back by force to his narrow routine and costly duties

;

and a significant statement is found in the Digest
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that “ no public activity falls outside the competence Reaction to

of the governor." Centralisation is inevitable,

whether we are to blame the sloth of the subject
^

or the encroachment of the ruler. Again, there are

traces in the rescripts of Severus of the burdens

which were imposed by the people upon the so-called

privileged class, of the need to enforce the clue

fulfilment of a hasty promise of some public work,

of the extraordinary care which was taken to pre-

vent the increase of taxation—

z

misery which is

the common feature of all states which are over-

administered, whether the people are nominally free

or in theory slaves of an absolute master. Here, in

solution, are all the elements of later disintegration

—

the insecurity and discontent which will render

necessary a more effective control, a more costly

system of civil service, the disappearance of the old

Roman virtues, the superseding of autonomy by
uniform legislation, the humanitarian bias of the

law side by side with caste-prejudice and military

exclusiveness, a decrease in the respect entertained

for the abstract sovereignty of the State
;
and, with

all the impartial regularity of equitable treatment, a

significant emergence of subjective caprice both in

ruler and in malcontent citizen. It will be seen in

the next age that moral ideas are by no means
extinct—with all its faults the third century holds

tightly to certain antique and honourable prejudices
j

and the rapid and sanguinary succession of pretenders

is something more than a mere selfish scuffle for place

and power. But separatism prevails, and violent con-

trasts and impassable barriers; of which this epoch

witnesses the foundation. The emperor is once more
suspicious, not merely of his peei's but of his subjects

and of his vicegei*ents
;
he has had ample reason

for this distrust, and to assure himself of efficiency

we have the establishment of a recognised service,

a bureaucracy, which Adrian had already stai’ted,

which Alexander reduced to some system
;
with certain

harmless pedantry desired to clothe in a hierai'chic
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Iteaotinn to uniform. The military class and the military career
militan/and confront the civilian as a thing apart; the superior
pmsona mo.

each city is marked off from the rest by

onerous privilege and (like the rhetorician, unless

specially favoured) is kept sedulously in the rank of

payers. The subsequent crisis will be seen to give a

stir to a society already crystallising into caste and

stratum; but the features of the semi-Byzantinism

of the fourth century are to be found in the social

and official distinction of the age of the Severi
;
just

as we can detect there also in germ and embryo the

characteristic marks of Diocletian’s restoration.

ADDENDA
THE IMPRISONED MONARCH

The later writers, Dion. SiCUL., Apoixon. Rhod., Nic.
Damasc,, Pompon. Mela, extend and perhaps exaggerate the

account of Xenophon. His words refer both to a custom and
to a fact {Anab. v. 4, 26) : 4 S4 paai\eis ain&v 0 h rif iibaavvi Ttf iir'

dKpou ipKaSopriijAvip {ir rpitpovcn jrdvres Kotpf airoS pivovra k. tbvK&TTovinv)

oiK ijeeXcy ^eXeAv, and so was burnt, like Valens, in his Tower.
Apollon, in true epic grandiloquence (ii. 1026) :

—

Airbp ii/ i<J/l<rr<p pcuriKeis /Axrmivt Sadtr<raii

'ISelas TTohiiairi 8«is \uoi<ri Suti^a

Sx^rXios' yip vo6 ri Bepurreiuv iMriyrai,

Ai/tv pip kAp' Ijpap ipiKXeuripTet Ixowip.

[It seems clear from scholiast here that Ephorus and
Nymphodorus originated the legend of death by starvation;

UtKliv n xplpavTct iyxKdovcn K.’Ktpa.yxopoSci. If Nyaiph. wrote under
Ptol. Philad., Apoll. is no doubt indebted to him.]

Mela i. 19; Mossyni . . . reges sttffragio deligunt viftcu-

Usqtte et arctissimd custodid tenant atq. ubi ctdpam prave quid
imperando meruere, inedia diet totius afficiwit. DIODORUS
expands the early account as follows (xiv. 30) : The Greeks rari
xpAros et\op ‘ ^p 54 r6 xtapiop rouro pifrpbwoMi top AXKup ipvpin>P ip ib x.

& /SttcrtXeis airrCtp xaripKei ritp iprjKoraTop rlpxop iyyip. “ESos 5’ Ixei nrirpiop

pheiP ip aliTip riv Tripra piop, KffxAOey SiaSoSpai rots ri TpaeTiypara,

(Strabo dwells only on the shameless and savage life of this

barbarous tribe.) I cannot help thinking that the story is due to

a misinterpretation of Xen. and EPHORUS ; for pvkirrooai may
merely imply “ guard," Yet the penalty for misgovernment is

circumstantial, and the one day's compulsory fast becomes in
Nicolas a formal execution by famine. I have an uneasy mis-
giving that the whole question is minutely examined in some
exhaustive German monograph, written perhaps since the modern
confinement of the “ Prisoner of the Vatican.” I am not satisfied

that Wesseliiig and Hemsterhusius were the last to treat this

fascinating theory.



CHAPTER III

*;}23S-238

THE MORAL REVIVAL, THE SUGGESTED DYARCHY,

AND THE ILLYRIAN LINE (23S-285 a.d.)

D. Gordian House (from Africa)

;

JUL, Valer. Maximinus I."^,

(Dacia) ....
Maximus I. (? or -inus), son . 236-238 .

M. Antonius Gordianus I. (at I n

Carthage) /
^

M. Ant. Gordianus II. (son) . . 238 . , .

Maximus II. PupiENus . . .Ig-s
Dec. JUN. Balbinus . . . .J

'

M. Antonius Gordianus III. {son") „

of 11.) ;
3 - 44

milit. nomin.

birth.

provinc. nomin.

birth.

senat. nomin.

milit. nomin.

milit. nom.
birth.

251-252 . birth.

“51-253 • "lilit. nom.

E. Period of Disorder

:

M. Julius Philippus I. andll. (Arab) 244-249

C. MessiUS Decius (Pannon.) . . 249-251

Hehennius Etruscus (son) . .

fHosTiLlANUS (brother) ....
\C. Vinius Trebonianus Gallus
VoLUsiANUS Gallus II. (son) .

./Emilianus

fP. Lioini US Valerianus I. . .

\P. Licin. Gallienus (son) . .

Licinius Valerianus II. (brotlier)

.2ALON 1NUS (nephew), &c., or Valerianus III.

F. The " Thirty Tyrants
"

(a) The Gaulish monarchy

;

POSTUMUS . . . 258-267 . milit. nom
Kills Saloninus at Cologne.

Reigns at Trives over Gaul,

Britain, Spain ; associates

—

fa reneg. general oft

Victokinus4 Gallien, slain by own 1265-268 . co-opt.

troops . , . . J

LA!LiANUsf“'‘=''- ... milit. non
V own troops . . j

Marius ’^^267 Oct.-268 Feb.
(. own troops . . j

(

Victoria (mother of Victorin) . . 268-270?

fgov. of Aquitaineil

Tetricus-I yields to Aurelian, j-268-274 . Female nr

I 274 . . . ...J
VOL. 1.
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{d) Tlie Eastern Monarchy

:

(1) Roman ; in Egypt and Syria

Balista (?) and Cykiades ,

Fulv. Macrianus .

Macrianus II. (son)

Quietus (son)

(2) Alien—
Septimius Odasnathus, i

INGENUUS. .

/vanq.by \
\ Aureolus. j

Regalianus, ? Dacian (killed

North lUily.

Aureolus, Dacian herdsman! -

(long faithful lieut. of Gallien) ]
' ‘

M. Aurel. Claudius II 268-270

Quintillus (brother) 270 . .

L. Domit. Valer. Aurelianus . 270-275

M. Claudius Tacitus 27.?-27f>

Flokianus (brother) .... 276 . .

M. Aurelius Valer. Frobus . . 276 -282

M. Aurelius Carus ..... 282-283

1 M. Aurelius Numerianus (son) . 283 . .

I M. Aurelius Carinus (brother! „„„
JULIANUS II.) . . .

§ 1. There is probably no period in ancient history

which is regarded with more disfavour and less

sympathy than the latter half of the third century:

and I must plead guilty to sharing this ha.sty and
unfair verdict, when for convenience I designate by
the name of the .“ Great Anarchy '' the time which
elapses between Maximhuis and Diocletian. The
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ordinary reader is convinced that beyond the brilliant Revival oj

and unavailing achievements of Aurelian and Probus

(270-282) there is nothing but shame and dishonour ; ^implT^/n.

the names of Zenobia and Longinus shine out with

a faint but familiar light
;
beyond that all is darkness

on the stage. We picture to ourselves a period of

mere feudal tumult
;
provinces breaking loose from

the imperial federation and setting up rulers on their

own account
j
separatist or nationalist tendencies rife

;

the military leaders with ambitious selfishness seizing

in mere caprice the perilous purple, and carving

patrimonies and princedoms out of the fragments

of the once solid fabric. We seem to see a cowed
or empty Senate, gradually fading into complete

insignificance
;
already so far losing its grasp on the

administration and on the obsolete traditions of curia!

rule, that Diocletian’s change comes merely to en-

dorse an accomplished fact, not to effect a momen-
tous revolution. The whole world seems a chaos of

captains or " condottieri," military adventurers with

their train-bands, crossing and recrossing in idle but

costly mimicry of war, and spending on useless civil

tumult the forces, which might have guarded the

frontier and set back the barbarian inroads for some
hundreds of years. Rarely, perhaps, was a judgment
passed more superficial and undeserved. On closer

acquaintance these years of seeming confusion unfold

gradually to us several striking features and a con-

sistent policy. In spite of the turbulence and chaos

of election and massacre of short-lived emperors, it

may be doubted if any age in the Roman annals

shows greater public spirit, more disinterested public

service and untiring endeavour, on the part of the

chief actors. The Senate appears in a novel and

serious light ; it enters into a real partnership with

the heroic defenders of the frontier. It seems clear

that in Senate and Army alike the sense of danger

and responsibility awoke some spirit akin to the

moral earnestness of ancient Rome. We shall again

sec such a rising from sloth and ease in the seventh
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century, when Heraclius and the religious or crusad-

ing fervour smite with amazing courage the enemy

of Rome—the wrong enemy as many will consider
;

but a certain prevision of Islam was not among the

mental endowments of the patriotic emperor. The

moral revival and the new bluntness and simplicity

date from Maximinus. Scarcely a breath of scandal

stains the memory of his successors
;

even on

Gallienus a more favourable verdict must be passed

than is usually allowed
;
and the annals of continence

and unremitting toil in barrack and field are broken

only by vague rumours of Bonosus' gluttony, by an

astounding but incredible scandal of Proculus, and

by the old Caesarian luxury and evil life of Carinus,

the last of this series. The spirit of reformation is

working in Philippus (244-249), who abolished one

form of ancient vice in the idle and voluptuous

capital
;
and in Tacitus (275-276), who with a puritan

rigour wholly in keeping with the general tone of

society, tries to root out the houses of ill fame. We
know from other sources that after the grotesque

license of that spoilt schoolboy Elagabalus, a remark',

able reaction set in. It was not without significance

that the persecutor Maximin and the supposed

convert Philip stand at the head ot this very needful

purification of high places. For the Germanic virtue

took up the r61e of Roman censor; and the wily

Arabian, whether a convert to Christian religion or

not, certainly shows distinct traces of Christian

influence. Thus two streams unite—the stern and

patriotic Roman, careless of self
;
the Christian, self-

regarding and moi-al, in the restricted or technical

sense. Nor indeed is it without a suggestive reminder

that we find again in this period the heroic devotion

of theDeciil. However precarious the link in these

later families to the earlier houses of the republic,

it is not denied that Decius, father and son, perished

nobly for the State, just as their fabled ancestors

had done. Everything seemed to betoken (after the

strange and un-Roman, mildness or corruption of the
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Afro-Syrian house) an awakened respect for tradition, Meniml of

for the past glories of a simpler city, when all united

their efforts and sank their differences in the service simple life.

of the State. Not without set purpose did Philip

celebrate with great solemnity the thousandth year

of imperial Rome
;
or Decius revive once more, as

a colleague's dignity rather than as an adjunct or

title of sovereignty, the old office of Censor. Indeed,

after Severus II. this very sovereignty receives a new
interpi'etation. We are apt to speak of the offer of

iEmilianus (253) as if it represented merely the

personal proposal of a despondent general, seeking

to support with the majesty of Rome and the sanction

of legitimacy a usurped and already threatened title.

But this deference to the Senate is characteristic of

the whole period. There was abroad a genuine

desire to make the dyarchy a success, a working

solution of the new problems of government. That

the old jealousies of Army and Senate were lulled

would be too much to assert : but the elevation of

Tacitus and the “noble feud,” when Senate and
Army vied in surrendering their rights to the other,

was by no means abnormal. Decimated by Severus I.,

called into a full partnership by his grand-nephew
the second of the name, the Senate seemed in the

elevation of Pupienus and Balbinus (238) to have

recovered not merely its antique independence, but

even the archaic form of government. Then for the

first time was set in contrast the military AvX'j,

“stopping the dykes" against the barbarian flood,

and the pacific functions of internal rule. The
Senate once more rose to its full privileges. It sent

despatches to the provinces
;
exchanged letters with

the provincial governors, or with the municipal
councils in those distant cities, which still preserved

a measure of actual or nominal autonomy. The
dream was rudely shattered, it is true, by the violence

of the pretorianSi The Senate held firmly to the

principle of the “elevation of the fittest,” to the

theory which reserved the highest magistracy for
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liemmiof the elderly grey-beard, who had previously passed
mm-al stern- through all grades of a civil and a military hierarchy,

dmpTlife. already drifting apart but as yet parallel. But the

army, imbued with a soldiers’ love of children,

secretly influenced by odd loyalty to deceased com-

manders, chivali'ously devoted to the beauty and inno-

cence of striplings, insisted first on the partnership

of young Gordian and at last, on his sole and un-

fettered rule. But when this “lama"-ininority passed

once more under palace or petticoat government,

as it had in the case of Alexander, once more

power was devolved on the most capable of reign-

ing : Philip the “ shogun," displaces Gordian the

"mikado.”

Influence qf § 2. In spite of the apparently unchecked control

the Senate of the soldiers, the imperial government approached

ffcnuiiie!''’
within a respectful distance of the ideal of Augustus,

The documents and letters of the time, collected by

the best of the quintet of historians, Vopiscus the

Syracusan, show us infallible tokens of this great

moral and republican reaction. The "patrimonial"

and hereditary conception is no longer recognised;

and although sons are in practice welcomed as asso-

ciates, the right or claim to succeed is again and

again in theory disallowed
;
and protests are formally

raised against the arrogance of purple-born novices

which represent public opinion, unmistakably sincere.

Cams, one of the best of these efficient, laborious,

and elderly rulers, never forgave himself for installing

Carinus, Cccsar of the West, with the full prerogative

of an Augustus; and it was with this prince, as we
see, that the edifice crumbled away. The promi-

nence of the senatorial debates, judgments, and
decisions is a remarkable feature of this time. It is

not a courtly pretence, as might well have been the

deference of Hadrian or Aurelius to an obsequious

assembly. The Fathers had in truth recovered some-
thing of that old fearlessness, when they awaited

immovable in their places the onrush of the Gauls.

Besides, as we may observe in later and feudal
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history, the greater the apparent violence and dis- Influenpe of

order, the greater the passion for legitimacy. The Senate

momentary captains raised by the irrevocable words
of their soldiers to a dangerous height, sought at

once to secure recognition from a body, which
beyond its immemorial prestige and dignity had
defied Maximin, restored, as it were, the consulate,

divided Italy amongst its twenty deputies, and refused

to be daunted by the first failure of their African

candidates. Just for a moment we are strangely

familiar with the cries, the aspirations, the emotions
that swayed the Roman Senate. We I'ead of the new
pride and courage with which they regarded the

restoration of ancient right, not merely to choose
a prince, but even to control and advise him. It is

easy to say that these republican “velleities” were
the veriest mockery, a mere piece of vanity and self-

deception. But it would appear that the Senate

was taken at its own valuation. No one disputed

these claims, expressed with unusual clearness. The
acceptance or recognition of a military Caesar was
not made with the alarmed haste that heaped titles

on any and every soldiers’ nominee* in the earlier

part of the century— Macrinus, Diadumenianus,

Elagabalus. The military leaders, as a rule, paid a

genuine deference to the Senate. The crowding

business of the empire was largely transacted in the

temple, where the Senate met; perhaps the only

criticism we encounter at the time is a letter from

Aurelian, who wonders at the hesitation shown in

consulting the Sibylline Books: “Did the conscript

fathers forget that these deliberations took place in

no Christian conventicle, but in the temple of the

Gods ?
’’ Winning universal respect, recovering many

of its ancient functions, delegating to a distant general

the duty of defence, the Senate seemed well on the

way to establish that principle of division of labour

which Diocletian afterwards effected on very different

lines. Minute as was the personal .supervision of

the emperor, as we: see from Valerian’s letters, yet
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hifiiienee of large and ample were the surrenders made to the
the Senate 3enate in civil affairs; and tliis without jealousy or

geimme. suspicion.

It is true we must distrust the curious and re-

iterated statement of Gallien’s cruelty to the soldiers

;

but we may well conceive that one possible explana-

tion of that strange character may lie in a vague

desire to re-establish a peaceful and civil regime

in the interior of the realm, and a vague compla-

cence in making over to other stout champions the

more distant and precarious posts of command

—

which, as it appeared, did not menace the supplies

of Rome or the dignity of the emperor reigning in the

capital. That Utopian or golden age when soldiers,

as Probus, himself a successful general, said, “ should

be no longer needful,’’ floated as a vision before

the eyes of many. Even the well-known prohibition

of this same Emperor Gallienus, directed against

a momentary resumption of arms by the Senate in

a crisis, may be due to no suspicion of their loyalty,

but to this new conviction that the two spheres

were best apart
;
and that, even if it was not yet at-

tained, a severance of office and department was the

goal for which constructive statesmen should strive.

We may here point out that when this divorce was
actually accomplished in the next century, when
Manchu “banners" and garrisons were set over

against accomplished but unwarlike “literati,”—the

two contrasted powers were held in leash by a

frank and unabashed despotism. Philo had seen that

the divine attributes, the kingly (or punitive) and
the creative (or benignant), fell under the supreme
if anonymous “monarchy." Just in the .same way,

without dex'ogation to the centralised authority, the

two ranks in the hierarchy issued down to the

meanest secretary or recruit, from the single fount.

But in the system, evolved almost without conscious

intent, during the previous half-century, a more
republican cast had beeii given to the whole adminis-
tration. Perhaps we may read in the lacunae of the
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imperfect annals of Aurelian's reign, the abandon- Influence of

ment of this project of peaceful partition. He at

least, in contrast to the simple manners, the free genuine.

address, the popular methods of these Caesars of the

"barrack-room,” affected a monarchic splendour and

pomp of dress and retinue which presaged the coming

orientalism under Diocletian. The suspicions of the

Senate’s loyalty once awakened in the breast of some

able and popular general, the scheme was henceforward

impracticable. Mutual confidence was essential, and

this was alien to the traditional feud of Army and

Senate,—which in imperial Rome, as in France of the

Revolution or our own day, seems a natural outcome

and an inseparable accompaniment of a republic

mainly administered on civilian lines.

§ 3 . Another feature of this time is the mutual Solidarity of

friendship and sincere personal attachment of the the Illyrian

various princes, the solidarity, if I may so say, of Icn^o/piiiii}

the training, the discipline, the traditions of the duty.

staff-corps, which provided a line of able rulers

from the single province of Pannonia or Illyricum.

Accustomed as the reader is to disi-niss these fifty

years as a period of bloodthirsty cruelty and inter-

necine warfare, he must acquire patience for a

closer analysis of the successive vacancies in sove-

reign power. He will be astonished to discover how
seldom can the hateful charge of cruel treachery be

justly levelled at the successful candidate. The com-
petitors all arose from the great military caste, which
the needs of the empire had raised up and consoli-

dated, since the failure of the civilian regime under
Alexander (235). A regular school is confidently

alluded to as supplying a series of emperors—-all

whether as generals or lieutenants, familiarly known
to one another, all trusted by their superiors, and
marked by straightforwardness and devotion to duty.

No period is so singulaidy and happily free from
personal rancour, from court-intrigue, or from secret

assassination. Vopiscus dismis.ses as the idlest gossip,

as unworthy of tire character of both princes, the
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Solidariti/ of suspicion which some attached to Caras, successor
the T//i/rian gf murdered Probus. For the frequent vacancies

Imm o/puilic: the soldiers are to blame, and the outbreak of sudden
duty. disaffection in an idle camp and the fortune of civil

war—a civil war which Gallienus refused in many
cases to acknowledge by a bold and generous fiction.

It is not until we come to the humanitarian preju-

dices of later Byzantium that we find instances of

such clemency: Aurelian spares and honours Tetri cus

and Zenobia, Probus had no hand in the massacre of

Florianus, is unwilling that Saturninus should perish,

and pensions with remarkable kindness the widow
and sons of Bonosus. It is clear that in the altered

conditions of the monarchy and the conception of

office, there is not the same jealous and exclusive

claim to sovereign position which will not tolerate

a rival.

Severus II. thanked Ovinius Camillus with pleasant

irony for his kindness in undertaking a share of im-

perial responsibility : and there are several cases in

this latter half of the same century in which foreign

August! are recognised by the sovereign at Rome. In

fact, for one and twenty years, nearly a generation,

the inipRrium had been divided
;
from the associa-

tion of Gallienus by his father as sovereign of the

West to the willing retirement of .Tetricus from the

insecure throne in Bordeaux. Claudius II. postpones

the conquest of personal rivals in face of the more
pressing danger of the public foes, Gallienus had
already shown a remarkable forbearance towards

usurpers, which may at first sight seem difficult to

reconcile with his character—a firm repression of

military sedition, and a resolute reservation of the

military forces of the State for the imperial disposal.

In a word, in spite of the frequent duels of pretenders

to the empire, “ one and indivisible,” there is some
notable postponement of private interest to general

welfare. And this would have been inconceivable had
not these princes dimly I'ecognised that the distant

rival, though disputing their exclusive claim, was doing
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good service. Documents and letters of the period Bolidarity of

prove to us it vras no unnatural welter of selfish

egoism : there are glimpses of a consistent policy, s^e ofpublic

of increased humanity, of a novel attitude to bar-

barians, to prisoners, and to mutineers, as well as

to pretenders to the purple. This solidarity of the

Pannonian or Illyrian staff-corps may be regarded

as a remarkable and significant feature of the time.

Decius (who like Titus and Tibeidus II. won in a

few years a renown disproportionate perhaps to his

performance) is the pioneer in tlie work of imperial

restoration. All the host of transient but meritorious

commanders, whom the force of circumstance and
the soldiers’ will invested with sovereignty, might

trace to this prince their fortunes, their elevation,

and their doom.

§ 4. For this sturdy and single-minded staff-corps The pro-

were at the mercy of their soldiers. The real enemies

of the emperors, of the pretenders (who guarded or

administered in this decentralised separatism), were for merdlese

not their rivals but their own regiments. To examine

and analyse the fate of these usurpers or legitimate

rulers, is not to open a page of despotic cruelty or

treacherous intrigue, but to accumulate evidence of

the dangers of a headless army, without discipline or

proper control
;
of that system of independent local

militias, which by several historians has been offered to

the Roman Empire as a panacea for all its troubles.

One is not in the habit of citing Montesquieu for

sound maxims or judgments upon a government he

could neither understand nor appreciate. But he
is right in representing this period as a kind of

“irregular military republic"; like the regency of

Algiers, where the dey was the short-lived and
embarrassed puppet of a military conclave; and
historical studies will suggest the general analogy of the

Mamelukes and the Janissaries. It is the fashion to

complain of the absence of representative institu-

tions and of “national guards," when the critic of the

study reviews or rebukes the system which Augustus
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The pro- bequeathed to the civilised world. " Si I’empii’e avait
mncial

^

donner aux assemblees provinciales line s^rieuse

'rospomm existence, si les milices communales que nous avons

for merciless trouvdes au premier siecle avaient subsists au troisi^ime,

I’Espagne aurait eu aisdment raison de cette polgn(§e

de maraudeurs. . . . L’isolement des citds les emp^cha

d’organiser la defense commune.” But one must re-

mind such fault-finders that the empire was deliber-

ately settled upon a peace footing. The violation of

the frontier, the plun4ering of Thrace or Bithynia,

the exposure of the northern limit of Italy, was not

within the horizon of the political prophet in the

Augustan age. The end of civil strife seemed to be

the chief aim of the new monarchy; and it must

be frankly admitted that to attain this laudable ambi-

tion much that to us seems salutary and even indis-

pensable was sacrificed. The early empire has many
restraints upon a full right of association, but very

few on that of public congress. There was great

freedom of meeting; and as we shall often have

occasion to remark, it was the imperial policy which

encouraged the beneficiaries in the province
;
who

despised or let slip those half-religious, half-poli-

tical assemblies which allowed and even fostered

the expression of public opinion. But a national or

local militia did not come within this wide horizon of

imperial liberalism. It was the peculiar pride of the

system that it appealed to moral principles, not to

force.

The interior provinces almost never listened to the

tramp of soldiers, rarely beheld the martial pomp of

a parade. Respect for the majesty and pacific mis-

sion of Rome kept quiet petty envies and neighbourly

jealousies in the old city-states. The seeds of decay
were sown in the classical peoples and their institu-

tions in the very period of their brilliance; the

empire, so far from suppressing, only entered in

to undertake the wardship of minors already ageing

by a precocious abuse of their powers. And it was
a civil and legal tutelage, not a military surveillance.
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The barbarian pressure, the unrest of the third The pro-

century, was not contemplated in the system of

Augustus. The maintenance of military garrisons, IZpmM
permanent, and in some degree independent, would ./«' mjcrcite

have seemed a dangerous expedient; the general

peace would be imperilled to guard against an un-
likely possibility. We cannot doubt that the stand-

ing force was largely increased after the wars of

Marcus Aurelius, especially in the needed reforms

of Severus I. It was realised, not without sadness,

that the civilian r61e of the early empire must be

considerably modified
;
and the third century repre-

sents a kind of duel between the two functions—of

administration and defence. The so-called anarchy

preceding Diocletian is only a serious warning and
protest addressed to the party of "peace at any
price.”

§ 5. We have hazarded the conjecture that the atate-serdoe

suggestion of .^milianus did not merely represent
.

a widespread feeling, but was in some sense feasible, not personal

Efficacy might be secured in either department by amhUion or

a careful separation of duty and function. Such it
‘*^*“*”*"

must be confessed was not the view entertained by
the two most masterful personalities of the closing

century, Aurelian and Diocletian. With the re-estab-

lishment of security on the frontiers, the outward

pomp of sovereignty and military autocracy, so far

from being surrendered, was of set purpose increased
;

and the apparent revival of the Senate’s prestige, so

far from leading to any permanent recognition, was

the last flicker of expiring privilege. But whatever

were the secret tendencies of the time or the avowed
projects of statesmen, the clear lesson of the age

was the danger of almost independent military com-

mands. It was not the private ambition of the

general, but the imperfect control of the troops that

roused the " pronunciamentos ” of the third century

—

a curious mingling of patriotic and regimental senti-

ment.

, The necessary increase of forces under arms, the
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State-sarvivu preoccupation of the central authority with other

tendm'a •
problems or its own peculiar vicissitudes, the urgency

nit personal of the crisis in the various detached and isolated

arnbition or points of barbarian attack, the high spirit of the
bmldtscon-

their ignorance of this Roman tradi-

tion (which seeks to efface the part in favour of

the whole), the undoubted prowess and capacity

of the new school of generals—all this combined to

make the creation of a new Augustus the common
and acknowledged remedy. In the absence of any
definite central control in military affairs, it was felt

that the general called upon to repress a genuine

danger should possess plenary authority. So far

from these mutinies representing local discontent

and- pretensions to independence, it is quite evident

that they sought to maintain the majesty of Rome.
Roused by a sense of danger, an unreflected instipct

of self-preservation, these movements were continued

in a highly patriotic spirit. The whole imperial line

in Gaul, ending with clemency and credit to both

parties concerned in Pisuvius Tetricus, is a signal

instance of this. Elsewhere, the tenure of a power
(necessarily, as it seemed, supreme) was still more
brief and precarious. Without wanton caprice, with-

out the studied cruelty, for example, of the Turkish

troops in Bagdad, these regiments inherited the

ruthlessness of military life, and pitilessly sacrificed

the incompetent or the tottering competitor. It will

be noted how large a proportion of these phantom
Cmsars succumbed to the swords of their own sup-

porters. If their own nominee could not win the

endorsement of success, he must be surrendered.

Thus the soldiers themselves, heartless and arbitrary

as their conduct appears, were preparing the way
by this holocaust for the advent of the single ruler.

The siege an4 sack of Autun, finding numberless
parallels in the .civil wars of later and less humane
days, stands out as a single instance of the “ Cossack
spirit," if I may use the term; which makes the

unarmed and civilian provincials the mere sport of
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foreign troops of occupation. From such horrors State-service

the later history of Rome is mercifully free. It was
.

the whole aim of the earlier line, down to the first not personal

reconstruction of Severus I. (193-21 1), to keep this amhition or

indispensable yet perilous element in its proper place,

and confine its influence to its fitting and subordinate

duties.

One chief title to our esteem in the Emperor
Augustus is his steadfast opposition to military de-

mands. But in the distress of this third century

the armies feel their power, and are conscious of

being confronted by an antique element which fears

and distrusts their influence. Probus (276-282) may
or may not have given public utterance to his con-

fident hope that "soon men-at-arms will be no longer

needed.” But in view of the predominance at tLat

time of the military interest, it may have not a little

contributed to his murder. The soldiens worshipped

success, were bi'ave only in actual danger, and
resented the continuous and largely artificial duties

in time of peace, which, as Tacitus reminds us, have

been excogitated as a i-emedy against the leisure of

camps. We have no desire to screen the renown
of Roman armies from the indelible stain of the

massacres of Aurelian, of Probus, and of many others

;

but , the repentance of the army in the former

case was at least sincere, and it is possible that the

annalist, like the tired copyist of some manuscript,

has been too ready to assimilate the doom of princes

to one common model, and to assume that no

accidental or nattual death was possible for a wearer

of the Roman purple.

§ 6. One more topic of abiding interest to the, Greatprohkvi

student must now be noted, the imperial attitude to

the new races—a subject to which ever and again rkms.

the historian must hark back, even at the risk of

repetition. Permanent and crystallised as the tradi-

tion of statesmanship became, effective as was the

control of the instituta ntajorum, VtiQ rigor publicus,

over the mere Asiatic caprice of an irresponsible
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Greatprnblem ruler, there was at least in this respect no settled

no systematic idea of warfare, alliance, or

rians. incorporation. And this can scarcely be laid to

the charge of imperial vacillation. It was impossible

to employ a uniform method to tribes so various, to

crises so widely differing, to inquiries for entrance

and admission ranging from abject humility to inso-

lent defiance. Tacitus, who is perhaps neither an

unprejudiced critic of character nor a farseeing

statesman, is at least a true prophet in his apprehen-

sion of the North. His strange sympathy with

Chauvinism, with any and every knight-errant esca-

pade on the Rhenish frontier, with the most ill-

considered and costly campaigns of some immature

imperial cadet, is due in part to his well-founded

suspicions of that northerly rampart or river, de-

batable tithe-land or chain of forts. If in Mr. Ker's

happy simile the Norseman thi'oughout his life

“ hears the boom of the surges of chaos against the

dykes of the world,” it may truly be said that the

Romans of a later day listened in like fashion for

the tramp of the Teutonic hordes. This justified

apprehension may relieve our historian of this obvious

charge, that in the conception of politics he never

passed beyond the mere selfish acquisitiveness of the

republic, or the pi-ivilege and exclusiveness of the

dominant clan or caste in an obsolete city-state.

But it is this fear which explains his strange yet

obviously sincere indictment of Tiberius: " Pnnceps
proferendi imperi incuriosus.” It was an odd and
indeed unholy alliance of the perpetual militarism

of the convinced imperialist with the narrowness of

the old city aristocrat. He could understand an
Imperator for some venturesome foreign expedi-

tion—no doiibt Trajan was his ideal; but he could
not appreciate the firm hand and liberal policy in

the interior combined with a flaccid interest in distant

campaigns. His political principles were framed in

the reaction of the fifteen years of Domitian’s reign
and by hi.s own experience in that thunder-laden
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suspense of the Senate. He did not realise that to Greatproblem

administer is more difficult than to conquer, to retain

than to acquire. The third Flavian employed excel- riam.

lent agents, and governed well and minutely
;
but

he had little sympathy with wars of aggrandisement,

and could afford to turn the barbaric danger into

something of a laughing-stock. Yet it is very doubtful

if this apparent supineness and indifference were
altogether to blame, either in this case or with the

much -abused Gallienus, some century and a half

later.

Nevertheless, however unfair may be Tacitus' esti-

mate of some great rulers who on the whole de-

served well of the State, his pious thankfulness for

the internal feud that divided the Teutonic race was
a piece of real political foresight. The incorporation

of the barbarian in the commonwealth he could not

conceive
;
enfranchisement to his Whig views had

already gone too far. He looks on approvingly, with

a kind of gloating delight at a gladiators' show,

when two German tribes exterminate each other

;

and recognises in this “ lovely spectacle ” the hand of

a special providence, whose intervention he is not

wont to trace in human affairs. The real crisis,

clearing up the situation and setting the future

attitude of both parties, occurred under Aurelius.

The palmy days of the pacific empire were over

with the death of the first Antonine. For not quite

fifty years (117-165) the imperial ideal was realised,

and it is to this period that Gibbon alludes in

attaching his remarkable eulogy. The wave was
beaten back; and Commodus Antoninus IV. begins

the policy of pensioning the barbarians, of assuring

his own position or comfort by disgrace, which we
may subsequently note in such different princes as

Gallus I. (251), Jovianus (363), and Justinian.

With the details of the “later" defensive warfare

we are happily unconcerned. The annals of this

period are distressingly full of marches and counter-

marches, both in barbarian and Persian wars
;
which

VOL. I.: . ? .
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(h-eatprohkm do not, however perfectly mastered and analysed,

'tffharba^~~
further in advance towards a better

Jam * understanding of the genuine relations. It is this

patient and minute survey which in this volume we
willingly surrender to another more competent to

be the chronicler of war and its alarms. Through

all these centuries the Rhenish, Danubian, and

Euphratic frontier is maintained, with but sliglit

modification. Rapine and raid may pillage Thrace

and Macedonia, or capture and lay Antioch in ruins,

but no serious measures of final conquest were ever

contemplated either by Goth or Sassanid. As late

as Harun al Rashid we must complain of the

desultory and inconclusive character of the Oriental

campaigns; of the utter want of purpose in the

slave-dealing ravages, which without settled or con-

structive policy had the sole aim of inflicting harm

and destroying city and village. Indeed in the whole

epoch from Augustus to Theodosius, a period of

four hundred years, the sole moments of deliberate

recession are to be discovered under Hadrian (117)

and Aurelian (273). Two of the most imperious and
successful statesmen in the imperial line surrendered

of their own free will a portion of Roman soil. I am
well aware of tlie pathetic emphasis which historians

lay on the evacuation by Jovian of the Mesopotamian
provinces.

But it is difficult to maintain a serious or con-

tinued interest in the see-saw of the Eastern
^ frontier

;
and we cannot forget that perhaps the

greatest extent of Oriental territory was acquired in

the reign of the weakest of sovereigns (Maurice),

scarcely twenty years anterior to the total collapse

of the great fabric. The two "moments” of genuine

concern in Eastern relations occur indeed under
Heraclius I. and Romanus IV. At an interval of

four hundred ' years, Egypt and Syria are finally

cut away from the parent stem, and an integral

part of Asia Minor, within the bulwark of the Taurus.

Apart from these, the general situation, whether
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under Arsacid, Sassanid, or Abbassid, presents features Greatprobhm

of wearisome identity, whether we are studying

the reign of Augustus, of Severus L, of Galerius riam.

Maximianus II., of Julian, or of Heraclius; even,

I had almost said, of Constantine IV. It would no
doubt be perfectly possible to draw out carefully the

exact points of difference in the aims, the arms, the

methods of warfare at these various times
;
and it

is indeed the duty of one indispensable class of

historians to emphasise just the peculiar features of

each age. But if our task from the first is rather

to trace the continuous and inner life of the empire,

we must ask if any substantial result or definite lesson

can attend the most patient study of border warfare

in the East ? We have throughout the same curious

and amicable relations between the monarchs, some-

times even a chivalrous confidence ; the same ineffec-

tive tournaments, in which neither combatant is really

in earnest. And if we ask for definite policy or result,

the answer must be negative. Sapor and Bahrain

may sack Antioch and may besiege or hand over

Nisibis; Severus, Galerius, and Heraclius may enter

Oriental capitals in triumph, pillage royal palaces or

capture harems; but there is never any question on

either side of permanent conquest or incorporation.

§ 7. This is a signal difference from the other Policy nf

foreign relation of Rome. The barbarian problem or

implied some sort ot con.scious policy
; and this latter course

was never demanded or implied in the “razzias," under the

which defied or retaliated in the East. The main ^^'t’^'vnnccs.

interest down to the acute crisis under the sons of

Theodosius lay in the receptive or exclusive answer to

the ever-present difficulty. How far was the empire

really cosmopolitan and world-wide, not indeed in

territory, but in citizenship within the magic circle ?

The emperors started with the classical bias towards

the finite, the limiting principle
;
they had none of

that vague yearning for the infinite, which led Asiatic

hordes under an able prince to spread in a few yeans

from the Japanese Sea to Poland and Denmark, only
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to vanish in as many months. It was the first con-

scientious attempt to establish a state, other than a

clan-city, on a peace footing. For hitherto the mili-

tary and the civil conceptions had stood opposed

irreconcilably. The Oriental monarchies had not

attempted any more than the confederation of Delos

to incorporate, to instruct, and to amalgamate. It is

needless to accumulate words of astonished praise

from Polybius and Josephus to the Gaul Namatianus,

on this unwanted policy of peace and welcome.

Now and again it received a set-back, when the

franchise was withdrawn or given sparingly. But

the curious privilege of a Roman commander, that

of bestowing the citizenship, marks from the first

the general tendency. Finding confluent streams of

differing voice and effectiveness in the vague theory

of the Porch and the genuine practice of the Church,

the current surmounted all fragile and reactionary

barriers and mastered the whole expanse. We watch

with growing interest the barbarian prince as client

or feudatory
;
the Germanic bodyguard of a Roman

emperor; the rapid transition from treacherous foe

to faithful legionary; for example, in the armies of

Julius Agricola. And in spite of Arminius and

Varus, in spite of the threats of the Batavians and
the menace of those years of terror following

Nero’s death, we feel sure that there was nothing

strictly incompatible between Teutonic personality

and Roman law—rather each was the needful com-
plement of the other. Nor can we forget that how-
ever profoundly modified in conception and scope

and meaning, the imperial idea has lingered as a

vital force among the Germans, while among the

Latin race it is either extinct or travestied into the

mockery of a brutal and spasmodic Caesarism.

Let us return to the question of inchiding the

Teutonic races
;
and in the first place, let us remem-

ber the havoc of the years of plague. Finlay strikes

a true (and in his age unusual) note by hymning as

it were the effect of the pestilences, which slowly and
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tragically traversed the empire under Aurelius, under Po/% of

Justinian, and again under Constantine V. In the

middle of the second, the sixth, and the eighth cen- Imov course

turies, the population of a large part of the empire was under the

entirely renewed. And it is not to be doubted that

the statesmen of the third, when they had leisure, must
have witnessed with dismay the dwindling numbers
of tillers and countrymen, and the fictitious sustenance

of the town-dwellers in the larger centres, by the

offer of gratuitous asylum to drones and incapables.

The influence of Roman tradition transformed

Maximinus 1. into a zealous defender of the limes

against barbarian attack; he has forgotten his own
people and his father’s house " ;

he has transferred

to his new masters a whole-hearted allegiance, which
loses nothing when he himself becomes their lord.

The unheard-of catastrophe of the Decii, significantly

synonymous with the republican family of typical

devotees for the public good, awoke a universal terror.

After the feeble interlude of Gallus, the fruitless offer

of Emilian, the reign of Valerian witnesses a serious

purpose, to defend either frontier by a division of

sovereignty. Severus I. in the first decade of this

century may have had some such partition in view

—

a kind of family compact by which not the imperium

only (according to the archaic republican usage) but

the actual territory should be distributed, and a new
capital founded for a new realm, Gallienus, a per-

plexing enigma, is stationed on the north to repel

barbarians, just as the two Valentinians and Gratian

a hundred years later. The importance and the

uncertain temper of Gaul and its neighbours is a

constant theme with Augustan historians. There
indeed Latin letters enjoyed a brilliant revival in

the panegyrists of the fourth, the poets, prince-

bishops and Christian fathers of the fifth century.

And the policy of Gallien would appear to have

been most liberal and inclusive. While Titus all

but destroyed his matchless and somewhat puzzling

popularity by a proposed alliance with Bernice,
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Polioy of Gallien wedded without comment, as a secondary

wnc?
partner of his throne, the barbarian Pipa. One can

latter cmrsn scarcely doubt that during his prolonged sojourn in

Wider the the north, this accomplished and tactful man of the
heller prmcon. performed more feats by diplomacy than by

arras. He is a type of the later “ barbarophil ’’ or

Teutonizer, that saw in the untutored and vigorous

races the best recruits for Roman armies, tlie best

colonists of Roman soil.

Claudius II. will have no parley with the barbarian
;

it is the old policy of war to the death
;
which was

stultified by the inexhaustible and warlike multitudes

of the north confronting the pacific and dwindling

haunters of the circus—as they took their exercise and
the hazard of a cruel sport, like our own proletariat

to-day, by proxy. Aurelian is no doubt a reactionary

by necessity; because armies just then were tiring

of the constant parcelling of sovereignty, and after

a period of centripetal license w'ere anxious to

show obedience to a genuine monarch. And it is

Aurelian who gives up Dacia, engrossed in the

one duty of interior unification. But with Probus

again appears a foreign policy of conciliation and

of firmness. He is perhaps the earlie.st prince to

settle barbarians in thousands on Roman soil. We
need not intrude into the era of Diocletian, and may
well arrest our notice at this point. The armies of

Rome had long been recruited from outside the fron-

tier, The generals of Aurelian read like a Military

Gazette of the fourth century rather than of the

third. This internal colonising, this new inilitary

caste, are just the two most salient features of the

later monarchy.' The emperors could centralise and
govern when civil and warlike functions were kept

rigidly apart, and when the control of the departments
was in the hands of groups of officials as widely

differing as tlie Chinese literatus and the Manchu
bannerraan. But we must leave this period of welter

and confusion, having marked the glimmer of con-

tinuous and conscious policy, of virtuous and ready
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effort which can plainly be detected, if we have

patience
;
having also traced its failure in the pre-

carious existence of senatorial privilege and the

difficulty of effecting a satisfactory division of pro-

vince. We are captivated by the suggestion of

Emilian
;
we recognise moments vdien the “dual

control” was effectively realised; but we are in the

end bound to admit that the overt absolutism of

Diocletian in the next age was the sole remedy for

the unsettlement of the third century.

Policy of
BA’olusion or

welcome 1

latter course

under the

better princes.



CHAPTER IV

CENTRALISED ABSOLimSM; OR, THE SYSTEM OP

DIOCLETIAN AND CONSTANTINE (285-337 a.d.)

( C. Aukel. Vales. Diocletianus . 284-305 , milit. nom.

t M. Aukel. Vales. Maximianus . 285-305 . co-opt.

C. GALEitius Maximianus II. . . 305-311 . adopt.

JULIANUS III. (Garth.)

Cakausius and Allectus (Britain) 286-293 . inilit. nom.

H. The “ Flavian " Houses (Constantine, Valentinian, and Theodosius)

:

Flavius Vales, Constantius I-I™.
. adopt.

(great-nephew of Claud. 11.)

3° i

Flav. Val. Constantinus I. . . 306-337 . birth.

Maximinus n, (or III. ?) . . . 308-313 . co-opt.

Sevesus III 307-308 . co-opt.

MAXENTlus(sonofMaximianI.) 306-312 . milit, nom.

P. Valeeius L'ianus Licinius ni.\
and IV. (son)

j-300 3^3 - I-

§ 1. A GRADUAL and often reluctant advance to

centralised control is the path usually taken by all

political systems. To say that control is centralised

seems to imply to many people that the administra-

tion is civilised
;
just as many theorists have believed

that in the discovery of the exact site or pivot of

sovereignty lies the key to the principles regulating

the State. And this, in spite of the sympathetic

sound on modern ears of the words "federalism ” and
" confederation.” How to acquire the stability, safety,

and long life of an organism, worked by a single

brain, at the least possible sacrifice of personal or

provincial freedom and initiative, is (it need scarcely

be said) the chief problem of all earnest inquii-y in

this field. Against tlie seigneurial or parochial

interest of feudal lord or commune, the drastic

scheme of state-supremacy was elevated about the

time of the Reformation into a principle, and ex-

panded into a theory by an Italian Lext-book. And
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the one abiding result of that strange uprising of Inevitable

mind and matter in 1789 was to fix the triumph not io

of individual liberty but of central control. The
contest in the new world of America after the middle

of the nineteenth century likewise vindicated in its

result the principle of centralism. The chief effect of

the recognition of republican ideas is the denial of the

rights of a minority. Yet by a significant anomaly
in our representative usages, government for the time

being is always in the hands of a minority. Interest

and unanimity are lacking in most elections
;

an

incontestable majority of the electorate is a pheno-

menon of great rarity
;
while it is clear in the case

of the group-system that the predominance of party

or person is almost entirely a matter of hazard and
secret intrigue. But the seat of authority once seized

by whatever means or right, the modern State inherits

the ruthless and autocratic methods of the past.

Government is less continuous but it is no less

arbitrary. The time being short for the transient

reformer or reactionary, every use must be made of a

limited opportunity : v(s victis

!

and spolia victoribus

are the freely acknowledged maxims of enlightened

administration, tempered by the cautious fear that

the prostrate rival of to-day may be the master of

to-morrow. Indeed, modern centralism is a some-

what curious feature of an age which has lost faith

in so many principles. The justification of convic-

tion and conscience saved the older State, even in its

religious persecutions, from the charge of tyranny.

With the recognised freedom of thought in

religious belief and observance (following the over-

throw of the ancient idea of a ruler's responsibility

and a subject's tutelage) there has emerged no similar

freedom in convention or behaviour. And the power
which may be exercised for the brief span of the

supposed mandate is merely concerned with relieving

the harm of the previous ruler-—a Penelope’s web.

In a word, there is in most administration centralism

without a centre; and the intrigues or self-seeking of
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Inemtable obscure and irresponsible gangs are' concealed under

^ mischievous generality, the Will of the People.

Hon. Absolutism in the old world meant something more
overt, frank, and continuous. However accidental the

election, the once elected emperor enters into a full

heritage of precedent, sentiment, and tradition, winch

somehow makes of most rude and unpromising

material a national patriot and a careful administrator

of the great estate of Augustus. One looks in vain

for an absolutely unworthy pretender
;
and perhaps

in the case of Phocas alone is this half-jesting saluta-

tion as Augustus wholly unjustified. This direct

supervision and initiative saved the Roman world

from those discreditable intrigues, whether of palace

or of faction, that make the modern constitutional

monarchy or representative republic the despair of

honest men
;

have led to that abstentioir of the

worthier and weightier citizens from public life,

which is the great and inevitable evil, incident upon
the nominal and insincere democracy of modern
times.

It would be wrong to say that public opinion

was in the year 300 a.d. as diffused, as sensitive,

as alert, as we find it to-day in the more wholesome
European societies

;
but it was certainly operative.

It watched with increasing approval the systematic

success of Diocletian, and endorsed the tumultuous

election of the crafty avenger of Nnmerian. 'Dm
last century had appr'eciated the mischief of de-

centralisation; and the reaction was certain to go

too far in the oppo.site direction. Yet however we
may regret the extrusion of the Senate’s partnership,

the severance of the. departments of state and of

arm.s, the heav5' CO.st of a fourfold court, the deliberate

orientalism of a shrewd monarch (himself without

a trace of personal vanity), we cannot, save in a

“thesis,” deny the 'usefulness of this restoration,

judged by any normal standard of the minimum of a

State's duty to the subject. Nor in spile of Lactantius’

angry protest against the whole system in the “ Death.s
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of the Persecutors," can we doubt the genuine public Imnttabh

contentment which applauded the changes of Diode- io

tian, and was upset by the tumults that ensued on his tim.

'

*

retirement : which once more hailed the reintegrated

monarchy of Constantine, and the resumption of the

new principles, modified as they were by the novel

feature of heredity.

§ 2. The outward history of the forty years between Gmeml
Diocletian’s choice and the founding of Constanti- “'•p'.'/' ufttn,

nople or the Synod of Nicaaa is extremely ^weight of tl>a

With the help of well-chosen lieutenants, an Illyrian Ohumh.

commander recovers and once more makes sure the

ancient frontier
;
Gaul, relapsing into barbarism and

disorder, is pacified; Persian insolence sobei'ed
;
Egypt,

brought back from a precarious autonomy, is again

added to the empire. The Adoptive System, excellent

in theory like elective monarchy itself, breaks down
under the pressure of parental bias. Twenty years

may be given to the painful and prosperous recon-

struction
;
and twenty again to its collapse and re-

building on newer lines. The principle of adoptive

nomination was in singular harmony with the early

Roman conception of imperium—^a magical gift

conferred by a sort of apostolical succession. The
holder is entitled to pass on this power midiminished

and without further reference to the sovereign power
whence he derived. But it runs clearly counter to

two strong human instincts : the prejudice of a father

who wants to found a dynasty, and the partiality of

soldiers who in the young scions of an imperial family

discover unsuspected merit. The early mutinies which

assailed the insecure throne of Tiberius were quelled

by this semi-feudal sentiment. Ready in a moment
of pique and sullenness to follow the noisy demagogue,

the army, being essentially ai'istocratic in texture and

tradition, refuses in calmer moments to substitute him
for the old names: Pro Neronibns et jOntsis irn-

permm capesmit?” At many epochs in this history of

the sterile Giesarate, it is pathetic to see how the limited

but loyal intelligence of the troops clung to some
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General stripling of real or fictitious descent from a regnant
sumy of the family.

miffhioftha And the sympathy of the average man was
Church. with Constantine as he climbed to the same unique

position, which Diocletian had seized, had fortified,

and had surrendered. Both in his attitude to the

new creed, and in his relation to the new races,

Constantine represented the larger policy, the wider

tolerance and receptivity. Standing ninth or tenth in

the great series of Illyrian emperors, he inherits and

consummates all their purpose, and he adds to their

masterful yet generous scheme the adroit alliance

with the Church. There is besides these vague, general

features of the years 284-324 no dark and tangled

principles at war, no secret and half-conscious force

pressing to the light. The world is quite content to

acquiesce in a firm government
;
and had no taste

for the renewal of tumult. Society agreed to pay

the price demanded. The increasing and homo-
geneous body of Christian believers hailed m Con-

stantine the “saviour of society” and the bringer

of tolerance. In no other section of mankind was
there a body of belief so uniform, a public opinion

so consistent
;
and the Church threw her silent but

effective weight into the scale :

—

“ Momentumque fuit niutata Ecclesia rerum.”

Changes of § 3 . The design of Diocletian was simple and

admne’^to
straightforward. He had seen the fearful uncertainty

personalruh; Caesar’s life and was determined to safeguard the

modmi person who embodied tlie majesty of Rome, In spite
rogaltg. undoubted revival of moral tone and public spirit

after Maximinus I. there had arisen among the troops

an absolute disregard of the sacrosanct character of

the emperor. This was to be restored at all costs—

•

even at the price of adopting expedients very unac-
ceptable to the rough soldiers of camps. All historians

speak in the same terms of the so-called “ Orientalism
”

of this reformer
;
to hide away the chief Augustus in

mysterious seclusion and surround him with pomp
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and countless retinue. And of this curious stream of Ohmgcs of
ceremonial we can trace the course down to the strict ^^oektiau

and sacred court-etiquette of Constantine VII. ^ov ^rsmalruk-
is Finlay wrong in assuring us that to the Byzantines modern

’

this empty parade seemed the loftiest of human
sciences; its punctilious performance the highest

earthly privilege and duty. We cannot doubt that

the institution of such formula acted upon the ritual

of the Church, and itself borrowed much from ecclesi-

astical sources. We are just at the point where the

very seat and source of earthly power is to undergo a
subtle change. No Roman jurist, however arbitrary

the exercise of imperial power, ever doubted that the

people bestowed and could resume. Justinian him-

self, whom Agathias calls the first genuine autocrat,

prefaces his work with a candid recognition of his

delegated authority, as the people's representative or

vicegerent.

Whatever halo of divine descent might gather

round the early Julio-Claudian house, whatever temples

and cult the grateful Orient might establish for the

peace-givers, however a natural syncretism might

identify, perhaps in distant Spain, the Caesar of the

hour with some local tutelar,-—tliere was never any

serious 4oubt as to the essentially secular and popular

basis of the imperial I'ule. It is no doubt often pointed

out that while the whole prestige and indirect influence

of modern royalty depends on antecedent divine right,

the Roman Cassar was only God by a free and generous

acclamation after a jealous scrutiny of merit when

his life's chapter had closed. It is hot too much to

say that here lies one difference that for ever sepa-

rates the modern from the classic world: hereditary

right, often derided and explained away, yet none the

less (perhaps all the more) valid and influential
;
and

official rank. And it is interesting to note that the

immediate claim of a dynast, without further choice

or recognition, is more and more fully established.

The Roman emperor would date his reign from a

senatorial vote of tribunitian power
;

never for a
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Changes of moment was he allowed to forget the respectable and
Dmletimi magistratial character of an authority unchecked in
adverse to . ,, ^ -x,

porsomilrule; practice. Teutonic royalty consecrates with a mythic
nwdarii halo a certain family, but primogeniture is lacking,
royalig.

narrow field there is a distinct freedom of

election.

The reign dates from the popular "recognition " by

the armed host, the elevation on the shield, and later,

from the joint civil and religious ceremony of anoint-

ing, wherein meet Teutonic custom and the tradition

of Jewish monarchy. But in the advance towards a

new centralism out of piecemeal disorder, in the re-

viving conception of the State as an organism which
marks the later Middle Age, the king, or rather the

heir to kingship, seems to rise superior, independent

of the tumultuous election of his “ lends ” or the holy

oil of his coronation. Important maxims of state-

craft unite with feudal deference to an eldest son to

create that strangest fiction, the royal " corporation

sole,” continuous and undying. The “ divine right of

kings,” “the king can do no wrong," “the king never

dies”; such are the foremost of the new principles.

It would be impossible to conceive views more utterly

at variance with the maxims of the empire. The
“right divine” does not adhere, as with us, to a

certain family of mythologic antiquity, “by i-ight”

(as King Edward VII. writes to his Indian liegemen)
“ of immemorial lineage ”—it is inherent in the people

which confers or abrogates, in the assembly which can

canonise and beatify, or condemn to lasting infamy.

Again and again we must point out the personal re-

sponsibility of the Caesar for good government, and"

the absence of any fiction of ministerial accounta-

bility, which has often shielded in the past (and will

often in the future shield) the masterful exercise of

invisible sovereign power by the sovereign himself.

The emperor was not irremovable, and the right

to criticise was never in effect denied. In fact, one
chief cause of the apprehensive jealousy of rulers,

feeling that their popularity was declining, lay in the
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anomalous position. They bore the brunt of misfor- CImngos nf

tune and failure
;

it was not recognised as an excuse

that “the sovereign had been ill-advised.” 2)ersomlruio;

the maxim of the indefeasible continuity of the ruling ™odom

line was unknown to the ancients. Behind the calm
assumption of the power, as if by hereditary right,

lay a civil vote, a military acclamation (endorsed in-

deed by a civil vote), in any case the fiction of open .

and unJfettered election.

§4. In the transition from the classical to the

modern conception, Diocletian plays no incon-

siderate part. He realises how insecure is, the over- camp,—and
weighted official, heavily responsible, ever accessible, now topalace.

and all-embracing. The sovereignty reposing in him
was liable in a moment to be extinguished by the

sword of the assassin
;
and needed to be ever and

again rekindled, as it were, either from the smoulder-

ing embers of a sedentaiy Senate or the brandished

torch of military insurrection. It has been well said

that the Roman emperor passes from the Senate to

the camp, and from the camp to the palace. At first

he is merely the executive, the right hand of an

unarmed assembly; which concentrates in itself the

wisdom and experience of the State, but being only

advisory or consultative cannot give effect to its

decision. For it must ' be remembered that the

“ prince-president” is as necessary for the safety and

integrity of the Senate as he was loudly demanded
by the financial classes and by the provincials. The
natural feud between a now inopportune clan-govern-

ment and the imperialism of successful generals had

issued into open daylight. It was in ; the highest

degree expedient that the: .Senate should recognise one

of the powerful pretenders as its own delegate; and

from one point this recognition is v just the most
salient feature in the establishment of the Cassar.

State-needs too summoned the chief noble of Rome,
living among his peers, to be the itinerant warder of

the marches
;
and from the niidclle of the reign of

Marcus this paramount duty only allows infrequent
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mnmient visits to the metropolis. It was the deliberate intent

of our Camillus of the Lower Empire to exchange the

up,^and barrack-room for the palace, as the centre, the source,

palace, and the seat of sovereignty. It would have been

useless to have restored the nomination to the Fathers,

edifying as was the deference of the military caste

during the interregnum following Aurelian’s death.

For the Senate laboured always under this disability

;

that being defenceless and without agents it could

never enforce and indeed had rarely occasion to

initiate.

The system of tumultuous salutation by a chance

group of soldiers was self-condemned
;
and there was

no one to propose the modem panacea, a free and

popular election by universal suffrage and the ballot.

Once more, after a long interlude, the palace (the

divina damns as it is called, even under Aurelius in

the second century) becomes the exclusive seat of

power
;
and the palatine officials usurp pre-eminence

over the servants of the State. Thus the nomen-
clature and the precedence of the rough Illyrian

peasant survives in the etiquette of modern courts

;

and the whole retinue of royalty derives its origin

from the Romanising despotism of the Merovingian,

and from the conscious revival of Roman tradition by
Charles or by Otto III. It was equally derogatory to

the dignity of a senator or a Teutonic noble to serve

as a menial in the house of the titular sovereign. It

was this mistaken pride, as we have noted, and shall

have occasion to repeat, which lodged power under
the Claudian house in the hands of supple and
subservient Greeks. For it is a uniform tradition of

autocracy that it prefers a foreign hand to execute

its decrees on its subjects
;

let the Christian and
Georgian agents of early Turkish rule, or the German
bureaucracy of Russia to-day, bear witness to this

truth. The Teutons, it is true, made an important
exception in favour of the "county,” the retinue-—

which assembled for purely, warlike purpose and the
discipline of arms under a notable chieftain of men.
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no doubt acquired more pacific duties during the rare Government

intervals of peace. Tacitus remarks with equal sur-

prise that it is no disgrace for the freeborn to be seen campl~mid
among the sei'vitors of a gallant captain

;
and that it now) to jjaface.

is the strange custom of Germany to defer the title

and perhaps even the rights of prince to some youthful

stripling of royal or ducal birth. In the latter part

of the third century the staff-corps, titat-majeur,

formed an assembly of notable warriors who disposed

of the crown. We shall find this practice again when
a crisis once more places power in the hands of

officers on a campaign, when the “prince,” who
unites so many anomalous functions, is pre-eminently

for the time being an imperator

;

and such was
the elevation of Jovian and of Valentinian. But it was
mainly Diocletian’s object to rescue the succession

from this constant jeopardy. And in bringing out

once more the sacred and almost magical faculty

lodged in the people’s representative, and by him
alone transmissible to a successor, he believed he had

established a permanent solution of that problem,

which awaits all but hereditary dynasts. He lived

long enough to confess his error
;
he saw the inexor- *

able pressure of the family instinct, the natural

reverence of the simple for a father’s son. And
though he saw it not, he may well have anticipated

the further development, vyhich will be illustrated in

our next period—the supremacy of the courtier and

the chamberlain.

Indeed, just the same process has, within the

past two hundred years, ffiansformed the Manchu
sovereigns of China from the warlike and active

supervisors of the generahwelfare into the puppets

and prisoners of a palace, where only the sagacity of

females can penetrate the deep veil of intrigue. It is

indeed possible to fix the exact moment when a policy

of mysterious immurement like that of Diocletian

succeeded the earlier conception of an accessible if

not ubiquitous ruler. Twice in the first decade of last

century was the life of the Chinese emperor attempted

VOL. I... G .
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—a rare display of unwonted profanity
;
and it was to

safeguard the incarnation of the State, or rather the

universal parent and mediator, that the present system

was unhappily adopted. Thus the greatest and most

ideal monarchy, which, whether in theory or in

achievement, merited much of the eulogy lavishly

bestowed by the Encyclopaedists, became a mere

Oriental monarchy of the customary type—that is, a

complete divorce of actual and nominal sovereignty.

For there ai'e two vague desires operative (as we have

already seen) in the concept of a ruler
;
men

wish to see the head of the State at once safe and

respected, and vigorous and personal. That these

two features are in reality incompatible is plain to

any practical statesman or philosophical theorist.

There can be no effective permanence in an office

which is exposed to the results of criticism and of

failure. Volney, in his “Ruins,” has a passage

pregnant with unconscious irony, where he describes

the enfranchised people, at the very moment of

recovered freedom, as delegating all its new-found
powers to others. It would be interesting to know
how he would have justified this prompt and hasty

surrender of the costly privilege of self-government.

For to us who can speak with the experience of the

nineteenth century, it is this indifference of the people

to misrule which constitutes the real menace of an
age Supposed to be democratic, and gives impunity
to unscrupulous and self-seeking statesmen. Now
although Diocletian is by no means so explicit and
candid, he labours, or appears to labour, under the

same delusion.

;

He would like to have maintained both the sanctity

and the effectiveness oi imperial, as our modern idealists

of popular, control. But it is clear that this iiicar-

ceration of the sovereign is fatal to the old Roman
theory of drastic personal supervision. Nothing, in

effect, saved the Cajsar from sinking into a mere
Mikado or Lama but the undying tradition of his

inseparable military duties. It is this emergence
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into a busy and perilous society, where formula and (invcmmmit

etiquette are not everything, which makes the softly-

nurtured sons of strenuous leaders, Constance II. and amp,—and
Gratian, something better than the invisible Honorius. nowiopa/ace.

But meantime, in the long interludes of peace, power
quietly slipped into unrecognised hands; just those

men whose personal duties kept them nearest the

sovereign, really controlled the promotion of the

civilian or the soldier and the general administration

of the realm. In fact, this overt acknowledgment of

centralism and autocracy then, as always, implied

on the practical side a withdrawal of all efficient

control from the monarch. A.s neither one man nor

all men can really govern, as strict monarchy or precise

democracy is a pure chimjera, the first duty, whether

in a republic or a despotism, is to inquire who will do

the work, which in their very nature neither monarch
nor multitude can perform. The long turmoil to

which the sanguine speculators or conspirators of the

last century in Europe pointed as the triumph of

liberty and enlightenment, did not substitute the

“Will of the People" for the caprice of an autocrat.

For both these (with rare and striking exceptions)

are mere fictions of interested pleaders. A new
governing class forces itself to the front, and the State,

without relaxing any of its pretensions to absolute

sway, is captured by a new party—-of intellect, or

of wealth, or of scientific progress. And it cannot

be denied that personal sovereignty and monarchic

influence has largely gained by this sometimes ignoble

transference of power.

Just as Hadrian had more first-hand knowledge

of his empire than Honorius, and exerted that open

or indirect influence which belongs to the keen-eyed

traveller, so to Edward VII. or to William II. is given

in virtue, not of defined prerogative, but of effective

and matchless insight, a power unlmown to Lewis

XVI. or the later Philips of Spain. It is one of the

paradoxes of history that as a story's moral interest

vanishes in the telling and amplification, so prerogative
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Governmmt will disappear in its promulgation. When you have
pmedfrom established the formal seat of sovereignty on a

famp,—and logical basis, there is the further question usurping

now to palace, all genuine attention, who shall exercise it ? Dio-

cletian, like so many great rulers, believed he was

founding an enduring edifice. But he had estimated'

human nature by himself. Strangely above petty

ends and selfish aims, he had left out of his calcula-

tion two important elements in the average man
;
and

he it is who is " always with us,” while the man of

genius or the reformer is (as Alexander I. says of a

good autocrat) “ a happy accident." He hoped that

fathers would pass over their sons, and that sons

would forget their father’s titles and renown, and sink

uncomplaining into a private lot And he believed

that a sedentai'y and secluded ruler could administer

the empire. In both these expectations he was
deceived. He had made no allowance for the play

of average feeling, or for the disability of the average

ruler. Both were intimately connected
;
for not only

the scion of a reigning house but also the people

at large believe that he is especially fitted for a

certain task by birth
;
and these, when they are un-

deceived, continue to reproach him with failure or

misrule, for which, in the nature of the case, he is

the last person who is actually I'esponsible. Diocle-

tian, while seeking to restore personal rule, in reality

ended it. In the next generation the emperor wall be

known as one who has a certain influence with his

chief minister 1

Diocletian § 5. From this general appreciation of his policy

piisf-^Ttmo
forecast of its outcome, we must turn to the

%pe!i the more Special treatment of his reforms. And it would
Silmt cltangon at once appear that Diocletian is no bold innovator,

fenhmj.
Napoleon or Peter the Great. If we look closely

at the preceding age we shall see there in embryo
the germ of all ;his i-evolutionary projects. Nor is

it any disparagement to the great talent or public
service of the man to show that he recognised and
co-ordinated prevalent tendencies into a system,
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rather than destroyed and built up anew after an Diocletian

original design. We have, as may be hoped, shown ^umsupthe

that the apparent anarchy of the third century is

by no means lacking in constructive features
;
that silent elmnge

the protagonists in this scene of confusion are not

devoid of a strong sense of public duty and personal

loyalty. It would be unfair indeed to dismiss that

age as a mere battlefield of "kites and crows,"

Diocletian sums up its chief tendencies
;
indeed he

looks backward rather than forward, and is the child

of his own age rather than the parent of a new
epoch— auret seeculi parens, zs his dutiful histo-

riographer terms him. I suppose that the chief sub-

terraneaii currents only issuing later into daylight

were three : the fissiparous tendency of East and
West

;
the divorce of the civilian and military duties

and careers
j
and the Germanising not merely of the

armies but of the soil of Rome. It will be needful

to devote attention to these three problems of absorb-

ing interest
;
to trace the sundering of the two main

divisions of the realm
;

to analyse the motives for

the separation of the two great services of State
j

to revert (without, I hope, wearisome repetition) to

the undying pi'oblem of the relations of the new
and vigorous peoples descending on a depleted

empire, which suffered from nothing so much as

lack of men.
And first, it had been long apparent that the

unwieldy bulk of the empire surpassed the powers

of a single ruler, however vigorous. The tendency

to split appears as early as the first serious barbarian

menace under Marcus Aurelius. Every succeeding

monarch who was something more than the well-

meaning creature of circumstance, reverted to some
kind of scheme for halving immediate responsibility

without impairing the solidarity of the empire; for

the Wii/rwoM was not a concrete realm in our

sense, but a unique
;

cujus, (as Cyprian might say

of it no less than of the Christian epi-scopate) a

singulis in solidum pars teneiim Itself, since the
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DioeleUan days of kingship, still' infinite and comprehensive,
mmsuptJm

j|. capable of wide distribution, without the

\^pesihT^ general representation losing its integral validity;

silent changes d was a sort of “sacrament” miraculously multiplied

fentury. in its integrity without losing its inherent grace.

Against centralised power in wrong hands the ex-

pedient was to multiply checks and colleagues
;
and

it was to remedy the dislocated mechanism that

once more authority was given in the aggregate to

a single ruler without a partner. Yet after the close

of the second century a partner was often voluntarily

chosen, and the duties divided. We vainly desire to

know what truth lies beyond the fable of Severus’

partition of empire. Would he have forestalled Con-

stantine and Theodosius in choosing a new capital

and two stripling princes to succeed to rival thrones ?

or again, was it a mere expedient to alleviate the

suspicious jealousy of two brothers, like Romulus
and Remus? or lastly, is it a mere suggestion of

a rhetorician ? It must be remembered, if it is this

last, if Herodianus fancies where Dio Cassius knows
nothing, it is none the less significant. If one chief

purpose of this volume is to show the hidden and
unconscious forces which long before recognition

have already accomplished their aim, it is also our

design to show the bias of contemporary feeling, and
to seek to gather what the actors and writers of the

time thought of that wonderful and yet perplexing

heritage which they were too near to understand

fully. And Herodianus, writing some forty years later,

may well reflect a current interpretation of the fratri-

cidal quarrel and of the suggestion which was to cure

it. Towards the close of his history comes the dual

empire of Maximus II. and Balbinusj and although
this regards the discrepant duties of peace and war
rather than any partition of territory, yet it certainly

contemplates two separate places of official residence.

The next I'eign which has any leisure for a definite

policy shows the division of East and West an
accomplished fact; under Valerianus and Gallienus
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the severance is as real as under Valentinian I, and
Valens, or Gratian and Theodosius.

§ 6 . The example they set seems to have influenced Division of

the firm but impressionable Diocletian. East and
West had different problems

;
in the West robber-

their

bands, jacquerie, and (to believe the brilliant specu- different fate.

lations of Seeck) a predominant population of

foreign and Teutonic birth, replacing the void left by
a plague which cost the empire half its subjects. In

the East, religious and racial feuds, which in a later

age introduced triumphant Islam without a blow
into Egypt and Syria

j
and the long-standing enmity

with Persia, of which we have already spoken enough.

The character and tone of the two spheres differed

essentially. In the West, Rome had introduced her

own culture and urban life. Eastern institutions and
religions long pre-existed the conquest

;
and Roman

control, leaving alone with Gallic the strange bitter-

ness of rival creeds or neighbourly animosities,

partook largely of the nature of a protectorate, which

only interferes when affairs reach a crisis. A
Roman emperor in Antioch, like Julian or Valens, is

something of an alien, an “ outsider." He may have

and exert power of sword or pen, but he does not

enter into the inner life of the people, either religious

or social. Indeed he resembles much an Austrian

commandant in Venice before the reunion of Italy

in our own time.

When therefore the Roman emperor passes to a

definite seat of his own in the East, he insensibly

changes character. Diocletian is still a successor of

Augustus and the Antonines, in spite of his jewels, his

diadem, and his servitors. But Constantine is not;

and this is due not merely to his change of creed, but

largely to his novel orientation. With Constance

If. the type is entirely modernised
;
we have a ruler

who in scrupulous behaviour, limited but sincere aims,

resembles no one so much as Philip II. of Spain, un-

less indeed it be Philip III. Thus the divorce of East

and West had long been threatened
;
and our reformer
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JDmsionof in Vain disguised the reality of the separation by his

Eastern and native superiority to his colleagues
;

“ to his nod ”

their (says one historian) “all things were administered.”

d^erentfate. The appointment of Maximianus Herculius seems to

revive the ideal of the Senate in 238 ;
one Augustus

to be the brain, sedentary and pacific, the other to

be the arm, of the State—in fact, Odin and Thor.

But it was really the prelude to the great struggle of

the fourth century; Constantine against Licinius,

Constance II. against Magnence, Theodosius against

Maximus III. and the nominee of Arbogast
;
to the

great rivalries and suspicions of the fifth century,

between the ministers of Honorius and of Arcadius,

Johannes and Theodosius II. : to the failure of the

last expedition of a united empire, against Africa.

Nor had the Church been a bond of genuine union :

the West had followed with puzzled surprise or in-

difference the intricacies of the Arian controversy;

the Oriental temper made of the Christian religion a

very different matter. We wonder if Diocletian was
under any veritable illusioii as to the outcome of his

policy of two Augusti, each with a separate capital.

Whatever his intention, it is clear that he followed

rather than initiated. He set his seal to the whole
development of the third century, to the subtle and
tentative changes, on the new path, when perliaps

the African Severns was the pioneer and can justly

lay claim to originality. He used the materials which
lay ready to his hand, like every great man

;
for it

is only the visionary or the logician who sets up
an abstract Utopia and would reconstruct only by
tearing down.
We may indeed doubt if Diocletian was at

any givenmoment conscious of taking a step in a
new direction. Like Augustus, he deemed himself a
restorer of old traditions, and he went back to the

Antonin es for an ideal. Thus in this partition of the
republic, “one and indivisible,” he was following
precedent and obeying the clamorous demand of Ihe
State for a multiplied, a more efficacious, executive.
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His unique contribution is the complicated machinery Division of

of the Sacred College, the attempt to bring even into

the Principate the rigoi-ous discipline and slow ^vo- realms : tlmr

motion that prevailed elsewhere. The future master different/ute.

of the world, or at least of one half, must learn in a

lengthy apprenticeship, and come late and expert,

after laborious wanderjahre, to the place of head

of the imperial firm. And while the division became

a necessary and permanent tradition, it was precisely

this original and peculiar suggestion that vanished

in a few years as lifeless and obsolete as the paper

constitutions of De Siey^:s.
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CHAPTER I

THE NEW SYSTEM OF CASTE AND OFFICIALISM
;
THE

SEVERANCE OF CIVIL AND MILITARY ORDERS;
AND THE INFLUX OF ALIENS

§ 1. Let us now turn to our second feature of OmlimUon

interest in the reforms of the age of Constantine, the

severance of civil and military function. We are on '^and\o ‘spe-

still safer ground in proclaiming the indebtedness of cialise.

the reorganisers. Here Diocletian did but ratify

and endorse; he completes a tendency working to

an inevitable goal, in this century of ferment and

confusion. The origins of this separation we may
trace as early as the great African house of Severus I.,

which thus again comes before us,guide and innovator.

Rather is it hard to conceive how the two careers

could have remained so long intertwined—so far are

we from feeling surprise at the change. Here an

existing usage is reduced to conscious system
;
and

the hasty student is tempted to believe that the

moment of recognition and formula is also the

moment of birth. The antique conception of the

citizen represents to us an interchangeable peasant- The^Admir-

farmer and volunteer-soldier, of which Cincinnatus abk^rwlUon’

may well stand as type, passing easily from camp to Confiding

plough, and from field to council-chamber. The Stale.

revolution in economics and in policy, which rendered

a citizen-array impossible, tended directly to the

overthrow of civil government without penalty or

sanction, and to the reign of force and egoism. We
have occasion again to repeat that in the very con-

stitution and nature of the Senate lay two good

reasons for its failure in a far from perfect world :

it had no agents to carry out its wishes in general
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The ‘Admiv- administration, and in a special crisis it had no means
MeOnchton' of self-defence. It may appear to be a paradox to

assert that the singular innocence of the early State

State. did not, as we do, contemplate the need of police

and physical reinforcement of custom and law. Yet

the whole political current—the development of

Rome and the break-up of the Colossus into the rival

fragments of modern Europe—would seem (in one

aspect) to take its rise from this generous confidence

in human nature.

It is quite true that in its primitive stages the code

of tribal custom, usage, and prohibition is mixed up,

indeed confounded, with religious taboo
;
and it may

be asserted that this generally implies an immediate

physical penalty as well as a moral disability. Yet

I do not think most students of our origins will

dispute the unshaken dominion over the savage

mind of what we must call moral influences
;
such

as are not by any means directly translated into the

obvious discomfort of scourging or mutilation. Law
and penalty really come into existence, not for the

members of the family or the clan (where disobedi-

ence and ostracism are sufficient to deter), but to

regulate the relation of this group with the new
neighbours or inmates, the captives of war whom a

growing sense of humanity or of interest preserves

for serfdom. The ancient State, in spite of its civil

tumults, is singularly slow to establish any effective

machinery of control over its refractory members.
Though dissension and feud is, at least in historic

times, the rule rather than the exception, the State

seems always puzzled and taken aback when it is

defied. It comes only gradually and with extreme

reluctance to recognise the perversity or depravation

of human nature, which will yield only to the persua-

sion of force. It has recourse to coercive measures
just at the same time when interest in a narrow city

and belief in the divine tradition seem to dwindle and
expire together. The old fallacy vanishes that men
will obey law because it “ is so written,” will entertain
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an instinctive respect for ancestral custom when the Tho ‘Admir-

reason for it is forgotten, the performance incon-

venient. Only a few vociferous and sentimental Znjding
idealists to-day can entertain such' a view

;
but their State.

ill-founded conviction, denied by history and per-

sonal experience, constitutes a real danger to the basis

of the modern State
;
and if realised prepares the way

for the release of restraint, the quarrels of nation

or of class, and—the inevitable outcome—the armed,

ruthless, but at least impartial, “ saviour of society."

§ 2. Such was the position of the Roman Senate. TheSemto

The wider the commonwealth and the more numerous
the elements of race or creed that refuse to amalga- rise of
mate, the more urgent is the need of an incontest-

able seat of authority, to act, if the crisis demand,
instantaneously and irresponsibly. It was the signal

merit of the imperial system that, having won its

place by arms, it began at once to rule by pacific

methods and in the interests of peace. It merely held

in reserve, and at a great distance from the centre, the

armies whose personal loyalty had served Cmsar and
Octavianus so well. Prompt public opinion upheld

Vespasian in his reconquest of autocracy
;
two years

saw the end of a struggle which about a century

earlier was painfully lengthened, in tlie rivalry of

Pompey and Crnsar, of Antony and Augustus. There

was much sincerity in the attempt to make the dual

control a working expedient. But if the Senate had

no power of direct initiative, and no I'eady hand of

executive, it had unlimited power of conspiracy. Re-

lations were embittered, and the degeneration of the

reign of the “bad prince” can be traced invariably

to such suspicion. Yet the civil element was still

predominant, whatever might have been the emperoi'’s

summary right of court-martial and of execution.

The essentially pacific character of the Senate is

recognised from the outset; Augustus, in appropriat-

ing the military provinces of doubtful security, is the

forerunner both of Gallienus and of Diocletian. When
once the older form of rule was pronounced incom-
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The Senate patible with the newer and more strenuous, the definite

^ outcome may take three hundred years to reach, but

Zteriseof it is merely a question of time. Individual members
permanent indeed of the Senate might rise, like Agricola, up a
mtlUarycmte.

gj-j^jj-case of offices, in which civil and military func-

tions were beautifully blended or alternated. But the

august body itself becomes merely majestic and con-

sultative—-a relic of the old group of elderly clansmen

with whom the father would discuss a family crisis.

It was in vain tliat Augustus and indeed Tiberius

endeavoured to give it a genuine share in government,

confiscated popular privilege to enhance its dignity,

and complained, not without real frankness, of its

disinclination for business. It laboured under two

great disabilities
j

it disdaiaied to take subordinate and

responsible office under its elected chief, and it had
no independent executive apart from the emperor.

And now we are confronted with another phase of the

eternal problem—^who is to blame for the badness or

the mischievous measures of a government? Has a

people ahvays the rulers which it deserves ? Is the

absence of public opinion due to inherent weakness

of the governed or to the despotic suppression of the

governors ? At the moment, our problem takes this

form: was it the fault of the Senate's insolent and
mistaken pride that it refused to serve under a master,

retired into a voluptuous or learned seclusion, and
left the field open, like the nobles of France at the

present time, to a very different class of men
;
more

supple and capable, often more trustworthy, but with-

out traditions, sense of personal or family honour, or

that deference to public opinion, which is in truth

typical of the aristocrat and not of the parvenu ? Or
was it the fault of the emperor's jealousy ? Up to

our own days this latter verdict has been almost
unanimously accepted

;
it fitted in with the now ex-

ploded belief that national character or prosperity

depended on the precise form of government, and
that the ruler was responsible for all the sins and
shortcomings of his subjects. But in truth, the real
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solution must lie midway; senatorial incapacity or The SemUe

suspicious reserve, emperor’s doubt as to the wisdom as

of employing senators, acted and reacted. No one ZterUe qf
can deny that the imperial line, whether its members permanent

consciously willed it or no, sought the public good,
”‘^^^^ryvaste.

the impartial administration of law, the maintenance

of unbroken “ Roman peace.” It represented, so far

as the economic, racial, and religious difhculties would
permit, freedom and equality

;
and it worked persist-

ently, with incredible industry and patience, sometimes

through the strangest of instruments like Caracalla,

towards a lofty humanitarian goal. But the Senate

always represented a narrow and exclusive oligarchy,

and was even to the very last out of sympathy with

the aims of libei-al imperialism.

§ 3. After long disuse of arms, the empire was Empire

rudely awakened under Marcus to the pressing needs pacific in

of self-defence. Severus, a foreigner, was obliged Zeedof'"
to stamp out civil war, and to refuse explicitly the professional

offer of a dangerous partnership. The reconstruc-

tion of the African ruler is largely a matter of con-

jecture
;
but we cannot doubt that his distrust of

the senatorial order was well-founded. He may not

have given his children the cynical advice which

historians put into his mouth; but he must have

seen that the military basis needed strengthening

in the interests of peace and safety, and that a

school of experts, of professional soldiers, reared

and nurtured in the traditions of the camp, was

essential to the State. It was to be a set-off, a

make-weight, to the other side of Roman and pro-

vincial life. And no doubt the good Septimius

believed it possible to confine the interests and the

activity of the military caste within due limits. He
could not foresee, in a reign notably marked by the

brilliance of its legal achievements, that it would

soon claim and acquire a monopoly of interest.

Military revolutions dominate the scene after the

extinction of his line
;
though we have been at pains

to show the definite policy and undoubted usefulness,

VOL, I,. H
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Empire of these pretenders. And it was still thought possible

pacifkin jjggp apart the civil functions of the Senate and

mod of

^
the duties of frontier defence. Direct evidence of

professional an imperial prohibition for a senator to carry arms
soldiers.

jg known) confined to a single passage in

Aurelius Victor ;
besides, we have a vague surmise

that Antoninus V. (211-217) dispensed with the pre-

sence of nobles in his eastern or northern camps,

and wrote bitter and ironical letters to the Conscript

Fathers contrasting his hard and simple life with

their studied inactivity. There are besides some

traces in epigraphy of personal immunity granted

as a favour to individuals, at least as early as the

time of Commodus Antoninus IV. (180-192). If the

edict of Gallien did not perfectly represent one aspect

of a tendency which elsewhere we know to have been

predominant, we should never attach such weight to

a fragmentary testimony of a fate writer in the reign

of Valens. But it accords well with our surmises,

and forms a presage of the future division. Yet, to

tell the truth, it is not quite like Gallienus, who
attempted to curb the pride of the soldiers, was a

bold and sagacious defender of the frontier, and
managed to maintain his throne longer than any
Caesar in the third century, from Severus to Diocle-

tian. The passage somewhat resembles the naive

aetiology of a chronicler, who has to explain the

retirement of the noble class from active life, and
wishes to give chapter and verse and a definite

moment of time for a long, and insensible process.

I find it hard to reconcile with his character, a

mixture of studied and not impolitic indifference and
of real ability both as statesman and warrior. That
he was terrified at the rare enterprise and public

spirit of the Senate in talting arms to defend Rome,
that he trembled lest the empire should be trans-

ferred to the best of the aristocracy," seems inherenlly
improbable. If we may believe the plain teaching
of the third century, tliis exclusion was already an
accomplished fact; and we prefer to place in the
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years 200-230, in the first quarter of the century, Empire

the obscure steps of this process
;
which in the end

left a well-born but effeminate nobility confront-

ing an army of foreigners and of mercenaries who wofmiona/

despised them. A definite imperial policy to deci-

mate and enfeeble the Senate only dates from the

return of Severus from the overthrow of Albinus

;

and even Dion praises his clemency in pardoning

thirty-five senators implicated in the scheming of the

rival camp. With Bassianus Antoninus V. defiance

of the Senate became a mania
;
and the nadir of their

prestige and authox'ity is reached in the reigns of

Macrinus and his son, and of the last and unworthiest

of the line of Antonines. Never were they consulted

as to the transmission of the purple; and the East

celebrates its most signal and degraded victory over

the West, under the youthful priest of Emesa
;
then

truly, in Tiberim dejluxit Orontes. I am obliged to

recall, that this section may be complete in itself, the

decision already reached in the last; namely, that

an entire reconstruction of the principles of govern-

ment took place under Seveims II. and Mammasa
(222-235). Then a great reaction swept away the

strange foreigners who had shown open hate or

contempt for Rome and its Senate, had deified

Hannibal, the foe of the republic, and Alexander of

Macedon
;
or had disgusted what still remained of

public opinion by the open display of Oriental vices.

We attach some importance to the contrast between
‘' prmsidial” and “legatorial" pi'ovinces (Lamprid.,

Alex, Sev. § 24). It is difficult not to sympathise with

the rapid but tempting conclusion of Borghesi, who
believes that henceforward a “president ” held the

pacific functions, jurisdiction) and administrative

work, while a dtix controlled tire often itinerant

forces of alien origin. But I cannot conceal the

fact, that at the very moment when presses seems

to acquire a special and technical use, Macer,

writing under the same reign (Dig. i. 18), tells us

it is a general term and will cover ail governors
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sent out to administer the provinces {“ Prcpsidis

nomen generak est, eoque et proconsules ct Icgati

Ccssaris et onines (m.) provincias regentes . . . prmsides

appellantur”). At the same time no reader of third

century annals will, I think, deny that the military

caste tends to assume a crisp and definite distinc-

tion, a needful continuity of function ;
in the domestic

and foreign perils, which would allow little leisure

for the old vicissitudes of office, and the easy and

harmless passage from one service to the other.

We have besides convincing testimony that the third

centm-y was in common life not the scene of con-

fusion which we usually picture. There was in civil

and social life nothing of that hopeless and despondent

anarchy which marked the reign of Phocas (602-610),

the absolute overthrow of old institutions which

rendered imperative the work of Heraclius :—nothing

of slow and almost unnoticed ebbing in the tide of

Roman dominion, such as we must witness in Britain,

Gaul, and Spain during the fifth century. It is sur-

prising to find that no disturbance took place during

the six months' interregnum that ensued on Aurelian’s

death. We may indeed assume, in that period of

rare modesty and temperateness in the military de-

partment, in the now penitent armies of assassins,

that the civil service can have relaxed jione of its

accustomed vigilance, and that the great machine of

government continued its task with the same pre-

cision as if it had still a visible head. It would be

a paradox to style the chief feature of that age an
irrepressible tendency to bureaucratic government;
yet it is clear that such work was effectively done
and that the transient princes had no time to devote

to its supervision. Is it not possible that the reign

of the second Severus witnessed the careful excogita-
tion of a safeguard to the caprice or minority or

uncertain tenure of the sovereign ? After the strange
anti-Roman sympathies of Caracallus," and the still

stranger excesses of his supposed son, it was no
wonder if more serious minds embraced the oppor-
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tunity of a peaceful interval to establish some definite

and systematic procedure.—^The pretensions of the

Senate to regulate and to control, which we find in

the Augustan reigns of Tacitus and Probus did not,

1 imagine, represent mere vague recollections of dim
republican or early imperial tradition, but a certain

reality within their own experience, when the entire

body or a committee settled civilian procedure and
promotion. Diocletian indeed disqualified the Senate

from the competition for power, not indeed with the

jealous and set purpose of humbling aristocratic pride

and unmasking the power of the sword j—-but because

the meridian no longer passed through Rome,—

a

suburban capital with a great past and the present

burden of an idle, needy, and riotous population.

He centralised, just as in a later century Basilius I.

and Leo VI. will be said to centralise. He made
everything issue from the sacred palace, which was
now guarded with redoubled care. He abolished the

co-ordinate source of authority,—at least in its general

recognition or effective control. Civil and military

provinces alike were to be accountable solely to the

head of the State
;
but in the severance of these two,

into parallel lines which run side by side but never

meet, he followed a current which had been flowing

steadily for perhaps sixty years.

§ 4. There has been, I fear, a departure from the

usual design, both in repetition of miitter from, a

preceding section and in the introduction of detail

or testimony. Nor can I hope to have convinced

students, or probed the matter beyond controversy.

But it seems important at the opening of a new
age, to point out the contrast

;
what is judged to be

original, and what is strictly only an endorsement and

continuance of preceding policy. The subject of the

separation of the civilian and military careers is by

no means exhausted ;
but enough has now been said

for the general survey, already tending to the over-

minute and particular. And I will only point to the

third and final feature, the Germanising of soil and

Umpire
pacific in

professional

soldiers.
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leffions:
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Influuo of
harbarians

;

land and
legions;

division of
pagers and
workers.

of army at the beginning of the fourth century, and

the issues with which this transformation is pregnant.

Nor need we spend much time now over a subject

which has already engrossed our attention and must

do so again.

Indeed, the entire tendency of civilisation leads

to a Platonic specialism of function. The advance of

cultui'e and complexity rather narrows than enlarges

the vision, sphere, and the usefulness of average

man. The greater number are fixed immovably

in certain sedentary occupations, whether of brain-

work (so-called!) in office and bank, dr of manual

labour in manufactory and warehouse. As each year

passes, some further subdivision of territory is made,

some new piece cut off to make a separate study.

Not for these ai'e the wider conquests of science,

the loftier and more tranquil outlook upon things.

We do not exaggerate in saying that to the average

mind religion alone gives a sense of value to the

person and his work, and a certain integrity to the

whole of life,—which apart from this comprehensive

faith, is nothing but several atoms and piecemeal

happenings, loosely and artificially bound together

by the stress of daily needs and the authority of the

State. And government, once part and parcel of a

free-rnan’s privilege and duties as such, passes more
and more into the hands of the expert. This is a

statement which few would care to contest, yet it is

in manifest contradiction to the complacent common-
places with which the men of our day disguise

their disappointment in the earlier hopes. Even in

our own country, the active intervention of the

people is limited to a vague approval once in five

years of candidates whom they did not select, to the

endorsement or rejection of some general policy,

sketched for them in broad outline and concerned
not with administration but with some moral prin-

cipie or some secular interest. And this, at the most
favourable estimate; for it seems probable that the

case will not be fairly represented to I he electorate,
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and that the people, quite ready and able to decide Infliue of

on matters of right and wrong, or general expedi-

ency, will be cleverly diverted from the main issue kyions:

by the dexterity of rival politicians. Elsewhere, dimsUm of

matters promise worse
;
and it is impossible for a

friend of the people to contemplate without anxiety

the dangerous turn towards cynical indifference,

which appears the only alternative to a profound
ignorance. The world's society which handed over

a contractual, and finally surrendered an absolute,

authority to the Caesarian head of the State,—suffered

from a similar disease. The people and the nobles did

not wish to administer or to fight. The municipal

councils in the provinces had no real attachment to

the petty and onerous duties of finance, police, and
public works

;
and the age of the public benefactors

came to an end with tlie Antonines,

Gradually the imperial system, driven by irresistible

pressure to fresh duties, assumed with reluctance the

task of administering, and governed as well as reigned.

It drew to itself (like the later barbarian monarchs)
faithful servitors from every class but the highest,

loyal soldiers fi'om every race except the so-called

predominant nation. And the two main needs of

this colossal task were to defend and to provide

adequate funds for defence. And these two duties

should be specialised; as in later days, when cultiva-

tion and warfare were separated, the owner instead

of guarding his homestead, commuted or com-
pounded with an outside and independent system,

which promised to undertake the task. With a

similar tendency, and no doubt in the interest of

the commonwealth at that time, the freeborn citizen

had delegated to some central authority his right of

private vengeance, of feud or of “vendetta” : and the

more enterprising and x'estless looked with anger and

contempt on the successive sinfenders of right by

this craven troop to the central power
;

just as

Nietzsche scoffs at the spiritless democracy of our

time. Yet the people “ love to have it so ”
;

and
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Influx of against the ambition of irresponsible men of talent

barlmrians;
i^a,ve welcomed the “Prince" of Machiavelli,—who

k^nT; appears as the Greek or Italian tyrant, as the Roman
division of Cjesar, as the gallant soldier of fortune, who lias

ZlrkcrT‘^ before now righted the grievances of France and

may be expected to do so again. Without conscious

purpose or open display of principle at any given time,

the empire divided its subjects into two classes:

those who paid and those who worked
;

and if

after the turmoil of the third century the increase

of expert help implied additional expense, those who
profited could scarcely complain. May we again

recall the analogy of China under the present

Manchu dynasty? To an inquh'er about the abuses

or corruption of this unique democratic government,

an educated Chinese merchant answers, “ Do we
not then pay our Mandarins enough ? "

;
best means

of securing good government being not to intervene

oneself, but to pay something above a mere “ living

wage ” to a highly disciplined professional
;
and it

might well be an exorbitant and fancy fee to the

most notable expert. In the growth of the scientific

conception of the universe and human society, the

very first principles of government must be trodden

underfoot.

For with the settlement of all the higher moral

questions,—^the equality of man before the law, the

abolition (in effect) of slavery, the raised status of

women and the poor,—government naturally ceases

to interest the loftier minds. Having no big issue,

no Titanic duel of two popular heroes, to set before

the electorate, the eagerness of the lowlier must
evaporate as well. There are no fresh principles to

discover
;

all that remains is the steady application

of the old, vague, and already seriously criticised

idealism. And then comes the awakening
;

science
makes short woi'k of the rights of maUj and will only
condescend to recognise the individual, as an interest-

ing or submissive instance of a general rule. And
then must come the government of the professional
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adept : the Russian bureaucrat, the American place- Influx of

man, Mr. Wells' “new republican," the modern
French functionary,—indeed, a centralised abso- kgiom;

lutism under the empty forms of freedom. These, *»«<>» «/'

it is true, show different stages of the specialising

process
;
which, instead of adding interest and inter-

vention in public affairs to the function of the citizen,

runs counter to the whole moral and idealist ten-

dency of the nineteenth century by sharply dividing

the official from the mass. The absurd inlinality of

the old distinctions of autocracy and republic is shown
by this precisely similar development, similar agents,

similar abuses
;
nor is it at all clear that wholesome

public opinion is in any sense a peculiar advantage of

the freer constitixtion.

§ 5. But in Rome, where the people made no pre- Society/

tension to self-government, and only asked to be

saved trouble, spoon-fed and delicately nurtured as experts',

they were, the power of officials increased as time

wore on, the contrast between the taxpayer and ^Igiaspear

collector deepened. And it was to keep the former and spade.

at his task of ceaseless and unembai'rassed payment
that the lines between civil and military were so lirmly

drawn. It is quite possible that some local militias,

suppressed in the interests of peace or economy, even

some senators of Rome, fired with a spark of genuine

lineage or tradition,—may have resented, when it

was too late, peremptory prohibition
;
they had once

sought such discharge as a privilege. It was essential

for the costly system of defence that the paying class

should be carefully maintained and artificially sup-

ported, Hence the tyranny over the demrions

;

hence the “prison-house" of the curia, whence the

unhappy inheritor of ancestral land might not escape

into the fresh air of the military class, or the

safe asylum of the clerical profession. A general

disinclination for effort and hazard, and therefore

for the career of arms, set in early in Rome, after its

gates w^ere flung open to the dexterous Greek and
the midesirable alien. It is impossible for us to
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Society conceive the splendid comfort and magnificent spec-
crystallim

;

tacles -which the poorest citizen could enjoy under

Aperts-, the empire,—not merely in the greater centres, but

admission of even in the distant provincial towns
;
built after the

Roman fashion, on the Scottish frontier, where the

and spade. baths and porticoes seemed to the carping and irre-

solute critic, Tacitus, a mere engine of serfdom, not

a serious sign of culture
;
or buried in the sand of the

Sahara, melancholy evidence of the great African civi-

lisation which, like that of Asia Minor, seemed to

depend on Rome, and to have vanished with its

genial influence. Nothing but compulsion could have

drawn these pampered paupers from the cheap plea-

sures of the city to the dangers of a frontier cam-

paign,—where ‘'from the very tent-door fierce and
hostile tribes can be descried”;—nor indeed was the

usefulness or good faith of these urban or “ Cockney ”

levies very conspicuous. We are confident that some
sentiments like the modern Chinese contempt for a

soldier must have been secretly entertained under

the so-called military despotism of Rome. Literary

harangues by Hellenistic rhetoricians accustomed

men to believe in the exclusively pacific mission of

the empire
;
and encouraged a large public to confide

implicitly in their stolid but honest guardians, and
devote the time snatched from games and spectacles

to the serious studies of style and grammar. It is a

pathetic irony to remember that Marcus Aurelius,

on whom “ the ends of the world are come," was
chided by Pronto for his love of philosophy and his

neglect of rhetoric and the niceties of vocabulary and
archaism. For him, Aurelius might have been turn-

ing a neat phrase, or hunting up an obsolete synonym
of agreeable roughness for a jaded palate, when the
barbarians had already gained admission, and the
integrity of the empire and its Roman character had
been for ever ruined. ,

But happily for later generations, there were
never wanting notable successors of the old Roman
worthies, who from time to time arose to revive a
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dying tradition and invigorate a spirit almost extinct. Society

But they stand more and more alone, and have to

depend on alien help and foreign hands. Ancient “^axperts;

Rome, says Ferrari with truth, was a society of admission of

,

military peasant farmers, acquiescing cheerfully in

aristocratic government, not of merit, but of family, and spade.

Both these characteristics had long since disappeai-ed.

The Roman citizen wielded neither spear nor spade.

A uniform type of urban comfort spread through the

civilised world, with its well-known I'esults : a rapidly

dwindling birth-rate and an alert but fragile population.

The empire was unable to resist the suddenness of the

Great Pestilence in the second century; there was

no reserve-force, and no recimiting ground. Desola-

tion spread in the rural districts
;
for the sole known

remedy (even as late as Constantine V.) for filling the

depleted capital was to transplant vigorous citizens !

from use to idleness. These ravages, either of bar-

barian raid or interior policy still more disastrous,

were supplied, on soil or in legion, by foreigners.
|

The third century sees a vast increase of settlers and I

of soldiers
;
and the military caste is reinforced either i

by barbarians or Roman citizens from the distant

corner of Illyria, The issues of this policy (or I'ather

this drift) we shall endeavour to analyse in a later

section, when the results of this welcome come to

be appraised. We may here be content with noting

the fact that the most pronounced defiers of bar- -

barian threats, the most convinced champions of the

violated frontier, are also those who, in default of

other source.s, draw largely from these alien races as

cultivators and defenders of Roman soil. We need

not here discuss the wisdom of this design or neces-

sity; we merely point out the inevitable division of

the Roman world into peaceful and oppre.ssed con-

tributors to the exchequer (the crwreXets or fivroreXet? ;

of the historians)
;

the military caste, which forms s

still an iniperium in imperio, and represents more
and more influences -hostile to the old traditions of (

the empire
;
and again, the settlers of foreign birth
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Sooiety who took the place of a disappearing native populace,

supplied by their labour the idle voracity of the

oieperts; capital. Lastly, the bureaucracy of adroit and well-
admission of trained civilians, who endeavoured to control with

wieM spear
'unequal success the strong hand which had been

and spade. summoned to protect the I'epublic.



CHAPTER 11

LEGITIMACY; Oil, THE DYNAS'HC EPOCH AND THE
SUCCESSORS OP CONSTANTINE (337-467 a.d.)

rtLAV. JUI*. (JONSTAN-^j

- Flav. Jul. Constan-
(

TIUSII. . . . . .

'-Flav. Jul. Constans l.JJul. Constans
Magnentios (Gaul)
Decentius (brother) .

Vetranio
Nepotianus (in Rome) . .

Sli.VANUS (Gaul at Cologne)

,

Flav. Claudius Julianus IV
(cousin of Constance II.) .

Flav. Jovianus

Flavius Valentini-
ANUS 1 364-375 • ">•>• 10'

(Flavius Gratianus
I I. (son) .... 375-383 • birth.

"I Flavius Valentini-

( anus II. (brother)
, .375-393

Maximus III.

Eugenius • 393-394 • Barb.

Flav. Theodosius I.

Flav. Honorius .

In Britain—
Marcus .... 405 "1

Gratianus II. . . 406 I

CONSTANTINUS III. 407-41X
f

Constans II. (son) 409-4117
In Spain—
Maximus IV.

At Mentz—

:

JoviNus (Gaul) . , 411
SebASTIANUS (bro. 412

Pit. Attalus. . 409-410. Barb.
(in Rome) noro.

Flav. Constantius
III. (bro.-in-law to

Honor.). . . . .431
Johannes I. . . . 423-435. Babb.

337-35° •

350-

3S3

351-

353 •

[361-363

363-364

birth.

East

Flavius Valens (bro.) 364-378 . birth.

Flav. Arcadius (son) 395-408 . birth.

FLAV. Marcianus
(
hush, of Puloheria) . 450-457 . Female

" right.' .
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Usitimmy § 1. IT is my purpose in this chapter to review

andm government of Rome under the successors of

ZSon. Constantine, down to the extinction of the house of

Theodosius and Valentinian in the West, the death

of Pulcheria's husband, Marcian, in the East. In

these years the system, organised by Diocletian and

modified by Constantine, is allowed' to work itself

out. It may at once be said that the most striking

feature is the triumph of the hereditary principle.

Definitely banished for a time, this natural human
prejudice revives, not merely in the parental fond-

ness, but in the loyalty of the troops, in the approval

of the subjects. And with this veneration for descent

is closely allied the influence of females
;
and in con-

sequence, the predominance of the palace chamber-

lain over the civil or military official, in the two

jealous and strictly separated hierarchies of the new
system. History almost everywhere shows us the

same development. The needs of the State demand
the tumultuary election of some able general

;
we

would prefer to express in this manner the sudden
elevations to supreme power, which are usually put

down to the vain sallies of ambition, and thus to assert

the basis of sovereignty. Personal adroit-

ness may count for much, as in the theatrical stroke by
which Diocletian succeeded and avenged Numerian,
and so changed the course of history

;
but the man

can do nothing apart from the need of the hour.

The family instinct will suggest to him that his

own sons are fittest to succeed him, and the public
verdict will ratify his choice; for the people cling

with pathetic tenderness to the hereditary principle.

As I have often remarked, the imperial system
turned out an amalgam of birthright and competitive
election

;
and it must be confessed partook of the

weakness of either system. The immediate offspring
of a great man is often the most inefficient of the
entire line

;
to justify heredity it . is necessary to

take a wider survey. The Romans fondly expected
the same virtues to’ emerge in the son as had shone
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in the father
;
and repeated failures of princes of the Legitmiucy

blood royal until the age of Diocletian made them
impatient of any heir-apparent who did not fulfil moSon.
early promise. All kinds of reasons were alleged to

account for a very natural phenomenon—changelings,

adultery, necromancy. The period of the early

Cassars is unusually sterile in the reigning houses.

Only Bi'itannicus is born in the purple
;

the suc-

cessful competitor for the throne has not to dislodge

a host of imperial cadets or even poor relations.

The way to the palace is comparatively clear
; and

the tragedy of the succession is content with a single

victim.

Under the supremacy of frugality and the middle-

class, during the last third of the first century (69-96),

one son was good and one was bad; but the

verdict of the story-books or folk-tales was reversed,

which recognises merit only in the younger son.

In the adoptive period a natural procedure, in a

State which professed to revert in some measure to

republican usage, was helped out by the prevailing

sterility in high life. Commodus or Antoninus IV.

appeared to a not very discerning populace to be

a monster, a hybrid, or a mongrel. It seemed to them,

innocent as they were of experience or Platonic lore,

inconceivable that he could be the son of Marcus

the philosopher. He was swept away, amid general

approval or indiflei-ence
;
and within twenty years

the Romans were again bewailing the enormities of

another purple-born, who carried the same name
and may be termed Antoninus V. The seventh and

eighth weremere lads, and are better known as

Diadumenus and Elagabalus,—both boasting descent

from an actual or a; deceased emperor. In the rough

and tumble which followed the death of Alexan tier

(235-285), the rapid and gory series did not allow

the principle of heredity a fair trial. These simpler

Cmsars, barbarian or Pannonian soldiers, men of

pure lives and such ordinary family attachment as

a camp-life could permit, associated their sons in
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LajHimacij their brief administration. Maximin, Gordian, Philip,

and the ‘

Deciris, Gallus, Valerian, Carus,—all had sons in

^^iwssion. partnership, doomed to the same speedy fate. None
but Gallieniis (253-268) had any chance of retrieving

the bad repute of the « heir-apparent ”
;
and though

a more favourable estimate of his character is recom-

mended in these pages, the common verdict sees in

him a typical argument against heredity. Still, in the

case of Elagabalus and of Gordian III., we see a kind

of soldiers’ chivalry towards a young and handsome

scion of an imperial family,—a partiality on which

Senate and army were in absolute opposition, as on

most other points. It is curious to contrast the cries

of the Senate in the third period, “ No more youths

born in the purple,” with the shouts of the people

at Constantinople, “No more old men with forked

beards,”—some nine centuries later on the dethrone-

ment of Andronicus Comnenus (X185). Twice the

brothers of Claudius II. and of Tacitus made the

most of a shadowy fraternal claim, which was
promptly ruled out of court

;
the amiable Quintillus

and Florian were the victims of the strange silence or

inconsistency of the system on one essential point,—

.

surely the most important and cardinal point of all.

lines § 2 . But these “ transient and embarrassed phan-
inWast; toms” passed by without impressing any conscious

MerlniasL Purpose on the State,— Imperii urgeniibus.

Only with Diocletian was there given leisure and
breathing-space to take serious account of the re-

public and its assets. He is represented as banishing

this lineal or dynastic principle of set design
;
and

yet his quadripartite college of emperors is in some
sense a family alliance, and, at least at the outset,

depends upon marriage. It was a compromise
;
the

son, often the worst legacy of a good father, must
give place to the son-in-law. Nature and Reason
might here be said to -ally—the Nature which blindly

produces, the Reason which calmly chooses the best

adoptive son; and like all compromises the system
failed. Once more the “fork" of paper-charters,,
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constitutions, legal obligations, was powerless against nrart. linos

a natural prejudice. Constantine is what he is, largely

because he had the training and opportunities of his /«*»• in kast.

father’s son ;
and after he had removed Licinius from

his path, he overthrew the well-planned but imprac-

ticable scheme of Diocletian. He reigned as sole

sovereign some fourteen years and left a divided

empire to his children, partitioned out like a patri-

monial estate.

How large a portion of this fourth century passes

under the nominal or effective sway of princes who
were either born in the purple, or could remember no

other surroundings than the etiquette of the palace,

the reflected glory of an heir-apparent ! Constan-

tins II. was the third of his line, and Julian IV. was

the fourth
;

Gratian and Valentinian II., after the

ten years’ interval of their father (a parvenu who rein-

forces the imperial series by a new strain), are typical

representatives of hereditary kingship, called perhaps

immaturely to an exceptional responsibility. The

former marries the posthumous daughter of the son of

Constantine, but leaves no issue
;
the latter is the son

of Justina, the widow of Magnentius, sometime em-

peror in Gaul. From 305-363 the sovereignty was in

the hands of a recognised “first family,’’ and during

the greater part, the ruler bad never remembered

a “private lot” {nunquam sortem privatam experti).

The years 375-392 fell under the sway of the two

stripling sons of Valentinian 1.; and Theodosius is

the nominee of Gratian and the husband of his half-

sister, Galla. Both in East and West, on a new par-

tition of the realm, minors occupied the throne at the

close of the century; the new house rested mainly,

no doubt, on the prowe.ss of its Spanish founder, but

it might claim some enhanced dignity also in its

alliance with the Pannonian line, in the union of

Theodosius with Galla. . And the second quarter of

the next century rests with the latter
;
for with Pla-

cidia remains the real power from 425-450, and in

her son expires (455) the last genuine emperor of
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nire.et lines the West. Thus sons of emperors in the direct line

Aej'Sojv
account, in the West, for just half of the fourth cen-

lato-iniast. tury (337-363; 375-392, 39S-40o) and for the full

moiety of the fifth {400-455). In the East, matters

throughout this period were somewhat different.

There was not the same emphasis on the “ dynastic ”

principle
;
or if such emphasis was laid it was ex-

tremely unfortunate. Gallus, the Eastern Caesar, had

not been an encouraging instance of an imperial

cadet
;

Valens (364-378) was a novus homo, and

neither forgot the circumstance himself nor allowed

others to forget it. He had not the prestige of a

throne successfully won, nor the dignity of a crown
tranquilly transmitted. And hence the anxious sus-

picions of others’ merit, the well-founded diffidence

of his own, which made the rule of this conscientious

and untiring prince a veritable reign of terror. Theo-
dosius I. is a son of one of his victims, the brave

conqueror of the Afidcan revolt under Firmus, and
a worthy precursor of the excellent Boniface in the

fifth century, and of Solomon in the sixth. When
Gratian atoned in some degree for his father's murder
by elevating him into full partnership with a noble

confidence, Theodosius deserved his promotion as his

father’s son and as a capable general. But he is the

first of his line, and it is not until the reigns of

Arcadius and Theodosius II, that the East falls under
hereditary sway (395-408, 408-450). And here we
once again see the curious unlikeness of great men's
sons to their parents; the warrior, pushed forward
by popular approval that is never wholly flattery or
an accident, leaves behind the respectable, well-

nurtured offspring of an orderly but luxurious palace-
life. Some paltry suspicions attach to the moral life

of Constans I. (337-350) ; but until Valentinian III.

(the Athalaric of the decaying empire) not a syllable

is breathed against the high personal character of the
sovereigns

;
an austere and decorous chastity reigns

in the palaces of Ravenna and Byzantium, and the
lives of Pulcheria and of Placidia are as edifying as the
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biographies of the saints. Piety, humanity, modesty Direct lines

of manners and deportment, are to be marked in

these Eastern Caesars, whose throne is never threat- later irTlast.

ened by pretender for more than half a century,

whose will is never thwarted merely because it has

never been exerted.

Thus we may complete our comparison and our

picture, by pointing out a slight contrast between the

Eastern and the Western realm. The former was

not so habituated to “djmastic” obedience, though

after the accession of Arcadius the instinct or preju-

dice in favour of a peaceful succession took even

stronger hold. On the death of the pious hunter and
calligraphist, Theodosius 11., his sister devolved the

empire upon Marcian (450-457) ;
and it is an inte-

resting problem whether the subsequent reaction

towards an elective or adoptive method, in favour of

mature State-servants of tried merit,—was in any sense

an intentional reversal of the family or patrimonial

system. It is at least a significant accident that from

450 to the death of Heraclius I. (641) no son is called

to succeed his father, except the infant Leo II. The
highest place may seem struck with barrenness

;
or

more probably, if we remember the numerous and

ill-fated progeny of Maurice, only grave and isolated

seniors without encumbrance are chosen—certain it

is that the annals of Byzantium from 457 to the great

upheaval in 602 reveal a kind of papal nepotism in

the nephews of Anastasius, of Justin, and of Justinian
;

or a curious recognition, so common in mediaeval

Europe, of right descending through the female line,

or conferred actually by wedlock with an heiress. It

may be interesting, and possibly instructive, to point

out in this period the singular absence of direct suc-

cession in the male line
;
but we cannot, in the dearth

of genuine scientific knowledge, build any theory upon

it. At any rate, it is .the sole duty of the historian to

point out such facts, and to leave his readers to form

conjecture or hypothesis at will. The future of the

great Byzantine monarchy will rest with the dynasties.
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j)hvH linos The isolated champion, the momentary "man of the

in irest ; j^^our ” or " saviour of society,” tends always to appear

til'iT tilLsi. less frequently, and the whole tone and principle of

the empire, half-republican and civil, half-despotic,

and military, will be reversed and annihilated at last

by the Comnenian family. For the house of Alexius

is neither Roman nor Byzantine
;

it is Greek, and
already mediaeval.

Umpire never § 3. But the epoch of which we write is the palmy
ur.ipumtrdfor period for the heir-apparent and his uncontested suc-

promotionof Cession
;
and having established this, we must now

untrkdymith. inquire into the probable features and special char-

acter of such a government. It is superfluous to

repeat here that the subtle, indistinct, and durable

constitution of Augustus never contemplated any-

thing of the sort. The empire started indeed not

with the blunt dictatorship of Julius, but with the

" pious ” duty of a youth of eighteen to wreak venge-

ance on a parent’s murderers. But the scheme as it

left the grasp of the septuagenarian at Nola was an

office, a supreme magistracy, or congeries of offices,

and had nothing to do with family or patrimony.

Human nature is stronger than republican sentiment

;

for indeed of all governments, a republic is that which
is least conformable to human nature, least intelligible

to the average man; is the work of a calculating and
purposive reason, and not the spontaneous growth of

years or the free development of national character-

istics. And democracy (if it indeed be anything more
than a euphemism for a Whig camarilla or a Vene-
tian oligarchy) .seems signally disinclined to dispense
with the family, or regard witli envy the recognised
supremacy of a dynasty which is usually foreign. In

Rome in the first century, tire vague yet powerful
current of the popular influence set undoubtedly in

favour of the members of a certain reigning house,
the regnatrixdomus of Tacitus. Thus early do we find

applied in bitter irony a title familiar enough to us
in these so-called democratic days

;
for the hard-

and-fast distinction between the royal line and the
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subject class (unknown to antiquity) is a real guarantee nem‘

of peace and freedom. No personal sanctity could

attach to the emperor in Rome, except as a represen- promotion of

tative of the majesty of the people. He was the exe- unirmlijouth.

cutive
;
the hand that guided or smote. It was plainly

an anomaly when Caius and Nero, who had never

served in the field or advised in the Senate, were

invested with the sirpreme power. The emperors

of the “year of tumult” wei-e able generals and ad-

ministrators
;

only witli the third member of the

Flavian house was a youthful novice elevated

above the greybeards of the Senate,—owing to the

dim but cogent sense of hereditaiy right. Once
more, with Verus or Antoninus III., was youth set

above experience
;
and with the caprice or playful

chivalry of the camp, the star-like Diadumenus, the

handsome bastard of Caracalla, the dutiful Alexander,

the youthful but serious Gordian, were clothed with

the purple, that implied not a princely dignity but the

hard work of a responsible and elective office. The
imperial system demanded personal government

;
and

to the end of the chapter the sole complaint of the

critic or the historian is that the emperor does not

reign enough, not that his absolutism is unlimited.

The popular origin of this revived monarchy was

never forgotten; and the sole remedy against an

inefficient Ciesar was to elect one who would do his

own work and not leave it to subordinates. If we
examine without bias the records of the empire, we
should find this close alliance between the throne and

the people, unbroken. Both were, sometimes perhaps

unconsciously, in full harmony of aim; both were

Liberals and Imperialists
;

both regarded with, the

same jealous distrust the proud senatorial families,

which either wasted their time in idle and arrogant

leisure, or seized on office not as a public duty, hut

as a means of gain,—or possibly, the stepping-stone

to a “ tyranny.” It was clear- that this vigilant super-

vision of a suspected governing class could not be

exerted by a lad of ten or even fourteen years. The
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T'hfiinre, never revolt of Maximin had its deepest cause in the dislike

civilians and of female influence; in a contempt

piZmtlZnf for a youth who had been the darling of the troops as

wUriedyonih. a boy, but who had never been permitted to become

a man. After a brief reaction, when the senatorial

candidates, Balbinus and Maximus II., were slain in

their abortive essay to revive the consulate, Gordian

III., still under tutors and governors, gives way to

Philip
;
and in the forty years that followed, no minor

reigns without a colleague. The emperor directly

administers or guards the frontier, and the distrusted

intermediaries vanish into insignificance, Carus on

the Persian frontier, bald and roughly dressed, is

found by the Persian envoys, eating the supper of

an ordinary soldier. It must be confessed that

sanguinary and violent as are the annals of this

turmoil and military anarchy, it is wanting in some
of the defects of that purely civilian government

which the last members of the house of Severus

strove to set up. The times were not ready for the rule

of queens-regent and barristers. Indeed, the meri-

dian of the empire no longer passed through Rome

;

and the work demanded from the ruler was not the

affable, business-like accessibility of a young prince,

but the straightforward and, if need be, severe court-

martial of a soldier. Now it is clear that the changes
instituted by the reforms of the fourth century, in the

direction of the awful and invisible seclusion and
ignorance of the sovereign, were harmless to their

inventors, but highly mischievous to their successors.

The Pannonian soldier’s, who restored the empire,

from Aurelian (270-275) to Constantine (306-337)
adopted of set policy a pompous demeanour and
multiplied, not we may imagine without a secret smile

or sigh, the number of court functionaries, the prelim-

inaries of an audience. Goirstantius III. (421-422)
was probably not the only successor of Diocletian, in

Old or New Rome, who felt the irksome restraint of

imperial etiquette,—-thought out in strange irony by
a Dacian peasant and elaborated by Greek chamber-
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lains. For the first time in Roman history, a palace

cabal or camarilla became possible. The emperor,

safely guarded from public gaze, saw and heard only

with the eyes and ears of those whose chief aim was
to preserve his inviolable ignorance. The dignity of

emperor, paramount though it was, was to the last

degree precarious
;
but the ring of interested officials

who surrounded him was in a large measure perma-
nent. We are tempted perhaps as we chronicle the

orderly annals of the house of Constantine or of

Theodosius, and the decent sequence of scions of an
imperial family,—to attribute a sense of security and
assurance to the wearers of the purple, which is

inseparable no doubt from the mental equipment of a

modern dynast. We are even unfair enough to rebuke

the needless alarms and cruelty of a Constantius or

a Valens, when they might have known the firm basis

of their power, and have foreseen the speedy doom
of any usurper. Such confidence, it is needless to

say, was never felt (even if it might be displayed) by
the uneasy nominee of the staff-corps or the palace-

clique, The revolt of Magnentius or of Procopius

was a serious menace not merely to the person of the

reigning monarch but to the integrity of the empire.

The sole aim, indeed the highest ideal of these Caesars,

was to preserve the unity of the realm. F'or this,

Theodosius temporises with Maximus III. (383-388)

;

for this, Honorius (39S-423) vanquishes his pride and

sends the habiliments of empire to the iipstart Con-

stantine III, (407-411), who has as much right to claim

a place in the Caesarian line as the dour and furtive

Pannonian Constantius HI,, who provided the West
with its last “ legitimate ” ruler.

§ 4. In the great world of officials, there was no

vestige of the modern, I may almost say Teutonic,

sense of personal loyalty, and there was but little

trace of personal honour. The later barbarian kings

burst into Roman territory, accompanied by a trusty

band of retainers who gradually supplanted the nobles

of long descent; fm'ming, as later feudalism shows,

Umpire nm>er

accjuiescedfor
tony in the

promniion of
niitriedyoutli.

Prompt and
personal

fanctUm of
prince ; as

generah'epre-

sentative.
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Prompt mid an uncomfortable counterpoise to royal authority.

permml -phe emperors, deterred in the allotment of public

'^princetas office by senatorial sullenness or incapacity, sought

general repre- their agents elsewhere, and especially in their own
seniativB.

household. The influence of freedmen, conspicuous

under Claudius or Domitian, must have been very

genuine. Historians love to contrast the generous

pride of the Roman ai'istocrat who could not take

office under an upstart, or who chafed at the restraints

Of a central assessor upon provincial malversation.

With a show of humility, they point to the low estate

of the modern noble, who deems himself honoured,

while he is in fact degraded, by the menial and house-

hold offices at court, which supply, his highest title.

Yet to a tranquil observer many of the difficulties of

the administration were due to this idle vanity, which
would not brook control or the recognition of a

master. Indeed, it is directly responsible for the

prevalent palace-administration, which everywhere in

theory, and largely also in practice, has superseded

the diffused and co-ordinate regimen of a decentralised

State. The emperors were driven, in their honest

care for the public welfare, to select trustworthy

agents
;
and the meaning of the “ military despotism,”

a title of reproach so often applied maliciously to the

Roman Empire, is merely this :—an order was given

and promptly obeyed without cavil; “and to my
servant, do this and he doeth it"

;
Sallustius’ advice to

Tiberius at the uneasy opening of his reign in Nola.

Now the entire machinery of the republic was
almost of design calculated to arrest this promptness
and iTuquestioning obedience

;
the various duties of

a State-executive were wrested from a single hand
and parted out among a number of equal and, in effect,

irresponsible officials, whose negative duty was rathcr

to check a colleague’s enterprise than assist his zeal

for reform. There was a vast expenditure of heat
and friction to secure equilibrium; and the Roman
senator sent out to a province with regal powers
abused his freedom and impunity, in a very natural
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reaction. And, as we know, it was this reaction that Prompt and

carried the armed proconsul at the head of a faith-

ful army into the defenceless capital of the world.

Centralisation (whether we regret or approve) is the yoncnilrepro-

inevitable climax in the development of organised

society
;
and if the emperor sought among the lowly

and unscrupulous for his immediate executive, it was

rather the fault of those who could not stoop to

relieve him of a portion of hi.s responsibility. The
whole impei'ial system is a denial of senatorial,

Roman, Italian privilege : in a word, it is a provincial

protest against a Whig oligarchy,—the emperor was
a “patriot king,” not indeed of the narrower Rome,
but of that larger State, which was conterminous wdth

the world, ‘*urdem fecisti quod prius orbis erat.” It

was in the vexy middle of the Adoptive period that

the scattei-ed elements of this unrecognised or personal

retinue were gathered into some semblance of a civil

service. There was no crafty or studied encroach-

ment of central power; but thi'ough no fault of the

prince, even against his will, the direct reference of

a helpless world to a master had become the rule.

Pliny’s correspondence w'ill be pi-oof enough of the

host of new and minute duties which pressed upon
Crnsar. Nothing, it would appear, could be settled

without him, “Ea sola specks adulandi supererat," It

cannot be doixbtful to any unbiassed student of history

that this coniidcnce was both genuine and deserved.

We have pei'haps happily ended that epoch of criti-

cism which ti-aced all human institutions to hypocrisy

and guile
;
saw in the willing obedience of the subject

only the cringing humility of the slave
;
and detected

in the endless and artificial broils of a ixai'row and

malicious city-life or the perpetual feuds of savage.s,

the ideal of human existence. The worship of the

imperial genius was a sincere if mbsplaced token of

gratitude for a peace and a justice hitherto unknown.

From the first, the immediate agent of Cresar had

Ixcttcr credentials than the nominee of the Senate

;

“ Onera deppecantes levari placuit proconsulari imperio,"
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writes Tacitus of Achaia and Macedonia. Who can

doubt that the immense Balkan peninsula was the

gainer by the indefinite prorogation of Poppaius

Sabinus’ command under Tiberius ?—or that the

easiest way to satisfy the remonstrance of the pro-

vincials was to diminish the number of semi-inde-

pendent governors and unite under a single “ servant

of the crown," well-qualified and tried in office, but at

any given moment responsible to a vigilant master ?

The great tragedy of the reign of this second emperor

was largely due to the unreceptive “old bottles” of

misrule, of which Piso, the Syrian proconsul, was

a typical representative.

§ 5. The civil service, which thus of necessity grew

up to perform the humbler or more delicate duties of

an ever more engrossing task, became in its turn

the “ Frankenstein monster " to its ci'eator. Roman
society (indeed all primitive society) had been founded

upon the affectionate relations of high and low, the

patroms and the cliens. By this device they atoned

for the narrowness of State interference and found a

salve for the jealous division of classes both in place

and in sentiment, which civilisation seems to increase

rather than to alleviate. And in this spirit the “in-

tendants" of the Roman Empire began their work.

But the dizzy succession of meteor-like princes during
the Great Anarchy (235-285) effectively quenched the

personal allegiance. Devotion to an abstraction was
substituted,—to an Ideal which clothed itself in a
variety of individuals and soon tired of these im-
perfect representatives. It is conceivable that the
inmost provinces during that time enjoyed com-
parative peace, but were ignorant of the name and
features of the reigning Cmsar with whom indeed
only the most patient of historians can keep pace.
The abstraction Rome, or the Roman Republic, exerted
a far greater influence on the world at large than the
personal character of the sovereign. The great
machine went on, even although for a time it was
headless.
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The first duty, as we have so often remarked, Growing

of any absolute government is to discover a remedy wmtlmrdina-

against its abuse, or a temporary exercise of power ‘mtocmvAj^

*

during an interregnum. When the political thconst limited hy Us

is satisfied that he has
:

put his finger on the

“seat of sovereignty," he has nearly always dis-

covered a cajiuf niortmim. To say that the people

have the power, is to utter a truism or a fallacy
;
and

of either sense the present age has grown heartily

tired. To say that an autocrat exercises absolute

authority is to say nothing at ail. Absolute monarchy
and democracy are convenient formulas; they are

not facts
;
and the man of sense instead of gazing

awestruck at imposing phantoms will inquire, “ Grant-

ing your formula, which does not matter to me, where

does the effective control reside ? ” And in nearly

every State, reactionary or progressive, it will be

found elsewhere than in the admitted and recognised

channels of authority. For nearly all influence is

indirect, and to proclaim publicly the irresponsible

prerogative of king or people is to rob it of half its

power, and to turn men’s thoughts to other quarters

for the discovery and maintenance of social order.

Now the safeguard against the madness or incapacity

of a despotic crown lies in the removal of its tem-

porary representative, who only enjoys its honours

during good behaviour. Roman public opinion was

merciless towards a Cmsar who had failed, or proved

unworthy of high oflice. Their code of proportion-

ate criminality is as .strange to us to-day as any

barbarian wehr-geld. The manly pursuits of Gratian

(375-383) were as fatal to his popularity as the cruelty

which accompanied the .same dexterity in Commodu.s

(180-192), just two hundred years earlier. There is

more than mere irony or exaggerated satire in the

excuse of Juvenal for Orestes, “ Troica non scripsit"
;

it was the artistic tastes of Nero that hurried him to a

doom which his State-crimes would not have exacted.

Roman literature is haunted by this hyperbole, this

entire want of perspective, the fatal legacy of the
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GTowimj Stoic school; recognising no limit or degree in good
itimfim-dina-

jj^ consequence never finding in this

antSaoy'^^^' luixed world either the perfect sage or consummate
limitedJiy Us wickedness. In the indictment of an emperor, the

last and most damning charge is nearly always some

ainiable trait, some redeeming characteristic that to

our eyes at least makes the sinister figure almost

human.—But to return : the Roman emperor held

his place "during pleasure" like any other official,

and accepted its tenure on these conditions. There

is not a trace of "right divine to govern wrong” until

we observe Christian influences at work
;
until power

is a trust from above and not an office delegated from

below. The immediate retinue of the transient

sovereign saw through the weakness of the repre-

sentative to the eternity of the system. Who has not

smiled at the French courtiers, bowing low to the

chair of state and jostling indifferently past King

Lewis himself ? yet beneath this inconsistency lies a

great truth
;
which no one saw more clearly than the

much maligned Tiberius: " Prindpes mortales, Rein-

publicam ceternam esse.”

§ 6. The civil service or the army, with its regular

gra,des and orderly rules of promotion, has the start

dnomirud monarch, even with the best intentions, bent

and aolual on reform. When in a vacancy or a minority the
ruler.

Central authority was in abeyance, the staff-corps or

the body of household troops or chamberlains would
become charged not only with ordinary business, but

with the old patrician privilege of devolving the suc-

cession. In a certain, sense, the imperial records from
Constantine I. to Majorianus (457-461) tell of nothing
so much as a long struggle between the supposed
sovereign and his ministers, between the nominal and
the actual wielders of power. We shall find later

that the whole crisis in the years 565-602 is due to

the unavailing fight of sovereigns, wanting neither in

tact nor ability, against license and privilege in high
places. Sometimes the foe will be an unofficial class

of wealthy a,nd irresponsible citizens
;
sometimes the
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subordinatcj agents in the provinces
;
sometimes the Thu pur-

unscrupulous servants of a monarch’s intimacy,— '"fwicwi

the eunuchs, who become a necessity in a court

when once the principle of royal and unapproachable actual

seclusion is recognised as chief among the arcana

imperii. An absolute monarch is frequently tempted
to exclaim with Nicholas II, in our own times, “Will

no one tell me the truth ? ” Among the most valuable

and convincing documents of history lies the speech

of Justinus II. (578), when he warns his successor in

simple, even broken utterance, against the wiles of the

palace-clique. This unequal contest by no means
exhausts the interesting crises of this period

;
but it

may pass unnoticed, because so much is matter of

surmise rather tlian of express record. The palatines

share their power with the more honest chiefs of the

army-corps, and in fact during this century and a half

a vacant throne is filled by military suffrages
;
and in

the unique apparent exception,Joannes primicerius

notariorum (423-425), who figures as the nominee of

a palace intrigue, we may suspect with reason the

influence of Castinus, the “master of troops," and
the reluctance of one who grasped at the substance

of power, to cumber himself with its trappings. So

Arbogast, so Gerontius, so Orestes, propose other

heads than their owm to wear the diadem and endure

the ceremony in the obscurity of a palace. But while

in this age of Constantine, Valentinian, and Theodosius,

the military is very distinctly the final arbiter, the

bestower of power, it; must be remembered that such

intervention is exceptional;—that everyday matters

in the still extensive field of civil, social, fiscal, and

judicial activity lie outside (or perhaps above or

below) the range of a soldier’s interest. " Nec deus

intersit nisi dignns vindice nodus incideritP The real

government, concerned with details and I'outine, is

the work of the obscure official. It takes its tone, its

spirit and its pi'inciples, from this potent but half-

unrecognised hierarchy. And while it is easy to trace

the career, and estimate the influence of some able
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general, of Theodosius the elder, of Stilico, of Aetius,

or of Boniface ;—or the change of policy, the active

enmity or open partnership of Alaric or Ataulphus

we often find ourselves at a loss in essaying to ap-

preciate the character, the motives, the policy of

Eusebius, Chrysaphius, Ruffinus, Eutropius, Olympius,

and Jovius. And again, what shall vra say of those

supreme instruments of imperial justice, or engines of

imperial confiscation, the pretorian prefects, divested

of their railitai7 power, but in the civil sphere the

alter ego of the sovereign and the veritable dis-

penser of his awards ? To a more careful diagnosis

of these agents a special section should be given
;

it

is now high time to pass on to other aspects of the

empire during the Dynastic Period,

§ 7. It must not be supposed that a single family,

• by right of election in great measure accidental,

was permitted to enjoy this unique position without

question. The precedent of the third century was
too fresh in men’s mind, when the imperium was
a prize within the reach of any bold adventurer.

But in justice to the dynastic principle in this first

Christian century, the supreme place was never the

aim of mere vulgar ambition and greed, never a

mere family appanage, the means of enriching needy
relatives. Such it became in the age which follows

the close of this historical study,—the age of the

Comneni. There still survives something of the old

Roman spirit of disinterested public service, which
ennobles the individual citizen, and merges his

personality and caprice in duty to the State. Ofliice

is still a sacred trust, not a patrimony
;

behind
the emperor of the moment was the republic. It

was therefore with no passionate indignation against
dynastic claims that the usurpers of this period set

up their banners against the “legitimate” sovereigns.

Constantins II. (as Ammian repeats with irksome
iteration) was uniformly successful in civil war and
in quelling domestic disturbance. Pretenders were
rife in the West; Magnentius murders Constans I.
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(337-350) and heads a barbarian, perhaps a nationalist

rising; Nepotianus seeks to revive in the peaceful

capital the days of Maxentius; Vetranio in the

general confusion and uncertainty assumes the

purple; Silvanus is tempted by the malicious in-

trigues of courtiers to try this last desperate means
of reaching safety. But the interest of these military

“ pronunciamentos ” was confined to the armies and
generals in question

;
and tlie discredit brought by

Gallus on the Constantian house was amply retrieved

by the Gallic laurels of his brother Julian. Stern

necessity drove the staff-corps to a hasty and very

possibly erroneous choice on the banks of the Tigris

in 363; every one would be first to salute the new
emperor, and no one could venture to rectify a mis-

take by inquiring if this was really the Jovianus in-

tended ? So too with the elevation of Valentinian I.

:

necessity and the peril of anarchy could not stop

to consider precedents or weigh merits. No one was
more conscious of his shortcomings than Valens

himself
;
and it caused little surprise that Procopius,

a cousin of Julian, maintained himself for some
months in the years 365, 366, as emperor at Con-

stantinople. It does not appear that this seizure of

the capital threw the general administration out of

gear, any more than a similar revolution at the

beginning of Constantine V.'s reign, when Artavasdus

usurped power (740-743). But the results of the

daring of this “ pale phantom ” (as Ammian suggests)

were terrible indeed. Henceforth, the slow and

suspicious mind of Valens was open to informers;

and from the Gothic alliance with the baffled pre-

tender, on the score of “ hereditary claims " and

legitimacy, sprang the distrust of the Eastern court,

which dared not refuse the suppliants at the Danube
in 376, 377; yet gave them only a halfdiearted

welcome. The disaster of Adrianople was the dying

curse of Procopius.—So completely was the choice

of a new sovereign the. perquisite of the staff-corps,

that during the illness of Valentinian I. in the West,
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Iiis successor is already seriously debated in military

conclave
;
and no thought is given to the problematic

rights of his children to the reversion. On his re-

covery, the wise sovereign loses no time in presenting

Gratian to the troops and securing their approval of

a father’s partiality. Maximus III. (383-388) voices

the public murmurs against Gratian’s alien body-

guard and barbarising proclivity
;

just as Arbogast

is the first of a series of barbarian “protectors,”

leading about a tame Augustus, not venturing, or

perhaps scorning, to assume the purple which they

were ready enough to bestow. Eugenius, the pagan

rhetorician, is the precursor of Attains, the artistic

Ionian whom the Senate sends out to treat with

Alaric
;
of Jovinus, the “ client ” of the Burgundians

(and for a brief space of Ataulphus also), of Avitus;

of Libius Severus IV., and of Ricimer’s pageant-

emperors, down to the extinction of the line in

Romulus. This is the significance of the events

of 392, 393, and the great battle of the Frigidus.

Flistorians i-emind us that it is the first time in this

later empire that East vanquishes West
;

hitherto

the balance of success has been uniformly with the

latter. But it is for our present purpose mainly

instructive as being the earliest protest of a proud
barbarian minister-of-war against the fancied inde-

pendence of a purple-born stripling
;

the last in-

effective protest in the West against a Christian

government (unless we except the dalliance with

Sibylline books and Etruscan soothsayers during

the siege of Rome). The last pretender of our list

seems at first sight to belong to a very different

class
:

Joannes, chief of the notaries, not
illustris, seems elevated by a peaceful civilian in-

trigue; yet as we have seen above, it is more than
probable that pure military influence was in reserve.

Now a survey, of such facts will lead us to this

conclusion : that the reign of immature and secluded
youths largely contributed to the establishment of a

barbarian protectorate in the Westj and it was just
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a question whether the ascendancy lay with the Mutinies of

functionaries who thronged the sacred halls, or the

barbarians who bivouacked outside. The problem mwlyn;
which has to be settled in the next period is, “ Shall inflmnm

the empire accept side by side with a sechuled

nominal ruler an effective barbarian ‘Shogun' ?” It 'Shogun.’

is now time to consider what part is being played

in the governments of East and West by this new
element

;
and we are called upon to explain why

the Western Caesar vanishes until 800 ;
why the crime

of Leo I. in the murder of Ardaburius marks for

the East a new era of independence.
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LIBERAL IMPERIALISM; OR, THE FONCTIONS OF THE

EMPEROR AND THE PROFFER OF BARBARIAN

LOYALTY

§ 1. Restriction, exclusion, and privilege—such

were the chief maxims of the city-state, when kin-

ship, genuine or fictitious, constituted the sole tie.

But an empire stands for expansion and liberalism

;

its very existence implies that efficiency and defen-

sive cohesion have superseded as end or motive

power, the mere aimless cohabitation of relatives.

It is not without reason that feudalism distrusts the

purpose and essays to thwart the methods of sove-

reignty
;

for it is largely a reaction to that more

primitive society, which takes form in the clan, the

tribe, or the city-state. The noble has a well-justified

suspicion of a monarch, who from his very position

is no “ respecter of persons.” The chief ruler, with

his selfish interests and enterprise merged in the

general welfare, is commonly identified with the

party of progress and enlightenment. In the very

nature of the case, a sovereign before whom all are

equal, is a well-qualified and impartial representative

of the whole mass. Indeed, he is coereed against

his will into this unconscious position of champion
of popular rights. The new reading of the old

feudal or parliamentary struggles brings into clear

relief the popular basis of monarchy, as the enemy
of privilege and exemption. Magna Charta, the Great
Rebellion, the Revolution, in our own history,—re-

present to us to-day certain successful efforts of a
solid minority in the State to usurp control and
win exclusive benefits. That under Providence good
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results have ensued does not exonerate the prime- Unvarying

movers from selfish and reactionary aim
;
an aim

none the less selfish because united with perfect Monarchy:

good faith. It is the pardonable self-delusion of modern

small but convinced minorities who often meet in qfmrty
discussion and arrive at idealist conclusion, to con- the success oj

fuse their own advantage or views with the common
good. In the past, it is a commonplace which as a

truism is often forgotten, that a single rule is the

only obstacle to the endless jealousy and recrimina-

tion of classes, or the still more odious rancour of

religious and national bitterness. While the kings of

England strove to unite a people and make justice

uniform, a powerful minority fought for special

privileges
;
which through no effort of theirs were

destined to become the common heritage of all

in the fulness of time. A democratic plebiscite or

referendum (which so far as the will of the people

can be elicited seems the only convincing method)

would have nullified the demands of the barons, the

overthrow of the Catholic Church, the deposition* of

the Stuarts, the supremacy of the Venetian oligarchy

through the eighteenth century under cover of popular

government.

And indeed, the Roman Empire as we interpret

it to-day, so far from being a retrograde movement,

was a distinct advance,—upon which few modern
con-stitutions can be said to make any substantial

improvement. It was a reaction of the provinces

against the metropolis
;

such as might well take

place once more between the colonies of the British

Empire and Downing Street. It would be idle and

vain to assert that the chief heroes in this drama of

transition played their part with eyes open and fully

conscious purpose. Such a theory seriously impairs

the entire work of Theodor Mommsen, the first

careful, untiring student to suggest a more equitable

judgment on the imperial aims. His picture of Cmsar,

singularly untrue to experience and the possibili-

ties of human nature, merely to-day provokes wildest
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Unvarying reaction in the opposite direction; the clear-sighted

im’Zf’'
* consummate statesman, who looked steadfastly

mnaroky; at an Outlined plan of preconceived architecture like

jnodem
'

a Platonist, becomes for Guglielmo Ferrari the arch-

opportunist, always embarrassed by his unexpected

the mccess of success
;
the founder of the line of Caesars and Kaisers

afmtion. -pzafs of all time is merely for him the arch-

desti'oyer. Neither account is true
;
C^sar is neither

the tranquil guide of events towards a predestined

goal, nor the worried creature of circumstances. But

he represented the larger interests and the wider suf-

frage, the more spacious opportunity. His curious

breach with ceremony and tradition, his neglect of

precedent and of prejudice,—'taught his followers a

much needed lesson. The success of Augustus was
due to the clever disguise of Liberalism in the garb

of religious and national patriotism. Only tentatively

did he proceed in throwing open the world to an

impartial administration,—this cautious nephew of

the Dictator who made Gauls senators and granted

the franchise wholesale. With moderate steps did

the great movement advance towards the breaking

down of racial barriers
;
and with a wisdom rarely

shown in these days of logical contrasts, it fostered

a measure of genuine autonomy and local interest,

while retaining an effective but limited supervision

and right of interference; it did not hurry, as if

only capable of superlatives, from one extreme of

centi'alised control to complete independence.

Wisiinnd | 2. The emperors were almost uniformly abreast

f'beraliln
0^ time. Law, religion, public opinion. Stoic

philosophy (in its finer aspect), combined to shake
mpiror the fetters of privilege, to display the natural equality

likeness of man as man. It was reserved for

nntinml; a strange wearer of the title Antonine (212) to register

^anTafto
revolution, by an edict as notable and

foroeinid theatrical as Alexander II.'s ukase of emancipation.
'intercut. Rome ceased some years later to be the cejrtre of

gravity, and the last vestige of Italian superiority was
swept away by Diocletian. The problem was no
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longer the supervision of civil magistrates in the Trise and

unarmed provinces along the Mediterranean, but the

defence of the frontier. The ablest defenders zve. ofearly

the most doubtful in lineage ; Maximinus 1 . (235-238),

a barbarian, performs valiant service in keeping his craml'lnti-

countrymen out; Publius Liciniiis Gallienus [2^'^- national:

268) does his best to let them in.
^appmTto

The new converts to Roman allegiance are more /one and

royalist than the king, more nationalist than the 'interest.

nation.—Again and again the empire retreated to

the ancient limits marked out by Augustus, and

resumed its defensive attitude. What at such times

was to be the policy towards those who knocked

at the gates as suppliants or as marauders ? Was
the process of expansion to be indefinitely applied

in the matter, not indeed of new territory, but of

new settlers? The imperial idea was of course

supra-national not anti-national
;

it did not destroy

a country, but it gave an additional fatherland and
a new pride of citizenship. There was nothing

untoward in the settlement of barbarian tribes in

depleted districts ;
and it is difficult for us to-day

to appreciate the ravages which the plagues of the

second and third century had made in over-populous

regions. Extensive solitudes took the place of busy

countrysides and thriving towns. The latifundia,

by the accumulation of vast estates in single hands,

had. been the creation rather of necessity and obdu-

rate physical law than of any deliberate greed. Once
again the empire had taught men to live at peace

with each other; for the gathering at Ephesus in

the Acts the town-clerk feared an inquiry only on
the ground of uproar; Dio Chrysostom's pages are

full of references to the small jealousies and petty

spites which only a good-humoured central authority,

embodied in such men as Gallio, could hold in check.

And during the long repose which followed the re-

constitution of the empire under Vespasian (70-180),

the interior provinces, unaccustomed even to the

sight of soldier or the glitter of steel> unlearnt the
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Wise and art of defence. As we shall often remark, careful

%mralism
* relieve the imperial line of the charge of

of early needless intervention and tutelage. The multiplica-

empire; tion of imperial duties and, as we saw, of direct

imperial agents, was an inevitable effect or resultant

national: of various causes
;
in which intentional interference

perhaps the smallest part. It is not to the

J^ceand discredit of the system, if it happened, that amid the

interest. financial or civil embarrassment of the network of

city-states, even the worst of the emperors was

trusted above every one else, as an equitable and

impartial referee;—if the control of arms (whatever

this might entail) was confidently surrendered to a

single arbiter, and no further thought was given to

national defence or the problem of conscription.

The triumphant campaigns of Trajan (98-117), the

adroit royal progresses of Hadrian (117-138), lulled

the world into a false security. Henceforth after

a brief interval, the emperor was to be a homeless

and restless vagrant, beckoned hither and thither

at the summons of some frontier crisis. The situa-

tion was assuredly much changed since Tiberius

proposed the maxim, then undoubtedly of highest

sagacity, "Non omittere caput rerum” and since Nei'o

in the prime of life and vigour waged war by
legates, just as Domitian, the proud and suspicious,

paid visits of courtesy by deputy {ex more piincipatus

per nuntios visentis).

- The Romans grumbled in their usual irresponsible

fashion at the wise decision of Tiberius, who sent

his sons to hear the complaints of mutinous legions,

and refused to leave Rome to superintend measures
for repressing the Gallic revolt. But they complained
equally of the long absences of later Cmsars on im-
portant business, anywhere rather than at the capital.

Whether the “Folk-wandering” and the reconstruc-

tion it entailed took the statesmen of the empire
unawares, it is impossible to say

;
but with the

exception of the station of the Rhenish and Danubian
legions, everything else had to give way to this new
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pressure on the frontier. The imperial regime was Wise and

eminently calculated to satisfy a pacific State

aggregate of States, whose sole aim was peace and qfearhi

the calm enjoyment of material comfort. Around empire

the basin of the inland sea, which Pompey had
delivered from its last pirate-vessel, dwelt, or rather national:

slumbered, peoples with historic names and homes, ’•^eoessarn

carrying on the innocent mimicry of local govern- Joyce and

ment under a firm yet tolerant control. In spite of interest.

the blind or credulous belief of humanitarians to-day,

the race, at least in Western Europe, has not pro-

gressed with stately and measured step to the final

triumph of Peace from unspeakable riot. Just as

coercive measures, police, prison, death-sentence,

—

were comparatively unknown in the family conclave,

or its larger forni, the city-state
;
so war was to all

early nations a displeasing if frequent episode in the

social life. It was neither a business nor a profession,

but a regrettable expedient. Part in its dangers was
the inseparable right and duty of a citizen : iroXeiJ.ov/Mev

iva elptjvrjv of^afjtev. A mercenary class of expert

champions was a later invention
;
just as the foreign

bodyguard which protected the despot,—himself like

war, a mere needful but regrettable expedient, mark-

ing a period of transition. The idealist meditation

of Hobbes discovers in early society, omnium
contra omnes, because homo kovtini lupus. We need

not at this date point out the unhistoric char-

acter of such surmises,—which are but the arbitrary

background on which to depict his favourite thesis,—

the centralised monarchic State (that is, France since

Napoleon, under any and every superficial formula

of government). As a fact, early society, when it

begins to be human in a real sense, when it issues

from the “pack” or the “horde,”—is pi-ofoimdly

pacific and knows no force but moral, no need for

any other. The patriarchal authority is acquiesced

in, not because it is potent, but because it commands
respect, instinctive it may be and not easily to be

uprooted. No doubt the father is obeyed in fear,
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Wise and whether of his present wrath or future displeasure

Ubm'alism
^ maleficent spirit

;
or of the whole system of

of early unalterable rules, which seem to infliience savage
empires fife quite apart from any visible sanction of force

maUo '^anti-
P<^nalty. And this we may surely not inaptly call

national: moral. It is as the world grows older that appeal

T^'^mlto
force becomes necessary in.the ultimate resort.

force and This the doctrinaires of human progress on their

interest. own fines are reluctant to admit. Yet the fact and
the reason should be alike obvious. The agreement

upon the father’s authority, the content of the legal

code which is but family tradition and precedent

crystallised, the unseen yet dreadful menace of ances-

tral spirits, to whom all change in custom is impiety,

the entire and significant absence of all compulsion

or caprice under the “ dead hand " of tribal usage ;

—

all this is unmeaning in the larger aggregates which
go to make up a state ;—different peoples and classes

and tongues, each with their own special code and
cult, which in their neighbours excite only horror

or derision. In the “ spacious times ’’ of early society,

tribes and clans with the natural instinct of a savage,

carefully avoided each other and kept by some un-
spoken agreement to their own hunting-grounds

{“invicem vitabundi" as Tacitus, might say). It is

pressure and increasing population that makes war

;

just as it is economic or fiscal distress which pre-

cipitates revolution among peoples deaf to the sermons
of Idealism and the eulogies of Liberty. War is a

natural expedient to prevent overcrowding
;
the con-

quei'ing caste will, as humanity and sympathy made
way, spare to emslave, their captives in battle; and
thus the first great step toward international law is

taken. This tribe, welded into compact discipline by
the successful leader, imposes its will on the conquered
people,—whether as distant provincial, or resident

alien, or client, or lastly, as slave. It is only this

latter, who in the merciful treatment of antiquity is

taken into any real relation, partnership of interest

rights and religion. The rest are and must remain
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outside
;
and in the utter want of any common prin-

ciple of code usage or superstition, they are amenable
solely to an irresponsible force, the will of the superior.

There was much truth in Thrasymachus’ estimate of

State-law, to avfi^epov tov KpeirTovo<i.

§ 3. Until Alexander showed glimpses of a better Empire

way, until Rome effected a consummate realisation rmirts to

of his dream, the only conception of foreign dominion
was self-interest'. Rome had already progressed far needful I

on this road, when the last century before Christ was
filled with domestic tumult, largely arising from this career

';

problem, the relation of the subjects to the dominant
race. Once more the far-sighted and liberal states-

men, sages, and jurists of the first two hundred years

reverted to the early pacific conception of the State

and its duties. It was with surprise, reluctance, and
secret alarm that the emperors resumed their arduous

post as sentinels on the frontier. It is probable that

the revolution which summarily displaced Severus

Alexander (235) was, at least in part, a protest of the

military against the civil element; a recall sounded

by blunt and straightforward soldier’s from a policy

of barristers, women, and philosophers to a recog-

nition of the real dangers, which lay not in the

Senate’s rivalry but in the barbarian menace. Yet

so sincere, so ingrained is the pacific and defensive

,
character of the empire, that no attempt is made to

enlarge its boundaries, except by Probus (276-282);

and it is significant that the same emperor who
wrote joyfully that Germany would soon be com-
pletely subdued, also wrote that in a short time

soldiers would be superfluous. Enough, and perhaps

moi’e than enough, has been said to show that the

whole justification of the imperial system lay in

its stoppage of war or domestic disturbance
;

that

the nations who had gladly welcomed the imperial

figure, and rested beneath its shadow, were entirely

unversed in warlike pursuits
;
in the profound quiet

which was its immediate outcome, and in the deep-

seated principle to which the. empire reverted, that
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war is a regrettable episode in the life of nations,

to be entered on only as a means to peace. Thus

the protection of the frontier or of Ciesar, divine

but vulnerable, fell upon expert and professional

shoulders; son succeeded father in the moral and

orderly camp-towns, which recognised and encour-

aged in the soldier the ties of the domestic hearth,

the pursuits and influences of peace. For the army

was the hereditary civiliser of the waste and desolate

places, the pioneer not of brutal force but of useful

mastery over nature, of the refinements of Helleno-

Roman culture,—which Tacitus in his malevolent

apotheosis of the " noble savage ” called an integral

part of slavery. So far was the empire from being

a military despotism, with Cossack and “ najaika ”
;

the army was rather the most liberal of all its insti-

tutions
;
and its commanders the most advanced

of statesmen. In merit, in loyalty, in ability, the

emperors recognised no distinction of country or

of lot
;
or indeed of religion, save in the exceptional

periods when popular suspicion and nervous panic

was excited by a secret sect, which refused a simple

homage to the generalissimo. Just as the later

Teutonic kings displaced an intractable nobility of

birth by an aristocracy of efficiency
;
^o the emperors

substituted less arrogant agents for the Senate, and
more valiant guardsmen for the disloyal and under-

sized recruits of Italy. Otliers have traced the

gradual extension both of the civil franchise into

complete equality,—and of the coveted right to join

the legion and rise to the highest place in the service

of Rome; and it is not the purpose of this work to

repeat what more competent students have already
done. •

,

For we have only to call attention to the great
but largely unconscious contest in this age, not
merely between paganism and the Church, but between
barbarian and Roman influence in the State and its

defenders. A natural preference for good material
turned Constantine and Theodosius into the deliberate
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partisans of the newer races. It is doubtful whether Empire

this favour was of necessity mischievous. The empire, io

the negation of privilege, the redressing of excrescence again

and anomaly, might reasonably argue, like modern needful;

statesmen, that settlers and soldiers of whatever race
'andthe open

were naturalised subjects of equal rights with the career;

original stock. If the supreme place was thrown liberal policy.

open to competitive merit without distinction of race,

why not the lower steps of the hierarchy ? If the

imperial system had produced desolation in the

provinces, and unwarlike if turbulent effeminacy in

the great urban centres, why should it not retrieve

its unintentional error by grafting new life into the

decaying trunk ? Pestilence, the curial system, slave-

cultivation,—such were the obvious causes of decline.

How far, so the question presents itself, is the remedy
of barbarian soldiers and colonists an “active element

of disintegration ?
”

§ 4. It would appear that this welcome to the Teutonic

necessitous but stalwart alien, if extended with

mingled firmness and sincerity by a succession of

tactful princes, need have implied no sinister conse- bureaucracy

quence. It was a natural and logical corollary of the

whole imperial policy. The Roman emperor was
bound by no Spanish etiquette to wait immovable in

a chaii-, slowly roasted by a fire which precedent

would not allow him to touch. He was under no
obligation to guard with stubborn zeal a frontier for a

people which was slowly becoming extinct. There is

ample proof, beside the notable profession of loyalty

by Ataulphus (Orosius, viufin,), that the Goths might

have become the stoutest and most trustworthy sup-

porters of the throne and system. It is true that

certain usurpations, like that of Magneiitius, seemed

to constitute a genuine peril hot for a dynastic family

alone, but for the empire. And yet, if we look back

into the third century, the heroic but usurping de-

fenders of Gaul were no nationalist pretenders or

anti-Roman separatists. They were Augusti, and
doing the work of AugustuSj preparing the way for
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an abler and more efficient sovereign, and yielding,

as Tetricus, not without relief. It is, no doubt, poor

comfort to a threatened representative of a dynasty

to assure him that it is only his personality and not

the imperial system that excites hostility
;
Animianus

reminds us in a notable passage of apology for the

vindictive Valens, that a ruler in whom the majesty

of Rome is centralised cannot but identify his own

safety with the maintenance of the system,—to which

(as others view the matter) it is just the standing

objection. It is quite possible that the reign and

character of Licinius Gallienus (253-268) might be

rewritten in a very favourable light
;
and that the

seeming indifference to pretenders and schism was

due to the farsighted policy of a statesman, who saw

in local stirrings and home-rule no serious menace to

the stability or solidarity of the empire. The line of

British and Gallic Caesars forms an interesting table
;

especially the last few names, the obscure Marcus II.,

Gratianus II., and finally Constantine III.
;
who with

his son Constans II. did good service for the empire,

and (as we have seen) secured a tardy recognition

from a prince, siirgularly jealous of his formal ex-

clusive prerogative, and as singularly careless of its

exercise. In a narrow sense, no doubt the Gallic

sedition in the middle of the fourth century shows
the presence of an “ element of disintegration ''

;
but

the .successful pretendei', like many a one before and
after, would gladly have sheltered himself beneath the

respectable aegis of legitimacy, and like Maximinus I.

himself have become “more Romanist than Rome
itself," or “more ultramontane.” It would, I think,

be truer to say that two conscientious princes of

weak and therefore stubborn character, were respon-
sible for the great misfortunes which befell Rome :

Valens, whose insincere re-sponse to the Gothic plea
for asylum created irksome and dishonourable con-
ditions, which his ministers had neither means nor
intention to enfoi’ce; Honorius, whose repeated
refusal of Alaric's demands, by no means without
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precedent, turned a champion of the empire into a Teutonic

ruthless foe. It seems evident that the whole system

of Teutonic settlements would in time have profoundly offse/to~'^^

modified the bureaucratic and centralised admiiiis- bureaucracy

tration then in vogue. But this need hardly be

deplored or regretted; and the clear delimitation of

the civil and military department by the wise (though

not omniscient) reformers of the fourth century might

point to a long and harmonious co-operation between

barbarian and Roman, soldier and administrator. In

a later division of this work, it will be pointed out in

justification of the wantonly destructive policy of the

great Imperial Restoration (535-565) that thei’e was

no principle of cohesion or of progress in the Gothic

or Vandal royalties, nor even in the Frankish family,

that strove to fill in vain the vacancy in the West.

It must be clearly understood that a vague allegiance»

to Roman suzerainty was never thrown off; and
curious instances recur in unexpected quarters of the

genuine and abiding affection with which the Csesar

was regarded, absent and heretical though he might

be. Nor did the imperial tradition ever die, or the

reverence for the idea become extinct, until the great

event of Christmas 800 gave once more the Western
world an Augustus of its own. It must be confessed

that the empire, receptive of all that was genuine and
efficient, would have found the uncouth barbarians

a better agent and a more wholesome influence

than the obscure chamberlains of the court, with

their nerveless quadrisyllable names and uncertain

ancestry. Vacillating between confidence and mis-

trust, Valens and Honorius gave alternate hearing to

the friends and the foes of the larger policy. It

must be feared that the anti-foreign or xenelastic
”

cruses, the “ pogroms " aimed against imaginary

criminals (as in the drastic treatment of the Stili-

conians in 408)—partake of the hatred of interested

and corrupt place-holders whose long impunity is

threatened. Orosius and Namatianus, Christian priest

and archaic Gallo-Roman noble, unite in abusing
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Stilico; yet if Rome was to suffer an emperor who
“ reigned but did not govern," it was surely better

to leave the helm of State with Stilico than with

Olympius or Eutropius. But with the early death of

Theodosius and the massacre of the " tutor ” he left

for his sons, the final breach with the barbarians was

merely a question of time.

§ 5. Again, a whole-hearted welcome to these inter-

esting but dangerous suppliants might have opposed

an obstacle to one of the mischievous currents,

which was driving the ship of State on to the quick-

sands. And here we approach a topic which is of

signal interest to us to-day. The tendency of all

civilised institutions is towards uniformity and central-

isation. The local usage, the special immunity, caste-

privilege, hereditary office or exemption, district

autonomy, are out of keeping with the fully realised

modern State and must disappear, unless the present

lines of development are arrested. The earlier empires,

as the continent of Asia, true officim gentium, grew
fuller, gathered the scattered tribes into a precarious

unity for the new uses of war, or the gratification of

ambitious sovereigns; but they were contented with

tribute, acknowledgment of allegiance, and military

levies in time of need. It was only with Alexander
and with Rome that some inexorable pressure from
the unseen tried to force an imperial regimen info a

strict and uniform model
;
and this very gradually.

It is a mistake of the recently departed idealism to

believe that every ruler must needs be a jealous and
interfering busybody;—every unhappy subject a

critic and rebel of this encroachment, striving to

break the chains and emerge into independence. The
exact opposite . is, of course, the spectacle which
history or experience provides us : the multiplication

of duties and responsibility, as a rule, is unwillingly

undertaken; and the deadweight and reactionary
conservatism of the people is much too supine to
assume its majority and. look, after itself. Little by
little the sphere of government enlarges, and takes
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under its protection private leisure and unexplored Sigml deject

departments of life.
%^™faU

It has often been said that the empire failed profemid

when it ceased to govern and began to administer, absolutivn)

:

The details of organised routine (which if centrally ^rotown^^'

controlled, must be uniform) ill befit the spacious agents.

generalities of a protectorate or a “hegemony.” And
yet subject and prince alike were pushed irresistibly

along a path which led to the servitudejof the former,

the curial dungeon and the caste-system, and to the

overwhelming of the latter by a high-tide of duties,

to none of which could he personally attend. And
yet it must be confessed that, compared with modern
attempts at “ empire,” the princes of Rome succeeded

to a wonderful degree in reconciling the two inte-

rests,—what Tacitus calls, “ Ees olhn dissociabiles prin- •

cipatus ac libertas.” The empire was nofdoubt happily
'

free from the turmoil and artificial feuds and parties

of the representative system. No great “council

of the empire ” gathered together for useless debate

small groups of rival or inimical nationalities and

creeds. Other and perhaps more effective means
were invented or to hand, for the free vent of public

opinion and criticism. For this was by no means
behindhand in finding expression, in caustic satire or

in those riots and tumults, which aimed disloyalty

only at the agents of government, never at the system

itself. Tiberius, as we have seen, complained very

reasonably that the Senate did not take a serious share

in the care of justice or administration
;
he spoke, we

must believe, with the perfect sincerity of an ancient

aristocratic, even Whig, family. Modern writers point

out that very little substantial: independence underlay

the specious phrases of alliance and autonomy among
the more favoured cities in the realm. I would not

willingly impugn the municipal honesty of the first

and second century
;
but we need go no further than

the New Testament and the tenth book of Pliny's

letters to satisfy ourselves that the control of local

justice and finance rested more safely in the hands
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Signal defect oi an imperial representative than with the local

ofempire authorities.

%fmcd The whole end and aim of the imperial system

absolutism) : T,vas to secure responsible government, amenable to

7oUwn”' discipline, to law, to prescribed routine, and (if I shall

agents. not be thought paradoxical) to a well-defined moral

standard. Let the doubter contrast the serious

behaviour of the governors in the Gospels and the

Acts, under Tiberius, Claudius, and Nero, with the

viceroys of a modern State, ruling defenceless de-

pendencies. It is quite likely that really responsible

government is only possible either in countries and

under constitutions like our own; where the public

opinion of the higher classes is the real controlling

influence;—whei-e a national and somewhat self-

conscious Puritanism (irrespective even of religious

orthodoxy) keeps a vigilant watch over public life

;

where (once again) the government or the ruling class

is not sharply distinguished from the commonalty
;

where really momentous issues are settled anywhere

else but in the formal homes of debate and executive.

Or responsibility may be found under genuinely

despotic but spasmodic rule,—that regimen for which
Liberals of all ages have sighed so inconsistently. But
the benevolent tyrant was in the early days of the

Roman system not an exceptional event, or a “happy
accident ” (as Alexander I. said of himself with par-

donable vanity). The real happiness of peoples lies

not, as the older Liberalism fondly imagined, in the

formula of the constitution, but in the behaviour of

the ofiicial world. Experience proves that the bureau-
crat of an unlimited monarchy, and the functionary
of an advanced republic, claim and exercise a power
of petty tyranny, an opportunity lor dishonest gain,

an exemption by “administrative right” from the
general rules which regulate a citizen's life. In the
disconcerting freedom

. o^ the French republic no
less than under the “ unspeakable tyranny ” of its ally

the Czar, a private house may be ransacked without
redress or reason given, a subject haled suddenly to
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the confinement of a prison and hectored into a con- Signal defect

fession of imaginary guilt
;
a large and industrious of empire

portion of the community may feel so outraged by the professed

indifference of the centre to their interests, that districts absolutism)

like Moscow or Montpellier may present all the appear-

ance of civil war
;
irreligious rancour may persecute the agents.

conforming Catholic official in France, as in the East

the State-orthodoxy may attempt to extirpate Jews

and dissenters
;
and in both we may notice the same

evil,—the absence of any outspoken and honest public

opinion in the upper classes, and the consequent rule

of an insignificant minority. Much has been heard

of late of the Grand-Ducal Camarilla
;
but this secret

and unauthorised influence (even if it exist outside

heated, though Liberal, imagination) has its exact

counterpart in the coalition of the wealthy in the

States of America, in the unaccountable force wielded

in France by the anti-clerical Freemasons.

The Roman nobles had formed a class apart, im-

mune from many of the restrictions of the average

citizen. The exacting standard of moral tone was in-

sensibly relaxed when, like an English cadet in the

early days of Indian annexation, he left the society of

his equals to rule inferiors. The empire, we have seen,

restored in a great measure tlie idea of government as

a trust for which the exercise was accountable to a

central tribunal of known impartiality;—not to a venal

assembly of men who only longed for similar oppor-

tunities. Officials were, in effect, controlled as they had
never been befoi’e

;
and the trust of the provincial in

the central authority had every reason to increase.

When the agents of the soyereignty, still merely super-

vising, were recruited more and more from tireless

conspicuous classes, and the State-service presented

an open career to any man of ability,—the easy ideal

of Gmsarism, such as we have it in France at the

present moment, was accepted by all. The subjects

were saved from the trouble of self-government
;
and

the smallest question was seirt up to the personal

head of the republic
:
just as the replacement of a

VOL. I. L
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tile on a French parsonage had to go up to Paris

even before the Revolution, which started in a vague

cry for liberty, and ended in riveting the fetters of

State-supremacy. The exceptional luxuriance of

transcendental literature and interest in the first four

centuries must strike every student. The din of war

and tumult never penetrates into the pages of

Plutarch, of Apuleius, of Origen ;
and it is hard to

believe that the serene and optimistic principles of

the Plotinian system were elaborated by a favourite

professor at the court of Gallienus
;
and that the most

troublous epoch in Roman history should be marked

by the finest and least austere presentation of the

pantheistic hypothesis. The central office became
more and more charged with public burdens

; and
Ccesar's functionaries were drilled and organised into

fixed rules of behaviour and promotion, irrespective

of the caprice of the transient ruler
;
a firm check not

only upon his arbitrary will but, it must be con-

fessed, on any project of generous reform—indeed, as

in every civil service or bureaucracy, a final obstacle

to change, whether for good or evil. The members
of this official class were thus emancipated from
that severe and vigilant supervision, which had been
applied under the early Cajsars and the adoptive

emperors.

It is easy to exaggerate the effectiveness of this

control; and I have no desire to lose my case by
pleading for a verdict of perfection. But the regretful

retrospect of those who suffered in later times from
irresponsible bureaucrats and a powerless monarch,
may help us to understand that responsible govern-
ment under the empire was something more than a
pretence. Men like Laurentius of Philadelphia, like

Synesius of Cyrene, looked back to the times of per-
sonal government as to a golden age, never to return.
And meantime, so conscious was a serious prince
of the impossible task, that we again direct notice
to the famous offer of iEmilianus

(253 ), who desired
to retain as the chief imperial duty watch and ward on
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the frontier and surrender the whole civil administra- Siam/ defect

tion to the Senate. This premature division of the oJ empiro

civil and military sphere very naturally proved abortive professed

in the middle of the third century; and the sweeping absolutism):

reforms of Diocletian and Constantine fell once more iroUwiT‘'
into complete centralisation. The departments were agents.

effectively severed, but both were amenable to the

overworked emperor. Little was secured by dupli-

cating Augustus and Csesar ;
or by multiplying the

prefectures, and “cutting the provinces into morsels,”

as Lactantius calls it. Still the credit or the dishonour

of the whole administi'ation, in its failure or success,

fell on the shoulders of one. Every one recognised in

Diocletian the ruling spirit of the “ quaternion ”
: the

years 306-324 were given up to mere anarchy
;
Con-

stantine resumed undivided sway after the dismantling

of Licinius
;
and to the end of our chosen period (324-

457), in spite of partnership, men respected or detested

the chief and single Augustus, as the author of their

woes or their prosperity. Something like a rough-and-

ready control, as of a military court-martial, was indeed

exercised by princes who rose from a private station
;

inured to habits of discipline and obedience before

undertaking the difficult task of guiding others, and

living in the open light of day the vagrant life of

an active warrior. The conscientious but “ shadow-

bred ” royalties who succeed these greater men are (as

we must often repeat) at the mercy of a flattering

“entourage,” who lay aside their hahed or envy of

each other for the sole purpose of deceiving their

master.

§ 6. How could the emperor' be relieved of this Possible mo
intolerable burden ? for whether he controlled his of Germanic

agents or not, in the eyes of the world he was solely andmbjcc-
responsible. It might be hazarded whether Teutonic Uyity; 'mdc-

subjectivity might not have formed a salutary alliance

with the great Roman objective,—ideal and abstract

objective as it was, although ever embodied in a

personal ruler. The Teuton was incapable of the

classic veneration for law, but he was capable of a
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Pnmhlo im strong personal attachment. I am far from being
o/aermunk endorse the following generalisation of the

Greek attitude to life as a full and complete account

tirUfi: inrtc- of a versatile spirit, that had in it at least as con-

spicuous an element of subjective criticism and
"

rebellion
;
but it undoubtedly represents a phase of

mind common enough in East and West alike, and

especially in the age we are discussing, "We can”

(says Professor Bury, H.L.RI. i. 4) "regard our ex-

perience as destiny—fortune and misfortune as alike

determined for us by conditions beyond our control.

It was in this objective spirit that the old Greeks

regarded their experience, and in this way they were

content; for it never occurred to them [?] to exalt

subjective wishes of their own in opposition to the

course of destiny, and grieve because such wishes

remained inachievable." Now the whole confident

blitheness, if you like boisterousness, of the Teutons

lay in the opposite belief
;
that the world lay open to

the knight-errant, that a strong will can impose its

canons on others and win success over material

things and human minds. No over-indulgence in the

sttidies of Reason had produced in them the torpor

of despondent culture. They formed a novel, sanguine,

and enspiriting element amid a prevalent fatalism.

Their ideals had little regard for State, public spirit,

general welfare,—or indeed with any august but in-

tangible abstraction. They understood and appreci-

ated the .sanctity of wedlock, the call of personal
loyalty, the silent appeal of helpless infancy, born to

inherit the cares and splendour of a great name. Of
their simple character it might truly be said mentevi
mortalia tangunt, if we limit these mortal happenings
to the home, the family, the dynasty, the tribe, and
exclude the larger possibilities of nation, race, and
universe

;
in which many thinkers, born to be agents,

have found in .seeking peace, only an indolent
lethargy. This reversal to the rudiments (as I have
elsewhere tried to show) is by no means a step back-
wards. After a long reign of culture and traditional
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institutions, it makes for healthiness to have an inrush Possible use

of the open air and of primitive emotions. The

democratic basis of the imperial system, the lovily

'

and sjibjec-

birth and late promotion of some of its finest

champions, saved it from the enervating uniformity, the

equilibrium of balanced forces, into which a modern
State is apt to subside

;
unable either to advance or to

retreat, to reform effectively or to check remonstrance

criticism and discontent. What hinders progress to-

day and leads to apathy is the uncertain relation

between human effort and natural forces,—what I

may term the democratic as compared with the scien-

tific outlook. Even the Romans had some suspicion

of the futility of enterprise, and a deep sense of

coming calamity brooded over the mind. To this,

Teutonic subjectivity provided a very useful con-

trast and antidote. Might there not have ensued a

new alliance between imperium and libertas, in a

sense other than Tacitus comtemplated ? Unques-

tioning obedience to law, as if sacrosanct and divine,

is a mere trait of savagery. Mere acquiescence or

pious resignation (whether in an attitude to the

world of nature or of man) is not merely the nega-

tion of progress but the denial of man, of worth, of

reason.

The ‘ Meditations ’ of Marcus Aurelius happily for

the Roman world never represented any but an

insignificant fraction. Under the thin veil of abstract

pietism, his creed conceals a complete distrust in the

meaning and efficacy of thought and of action
;
for to

no school is the title aXoyot more completely suitable

than to the Stoics, who professed to discover in the

universe, and to apply in every depai'tment of human
activity, the sovei-eignty of Reason !—To this fatalistic

despondency the Teutons were entire sti-angers. Into

their native mythology, which is one long eulogy of

conscious enterprise and reflection against brute force,

they had engrafted a peculiar form of Ghristian belief,

which suited their temperament and their earlier

legends ; even the unquestioned heir-apparent had to
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win his spurs, to be ‘'made perfect through suffering.”

Their political temper united loyalty with independ-

ence. In the same way the Anglo-Saxon race to-day

is faithful to hereditary chiefs
;
but is suspicious of its

own ministers and representatives, and jealous of the

encroachment of the central power. It was eminently

suited to become the bulwark of a throne, tenanted

by an Arcadius or a Honorius. There was the birth-

right, which excited the wonder of the Roman
historian :

" Insignis nobilitas aut ntagna patruni tnerita

Principis dignationem etiam adolescentulis assignant."

There was the ample liberty, which Salvd Roma
majestate woiild permit the settlement and the free

exercise of gentile and tribal usage, under the valuable

conditions of allegiance and military subsidies. Even
the suspicious eye of Valens had seen the inestimable

reinforcement of the dwindling armies of Rome in

the Gothic petition of 376. Araraianus, .xxxi. § 4,

“Ex ultimis terris tot tirocinia trahens . . . collatis

in mium suis et alienigenis viribus invictum haberet

exercitum ”

—

cf. § 10. Gratian drafts the enemy into

his own legions, “Oblatl juventute validS, nostris

tirociniis permiscenda.”—But it is wasted energy to

prove the confidence with which the Romans incor-

porated the vanquished into their own ranks : the

policy which meets us as early as the days of Cresar
and Agricola, they never reversed, and never repented.
In a word, the barbarian settlers, whom Salvian
acclaims as setting a high ideal of conduct to a
corrupt civilisation, whose rulers Sidonius paints with
favourable brush in striking outline,—might have pro-
vided everything' that Rome needed : free yeomen,
honest officials, and good soldiers. The blame of this

failure to incorporate lies not with the “ barbarising”
party, with Constantine or Theodosius, but with the
indecisive and often treacherous counsels which pre-
vailed in the courts of Ravenna and Byzantium. After
ihe extinction of the Stiliconians, and the refusal of
Marie’s heart's desire, it was apparent that the two
civilisations could not settle down together in amity.
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The West solved the problem by expelling a nominal Possible use

Ciesar and overrunning Latin culture
;
the East (as Glermanio

we shall see in our next division), by expelling i^&amlnS/eo-
barbarian and rekindling the still glowing embers Me-
of Roman life and Latin traditions amid the Oriental

0/ Home.
peoples.
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Growing in- § !• THERE are three principal divisions of class and
dependence of function, of which even in primitive society traces can

jwSisT' detected
;
and.they correspond nearly to our modern

Church, Civil list—Church, Army, Civil Service. The process of

4r?«r'
evolution in society, while it implies a centralising of

responsibility, implies also a specialising of function.

The career of the citizen in Athens or in Rome
displayed the ease with which he served as a judge,

fought in the ranks, or as a magistrate took part in

those religious rites which were the condition of the

divine favour. With the gradual extension of interest

beyond the city-walls arose the need of special work
and expert concentration. The early empire shows
the beginning of distinctness in duty and function.
It was particular training, definite if narrow sphere,
and clearly marked employment that made Cse.sar's

officials useful and capable
;
no less than their

immediate accountability to a personal critic, in-

stead of a corrupt or corruptible assembly of peers
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or fellow-criminals. The bureaucracy of Rome fell Growing in-

into the hands of specialised and unpretentious men <^eperulencB oJ

of business. The army of Rome followed the same pm-ations:

path
;

it was recruited, at ever-widening intervals Okurohy C'iuU

from the seat of government. For in the end the

military profession became the natural calling of the

dwellers in the Balkan peninsula; whence in the

hour of need proceeded the long series of emperors

who restored the shattered state to solidarity. Beside

the local cults, to which Rome showed at all times

a kindly indulgence or a tolerant indifference, the

State worship consisted in a vague and universal

recognition of the sacred mission of Rome and of

the emperor. But a new belief or tendency, running

parallel and rival to the imperial development, had
once more specialised a certain department of human
life and interest. At last its claims appear irrecon-

cilable with the comprehensive system, which prided

itself on the inclusion and consecration of all mun-
dane business, pursuits, and studies. Unprofitable

time is wasted in the inquiry, whether the adoption

of the Christian faith by Constantine hastened or

retarded the disintegration of the realm. However
tempting the application of a moral, the deduction of

a significant lesson, from the facts of history, much
valuable energy is misspent in this unfruitful idealism.

We trace the course of human affairs by attempting

to enter sympathetically into the motives and the

troubles of the chief agents; and by seeking to trace

the secret currents flowung beneath the surface, of

which they were often the unsuspecting manifes-

tations. In such a survey, the apportionment of

praise or censure on a modern standard is surely

out of place. We record with interest the sincerity

of the actors, and the steady and irresistible march of

unconscious forces. The alliance of the chief but

independent powers of the present and the future

kingdom was inevitable
;
and it is idle to specu-

late upon its beneficent or. malign influence on
the development of mankind. This emergence of the
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avowing in- Church, as the successful competitor or valued partner

degendenoe^ of of State, is the final step in the specialising pro-

pnrafion^l cess, which had operated by splitting up the in-

Chuvoh, Civil terests and the business of the early citizen. Advance

Armg culture is fatal, in highest and lowest pursuits alike,

to the fable of the “ admirable Crichton ”
;
the good

student or administrator or soldier or artisan, must

give his time to some exclusive task, well-chosen and

congenial, but limited. And the whole tendency of

the later empire was towards firmly drawn lines, dis-

tinguishing and divorcing class from class, and trade

from trade. It is a commonplace of the tiro, in that

easiest and most fallacious study, historical retiology,

—

that the foolish and isolating policy of the emperors

in the matter of finance and of caste caused the ruin

of the imperial system. We may, in the first place,

adduce strong reason for objection to the phrase

“ ruin ”
', and we might, if we were in a Hegelian

mood, show that an institution or organism is not

condemned but beatified, if it passes with easy tran-

sition into other forms of life :—and that, strictly

speaking, the imperial system is with us to-day, modi-
fied and transformed, but still potent with a magical

' charm, as well as the influence of more sober legacies.

Our province is limited to noticing the irresistible

tendency towards a crystallised society, each class

with its peculiar duties, habits, aspirations, and schemes
of life and behaviour, owning to little real sympathy
with the members of another community or guild.

It is no paradox to say that each town or city in the

empire, whatever its distance in miles from the seat

of government, was in truth nearer to the capital

than to its next-door neighbour .that peculiar topical

isolation which is the wonder and the despair of
humane workers among the poor, in those districts

especially which have a local significance for the rate-

collector and the police, but no vestige of organic or
articulate life.. Each small township pursued its usual
un chequered existence in unconscious or deliberate
miiniciy of Rome or Byzantium itself ; and within it.
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each class had its traditional rites, banquets, assem- Gowing in-

blies, trades-unions,—from the once honourable

curia, now filled with distinguished but embarrassed
"

prisoners of the decurionate, down to the smallest Church, Civil

and meanest corporation of handicraftsmen. It is im-

possible to saddle individual or system with the blame

of this resistless movement to uniformity and to iso-

lation. We may pronounce it in effect mischievous,

but we are not therefore nearer appreciation of its

origin or effects. Like all facts in history, it is there

to he accounted for, not to be censured or made the

vehicle of a schoolroom moral.r—Thus the specialism,

which attends naturally on advancing civilisation, in-

vades and penetrates all relations of life, and all classes

in the State
;

it marks off sharply and distinctly
;
and

this atomism made the control of the State still more
indispensable, not now indeed as an actual adminis-

trator, but as a dominant idea.

§ 2. For the emperor, representing the State, had Large sur-

handed over large rights to the two independent renters of

powers, that will monopolise all our attention, in the avlo^acy;

Middle Ages. Arbogastes, like the French major thepioneers of

Grimoald, was some eighty years before his time,

in the blunt defiance to Valentinian II.: “he had

not conferred, and could not revoke, his military

commission." Yet the independence of the army-

corps or its complete pi-edominance is a feature of

this fifth century. But power is usually exercised

indirectly, and loses much of its force by public re-

cognition
;
and men are ready enough to aclmowledge

a new master if the old forms are kept, if the fresh

influence enjoys the .substance without the preroga-

tive. So too with the Church,—-its chief officers, be-

coming more wealthy and more trusted, usurped with

the fullest popular approval and imperial sanction

the control or supervision of municipal affairs
;
but,

apart from this wide and generous usefulness, the

episcopate was still an autonomous and independent

corporation. It derived its powers from no congti

d’dlire,—which marks to-day in our own country one
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Large &iir- last expression of expiring Erastianism, of the fallacy

rmderyf ^ “Christian" commonwealth. Here, acquiring

tutowac;/

;

form, esprit de corps and solidarity during the Dynasli

c

the pioneers op period, were two great institutions or corporations,

—

Mechatvahsm.
Army, with whose mutual interaction,

alliance, suspicion, lies the future of Western Europe.

We may debate, in idle and innocent academic sport,

the exact moment when the Middle Age begins
;
but it

is clear that Constantine in recognising the authentic

and parallel credentials of the Church, Theodosius in

leaving as guardian to his sons an estimable barbarian

general,—are the unquestionable pioneers. These

avowals implied the surrender of the old theories

;

the ideal integrity of the State and of its self-sufficing-

ness, of the unique and indivisible source and fount

of authority. Here are powers loosely indeed united,

under the still sovereign unifier, the emperor; but

they are co-ordinate
;
and the spiritual and the mili-

tary force look elsewhere than to the civil authority for

their mandate and their duties. We are reminded of

Philo’s immediate dichotomy of the divine powers

into kingly and creative; which together take so

much attention that the invisible and secluded

Ground of both (like Schelling’s Absolute) receives

little notice. The supposed autocracy of the Byzan-

tine sovereign, which Agathias attributes to Justinian,

which Finlay regards as consummated in the ninth

century,—need by no means involve the independence
or free choice of the monarch, rather his serfdom by
tradition and usage (as in the case of China) not the

supersession of the fowjzVzMOT, which was the legacy

from the Roman magistrate who had been transformed
into the Oriental potentate, but its paramount influence

on affairs. There is a curious passage in Laurentius,
the disillusioned civilian, who sheds so much light on
some inner phases of the fifth century. We must
elsewhere do justice to his estimate of the functions
of kingship, worthy to be set beside the outspoken
criticism of SynesiuS; and shall content ourselves
here with a brief summary, “ The mofiarch is no
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tyrant, but is elected by the free suffrage of his subjects Large sw-

to higher grade ; and his peculiar mission is to shake

none of the lazvs of the commonwealth hut constantly to autovramn

preset've the traditional aspect ; to do nothing beyond the the pioneers nf

laws in his own irresponsible caprice but put his seal to

the ^manimous decision of the chief men in the State ; to

show to his subjects the affectionate care of a father and
ruler” (Be Magistr. i . It is abundantly cleai- that

step by step with the increase of prerogative, we must
note the increase of actual restraint. If the pliiloso-

phic statesman of Philadelphia had been able to read

Hegel, he would, in the picture of the constitutional

prince who dots the “
i’s," have recognised something

akin to his own ideal. But we are speaking of the By-

zantine half, wherein both Church (in spite of much
creditable frankness to the autocrat) and Army (in spite

of occasional turbulence) remained dulysubordinate ;

—

and the emperor was rather the puppet of civilian or

chamberlain, and the slave of custom, rather than the

figure-head of military adventurers or even ambi-

tious prelates. It is the Western development rather,

which now challenges our attention
;
and it is obvious

that the central authority under successors of Theo-

dosius places sovereignty “ in commission ”
: and,

while an oath by Honorius’ head is more binding in

sanctity than appeal to God himself, effective power,

in spite of eunuchs and their cabals, drifts steadily

away from the palace to the patrician, the patriarch,

the patrimony.

§3. We have called this age the epoch of the Jmaffinarg

Patricians, and although it is not our wont to burden annals of
^

this section with dates and names,—it may be
„ik''in the

sary to justify the title by a comparative table. In West; Us

the chapter entitled the "Rejection of the Barbarian

Protectorate," we shall draw notice to the different

destiny of the Eastern realm, which for two-thirds

of this century seems dominated by the same Sho-

gunate
;
and it is in this connection that we shall

notice the importance of the reign> or rather of the

crime, of Leo I.
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Eastern " Patrician"

IPukheria, 408-450

f Theodosius II.

ASPAE (430-471) j
Cardan
\Leo I.

\_Perina,

Ariadne.]

Zeno, 474-491
Anastashis I.

491-S18

It would be easy to rewrite the history of the

empire from Honorius to Justinian, after the fashion

of an ancient chronicler, somewhat in this manner

;

‘ Now it pleased Theodosius to leave Stilico as guar-

' dian and regent for his two sons, and especially for

' Honorius, who was married to his daughter. He
‘ governed the realm well and carefully, until wicked

'men murdered him in 408, And after that certain

‘ ladies of the imperial family directed affairs, Placidia,

' widow of Constance III., and Pulcheria, virgin

‘ daughter of Arcadius. They sent Aspar and his father

‘ Ardabur to reinstate Valentinian on his uncle's throne,
‘ when for a time a low-born cleric had seized it. Ancl
' in the West, Placidia governs through her Minister
‘ and Patrician, Aetius

;
and in the East, Pulcheria,

'through Aspar; though in truth Theodosius the

' younger had the emblems of rule and was pious

'exceedingly, so that he copied Holy Writ in fair

' colours. Now when Valentinian was grown a man,
' and had reigned longer than the blessed Constantine

‘himself, he slew Aetius the Patrician, in a lit of

‘ passion, thereby, as was said, cutting off his right

‘hand with his left; and, being murdered himself by
‘ cei'tain henchmen of Aetius, he left Rome in con-
' fusion

;
for he had no son. Then Eudoxia, his widow,

‘ called in an alien king, who reigned in Africa, to
‘ avenge her, and he came and made Rome his prey,
‘ carrying away treasure, so that all were downcast and
‘ afraid to choose an Emperor. But in Gaul, Avitus is

Western '

' Patricians

Arbogastbs (c.388-394) VaUntitiirtn II. 375-

392, Eugeniw, 394

Stilico (395-408) . Honorius (395-423)

Aetius (434-454) • Valentinian III. 425-

455
(Majoriahits

Ricimer (456-472) ALibius Severus IV.

[Anthemius

Gundobad (472-474) . Glycerius

Orestes (475-476) . Romulus [Mic. 476)

Odovacar (476-493)

THEO0ORIC (493-526)
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' made Csesar, and Rome receives him gladly. And Imagimry
‘ Ricimer, who was a son of a Sueve and of a Goth,
‘ comes and governs Rome as he listed for sixteen rule in the

'years (456-472), though one Majorinus wrote many TVost; its

'laws which were not obeyed, and lost many ships at

' sea to no purpose. And when he died, his nephew,
' Gundobad, of a Burgundian father, has power as

' Patrician in Rome
;
until he be obliged to go and take

' the kingship in his own country. And the councillors

' in Byzantium send over once and again some one to

' bear the name of Emperor in Rome, and to make
' Regent whom he would. Then rose Orestes against

' his master, and sent the Emperor away to the palace

' of Diocletian, where the man he supplanted was then
' a holy bishop

;
and he made his own son Emperor,

' little Romulus, and got from him the name of patri-

‘ cian, without which it is not lawful for a man to do
' anything in Italy. And it is said that he learnt this

' device from a man of Isauria, whose name is not meet
‘ for Christian ears to heaiy so barbarous is it

;
he

' marrying Leo's daughter became father to the new
‘ emperor, Leo the Little. And on a day the child, before
' all the people, put a diadem on his father’s head arid

' called him Emperor. Thus he became more than
' ever Orestes could become

;
for he was Emperor for

' seventeen years (474-491), and held his place, though
' many tried to turn him away,—and above all his

' mother-in-law. But this Zeno, as the men of Byzan-
' tium were taught to call him, liked not the pride of

' Oi-estes, who had set up his own son as Emperor
;

'and he sent against him a true Patrician, whom he
' named himself, to rule over Italyand Rome—a brother
' of one of his own bodyguard, Onoulf. And Romulus
' being but a boy, asked leave to put off the crown

;
and

' a great house and much money were granted to him.

' And Zeno took over the affairs of the West, and the

' Senate sent to him all the purple robes and diadems
' which Romulus had worn ; for they said, ‘ one em-

' peror was quite enough at one time.' And some say

' that Zeno thought to send back Julius, his kinsman,
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Western * Patricians ” Eastern " Patrician "

Arbogastes {c.388-394) Vahntinian II. 375-

39a, Bugenius, 394

Stilico (395-408) . Honorius (395-433)

AetiUS (434-454) • VaUntinimi III. 425-

455

(

Majorimius

Libius Severiis IV.

Anthemius

Gundobad (472-474) . Glycerins

Orestes (475-476) . Romulus (abSie. 476)

Odqvacar (476-493)

Theodoric (493-536)

[Pukheria, 408-450

r Theodosius 11.

ASPAIl (430-471) i
Martian

Ui-’O /.

[Kmna,
Ariadne.l

Zeno, 474-491
Anasiasius I.

491-518

Lnagimry It would be easy to rewrite the history of the

"pntriclan‘
from Honorius to Justinian, after the fashion

rule in the of an ancient chronicler, somewhat in this manner :

^rimtim
‘ pleased Theodosius to leave Stilico as guar-

mmdcuT. ‘ dian and regent for his two sons, and especially for

'Honorius, who was married to his daughter. He
' governed the realm well and carefully, until wicked
‘ men murdered him in 408. And after that certain

‘ ladies of the imperial family directed affairs, Placidia,

‘ widow of Constance III., and Pulcheria, virgin

‘ daughter of Arcadius. They sent Aspar and his father

‘ Ardabur to i-einstate Valentinian on his uncle's throne,

' when for a time a low-born clerk had seized it. And
‘ in the West, Placidia governs through her Minister
' and Patrician, Afitius

;
and in the East, Pulcheria,

' through Aspar
;
though in truth Theodosius the

'younger had the emblems of rule and was pious
' exceedingly, so that he copied Holy Writ in fair

' colours. Now when Valentinian was grown a man,
' and had reigned longer than the blessed Constantine

'himself, he slew Aetius the Patrician, in a fit of

' passion, thereby, as was said, cutting off his right
‘ hand with his left

;
and, being murdered himself by

'certain henchmen of Aetius, he left Rome in con-
' fusion

;
for he ha,d no son. Then Eudoxia, his widow,

' called in an alien king, who reigned in Africa, to
‘ avenge her, and he came and made Rome his prey,
' carrying away treasure, so that all were downcast and
‘ afraid to choose an Emperor. But in Gaul, Avitus k
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‘ made Csesar, and Rome receives him gladly. And
‘ Ricimer, who was a son of a Sueve and of a Goth,

' comes and governs Rome as he listed for sixteen

' years (456-472), though one Majorinus wrote many
' laws which were not obeyed, and lost many ships at

' sea to no purpose. And when he died, his nephew,
‘ Gundobad, of a Burgundian father, has power as

' Patrician in Rome ;
until he be obliged to go and take

' the kingship in his own country. And the councillors

‘ in Byzantium send over once and again some one to

' bear the name of Emperor in Rome, and to make
‘ Regent whom he would. Then rose Orestes against
‘ his master, and sent the Emperor away to the palace

‘ of Diocletian, where the man he supplanted was then
‘ a holy bishop

]
and he made his own son Emperor,

‘ little Romulus, and got from him the name of patri-

' cian, without which it is not lawful for a man to do
‘ anything in Italy. And it is said that he learnt this

' device from a man of Isauria, whose name is not meet
‘ for Christian ears to hear, so barbarous is it

; he
' marrying Leo’s daughter became father to the new
‘ emperor, Leo the Little. And on a day the child, before
‘ all the people, put a diadem on his father’s head and
' called him Emperor. Thus he became more than
‘ ever Orestes could become

;
for he was Emperor for

' seventeen years (474-491), and held his place, though
‘ many tried to turn him away,—and above all his

' mother-in-law. But this Zeno, as the men of Byzan-
‘ tiuni were taught to call him, liked not the pride of

' Orestes, who had set up his own son as Emperor

;

‘ and he sent against him a true Patrician, whom he
‘ named himself, to rule over Italyand Rome—a brother
' of one of his own bodyguard, Onoulf. And Romulus
' being but a boy, asked leave to put off the crown

;
and

‘ a great house and much money were granted to him.

' And Zeno took over the affairs of the West, and the

' Senate sent to him all the purple robes and diadems
' which Romulus had worn

;
for they said, ' one em-

' peror was quite enough at one time.' And some say

' that Zeno thought to send back Julius, his kinsman.

Imaginary
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‘ who was governing his own realm in Dalmatia, instead

' of Odovacar
;
and others say that Odovacar first over-

' threw Orestes, and then prevailed on the Senate to
‘ make Zeno name him Regent of Rome. But Zeno
‘ was a prudent man and full of wiles

;
and I think that

' the device was his, that he might get back Italy
;
as

‘ our Lord Justinian hath again done in our own time.

' And Odovacar ruled well
;
but pride lifted hini out,

' and he engraved his face on a coin, contrary to the

' law of the Roman commonwealth, which will have
' none but the visage of the Emperor alone on its

'money. Then Zeno, though aged, was wroth, and
' sent Theodoricus to overthrow his wicked servant,

' who had lost .shame and knew not his place. And
' he made Theodoricus Patrician

j
and for a reward of

' his labours promised him the government, ' until,'

' said he, ‘ I come myself and take the crown.' And
' he got the mastery of Odovacar, and governed well

' for thirty years (493-523). For he was faithful to the

'emperor; and when he overcame, he sent to tell

‘ Zeno, and to take from his hands the right to govern.
' But his envoys were downcast, for Zeno his lord was
' dead and another reigned in his place, who had taken
' his widow and the kingdom as well

;
for this too is

' a notable law among the Romans. So they returned
' and saw not tlie countenance of the new ruler

;
and

'that is the reason why Theodoricus on his moneys
' engraved the head of a young girl and not of an old
' man of seventy yeai's, though the superscription, 'Our
' Lord Anastasius,’ is right, if the image be false. Yet
' they so loved Anastasius that long after he was dead,
' and when the regents of Italy were rebelling against
' their master, they put his head on their pieces, to
' show they were still, servants of the empire. And
‘the Frankish king, Clodovicus, who overcame the
' Wild Boar who rose against the emperor in Gaul,
' sent humbly to Anastasius

;
and he sent him gifts in

' return and made him Patrician, and as some .say, even
' Consul too. So he ruled the Romans and the Franks,
'and the land had peace, and vras obedient to the
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‘ Emperor who reigned in the cityof Constantine. And Imaginary

‘ indeed to Zeno before had the Senate and people of

' Rome put up many statues. But Theodoric grew rule in the

'old, and was a heretic; and this same Senate and West; Us

' people sent over to Byzantium to demand help from
' the ruler there. And his name was Justin, and he
' could not write, but he was wise and prudent above
' others. Then Justin told his nephew, who is our lord

' to-day, that he must deliver Rome from the evil

'regent who persecuted the Church, and killed those

' who were friends with the Emperor and the true faith.

‘ But in time he died, and a wicked man, Theodatus,
' forgetting whose servant he was, slew his daughter,

' and put his head on coins, which are to be seen

' to-day, as proof of his rising against his lawful master.

' And after many days and much fighting under Beli-

' sarius the general, Narses is sent by the Emperor to

' be the Regent and Patrician in Italy.’ So far by a

writer in the very middle of the sixth century; but we
might complete the fictitious chronicle by the words

of a “ continuator ” in the first half of the seventh

' Now it came to pass after the death of the great

' Justinian, that Narses, being but a eunuch, dealt

' treacherously, and called in the Lombards, because

' the Empress Sophy had sent him a distaff. So they

' spread over the land
;
and the Emperor sent Patri-

' cians who ruled in Ravenna, and were sometimes
' called Exarchs. And to Carthage, too, were rulers

' sent, bearing the name Patrician
;
and though in

' Italy the Lombards had much land and cared nothing
' for the Emperor, and in Africa many Moors ravaged
‘ the open country, yet was the greater part faithful, and
‘ sent tribute and cornships to the city of Constantine,
‘—until Heraclius the Patrician refused to give food to

' the wicked Phocas, and sent his own son to become
‘ Emperor instead of him. And too, in Spain, great

' cities and havens were ; obedient to the Emperor,

'and sent tribute and heard Roman law
;
but within,

‘the Goths held the land and took counsel with the

‘ bishops how they might administer the country and
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Imaginary ‘ elect their kings. Now the Frankish king was more

‘''patrician'
‘ f3.itMulto the Emperor

;
and when Fleraclius sent his

rule in the
‘ edict that the Jews be made Christian all over the

West; its < '^oiid, Dagobert tlie king, as in duty bound, carried

' out the emperor’s will.'—^This mythical history was

never written in effect
;
but it might well have been

written. The title " Patrician " implies the position

of regent or viceroy in the fifth century
;

and

although at its revival by Constantine it involved no

official duty, only titular rank, its very indefiniteness

was of use in concealing the enormous powers wielded

by an Aetius, a Ricimer, or an Aspar. And it was

under the garb of this decent fiction (as we have

essayed to show) that the Western Empire slowly

expired ;
or rather by insensible gradation, detached

itself from the Byzantine system. The entire history

of this transition is better written under the title

“ Patrician " than any other heading. Vespasian,

himself a plebeian, when he enrolled Agricola among
the patricians, could never have guessed the exclusive

and dignified part this title would have to play in the

future. Until the middle of this century, its use is

vague and purely honorific, as it became in later

Byzantine history. We cannot doubt it was borne
by Aetius, as by his contemporary Aspar, « first of the

patricians.” It emerges into a precise meaning and
a technical use in the famous rescript of Majorian to

the Roman Senate; “ I, with my parent and patri-

cian Ricimer, will settle all things well." It is far

more definite in West than in East. Here it tends

to become unique and exclusive
;

as there could be
but one empire (though the emperors might be two or

many), so there was one patrician claim to the title.

This was the tendency, not any legal limitation. Is not
Ecdicius, the brother of Sidonius' wife Papianilla,

named patrician for his military services in Gaul ?

and do we not learn from that passage (A>. v. i6)
that in popular esteem it occupied a position mid-
way in tlie hierarchy of dignities between prefect
and consul ? The special mission of Odovacar and
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Theodoric turned them into plenipotentiaries of the

Byzantine court
;
High Commissioners for the settle-

ment of Italy and the re-establishment of order.

There was no question as to the strictly derivative

nature of their authority.

§ 4. The rirler of the Roman commonwealth inter-

fered in no way with the barbarian choice of “ king ”
;

he did not even at present claim to invest feudally the

elected barbarian ruler, as he did later in the land of

Aetes, Colchis and Lazica. Birt the Western hemi-

sphere was largely occupied by Teutonic immigrants,

—settlements made by imperial sanction, allotments

given to alien veterans, and the gradual “infiltra-

tion” rather than hostile inroad, which had taken

place since the opening of the third century. The
Latin population, that society into which Sidonius

or Paulinas introduces us, held aloof and apart;

and as the tastes of the two communities lay in

opposite directions, they agreed amicably to differ.

The Latin peoples had long been used to respect

any and every official, indifferently, if only armed
with imperial credentials. Even in the disorder of

the fifth century, the success of the exploits and
t)old deceit of Numerianus under Severus would be

inconceivable.—But it was a matter of supreme in-

consequence to what nation or race the emissary

of Cmsar belonged. It is true that the savage pulpit-

invective of Salvian suggests a virulent hatred of

the whole venal and oppressive system
;
from other

sources we know that this was not the general

feeling
;

I need not quote for the hundredth time

the language of Rutilius, who in spite of the fame

of Claudian or Auspnius, is really the most familiar

poet of this age. Indeed, the impeachment and con-

demnation of Arvandus, prefect of Gaul, described

by Sidonius, reminds one how little in outward cir-

cumstance the imperial system had altered since

the earliest days of the empire,—that is, of responsible

rule in the provinces. Still, as tinder the vigilant

Tiberius, a culprit was haled before his peers; and
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Tribal still, as if “an image of their former independence,”

teonm^
a Ree Senate weighed the evidence and convicted the

imperial criminal, without any reference to august inclina-

official. tions : still a powerful friend could obtain remission

of an extreme sentence by pleading with the sove-

reign’s prerogative of pardon. Yet gradually the

tide of imperial officialism ebbed in retreat; first,

Britain saw the last of the Roman eagles, then the

north of Gaul. But in the towns there was little

change in the outward features of administration

;

and when an anomalous Roman usurpation in

mid-France of .lEgidius and his son Syagrius was
overcome by Clovis, in the last years of the fifth

century, the Latin provincials, so far from seeing

in it the end of Roman dominion, settled down
once more under the rule of a man “whom the

emperor delighted to honour.” Clovis was nothing

to them but a chieftain of a barbarian army and
judge of a barbarian settlement

;
until the title vir

illuster and the consular insignia and largess in-

formed them that Anastasius, the distant but unique

lord of the world, had recognised in him the legiti-

mate ruler of all he could get. It is another story

to show, with the help of the careful and convincing

studies of De Coulanges, how largely Merovingian

royalty borrows of Roman absolutism
;
and how

this curious and inopportune policy of imitation

led first io roi faineant, and next to the Teutonic

reaction of the majorate
;
and lastly, how this vigo-

rous Shogunate itself fell a victim to the centralised

pretensions (which it borrowed from its fallen pre-

decessor), and to the disintegrant wave of local

particularism, which finally in the tenth century
submerged the imperial ideal.—-Thus, authority was
derivative

;
and the craving for legitimacy led to

some curious postures and problenis. As when the

Norse ruler seeks ratification, in all sincerity, from
amonarch he heartily despises and can insult with
impunity; and his cousin in the south of Italy

humbly pays homage for the Neapolitan realm to
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a baffled and defenceless pontiff, whom he has just

captured in fair light.

§ 6. But we are not yet in the tenth or eleventh Gormotation

century
;
and we must draw attention to the part

played in the restoration of a Western Caesar by the

said title. The significance of the word is by no
means yet exhausted. First, a comprehensive name
for the heads of houses, whose coalition formed the

kinsman-State
;

it became a generic designation for

the older families
;
and afterwards by a legal fiction

dear to the Roman mind, this exclusive aristocracy

was recruited by arbitrary selection, so that there

might never be wanting “ patrician " families in the

Senate. The formulators of the new tables of pre-

cedence in the fourth century, casting about for

titles which should express dignity rather than

office, happily not yet aware of the sonorous re-

sources of the Greek tongue invoked seven cen-

turies later by Alexius,—revived the word as a personal

rank. It denoted neither ancient family nor official

post, but recognition of past service and a titular

dignity. In later Byzantine usage it forms the in-

evitable complement of every list of hierarchic distinc-

tion,—thus continuing the precedent of Constantine.

But in the period just reviewed, a special connotation

was undoubtedly attached.

It may have now carried with it in the usage of

Ricimer’s age the further idea of “father of the

emperor,” as Stylianus was termed by his grateful

son-in-law, Leo VI., basileopator. Majorian, we have

seen, couples it closely with the word parens; and
there can be no doubt that gradually wfith the title

patrician became associated the further notions of

adopted father, and of patron. Weighted with these

pregnant ideas, the term was launched in the West for

a further period of usefulness. The secular traditions

of republican Rome, never utterly extinguished before

the middle of the fifteenth century, allowed and fostered

periodic revivals of obsolete nomenclature. Thus, in

the tenth century we find the term “senator" and

iris:
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VonnotatUm “ senatrix ” used in a special sense by those who

%id‘pcitron’ • ^ represent genuine Roman aristocracy, and
th(!77iodern ’ to hold in check the clerical pretensions; and many
‘advowson.’ students have been puzzled to trace the connection

between these self-dubbed "fathers” and the ancient

Senate, which can never have survived the wars
and desolation of the sixth century. In like manner
the gradual aversion of the Pope from the religion

and the policy of the Eastern emperor, led to a fresh

use of our adaptable title. Constantly borne by the

exarchs, it must have repi-esented to ordinary ears

incapacity, ' inteimiittent meddling, and sometimes

overt oppression
;

for even in the fifth century is

the term grmulus applied with Juvenalian scorn to

the Byzantine nominees, Anthemius and Nepos, and

Italian experience of tire exarchate after Narses can
scarcely have improved the unfavourable connota-

tion. But, as applied by tire Pope to the Frankish

"Shoguns,” speaking in the name of the still

autonomous city of Rome, it revived all the earlier

association of lay support and patronage. Just as

the emperor leant on the arm of a patrician in the

period of fifty years from Valentinian III. to Roimrlus,

as the indispensable and effective supporter of the

throne,—so later the pontiff appealed to the secular

and armed championship of the orthodox Frank.

And in this conferment of an ancient title, we see

glimpses of that furious conflict which agitated the

Middle Age,—the precedence of pope or of emperor.

The moral sanction, represented by the successor of

S. Peter, needed the arm of flesh in a wicked world
;

but it did not thereby confess its dependence, its

inferiority, or its derivative character. Rather, as

with the Brahmin conception of royalty and its

use, was the protector of the Holy See to take title

and mandate from it, and act merely as the blind

and loyal executive to its decrees. The whole issue

(as among many othei’s Pope Pascal II. clearly

saw) was compromised and all hope of definite

delimitation abandoned, by the immersion of the
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Church in territorial concerns and ownerships. As Oonnotatinn

the Apostles selected certain men to “serve tables,”

so the defenceless Church appointed protectors to tu modern

guard and even to administer. But the celibate caste 'admwmi:

of ecclesiastics, with the elective character of the

office, permits frequent vacancies and interregna,

even snapping the continuous thread of policy : and

there is nothing to hinder the transmission of the lay-

post of defender from father to son, with increasing

wealth and means of encroachment, until the quondam
servant is transformed into a redoubtable master.

§ 6. In the choice of a civic Defensor in the OlientsUi),

reign of Valentinian I., or of an “Advocate”
Vtdame of later benefice bishopric or abbey, of eooieti/ where

patrician in the eighth century,—there is much that

IS congruent with old Roman usage, and with an in- rudimentary :

stinctive demand of human nature. The need of the superseded.

correlative position of patron and client is not felt

when the world is young
;
the tie of kindred and the

custom of the tribe is all-sufficing. But war destroys a

primitive equality, and sets in isolation or mere un-

happy atomism the captives who manage to escape.

Usage, kinder than man’s intention, makes the slave

a true member of the family he serves, a partner

in its religious rites, and a bearer of its name.
Later, the intermediate condition is devised, and
the “ freedman " marks the earliest instance of alien

enfranchisement. Without, in hopeless estrange-

ment, are the metises or “plebeians,” whereas the

released slave is a member, integral though sub-

ordinate, of the house. When tlie functions of the

State (only just issuing from domestic duties and
councils to larger interests) are still scanty and ill-

understood, a natural tie between great and small

grows up of itself, whether among Latin or Teutonic

races. The frequent and gaping interstices in the

ruling of the city-state are filled up by voluntary

relations, entered into for mutual defence, or for the

exchange of dignity and protection between rich and
poor. Where everything else moved along the rails
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of strict precedent, with a heavy and fatal slowness,
this spontaneous tie was a matter of free choice : the
Roman client, whether individual or distant city,

might select and even change the patron
;
and the

days of Roman glory were bound up with the honour
paid to this relation. So the German youth was free

to choose his Count, and enter the retinue of the

strongest, bravest, and most generous chieftain. Thus
the essence of the personal tie of Feudalism is found
equally in Latins and Teutons

;
and it becomes for

the student an idle or misleading problem to inquire

whether the germ of the system is found in Rome
or in the forests of Germany. It is indeed useless

to find a special origin or habitat for a sentiment

which is as old as human nature itself
;
which will

always be strong when the State is weak. We may
say that the empire dealt a fatal blow at this primitive

relation of faith and affection
;
or that it was already

disappearing in mutual distrust and malevolence.

Certain it is that the empire charged itself with

functions which hitherto had been matter of private

venture, confidence, contract.

So pleased was the society of Southern Europe

with this offer of uniform administration and treat-

ment, that it seems eagerly to have surrendered the

various unauthenticated safeguards which had been

devised, against the absence of police, legal code,

religious unity, impartial referee and standing army,

in the old cousinly State. The history of the new
imperial functionaries, who came to fulfil all these

manifold duties, is a melancholy record. At the

outset, welcomed and revered as the bearers of

jirstice and clemency hitherto unknown, they end

by incurring the dislike and jealousy of the master,

who cannot conti-ol them, and of the people, who
cannot escape. The institution of Xhe Defensor

has been well described as the first instance of a

government setting up of fixed intent a counter-

weight to its own power : Quis custodiet ipsos

custodes ?
" and the surprised interrogation is echoed
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when we see the Merovingian threatening the Counts, aikntsUp,

presumably his own chosen agents, if they

to encroach and intrude on the hallowed areas soekty where

of privileged estates. The Defensor was freely State-duties

chosen
;
and we cannot doubt that, like hereditary ^dtwnLnj

patrons of pre-reform boroughs, like noble high- superseded!

stewards to-day, this office ran in certain families,

and was transmitted by a natural instinct or pre-

judice to the heir. So too, when the imperial

power and prestige was giving way before the martial

vigour of the new settlers and recruits, the emperor

was free to choose his regent or protector. So once

more (and here we rejoin again the main current of

the argument) the Pope and people of Rome were

free to choose their patrician. In a humble way, the

owner of a modern advowson {advocatid) stands in

the same relation to the Church, to which he can

present, as the patrician Charles to the See of

Rome
;

and it must be regretted that the mortality

of families, the unrest of migrating landowners, the

partition of estates, and finally, the whole modern
conception of mei'e contract as the basis of every

relation, has altered this honourable and responsible

post of advocate or patron into a matter of pur-

chase; though, in passing, we must deprecate any

attempt to remedy a natural and perhaps inevitable

development, by raising a ludicrous and artificial

charge, the legal fiction of simony. When the

early disinterested pride in a loyal retinue, a grateful

bishop or chaplain, a devoted borough council, is

corrupted by the modern query, " What direct advan-

tage shall I reap from this duty ? ’’--^then the ancient

titles become mere disguises for a relation purely

contractual and mercantile. . For it cannot be stated

too explicitly by the impartial historian or philo-

sopher of history, that it is primitive human nature

and earlier ages which are under the sway of

Ideas,—and not, as is fondly supposed by superficial

Meliorism, our own days : for these demand, with

dispassionate accuracy, the casting-up of accounts
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Olientship, of profit and loss. We may here conclude this

featurein
long section on the later development of

simiety where the patriciate. Theodoric was clearly recognised as

/irnffedor**
charged with the right of passing on this title and

rudimentary; dignity
;
the anomalous and indefinite relations with

superseded, the Eastern suzerain and with “ Ais Senate” were
never crystallised

;
but it is clear that no resentment

was felt at the faithful copying of imperial fashions,

officials, etiquette, by the court of Ravenna or Verona.
And when in Italy thei-e ceased to reign a " patrician

”

exarch who had taxed but not protected, when the

detestable Lombard race paid the penalty of their

insolent behaviour to the Holy See,—this was the

most natural solution of the matter
;
that the Pope,

ruling and representing a capital largely autonomous
by tacit agreement, under Heraclius as under Theo-
doric, should appoint a new and effective protector.

In the term “ patrician " once more, the old idea of

earthly parent and gratuitous champion or patron

was found as an integral part of its use and
meaning.

Western § 7. We have surveyed the rise of one of these

realm relin~ independent powers into which the ancient State

Hvaffaltors, divided. As the Middle Ages represent the struggle

ahuroh and’ of the two leash-mates. Church and Army, so in our

future in
modern time the conflict is waged between Church

‘hands of and State; and even if we make large allowance

Iciest ani^

^

foj- religious indifference, there is ample scope for

rc/f/ns new and serious developments in this interminable

civilian duel. While the strictly civil power disappears

iaJSiraP the West, except as unconscious machinery at

control. the disposal of the first-comer,—the Church and the

Army (or its fragments) are left in sole possession.

In reading the history of Epiphanius, bishop of Pavia,

we are already in a mediaeval atmosphere. He is

the great mediator between insolent barbarian king

and trembling Augustus, between Augustus himself

and his overbearing task-master, the patrician regent.

One short scene in a chronicle (representing nearly

coeval opinion) is for us of profound significance :
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John the Pope has died after the fatigues of a fruitless Western

mission to the Eastern emperor
;
and before his body

laid out in state for burial, a man, suddenly seized rival.factors,

by a demon, is cured by contact with the bier and and

leads the funeral troop. “And when the people andyJ^"”g'j-„

senators saw this, they began to take relics of the hands of

Pope’s cerements
;
and so with great joy is the body

knight^’^East

taken outside the city." It is with such a scene retains

and with the death of Boethius and Symmachus, .

that the history of imperial and classical Rome ends, and cmtml
and the records are opened of the mediaeval and control.

ecclesiastical town. Having thus ushered the reader

into the full story of clerical interest, it is no part

of our purpose to pursue either the development

or the methods of the new spiritual power. Neither

the niceties of dogma nor the intrigues of prelates

will find a place in these essays, dedicated as they

would fain be, to quite diffei’ent topics. Our concern f

is not with Church nor with Array, neither with

councils nor campaigns. For these, a straight-

forward narrative is sufficient; and however difficult

to trace the detail of dogma or discipline, there is

but little genuine complexity in the issue. Starting

with a certain and closely circumscribed aim, it is

enough in this connection to recognise the patent

facts; that the Church has already great power,
and will have still more; that the armed forces

abroad in the Western hemisphere, loosed from any

central control, will fight with each other
;
and that

from this welter the conception of the civil and
secular State will once more emerge and put an end

,
to the feudal era. For us in this epoch, our task

would lie rather in extricating some tokens of the

strange and anomalous survival of ideas,—other than

those of spiritual tutelage or tlie strong arm. The
concern of a medireval historian who is not a mere
chronicler is to trace the continuity of the imperial

tradition, the break-up of Christendom (later synonym
of the older erapii'e) into fragments, and the present

system (which can scarcely be a final State) of jealous
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and militant nationalities, oppressed by urgent perils,

which are simple, social, and economic, rather than

profound or political. Let us tliei'efore leave the

future of Western Em'ope to the priest and the

knight, to the pope and the emperor. Centralism

and the Roman Idea will find an heroic exponent in

Charles the patrician and Augustus
;
but it does not

gain more than momentary recognition. We must
wait until the fall of the Eastern throne, until the

opening of the sixteenth century, before the con-

ception of the civil State emerges once more from
the background. Long the obedient vassal of the

Church, or the puppet of baronial particularism, the

State comes forward under the ^gis of Monarchy,
to demand once more the absolute subordination

of boik its late masters.

§ 8. It is now time to compare the destinies of

East and West, significantly unlike. From the

abdication of Romulus until the last decade of this

century (476-491) tliere were ruling in both Roman
hemispheres two men/ whose history and character

and fortunes present in strange mixture startling

points of resemblance and of contrast. Both ai-e,

to speak candidly, barbarians from an uncivilised

verge or ''march”; Zeno (son-in-law of Leo I.) is

captain of an Isaurian train-band, with whose effec-

tive but dangerous and costly assistance the emperor

threw off a Teutonic (?) protectorate;—perhaps saved

the realm from the fate of Rome, not by leaning

on alien arms, with alternating confidence and sus-

picion, but by the bold policy of identifying this

company of wild mountaineers with the whole

majesty of the. Roman tradition and Odovacar,

brother of one of Zeno’s henchmen, at first captain

of mercenaries from the banks of the Danube,

Rugians, Scyrians, Herulians, Turcilingians, and
hailing from that quarter himself, claiming for his

troops a iuore definite land - allotment than the

patrician Orestes was inclined to bestow
;

finally, no
worse than Philip in 244, merciful supplanter of the
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last handsome boy-Augustus, and viceroy and dele-

gate of this very Tarasicordissa, son of Rusumbleotus,

who by a happy accident is now Zeno and Augustus.

We have no intention of challenging comparison

with the eloquent and picturesque narratives of three

great English historians, who have made the last half-

century of the Westei'ii empire live again for us.

Let those who will, consult these pages to learn how
the two grotesque rulers fell out, were reconciled,

and were again embroiled; or to trace the romantic

histories of Basiliscus, actual emperor for two years,

of Ulus and Harmatius, or the pathetic and untimely

death of Zeno’s two sons. All we would here point

out is the problem, why was the solution so different

in East and West? Why does one barbarian quietly

put an end to the imperial line, and another, in spite

of defects, of character, tide over the same eventful

period of fourteen years, and hand on to an aged and
pacific successor a realm undeniably strengthened

and reinforced ? We cannot help proposing the

idle and unanswerable question
;
what if Orestes,

far more of a Roman than the Isaurian, had become
emperor himself, and by tactful diplomacy had won
the recognition of Zeno ? or what if, a year later,

Odovacar had become acknowledged partner on a

legitimate throne rather than a precarious vassal ?

We are on firmer ground when, confining ourselves

to the palace and capital of the East, and to the

temperament and interests of its inhabitants, we en-

deavour to trace the causes of the development there.

Accordingly in the next book we shall again refer to

the most signal event in tire reign of Leo. Honorius

had consented to the death of Stilico in 408, believ-

ing in his treachery and in his design to substitute

Eucherius for the son of Theodosius. So too, forty-

six years later, had Valentinian III. cut the chains

of his bondage to Aetius. . But the fortunes of the

West lay with the successors of Aetius and Stilico
;

not with a fictitious imperial sovereignty : the results

were ephemeral and there was no settled policy, only

Strangehi

different lot

of two
‘ barba-

rians,’ Zeno
and Odo-

vacar: in
this contrast,

diverse

destiny.
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sallies of spasmodic and personal spite. In the East,

both circumstances and intentions were altogether

different. The advisers of the crown had definitely

wished to be rid of the Teuton. Under Arcadius there

had been the affair of Gainas and of Tribigild,—
this contrast, told for us in the curious mythical and fabulous form

by Synesius. Then there is the long paradynasteia,

as it was termed, of Aspar the “king-maker”; and

the expedient of Leo, which at first sight seemed so

unpromising, as he called in one barbarian captain

to oust another. Yet while Odovacar remains to the

end of the chapter “ one who secured a third of Italy

for his troops," Tarasicordissa is transformed into a

very respectable representative of the imperial line,

—

which as we must not forget, has already included

the two Maximini, first and second. No doubt one

effective reason of the stability of the Orient was the

influence of family tradition and of feminine prestige.

Galla Placidia had left no successor
;

and the

imperially connected “ Greeklings” sent over by the

Eastern court were unacceptable to the Romans and

founded no house. Detached and isolated are the

last strictly Roman figures in Roman history
;
there

is no bond of union or of sympathy between them

except the now almost unmeaning title of Augustus.

But in the East, Pulcheria had ruled till the middle

of the century, and after the astonishing elevation

of Leo, Aspar's bailiff or intendant, a similar venera-

tion soon grew up for the imperial ladies, Verina and

Ariadne,—or at least they acquired a similar power.

For sixty years Ariadne inhabits the palace of

Constantine
;
her dowry is the empire, and Marcian,

Zeno, and Anastasius alike inherit through the wife.

We shall i-ecord a similar tendency in the eleventh

century, when the Senate and people accept Without

a murmur or a doubt the rapid succession of Zoe's

husbands. We may perhaps wrongly surmise the

complete servility and indifference of the capital and
the palace to the person, the character, the nationality

of Augustus
;
we should be forgetting the outspoken-
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ness of the patriarch to a heretical ruler, the license Strangely

of tongue and action in the Byzantine populace. It

is clear that very obvious limits to sovereignty still i-'harha-

existed in the fifth century
;
when Anastasius had riam; Zeno

to gain by a pious fraud the account-books of his

own officials
;
and sat humiliated and penitent for this contrast,

all his eighty years in the circus to hear the verdict

of the people on his proposed abdication. It may 'destiny.

be that the Eastern mind was more inclined to a

peaceful succession and acknowledgment of the

rights of dynasty and even of distaff
;

while the

West held on with mistaken stubbornness to the

fiction of an open and competitive magistracy. But

be this as it may, nothing is to our modern minds

so surprising as the successful reign and peaceful

demise of such sovereigns as Zeno, Justin, or Basil I.

some three centuries later. Here then, whatever the

reason, is Zeno the Isaurian confronting as Augustus

Odovacar the Scyrian (?), and the history of the

two portions of the empire is bound up in this

contrast. With the one barbarian, the imperial idea

is strengthened and so transmitted to a successor

;

with the other, it is extinguished, and nothing is

left standing of the institution or the policy of the

man, who is said to have “overthrown the Western

empire."
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RECONSTRUCTION AND COLLAPSE UNDER
THE HOUSES OP JUSTIN x\ND HERAC-

LIUS: VICTORY OF CIVILIAN AND RE-

ACTION TO MILITARY FORMS





CHAPTER I

THE EASTERN REJECTION OF THE TEUTONIC PAT-

RONATE ;
AND THE ADOPTIVE PERIOD OP MATURE

MERIT (467-627 a.b.)

Bard, nom.

Female right.

Female right.

§ 1. The Eastern empire never accepted the ''divi- Mst retained

sioii of labour” proposed by the new settlers.

emperor never sank into the mere president of a Army; the

civilian hierarchy, leaving to barbarians the defence deeMve

of the realm and the military force
;
which in the last

resort is the ultimate appeal of authority in all States, murder,

however highly civilised. The Roman system was to

an extent undreamt of to-day founded upon moral

influence, upon confidence in the subject’s loyalty,

which events justified. It betrayed the same almost

laudable weakness before foreign aggression as China
;

because 'these two -monarchies alone in human history

contemplate peace as the normal condition of man-
kind, Around the favoured area of their realm they

drew a line of real or imaginary defences to protect

their fortunate citizens. It is impossible then to re-

peat, except as a paradox or academic “ thesis,” the

fiction of a military despotism. Yet, on the other hand,

the sovereign snzs imperator

;

commander-in-chief as

sole fount of honour; and while the Western Gassar

forgot, the Eastern always remembered. A barbarian

protectorate was proposed and rejected. The Byzan-

I. Later Pseudo-Flavians

:

Flavius Leo I. (Thrac.) .... 457-474 .

Flaviu-s Leo II. (son) 474
Flaviu.s Zeno (father) (74*475 •

Basiliscus (bro. of Leo's widow) . 475-477 .

Zeno (restored) 477-491

Flav. Anasta.sius I. (husb. of \

Ariadne) ^
491-S18 •
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East retained tine annals alone among long lines of rulers, have

^Chimhand
puppets or 'helpless nominees. That centralising

Amy: the of power, inevitable in civilised States, was secured
decisive under the form of a popular absolutism. A firm hold

Aspm-’s
various departments : the Church,

murder. the Army, and the Civil Service. The old fallacy of

the "dyarchy,” the dual control, was wisely aban-

doned. Hitherto, the emperors had shared their

power with some colleague
;

till Diocletian, with

the Senate
;
after Constantine, with the Church

;
after

Theodosius, with the barbarian generals. The sons

of Theodosius, as we have seen, represent just that

mild secluded sovereignty of a well-nurtured civilian,

of which we have abundant instances in later European
royalty. It is our task to inquire into the cause, and
perhaps the conscious motives of the sturdy resistance

of the Byzantine Caesars. Why did not the successors

of Theodosius II. follow the example of the successors

of Valentinian III., on the path of painless extinc-

tion ? Why did not a series of crowned phantoms,
appointed and dethroned by a powerful minister or

foreign general, pass noiselessly across the stage and
disappear as uneventfully as Romulus, son of Orestes?

For the century following the accession of Marcian
is an unbroken I'ecord of solid work and reorganisa-

tion
;
and each mature sovereign, winning experience

as a humble subject before being misled by the

splendour of office, built something of permanent
value into the great Eastern rampart. We must
acknowledge the fact, but the explanation is not
so easy.

Indeed, the answer lies partly in the nature and
character of the peoples included in the Eastern
empire

;
partly in the absence of any definite bar-

barian settlements as ffiey moved on with the fatal

impulse of destiny, always westwards; partly in the
peculiar and successful policy of adoption, which
dominated with the notable exception of the great
Justinian, iri the councils of the Court and Senate of

Constantinople. The sovereigns come to the throne
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in middle life, some approaching the verge of old age
;
Jimt retained

they are without conceit or youthful illusions: they

are no travellers or generals, and care nothing for Armij: the

the parade of office
;
they toil with ceaseless personal dedsim

interest in the work of supervision
j

they are their

own ministers of war and of finance, their own murder.

foreign secretaries; they are content to remain the

invisible and responsible centre of administration,

whence the threads of government issue east and

west. They can remain firm and impassible in the

midst of a riot; and sustained by their conscience,

despise the misrepresentation of their policy and

overlook the insults of idle factions. War they dele-

gate, as a modern constitutional king, to generals who
are never allowed to become their masters. In this

whole epoch there is no " power behind the throne."

They are less deceived perhaps than a modern auto-

crat by their own officials
;
they resign nothing, sur-

render nothing. It is true that the epoch must open

with a crime; but it is done for the sake of the empire;

Leo the " butcher " kills Aspar his benefactor. But

the personal crime is an imperial benefit.

Placidus mactavit semivir amens”
\

Valentinian III.,

like his unhappy namesake sixty years before, had

tried by a similar murder to release himself from

tutelage. But he could not bear freedom
;
and he

had no policy. Born in the purple and ignorant as a

Chinese monarch or the heir-apparent of the Ottoman
throne, he knew nothing of affaii's, of the state of the

realm which still acknowledged him. But Leo had

learnt economy as steward of the foreign general’s

household; and his ingratitude seemed to save the

empire from a pernicious precedent. The attempt

to seclude or to coerce the sovereign had failed in

the time of Arcadius; it failed again under Leo.

Perhaps that action settled the question, whether

the Cajsar of New Rome would follow the way of

the Western.
:

§ 2. Old Rome in the third century had revolted

against a woman's influence; and henceforward we
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Centura of hear nothing of female usurpation, if we except the
fmuninB

^
glorious venture of Victoria in Gaul. Indeed, until

TawoT^' Helena, mother of Constantine, we do not hear of

sucoessinn aught but the names of imperial ladies
;
and her

pious cares are confined to religious interests. Under

Constantius, Syria dreaded the wife of Gallus Caesar
;

but the tyranny was soon overpast, in the emperor's

usual success in all civil and domestic sedition.

Justina has some power in the West and a marriage

unites the houses of Valentinian and Theodosius.

But in West and East alike, the fifth century is

guided by females
j
Placidia, wife of Constantius, and

mother of Valentinian, was the successful regent in

the minority of a wayward son
;
and Pulcheria, with

unobtrusive sagacity, guided the ingenuous Theo-

dosius II. and chose the elderly and effective Marcian

as his successor. Henceforth, some vague right to

the purple is transmitted through females. The per-

petual interference of Verina, during the troubled

reign of Zeno, was mischievous to the State; but

Ariadne chose her second husband well, the Silen-

tiary Anastasius. The accession of Justin opens up

a new chapter; but Theodora is soon empress, not

merely consort of Caesar; and of her influence in

public matters we know nothing but good. Up to

the disastrous year 602, the mothers and wives of the

rulers come frequently before us in the historians’ page.

The Empress Sophia selected Tibei'ius, and perhaps
had reason to resent his coldness or ingratitude:

and once more the Ciesar Maurice received the

right of imperial succession as a wedding-gift. In

the seventh century all is changed; we read of

Leontia'’s coronation, of Eudocia’s happy marriage
to the knight-errant Fleraclius, and of her early

death, of the luckless second nuptials within the
prohibited degrees, of Martina's abortive attempt to

associate herself in the government; of the respect-
ful rebuke of the capital. Afterwards, there is

scarcely a mention of Cajsar’s consort : the name-
less wife of Constans III., we know was detained
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as a kind of hostage with her sons during his long Century of

absence in the West: Justinian II., like Gallienus

in the third century, marries a barbarian princess, ijm of
but we are ignorant of her character and influence

;
succession

and it is not until the close of the "Isaurian” house

that we find Irene, the Athenian, following the prece-

dent of Pulcheria and Placidia in this fifth century ;

—

and we may note that this usurpation becomes dis-

astrous both to the dynasty and to herself. The
monstrous regimen of women is a familiar feature

in all centralised monarchies which have attained

a certain measure of civilisation. National affairs

are conducted in the security of the palace rather

than on the field of battle or popular assembly
;
for

it is only with the so-called advance of culture that

the primitive methods of democratic debate are dis-

carded in favour of swift and secret measures. It

is noteworthy that such influence is greatest in

countries where the official status of women is

lowest ;
the Sultana Validd, or queen-mother in

Turkey, the conspicuous power of Mohammedan
princesses “behind the veil,” and the regency of

a Chinese empress will readily occur. This influ-

ence is thus greater where it is uncovenanted and
unrecognised

;
indeed, just in proportion. And this

may serve as a caution to reformers, who believe

that recognition of full prerogative ensures sub-

stantial power. For the sole question of interest

is not how the sovereign shall govern, hut who shall

govern for him. The recognised claim to omnipo-

tence, whether in heaven or on earth, is at once

discounted, and men pass by to do homage to

meaner but nearer agents.

In the course of the evolution of Roman imperial-

ism we have often occasion to remark on the rigid

principles and fixed methods which restrain caprice

or accident in the administration of law, in the choice

of officials, or in the routine of executive. A permanent

civil service, we have seen, acquires and jealously

maintains its own code of rules, of honour. The
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sovereign cannot at any time be ubiquitous and is

often non-existent; yet the government must be

carried on. The “Romans" had not unlearnt the

wholesome lesson of Roman law, of Roman peace;

and if we could penetrate some of the gloom and of

the Great Anarchy from Maximin to Diocletian, we
might find a curious and unexpected calm in ordinary

social life, a peaceful provincial routine, in spite of the

constant civil wars and massacres. But the election

of Caesar himself, pivot of the whole, was left through-

out to accident. The wide and genuine democratic

sentiment, which can be descried through the flattery

of courtiers and behind the trappings of autocracy,

would never tolerate the presumption of an un-

questioned or hereditary title. The Augustan com-
promise or hypocrisy, with its train of fortunate and
unfortunate results, continued to the last, at least

during the first millennium. The emperor is still in

theory the people’s nominee, the people’s delegate

:

the conception of a royal house of immemorial and
perhaps sacred origin, is peculiar to the Germanic
races

;
and in spite of the protests of equalitarians

the peace of Europe must largely depend upon the

recognition of this unique and valid title. It is true

that such legitimacy implies a very large curtailment

of effective power, even of usefulness
;
the sovereign

and his family may not be placed in any but assured

position
;
they cannot be exposed to the risk of error

or of faihu'e. It is by no means a petty envy, but

rather this perhaps mistaken respect, which excludes

royal princes from responsible posts, for which they
may be eminently qualified. Now it was precisely

this heavy I'esponsibility which the emperor under-
took: it was for this task that the people chose him,
A second delegation was well-irigh impossible

;
he:

contimxed to be his own prime minister and general-

issimo. Many of the pi-erogatives of a magistrate
under the republic

,
depended on his actual presence

in person; just as the grant of pardon io criminals

depended on the chance meeting with a Vestal. The
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centi'in,« of different offices in a single ruler meant Century of

the shifting of the entire bui'den : the temptation to
.

encroachment upon local rights and liberties came hw of

from below : it was due (we saw above) to the idle- nuceesHim

ness, the mismanagement, or the supine confidence
""

of the subject, not to the grasping ambition of the

ruler. In theoi-y the emperor is always the first official

of the republic and cannot shirk his duty. Again

and again, the principle of free and unfettered election

comes up to secure the State against the perilous

effeteness of a once strenuous house ; the people

resumed its dormant but undoubted rights; just as

the lord of a manor resumes possession over a wasted

or “ ruinated '' copyhold. But it is to be noticed this

is a last resort in a desperate emergency. The popular

sympathy, the unspoken yet effective popular senti-

ment, was in favour of a peaceful transmission

of hereditary right. The “Roman” people jealously

guarded its privilege as ultimate repository of all

power ;—a principle only revived in a half-hearted

manner of late years. But being after all human, it

looked with affectionate interest on those born in

the purple, and never questioned the right of a son

to succeed a father. But the elective principle was
never given up ; the son must be solemnly associated

in the presence and with the consent of those who
by a decent fiction still represented the scattered

millions of “Romans.” Protest was made in the

constant rebellion against the /mow of the monarch,

never against the of the monarchy.

§ 3. Thus in the Roman Empire there was always UnoerUiiiit;i,

at the root of things a certain precarious eleme-iit,

a measure of uncertainty;—which, though a constant
;

source of peril and disorder, was at the same time a

a “reservoir of vitality.” The “Romans” never gave

a meaningless homage at the temple of a house,

doomed to slow and lingering decay; they had no

Merovingians, no Abbassid califs, no mikados im-

mured for centuries in the wooden- city of Kioto. A
stagnant, reactionary, effete family was recruited
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by a brilliant adoption, a barbarian marriage
;

or

violently but seldom set aside by a wholesale ex-

termination. Abstract legitimacy, in default of every

other quality of a ruler, had no charm
;
the con-

ception of government, we must repeat, was strictly

utilitarian. A Roman emperor was expected to do,

not merely to be. In the period before us, the

personal activity of the monai'ch is conspicuous,

though, as Agathias rightly reminds us, the fulness

of absolute power was not enjoyed until Justinian.

The “ Roman ” people was no more servile in its

attitude to the sovereign than the American people

to-day in its genuine admiration for a tireless and

outspoken president. It is impossible not to believe

that the permanent civil service with its realm of

officials, the bureaucracy, and the fresh vigour of

some blunt and unlettered genei'al formed a judicious

balance of order and life
;
that a system so prolonged

met in a way that few modern constitutions can claim

to do, the needs of society and the wishes of the

people. We cannot say, however, that the Byzantine

rule represented in any strict sense the national

will, and to-day this would be perhaps the one in-

dispensable title to approbation. Neither Rome, nor

the Christian Church, nor its rival Islam, recognised

nationality as the basis of a State. It has been well

said of a later epoch, that the Eastern empire was
a "government without a nation”; and it is even

true of this century before us. We have seen in the

past annals of the empii-e that the supreme place

was thrown open to competition long before the

titular caste-predominance of the Romans was merged
insensibly in the wider State. In the third century

the "Pannonian” emperors, of doubtful parentage

in the Balkan peninsula, completely saved, and in

saving profoundly modified the constitution. The
Russian peasant of to-day looks upon the Czar as

a foreigner and a German, who cannot speak his

language; but the sensitive and highly-cultured

officials of the Eastern empire saw no' anomaly in
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receiving the commands of a Thracian Leo, of an Unneriaintii,

Isaurian Tarasicordissa, of a Dardanian peasant, who ‘source oj

could only write his signature through a tablet sped- ^of^fahmss;
ally prepared and perforated. A modern State, with empawr a

all its pretensions to absolute freedom of com-
petition, to a clear avenue for merit,—the marshal’s

baton, the woolsack, or Canter-bury within the grasp

of competent ambition,—sets out nevertheless in

framing its fundamental laws to exclude the chief

place from the list of possible prizes. It is our

main concern to-day to make a disputed election

impossible.

Now the " embracing” nationality of the “ Romans ”

was an ideal one: it was independent of parentage

and place of birth
;

it w^as additional to that which

these accidental circumstances conferred
;

St. Paul

is no doubt first and foremost a Jew, next an in-

habitant of Tarsus, and finally, a Roman, It was
essential to this theoretical equality, this ideal

nationality, that there should be no set or formal

qualification for the chief place; that no surprise

should be felt or expressed at the sudden elevation

of a guardsman, a steward, a centurion
;

that the

Senate, the polite world, the official host (to take

the signal instance of Basil four hundred years later

than Zeno), should acquiesce in the capture of the

autocracy by an ignorant and ungrateful murderer,

who had enjoyed neither the training of a soldier

nor the experience of a civil servant. The result of

this strange union of formula and caprice, of routine

and accident, was the avoidance of two dangers:

the menace to a free people: of a selfish feudal

nobility, who cut the royal power into minute

fragments, and parcel up the State
;
and the stagna-

tion of an inert bureaucracy. The central power in

its admitted ignorance of sound finance and true

fiscal policy might oppress, but it allowed no one

else to compete in the work. Conscientious accord-

ing to its lights, it showed a real sympathy for the

people at large, and a well-founded distrust of its
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Uncertainty, own agents. Especially do these post-Theodosian

strmiijth'anfl
turn their attention to the distribution of

of weakness: fiscal burdens, to the abolition of unfair taxation.
emperor a The growth of a powerful “ optimate ” influence was

checked, and will not appear again until the dis-

closure of the strange weakness which lay behind

the splendid mask of Justinian’s system. Sovereignty

throughout history springs from the people and
depends on their goodwill. The single desire of

the average man is to be “ saved from many masters.”

Whatever the title or form of government, he knows
well how limited is his power of protest, remon-
stance, interference. His unspoken wish is to be

left alone
;
he prefers a distant but effective despo-

tism to the pride of a feudal noble or the undue
and indirect influence of a merchant “ring.” The
strongest testimony to the genuinely representative

character of Cajsar lies here; that-the formation of

a National Council was never once suggested. Yet
CcEsar was not infallible, and no strange doctrine

was accepted of the “divine right" of kings, that

“ the king can do no wrong.” In the most despotic

periods we find the plainest speaking to the inefficient

monarch. The people never surrendei'ed their right
^

^ and to I'emove. For to the last, Caesar

was “the chosen of the people,” as well as the

“anointed of the Lord.”

Disappiiinf- § 4. The historians of our epoch, garrulous about
iny churactiir the trivial or the ti'anscendental, supply us with singu-

'eor^‘ektijn scanty news on topics of real importance: the

of emperors condition of the poorer classes, the social life and
subjects of the empire, Iheir interest

ampty (other than theological), their studies, their agri-
justifted. culture and economics

;
the relations of workman to

guild and to employer, the proportion of freeman
and of free tenants to slaves

;
the obscure general

causes that were insensibly changing the face of

the empire
;

the state of Thrace and of Thessaly,

gradually depeopled and exposed to the hostile

attack, or perhaps .still more unwelcome settlement, of
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barbarians from beyond the Danube. We would JHsappninf-

wish to know more of the constitution and functions ehamcUr

of the still active Senate
;

' of the bureau and de- mniTrcMm
partments of officials

;
of the rules which guided of emperors

the training, the duties, the promotion of the civil
t/,g^peop!e°^

servants
;

of the sovereign’s initiative,—how far an ampli/

illiterate emperor without experience was at the

mercy of his private chamberlains or his official

ministers; how far he took counsel with his ad-

visers, and what means they had for compelling his

attention or guiding his choice ;—again, of the condi-

tion of the garrison, of the outstanding armies, of

the frontiertroops, of the composition of the imperial

forces, and the proportion of foreigners and mei'-

cenaries ;—and lastly, of the power of the provincial

satraps, with barbarous names and ancient republican

titles, of their dependence on the personal will of the

sovereign, or on the vigilant interference of a colonial

secretariat
;
of the remnants of local autonomy, how

far respected, how far extinguished either by careless

indifference or the governor’s high hand. And, to

conclude, the greatest problem of all, why a mode-

rate scale of taxation and the goodwill, ceaseless

supervision, and unbounded generosity of the em-
perors should have resulted in a fiscal system,

acknowledged by all critics to be mischievous and
oppressive.

On all these and similar questions, of paramount

value to the student of humanity, we are singularly

ill-informed. Even the impersonal interest of the

Church is largely reduced to the personal rival-

ries of Timothy the Weasel, Timothy Salophacidas,

Peter Mongus, Flavian of Antioch, Macedonius, and

the solitary but imposing figure of Simeon on

his pillar. Nor does it become a writer of the

twentieth century to disparage this interest in the

personal; for in this age we are coming back

once more to the concrete, the actual, the individual,

and leaving behind the Utopia, the ideal, the unsub-

stantial abstraction. Yet genuine history cannot be
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Disappoint- written with the childish naivete of the chroniclers

:

ofcfem^re’'
^ an earthquake, an imperial edict, a great

cordu ; claim war, a palace-scaiidal, an ecclesiastical synod,

—

of emperors all is told with equal emphasis and good-faith
; we

Ihe^poople^'^^'
discursively from one to the other, and lose

amply sight of the movement and development of mankind
justified. Qf large features of the State, in the empty

list of court cabals, or the curious gossip on an

emperor’s personal habits or suspected vices. We
find ourselves suddenly in a new country, a new
society

;
we cannot trace the steps that lead to this

transformation without the greatest difficulty
;
we

pass as it were blindfolded and without clue into a

strange land, and the familiar names and titles still

in vogue are seen to cover features and persons that

we fail to recognise. Into such a scene are we
ushered in Italy for example, at the opening of the

tenth century : novel faces and characters, of which
the previous age has given but scanty hints

;
general

disarray and a masquerade of satyrs under the digni-

fied dress of older gods. So in our own history we
shall note the gulf which separates the reign of

Maurice from that of Heraclius I.; the conspiracy

of ashamed silence which keeps secret the details of

the unspeakable Phocas’ rule
;

the' terrible intima-

tion of Theophanes, twice repeated, which assures us

of the total extinction of the Roman army in eight

years, two soldiei's only being saved like the more
faithful leaders of the children of Israel. When the

curtain rises again the old landmarks have disap-

peared and we do not know our bearings.

These complaints are part of the stock-in-trade of

the modern historian
;

it is his task to create anew a
plausible theory of the current or tendency whither
things are setting. He sees the goal, the end, and
is alive to scanty facts or' detail which may help to

explain. He magnifies (while warning himself against
over-certainty or pragmatism) a single observation
into a general statement, and builds his fabiic of

hypothesis with the slenderest of material. He does
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not seek to chronicle and to record, but to interpret Limppomt-

tentatively
;
and if he be wise, he will not dogmatise

but suggest. Finlay not seldom shows a real power cm'ds: claim

of insight and intuition into the probable cause of a <>f emperors

certain development ;
he has not accumulated data

^the^peopk’^^

for a conclusion, but he feels that he must be right in mnphi

his assumption, and puts forward his views, on \_\iq

aristocratic reaction after Justinian, or the effects of

conservatism and reaction in the eleventh century,

on scanty evidence, but without hesitation; and he

is justified. The limits and strict duties of a pro-

fessed historian will always be canvassed with dubious

result. Few are competent (although unfortunately

many profess) to examine all sides of a single age, a

special period. It is unlikely that in detail or in

principle the accurate chronicler of a campaign can
guide us without slip through the tangles of a heresy

or the labyrinthine palinodes of Church councils.

The art and architecture may be a sealed book to

a patient and sympathetic student of the literature.

The political and constitutional development, in itself

a special and a comparative science, cannot be rightly

traced by one who is unfamiliar with the evolution

of mankind in general
;
and to-day, specialism (with

whose demands the span of human life has not alas !

kept pace) cannot allow such a leisurely and im-

partial survey. In confining our attention mainly to

the political development, which is above and beyond

the springs of personal motive or character, we are

indebted for our superior knowledge to the fact that

the result and the issue lies on the page of history

before us. We can trace the rudiments of the weak-

ness which beset the successors of Justinian, not

merely in his own policy, but in the very conception

of the Gassar's office. In taking for our subject so

large a portion of accessible human history, we are

aware that the treatment must seem superficial
; but

it is after all well-nigh impossible to deal successfully

with a period in strict isolation
;
and the defects of

premature specialism are too clear in the industrious
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Disappoint- toils of others that we need surrender the one signal

merh of British historians,— a large canvas and

cords: claim sympathetic if subjective colouring. That much in

of emperors
^

epoch SO remote and obscure must rest on sur-

the%npk°^ mise, is to be regretted
;

but, while we complain of the

cmipip meagre treatment of contemporaries, we may justly
justified.

inquire if it is possible for a writer to understand his

own age ? Will any one to-day be bold enough to

prophesy the social and political development in the

century which is before us? And can we expect his-

torians of the fifth and sixth centuries to understand

the drift of the ciuTent that carried the critics along

together with everything else ? For the stream of time

does not permit the voyager to disembark and gain

the bank at his leisure or convenience, to take accu-

rate measurement of the rapidity of the stream or the

destination of the vessel he has just quitted.

With all our ignorance, we must feel ourselves

better qualified to appraise the work of these princes

than their own subjects who watched them at their

task. We shall not fall into the error of Carlyle or of

Hegel
;
we must neither depreciate nor overrate the

personal initiative. We cannot doubt the true repre-

sentative chTmcitv of the imperial line of Rome; no

ignorant and moribund dynasty, ruling long, as some
Eastern family, in a country to which they had come
as alien conquerors, to which they remained ever

since complete strangers. But they spoke for the

people, from whom they sprang
;

they iirherited

and reverenced the traditions of Rome, the instituta

majoruin ; in their most daring innovations, they still

assumed the humility of pious restorers, and be-

lieved themselves instruments of a purpose not en-

tirely their own. If we may believe in a Race-Spirit,

continuous and undying in a nation or a great

political system, we can recall at once the instance

of Rome, From it receive' inspiration and guidance

princes drawn from the four quarters of heaven and
almost every known race. It was a favourite boast

of the " Romans" that , they lived under a consti-
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tution and were ruled according to law
;
while the Dimppoint-

Persian, slave yesterday, general to-day, and headless
’’

trunk to-morrow, could only watch with anxiety the Jorf/s.- c/fii'm

capricious moods of a master. It is this general con- ofempemrs

tinuity of principle from Augustus to the end of our

chosen period, that renders the history of the empire ««#/

not only instructive, but to a large extent certain.

There is nothing arbitrary or personal in this develop-

ment
;
the oneness of tihe empire

;
the grandeur of

Rome (long after Rome had ceased to belong to its

own realm)
;
the welfare of the subject (to virpKoov) •,

the purity and uniformity of religious belief and
practice

;
the orderly succession to office

;
the wel-

come extended to loyal foreigners
;
the resolute sur-

render of aggressive warfare
;
even (in its defect) the

constant tendency in the enjoyment of profound

peace, to relax the care of the military chest ;—in a

word, the pacific, tolerant, and civilised aim which

Rome in the West was the first to propound to an

astonished world; many centuries after China had

stereotyped the idea of their celestial civilian, the

emperor
;
and shown the truth of the motto, “ L'em-

pire c'est la paix!'

§ 5. The period before us is one of quiet recovery, Easternrealm

of which we see the fruit in the expansive policy of

Justinian. We are mercifully relieved for a space of ur/mi and

the tedious and unmeaning campaigns on the Persian rustio popula-

frontier. For more than seven centuries these wars

had been waged with varying issue and with no

result
;
the changes on the inap are insignificant

;
for

neither Arsackl nor Sassanid dealt a serious blow to

the substance of the empire; and the falling away of

the South-east under Heraclius was due to the spiritual

zeal of Islam and the new forces of disintegration in

disaffected schismatics. But at this time there is an

almost unbroken peace on the Eastern side
;
and the

raids of the trans-Damibian tribes have not assumed

the menacing significance, which they will have after

Justinian's death. The sagacity of Anaslasius con-

structs the Long Walls,—a strange monument of
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Easturnrealm strength and of insecurity, which recalls to mind a

diSrf
similar precaution in the Chinese Empire. The general

urban mid well-being is attested both by the number of usurpers
rustic i)opula~ and by the intensity of the religious, or rather theo-

logical, interest. We cannot doubt that a wide gulf

separated the instincts, the sympathies, and the beliefs

of the country and the town. The empire was no
novel constitution

;
which swept all previous systems

into a centralised monarchy. Nothing was formally

abolished; neither the simulacrum of i-epublican

usage at Rome nor the distinct local administration

of the city-states, which went to make up the vast

aggregate. It was a network of such city-states

under a protectorate, or a hegemony. The inhabitants

of the chief towns in the Eastern empire were idle

and turbulent, and lent themselves readily to any vio-

lent propaganda, especially of abstruse metaphysics;

as in later times the streets of Bagdad ran with blood

in the disputes on the created or uncreated Koran,

the precise nature of the Beatific Vision. Religious

persecution is not the entertainment of kings or the

monopoly of inquisitors. In dealing with the urban

population (in spite of the episode of Thessalonica),

we must find fault rather with the meekness than with

the tyranny of the central government. Without
formal representatives, without political rights or safe-

guards as we understand them to-day, the noisy

spectators of the circus and amphitheatre, allotted

into arbitrary colour-factions like German students,

often become the arbiters of imperial policy and the

real masters of the situation. It is true they were
without genuine aims or sincere convictions, without

a true patriotic regard either for their empire or their

birthplace; and so far from deploring the absence
of representative institutions, we must trace the

orderly development; the disinterested policy of the

empire to this exclusion of the populace, when we find

so much to regret in their uncertain interference.

The townsmen of the great cities were an idle

and theological mob, interested precisely in those
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insoluble problems which delight the child and the Easternrealm

savage. Fickle and spasmodic in their political

interest, they betray no knowledge of affairs, no urban md
sympathy with the difficulties of a ruler, on whose rustio ptijmia-

shoulders they put the whole burden of government.

The Nika riots, which seemed likely not merely to

end the dynasty of Dardania but to herald the

dissolution of the whole imperial system, found their

counterpart in the other great capitals. Sedition,

on pretext the most transcendental, personal, or

purely frivolous, convulsed Antioch and Alexandria,

and found material in the envious divisions not of

sect merely, but of religion and of nationality. This

breach, on what then seemed the fundamental and
essential of life, was the chief cause of the dis-

memberment of the seventh century. It cannot in

fairness be too often asserted that the spirit of the

Gospel reinforced rather than weakened the empire

;

but the constant inspection of its dogmatic secrets

was an obvious element of dissolution. It is not

easy to overestimate the part played by this constant

debate in opening the gates to the Infidel.

The countryman, aloof from the prevailing ab-

sorption in the insoluble, continued his plodding way,

unvisited except by the tax-collector, and leaving no

trace in the record of historians. In spite of the

admirable system by which the most distant parts

of the empire communicated for imperial purposes

with the centre, there was no real unity or uniformity,

of creed, of culture, or of interest. There was ready

intercourse with the capital, but little with neighbours.

The decay of the township which set in mysteriously

enough in the second century was by no means
arrested by the reforms of the third and fourth. It

may be presumed that the small occupier was almost

completely ousted
;
and that while the great centres

were thronged with the idle and unprincipled, a

deathly stillness settled on the country, tilled by

slaves or “colons'’ aird spreading out more and

more into large estates. How little the anxious
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Eastornrealm sympathy and foresight of the emperors could effect

rflSd
check these tendencies, we may gather from the

urban atid acknowledged incompetence of statesmen to-day to

rmtic papula- with similar evils. Both parties in the State

are fully alive to the growing evils which seem

inseparable from an over-mature civilisation,—the

desertion of the country districts, recruiting ground

of arms and of health
;

the crowding of poverty,

disease, and crime into unlovely suburbs of great

commercial centres. But goodwill is powerless to

cope with these evils
;
and above the benevolent

schemes of small holdings or compulsory purchase

hangs the veto of an irresistible law. We are less

ready to blame the failure of older nations, when
we are gradually but surely learning the lesson of

the impotence of reason and conscious purpose.

With the best intentions we press in vain against

the force of circumstances which only a later genera-

tion can estimate
5
because before it lies the whole

tendency worked out to its logical end, by some other

power than that of man’s device.

Problem,— § 6. Indeed nothing remains for those who criticise

was integrity jj^^er empire but the somewhat barren question,
WO) none,

it was for the genuine advantage of the

provinces' and subject-races that this strange and
largely unmeaning, semblance of unity should be

preserved at all ? It is perhaps an unprofitable con-

undrum, clearly incapable of solution, to inquire if

the day of the once precious protectorate of Rome
had not passed ? Yet it is one which must ever and
again recur to the student of history. When we trace

the heroic efforts of these rulers of alien race to enter

into the heritage of imperial Rome and live true to its

traditions, we are sometimes tempted to ask, was it

worth while ? Should not an epoch of disintegration

have been allowed to succeed, in which might be

formed and at last set free, a genuine national life in

the several limbs, held so firmly and yet so artifi-

cially together by the empire ?. Now in the common
censure of despotic methods, it is difficult in the
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extreme to distribute the blame. Until quite recent ProMem,—-

times, it has been taken for granted that citizens,

pining to be free fellow-workers in the fortunes of
’ '

a State, have been held in chains to a tutelage, wholly

mischievous and inopportune. But it is now con-

tended with much greater plausibility, that a people

usually deserves and creates its government,—and it is

abundantly clear to-day that the revolutions which

replaced autocracy in Europe in the nineteenth century

were the work of a small knot of resolute and voluble

Idealists, whose influence was of short duration and
questionable value. The heterogeneous races which
took their orders from Byzantium have at any rate

not since shown that tolerant patience of routine

and of opposition, which is the prime essential of

successful self-government. And it is impossible to

say whether the centralised authority of Caesar pro-

duced these nations of slaves intermittently dis-

01‘derly
;

or whether this very temper made neces-

sary and justified, first the unwilling encroachments

of Caesar upon local liberties, and lastly, the entire

system which kept the reluctant team in the leash. It

is certain that Constantinople did not arouse the same
warm feelings as we find expressed in the eulogy of

Aristides in the second, or of Rutilius in the opening
of the fifth century. Finlay, with amiable inconsis-

tency, overrates sometimes the hatred of the Byzan-

tine oppressor, sometimes the blind devotion of the

provinces to the capital and the system. Yet it may
fairly be said that the conception of the true remedy
was to alter the “ personnel ” and not the system

;
and

that wherever the calm judgment of the community
found expression, it endorsed the pi'inciple and only

sought to remove a representative who abused it.

No one perhaps at the present moment would ven-

ture to reproach Cmsar with denying a parliament to

his realms, at one time the rough-and-ready panacea

for all social evils. We are indeed interested to find

that so far from intei'dicting assemblies for the discus-

sion of local affairs and general welfare, the emperors
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were (as it might seem) the only persons who en-

couraged or suggested them. I am inclined to agree

with those who see in the worship of Augustus in the

provinces, a check and restraint upon the authority

of the governoi', by no means negligible
;
and a sound

influence which, mainly no doubt religious, was also

largely political in the best sense. It is impossible

to deny the plutocratic basis of society in the Roman
Empire : but it is difficult to prove that the rich

oppressed the poor, or that the latter suffered by this

nominal inferiority. Caesar’s officials at least might

be chosen from any rank; and the burden rather

than the honour of office fell on the “privileged”

classes. The only definite proposal of self-govern-

ment came from the advisers of Honorius, in the

famous edict to the cities of South Gaul, about the

close of his reign. There was certainly no fear of

popular assemblies; or the delights of the circus

would long ago have been suppressed. Indeed

through many centuries the rulers fostered of set

purpose that bugbear of monarchical or republican

police to-day,—an idle and pampered proletariat. Yet

the proposals for local responsibility met with no
response; and the scheme of reform failed; not

merely because it was applied too late, but because it

was out of harmony with the people’s requirements.

I cannot attempt to explain the reason why the

suggestion of a great Debating Council excited no
enthusiasm in the highly civilised inhabitants of

South Gaul
;
but it is worthwhile bringing the fact

of their coldness before themotice of the over-zealous

parliamentarist of to-day,—-if indeed he is still to be
found'.

§ 7, As to the suppression of nationality,™a charge
often laid at the door of the empire, we must candidly
confess that the conception is modern, and is perhaps

. not lasting. We have pointed out that the greatest

systems or " objectives " that have swayed the world :

' Rome, the Church, Islam,—set themselves to abolish
it as a narrow and unworthy prejudice, or to rise
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superior in a loftier sphere. Idealists have regretted No seed of

the break-up of Christendom or the Holy Roman Em-
pire into jealous fragments. We are assured by thepouwo/
optimist that the resulting burden of militarism is self-govam-

destined to disappear, but we look in vain for any
afternatke

warrant for this pious hope. It is the essence of chaos not
’

nationality and of patriotism to be exclusive and

suspicious
;
though we may not grant with Mr. H. G.

Wells that democracy spells ignorant war. An
empire implies a central power, able to keep the

peace among the feuds of race or of religion. A con-

quering caste, the Normans, the Ottomans, the Man-
chus, settles into peaceful civilian duties

;
forgets,

it may well be, the manlier virtues of the camp and

the field, but at least ensures peace among the factions.

There is no sign in Eastern Europe and Asia at

this time that there was either conscious desire or

opportunity for national sympathies or national

councils. That the unwieldy aggregate resisted the

centrifugal tendency so often, and arose after each

curtailment or deliquescence into a fresh integrity,

—

was due to the traditions and the appeal of imperial

Rome, finding an echo in the heart of a Justinian, a

Heraclius, or a Leo. I have no wish to magnify the '

debt which such restorers laid on their own or sub-

sequent generations. It is quite possible that such

rigorous welding together rnay have stifled some

local aspiration-s, preserved some fiscal features of

costly government in districts which would frankly

have preferred to be let alone. But it is doubtful if

such sentiments were ever expressed, or even con-

sciously felt. A pacific civilisation implies costliness

and centralisation,—two very obvious disadvantages,

when it is remembered that the burden of taxation

always falls in the end on the weaker and poorer
;

and that a centralised government cannot afford to

allow them liberty in the single sphere which these

classes can understand or pretend to influence. Yet

if it be allowed that this blessing is worth all the

sacrifice it entails, the, imperial administration, in
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No seed of vefusing to surrender, its dormant rights (as over

j'reedwuur
under Justinian) in resolutely forcing back into

power of the fold the straying members, in struggling to re-

nolf-govern- create the antique ideal or its shadow against the

^Srmtive pi'essure of outward circumstance,—was only per-

cliaosmt forming its imperative duty, and being true to itself.

aiuonomy.
alternative was political and social chaos, not the

emergence of free and self-respecting nationalities.

The interest of the meditative Asiatic lies else-

where than in the humdrum routine of life. If they

cast a glance at political conditions, they secretly

approve the caprice and haphazard which places

supreme power in the zenana or the vizierate, that is,

in the alien and the slave. We have seen that this

element of chivalry and hazard was by no means
lacking in an imperial system

;
nay, it was often the

source of rejuvenescence. But another side was a

silent protest against this insecurity. The discipline

of the civilian and the soldier, severed by the wise

specialism of Diocletian’s reforms, remained alike

severe, precise, and methodical. It was upon the

loyalty of its officers and the steady work of the civil

servants that the empire depended for its stability

during the frequent vacancies
;
interregna which in

other elective monarchies, as Persia and the Papacy,

have been scenes of disorder and permitted license.

Wide as was the personal influence, great the ini-

tiative of the sovereign, the “republic” was not a

prey to riot and plunder, because there was no visible

director of its policy or champion of its laws. We
must conclude then, as we have done so often before,

that the system was adapted to the needs of its sub-

jects and to their welfare, and that nothing else stood

between a permanent chaos of racial and religious

animosities. We have not been careful to apportion

the blame for this lack of centripetal spirit in the

dominions of the East; whether autocracy stifled

local consciousness and effort, or merely arose be-

cause it was conspicuously absent. There may be

those who regret the costly recoiiquest of Italy, and
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perhaps of Africa, where some semblance of a modern No seed of

nationality under a ruling caste was in process of

formation; but we cannot withhold our sympathy j,o„'.er oy

and appreciation from the efforts of the seventh and selfgovern-

eighth centuries, which without doubt secured Chris-
alternative

tendom and the promise of our present age from ehaos not

Islam. That this result would not have been attained

by a wider welcome to the pi'ovinces to share the

burden of government, is evident to any impartial

student of the time. Whatever merit is due in oppos-

ing a rampart against tlie Muslim, belongs entirely to

the narrow and conscientious circle of administrators
;

and in spite of the necessary power of a centralised

bureaucracy, or of a standing army, the sovereign

for the time found in them faithful instruments of

a continuous design and purpose. And the sovereign

himself in succeeding lost much of his own capri-

cious individuality, and became an inheritor and a

simple exponent of the undying policy of Rome.



CHAPTER II

THE RESTORATION; OR, PERIOD OF CONQUEST AND
CENTRAL CONTROL UNDER JUSTINIAN (527-566 a.d.)

The Dardanian House

:

Fi.av. Akic. JusTiNUs I S*®-S27 • ' prator’ nom.

}

S*7-S6s . birth.

Fabulous § !• The reign of Justinian has been compai-ed to

figure of a fortunate island in the midst of a raging sea. Its

'jmmmt
'

chronicles are full, its interests wide and its achieve-

decag '^ ments conspicuous. No longer confined to the

mmaXhies
intrigue of the palace, the student is taken

from East to West in a rapid series of triumphs.

Justinian himself belonged to the school of Tiberius.

He never left the capital or commanded in person

;

it was “his settled policy not to abandon the

seat of government”; fixum . . . non omittere caput

rerum. But he controlled everything with minute,

sometimes jealous care
;

and the victories of the

Roman arms, the codification of Roman law, and
the fortifying of the Roman frontier, must all be

i-eferred, to his untiring initiative. During his long

reign he never ceased for a moment to be the chief

actor, the ruling spirit. Belisarius fought, Tribonian

compiled, John the Cappadocian and Alexander the

Scissors collected revenue, Solomon governed and
built, Nai'ses administered,—but throughout Justinian

was the master. Yet we know the emperor only

through the deeds of his ministers
;
the central figure

is a .singular mystery. It is clear that he left a very

sli-ange impression upon the men of his time and
their immediate successors. His ascetic and secluded

life, his sleepless vigils spent in deep metaphysical

debate, his unwearied attention to cares of Slate, his
818
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curious avenues of secret knowledge, his nightly Fahulom

pacing through the corridors of the palace (sometimes,

it was alleged, carrying his head under his arm), the premlent

terror he could inspire in the officials of his closest «f

intimacy, when as they gazed upon his face every

feature seemed to vanish in dark red blur, and after

an interval gradually struggle back into outline,—all

these facts or fictions point to a genuine atmosphere

of nervous mystery which surrounds, for us as well

as for them, the greatest and the least known among
Byzantine Cmsars. About him there was something

supernatural and occult : we may dismiss the violent

prejudice of the pseudo-Procopius, when he tells us

that he was the " Prince of the Devils " ;
but we

cannot doubt that he was regarded, in an age gradu-

ally lapsing into superstition as an incarnation of

“ demoniacal ’’ force. One-seventh of the whole work

of Theophanes is devoted to his reign of forty years,

though his chronicles cover five and a quarter cen-

turies (285-812 A.D.)
;
but we read only of the exploits

of the emperor’s lieutenants, little or nothing of

himself. Even for the empress, with whose mythical

childhood the Procopian memoir is so painfully

familiar, the news is scanty and altogether incom-

patible with this record and with her alleged char-

acter
;
and it has been well pointed out that one

who prolonged her morning slumbers till well-nigh

noon, and her siesta till after sunset, could not have

been a vampire, preying upon the life of the empire,

and encroaching unduly into every department. The
certain and historical resolves itself in her case into

the bold decision to resist to the end during the

Nika riots, and a charitable interest in an unfortunate

class. Thus the history of the reigns of Justinian

and Theodora is the history of his lieutenants
;
and

the subjects’ inquisitiveness that was never a personal

loyalty satisfied itself with the same vague hints of

horror that we find in Tacitus or with the more
good-tempered gossip of Suetonius.

When we turn to foreign politics, the first half
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of the sixth century marked the early dissolution of

the barbarian monarchies in West Europe. The
victories of Belisarius and Narses were perhaps

already won, at least ensured, in the languid society

of court intrigues, which ruined Vandal and Goth

alike, in the failure of the compromise between the

two nations. The barbarian protectorate was singu-

larly short-lived as a political expedient; it implied

just that dangerous “dyarchy” which had caused

trouble and ill-will in the earlier empire. In Italy,

there was the Roman Senate with its immemorial

traditions and that curious provincial autonomy and

dilettante Hellenism which it enjoyed and displayed

since Diocletian. Opposed to the Arian belief of the

dominant caste was the steadfast orthodoxy of the

rising papacy. There was political and religious

disunion, as well as the discontent of warriors who
found their king (like another temporiser, Alexander)

too much inclined to conciliate the more cultured

and critical part of his subjects, and to imitate the

absolute methods and prerogative of the emperor. It

must be remembered that a barbarian monarchy on
classic ground implied the reversal of all barbarian

ideals. Wars of aggression were sternly forbidden;

the comitatus had to be content with an honour-
able title and ample leisure. The king became, in

addition to his dynastic claim to a nominal supremacy,

a representative notmerely of the conquered peoples,

but also of the vanished arrd absentee Gmsar. While
he could not satisfy the greediness and discontent of

his own peers, he could not disarm the suspicion of

those whom he did his best to protect. Historians

complain of the reconquest of Italy, that it made a

desert and disappointed for thirteen centuries all

hopes of Italian, unity. But it is easy in a laudable

admiration of the greatTheodoric, to see permanence
and stability in an entire system, when the success lay

solely in a single commanding yet tactful personality.

11 is difficult in the later wars to withhold our
sympathy from Totila Vitiges.and Teias. But it is
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evident that such characters were exceptional: they Fabulous

rose to power only when the stress of conflict
.

manded and brought to light the best man. In the prevalent

anomalous system of Teutonic royalty which clung ¥
to a family, without recognising the right of the eldest mmcircMos
son, they had no chance except in these moments of

peril. The ruling stock, which it was sacrilege to

thrust aside, had become degenerate both at Car-

thage and at Ravenna. That the wars of restoration

inflicted serious mischief cannot be denied
;
that the

political system, which they replaced at such dreadful

cost, had the seed of peaceful and prosperous de-

velopment cannot be maintained.

To go to the root of the matter ;—it is never pos-

sible to settle the age-long dispute between the Realists

and the Nominalists of politics. To the one, supreme
value lies in the Church, the Empire, the State—in

the objective and ideal, that is to say
;
and the welfare

of the whole is too often measured in the aggregate

by the dignity and wealth of the centre, which seems
to entail the atrophy or the conscious distress of the

limbs. To the other, all wideness and vagueness of

scope is abhorrent
;
the sole and genuine test must

be the happiness and comfort of the individual, the

freedom of the citizen
;
or at least of the smallest

and narrowest group which the .statesman conde-

scends to recognise,—the famil}?, the manor, the

parish, the commune. If the central authority drain

the vitality of these for its own unknown purposes;

if it sacrifice ruthlessly the constituent members in

war and commerce, with the sole consolation of

being an unhappy part of an imposing whole,—it

stands condemned. We but lately contrasted the

grandeur and effectiveness of Russian foreign policy

with the misery of the famine-stricken peasant. We
may wellnnderstand that the outward glory of

Justinian's reign concealed a similar weakness, un-

ease, and discomfort. But the reconqnest might well

have suggested itself as a plain duty
;
and it is diffi-

cult for rulers, whether monarch or multitude, to
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Fabulous abandon schemes of vain or mischievous ambition and

S'PPly industriously to petty detail and the welfare

'prcmknt' of persons. We can forgive Justinian's mistake, if

ikcaj/ of mistake it was; the empire to Cmsar was a solid

momrciim. integral whole; the recovery of lost provinces

was a recall of subjects long neglected to the joys

of civilisation, an enforcement of undoubted rights,

never explicitly abandoned. Of no great undertaking

is the age which undertakes and achieves an impartial

witness
;
for in achieving it must suffer.

We have again and again occasion to mention

the blindness of the most sagacious politicians on

questions of immediate interest
;
and the historian

who passes verdict on the worthies of the past, is

often an incompetent judge of the duties and of the

tendencies of his own day. Politics must be largely

a science of opportunism
;
and its chief maxim is,

“ Do the next thing.” To-day the number of certain

aims and piinciples has grown alarmingly scanty;

and the great disputes range round the question,

how far are the sacrifices to Imperialism to be justi-

fied ?—Our recent war in South Africa destroyed for

an Ideal the past fruits of civilisation and retarded

their renewed life.—It is easy to point out the defects

of Byzantine policy and administration. We may
like Juvenal's schoolboys advise Justinian to deal a

decisive blow at the rotten fabric of Persia,—that

strange rival and foe of Rome, so often her close

personal ally, her suppliant and humble friend. We
may see to-day that a “ scientific frontier ” on the

East might have spared the most populous and
civilised part of Southern Christendom from the

unceasing and unmeaning i-aids of Persians and
Arabs, from Chosroes to Harun al Rashid. It is

easy to point out the folly of achieving costly victories

thousands of miles away, in provinces that would
never repay the cost of maintenance,—while the

capital it.sclf (but for the “Great Wall” of Anastasius)

stood al the mercy of any barbarian horde, who
could effect the passage of the Danube. Easy too
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to contrast the incongruous splendour of the triumph Fabulous

of Belisarius, the submission of Gelimer, the constant
•

and ceremonious “ infeudation '' of converted princes prevalent

as vassals of the empire, with the almost incredible

panic of Constantinople at the close of the reign; mmarlks.
the hasty fitting-out of slaves and domestics, the

inglorious last success of the great general over a

band of disorderly savages.

§ 2. Yet the policy of the court is eminently Intel- ffsUgious

ligible. The integrity of the empire, unbroken, as we
know by the insignificant event of 476 (which unified recovery;

rather than dissolved), was an incontestable article of CatlwUe and

faith. The motive for reunion was in a great measure

religious; it was not national sentiment, as in the

Pan-Germanic or Pan-Slavic tendencies to-day;; nor

was it the mere pride of a ruler. The issue of the

restoration might be unfortunate : the Italy of Alex-

ander the Scissors
;
the Africa of Solomon no longer

garrisoned by Vandals and exposed to the Berbers.

But the initial enterprise is dignified and Roman
;
a

deputy had proved inefficient and mutinous, and a

Catholic people sighed in their bondage to Arian

persecutors. And no secret of political advance or

national unity lay with the foreign protectorate. It

was, as we have asserted, out of sympathy with its

own followers and the classic nations which it essayed

to govern justly. The new position was indeed quite

anomalous. While the king aspired to the double

dignity of barbarian king and Ciesar's delegate,

he failed to enlist the loyalty of either party. It is

perhaps significant that the most successful of bar-

barian royalties was the earliest to conform to ortho-

doxy, and the most obsequious in recognising the

distant suzerainty. The Frankish king accepted the

Catholic faith just a century before it occurred to

Recared of Spain to proscribe Arianisni, and yield to

the influence of the Roman Church. The Lombard
dominion in Italy received a new lease of life, after

they had made peace with the Pope. Wherever this

change occurred, it may be said to indicate much
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Relifiiom more than a mere personal conversion

;
it meant the

trars^o/^’’
Permeation of Roman and Hellenic ideas, the advance

recnwiru; of administrative centralising, the capture of the

monarchy, still confined to a Teutonic family, by
Roman influences

;
it implied subservience to central

clerical authority at Rome. Frank and Visigoth

and Lombard, in spite of this opportune alliance,

showed unmistakable traces of decay, both in the

reigning dynasty and in the entire governmental system

of compromise. Ostrogoth and Vandal owed their

much hastier exit to their Arianism,—implying, as

it did, a complete divorce, not merely of religious but

also of political feeling. That heresy might stand for

particularism, for nominalism, for a compromise with

Teutonic hero-worship
;
but in the Catholic faith was

an air of finality and of unity, which ministered in-

sensibly to reaction. We are dealing with religious

questions in this volume, on the side only of their

connection with political development
;
but it is per-

missible, indeed inevitable, to call attention to this

fundamental difference between Arian and Catholic

belief. The conversion of these nations to full ortho-

doxy marks a step not merely in their religious en-

lightenment, but in their political education, in their

complete fusion with the conquered races. Justinian

restored the empire. Catholic and centralised, in Africa

and in Italy. He recovered some of the most pros-

perous cities of Southern Spain, Had the emph-e

been less unwieldy, had his successors enjoyed leisure

from pressing perils in East and North, the reoccu-

pation of Spain might have become an accomplished

fact
;
and it must not be forgotten that it was only

owing to the invitatioii of an imperial officer that the

peninsula was at last opened to the Arabs in the

eighth century.

Scant.!! § 3. The Annalists, and even Procopius, throw little

cmAmcym the sentiments and secret motives of the

hme, whether in the policy of the Centre or in the
withdraw public Opinion of the subject. Brrt it is not impos-

/romoonirot.
reconstruct a probable attitude of mind. A
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permanent estrangement of the Western provinces Scanty

was inconceivable. It was well known that Zeno “
had graciously accepted the insignia in 476. He had, ing.- agents

some thirteen years later, commissioned Theodoric to mthdraw

punish an arrogant deputy, and occupy Italy in the

name of the empire. The resumption of rights, indeed

of full ownership, if the copyholder should “ waste ”

his portion, was perfectly natural. Such " wasting
’’

had indeed, as we have seen, taken place both in

Africa and in Italy. In spite of her acute tendency

to engross interest at the Centre, Constantinople was
satisfied with a recognition of suzerainty over the

more distant provinces
;
and the freedom and loyalty

of Naples, Amalphi, Venice, Cherson, is a pleasant

chapter in the annals of Byzantine despotism. It is

not mere vanity that still included renegade provinces

in the total of the empire
;

the Church of Rome
has her system of prelates in partibus injidelium;

what has once belonged can never be wholly lost.

Nor was this century entirely hostile to local privi-

leges and autonomy, as has been maintained
;

the

supposed destruction of municipal liberty is an ob-

scure transaction, and seems to be contradicted by
the very evident desire of Justinian’s immediate suc-

cessors to consult local feeling, and to encourage

local preference in the choice of administrators. So
far as we can interpret public opinion (often most
intense when most silent), the “ Roman " world en-

dorsed the policy of Justinian, without perhaps

counting the cost. It is impossible for the vindicator

of Byzantine policy to justify the system of finance;

but it is equally impossible to explain, from any known
figures, the oppressive incidence of a taxation in its

general sum so moderate. With the best intentions,

the revenue was collected with difficulty, and left a

constant deficit. Yet it would ill beseem the citizen

of a free State to-day to criticise too contemptuously,

or pass judgment too harshly. We are on the point

of overhauling the entire system of national finance.

We arc conscious of the unequal burdens, of vexatious
" VOL. I. .. p ,
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inquisition, of the discouragement of enterprise by
local injustice or extravagance, of the wanton mis-

management of amateurs, of the gradual extinction of

the lesser middle-class, whether in town or country.

Putting aside the common indictment of all centra-

lised governments, the irresponsible venality of offi-

cials, there is little that we can lay to the charge of

the Byzantines that cannot be re-echoed in modern
times. Still, as ever, those who pay do not control;

and the supreme voice in raising or apportioning

national wealth for national purposes lies, as always,

with those who directly contribute least. "Taxation

without representation
”

;
this, and not the pursuit of

an imaginary ideal, has lain at the root of revolutions,

which always betray economic rather than political

origin. It is no new thing to-day, whether in England

or in Russia, whether the discontent arise in the mind
of a virtuous and hard-working middle-class or re-

spectable "rentier,” or in the stagnant intelligence of

a sturdy proletariat. It will always be true ; “ Quic-

quid delirant reges plectuntur Achivi" the great middle-

class; between a vague and in-esponsible multitude

and a cabal of courtiers or of plutocrats. But no ad-

vocate can exonerate the Byzantine government from
this grave charge—that it could not control or super-

vise its own agents
;
and whether administrator or re-

venue-officer was in question, malversation and petty

oppression were only too common. Yet this tendency

to extricate an office from such supervision is uni-

vensal at this time; While we look in vain for any
distinct nationalism, such as would separate from the

empire, we see in individuals a well-marked centri-

fugal tendency. Feudalism is a curious union of the

old patriarchal system, reinforced by the novel and
perhaps selfish desire for irresponsibility and petty

sovereignty. From the third century onwards this

spirit is abroad. It culminates in the baronial inde-

pendence under the Carolingians
;
the bureaucratic

power under the Byzaiitines
;
the fissiparous emirates

which divided and subdivided like sects in the Chris-
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tian Church, the once integral Caliphate. The con- Scanty

quests of Justinian may be said to struggle in vain on

against a certain form of this centrifugal particu-

larism. His administration, like that of Constantine withdraw

or Theodosius, strove against the abuse of power in

subordinate omcials. It is easier, however, to acquire

than to retain
;
and to conquer than to govern.

§ 4. We have traced some of the chief motives and Transient

principal results of the Imperial Restoration in the personal

sixth century. The barbarian monarchies in a pro- ihfsupf
cess of slow decay were unable to offer a final solu- pressed

tion to any political problem. Certain conspicuous

personalities, like Gaiseric and Theodoric, make one justified.

lose sight of the want of purpose or of merit in the

protectorate. The difficulties began with its recogni-

tion, When these strong characters were removed,

the seeds of decadence seem to ripen at once ancl

bear almost immediate fruit. There is the same rapid

decline in the Visigothic monarchy; in the house of

Clovis barely a century after his death
;

in the cali-

phate, rent by civil war within fifty years after the

Hegira
;

in the house of Charles, with whom the

Caroline Empire may truthfully be said to begin and
end. The recuperative powers and robust vitality of

the “ Roman " Empire throughout this period challenge

our attention and our homage. A great concentration

of force accumulates under a masterful will
;
but lasts

scarcely longer as effective and operating, than the

empire of Attila or of the Avar Khan. The empire

saw their rise and decline, and outlived them all. It

could not surrender its ecumenical claim; it drew •

the repentant provinces into the fold once more, and
governed them with that archaic Roman system,

which at least guaranteed to the subject a security

of life and property elsewhere unknown
;

a justice,

so far as the imperial will could enforce, steadfast

and incorruptible
;

a freedom of commerce which

in spite of obsolete prejudices and restrictions, made
Constantinople the changing-house of tlie world's

trade, a marvel of almost mythical riches, and the
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Transient goal of all the pirates : Avar, Arab, Russian, knocked
and personal succession at her gates, happily for the pride of

Western culture, in vain 1—Still the empire preserved

pressed its traditional attitude of peace; and herein lay the

longevity. Other political essays implied

justified. the momentary triumph of a dominant caste or a

kingly family, or a single will, which ceased to be

efficient in the very moment that its dignity was
legally secured and transmitted. Everywhere else, in-

stitutions fell into premature decay : there was no prin-

ciple or policy, no cohesion. The next four hundred

years are for West Europe and the Arab Empire alike,

a continuous retrogression, a return to the embarrass-

ing simplicity of the primitive rudiments. Not that

the ideals of unity or of Christendom, with its common
aim, had disappeared or ceased to attract. But as so

often happens in history, they were recognised only

to be at once forgotten
;

like an orthodox lip-service,

that repeats and enforces formulas, but will not

trouble to translate them into practice.

Justinian, the Janus of his time, as he has been

called, looks backward and forward. He is a pious

restorer, and a daring innovator. But he is through-

.

out true to the old Roman belief in a single empire,

a single church. In spite of the heavy burdens which
it imposed, his rule secured for the subject one chief

aim of a civilised commonwealth,—peaceful develop-

ment upon historic lines. In other nations law

ceases to be a bond of union, and local custom and
usage replace the uniform administration of a code.

We must repeat that it is often hard to answer the

question, who is the ultimate gainer in the complex
and centralised government, to which all civilised

society approximates ? The unifying conquests of

Justinian, the regular procedure of law, the incidence

of a scheme of taxation, somewhat ill-adjusted in-

deed, but in theory and principle equitable, the rigid

formula of Catholic confession,—seem to carry with
them a heavy atmosphere of finality. And it may
safely be maintained that while the world lasts, a
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large number of men will prefer insecurity, hazard, Tmnsimi

and hope to the most consummate organisation. It

is urged against the cold impartiality and justice of tJiTJupH’

the British rule in India that it has taken the }»'Bssed

romantic element out of life. The citizen who re-
”

0^”wssf

'

turned to the empire under Justinian could forecast justified.

his future
;

the place of his children in the social

hierarchy
;

the prescribed formulas of belief and
of worship

;
even the necessary deductions for im-

perial taxes (though here perhaps he might find at

times an unwelcome uncertainty). Elsewhere, separa-

tism was rampant
;
and as a consequence, arbitrary

caprice had free play. Where a modified success

was attained in the art of governing (as among the

Lombards of north and central Italy) a great debt was
due to Roman traditions and the Roman Church.

We may conclude, then, that the empire was justified

in. demanding the personal sacrifice of its subjects in

the matter of taxation; in attaching once more to

itself its scattered fragments
;
and in maintaining

that preoccupation with peaceful pursuits and ad-

ministrative routine, which so often seemed like

culpable negligence. Yet while we desire to do
ample justice to the motives, the industry, the suc-

cess of Justinian in carrying on these traditions

with unflagging hopefulness, we cannot disguise the

weakness, whether the fault of eircumstance or of

design, which exposed the empire after his death to

disloyalty within and wanton attack without.

§ 5, The reign of Justinian is tlie age of great names irrecondlaUe

and great achievements, vivid personal pictures, and Mtwus of

biographies almost complete. Bui when the student

endeavours to conceive for himself or portray to testimony.

others the motives or the character, the aims and the

policy of these actors, or to comprehend the period

under some general formula, he finds himself con-

fronted by insoluble problem.s,. and forced to the

utmost extremes of dissent and approval. He advances

gaily and securely enough for some time, guided by

a certain group of writers who offer themselves as
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IrreeonoUahle pioneers ill a tangled forest; he is prepared to gather

flie mT'
conclusions, when he is confronted with another

conflicting set of witnesses, whose evidence he is unable to adapt
teniimuny. into his plan. It is the custom for the historian,

baffled and perforce inconsistent in his statements

or his verdict, to take refuge in the hypothesis of

a “period of transition.” This universal excuse is

perhaps more admissible in this reign than on most

other occasions. Changes, not the i-esult of deliberate

intention or conscious power, were passing over

human society. Pestilence, stealthy migration, hostile

inroad, imperial welcome of foreigners, or a slow

process of natural decay, well-nigh extinguished

during this reign the ancient population of the

empire. The archaic names and titles survive
;
but

their wearers are of a different race, and have little

understanding of the original meaning and implica-

tion of the offices they hold. Within the shell of the

ancient fabric a new structure arose
;
and in the

dearth of general knowledge, in the admiration squan-

dered, it may be, upon the prowess or the intrigues of

persons,—it is impossible to do more than guess at

the actual issues slowly but certainly working under
the artificial excitement and glitter of the surface.

The generalisation of one path of research must be

hastily withdrawn by ,( testimony equally authentic

which caiTies one steadily against an earlier convic-

tion. And the historian cannot help creating on the

reader’s mind the same impression of helplessness

and irresolution, which the epoch has somehow left

upon his own.

Finlay, the most gifted and eloquent of English
chroniclers of this reign, and the deepest student of the

obscure tendencies which are gradually supplanting
in interest the records of camp and court,—displays
here as elsewhere erudition, sympathy, insight, and
political acumen. Yet his pages are crowded with
anomalie.s and inconsistencies; and witliin a few
lines the verdict on the same evidence is reversed
or suspended, the judgment on matters of fact or
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behaviour contradicted without shame or excuse. Jmcmioilable

Earnestly candid, scrupulously patient and honest

his detail, generous and sympathetic in his estimate of cmflieUnn

long-past men and things, he is utterly powerless (and testimony.

doubtless through no fault or negligence of his own)
to present us with a convincing picture of the time.

Justinian, the genial and accessible, is also the
“ Mystery of Iniquity," the " Prince of Demons," the

obscene " Dweller on the Threshold Theodora,

the incomparably corrupt, is the devoted wife of

an austere and simple husband; and is known out-

side private correspondence and secret memoirs, as

the brave defender of a throne, the untiring ally of

misfortune, the determined foe to official wickedness.

Now, in our treatment of provincial matters, we seem
to approach the final dissolution of the artificial frame-

work of empire
;
everywhere the hatred of the central

power and the government, and the rapid formation

of effective local centres and new corporations, heralds

the approaching detachment of the several units

into novel and independent organisms. And again,

the slow and determined process of centralisation

goes on its way like the Car of Juggernaut, crushing

autonomies, closing schools, persecuting heterodox,

confiscating municipal revenues, forbidding the

use of arms, and striking deadly and irretrievable

blows at all local freedom and institutions. Greece

in particular is alternately represented as full of

impotent hatred and defenceless decay, and as show-

ing every sign of prosperity and good order. Now his

favourite encomium, safety of life and estate, and equity

of administration, is still the undisputed title to the

general esteem of the subject; and again, venality

and cruelty in the official world, the heartless grinding

of the poor, and the determined " war against private

wealth,’’ or the least trace of noble independence,—

constitute all through the Roman dominions a

sufficient pretext for the "general hostility" felt

towards the “Roman administration." The bureau-

cracy carefully built up by Diocletian and Constantine
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IrreconciiaWe against the violence of the soldiers and the caprice of

^tlTad-
autocrat, now appears as the sole guarantee of

conflioiing order and the friend of State and subject alike
;
now

testimony. as a " distinct nation rather than a privileged class,”

with interests, hopes, and aims uttei-ly at variance

with the welfare of the citizen. While they are

recognised to be the “real nucleus of civil society in

the Roman world,” the people aloof and antagonistic

“stand completely apart from the representatives of

Roman supremacy ... in a state of direct opposition.”

The number of functionaries taking their orders from
the capital can now be conceived as costly and over-

whelming, no less venal and incompetent than the

bureaucracy conceived by the irreproachable middle-

class regimen of Louis Philippe, and bearing the same
outrageous proportion to the number of impoverished

citizens who lag outside the magic circle of “adminis-

trative right." While on close inspection, we find a

careful supervision maintained over this “corps” of

functionaries ;—their limit is frequently fixed by

imperial decree
j
and if we may rely on the figures

given, we must allow with a sigh that the Romans far

outstripped modern rivals in the art of cheap and
effective control with the least possible waste of men
and material. At one time we see in Justinian's

abolition of schools and consulate, the jealous tyranny
of a despot, striking at the memories of the past with
colossal vanity, like the Egyptian Rameses, so that

his own name alone may appear upon a heap of ruins.

At another, a wise and kindly prevention of an ex-

travagance which pressed heavily either on individuals

or on the State> and an economical endorsement and
recognition of facts, by suppressing professors who
could no longer command an audience who indeed
like some favoured emulators to-day, drew golden
salaries for preserving a discreet or enforced silence.

Sometimes the whole financial system of Justinian
seems to us a gigantic blunder, and we know not
which to blame the most, the costly and needless
extravagance of his public works, or the futile in-
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consequence of his fiscal designs, or the incredible Irrecondlahle

rapacity of his agents whom he encouraged, or at

least failed to control. Yet from other sources, mijlMiny
know that he set before himself the ideal of a simple testimony.

life, that he was careful and saving even beyond his

predecessors, and managed to effect without serious

disturbance of
.
commerce or interference with indi-

vidual rights, enterprises and conquests for which
his ministers prophesied only disaster and ruin. Now,
the emperor appears as an inopportune successor of

Trajan in a bold and aggressive policy, as “lifting’'

(in Ammian's picturesque phrase) “the horns of the

military caste,” and wringing taxes from the poor to

sustain a policy of costly “ Chauvinism ”
: at another,

he is summoned before the bar to receive sentence

for starving the army, for jealousy of the commanders,
for halved or belated pay, for preference for that civi-

lian office which in its new Chinese pride demanded
the humble obeisance of the staff-corps at the im-

perial receptions. Even the mission of Alexander

the Eogothete to Italy may be depicted as extorting

the last farthing from a country already ruined by
civil war; or as wisely putting an end to lavish

expenditure, reducing the troops of occupation, and
abolishing tlie useless pensions which, with the corn

distribution, turned highest and lowest alike into the

paupers of the imperial bounty. Once more, in

military matters is Justinian a heartless victor at the

cost of innumerable lives and the devoted loyalty of

an ill-requited friend? or is he the continuer of that

especially Byzantine policy of wise and humane
parsimony which reposed the. safety of the empire,

rather in defensive measure than rash hazard, rather

in a careful system of forts and palisades than in the

constant heroic exposure of the troops on every

provocation?—And in this connection let us pose

a question not of judgment but of fact
;
how was it

that the splendid chain of northern fortresses offered

no check to the marauders of his last years ? was the

scheme carried out at all, as in Africa we know it to
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hreconcMahle have been, by the magnificent reliques of Solomon’s

masonry, or were the guard-houses emptied of their

conflicting necessary garrisons ?—^And again, in the abolition of

testimony. local councils, militia, and franchise, can ,we detect

the true motive or measure the extent of this gratuitous

crusade against tradition ? Is it envy or economy,

or a wise provision against tumult, such as raged in

his own capital in the “ Nika,” and almost overturned

the throne ? or is it a necessaiy step in centralising

all effective forces under a single (and that a dvil)

command,—which is confessed to be an indispensable

measure for the safety of the civilised State in modern
times? May not the vague complaints, which our

historians repeat, of the wanton destruction of local

liberties, be due perhaps to the malignity of “ Pro-

copius," when he might attribute to the direct policy

of Justinian the Hunnish overthrow of the Hellenic

municipalities in the Crimea, which indeed occurred

in his reign, but for which he can only remotely be

held accountable ?

Simple and § 6. This section is by no means an ungrateful

omscientims indictment of the mental distress or incompetence

maemlent'' generous Hellenophil, to whom
wttness^ Byzantine studies owe so much.—Some, indeed, of

the problems posed will not be found in his pages
' or are rather implied and suggested there than

placed in naked contrast. Finlay is not the only

writer who cannot make up his mind, whether
Roman rule at this stage in human development
was a boon or a curse to mankind: and every

earnest inquirer must confess that a study of this

period, beyond any other in Roman history, leaves

him dizzy and baffled, fatigued by the endless and
futile task of reconciling the competing testimony.

In the last resort, we shall find our verdict both of

character and events, according to a personal bias

in favour of autonomy or centralisation. Our
view of men and things must in the end be sud-

jective;—perhaps more so.in dealing with the problems
of Justinian's era than in surveying the revival of
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Heraclius or of Leo, the wars of Basil, or the feudal Simple and

triumph of the Comnenian clan. I must then,

while freely confessing my inability to conceive or malevolent

to portray the age as a whole, reconciled and self- <;/'

consistent, offer my reasons for passing a favourable pSmen!^^
judgment on the personal character and the political

wisdom of these two famous rulers.

I conceive that both Augustus and Justinian have

suffered from the peculiar and unique air of majesty,

with which their durable achievement and consum-

mate success have enshrouded them. We are apt

to think of Augustus, not as the homely and simple

man of business, clothed in homespun garments

and begging for votes like any other candidate, but

as the inaccessible sovereign, founder of an almost

endless series, author of the proudest of earthly

titles. We read back this posthumous splendour

till the rays of Byzantine, German, and Russian

Caesars converge in a focus and dazzle our eyes.

Justinian too has been enthroned by jurists in a

serene and matchless dignity which we are sure he

never enjoyed. That tendency to regard the great

ones of the past as a superhuman race and to

exaggerate their foibles and anomalies into some-

thing of the “ monstei',” has been fatal to any
correct or sympathetic estimate. We have endea-

voured to portray to ourselves, to heighten the

dramatic interest and thrill, a colossal figure or

genu of Arabian Nights; and our ideas are

largely imbued with the foolish and superstitious

prejudice of the Procopian writer. But if we try

and move away the curtains from the draped and

sinister figiu'e, we shall find another simple and
sedulous chief magistrate, who is neither the “ em-

purpled Nihilist” of Hodgkin, nor the “merciless

reformer” of Finlay. In his voracity for public

business, he reminds us of Philip II.; and he had

unfortunately one further department of curious

inquiry which was closed to the orthodox mind of

the Spanish king, in the theological discussions,
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which kept him up night after night unguarded

with grave churchmen. Hypatius and Pompeius

were slain by the soldiers after the "Nika”; but

Justinian himself shows that humane and forgiving

disposition to personal foes, which after Phocas

will desert Byzantine annals for two hundred years,

only to shed lustre again on the shaking contrast

of Eastern and Western methods in the tenth

century. His behaviour to Vitiges and to Gelimer

is on a par with the most generous instances of

later chivalry
;
and he pardons the clumsy con-

spirators who in 548 tried to profit by his well-

known dislike of a military retinue and his passion

for metaphysics -with which, it may be, he consoled

his solitude and bereavement after Theodora’s death

in the same year. We cannot withhold our admira-

tion from his attached loyalty to his prefect, the

"infamous John of Cappadocia.” He tries to pro-

tect him from the keener insight and well-deserved

indignation of Theodora; he leaves the sentence to

the Senate; and recalls the tonsured criminal from
exile on the empress' demise. We may accept the

constant warnings of Laurentius that Justinian knew
nothing of his minister's cruel oppression. Some
will aver tliat he was not ignorant, but wilfully

indifferent to the methods employed, so long as the

money was forthcoming. But there are not wanting
in other quarters signs of Justinian's limited abilit}?,

which while it hindered him from reposing implicit

trust in an absent general, made him at times the

victim of an unscrupulous attendant. And here we
may perhaps notice an' injustice to his partner.

Historians, able to detect the simple character, the

occasional indecision, the innocent vanity and kind-

liness behind the traditional lineaments of the auto-

crat,—^have yet set down his errors to the influence

of Theodora. Yet is not
.

her wise and firm inter-

vention at two signal crises the best testimony both

to her character and policy ? Theodora determined

to remove John from an office which he disgraced,
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from a sovereign’s confidence which he abused. Simple and

We admire Justinian as a man for his kindly feeling <^onsoienimm

for the fallen vizier
;

but the palm of statesman- ‘imkwlmt

ship must be given to Theodora. And beyond the mtness of

negligible rancour of the Aneedota, whut authentic

proof have we of her mischievous and haughty

interference? Theodora indeed would to-day be

termed a social reformer and a firm and outspoken

friend
;
and that she humbled the pride at her

levees of some office-holders and magnates of the

capital, cannot stand seriously to her discredit with

those w'ho read between the lines, as to the character

and merits of the official class in the sixth century.

One might hazard, indeed, a likely conjecture, that

the real grievance against these rulers was due

to their forward foreign policy and their domestic

economy. It would appear that the reign of the

good old Anastasius was the “golden age" of a

pampered civil service
;
and that the treasures of

the realm were gradually accumulating in the hands

of a small official class, uniting to shield each other

and to restrict the central power. Now we have

written in vain if we have not contrived somehow
to elicit this fact

;
that throughout Roman and

Byzantine history the enterprise and policy of the

sovereign and the welfare of the State have been

identical and synonymous. It is no secret that the .

reign of Justinian witnessed the decay of the civil

service as a lucrative career, the emptying of the

law-coui'ts,—which might be said to have become,

in a very genuine sense, “the Halls of Lost Foot-

steps.” There is a certain similarity between Justinian

and the great Chinese emperor Hwang-Ti, who built

the Wall, destroyed the books, and persecuted the

Literatiy—just as his European successor spent enor-

mous sums on the fortress-system of defence, closed

the Schools, and curtailed the profits or abolished the

sinecures of notaries and bari’isters. It may be that

the whole obscure movement of opposition and dis-

integration under Justin II., ending in his melancholy
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Simple and complaint and warning to Tiberius, was due to a
aonmcntwm determined effort on the part of the Bureaux to

mdewlLt
''

recover influence and gain. It is quite easy to in-

witness of terpret from pretexts of sound economy the new

piacemll'u'’'
control Over municipal Hellenic exchequers, the

mission of Alexander to Italy (as we saw above),

the stoppage of pensions rather than of salaries in

the case of the Neo-Platonists, the substitution of

a central garrison for the dangerous or intermittent

patriotism of a local militia,—and (gravest indictment

of all in the eyes of the classical and republican

student) the ending of the consulate,—which, as

every reader of the annalists knows, had become
corrupted into a mere synonym for " largess," and

may not inaptly be translated by the modern
“ baksheesh." Justinian refused to multiply com-
fortable offices

;
and I should trace to motives of

economy the occasional and deliberate reunion of

civil and militaiy functions which Bury has so

well elucidated. Justinian had two main objects

on which he expended revenue : his agents may
have extorted from reluctant penury, but at least

he did not squander upon place-hunters and sine-

cures;—the recovery of “Roman" prestige, and the

security of the frontier. That the one victory was
deceptive and ephemeral, the other precaution to

some extent ineffective, cannot be set down in his

disfavour. We claim singleness of motive but not
striking political intuition for the emperor, whose
unwearying if somewhat misplaced devotion to

public business deserves our wonder and approval.

solid phalanx of civilian resistance lay behind
the “pacifist" speech of John the prefect, when he
dissuaded the emperor from his transmarine enter-

prise. Yet it will hardly be maintained that it was
the prefect and not the emperor who had at heart

the real welfare of the people 1

§ 7. But a still more difficult task lies before the

apologist,—Justinian’s treatment of the army and his

generals. And I am here quite willing to allow the
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justice of that charge (which is at the same time an Firm main-

excuse),—that the imperial vigilance, forethought, con-

fidence and perseverance relaxed in the later period, trol oner

which may be dated from his illness or from his

bereavement. Two princes in the line of Augustus incrml'mijly

have been singularly unfortunate in their longevity : oorrupt

Tiberius and Justinian. The sword or the dagger ,

which cut off the Caesars of the third century in

their prime, was kindly to their reputation; and
Justinian I’eigned and lived too long. The “Nika”
riots and their sanguinary settlement established abso-

lutism in the capital, where Anastasius had humbly
pleaded with his people; they mark, as has been

well said, the “ last convulsion ” in the passage from
classic to mediaeval times. The turbulence of the

Dentes revived indeed in the next period of decline,

and will be there noticed as they dispose of the

crown and bestow an easy patronage on the sovereign.

But the massacre of Mundus and Belisarius establishes

for the lifetime of Justinian the central supremacy

;

“ order reigns in Constantinople ” as it reigned later

in Warsaw. Undaunted confidence marks the second

epoch (532-548), decisive measures without foolhardi-

ness. But in the third (548-565) there is a sure and
gradual relaxing of the tension, there is an atmosphere

of mediaival gloom and ecclesiastical preoccupation.

A conspiracy shakes his trust in men if it does not, as

with Tiberius, spoil his humanity
;
his faithful consort

leaves him
;
and the plague strikes him down among

meaner victims. It were as well for his renown
that he had not recovered

;
“provida Pompeio dederat

Campania febres." He had lost heart with his bodily

vigour, and he is no longer confident in his mission.

And it is to this period that we may without hesita-

tion refer that general policy towards the defences

of the empire; which, after Africa and Italy had
been recaptured by his armies and the Mediterranean

scoured by his fleets, had. to depend for the protec-

tion of the capital itself upon private enterprise.

In his eai'lier and more successful epoch when
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he was rather the pioneer than the creature of cir-

cumstance, Justinian had a double aim in relation

to the forces of war. He was as determined as

Diocletian or as Constantine to maintain the supre-

macy of the civil, that is the imperial, power over

the military leaders, who had overthrown the stability

of the realm in the third century. The danger was
ever-present; for the army was the "I'esiduary

legatee” of any extinct reigning family,-—as witness

Jovian, Valentinian, and the successors not merely

of Valentinian III. but of Theodosius himself. This

fancied submission of the military element lasted

just so long as the Caesar was himself a competent

general. Diocletian no less than Theodosius could

boast that he bequeathed a stable throne, founded on

the pre-eminence of a civil ruler and a civilian hier-

archy,—that word {civilis and dvilitcts) which meets

us with significant emphasis alike in the pages of

Eutropius and of Cassiodorus. But events falsified

this sanguine expectation
;
and the emperor sank as

in other centralised monarchies, into the puppet of

a palace-faction or a creature of the military caste.

We have seen the various issue of the dissonant policy

of East and West : Byzantium, as of conscious design

and clear purpose, set itself with the lettered Man-
darinat of China to thwart and control the element

of force. It is still a disputed point, of the utmost

interest to the political speculator, whether national

welfare is better consulted under civilian or military

regime. It may be suspected by some that the sleek

and comfortable corruption of middle-class bureau-

ci'ats is not more wholesome for a people’s morals

than the overt supremacy of the war-lord of chivalry

and of the sword. Byzantium, like China, made its

choice and no doubt was largely indebted to this firm

decision for its long spell of power; in the steady

intercourse between capital and province, in the wise

conclave of that central corporation, whose resolve,

as Laurentius frankly tells us, it is the sovereign's

business to ratify and endorse. This potent yet un-
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obtrusive influence spared the records of the Eastern Firm main-

empire from pretorian riot, from Turkish mercenaries,

from feudal particularism, and from the unlimited trol over

sway of palace-chamberlains. Yet this pacific and “fw?/ and

respectable body of senators and officials frequently

needed the discipline of adversity ;—and a privileged coi-rupt

class had to be sharply reminded that they were not
,

the masters but the servants of the State. A similar

admonition must in modern times be extended to

sober the conceit or limit the autocracy of elected

bodies and of permanent officials. Nothing is more
genuine and instructive to-day than the singular and
mutual distrust of elected rulers and the electoral

people, Few words sound so ominously in the ear

of the advanced politician as “referendum"; and
there are few classes of the commonwealth studied

with more critical suspicion and dislike than the repre-

sentative assembly, and the authentic spokesmen of

the people’s will.

§ 8. In the last three reigns the autocracy and all Distrust of

it meant was captured by the civilian element;
fauer period

emperor of spirit had to resort to stratagem to make mil-
^

an odious tax impossible for the future
;
we must oromded ;

suspect that the praise of “our mildest and most
gracious sovereign lately deceased," Anastasius L, elements;

was not wholly disinterested in the mouth of

Laurentius the Lydian. It was clear that the two
elements in the State could not work together as

valuable yoke-fellows, unless the emperor occupied

an unquestioned position of pre-eminence above

them both. Leo I. had relieved himself of the

evnbarrassing Aspar
;
but his successors, who scarcely

quitted the palace (except as a fugitive, in the case

of Zeno), had no sort of interest in the army, no
control of the forces. The Chinese tradition grew

up that the emperor must never leave his palace

;

and Justinian, while superintending the supplies or

the campaigns of Belisarius, allowed another to reap

the harvest of military popularity,—dangerous alike

for the sovereign and the general. The decay of
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Distrust of the army, both in numbers and in spirit, until it was

'wlr'foriod
annihilated in the dismal reign of Phocas,

—

well-
^

was due as much to the civil policy of the successors
grounded of Leo I. as to the despondency and relaxed energy

of Justinian's later years. The exploits of the motley

'elements: hosts of Belisaritis form an interlude of undisputed
hu- merits. glory, in which both monarch and viceroy must have

an equal share. But towards the middle of the

century, Justinian resumed the suspicious attitude

of a secluded ruler to an imposing force, which he

did not personally control, whose exultation on the

successful field might find vent in the disloyal shouts

ai Belisarie tu vincas!" There is something strange

and hardly Roman in the feudal retinue which fol-

lowed this general
;

like a curious private body-

guard of gladiators in the northern camp under

Tiberius, 7000 attached personal servants looked to

Belisarius alone for orders, and recognised in the

doubtless "Teutonic" simpleness of their loyalty

no vague allegiance to an invisible state or em-
peror. Here is the comiiatus of the early

German
;
and a premonition of the great armed

households of mediaeval barons, finding even a

parallel in the trusty dependents of Basil, who in

963 placed by their means Nicephorus Phocas on
the throne.

The great civilian officers hated and discouraged

a warlike policy. They diverted the wealth of the

province by a ceaseless flow to the lion’s den of the

central exchequer. In distant conquest John of Cap-
padocia sees nothing but an idle gratification of

vanity or of honour. The etiquette of the court

demanded the humble reverence of the military

leaders to the prefect; and the composition of the

army secured little respect in a corrupt and over-

refined society. Something like the unnatural and
long-fostered scorn for a soldier's profession existed

among the wealthier and official classes. The half-

barbarian allies, the art of war, and the tiresome
renown of a great leader, were no better than
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necessary evils. The recruits were rude and ignorant Distrust of

and spoke in strange tongues
;
they obeyed (like a

^]lrwii

mediEeval army) their own chosen or national chief
; well-

^

and the danger of a united mutiny was averted, but ufoimded .•

the efficacy of a united army impaired, by the strange

system of independent and divided commands. The clcmants:

mercenaries, as Procopius shows, formed the most "'crjfa'.

effective contingent
j
and the emperor may have

preferred the chea,p reinforcements of tributary kings

to the dearer sacrifice of his cherished tax-payers.

They fought under their own chiefs and were un-

interested in the person of the occupant of the

throne. Indeed, as in the Italian republics, and
under the Sadie dynasty in Egypt, mercenary

generals were preferred, partly because they threat-

ened no revolution, partly because the foremost

nobles preferred the less perilous service of the

palace and the ministry •, Narses and Peter are both

Persarmenians, and the pages of Procopius bear '

ample witness to the alien birth of the chief de-

fenders of the Roman Republic. It cannot be denied

that in this most brilliant of aggressive reigns, a

policy of anti-militarism was pursued. Pay (as in

Eastern armies to-day) was rarely forthcoming
j

the commissariat (which still fell within the depart-

ment of the prefect) was craftily dispensed, so that

the real controlling power might be felt to rest with

the civilian bureaux at the capital
;
and the army

itself, as we have seen, was broken up into independent

and unsympathetic battalions, at times quite irrespon-

sive to the single will. It must be pointed out that

the malicious envy and suspicion which thwarted the

plans of Belisarius was by no means the work of a

jealous and timid emperor. It was the outcome of

the policy of the civilian hierarchy, which during the

previous reigns had declined the officious barbarian

protectorate, and aimed in the Juristic period, 200-

235, many centuries before it was possible, at creating

and profiting by a purely pacific State. The legisla-

tion of the time lays continued emphasis on the
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Distrust of severance of class and interest : while the citizen

TuV'’’ •' d
forbidden to bear arms and cannot throw off the

responsibility of his station and well-defined duty,

grounded: the military and the clerical element is discharged

from taxation. Thus is there recognised that prin-

‘chtrwnts: ciple, pregnant with evil, and destined to issue in
his merits. French Revolution, which distinguishes with

dangerous precision the rdles of the official and the

tax-payer. The general character then of the Roman
army under Justinian, amounting perhaps in all to

150,000 men, presents strange and anomalous features.

Soldiers were brave, and generals were skilful; but

there was no discipline
;

sedition was rife, and

mutiny avenged on the government arrears of pay,

retrenchment of supplies, and a wayward or niggardly

system of promotion. It was small wonder that

Justinian superseded, so far as was possible, these

living but uncertain walls by durable stonework.

These armies indeed which copy or anticipate the

hazardous daring of Teutonic chivalry and resent

the obsolete control and strategy of the legion, will

give further trouble under his successors, and will

disappear (to credit a current stoiy) under Phooas.

The reorganisation under Heraclius and Leo III.

will follow different lines.^—With this brief apprecia-

tion of the military problem which Justinian found
and bequeathed to his heirs we must end our general

survey of the reign. Even in this department the

policy of the emperor must be held blameless, the

difficulties well-nigh insuperable. Still does this

epoch, in our judgment, deserve the tribute of Hase,

with which we started
;
with all its weakness it has

a serene and tranquil air which cannot be found in

the previous or succeeding .periods. And while all

cohesive and centripetal influences seem suspended,
and every class and order bent on violating the

integrity of the State, the emperor, magnificent and
isolated in his hard work and steadfast purpose,
stands alone to represent, the Roman unity. For
this he laboured according to his lights, and without
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counting the cost to himself or others. In an age Bistrud of

which has witnessed the pathetic impotence of a

benevolent autocrat to heal his country's woes, mil-

because the time and the society ai'e out of tune,

we shall not speak harshly of the efforts or of the

failure of this most laborious sovereign in the whole elements

:

Roman line.



CHAPTEK III

SUCCESS OF THE FOECES ARRAYED AGAINST ABSO-

LUTISM; OVERTHROW OF THE EMPIRE (566-610 a.d.)

Flav, Anic. Justinus 1 518-527

Flav. Anicius Justinianus 1 .

)

(neph.) . .

[527-565

Flav. Justinus II. (neph.) . . . 565-578

Flav. Tiberius II. CoNSTANTiNUS 578-582

Flav. Mauricius 582-602

Phocas (or Fooas) ..... 602-610

Bare instance § 1. IT is obvious to the most desultory student that

mommujan-
Roman Empire had to be founded anew in the

nadir of
'

beginning of the seventh century. The secret cause
Borne and of the collapse of great systems, whether of Charles

^awic^f Justinian, is one of the most abstruse problems

of history; and the latter case is specially obscure.

Not seldom in Roman history we tremble on the

brink of a catastrophe. What seems like pure accident

alone wards off the fatal day
;
the cry of the geese on

the Capitol, the sanguine temper of Camil!u,s, the

charms of Capua, the strange daring of the nervous

Octavian, the clear sight of Diocletian, the .sudden

inspiration of Constantine, the spasmodic patriotism

of I-Ieraclius, the protestant and worldly spirit of Leo,

and (to pass over several centuries and make generous

allowance) the chivalrous influence of the house of

Comnenus or Palseologus. But the hour of the most
acute crisis may be fixed in the first and second

decade of this seventh century. Heraclius is the
“ second founder ’* of the Eastern empire, with more
indefeasible claim to the title than any other. We
are at present concerned with the steps leading to

this rapid decline. The institutions of Justinian stand

before us a mei’e heap of ruins. The whole territory

of government has to be reconquered and reoccupied.

birth,

adopt,

adopt,

milit. nc
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The obscure and often puzzling annals of the Herac- Eareindnnre

liads disclose dimly to us a new empire: military

themes supplant civil provinces as areas of admmis- nadir of

tration
;
the archaic and more genuine features oi Some ami

^

Roman rule have all but disappeared. It is often 'Maurke!
hard for the historical critic to apportion weight and
value between personal and impersonal influences.

We have seen how universal and how well justified is

the suspicion now entertained of the former. But we
may easily carry our deference to the Subconscious too

far. Occupied in reading subtle changes in a people’s

life, in tracing subterranean economic currents, we
distrust the vociferous and voluble motives and
policy of statesmen. We believe that even the .most

sagacious is carried like the rest on a stream, which
he illustrates but does not control. Yet even in a

modern State, the personal equation counts for much
;

the accidental interview
;

the change in a strictly

constitutional throne; the tactful and sympathetic

message or visit of ceremony, the appropriate birth

or love-match which brings the throne and the first

family within the simple understanding of Democracy.
Power and influence, it is true, have been dissipated

and weakened, when extended over a vast multitude

;

but this ultimate source of authority is but rarely

found acting in unanimous concert or with any
certainty of aim. Nor have a people’s ministers a

monopoly
;
great issues are still to-day decided in the

depths of a palace or a zenana; the “high politic” of

Europe is sometimes settled in a Tyrolese shooting-

box. Now it is impossible not to connect the down-
fall and the peril of the Roman Ertipire in that age

with the murder of Maurice and the grotesque and
fatal accident that carried Phocas to the throne.

Maurice had restored the king of Persia to his

kingdom
;
and the grateful sovereign was bound to

him and his house by very genuine ties. The brutal

murder of his benefactor, the extinction (as it was
supposed) of his line, set Chosroes on a policy in

which ambition and vengeance bore perhaps an
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equally mingled share. The signal weakness of

Rome in the absence of the dynastic principle was
here displayed. Chosroes was the friend of Maurice

and not of Rome
;
and all sense of obligation to the

Roman republic or Roman army was overwhelmed in

his passionate desire to retaliate.

The inert monster raised by a freak of fortune

offered no resistance
;
he never issued forth to protect

his capital; and the beacons, of the Persian host

might perhaps have been seen by the more venture-

some outposts of the Avars. The provinces refused

homage, and Heraclius the elder, a curious but more
fortunate parallel to the elder Gordian, withheld with

impunity the tribute and corn owed to the expensive

helplessness of the pauperised capital. The sole

records of a reign passed over by chroniclers in

shamefast silence, are murders of the partisans of

the previous, reign,—of that entire adoptive system

which from Justin II. (565-5,78) to Tiberius II. (578-

582) and Maurice (582-602) had struggled manfully

against the general decay, and what is stranger still,

the general disaffection. It is perhaps fanciful to

reconstruct the result of the peaceful abdication of

Maurice, the elevation of Germanus or Theodosius.

But we may safely affirm that the whole fabric of

empire would not have collapsed
;
and that no im-

passable chasm would separate the age of Heraclius

from his predecessor. The continuance of the Mauri-

cian line might have preserved Rome and Persia

from the needless conflict
;
which reflected indeed a

transient glory on the new house, but at the same
time opened the heart , of both kingdoms to the

fanatics of Arabia, It was no regular process of

decomposition that all but ruined Rome, but the

paralysis of the central power under Phocas, and the

hatred of Chosroes, which found colourable pretext

for an aggressive war in the pursuit of filial vengeance.
But having done justice ,to the personal and

largely accidental element in the crisis, we cannot
overlook the hidden tendencies, which ini Persia as
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in Rome alienated the sympathies and interests of Forces of

subjects and sovereign, and made both realms an

easy prey to foreign invasion. It is clear that after

Justinian the “Romans," unaware of their debt to

the central authority, resented control and allowed

the monarchy to continue on sufferance. The single

test applied by a pampered body of irresponsible

critics was success
;
and the latter years of the aged

emperor had shown the weakness and despondency

that lay behind the imperial pretensions.

Under Justin II. and Maurice the northern bar-

barians hung like a storm-cloud over the capital, and
with the sense of insecurity, the discontent grew
among those who had long ago surrendered every

privilege, save the right of passing captious sentence

on their rulers. There was abroad a sense of im-

pending ruin, of coming catastrophe
;
Maurice for

his piety is given the choice of suffering the penalty

of sin in this present life
;
Tiberius is saved from the

wrath to come, and the judgment is delayed for his

sake. It was felt that the blow had fallen with

Phocas
;
and the seventh century will -witness a great

moral recovery among the people of the capital
;
just

as in the eighth a kind of Protestant Asiatic reaction

gives back some of the blunt and sturdy confidence

of the old Roman character. But the history of the

last half of the sixth century is the record of a

dissident aristocracy, ati estranged public opinion,

and rulers’ best intentions defeated or perverted. For
the system of Justinian, like many other carefully

devised schemes, had grown old with its author and
could not survive him. The empire had always taken

a most serious view of its manifold duties and
burdens. Since even the semblance of a dyarchy

had been abolished, in the fourth century, there was
no restriction to the prerogative, because there was
no limit to the responsibility^ An honest ruler

could not divest him of this responsibility. As we
have often noted,, there are no rois faineants, no
mikados in the imperial line. We are still divided
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Forees of to-dfiy Oil the question of the proper function of
dtsiniegm- government; and it is idle to condemn either the
tionand . r ^

dissent. performance or the motive of those -who were con-

fronted with the urgent duties of reconstruction and
defence. The emperors entertained a profound dis-

trust of their own agents. To commit the task of

supervision to the subject, as we endeavour to do

to-day, might well appear to them a cowardly and a

dangerous measure. We are here face to face with a

very real problem—that of sustaining a healthy interest

and a strong vitality in public concerns without

sacrificing discipline and continuity, without opening

the fundamentals of the State to the attack of a noisy

and unanimous minority. Historians with democratic

bias may assume that all stir is life
;
and may condemn

a government for believing that to maintain order is

its primary duty. The empire was fundamentally

and confessedly defensive and conservative. Few, if

any, questioned the ultimate and ideal character of

its institutions or of its religion. In the happy
coalition of Church and State, the identity of interest

in Christian and in citizen, men fancied they had

reached the final and perfect form of human society.

And this belief continued triumphant even among
the dark clouds and obvious and sinister prophecies:

of the sixth century.

But this unalterable form of government involved

autocracy and depended for its success on the per-

sonal vigour of the autocrat. We may well doubt if

the inhabitants of the great centres known to us only

for turbulence in the circus, for subtlety in meta-

physics, were able to form a correct view of a political

crisis or take measures for the welfare of the State.

What is clear is that they never claimed this undoubted
privilege of the free

;
and that they were contented,

as in the past, to delegate their rights to the emperor.
Centralism can scarcely be avoided where an arti-

ficial system (and in many respects an empire is

always artificial) holds together by a network of tact

or of force a variety of races and creeds. There was
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rapid and easy intercourse with the capital : but Fmr,es of

communication was infrequent and constrained be-

tween the several provinces. We are brought round (Umnt.

once more to the insoluble problem': was it worth

while to defend and hold together this unwieldy

aggregate ? to value order above liberty, traditional

routine above spontaneous initiative ? If we incline

in any degree to applaud the imperial policy, if we
waste no regrets on the tutelage of peoples perhaps

for ever unsuited for self-government, we must acquit

Justinian of error
;
he could not have done otherwise.

If we grant that the vigilant supervision of civil

service and of army is the duty of the sovereign

and not of the nation at large, not merely his policy

but his method was commendable. Perhaps to the

Roman,” the distinction would have been unmean-
ing. Caesar was elected to be the representative of

the people and to save them trouble, to feed and
police them, to watch over the governors and officials,

who were at best a necessary evil. And yet it is

easy to see what danger lies in this tranquil surrender

of duties and responsibilities to other shoulders. The
vigorous and disinterested monarch finds no genuine

successor
;
power falls into the hands of pedants or

court-favourites; the army, even more necessary to

pacific and defensive States than to militant and
aggressive, is reduced and starved; and the people,

unused to public cares and charges, becomes incapable

of the smallest effort at self-defence,

§ 2, The counterpoise to the excessive power of No'ephor-

government is found in various sections of the body ,

politic. The seat and character of this “ Ephoralty ” unmi-
will vary with the temper and traditions of the people, trolled

I-Iegel, as we have already noted, passes by with

contempt the sounder prejudice of Fichte. Absolute

power is no less mischievous in a number than in a nobility.

unit. The manifold duties of government have been

seldom exercised by one man, never by a million
;
and

the sole difference between a nominal autocracy and

the most unrestricted freedom lies in the spirit of the
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alty ’ to

guard people

from uneon-
troiled

centralism

;

seriiioes of
feudal
nobility.

intermediate group who administer, who control and

create (or pervert) public opinion. It may stand out

as a distinct class or official hierarchy over against

the mass of the people; or it may rise from it and

merge insensibly in it again.

The faculty for genuine self-government is gauged

in this way ;
if administration is largely in the hands

of amateurs who conceive public business as a neces-

sary episode in the life of every citizen, and not the

special duty of an expert caste. "Apxetv ml ap-xfo-dat

ev pepei, is alike the maxim of the free Hellene and
the modern Anglo-Saxon. Either will lay aside, with-

out complaint, a r6le which he is at any moment at

the bidding of his fellows prepared to undertake again.

In nations "born for slavery” the official remains

always an official
;
and the functionary seems to

spring from an altogether different stock, to be made
of another clay. The advance of a nation towards

true political freedom is tested by this easy transition

from office to private life. If the line of demarcation

between rulers and ruled is hard and steadfast, no

great purpose is served by changing the label of

government; the people remain equally inert and

dependent upon a court, a feudal nobility, a bureau-

cracy, or a powerful and perhaps unrecognised mer-

cantile committee. The increasing complexity of

government in modern times, the growing rivalry of

nations, the needful secrecy of movement or offensive

invention, the vastness of imperial aggregates—all

this has worked mischief with genuine democracy and
the pretensions of the people to direct control. The
average modern citizen is both ignorant and depend-
ent,—in spite of the press and the wide franchise which
seem to equalise all men. The central government
is no less than under Justinian, a matter for experts

;

and although the ideal is still recognised,—easy inter-

change from office to privacy,—^yet it becomes each
year more difficult. Thus the character and “per-
sonnel” of the expert class becomes a matter of

supreme interest alike for the citizen and for the
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student of history. He will be more or less indifferent A’'o ‘ epUr-

to the precise formula of government, and will look
,/g

with pity upon the spirited struggles of the past /mn ion-
century to change one master for another, to oust t'foUed

King Log to set up King Stork. He will find that

liberty survives best, where public service is rather a fmdal

natural but transient episode than a life-long pro-

fession
;
where there exists a class nurtured on heredi-

tary traditions, which has no objection to office, and,

from private retirement or recognised opposition, no
hesitation in criticising the official world. In the

“Roman” world the line between the official order

and the mass was sharply drawn. There existed no
outspoken and impartial class of landowners to act as

a makeweight or counterpoise. But the rise of an

independent influence has been detected with much
ingenuity by modern historians. It is shown that

the activity, the judicial firmness and military promp-

titude of the monarch, was thwarted and hampered

by a dangerous rank which nullified the diligence of

the three successors of Justinian. They precipitated

the anarchy under Phocas and were only humbled by
the degradation and weakness of the empire, for which

they were largely to blame.

§ 3. The younger Justin was by no means a con- Min's
temptible successor of his great uncle. His policy of

bold resistance rather than ignoble ransom, was wise audits

and dignified; but his malady and mental confusion causes:

made him the easy prey of courtiers, against whose luZau!rand
wiles he warns his adopted heir in one Of the most m»h ; stern

sincere and convincing speeches that antiquity has

handed down, along with many mythical and academic
harangues. The two following sovereigns show an
apologetic attitude to the forces which silently arrayed

themselves against the central authority. Tiberius II.

relaxes discipline and squanders the treasures in an

attempt to conciliate. He earned an unmerited fame

for liberality when he was merely weak and short-

sighted; and he handed down to Maurice a difficult

task, with impaired resources to, achieve it. Nothing
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short of a crisis could cure the general disaffection.

Long before Maurice refused to ransom the captives

whom he suspected, perhaps with justice, of being

merely renegades and deserters, the army was seeth-

ing with mutiny. We have full records of the in-

conclusive campaigns in Thrace, and the nervous

changing of the imperial generals, Peter and Comen-
tiolus. Whatever the cause of the altered temper,

whether personal dislike or general grievance, the

army was insolent and undisciplined. The capital

might conceivably have become the scene of a military

tyranny, like that which disgraced Bagdad under the

later caliphate and the Turkish troops. The Senate

begged the emperor not to venture his sacred person

in the field; and Maurice, unnerved by omens and
gloomy, looks, soon returns to the capital, though

as a subject he had fought bravely in Persia. The
official ring demanded that the emperor should re-

main in that seclusion which ensured his impotence

and their power. The army despised the civilian

sovereigns, and nothing but the extirpation of the

“ Roman ” forces under Phocas, and the personal

prowess and initiative of Heraclius, could save the

State. The mutinous element was annihilated in that

obscure and disgraceful interlude of eight years. The
business of Heraclius was to create anew a loyal

army, a patriotic Church, an effective administration.

This task he performed in the silent and, as it seemed,
slothful years of his fii'st decade. The iiew monarchy
is not the monarchy of Justinian, but something novel

and original. By a salutary threat, he convinced in-

solent nobles and seditious factions that they were
but the menials of a central authority which was in

no sense beholden to them. The supremacy of Con-
stantinople was artificial, and by no means definitely

established. It had not yet assumed its recognised
position as sentinel,—-Warden of the Eastern Marches
of Europe. . The locality of the capital was not
assured. From the time of Anastasius it had been
regarded as unsafe

; the latter years of Justinian had
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shown the difficulty of defence without a strong Justin’s

Danubian frontier
;
and the reign of Phocas had

been fatal to its prestige. The unexpected resolve

of Heraclius sobered the Byzantines
;
but as we shall causes:

see, his family were never at ease in their midst, and Zmaux^and
his last descendant was the first Roman emperor who mtih : stern

reconquered the capital by the help of foreigners.
'maUantun

Here we anticipate the course of events
;
and have

encroached, perhaps improperly, on the records and

the policy of the African house. But we are compelled

to judge of an obscure tendency by its undoubted

issue in fact. The aristocracy that trembled before

Phocas, the army that was crushed by incessant

defeat and vanished without a trace, the Church

which preached orthodoxy, but not manliness,—these

were the malign influences which rendered futile the

task of Tiberius II. and Maurice. Tiberius yielded to

official selfishness and popular clamour. The idle

demes believed themselves arbiters of the fate of the

empire and the imperial line. The factions of the

circus gradually resumed their sway,— and indeed

monopolised political power and joined gladly in the

revolution. Throughout this period of forty years,

the capital, as the residence or tlie prison of the

sovereign, drew to itself all vitality. The official

class,—inseparable evil of orderly government, was

corrupted by the general prosperity and by the

deference and the complaisance of the emperor.

An untimely severity, a want of judgment and tact,

made the reforms of Maurice unpopular, and ex-

posed the weakness of the fabric of government.

The capital, in spite of its pride and bureaucratic

tradition, cringed before the nominee, or rather

spokesman, of a few disorderly soldiers. The whole-

some influence of distant provinces put an end to

the disgrace, and showed the malcontents their true

servility and dependence. Nothing can be more
obscure than the causes of this estrangement of

sovereign and subject, of this selfish insubordination.

But perhaps (as we noted at the outset of this brief
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survey of a critical time) more than in most im-

portant movements, personal qualities and defects

were to blame. Had Tiberius II. been spared, he

might have learnt the lesson of moderation, firm-

ness, parsimony;—had Maurice been more considerate

to classes long unused to coercion, had Germanus
seized the falling diadem, had not Chosroes ex-

changed a lively gratitude for bitter hatred,—the
history of the ensuing century would have proceeded

on very different lines. Nevertheless, we may safely

assert that the capital, with its mob and ruling classes,

needed a severe lesson
;

it was not indispensable to

Gaesar, but Caesar was indispensable to it. The
revival came from the provinces

;
and the hereditary

principle, shaken by the elevation of Phocas the

centurion, disused through many years of adoptive

succession, is recognised once more as the secret of

strength and stability.

§ 4. I may be pardoned perhaps for dwelling still

longer on this eventful period of fifty years, with greater

detail that can be usually permitted in this division of

the work. The judicious reader will still insist on the

advance of more certain evidence, to bear witness

to the current of disintegration, at which historians

darkly hint. Nor am I doing an injustice to the rest

of the work, introducing a disproportionate study of

a single brief half-century. For it is here especially

that we can clearly detect the constitutional difficul-

ties which beset the Roman throne the weaknesses

which led to its final overthrow in the seventh century.

A war in the East, tlie perils of the Danubian frontier,

may be dismissed by the historical theorist in a sen-

tence
;
but it requires all his acumen and his erudition

to explain the change of Justinian’s majestic and im-

posing fabric into a shapeless heap. It would be an
error to suppose that any one class represented and
monopolised the centrifugal tendency. In the highest

and most perfectly,organised corporation, the Church,
there was the same internal dissidence, which we may
notice in the Middle Ages, before the salutary and
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sobering influence of the Reform produced the central- Dimnters m
ising Catholic reaction. Not yet had the menace of

Arab fanaticism welded into a compact and patriotic Imdms;
whole the body of Christian believers and Roman nf

subjects, at the costly sacrifice of the dissenting

provinces. The seventh century will prove a start- corpomiion

ling contrast to the sixth
; misfortune had taught

the orthodox a much-needed lesson. The religious

fervour and crusading spirit of a holy war rein-

forced Roman imperialism at a critical moment.
But, if we had tirne or patience for a distasteful

task, the latter years of Justinian and the i-eigns of

his unhappy successors were distracted by that

bitterest of human rancour—the tlieologian's hate.

And a historian has some ground for the venture-

some and suggestive statement that Nestorians and

Eutychians desired to form separate States, and to

cast away for ever the cords of Roman dominion.

Indeed, we may conjecture that the loss of Egypt and
Syria was no immixed detriment to the State; and

we have the later evidence of Paulician sectaries in

the East, and Albigensian heretics in the West,—to

prove that political anarchy can employ the disguise of

religious conviction. But I must hasten past the noisy

and yet metaphysical arena of ecclesiastical feuds
;

I

shall endeavour to penetrate the feeling of the army,

the denies, and the official class! It will be possible

to show what were the difficulties, which Justin II.,

Tiberius Constantinus and Mauricius so manfully

confronted
;
and even if religious belief and interest

had united subject and ruler, reason enough for their

ill-success will be seen in the rich harvest of disloyalty

which was sown in the gloomy silence of Justinian's

last years.

Justinus, the curopalatesy ascended the throne

with a full sense of the heavy task which lay before

him. He was alive to the many abuses which

crept into every department in his uncle’s dotage.

His eulogist, who gives us so vivid a portrait of the

ceremonious accession of a Byzantine ruler, makes no
VOL. I. R
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secret of tile odium which slowly grew in those in-

active years, and gathered with angry clamour round
Justinian’s nephew and successor. Justin himself is

the first to acknowledge these shortcomings
;
“ nulla

fuit jam cura senis ; nant frigidus omnis AlteHus vitce

solo fervebat amoral' He endeavoured to seize the

reins with a firm hand
;
he was bold before barbarian

arrogance where his uncle had purchased a disgrace-

ful immunity
;
he was tender to the subject in the

remission of arrears or in actual diminution of im-

posts. He tried to enlist the sympathies and patriotic

aid of the three classes which controlled the capital,

—

the Senate, the military leaders, and the demarchs

;

and like Honorius before him, encouraged again that

local opinion in the provinces which circumstances

rather than policy had led the emperors to stifle.

I should prefer to trace the important concession

to the bishops and principal inhabitants of the right

to nominate their governors (Nov. cxlix. or v. ed.

Zacharias) to a generous desire to consult local

interests and revive a flagging patriotism than to

any fear of vigorous particularism,—such for example

as led Frederic II. in the West to recognise as an
imperial favour what had already long been claimed

and exercised as a feudal privilege. I can discover,

indeed, much unreasonable and childish turbulence,

in Church and in circus, but no clearly-defined de-

fiance or policy of separatism. The movement which
extends to all classes of society is essentially anony-
mous and instinctive

;
it is not articulate with legiti-

mate demand for the redress of grievance; and it

is clearer in this epoch perhaps than in any other,

that the emperor. represents the advanced and liberal

opinion
;
and the public tone, the superstitious, the

barbaresque and the reactionary. Here indeed, sig-

nally, the sovereign is the best man of his time. And
we feel sure that exigence of State as well as religious

intolerance (to which chief virtue of the age Justin,

it would appear, was insensible) guided the curious

edict for the conversion of Samaritans which heralded
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their gradual extinction as a distinct nationality. We IHsmiiors in

need not in this reign concern oui'selves with the
“f//

’’

democratic factions of the Hippodrome
;
they will diSms:

emerge in the next, and culminate in the catastrophe f
of Phocas' election. Nor indeed with the disaffection

in the ranks of the army, which though slowly forming corporation

finds as yet no utterance and no spokesman.
movants

The struggle of Justin II. is consistently maintained

against a single class : the official aristocracy. While

he endeavours to relieve the masses of an unequal taxa-

tion, he seeks to control under the uniformity of law

a caste which arrogated a privileged and exceptional

position. The empire was from the outset, just the

denial of immunity ;
and the social inequalities which

it was seen to create or to countenance by no means

implied the evasion of the wealthy or official class

from central control. It was rather invented in order

that at any moment the emperor might know how and

where to lay his hand upon the object of his search.

Now if the evidence be carefully sifted for this bureau-

cratic claim for special treatment, we must confess it

reduces itself to a story and a speech,—to which I have

already alluded. Justin avows his own failure and

admonishes his Caesar to profit by his unhappy ex-

ample
;
he points to the functionaries which surround

his throne as the authors of his calamity. And al-

though the story tells, in the fashion of the "Arabian

Nights," of a prefect's rash promise to restore order

in a given time, of a rich noble’s contempt of authority,

of an appeal to the emperor and his insistence on the

execution of justice even if he himself be the culprit,—

yet the legend tallies (like a similar tale about Theo-

philus) too closely with our guesses and intuition to

be neglected. The powerful scorner of equity is

either a magister or one, “of the more prominent

j
senators”; and it is clear that we must seek our

j
greedy or oppressive criminals not, as in a later day,

• in the ranks of the landed gentry but among the

f official hierarchs. It is against these that the vague

I
yet mei'ited indictment of historians is directed

;
as
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Dissentors in they deplore the curtailment of the autocracy in this

rclfiouT'
Period,—and the forces of dissolution and disorder,

divisions; found ill a “ wealthy and influential aristocracy ” and
peril of " turbulent and licentious nobles.” The popular and

mdthe‘“^^ equitable part played by Justin cannot be gainsaid;

corporation and the offer to submit the person of the legislative

fcrvants
monarch to his own tribunals reminds one strangely

of a similar proposal made by Decius in 250 : when
that reforming and antiquarian prince revived the

ancient censor’s office, to be a kind of ephor to bring

prince and people alike to a sense of their duty. It

may well be pointed out at this juncture to all who
see a vindication of freedom in such-like vivacious

sallies of contumelious defiance, that the final form
of this privilege spells anarchy and revolution. The
French king had conceded immunity and exceptional

right in order to secure real control
;
the Russian mon-

arch has evoked, in the civil service which thwarts and

deceives him, a spectre which he cannot exorcise.

A monarch may be tempted to conceive that the best

bulwark of his throne is a hereditary nobility, whose

chief pride is to serve his household;—or a civilian

officialism, which is entirely dependent on his word
and favour. But the essential condition of monarchy
is its truthfulness to its popular and democratic origin.

Nowhere has Idngship emerged in human history,

except at the summons of the popular distress, often

inarticulate or audible only to the detached yet pene-

trating historian in his library. Apart from a monarch
no sound conception of the State has been possible,

—

a commonwealth in which all are equal. The striking

and cynical immunity of the wealthy in the American
republic is recognised by all

;
but it is seen by few that

the war against privilege and abuse can never be

carried on with effect except under monarchical insti-

tutions. It is by no means in an ironical spirit that

Dr. McQueen of Iowa has lately urged the elevation of

president as king to the throne of the United States

;

and his reasons are just those which in the sixth

century led the wiser, portion of an ignorant and
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disaffected people to desire the increase rather than

the curtailment of centred sovereign prerogative ;—he

arraigns the fallacy of “self-government” as to-day

practised, and exposes the dangerous arrogance of

the rich, peculiarly insupportable among the mocking
formulas of free institutions.

g 5. Nothing is more instructive and significant than Demoeracy

the condescending and perhaps reluctant patronage

with which Liberal statesmen and press - writers hy exchanging

awkwardly conceal their astonishment at the modern 'bureaufor

revival of kingship. The reason is surely not far

to seek
;
that in the general evaporation of the old civU service,

shibboleths and old hopes, in the serious dilemma
and dead-lock of partisan- or group-government, the

eyes of all turn to the immemorial and traditional

representative of equity and of unity. If any hasty

student of a neighbouring republic seeks to adduce
the contentment of France to-day against this plea,

I would seek the strongest confirmation of my thesis

in that very country. For the single principle

which the French Revolution seriously proposed and
genuinely understood was “equality”; and with all

the drawbacks of partisan and representative system

the surface only is ruffled by these corrupt demo-
cratic pastimes, and the stern impersonal monarchy
in the background really ensures, so far as is possible,

the reign of justice and the expulsion of privilege.

For all that is stable in the constitution of republican

France is monarchic; and the sole abiding legacy

of the Revolution is the firm centralism of the

Corsican avenger of monarchy. Yet, even there,

under the impersonal despotism which until Ciesar

shall arise controls France, the ministers of the

people live at their heavy expense. The democratic

officialism, which supersedes the .
clan-aristocracy of

birth, soon acquires all its defects. The cheapest

government is that of a nobility, because the public

service is not merely the sole career but the duty and

pride of a recognised governing class. But if this

disinterested labour and strenuous efficiency gave
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Democmcij way before the selfish pride of a slothful or oppres-

^hi%aadmn^ sive corporation, as in the Roman Senate or a later

hy exchanging feudalism,—the conception of the State revives under
bureau for ^ monarch who distributes to all impartial justice

'mperior; Opens the ranks of the official world to merit

civil .‘ioroiae, without restriction. When in its turn monarchy

^^‘robber’’
decayed into dotage or been corrupted by juve-

nile follies, this new hierarchy, once of merit over

against birth, becomes the controller or gaoler of

the monarch and the despoiler of his people.

Emperors § 6. Justinian’s vigilance did not survive his fatal

seek counter- phiess
;
and Justin was met by the deferential resist-

min°:leniie aiice of a body, closely knit by common ties of a

bodyguard; somewhat sordid interest. If we are to believe the

Tydokf^°’^ scurrilous lampoon which John of Ephesus has

preserved, the ungrateful people put the blame of

the general disorder and unease upon the last person

who should be held accountable. In the dimmed
splendour of this second Adoptive period, we reach

the now respectable name of Tiberius; and we see

new elements of discord and of hostility. It cannot

be denied that he renewed the discipline of the

forces, which sensibly relaxed under the suspicious

“pacifism” of Justinian’s later policy
;
and we read

with interest that the whole military force of the

empire directed against Persia amounts to 150,000

men. But history tells a very curious story of

Tiberius Constantine; his purchase of 15,000 slaves

to create a body of “Federates” devoted personally

to the imperial service, over whom Maurice the

future emperor was placed as commander. Against

the regular forces of , the realm he sets as a counter-

poise (unless we jump at a too hasty conclusion)

a full tithe of its number. Now this policy is the

uniform line adopted by despotic and military rulers.

The Turkish guard at Bagdad under (or must we
say, over ?) the successors of Harun, the Janissarie.s

of Christian birth who from the mainstay became
the terror of the Ottoman throne,—and the curious

traces to-day in old and new Rome, the Swiss and
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Albanian Guards of Pope and Sultan ;—such is the Kmporors

company in which the servile battalions of Tiberius

find themselves. Without believing that the armies vSI’u sermic

reorganised under Justin II. and his successors hodt/yuiml:

presented the same mutinous features as the Roman
provincial armies in the period of the “Thirty
Tyrants

;

" there is some basis for this hypothesis

of a counterpoise. The “Federates” were neither

so costly nor so dangerous
j
and in the absence of

any national or patriotic feeling in the professional

ranks, there was at least in these hirelings the bar-

barian attachment to a person from whom they

derived everything. Finlay rightly traces in this

remarkable venture tokens of the “isolated position

and irresponsible power ” of the emperor
; and it

is difficult to decide which is the more strange, that

he should feel himself compelled, or that he should

have been permitted, to take such a step. We may
dismiss with a sigh the reign of this unfortunate but

well-meaning monarch. He used the resources of

the State to conciliate the classes who least needed

the outlay, and who badly repaid his generosity.

With his frequent largess to soldiers, to scholastics,

and to senators, he left society demoralised and the

commonwealth bankrupt. If in the curious phrase

of Theophylact, he prefeixed that the subjects

should reign with him, he made an unhappy choice

in the precise element for the basis of monarchic

power.

The military order, “spoilt" by his gifts and

leniency, pursued with relentless hate the Mauri-

ciaii essays at reform. Of this prince, most pathetic

figure perhaps in all the stately procession of the

Cmsars, we cannot forget his noble indifference to

popularity, when with usual imperiar humanity he

rescued a suspected Marcionite from the stake, to

which patriarch and people had with warm unanimity

condemned him. He was perpetually hampered by

financial need
;
and even his personal prowess did

not reconcile the troops to his retrenchment of pay
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Emperm'n and rations in the Persian campaign, to his severer
"
®6thods of discipline during the wintry expeditions

‘vain: servile against the Avar Khan. He was suspected of an
bodyguard

;

anti-military bias; and the revival of the fighting

hifdoloV^'^^ force of the empire was merely the signal for another

phase of the great duel, wherein civilian and soldier

fought for pre-eminence. And Roman society had

need of both, but only in loyal submission to a

central sovereignty. A warning of the great mutiny

of 602 was seen two and twenty years earlier, when
Maurice, still a subject, was met by a serious sedition

on the Iberian frontier, which effectually checked

this distant campaign. It was in vain that he

remitted imposts; the Pope taunts him with the

venality of the chief offices of State. To no pur^

pose he wrestles with the due control and proper

equipment of the forces
;
he cannot execute his

reforms, and uncertain of the allegiance of the mili-

tary leaders, he employs members of his own family

in the highest post, and barbarians like Droctulf

Ipsich and Ilifred. The camp and the court were

hostile, and the revolution of a mean and craven

centurion was hailed even in the better circles of

society as a relief.

Ohsourepolicy § 7. A very pretty and attractive theory has been

wid^Miurice-
^ phrase of Theophylact, a simile of

appeal to
’ Evagrius,—the democratic basis on which Tiberius

'Denies and, Constantine sought to repose the tottering auto-

'm^mggeMod ;
and the emergence from a long but not inactive

partition: obscurity, of the subterranean and popular factions
Wastmi Qf Hippodrome. Looking about for supporters

Phams'. in a, corrupt and lulcewarm society, the prince could

scarcely neglect the frank and outspoken “demes,”

whose vivacious conversation with Justinian’s Man-
dator formed in the previous age the most amusing of

historical incidents. The civil service were confining

the sovereign in silken fetters
;

the leaders of the

camp defied his discipline and laughed at his reforms.

But the demes might be recognised as enjoying a

certain political franchise; their chosen leaders, the
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“ demai-chs ” or tribunes, were officially present at the Ohscunpolioy

salutation of Maurice; and in the troubled events of

his overthrow the animus or sympathy of the faction appeal to

decides the issue. So then, Tiberius made friends

with the organised and well-drilled factions, who may themiggested

find their exact counterpart in the association of partition

America and the trades-union of the older world,

Maurice, on the contrai^, reverted to “aristocracy,”— Mucas.

that is, to the aid of the official and civilian hier-

archy. Each found allies in a different quarter
;
but

the support in each case was precarious and useless.

The civilian element retii'ed with regrets or secret

rejoicings from the succession controversies of 602
;

and the soldiers and the mob decided the most event-

ful election in Roman history. Both the factions

were hostile to Maurice
;
and even the Blue opponents

of Phocas contributed only the unlucky menace which

resulted in the massacre of the emperor and his entire

family.

In the disaffection of his reign, it is pathetic to

remember that an early salutation from these same
benches saluted a proud father

;
when he was greeted

at a son's birth with the cry, “Thou hast freed us to-

day from subjection to many masters”:—and the

further curious trace of the testamentary essay at

patrimonialism in the remarkable division of the Roman
world between his children. In the dearth of signifi-

cant details, we are perhaps inclined to treat too

seriously these isolated facts. But we may presume

that Maurice started his reign with a certain popu-

larity due to his upright and strenuous character,

that the people honestly hailed the prospect of an un-

questioned succession, and that he felt himself at some
period strong enough to bequeath a divided empire

much as an estate. If this is the case, it would be

difficult to exaggerate the extent of the silent revolu-

tion which worked in those twenty years of unavail-

ing public service. His low-born successor, raised by

a jest to a throne, finds in his dangerous elevation

the same solitude and apprehension. He appoints a
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nephew curopalates and gives important office to

his brother Domentziolus
;
and as a bulwark to his

throne, he marries the prefect of the city, Priscus, to a

daughter Domentzia,—an alliance which proved his

ruin. So uneasy was the post which he accepted amid

the rude congratulations of his fellow-soldiers or the

shouts of a mob in the circus, that his reign is little

more than a record of conspiracy and summary
justice. One incident may give some idea of the

squalid horror of the new regime. Narses, a general

at the Persian frontier, is forced, as many other worthy

leaders, to revolt, in order to save himself from Phocas'

suspicion
;
Edessa becomes for a moment the scene

of a brief sovereignty
;
and like his greater namesake

in Italy, perhaps forty years earlier, he is charged

with summoning the enemy's treachery into an un-

guarded country
;
when at last he is taken he is burnt

alive,—the same death, which as we saw was to have

been inflicted on a dualist renegade. We suddenly

pass into barbarism in the beginning of the seventh

century. No principles or traditions of purer times

seem to survive, either on the throne or in the palace

or the camp. The civil service, abashed and dismayed

by the reign of violence and the degradation of the

empire, may have felt a vain remorse for their fallen

champion
;
and the Senate will welcome a deliverer

and indeed regain some of its ancient influence and
dignity under his sons. But we leave the throne of

this world occupied by the gloomy and incapable

tyrant, whom Eastern subjects pass over as an un-

speakable monster, and the Western rulers, Pope and
Exarch alike, delight to honour by the most ironical

eulogies in all history. Gregory salutes the. bearded

effigy of the centurion with the words, “ Gloria, in

excdsis !
” The well-known column of Smaragdus in

the Forum still to this hour records the gratitude of the

West "for the benefits of the imperial piety, for quiet

procured for Italy, and liberty preserved." The
elements of society and the world itself were breaking

up : the very notion of the organic life of a common-
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wealth has disappeared. Nothing but the instant

menace of the Persian and the Arab in the next

century will recall the subject and the believer to

that loyal sympathy with his rulers, on which alone

the durable and beneficent State must be founded
;
a

sympathy, it may be noted, which is by no means

the exclusive privilege of popular and representative

government.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PROTEST OF CARTHAGE
;

OR, THE SECOND
AFRICAN HOUSE AND THE ORTHODOX CRUSADE
(610-711 A.u.)

K. The Second African House, or the Dynasty of Heraclius

:

Heraclius I. (from Garth.) . . . 610-641 . milit. pretend.

Heracuus II. (or Const. III. ?), son 641. . . birth.

HeracuusIU. (orHeracl6nas),bro. 641. . . birth.

Tiberius III. ('David'), bro birth.

"CONSTANS III." (son of Her. II.) . 641-668 . birth.

CoNSTANTiNUS IV. PoGONATUS (son 668-685 . birth.

( Heraclius IV.'bros. assoc birth.

( Tiberius IV birth,

JUSTINIANUS II. (son 685-693 . birth.

Leontius 695-698 , milit. conspir.

Tiberius V. Apsimarus . . . 698-705 . milit. nom.

JUSTINIANUS 11. (restored) .... 705-711 . foreign aid.

Tiberius VI., his son, ? assoc birth.

Philippicus, Bardanes . . . 711-713 • mil. nom.

Anastasius II 713-716 •
palace nom.

Theodosius III. or IV. . , . 716-717 mil. nom.

Second §1. SOME four hundred years before the accession

/tS'-'iiiB
Heraclius, a saviour of the republic had arisen out

contempt of of Africa. After a succession of princes, which re-

tlie c!aims (\f peats with curious fidelity the history of Nero and the

mll?sand turmoil after his death, Septimius Severus had quieted

subjects the tumult, had restored public order with some

Mm/?""* severity and much overriding of precedent, had dis-

solved the pretorians, had insulted the Senate, and in

a word had unmasked the stern military basis on
which the autocracy had to rest if it meant to secure

public order. The elder Severus and Diocletian are

the two princes,who impressed the still pagan empire

with their masterful personality
;
who ventured to

treat with disdain the courtly compromise of Augustus
and to suggest a change of capital or at least a

division of the empire; who treated with careless
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indifference the claims alike of the Senate and of Second

Rome. With Septimius Severus I. and the bluht

cruelty and military directness of his rule, a new era contempt of

opened and lasted until the murder of the second

Severus in 235, when the forces of disorder again

appear to run riot. Severus I, by birth, Gordianus I. mhjeot's

by office, hailed from Africa
;
the one succeeded in

his task
;
the other failed and with this failure the

Roman world fell to pieces. In 610 Heraclius, the

Exarch of Africa, bolder than the elder Gordian,

despatches son and nephew to attack the tyrant

Phocas in his own hideous lair—Phocas, who was

then playing unworthily to them the part of Maxi-

minus. Historians hiuTy over the disgraceful episode

of this “tyranny,” and show the ease with which

the revolution was effected. The capital quietly ac-

quiesced in a new master, with whose election it had

nothing to do. The province, recovered just eighty

years earlier, dictated to the metropolis, or rather was

alone bold enough to voice the general indignation.

The seventh century marks the lowest point in ‘the

fortunes and prestige of the imperial city. It is

no doubt difiicult to extricate the thread of public

opinion
;
but the stability of the Heraclian house,

its indifference to the peculiar interests of the capital,

may perhaps convince us that the provinces endorsed

their policy. Misfortune made the Romans ready to

accept any deliverer
;
for the remarkable feature of

the late usurpation had been the incompetence of a

military reaction to look after military affairs. The
early years of Hei’aclius I. are buried in obscurity

;

but we need no psychological analysis of a morbid

temperament to tell us how they were employed. In

preparing for a Persian campaign, the emperor

found everything in confusion, the army extinct. It

was his difficult task to recall the Roman spirit and

rekindle the embers of patriotism.

We have already noted the method by which he

brought the capital to reason. The.threat to abandon

the city of Constantine reminded the idle and the
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Second ofEcial class of the fate of the older Rome. A certain

'^'cligious fervour gave the war all the enthusiasm of

contempt of a crusade. The patriarch exacted from the emperor
the claims of ^ solemn oath that he would not desert the city.

ruler'Tmd The subsequent victories in the East, the recovery of

subject's the “life-giving wood" of the Cross deepened this

revival of fervour and secured the permanence of the

dynasty. The danger of shifting the imperial centre

of gravity was averted
;
though the problem recurred

later in the history of his grandson. It is perhaps

unprofitable to speculate on the possibilities latent

in Heraclius' proposals. He wished to substitute

Carthage for Byzantium, the “window which looks on

Asia,” the “doorkeeper of Europe." Could he have

transported the imperial tradition and dynasty intact

into a new home, the history of Islam might have

been reversed. The province of Africa was loyal to

the family of Heraclius. Enormous sums had been

spent on forts and walls> still exciting our wonder
to-day but betraying one signal weakness of the

Byaantine rule,—its dependence on mechanical safe-

guards.

Later, the torrent of Arab conquest swept across

Africa, subdued the Roman province in the last years

, of this century, passed over Mauritania, crossed to

Spain, submerged an inconsiderable islet of Ceuta, last

“Roman” appanage in the West, covered the penin-

sula, and within a hundred years from the death of

Mahomet, rose witlr a sudden neap-tide to the level of

the Loire and Poitiers. Had the design of Heraclius

taken effect, the road to Europe would not have Iain

open on the South; Charles Martel might have lost

the credit of repulsing the invader
;
and the claim of

religious champion, of Western Christendom would
have been wanting to the imperial title of his grand-

son. History might have been profoundly modified

;

and Islam might have entered Constantinople just

eight centuries before the, event. Enlightened Moslem
caliphs might have reigned there instead of Bagdad

;

and the tolerance and culture of Cordova and Granada
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might have flourished somewhat earlier in the East. Second

For the peculiar and reactionary temper of the
g

Osmanlis is very different from the lenient and adap- eontcm'jtof

five spirit of the first Arabian leaders ; and the daimf of

fortunes of Eastern Europe might have been better

if the fated blow had fallen earlier. It is no doubt mhjeei's

impossible to hazard a surmise as to the probable

extent of Moslem conquest towards North and West,

had they succeeded in seizing an empty capital
;
we

may doubt if the vague and already decaying empire

of the Avars could have opposed any effective resist-

ance, or much temptation for further advance. But
in any case, the compact of patriarch, people, and
sovereign was a notable event, pregnant with important

issues. It was a new and a solemn treaty between

ruler and subjects, I'atified by the only independent

power, and consecrated with a religious sanction. .

Once more the interest of ruler and subject were

welded together; or rather the eyes of the citizens

were suddenly opened to the dangers that menaced
the State, to the need of discipline, obedience, aqd
unselfishness. Yet in spite of this, it cannot be said

that anything approaching the modern and perhaps

Teutonic feeling of personal loyalty was aroused.

§ S. The line of the Heraclian house passes before Official class

us with breathless rapidity. In a period of one hun-

dred years, six emperors in direct descent occupy the signifimnce:

throne
;

a singular contrast to the last age of our personal

recital, when a father and two daughters, Constantine ^injbHuwita

IX., Zoe, and Theodora, account in the imperial wwon/Aemc

records for almost a similar period (963-1056). Yet

this remarkable swiftness of succession leads to no

long minorities or ineffective regencies. The emperor

occupies, during the dynasty of Heraclius, the whole

stage. The military element is once more in the

ascendant
;

that is, the emperor must lead in per-

son, and cannot delegate his highest duty. After the

Senate had insisted on the exclusion of the odious

posterity of Martina, they perhaps, as some writers

maintain, kept hold, of the reins during the early
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Official class years of Constans III., who in his boyish speeches
sinks into preserves an attitude of well-tutored deference. But
sudden m- f, . . -ir i i -

significance: that sovereign was wilful and energetic; he be-

persmal came his own first minister, his own chancellor

unforinnJte
exchequer; and until Justinian II. we hear

issue ofheroic nothing of the secondary agents of authority, or of

'p'rsia^^'^'
heads of the chief departments of State. Two

'' *
' curious incidents are quoted (though their signifi-

cance is anything but obvious) to show the attitude

of the “ Romans '

' to the reigning family ; when
Constans III. sends for his wife and children to

rejoin him in Syracuse, the Senate, dreading the

revival of his grandfather’s project, refused leave

:

and again, at the accession of his son, Constantine

IV. (as he is inaccurately called), tlie array insists on

a triad of emperors
;
for, said the superstitious soldiers,

“ there are three that bear witness in heaven,” and

the number of rulers on earth must copy the heavenly

model. The bare mention of these strange prejudices

excites our interest; but it is difficult to found any

theory upon them. Constans III., before he travelled

West, must have felt at least secure of the allegiance

of the capital; and he must have dismissed the

Moslem peril as for the moment’ contemptible, or

have reposed entire confidence in that fresh arrange-

ment of provincial rule, which forms for the student

one of the chief interests in the New Monarchy.

We cannot justly conclude that the regents in his

absence despised his authority
;
and it is probable

that both in the fabled cause of his long absence

(remorse for a brother's murder), and in the cir-

cumstances of tliis curiou-s refusal,-—we have a one-

sided and mistaken account. The story of the military

mutiny in favour of a trinity of rulers has a suspicious

ring, and it is difficult to see in it any que.stion of

principle : clearly it was a wayward and spasmodic
outburst, easily pacified by firm measures, to which
it would be an error to attach serious political im-

portance. For seventy years the “ Roman ” world was
governed by the personal initiative of princes, born
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in the purple and crowned associates of empire in Official claM

childhood. The line ended in a strenuous and not

incapable tyrant, whose acts reveal something of the 'siqnifiiancc ;

distraught and wayward strain of the Claudian blood, personal

And after his murder (or we may say with truth,

after his deposition, sixteen years earlier) the edifice issue o/Aemo

again collapses, and has to be rebuilt from the

very foundation. And this will be the task of the

“ Isaurian
" family

;
the chief w'atchword of reform

and reconstruction will be Iconoclasm
;

the whole

movement will partake of a Protestant character,

anti-dogmatic and perhaps anti-Hellenic. The pre-

sent epoch is a revival of orthodoxy and the preach-

ing of a religious crusade, while the later century is

hostile to Greek culture and superstition, and is

perhaps a second wave of Islam and its puritanism.

The strength of the Church is to be noticed in the

new vigour of Heraclius' Persian campaigns
;
and its

weakness in the continuous estrangement of the tur-

bulent and metaphysical populations in the great

Eastern centres. The Persian wars were further

aided by the intrinsic disorder and disloyalty which

prevailed no less in that country. Heraclius, whose

merited renown nothing can tarnish, would have

allowed his’ debt to these domestic revolutions. But

there is no cause for astonishment at the success

of the “Roman” arms. We have noted the un-

reality which pervades the whole series of Parthian

and Persian campaigns, and forbids us to attach

serious importance to the costly and unmeaning
tournament. The vindictive enemy of one year be-

comes the bosom friend of the next
;
and from

Augustus’ dime, no guardian of a young prince was

so well trusted as the Roman emperor, his hereditary

foe. Arcadius was offered, and Maurice accepted, this

curious legacy
;
yet these close ties never seemed to

hinder the annual excursion and foray which laid

waste Syria down to the middle of the sixtli century,

and penetrated under Phocas to the very shores of

the Bosphorus.
VOL. I. s
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Official class The whole series of Persian wars from repub-

svddeTin
times presents a puzzling problem. Elsewhere,

signiflcance ; we fancy, we can trace by patient search the secret

personal motives Or inner stimulus of warfare and national

unfortunate collision
;
and for the most part we find the explana--

issue ofheroic flow in the economic sphere. But this special class

'y' alone, like border conflict in the feudal epoch, seems

to be explained by the mere fact of contiguity,—

a

natural outlet for the spirit and vigour of two peoples,

or perhaps governments, at different stages indeed

of advance, but both alike condemned within to a

policy of inactive conservatism. It cannot be denied

that some have attempted, and will again attempt, to

draw the Partho-Roman conflict of over seven cen-

turies into the economic category, and explain how
it was due to the same commercial jealousy that

drove Rome to destroy Carthage. The aetiologist,

like the lawyer and the philosopher, has a rooted

distrust of the exceptional
;
and will not believe that

any miovement can lie outside his formula. But it

would be a hard task to force these campaigns under

such a definition. They seem to have fought on the

frontier, because they were close and unsympathetic

neighbours
;
no great principles or interests were at

stake. Heraclius did what Severus I., his great African

predecessor, had done; nay, what Trajan, last of

aggressive warriors, had effected. He humbled the

pride of Persia
;
he did not attempt to annex. So

in former times, Arsacid and Sassanid had made a

freebooting foray, but had never incorporated the

provinces they ruined or overran. Rome, whether
under Hadrian (i 17) or Jovian (363), freely relin-

quished what she did not wish to retain or admin-
ister

;
and perhaps the sagacious precedent of the

former will redeem the latter from the charge of

mere cowardly surrender
:
Jovian was not wholly in

the wrong when he could appeal to this wise and
moderate example. The futil^ insults of the Persian
monarchy reached an intolerable height in the reign

of Phocas
; Heraclius avenged and retaliated

;
and
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the two exhaitsted peoples (or, once more, rather Official class

two governments) fell before a common foe. We
have already noticed that no useful object was secured siijmficance ;

by this transient revival of military glory. Heraclius personal

might have turned his army reforms to the permanent

defence of the Eastern frontier, and his crusading msuc o/Aeroic

enthusiasm to the conciliation of the bitter religious

feuds.

§ 3. But, as it was, the momentary impulse was Beliffious

exhausted in fimitless though perhaps inevitable

campaigns. The empire could not raise a second j«&m;

army
;

the royal family of Persia were discredited

and the fabric disorganised. Syria and Egypt and

Persia fell to the successors of Mahomet, whose firm in this

tolerance and religious and domestic simplicity

gained the indifferent consent, perhaps even the

warm allegiance of the provincials. The frontiers

of Rome retreated to the mountains of Cilicia
;

and almost without a blow the Arab won an
enduring ascendancy over the richest portion of the

empire.

It is impossible to explain away the prevailing

disaffection, the easy acquiescence in foreign and
heathen yoke, Persia had already during ten years

administered
,
by deputy the Granary of the Roman

capital
;
Egypt had been happy and contented under

the Mokaukas. It passed with equal facility to the

Caliph; and sympathised no doubt with the relief

of its proconsular Patriarch who at last owned a

master who could not take a side in religious disputes.

The crusading ideal was rudely shattered. It had for

a moment united the “Romans" in a holy war for

the recovery of the Sacred Wood. Centuries before;

the heai'ts of the indolent citizens (and even the pulse

of erotic poets) beat with a common enthusiasm for

the recovery of the standards lost with Crassus at

CarrhsQ. Roman society was foi' a time serious over

the Eastern peril under Antony and Cleopatra, and

Augustus built bis dominion more securely on the

national victory at Actium. But none of this spirit
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Meiiffious seems to have survived in the third decade of

Heraclius’ reign. Cyrus, the Alexandrian Patri-

Mim: arch, desired to come to terms with the infidel,

strawja and suggested a truly "amazing marriage” with one

'^nfompirr empei’or’s daughters. Internal treachery or

in this indifference completed the conquest. Syria, seeth-
nentunj. religious feuds, welcomed an alien protec-

torate
;
her polite and capable sons, pressing into the

civil service of the Arabians, enjoyed a long mono-
poly of the administration. Little was changed by

the conquerors, but the taxes were lightened, the

religious ferment allayed, justice was honestly dis-

tributed. The civil or religious dissension which

rent the caliphate after the death of Othman (656)

put an end to the hopes of further conquest. A
much needed respite was given to the “ Roman ’’

Empire
;
and good use was made of the reprieve.

Nothing in history can well be more obscure than

the achievements, the policy, the ministers of that

prince, whom we must in deference to custom con-

tinue to call Constans III. But we do not believe

that he quitted the Eastern capital because, like his

grandfather, he despaired of its safety. Whether
superstitious remorse for a brother’s murder or a

high political aim drove him to Italy, it cannot be

doubted that he left Byzantium secure. In a few

years, we shall witness the caliphate paying tribute to

his son; and we have to grow accustomed to these

sudden vicissitudes of pride and humiliation. To
the throne of Constantine IV. flocked the chiefs of

the wild Daiiubian tribes, the leaders of Italy, the

"gastaldi" of the Lombard towns. In him was
recognised one who by set purpose or happy acci-

dent had become the arbiter of Eastern Europe,

and (in spite of the continued progress of the

Arabians westwards through Northern Africa)

was still the chief power in the Mediterranean.

The lengthy and terrible siege of the capital by the

Arabs had completely failed
;

and Christendom
breathed freely again. This confession of inferiority
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or alliance is repeated towards the close of the Belisious

century.

Justinian II. receives the respectful homage and Mam:
costly tribute from the caliphate

;
and the con- /^iranije

tinned and wholesome progress of the diminished

empire was only arrested by his madness, and by in this

the twenty years anarchy which succeeded his first

deposition. Once more, the forces of blind disintegra-

tion are supreme. The steady work accomplished

by the Heracliads is almost in a moment destroyed.

Under the usurpers Leontius and Tiberius V., the

whole of Africa is lost
;
and before Leo III. arose,

an imperial official opened the Spanish peninsula

to the Arabs. Asia Minor, no longer a compact

province to the Amanus, is repeatedly overrun

;

Justinian II. is restored by an unholy alliance with

a barbarian, and is the first Roman emperor before

Alexius IV. to reconquer his capital and take ven-

geance on his own subjects by the aid of foreign

arms. And Leo the " Isaurian ” himself is sus-

pected of coming to an impious understanding with

the Arabs in the heart of Asia Minor, that he might

have leisure to pursue his ambitioii. In any case,

before the second great siege of the capital, all the

work which awaited the African champion just a

century before had to be done again. Nothing

remained but the great Roman tradition of the

memories of Heraclius' campaigns, and the sober-

ing fear of the Moslem. None of the five sovereigns

who interposed some fifteen years between the

Heracliads and the “ Isaurians,” were wanting in

some measure of vigour or ability. But the absence

of dynastic stability was fatal to any continuity

of purpose, any glowing inspiration of personal

loyalty. An ironical accident or a practical joke

suddenly placed, of all unlikely candidates, a revenue-

officer of Adramyttium on the throne. He was given

the popular name of Theodosius, which together

with Tiberius seems to have had an especial at-

traction for the "Romans” of this age.
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Decay of
earlier

complex and
citnlian

system: pre-

eminence, of
the soldier

and the

adminis-
trative court-

martial;
‘ Thornes.’

§ 4. That a tax-collector, a lineal descendant of the

detested “ publican,” should have enjoyed such popu-

lai ity is a surprising circumstance. It may lead us to

the not improbable conclusion that the entire system

of oppressive finance was either modified or extinct.

The Balkan peninsula was overrun by Slavs and

settlers of other tribes, owning a nominal allegiance,

and in practice defying any central authority; the

Greek towns of Dalmatia, and we cannot doubt of

Hellas proper, paid an insignificant “quit-rent” in

acknowledgment of imperial claims which were rarely

enforced, of a “Roman” protectorate which was

rarely efficient. As the Emperor Maurice advised

the liberal Pope to use the rich gifts despatched to the

capital rather to purchase peace from the Lombards

than enrich his own treasury, so the Illyrian town-

ships were allowed to pay their fee-farm-rent to the

barbarian settler, who lived around them and inter-

posed a real barrier to any regular intercourse with

the metropolis. In Asia Minor we may question if

the routine of civil administration, the punctual tax-

collecting, survived the long Persian occupation and

Arab inroads. At any rate, in the latter half of the

seventh century the system of “themes" replaced

the organisation of Diocletian, Constantine, and

Justinian I.

A niilitai-y government, with its inevitable attendants,

compulsory but irregular taxation, and a large mea-

sure of internal autonomy, replaced the careful and

methodical civilian regime, which had been the pride

and the security of the Roman Empire. The Western

campaigns and visits of Constans III. W'ere conducted

without apparent system or principle. The Byzantine

monarchs partake largely in this age of the features of

feudal sovereignty
;
the intervention of the sovereign

power is strictly personal, unsystematic, and inco-

herent. The einpei-or paid or received tribute without

exciting the indignation or the pride of the subject

by these startling changes of attitude. In a word, the

seventh century is an age of barbarism and of supersti-
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lion, and is the fixed “nadir” of “Roman” fortunes Decay of

in the entire period before us. A servant-girl is

burnt for an unwitting insult to a dead empress' bier
; civilian

an emperor’s mother is chastised by an insolent

minister; the wealthy are exposed to the tortures of

the monk and the eunuch who monopolise power and the

under Justinian 11.
;
pretenders and usurpers, instead

of meeting the mild penalties which characterised martial:

Byzantium, suffered the full rigour of high treason
;

‘ Themes.’

a whole imperial line is extinguished in the person

of an innocent lad of six; and to bring to justice a

powerful noble, Butelin, for a felony, the emperor like

some insecure Merovingian, has to resort to craft.

This savage conduct reflects not the studied barbarity

of a governing class or a mad dynasty
;

it reflects the

whole tone and temper of a people. The entire fabric

of government was out of order; pestilence and
earthquakes, superstition, I'eligious metaphysics, and
abstention had almost annihilated the “Romans."
The effective work of the Heraclian family can

scarcely be overestimated in holding together this

crumbling edifice. Yet the inherent weakness of the

Roman constitution robbed it of all lasting value.

The “ Isaurian" dynasty represents a new principle of

reconstruction, and a Protestant reaction against

subtlety and asceticism. The slight records of

anecdotes and conversations under the Heracliads

take us into an unfamiliar and primitive atmosphere.

We are frankly out of sympathy with what we read

;

we seem to have returned to the rudiments, a society

terrorised by cruel priestcraft. Social intercourse and
I'eligious controversy seem alike unreal and uncon-

vincing. Political ideas, though we may fancy we
can descry their outline through, the gloom, seem

grotesque and incoherent. Yet we can safely assert

that this second African dynasty performed a service

to the State, of which we cannot exaggerate the value

and the consequence. All might have been lost but

memories and regrets at tire accession of Leo III.;

but had it not been for Heraclius, Comstans III., and
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Constantine IV., not even these could have survived

from the wreck, which threatened the Roman
commonwealth in the reign of Phocas.

Primauy § 5, But before we can finally dismiss this bar-

reymned over barous and uncertain period in our general survey,

certain further features of interest or perplexity

'State- must be included. We have often declared or im-

moTe^repTace
most serious menace to the dv,il or

feudal
^ secular authority lies in the power of the Church

rnima, and the power of the sword. This, like so many
summary phrases or conclusions of history, is in

itself but a commonplace truism. Yet it will be

necessar’y to keep it in mind and to apply the

principle to the obscure movements of national or

political life. We have noted how in the West the

arena is divided between these two rivals and some-

time allies
;
while the supreme arbiter, who in the

Roman system sat aloft impartial over all,—the em-

bodiment of the State,—had now disappeared. The
feudal age could somehow arrive at a dim concep-

tion of that mighty abstraction, the Church
;

but

its enthusiasm was incapable of being stirred by

an appeal to the common welfare. Nearer interests,

immediate needs and crises flocked in like the

rout of Alcibiades in the Symposium^ and distracted

an attention by no means lacking in generous

thoughts and unselfish motives. But the rights and

allegiance and prejudices which had once belonged

to the State, the body politic, became disentangled

from such an airy conception and clustered round

persons, in genuine Teutonic individualism. And
Church and Army (to sum up in brief phrase the

two chief factors of- mediaeval Europe) divide or

usurp between them the spoils and prerogative of

the fugitive sovereign. The notion of the " common-
wealth” will not revive until it is reinforced by the

strong presence of a monarch. And it is by his

personal influence or prestige or daring, that he
wins back the scattered rights of the civil power,
and paves the way . for the (perhaps ungrateful)
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impersonal republic
;
which profits by his service Primacy

and supplants him. Only in the Eastern realm was

this conception steadily maintained, through e^vil ohmentlT'

and good report alike; and the critical moment
when the people or government of Byzantium were moyglep/iflly

summoned to make the fatal choice between feudal feudal

or central rule, arrived in the years which witnessed

the rise, the exploits, and the decline of the Heraclian

house. Nothing is more dim, yet nothing more
persevering, than the conviction expressed with vague

eloquence by historians, of that aristocratic reaction,

which overthrew the work of Justinian and nearly

buried in its ruins Roman institutions, Hellenic

culture, and perhaps even the orthodox faith in

the East. We have an abiding intuition (in default

of certain knowledge) that Heraclius had to struggle

against disintegration and inefficiency in the civil

sphere, encroachment in the domain of religious

or ecclesiastical influence. We are sure that the

empire owed as much to his efforts at securing a

real control of the official world, as to his unflag-

ging confidence, zeal, and capacity in military matters

;

that he was called upon to fight against many ten-

dencies subversive of unity, equity, and public order.

And once more we must refuse to be led astray

upon the tempting modern issue, whether it was
worth while? We have perhaps too often surren-

dered to the lures of this debate, and wasted time

upon an imperishable dispute, which in the nature

of things can never be settled. Let us be content

with the knowledge that Heraclius thought it his

duty no less than Leo, his perhaps greater followed

in the task
;
and that the strongest current of the

age set in his favour and carried him in safety over

rocks and quicksands. For the dangers which beset

the ship of State were both conspicuous and unseen

;

it was. easy to point to the Persian and later to the

Saracen menace; it was not so easy to diagnose

or to prescribe for the hidden ailments or chronic

weakness of the State. The Heraclian, like the sue-
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Frimacy ceeding dynasty, maintained with unflinching courage
regained over central supremacy against nobles, officials, and
dinnteqrant ,, J &

•

elements; churchmen; and once more a Roman emperor is

‘State- seen boldly refusing to become a. puppet. This

mmTreplaTe is the earliest and most striking phase,

—

feudal Heraclius insists on leading his own armies. Almost
militia.

3^^ ^-[^2 same moment in the great Middle Kingdom,

the same scene was enacted. Here as it were in

a parallel column are two episodes in the lives of

Heraclius and of Lichi, the second of the Tang
dynasty, whose reign began in the middle of the

Persian campaigns (625). It is recorded that the

civil mandarins were much shocked at the em-
peror’s interest in the army, and complained of his

impropriety in witnessing the reviews and drill of

the troops. Not twelve years before, Priscus, the

son-in-law of Phocas, had remonstrated with Herac-

lius for deciding to break with the tradition of

seclusion. An interview was accorded to the em-
peror after many excuses and much reluctance at

his post of command in Cappadocia
;
in which, as

if with desire to insult, he pronounced it illegal for the

sovereign to quit the palace, and visit the distant forces

far from the capital (ouk i^ov ^aa-CKel . . . KaraXt/j.Travei.v

fiafflXeta K-ralti 'rroppm iinywpLa^ei-vivvdFeaiv). It is pos-

sible to build upon a slender phrase an over-weighty

hypothesis
;
yet the student cannot help seeing in

such the whole pretensions of a warlike feudalism,

as in China of an over-refined civilian bureaucracy.

And the separatism and disintegration from which
the Heraclian family for a time rescued the com-
monwealth, cannot be better illustrated than by the

words of Heraclius himself,—^when he addresses the

half-mutinous Cappadocian regiments of the lately-

disgraced Priscus, with all the winning confidence

of Richard II. to the London mob : “The good
Father Crispus had you as his henchmen up to

now, but we to-day name you the household servants

of sovereignty itself” (from vTrovpyoi to a man, they

were transformed into otKeiaxol ri]^ ^acnXelw VTrtjpeTM);
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It would then appear that in tlie great disintegration rnmaoi/

of the reign of Phocas, every man fought for his '>'«aamed over

own hand, without regard to loyalty towards person elements;

or abstraction
;
and that in summoning Heraclius ' state-

^

to supersede his impossible father-in-law, “Crispus" Zm-Tleplaoe

(as Nicephorus calls him) had no intention of 5uv- feudal

rendering the immunity or private influence which

Phocas’ misrule had bestowed. The title “hench-

men" may be a mere convenient term, but it sug-

gests the whole atmosphere of the German comitatus,

medicEval right of private war, and the epoch of the

“ condottieri.” Such was one of the many difficulties

against which Heraclius contended. The armies of

the State had vanished, as we are told, in the misrule

of Phocas, except the Caleb and Joshua of the future

reorganisation. In their place had arisen men attached

to a person, like the armies of Cjesar or of Pompey,
but ignorant or careless of the wider interests of the

State. To substitute an impersonal tie of regimental

tradition, dutiful services and implicit obedience*

apart from private sympathies, was the great work

of imperial Rome,—and no emperor, even in the

days of Claudius II. or Aurelian, was confronted

with a harder task than Heraclius.

§ 6. Another half-autonomous power was the Church, ohurch still

as represented by the patriarchs of old and new Rome, independent

If the civil service were interested in preserving the epoli^u

sovereign in a permanent minority, if like Arbogastes OmstansIII

(392) or Aetius (454), the military staff or the feudal J'^edeno

chieftain of the pi'ovince desired to repress this in-

convenient vigilance,—the Church withdrew a large

tract of public and pidvate life from the central control.

It could boast a far more definite and written consti-

tution than tjie State, not subject to changes in its

continuous policy by vacant . See or even interrupted

series
;
and it availed itself of the weakness of an elective

monarchy and extorted concessions from the secular

power, at a very inopportune moment. At every new
election, the patriarch demanded from the emperor a

profession of orthodoxy, and made this a condition
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Church sf,ill of the Church’s favour and support. When firmly

^and^ouu

'^^ seated, the emperor on his part lost no time in taking

spoken; liis revenge for this urgent inquisition; he could
Constms III. temave. the bishop who had ventured to make terms
and ihederic

coronation. For however much the sovereign,

and Heraclius in particular, might depend on a wave

of religious emotion and the favourable influence of

the metropolitan See, the great aim of the dynasties

of the seventh and eighth centuries was to recover

the paramount authority of the civil power over the

dissident elements,—whether clergy or soldiers. The
descendants of Meroveus or of Martel might sign

away to abbey or noble the “regal rights” and re-

main content with a formal and often an ironical

recognition. But the empire strove with manful

consistency against clerical or military encroach-

ment
;
and although Heraclius availed himself of the

good offices of Patriarch Cyrus of Alexandria and of

Patriarch Sergius of his own capital, he was deter-

mined to maintain the supremacy of the State, and to

secure over his realm uniformity of faith and worship

on lines chosen by himself. Thus he arrested the

feudalising tendency already at work in the East;

which, specialising and isolating men according to

their chief business, as it were bifurcated society into

the “ brahmin " and the “chatriya” : “Thou to fight

and I to pray.” The chief centres of human activity in

the West are already the monastery and the camp,

—

or rather the castle. Cyrus, as we saw, attempted

to make terms of alliance in which the victim or

Andromeda was the emperor’s own daughter
;
Sergius

is left regent during the Persian wars (622-628) and
supplies large funds for these costly campaigns by
sanctioning a loan of Church treasuiie. Nor is it

without significance that one weighty embassy at

least, to the Persian Court, is sent in the name of

the Senate; and that this anomalous body of officials,

which inherited the tradition and perhaps some of

the ancient spirit of the Roman prototype, con-

trolled the succession after the death of Heraclius,
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banished Martina, Heraclius III., and Tiberius IIL, Church still

and directed affairs during the minority of Constans. independrjtt

How well this last emperor performed his stern spoken'-

solitary and centralising mission, how bitter was the Oonstans III.

odium he incurred, may be seen both by the security

and by the ill odour in which he quitted his capital

for ever. The decade 650-660 may be one of the

momentous and critical periods in the history of the

constitution
;
but it is also the most obscure. How

he welded the State into an integral organism again,

what forces or influences he arrayed against nobles

who clamoured for immunity, against clergy who
demanded supremacy,—^we cannot tell. He is far more
tenacious of Erastian principles than his father or

his son; for it is not unlikely that Constantine IV.

(668-685) is indebted for the favourable treatment of

his reign and character by Church historians, to his

indulgence and courtesy to the dominant creed and
party, Constans is tolerant or indifferent

; and like his

greater Sicilian brother-Augustus nearly six hundred

years later, is concerned more with public order and the

abatement of the nuisance of religious feud than with

the letter of speculative orthodoxy. But in vain was
the wide net of the imperial appeal spread in the sight

of the sects
;
and the south-eastern parts of the realm

fell a prey to religious and national disaffection. And
Constans was born too early ;

both in old and new
Rome clerical and theological interests were dominant,

and the demand for tolerance and uniformity under

the imperial authority was unheeded. Against the

independent and critical attitude of the “ nobles," the

open defiance of provincial commanders, the en-

croachment of the Church,—-Heraclius wished to create

a compact family-party, and like Vespasian, like

Justinian, sought faithful adherents for chief posts

in his circle of kinsmen. A despotic or centralised .

system where everything depends on the monarch’s

life, is apt to vacillate between inordinate confidence

in kinsmen and inordinate mistrust
;
there would seem

to be room for no moderate position. Mauricius and
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Phocas resemble each other in nothing but this,—the

trust they reposed in fraternal loyalty
;
and Theodorus

who succeeded to the dangerous influence of Priscus,

is the brother of Heraclius.

Collapse of § 7. We have attempted to give some dim and

general idea of the forces, feudal, racial, and eccle-

‘Ismrians' siastical, which noisily or in silence were tearing

must rebuild apart a system of government, in its origin unique

primiple^°'’^^
anti-natioiial and integral. The task is not done so

territorial effectively by the Heracliads that a repaired structure
contmmtij.

safely defy the future onslaught of disintegrating

influence. Leo III. will find himself confronted by

much the same problems
;
and perhaps the secret of

his more permanent solution will be found in this ;

—

the metropolis once again recovers its proper place as

the focus and centre of a substantial and continuous

unity. By the time Leo had leisure to rebuild the

ruined fabric of Heraclius, all strange designs to. shift

the capital to Rome or Carthage had vanished into the

world of curious myth and tradition. The aim of Leo
is to solidify, and to found a realm upon the basis of

territorial continuity rather than ecumenical hege-

mony, We are surprised to find Heraclius at the

moment of his supreme weakness and despondency

negotiating with the powerful kings of Spain and
France, with all the exceptional air of a recognised

suzerain. One of the incidents of the crusading fer-

vour and religious revival of the seventh century was
an intense anti-Semitic feeling. The clever and
scientific versifier, Sisebut the Visigoth, the last of

the real Merovingian rulers Dagobert,—are represented

as bowing respectfully to the behests of Constanti-

nople and the emperor’s personal wish
;
there is to be

no mercy shown to the Jews; and Fredegarius, the

chronicler whose earthly Zion is the Eastern capital,

records without surprise the recognition of the im-
perial decree in provinces long severed from the parent
trunk. At a moment when, from the walls of the
helpless and beleaguered capital, the camp-fires of

Avars and Persians could be seen, the writ of a Roman
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emperor still “ ran ” in the Teutonic monarchies. The Gottapse of

respect and prestige of the new Rome was unimpaired 't^'^^Seraelian

in the West; and the barbarians were truer to the ‘liautkans’

fixed seat of government than the emperor himself, 'mmt rebuild

For all this desultory pretence at overlordship, Leo

cared nothing. The dream of Heraclius to carry with territorial

him the empire to Carthage must have seemed to him ‘Continuity.

a futile myth
;

for Carthage was no longer Roman.
The Western designs and policy of Constans III.,

the visionary scheme of a capital in Italy or Sicily,

must have appeared pure quixotism. The “ Isau-

rians" having stopped the drain of “ Peter's pence,”

let slip the West with no visible reluctance. Such
were the altered circumstances of the seventh and

eighth centuries; and the reason of this novel atti-

tude is to be found in the new function of the Eastern

city and the Eastern Roman monarch,—the bulwark

and the warder of Europe.—We may very briefly

dismiss the significant features in constitutional de-

velopment during the last days of the Heracliads and

the transient “ tyrannies ” of their successors. Jus-

tinian II., conscious imitator of his greater namesake,

employs like him evil agents
;
and the military revo-

lution of 695 is largely reinforced by the common
hatred of the monk and the eunuch, whom the " king

delighted to honour.” The capricious cruelty and

exactions of his finance minister recalled the behaviour

of John the Cappadocian or Alexander the Scissors;

and by his side sat no Theodora to counsel firmness

in the moment of danger. The Heraclian throne fell

with startling abruptness; with all its proud retrospect

and tradition, with all its claim to national gratitude.

We shall not here describe particularly the motives

and events of the five elections, which succeeded the

fall of the Heracliads. Philippicus the Armenian

heralds the great Armeniac predominance which

marks the next age
;
and forms a brief and troubled

presage of that later pacific and civilian policy to

which the ultimate decay of the system may be cer-

tainly traced. Like the Constantines of the eleventh
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Collapse, of century, he represents an anti-military spirit
;
he

starves the army, and although Artemius or Anas-

‘Imurians' tasius II. sets himself to repair this signal error, the
-tmist rebuild

^

years which follow testify to a natural reaction. The

prihciplel'^'^^’^
Obsician regiments control the situation

;
and we are

lerritorinl back once more in the days of Otho Vitellius and
coniinuity. Vespasian. After the elevation of Theodosius III.,

—

as fanciful or ironical as the salutation of the fugitive

Claudius,—the direct military interests and the com-
manders of legions reassert their claim to conti-ol

affairs. The new warrior and Protestant dynasty

reaches power through the pitiable state of Asia

Minor and the Arab inroads, through the general

demand for a firm policy and the direct rule of a

capable soldier, of a thrifty and far-seeing statesman.

—Yet with all this serious task confronting Leo, with

the spectacle, of the complete ruin of the Heraclian

edifice, of the apparent failure of the aims and hopes

of the once popular champion from Africa,—we must
conclude by repeating, that there would have been no
task for Leo III., no plan or model, and no material

for the new structure, but for the courage and pertin-

acity of the Hei'aclian dynasty.
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CHAPTER I

THE SECOND SYRIAN HOUSE; OR, THE ATl’EMPT

AT PROTESTANT REFORM (717-820 a.d.)

L, The Second Syrian House, or the dynasty of the " Isaurians ''

;

LeoIII. (Conon) (Isaur. orSyr.) 717-740 . inilit. nom.
CoNSTANTINUS V. (son) , . . 740-77S . birth.

"^Leonr)""
°^}74i-742 • Female right.

Leo IV. (son) 77S-780 . birth.

( CONSTANTINUS VI. (son) . . . 780-797 . birth.

\ IRENE (mother) 797-802 . FeMin. usurp.

Nicephokus I. (Arab) . . . 802-811 . palace conspir.

StaurACIus (son) 811 . . birth.

Michael I. (bro.-in-law) . . . 811-813 . Female right.

Leo V. (Armenian) 813-820 . milit. nom.

§ 1. The murder of Justinian II., the extinction of

the Heraclian house, left the empire on the brink of

ruin. The very province which had sent forth a

deliverer a century ago had been finally torn away.

Palace intrigue, a Bulgarian army, a justly indignant

Greek colony, a band of riotous soldiers at Adra-

myttium,—such were the accidental instruments in

the elevation of Justinian’s successors. The greatest

prize in the world was once more throrvn open to

military competition. This time the knight-errant

who is to release the enchanted princess comes from

the East. Whether of Isaurian or Syrian descent,

Leo III, is the very antipodes of the late disinherited

dynasty. He represents a distinct reaction against

the Greek Church, against metaphysics and super-

stition, against that anchoi'itic ideal, which allied with

plague and pestilence tends to empty the realm of

the tillers and defenders of the soil. He is deeply

incensed at monastic selfishness, and profoundly con-

vinced of the extreme peril of the State. He has all

the laborious perseverance of an emperor of the old

Leo III. wars
against

superstition

and sterility;

a Puritan
and an
Englishman.
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Roman type
;
and he will not idly delegate either work

or responsibility. Once more, the central government
was in disorder

;
the Arab armies were at the heart of

Asia Minor
;
and the region, practically dependent on

the feeble administration, seemed strictly confined to

the shores of the .®gean and the precarious Danubian
district. The exarchate was terrified but not appeased
by the vengeance of Justinian II., and the long line

of Greek pontiffs was already showing that no “ pope
can be a Ghibelline"

;
and that the election to the Holy

See changed a timid subject into a rival and per-

haps a foe. The one hope of the republic lay in the

" themes ” and their generals. Leo III. brought

frankness, simplicity, and authority from the camp
into the heavy air of the court

;
and he never shrank

from personal burdens. We cannot doubt that in

his campaign against images, as in his heroic defence

of the capital, he had the hearty support of a very

large body of his subjects. The return of Hellenic

influences under Irene the Athenian was distasteful

to enlightened opinion
;
and the restoration of images

was not effected without difficulty. The principate,

lying open to the successful candidate without respect

to class or race, was now captured by an outspoken

representative of Iconoclasm, of the military spirit.

We shall not here attempt to trace the precise

affiliation of Armenian heresy, or its relation with

Nestorius or the Paulicians
j
but it is no hard matter

to discover its underlying principles. The Hellenic

mind had been, from the very dawn of its history,

absteiitionist and anchoritic. When it became fully

aware of itself, it quitted the concerns and the domain

of the civic life with genuine or simulated disgust.

We are apt to associate the Greeks with a lively

and immediate interest in the politics of a busy

society; it is not easy to regal'd their conscious

thought, as in its essence and tendency, supremely

mystical. The spirit and vocabulary of the philo-

sophers was made subservient to the Christian Church

;

and theologians will to the end of time be divided
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on the wisdom and utility of this alliance. And this Leo III. wars

interest was largely metaphysical : and concerned the
. . , . • 1 f h , ,T ,

sniperstition

relation of the conscious mind of the sage to the great anistarmty:

reservoir of mental activity, which was the most real, « Puritan

or the only real, thing in the universe of being. The
duties of the common life were disparaged

;
and the

same lethargic indifference, as the highest virtue

attainable by man, marks the Indian Gymnosophistj

the Stoic thinker, and though in a less degree, the

more genial Platonist and the Christian believer, in

certain forms of his apprenticeship for eternity. Re-

ligion was to such, largely an intellectual matter
;
for

the excellence of man, the sole chance of union with

the Divine, lay in the exercise of thought. The Church,

with its claim to universality, had found a place for

every station and business, every faculty and talent

;

and was not' behind the more humane of Cynic and
Stoic philosophers in ascribing a dignity even to the

slave. But there was the same mischievous hier-

archy of merit, in which an absorbed logical cleverness

or rapt devotional meditation was allowed to usurp the

chief place. And the common people, robbed of the

natural complacence of hard work, were taught to

look up to apathy or subtlety
;

just as in India to-day

it is not the reformer or the humanitarian that com-
mands respect, but the hermit. Yet it may be noticed

that Christian anchoritism is never wholly contemp-
tuous of the vulgar. A familiar poem has presented us

with the picture of self-immersed meditation as the end
of life. Yet S, Simeon Stylites is praised by the Greek
historian for his " pi'actical " intei'est

;
and his solitary

pillar became the resort of those who needed private

or political advice. But the retirement of the most
enlightened and conscientious from active service in

the State, from the cares and duties of domestic life,

produced a real void in the Eastern empire as in

medijBval Europe. A selfish and decadent civilisa-

tion, whether amongst ourselves to-day or in the

Roman woidd under Augustus, is found to produce

the same ebb as a rigid asceticism ;—viz. a shrinking
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birth-rate in the classes where stability and equi-

librium is most to be desired. We have not the

means of forming a trustworthy census of the dom-
inions that still owned the Roman sway

;
but we

can well believe that the continuous record of

disaster and disease, the dismal story of wanton
rapine and civil war, and the very remedy itself,

founding of new convents and monasteries, must
have very seriously impoverished the "citizens"

since the end of the reign of the first Justinian.

Culture and a settled life, monotonous rather than

orderly, lingered on in the sequestered oases, the

cities which formed a diamond network from Ceuta

to Cherson, the real substance of the Roman Empire.
Foreigners tilled a perilous or neglected country;

barbarian hordes settled in the Balkan peninsula;
“ Sclavinia ” ate out the very heart of the European
realm.

§ 2. So then these causes combined to bring to

the front a new view of life and of religion,—a very

distinct reaction against the old standard, an ideal

of Hellenic asdsis and the meditative ease of un-

patriotic monks. Leo III. displays the temper of the

average Englishman
;
averse to abstruse speculation

on the faith, holding fast to a few plain and practical

truths, intolerant of the superstition, which peopled

once more for the poor and ignorant a pagan pan-

theon in the threadbare disguise of martyrs, or dis-

pensed in the tutelage of a special saint with every

need for personal exertion. He did not, with the

Oriental mind in general, accept the utter vanity of

human effort
;
and he was convinced that we could

be far more certain of conti'olling the present, than

of penetrating the mysteries of the future. Above all,

he was an imperialist; and in this respect was im-

patient of any supineness or indifference. The true

life was the life that the Emperor Augustus had in

vain tried to restore to favour seven hundred years

ago ; that of the sober, contented citizen, giving

children to recruit the State and fight the needful
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battles of the peaceful commonwealth. He resembles Great debt

indeed far more nearly a Roman of the antique

public than his predecessor Heraclius. He knows dynasty:

no moments of nervous despondency
;
he forms his rupture with

design with patience and calculation
;
he perseveres

in it to the end. So far is he from sympathy with

older Rome, now a purely clerical city, with its ortho-

doxy and traditions, that he may even be suspected

of almost entire ignorance of the whole Roman epic.

His duties were so obvious, defence and restora-

tion in the provinces really controlled from Byzantium,

that he has scanty respect for a distant territory

which he had not time to visit, and a distant Church
which he could not understand, Iconoclasm saved the

East, and infused new vigour into the commonwealth
;

but it lost the Western provinces. No one could have

set about the task of estranging these from the centre

with clearer or more pertinacious policy. The two
most masterful personalities of this age showed no
inclination to conciliate or coerce their i-ebels. We
are astonished at the indifference of Leo III. and Con-
stantine V. to the gradual separation of the Western
realm. Just a century before, Constans III. had
pursued the not altogether visionary design of re-

ducing the whole of Italy under the empire. Nothing

but his early death, and the urgency of the Eastern

peril, prevented a serious attempt to recover and to

consolidate the lost provinces. But with Constans

expired the last Roman emperor who had viewed his

ancient capital. Constantine IV. was fully engaged

in the not inglorious work of defence. The violent

and wayward Justinian II. received friendly visits

from Greek pontiffs of Rome; but tlie anarchy of

the century's early years seems to have extinguished

all sympathy with the Roman subjects in Italy.

We are tempted sometimes to believe that the blunt

soldier knew nothing of the older Rome and its imperial

legend, so complete is his indifference. And again,

we seem to detect a wise policy of consolidation,

which in the interests of the larger part can surrender
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the useless or the diseased: “ Ense reddendum est ne

pars sincera trahatur.” At another time we see merely

the stern necessity of the emperor's position, which
bound him to the supreme task of defending the city

of Constantine, and reviving something of the old

vigorous spirit. He could not help if in so doing

he had no forces left to protect the West, and no
sympathy with a religious creed in complete alliance

with the enemies of his patriotic policy at home. It

is quite possible that we waste our time in seeking

to analyse ignorance or impute motive. The exarchate

had long been in practice independent; and very

imperfect information filtered through to the central

government, by routes equally perilous perhaps by land

or sea. In spite of the predominance of Hellenes on
the chair of Peter, we have already remarked on the

notable estrangement or divergence of interests, papal

and imperial. The Pope looked westward and north-

ward
;
he could not expect effective protection from*

a distant sovereign, who perhaps found that these pro-

vinces did not reimburse their maintenance. The
militia and the civil and religious government of Rome
had for some time tended towards complete autonomy.

Iconoclasm was the ultimate cause of a disruption,

which was in any case inevitable under emperors of

Syrian descent, to whom the records and renown of

ancient and of Christian Rome were little more than

aname.,

§3. The period covered by these reigns may be

divided into two unequal halves. Constantine V.

carried on with unwearied perseverance the policy of

his father
;
and for sixty years there was a steady

reconstruction, which the prejudice of the Catholics

cannot disguise. This epoch of vigorous revival, as

we so often find in Byzantine history, is succeeded

by a time of quiet conservatism
;
in which the empire

is feedingupon its resources, without adding to its

capital or its strength. Of such a character were the

years covered by the invalid but high-spirited Leo
IV., the minority and brief personal rule of his son.
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and the bold usurpation of Irene; which in a short The, two

space upset the principles and calculations of the
“ Isaurian ” family, and paid off the grudge which the limand'^

Greek race and the Catholic Church bore against this oiijoyment.

foreign dominion. For rather more than a quarter of

a century (775-802) the realm remained content with

the peaceful enjoyment of the re-established order.

We are thus, in our survey, mainly concerned with

the former; how well the work was done may be

seen in the prosperity, betokened in the latter by the

overflowing treasury, the palace intrigue, the govern-

ment of chambei'lains. Such petty interests or feuds,

such pacific rulers, ai'e the unvarying harbingers

or attendants of a conservative reaction, the certain

tokens of peace, contentment, and abundance. They
succeed and flourish after a period of unnatural vigour

;

while at the time of crisis or peril they fall discreetly

into the background. So, on the death of the first

and of the second Basil, we have the amiable but

autocratic reigns of luxurious sovereigns, who in the

immortal words of Ammianus, may be said to have
possessed some influence with their chief ministers.

The rule of the palace succeeded to the drumhead
court-martial in the open camp'; the regular visits of

the tax-gatherer supplant the patriotic call of the

recruiting sergeant. It is not Amurath who "to
Amurath succeeds," but Honorius to Theodosius, or

Constantius II. to Constantine the Great. It is thus

that every Oriental dynasty runs its course
;
but we

may point out once more that the “ Roman ”
families

felt less than any other the lulling influence of this

conservative security. There was no unquestioning

homage paid to descent and birth; each prince had
,

to make good his claim to be the worthy represen-

tative of the great abstraction, ^ t&v 'Pcofiawo iroXcreia.

Constantine VI., with whose swarthy and low-browed
countenance we are familiar as he presides at the

Great Council of 787,—-is as brave as his grandfather

;

and issues forth as a matter of course to hard
campaigns on the Eastern or the Northern frontier.
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The turn What sort of character was ruined by the neglect or

rZmnifia-
ill-will of a mother, we can only guess

;

tion and nor can we say how far a life was blighted by the
enjojpnmt. failure of a boyish romance. But there is some reason

to believe that he would have showed the same vigour

and personal spirit that marked the earlier members
of his house

;
and that a good ruler was spoiled in

the disappointed suitor of Rotrud, in the reluctant

husband of Maria. We may then leave this latter

period and turn our notice once more to the years

between 717 and 775 when the empire was being

slowly and painfully built up again into integrity.

Pressing The chief positive work of Leo III. and his son
needs; army, besides the obvious and permanent duty of frontier-

ifken^ie’^' clefence was to reorganise the armies, the finance,

system. the laws of the State. We are too much inclined to

look on the negative features of Iconoclasm,—its war
against the externals of religion, its want of sympathy

with the strictly Roman or strictly Catholic tradition,

—its persecution of the celibates, its tame surrender

of the exarchate and the older capital. But within

the reduced and manageable limits of the new empire

of the eighth century, an achievement of untiring

energy and hope was being carried forward,—often

hidden behind the malice or the silence of biassed

historians.

It is not our purpose in this wide and sweeping

survey of the Iconoclastic period to enter closely

into the fascinating and intricate problems of the

Thematic system. It will be enough to lay down
as established one or two conclusions for which we
may assume sufficient proof. The civil administration

tinder Diocletian’s hiei-archy had almost vanished

in the anarchy of Phocas (602-610). The central

authority, already weakened by the very proclamation
' of its absolutism under Justinian, and soon by the

removal of the absolute monarch himself, had been

powerless to control its own agents. Both orders of

the State-service showed an entirely mutinous spirit

during the last years of the sixth century. We have
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yet to learn that Phocas made any pretence at Pressing

government
;
and the foreign inroads, confining the

Tam’-
imperial influence to the bare walls of the capita.l,‘Thema(iB’'

'

may well have united to dislocate and to overthrow a sgstem.

pacific and equitable rule, which had been successful

in very different times, Heraclius, who was destined

to reconquer one half of the empire and lose the

other, substituted martial law throughout the pro-

vinces. I do not say that the whole calculated system

of Themes was completed or even consciously adopted

in his reign
;
but the natural rudiments were there in

the very nature of the case. Nothing is clearer than

the strict indebtedness of Leo III.’s reforms to a

previous policy or tendency. Like Diocletian, he

adapted material already lying ready to his hands,

into a building of which other architects had drawn

a sketchy yet suggestive outline. The paramount im-

portance of military directness and responsibility was

recognised by the able monarchs of the seventh and

eighth centuries; the imperium reposed once more
on the power of the legions and the loyalty of the

troops. And these might again begin to claim the

proud title of national and citizen forces. First, as an
obvious measure, permanent local armies were placed

in the reclaimed territory under capable leaders, for

the purpose of provincial defence. Next, by an in-

sidious but inevitable process, the general in charge

either ousted the civilian “judge”; or combined, as

in the earlier Roman system, the duties of military

champion and civil arbiter. These regional armies

gave their name to the departments
;
and the titles

familiar to the war-office became the names of geo-

graphical and administrative areas, We may con-

trast tliis wise, durable system with the tumultuary

levies of the age of Justinian and Belisarius
;
with

the seditious and exacting soldiers of the time of

Maurieius. Necessity introduced . its early adop-

tion; prudence recommended its maintenance
;
and

sagacious policy reduced it to a complete formula,—

such as we have it thi'Oughout the eighth and ninth
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centuries,—such as we have it in the flattering and
somewhat archaic survey of Constantine VII.

§4. Closely connected wdth the reconstruction of

the imperial defences was the care bestowed upon
finance. The principle of centralism and unique
authority, as in a well-ordered camp, was here too

invoked
;
the emperors henceforward are their own

ministers of finance. Taxation (as Bury shrewdly

suspects) had an attraction for the masterful mind of

Constans III., who stoutly upheld the Roman ideal

of personal government against the abuses of in-

dolence and of delegation. The “ Count of the Sacred

Largesses ” disappears noiselessly, and his place is

taken by the “Logothet” (destined to rise to the

throne in Nicephorus tlie Arabian, 802). We may sup-

pose that this change implied the transformation of a

splendid and “ illustrious ” official into a mere secretary

of the imperial pleasure. Certain it is that the control

of the exchequer, weakened as early as Justinian's

reign by the irresponsible oppression of the Cappa-

docian, was restored once more to the sovereign.

It is equally clear that the change was for the

better. Throughout the imperial history, the chief

magistrate stood for the universal interest and the

people's advantage
;
but never more conspicuously

than under the Iconoclasts. The wealth and abund-

ance of the following centuries, the very evils of

luxury, when childish and impatient hands stretched

out to pluck the ripe fruits of the present without

thought for the future,—-are striking testimony to the

wisdom and efficacy of the financial system, which we
must dimly surmise from scattered evidence. The con-

dition of the “ contributors " (erwrekeh, iiroTekeL<;) was
brought under the direct cognisance of the sovereign

;

and there is clear proof of wise and minute solicitude

for their welfare in the Isaurian laws.

For Leo III, simplified and adapted them for the

altered times and the new inhabitants of the realm.

Hitherto, responsibility for the amount assessed fell

heavily on the local
,
authorities. The Curia had
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pursued its steadily decadent path since the time of Finance:

Constantine and Theodosius
;
the one aim of ‘parsonal

privileged bankrupt was to escape from durance, 'smoreigi:

of the government to keep him a prisoner. While on the whole

a hasty critic might censure Leo for a prejudicial

encroachment on local rights and a fatal step towards

a malignant centralism,—we must conceive that the

surrender of the “ publicans' " office to a regular body

of State officials, was hailed by the cities as a mea-
sure of profound relief. So long as the vigilance of the

monarch over the most important department in a

civilised State lasted unimpaired, the relief continued

;

but as in all unduly centralised government, too

much depends on the personal energy and unflagging

patience of the titular ruler. The emperor had
through past ages secured his unique position by his

'infinite capacity for taking pains”; just as the

lasting achievement of Napoleon’s genius is not an
ambitious reconstruction of the map of Europe, but

the minutely centralised government which exists

down to the present day in France. This tendency

to gather into one’s own hand the tangled webs of

disordered rule, is a temptation that comes strongly

to an industrious and conscientious man. We may
sometimes indeed question whether the bad princes

like Domitian, who appointed good governors, did not

deserve better of the State than untiring believers in

the “ eye of the master,” If we are to take a modern
instance, a great ruler of a public school is not

necessarily one who either teaches or administers or

controls in person
;
and it is a mark of an over-

sensitive conscience or of supreme vanity, when a

chief iii any sphere of life sinks to the role of a per-

petual watch-dog or a permarient typewriter. Yet

We cannot question that the measures of Leo HI.

suited his time
;
his masterful and interfering alert-

ness was as welcome a,nd;acceptable to the ideas of

Roman monarchy, as the whole-hearted aloofness of

a British sovereign from the details of strictly domestic

politics. Quite evidently, the mass of the Romans ”
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distrusted no agency so much as themselves
;
and

no one rvas more popular than the sovereign who did

e-verything: although at rare intervals we have the

opposite motive for popular idolatry ;—affection for a

monarch who like Theodosius II. or Constantine VII.

did nothing.

1

5

. The most striking evidence of the empire’s

internal condition is to be found in the legislation

of Leo III. Here again, he is no violent innovator,

rather a “restorer of ancient paths.” He simplifies

the Justinian codes, in large part unused, inapplicable,

or out of date: to cull the vigorous simile of Ter-

tullian of Carthage, he passes the “ axe of the imperial

warrant through the tangled thicket and overgrown
brushwood of praetor’s law.” Yet he is in one sense

only an original lawgiver
;

for his agricultural and
maritime codes have well and justly been styled

“registers of custom" rather than “novels.” 'This

is the new and Christian or rather ecclesiastical spirit

which animates and pervades this new edition. Under

Justinian the tone is “still profoundly classical and

pagan.” It is no longer nature or reason or equity, to

which appeal is made to provide an ultimate sanction,

but the authority of Revelation
;
social relations take

on a peculiarly Christian garb, and the final arbitra-

ment is neither usage nor the “ rights of man " nor

the reasonableness of the sage, but the woi'd of God
and the tradition of the Church. It behoves us then to

be careful in representing the overt “ Protestantism
”

of Leo III. as the sceptical or humanitarian defiance

of some ancient Joseph II., primed with the vague

enthusiasm of the enlightenment. Even the wild

heterodoxy or cynical carelessness of his son (740-

775) never implied a denial of Christianity; only of

the churchly or hieratic form, which despised the

Scriptures, deified tradition and the Blessed Virgin,

and emptied the State and the army of capable men.
Whether we take Heraclius I. or Leo III. as the

“doorkeeper” who admits us to Byzantine mediae-

valism, it is clear that Leo III. especially is the child
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of his age. He is no Frederic II. in spite of the

charges of the priestly historians. No doubt, like

many religious reformers, he saw in himself the

destined recaller of apostolical simplicity, of the

pure gospel : he had a military and pei’haps Armenian
aversion to the worship of relics and of the Cross.

A pregnant phrase of Bury reminds us of his moun-
tainous origin he was indeed sprung from “ sturdy

highlanders averse to symbolism." He is therefore not

the Joseph 11. but the Cromwell of the imperial line.

It is not too much to say that he secured a new
lease of life for Roman law. In the turmoil of the

Heraclian reconstruction, we dimly descry a condi-

tion of society to which only the sword or the strong

hand could apply. We read with amused wonder the

complaints of Laurentius on the decline of the litigious

and quarrelsome spirit, which forms a conspicuous

feature of the “ classical ” age. This emptiness and
perpetual “vacation” of the courts may be a good
or a bad symptom. It may merely imply a decay in

the irritable and narrow civic life, which in tlie larger

horizon of the empire was no longer the chief pride

of the citizen
;
the influx of foreigners, bringing with

them tribal code and usages, thinking scorn (like the

conservative schoolboy amongst us to-day) of a

constant and whining appeal to authority for the

settlement of trifling disputes. It may no doubt

also tell of the interrupted communication of a

disturbed period; of frequent breaches of regular

routine in court-sessions, even in the appointment

of the governors, whose chief duty and pride it

used to be amid more peaceful circumstances, to

“tell the law.” But lastly, and the worst symptom
of all;—it may involve such entire distrust in the

equity of the judge, that like St. Paul advertising his

converts, men admonished themselves not to implead

one another before unbelievers. Indeed, there appears

reason to believe, whatever the precise cause, that the

systematic administration . of law was in practical

abeyance
;
and that local usage or tribal custom

Law:
religious

influence

supplants

classic

equity :

simplification

to suit new
subjects.
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Law

:

had taken its place
;
while in the infrequent field of

bljhmico
imperial decisions, caprice and “good pleasure” had

supphmts usurped the function of impersonal equity. It is

c/asflo recorded of Septimius Severus with marked disap-

llmplijicatiim
proval, that he transferred suits from the openness

tomitnaw of the forum to the secrecy of the palace; and it

mibjeuts.
jg ^ different ruler, the present Czar of

Russia, that justice has been to some extent un-

settled by the constant “evocation” of important

case s before a higher, and in the end arbitrary, tribunal.

It was the special pride of the Romans that their

prince ruled by law and not captious predilection

;

and it is significant of the spirit of the unlimited

prerogative, that the greatest personal ruler Justinian

is also the one who reduced to order the methods and
the codes of administration

;
and, in so far as it was

possible, invented by autocratic will remedies and
checks to the abuse of autocratic power.

Agrioulture-: § 6. The practical and adaptive character of the
disappear- Leonine reforms is well seen in this simplified juris-

pna^elimu' prudence. It has been ably pointed out by M.

ofclass Skabalonovitch that the religious prejudice of the

later “ Basilians ” led to the “ anachronistic resuscita-

firmlydrami. tion” of laws, which could no longer be applied to

the special case. It is from the Ecloga that we

gather precious details of knowledge on the state of

the empire, the condition and prospects of agricul-

ture,—indeed, upon the conscious ideal pursued by

the frank and straightforward soldier, who saw that

an emperor’s duty was to defend and to recover lost

dominion, to regard State-custom as a guide, and to

err on the side of indulgence. As to the picture of

rustic life unveiled by tlie Georgies, we must content

ourselves with briefly pointing out the gradual but

certain disappearance of global serfdom,—the pro?-

- bable extinction of the “colonies” in the noi'thern

and eastern inroads of two hundred years,—their

replacement by Sclavonic settlers in peasant com-
munities or by vast estates tilled by barbarians. The
peril of the empire had largely contributed to this
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emancipation: the armies were again filled by those AynmUwe:
who exchanged the precaidous career of husbandry d^mppear-

^

for the certain dignity and possible prizes of military pradse limU

life. Aird we may here remark, that the soldier is <]l’vhnii

again fixed by definite legislation within the precise

limits of his profession
;
he is forbidden to devoio.'firmly drawn.

his leisure to other avocations, the pursuit of the

merchant or the farmer
;
he can no longer stand

surety. Thus the “high calling” of the Christian

soldier is marked off clearly from the other social

ranks or classes
;
and while our Protestant zealots

resent the aspersions of the orthodox on the mur-

derous business and heinous sin of the warrior, they

are quite prepared to make his discipline strict and

to consider even a charge of adultery a sentence of

dismissal. The same practical aim is seen in Leo's

decisive movements against the Thracian bandits,-

—

men of a type by no means infrequent even in

our own time. Like the “ Bagaudse ” of Gaul in the

disorder of the third century, the Scamars had pro-

fited by the foreign preoccupation of the emperors in

the seventh, to establish prosperous brigand com-
munities. Leo and his son pursue these with ferocious

resolve and unprecedented cruelty
;
for the methods

of Byzantine penalties, though they have not reached

the mildness of the Amorian epoch, are still far more
humane than contemporary codes or indeed any that

have prevailed down to a quite recent period.

We cannot dismiss this period without tracing in

it one at least of the chief clues or interests we have

set befox'e us,—-the character and “ personnel ” of the

agents of government. Recognising even in the

surprising activity of the direct imperial control, the

need felt by the autocrat for loyal friends and trusty

delegates,—we attempt in each epoch to trace where

lies or slumbers the nominal sovereignty, where the

real and effective influence operates in a demure
disguise. Aird in the functionaries of the reign of

Leo III. or of Irene, is the same difference that we
have already pointed out in tlie character and spirit

VOL. I. U
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AgrkuMre; of the time. The early dignitaries of Leo III. remind

mceoj^serfi
^ “• compact " ;

and the power bestowed

jmcii'e iwiit On Artavasdus, general of the “ Obsicians/' will have
Q/VoM

^
a dangerous issue on the demise of the crown and

funKtimi
” amid the uncertainty of the transmission of the

Jlrmhi drawn, sceptre. We may hazard and surmise that in the

long and prosperous reign of Leo III. two classes

had become permanently disaffected,—the orthodox

and the old aristocracy. It is impossible to trace

positively in the revolt and “ tyranny " of this Arme-
nian kinsman a mutinous scheme against the firm-

ness of a wise and simple autocrat. He may have

placed himself at the head of the party of privileged

nobility. He might lavish promises of a limited and

constitutional sway while the issue was doubtful, which

he had no intention of fulfilling after success. But

again, this tumult may be nothing but vaulting ambi-

tion, backed by popularity with the soldiers under

Artavasdus’ command,—a lesson of the danger as well

as of necessity of standing armies. We cannot deter-

mine whether this usurper represents any interest

but his own. Nor again is it easy to determine the

precise cause of the unusual solemnity which attended

Leo IV.'s appeal to the people ; when from represen-

tatives of every class he demands and obtains allegi-

ance to his infant son,—the future Constantine VI.

Jinerg;/ cMls §
'<'• Certain it is that in the great prosperity and

m later years undoubtedly buoyant trade of the sea-girt realm during

figfdficant'
quarter of the eighth century, the open-air

features: interest of the earlier “Isaurian” reigns vanishes

command^
into the seraglioy—into the apartments set aside for

Geesars ' fhe use of the titular Csesars and nobilissimi; whose
:
in seclusion: dignities, like the skill of the informer, were pre-

"Qcr'mdmc,
judicial to many and in the end to themselves. Plere

polw.;/ of once more, we are not justified in tracing any certain

pQjigy qj- principle underlying or inspiring the con-

stant plots to substitute the uncles for the nephew.
With the accession of a minor and an empress-regent,

we are of course treated to the spectacle of an empire
ruled from the zenana, from behind the “purdah.”
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The years immediately before the salutation of Charle- Energy cnots

magne are marked by a sensible cooling of imperial

energy, by the decay of that great ideal of the chief %y,i^aud

magistrate of the commonwealth, which each and

•

every member of the African or the Syrian house had
'^comnimT

tried so bravely to realise. The seat of government, Cmars

the real font of authority, retreats into the waiting- sedusimi

rooms of eunuch-chamberlains. No more scions of Gc, manic

the reigning family are entrusted with posts of high polky of

command. Irene the regent remembers the success

of Narses in a field where Belisarius himself had been

baffled. A eunuch-general is sent from the tiring-

chambers of the palace to take command against

Elpidius, a Sicilian rebel. The entire regency and

reign of Irene (briefly separated by the sole rule of

the brave and wayward Constantine VI.), comprises

not the great matters of universal interest, but the

feuds of menials, the shifting influences of the servants'

hall. Irene’s favourites, such as led her white-horsed

chariot with humble haughtiness on I'are public pro-

gress, make of the duties and the profit of administra-

tion a monopoly. The career of the Eunuch-Patrician

Stauracius, Grand Logothet of the Course, or Post-

master General, is an instructive chapter in Oriental

manners; it can find a parallel in any century and

in any court east or south of the Danube. We have

travelled far from the old Roman ideal
;
we have

acquired, as in the reign of Antoninus the Eighth and

Last, a profoundly debased “Orientation"! Yet it

would be unfair to disparage the services of these

strange minister's of a free people. We have irot

infrequently to chronicle the real valiance or the

adroit strategy of some menial commander suddenly

called upon to confront the foe;—abandoning, as

Juvenal would say, the unreal and imaginary rivalries

of the court for serious duties and honest warfare.

Stauracius defeats the Sclavonians
;
and is embroiled

with a brother in celibacy and in power, Aetius, whose

name strangely recalls the statesman and general of

Galla Placiciia’s regency, whom some style the “last
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Eiiergn cook of the Romans." The result of the quarrel is so

that it is worth admitting to a place even

significant in this abstract and general section. Here is one of
featurp^s;_ those strange facts to which the historian, as he

commami eagerly searches for fitful illumination, is tempted
('tfsnrs to attach serious meaning. A silentium is held,

military persons are forbidden to hold any

Oertmnio intercourse with the minister. Was then this vigorous
policy of limit of frontier maintained even under Irene? was
c iam 07 ams.

possible for a palace official, without losing his

civil rank or falling into disgrace, to be prohibited

from communication with the staff-corps ? if so, what
was the meaning of this strange precaution, and what
was to be apprehended from the intrigues of Staura-

cius ? Soon after he dies, without serious or per-

manent loss of favour, and his rival succeeds to a

place which, like our prime minister, at last seems to

receive official recognition and an authentic place in

the hierarchy. The “ nrapahvvaa-re.ixov" is well known
already in Byzantine historians, but it appears worth

while at this point to chronicle gravely the succession

of an empress's favourites, just as in later times the

vicissitudes of the king’s mistresses. Atitius becomes

grand vizier”; and forms one of the capable but

time-serving cabal of immediate menials, who finally

in 8o3 deposed Irene and gave the empire to Nice-

phorus by a bloodless revolution.

As to their sinister influence on affairs, a singular

feature must be noted before we leave the gi'andeur

and the pettiness of the “ Isaurian ” age. It will be

remembered that it was the steady and persevei'ing

influence of the invertebrate quadrisyllables of the

Ravennese recluse, that ruined the promising chances

of an alliance with Alaric before the siege, or at least

before the capture, of Rome. Opinions may indeed

differ as to the wisdom of that alliance. I make no
secret of my firm conviction that the Visigoths were

prepared to meet a straightforward prince more than

half-way with genuine, and much-needed loyalty.

Rome and the West never recovered the prestige lost
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by that greatest event of the fifth century, which Energy cools

echoed, as we know, through the meditations of the later years
^

distant anchorite in the cave of Bethlehem. And
once more the intrigues of the household favourite /wrfMres .•

spoil a scheme for the union of the East and Western

realms, by the marriage of Charles with Irene. The Casars

whole disposition of Constantine had been warped '^^jccltmon ;

and embittered by the failure of that earlier proposal, Qcrmanio

which had so strongly caught the ardent and romantic Policy of

imaginations of a boy. The sedate and mature Irene

was perhaps not seriously tempted by the subsequent

offer
;
but the failure of the design lies at the door

of the chamberlains, who saw perhaps in the frank

authority of the new and warlike husband the doom
of their own influence. As to the prudence of their

intervention, I am not so clear. We tread on more
uncertain ground when we discuss not tlie relation of

a suzerain to a vain, powerful, and obviously sincere

vassal in Alaric, but the question of a sympathetic

union of Aachen and the city of Constantine. The
capitals of East and West were to remain for several

centuries longer in a complete isolation
;
indeed, the

barriers were only broken down by the marauding

host that styled itself the Fourth Crusade, by the most
. ancient and most loudly protesting feudatory in the

Adriatic.—With this singular proffer and strange

thwarting influence, we terminate this survey of the

turning-period (if I may use the term) of the Byzan-

tine annals. The " Isaurian ” dynasty is not merely

the most important link in the chain which binds

Basil II. and Alexius to Constantine and Justinian;

but there goes out to it a sincere feeling of gratitude

from Western and Christian hearts, deep as our sense

of indebtedness to Charles Martel himself. The ap-

pointed sentinel of Europe never performed its duty

better or more loyally than during the eighth century;

and for this vigilant attitude we must thank the bold

highland spirit and the Armenian Protestantism of

Leo and his son.
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THE PRETENDERS, AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE DYNASTY OF PHRYGIA (820-919 A.n,)

Nicephorus I. (Arab) 802-811
. palace conspir.

Stauracius (son) ...... 8ii . . birth.

Michael I. (bro. -in-law) .... 811-813 , Female right.

Leo V. (Armenian) ...... 813-820 . milit. nom.
M. The House of Amorium, or the Phrygian Dynasty :

Michael II. 820-829 thilib conspir.

Theophilus (son) 829-842 . birth.

Michael III. (son) 842-867 . birth.

Basiuus I. 867-886 . co-opt.

Leo VI. (son of Mich. III.) . . . 886-911 . birth.

( Alexander (son of Basil I.) . . . 911-912 . birth,

t CoNSTANTiNUSVII. (son ofLeoVI.) 912-959 • birth.

§ 1. Twice only in the long annals of the empire

was the sceptre swayed by a female sovereign in

name as well as in fact. The accomplished Athenian

Irene, regent for the sixth Constantine, kept her place

for nearly five yeai's, and yielded to an obscure

palace-revolution (797-802) : Theodora, daughter of

Constantine IX., more happy, died in the full enjoy-

ment of her dignity, after a brief but prosperous reign,

1054-1056 (although tradition asserts that she was
vexed and astonished at the claim made upon her by

dotage and by death). For the obscurer influence of

feminine intrigue we need look no further than the

competent Syrian ladies, who named emperors and

guided affairs in the first thirty years of the third

century; than the sister-regent and empress-mother

of the fifth century,—than the strange and restless

career of Verina, or the almost mythical figure of the

first Theodora. Such influence follows naturally on

the stationary character of sovereignty. When as with

Trajan or Hadrian, . the emperor moves among his

troops along the frontiers; in actual or anticipated cam-
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paigns,—or like some German suzerain conceives that state con-

a ruler's chief duty is to form an itinerant Court of

Final Appeal,—there in the nature of the circumstance family *

is female interest on the wane. But in the peaceful influence:

interludes and occasional minorities, in the centred

palace-sway, there was room for the policy and churchmen

adroitness of the sex. It may be that Justinian owed
not merely his throne but his lasting and imperish-

able renown to the daring advice of a woman. The
Western realm, just a century earlier, is perhaps

indebted for its very existence to the supple firmness

of Placidia, widow of a Gothic king and a Roman
emperor, and mother of the last of the Theodosian

and Valentinian house. But in these fifteen centuries,

barely seven years is marked by an empress reigning

alone in her own right. And whatever might have

been the genuine or feigned indignation of the West,

it is clear that the accession of the queen-regent in

the last years of the eighth century excited among her

direct subjects no resentment. The great machinery

of administration moved on its predestined path,

quite indifferent to the altered title, sex, and age of

the primtim mobile

;

and indeed Irene herself in the

full enjoyment of nominal absolutism must have

felt the shrinkage of her former influence. In the

stirring times and serious perils of the Heraclian and
“ Isaurian ” families, the older ideal of the monarch
had been revived. He was personally charged with

the whole burden of the State and bore on his

shoulders the weight of civil and military responsi-

bility. But with the advent of peace and security,

comes the weakening of fibre and the relaxing of’

intei-est. Nothing is so creditable as the Roman con-

ception and performance of public service; nothing

so curiously incongruous as the pastimes of their

frittered leisure or enforced retirement. Yet while

the noble abandoned all the manlier virtues and real

business of life (whether ousted by his own sloth or

another’s envy), the principate, as we have so often

remarked, never lost except for a brief season the
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state con- strenuous personal character of its duties. With the

^dtstruiin
crises of the seventh century the military power of

Jamih/ the long secluded sovereign once more emerges
;
or

emnchl\n
more truly, the only possible sovereign is a

EZ%lmato competent general.

clmi'chinen For nearly two centuries the Byzantine sovereigns
tnWest.

-were accustomed to the light of day and the dan-

gerous intercourse of a camp; and we are quite of

Finlay’s opinion that the last “Isaurian” sovereign

showed to better advantage among his soldiers than

his courtiers. But that epoch of vigorous person-

alities has now closed
;
and the advent of Irene is

significant of a change that will come later and in

more definite form after the two most prosperous

centuries of the Eastern realm. Like Constantine IX.,

the luxurious brother of the warlike monk Basil II.,

Irene can only see with the eyes and hear with the

ears of her attendants. As in China of to-day, the

scruples of an Asiatic mind confined the privilege of

the immediate personal service to eunuchs
;

just as

(for quite other reasons) the chancelleries and civil

jurisdictions, as well as autonomous bishoprics, fell in

the West to the voluntary celibate. It is not difficult

to explain this preference by some motive a little more
profound than an obvious precaution. The whole

tendency of the State is to destroy all associations but

itself, even the family. The central power, whenceso-

ever it may claim to derive its title, prefers to confront

isolated units; disintegrated atoms. The truth of this

may be proved in the ceaseless warfare which the

New Monarchy waged against intermediate corpora-

tions when at the close of the Middle Ages the ancient

conception of the State revived. A Liberal minister in

the beginning of the twentieth century may perhaps

sincerely deprecate the expression "children of the

State”
;
yet he is in virtue of his training, circumstance,

and often inexplicit conviction, carried irresistibly

into the ranks arrayed against the Family. The
earliest and greatest political “ Utopia” contemplates

its destruction
;
and it is quite plain that there is but
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a single great obstacle to the establishment of cen- state con-

tralised absolutism in favour of scientific Socialists ;

—

the prejudice and tenacity of human instinct. The family

imperial system and the Roman Church are in their influence:

several spheres the grandest and most consistent
’^EaM %Mate

application of this principle, hostile to the claims ehmahmcu

and favouritism of the family. Both desire the

widest and most unfettered freedom of choice
;
their

trusted agents and commissaries must be men of

personal and individual merit, and must derive their

sole recommendation from the State. In the later

post-Reformation Absolutism (synchronising -with

and largely depending upon the success of Protestant

belief and the removal of a strong rival to the secular

power), the unknown birth of some capable Mel-

chizedek and complete independence of family

suggestion, was a passport to highest office. For

the new Machiavellian common-wealth, by immaterial

accident monarchic. Socialist, or Caesarian,—has a pro-

found distaste for genealogies and for the founding

of families of territorial influence, commercial success

or political prestige.

In our own period the resentment of the Roman
critics and historians is constantly directed against

the unrecognised power of the palace chamberlains.

Their crafty and secret control of the webs that con-

verged in the palace and once more ramified abroad,

was distracted by no rival sympathies
;
they would

give affairs their whole-hearted devotion. As peril

and menace surrounded the Eastern realm, the

middle-class vanished, and left the territorial magnate

and his clients or colonists in possession of the field.

The very limited scope of well-meaning reform is

shown in this fatal tendency of property as of

political power to centralise and to accumulate. The
Eastern half of the old Roman realm has its story

of feudalism as well as the Western. At different

periods, nations wake to the danger of land or riches

massed in a few hands
;
of the extrusion of the small

proprietor or tradesman in direct relation to the State

;
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of the secret and rival organisation which, careless of

so-called political influence, really sways at will the

whole social life. It may take the form of the local

predominance of a family, the founding of some
mediccval principality

;
or of a mercantile committee

or combination; or of some unauthorised under-

standing of social influences, which in spite of all the

adroit machinery of a democratic State, might very

well nonplus the efforts of reformers by a frank and
cynical non-possumus.

§2. The typical chamberlain of an Oriental court

will found no family
;

in him, whether under
Arcadius, or Abdul Hamid II., or Kwang-Su, is pure

personal ability considered without respect to a

father’s place or anticipation of a son’s claim to

succeed. This is the true “State” ideal; and to

be consistent, all rulers of “Utopia” should be well-

trained and disinterested aliens. It is a common-
place that nearly all races are under foreign

domination
;
and the ideal administrator, as of the

Italian town, is a man without prejudice or partiality,

without birthright or hopes of posterity. Of such

the later empire availed themselves largely; as the

early Cassars employed their freedmen, or French

monarchs substituted for the erratic and irresponsible

chivalry of the noble class the fustian competence

and obscurity of the roturier intendant. What is

attractive is the pliable temper and perfect subjec-

tion of these instruments, entangled in no meshes

of affection or kinship and amenable to no other

master or influence. The churchmen-administrators

of the Middle Ages represent indeed a somewhat

similar phase, but there are obvious points of dis-

agreement. We have already spoken of the schism

of public service into the Mediaeval Dyarchy of Army
and Church,—and the significant heralding signs of

this in the distinct departments of the later empire.

In effect, the State ceased to be,—as a paramount

civil order, holding in leash alike the soldier and

the priest. Dimly venerating this distant Ideal,
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the two subordinate powers made terms with each

other, and the Middle Age is largely the history of

this accommodation. Thus it was not jealousy but

confidence which reposed the civil duties in episcopal

chancellors ;
or as early as the seventh century sur-

rendered without intending it large royal functions

to monastic communities, A closer parallel to the

precautionary spirit of the East will be found in the

urban and provincial powers of bishops, invented

by sovereigns as a useful counterpoise against the

magnate, who built up with his clansmen or adopted

retainers a hereditary sway. And when the official,

spite of his direct relation to a sovereign, purchased

or seized a permanent tenure, the bishop or abbot

who would found no family was the favourite adviser

or guardian of the king.

§ 3 . The election of Nicephorus (802-811) must

have been carried through by means of the same

eunuchs who had expressed their devoted loyalty to

Irene. The revolution supplanted an imperial lady

by a well-trained Minister of Finance; and ended

without bloodshed. The extraordinary humanity of

the Byzantine court at this time is worthy of remark

;

and far from exerting the jealous cruelty of a

“ parvenu," Nicephorus extended a mild and ironical

sympathy to all pretenders. Yet the “ secret of the

empire" is again published to the world, that any
one with courage and a few bold adherents may
become emperor. The ninth century is marked by
the success of usurpers (often of Armenian origin),

and by the unexpected renown of one of these tem-

porary monarchs as the founder of the most durable

dynasty in the whole of Roman history. We
should not be far from the tmth if we marked this

age by the title, “Epoch of the Pretenders," as we
may term the next century “ Epoch of the Shogunate.”

The one title shows the open road and untrammelled

candidature
;
the other the irresistible fascination of

a family. It is true that Staurace and Michael I.

(811-813), the legendary Theophilus (829-842), and

Triumph of

the ideal

theory of the

State

:

government
Inj disin-

terested

aliens.

to the

adventurer:
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cfmachine
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Chief place the typical young Csesar, Michael III. (842-867),

—

succeed in virtue of the never formulated but well

udnmturan understood rule of family preference. But the most
iudiffcrence effective sovereigns of the epoch literally rise from

% ifs'nmnhial
ranks

;
or seize the sceptre with adventurous

controller. liazard before a mildly wondering world. Nicephorus

himself continues to be what he was before, the

vigilant personal superintendent of the empire's

finances ;
and perhaps behind his selfish ambition

lay an unspoken protest against a slackened or a

penurious administration. Leo V. the Armenian

(813 --820) supplants the humble and incapable

Michael, who gratefully retires
;
and the same sus-

picion attaches to this general as did once attach

to Gallus
; that he secured the throne by treason on

the field and a base understanding with the foe to

betray the cause. It must be confessed that the story

in either case appears unworthy of credit
;

and
one would be inclined to trust the frank minds of

the Anatolic soldiers, who saluted their general and
marched to the capital to install him, as so many
regiments had done before. Michael II., a Phrygian

from Amorium (820-829), is a brother-in-arms and a

rival of Leo : to his succession belongs the dramatic

tale of the sudden “peripety" from dungeon to

throne, which hei'e at least will not bear retelling.

But the unpreparedness and caprice of the advent

of the sovereign is still more signally illustrated by

the career of the “ Macedonian " groom, Basil I.

(867-886), which displays the almost incredible

stability of a centralised system without a centre.

We associate the name of this strange sovereign with

the tightening of the chains of despotic control, with

the final phase in the irrevocable tendency towards

absolutism
;

the prince, long without rival or peer

in the executive, now bids a contemptuous farewell

to his age-long partner in the task of legislation.

But it may surely be called the choicest irony of

history that this change should have been effected

by one who was neither a noble, a civilian, nor a
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soldier
;
who possessed neither personal popularity Chiefplace

nor family prestige
;
with whom, outside the narrow

circle of Michael’s boon-companions, few officials adventimr:

were familiar
;
none perhaps of the chiefs of the indifference

army-corps. I am inclined to believe that the success % us nominal

of Basil's ungrateful crime was largely due not to controller.

personal daring but to the very dynastic principle

which it overthrew. It may be questioned whether

the capital was aware of the massacre of the emperor,

or that the naked explicitness and horror of the

pitiable story as we have it, represent in any degree

the vague rumour and silent suspicion which must

have prevailed darkly in Constantinople. A"Ccesar”
legitimately created and accepted, would succeed

without opposition; and the plausible penitence of

Basil, his solemn atonement for the crime, may
not have been so public as we are led to believe.

In any case, the Church, horrified by the public

scandals of Michael’s irreligion, welcomed gladly

enough an ignorant and a subservient monarch,

anxious at the outset to ingratiate himself with all

classes,—and above all, with that great clerical body
which, in the most degraded times and with the most
mistaken motives, represented the frankness and de-

tachment of public opinion, elsewhere sought in vain.

We can but regret that just on this occasion the

patriarch, who might have been bold as S. Ambrose
with the question, "Had Zimri peace ?’’ compounded
the felony and assoiled the criminal, without demand-
ing restitution and penance. After a long period of

repression, under the revived Iconoclasm of the earlier

ninth century,—the Church reasserted her rights.

Somewhat after the fashion of John of England,

Basil consents or proposes in curioiusly mediaeval

spirit, to surrender his crown to the altar and receive

it back again, as if by Divine commission as a sacred

' trust. We who in these latter days are sometimes

stai'tled by the swift news of a monarch’s violent

death are wont tp hear the details of the crime within

a few hours. But it may be doubted if intelligence
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Chiefplace travelled further than the palace
;
and the undisputed

accession of Basil to full sovereignty might be due

arlrenturef: to the indifference of the people and the govern-

inditferenca ing class, to the undoubted legitimacy (if caprice) of

appointment, and (among the more pious) to

controller. his welcome deference to religion after a curious

interlude of ribaldry and excess.

In the annals of Byzantine history, this Sclavonian

groom of remote Armenian origin stands as the

founder of a dynasty. It must be confessed that

he did not occupy the proud position iir contempo-

rary eyes. I must admit that the subject is a delicate

one, and that children born in wedlock must be

accepted by the historian of a royal line as their

father’s offspring. Yet the evidence is very strong

in favour of the continuance of the Phrygian line

in the person of Leo VI.,—and not merely a sordid

computation of months but the character and temper

of the new monarch, his peril at the hands of his

putative father, and the universal belief of the time,

point to him as the son of Michael III. Not indeed

until the pious patience of Constantine VII. was the

name of Basil reinstated as the recognised head of

the house. This
.
is a matter which is obviously out

of the reach of conclusive proof
;

yet in studying

the dynastic succession of Eastern sovereigns we
are obliged to mention the painful and indecorous

hypothesis. Such it must always remain; yet at

the risk of dogmatising on an unpleasant subject, I

strongly adhere myself to the belief that the Amorian
house expired, not in tire gory and pathetic murder
of Michael III., but on the honourable imperial couch
of Theodora

;
and that the reign of Basil was a

useful but not a serious break in the continuity of

the longest of Byzantine dynasties.

§ 4. No particular interest or problem attaches to

the succession of Leo VI. (886-911) or his son Con-
stantine VII. who in the darkest of all European cen-

turies sheds a genuine if pedantic lustre upon his

throne, his court, and his age. We are approaching
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very near the confines of our self-imposed task
;
for Canonisation

the constitutional changes, which worked a silent ofLegiti-

revolution in the system without abrupt convulsion, munity^of

are intimately connected with the seventh, the ninth, hierarchy

the tenth, and the eleventh wearer of the name and

the purple of Constantine. The seventh titular to- standsfor

gather with the long Augustan title of his grandson,

held the nominal sceptre for a hundred and seven- oim agents.

teen years,—a record approaching the length of the

combined reigns of the fourteenth and fifteenth Louis,

and outvying the almost Arganthonian duration of

the earlier Manchu rulers of China (911-1028). The
history of that period must be considered by itself

;

new features and new problems are presented, closely

bound up with the whole question of dynastic suc-

cession, with the comparative merits of elective and
hereditary rulers. We will here confine ourselves

to an epoch of one hundred and ten years. During
this time the tiresome and continual interrogation of

parvenus, as they offer themselves as fit candidates

for the chief place, gives way to a fatigued recog-

nition of legitimacy
;
which needing with us some-

thing like a millennium of kinship and attested

genealogy, seemed to be well established in that

society in a brief space of fifty years. Our period

opened, as we saw, unfavourably for monarchical

stability; Stauracius, loudly protesting his detesta-

tion of the parental methods, failed to win confi-

dence
;
and Michael I. succeeding through his wife

Procopia (as did Zeno just four and a half cen-

turies back), yielded not merely to the clamour of

an insane woman perpetually reminding him on all

public occasions of his imfitness> but to his own con-

victions, and the resolve of the soldiers that the time

was not ripe for a too pious and indulgent prince.

(Indeed it must be confessed that the period of firmest

solidity and splendour coincides with the determined

secularism of the Iconoclasts, with the reduction of

the Church to a subservient and well-drilled depart-

ment of the State instead of a co-ordinate and rival
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Ganmiination power, as in the West.) But the close of our period,

accession of the tiny Constantine VII. ushers in

mnniiy of the most triumphal epoch of Legitimacy. And amid
the hierarch}/ the strange vicissitudes of the central power, the bar-

enipemr stilt
baric and unfamiliar figures that press to the front,—we

stands/or must inquire what influence lent unlooked-for stability
people s good, y system

;
which veiled the inexpertness of a

own agents, statesman, and enabled him to recast the principle

of sovereignty in a mould of pure absolutism.

We must again point out that two parallel or rather

contrary tendencies may be observed in any com-
monwealth. While the State draws new duties and
functions to itself, an increasingly large portion of

life falls outside its competence. Every subordinate

agency which the State creates, to execute its wishes

or to ease its burdens, becomes in time a rival, and
perhaps a supplanter. A State may well be centralised

in theory, and in practice parficularist. The whole
drift towards monarchy is not the result of ambition,

but is the unconscious work of forces which are

strictly social,—love of organised and regular routine

and hatred of disorder, prejudice in favour of the con-

crete and visible. The monarch, like the early Caesars,

attempts to perform in person and without deputy.

The eager confidence of the subject imposes ever new
burdens

;
and the delegates multiply, at once the agents

and the restraints of sovereign authority. Not that

the officials of the empire claimed such uncontrolled

liberty as the later Counts secured from the weaker

Carolings. But the immunities and “administrative

right” which the Byzantine biu'eaucracy secured, if

less formal, were at least as effective. The reigns of

these monarchs compi'ised a struggle for impartial

justice
;
and the Oriental legends of Theophilus,

untrue perhaps in the letter, represent accurately

enough the current feeling,—that the emperor stood for

the people’s interest against his own functionaries.

The mills of the Byzantine system, like the magic stones

in the Norse Saga, ground on when once started,

whether the miller was there or not. And by far
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the larger part of life, as we said, lay without the Canonisation

direct imperial jurisdiction. Had not centuries of ofLegiti-

uniform usage crystallised behaviour, class-relation,

religious ceremony and belief, the rule of civil pro- the Uemrchy

motion and precedence, iiito hard-and-fast outline ?

Was it not, even in the most turbulent times, the standsfor

chief pride of the empire that the arbitrament oi people’s good,

civil justice went on unaltered and unprejudiced, amid omagenls.

the quarrels of pretenders or the dread and din of

foreign invasion ? Thus it comes to pass that the

very methods for carrying the central designs into

effect, become also the means for curbing its caprice

and misuse, for rendering it, in a word, to a great

extent, superfluous. The more complicated a govern-

ment, the less need for tlie perpetual intervention

of the sovereign. Moses, acording to the counsel of

Hobab, delegates and divides and finally attenuates

authority. Personal government is possible only in

the exceptional circumstances of the early empire
;
or

in limited but direct intercourse of family or clan,

as in Montenegro of to-day. Elsewhere, wherever

despotism is the formula of the constitution, the

unique preoccupation of the absolutist is to save

absolute power from itself
;
and to remedy in some

measure the incurable paradox of a system, which
rests the impersonal State and its destinies upon the

erring or ignorant judgment of a single mortal.

§ 5. It need not be pointed out that exactly the same Absolutism

course follows (unconsciously) upon the recognition

of another and very similar paradox,;—popular govern- 'centralism

ment. For the whole care of the administration, when -curtail-

once the choice of rulers and the final judgment on

political issues is made over to the mob, is directed

towards cancelling this dangerous authority by elabo-

rate system of check and countercheck, and by dis-

playing in every dictum and expedient the profoundest

distrust for a really popular verdict. Thus it is, as

we have so often occasion to remark, that the two

most similar forms; of government—despotism and
democracy, are destined never in effect to attain

VOL. I. X
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genuine existence; and they are never fully recog-

nised except at their obsequies. The supposed

absolutism of the earlier system of Diocletian, pro-

viding as in duty bound, against riot and caprice,

actually deprived the sovereign of much of his

prerogative. From this system of Constantine

issues quite naturally the ignorant if conscientious

seclusion of Constantins 11., the powerless chafing

of Gratian and Valentinian II. against alien con-

trol, the pious and cloistral retirement of Honorius,

Arcadius, and the younger Theodosius. The legal

powers of the prefect are extended, although the

unique military control is taken away. There lies

no appeal to the sovereign in the fourth century

;

and edicts are full of vain regrets on imperial in-

ability to control imperial agents. While the central

reconstruction of the fourth century aims principally

at securing the empire against individual caprice, the

similar movement of Justinian placed the ideal of

government in the vigilance of an elderly civilian,

with Philip II.’s unwearied love of administrative

routine. The complaints of his nephew and suc-

cessor, Justin II., show exactly the momentary effect

of a well-meant reform, which did not outlast the

life or rather the vigour and sanity of its author.

The weak control of the sovereign is never seen

so clearly as in the half-century following the death

of the greatest of “ Illyrian sovereigns." Everywhere
decay and decompositionj and a polite but firm re-

sistance of the interested classes to the generous and
popular proposals of the emperor. Once more in

the latter part of the ninth century, significantly

enough under a sovereign per saltum, comes this in-

evitable if mistaken tendency to unify all the threads or

wires under a single hand. It is clear that in practice

this will lead in all but the one hundredth instance,

to the strengthening of precedent and routine. Very

few sovereigns have the minute administrative patience

for detail which is shown by the illustrious line of

Roman emperors : or by Napoleon I., alien recon-
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structor of despotic machinery for a spurious republic. Absolutism

To centralise is far more to safeguard from caprice '

and local usage than to put any fresh or sharper centralism

instrument in the hands of a monarch. The greater -eurtail-

the theoretical centralism, the wider and more unsym-

pathetic shall we find the departments of State, the

more numerous the various hierarchs or hirelings

who await with anxious and attentive reverence the

expressed will of the sovereign on a matter already

long ago settled. Thus we may trace the further step

towards absolutism, which the upstart Basil takes,

quite as much to the well-grounded apprehension

of the imperial council, as to any haughty ambition

or active distrust of the previous machinery.

§ 6 . If in these changes we see rather a limit than Decay qf

an extension of dangerous wilfulness, we may perhaps

turn our notice upon a question continually grazed depwrtmenis

but never penetrated in the course of our survey,

—

the character, methods, and training of the func- influence of
tionaries of government. For it is undeniable that Die eoepert.

it is in this later period, especially in the reign of

Leo VI., that the archaic features of the old Roman
civil service vanished; so stubbornly surviving as a

tradition and “ secret of the empire,” amid the dis-

appearance of nations, the advent of parvenus and
the wreck of transient dynasties. It is the fashion

to connect the duration of the Eastern empire with

the unrivalled discipline and certain promotion of

the civilian department. And it is worth while

to cast an eye on the development and changes

which it underwent. A profession of State-service

is found only in highly civilised (it may be, mori-

bund) communities. True democracy modelled on
antique citizenship is the apotheosis of the amateur.

Specialism, inseparable from a complex social life^

has 110 place in commonwealths, which as opposed

to the spurious free states of modern times, can

make a genuine boast of freedom. The duties of

a simple justice, administration, police, flow without

conscious effort, from the natural relation of father,
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husband, or brother
;

the heads of the associated

families meet for tlie discussion of public business

;

and the titular monarch, who is seen at the dawn
of Hellenic, Roman, and Teutonic history, is but

"first among peers,” and perhaps recalls a semi-

divine ancestor and a closer intimacy with divine

secrets. It would have been inconceivable for such

men to have set up, as servant and master at the

same time, an organised body of public officials,

—

created indeed by the mass of citizens but superior

to the individual or capricious will. When the single

subjective will overcomes, in Alcibiades or in Catiline,

the traditional reverence for the purely moral sanc-

tions of the State, and the two great evils of centri-

fugal or feudal society emerge,—private war and

private greed,—the need of a central arbiter becomes

apparent, armed with forcible as well as religious

power for the coercion of this impious eccentricity.

The empire attempted this task side by side

with the original council of Fathers and of Peers.

The growth of the civil service in Rome has been

already traced in broad general outlines and in par-

ticular detail,—from the freedmen of Claudius, Nero,

or Domitian
;

through the reorganising vigour of

the great juristic period of the Antonines
;
down to

the sudden and well-nigh fatal blow to civil govern-

ment, the murder of Severus II. (235). We have

seen that beneath the turbulent surface of the half-

century that followed, tranquil depths may be descried

where the old routine was still pursued, even amid
the alarming aberrations

,
of the central pivot. The

hierarchic gradations of the great reform of the

fourth centuiy certainly had in view the severance

of the civil functionary or bureaucrat (directly amen-
able to the prefect), not merely from the military

contingent, but from the great body of contribut-

ing citizens. Thus arose that highly efficient and
specialised body of government officials who meet
us continually after Constantine, as a distinct class

in the State. And indeed, although Plato in the
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Republic allows a free passage for ability up and Damy of

down between the various orders, yet there is

observable the same Hegelian maxim, which un- departmmt.'<

consciously the Roman government adopted, that

government should be confined to the circle of
tnfluence^of

ofificials.
,

the expert.

§ 7. Most criticisms of the Roman Empire are an indictment

undesigned indictment of the darling projects of “

modern Socialism. And Socialism entrusting un- demnationof

limited power to the State (represented as it must esdremc

be by a committee of experts) is the very denial

of free local and personal life. The Roman sove- potence worse,

reigns, facing much the same problems as a modern
nation, undertook the guard of the frontier, the an aceessihla

maintenance of order within, a uniform judicial (tnd re-

procedure, and the supply of provisions to the

chief centres. It is true that neither i-eligion nor

education came within the scope of their solicitude.

The empire was, however durable, an artificial creation

of beneficence : and the unity between the various

tribes, cities, races, and creeds was a fictitious unity

that arose from this common relation to the metro-

polis. From the first the strictly Roman govern-

ment stood out in clear distinctness from the

population. There is no sign that the provinces

resented this monopoly
;

• there is evidence enough
on both sides to make us hesitate before deciding

between a corrupt surrender and a wilful encroach-

ment. This distinct character of a service, which
was open to all, is maintained through the whole

of Byzantine history. While the Church and its

prelates remain Hellenic in temper, metaphysics,

and sympathy, the old Roman tradition and char-

acter is kept up in that curious Asiatic and Armenian
class, who supplied the empire of the eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries with brave champions and earnest

reformers^ On this peculiar and it may be artificial

product, public virtue and capacity of the older

Roman type, Finlay has a passage marked by bis

usually correct insight, when wi’iting of the “con-
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version” of Basil II. But a certain change in the

highest rank of the hierarchy is to be noticed in

this very period we are now discussing : Oriental

caprice and not lengthy and tried service fills the

chief posts. Below, the subordinate officials main-

tain their place and duties, but with lessening respect

for the chief virtues of a bureaucracy, equity, and

a real sympathy with the subject-population. The
annalists are full of complaints, which begin in this

period of comparative prosperity, of the insolence

of officials as a privileged class apart, of the fiscal

exactions, and the gradual decay in the distribution

of impartial justice. A special section must be

devoted to the sad task of reviewing these short-

comings in the imperial agents
;
and the record is

the natural outcome of the extravagant promises

made by the empire, and by the very dexterity and

competence of the agents which it carefully trained

to execute them. But the chief strictures are kept

for the suspicious favouritism, which entrusted the

principal stations of duty to the nominees of the

palace ;
and the historians who allow themselves

the liberty of free reflection, like Psellus and ZonaraS,

are greatly concerned at the arbitrariness of appoint-

ment to the chief places, even if they are not shocked

at the barbarian nationality of the candidates. The
records of all wide and despotic monarchies are full

of instances of this fondness for alien agents—the

caliphs, the Seljuks, the Mongols. And the supra-

national and idealistic Byzantine system is no ex-

ception, Gradually, the emperor vested with powers

nominally unlimited, cannot afford to place confi-

dence in any one outside his own family or circle of

attached servants.

§ 8. The jealous reservation of great offices to kins-

men or to dependent eunuchs is a prominent fea-

ture of the later age, but is by no means uncommon in

this period, and has- its warnings or intimation long

before. Did not Vespasian create Titus prefect, and

did not Justinian with his unerring sagacity summon
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Narses from the shadowed life of a palace to z Growth of

command which had overtaxed the energies o{ eareleamiess

Belisarius himself ? And it is this tendency to mder
identify the State with family or with servile de- l-eo ri. ;

pendents which will wholly alter the lineaments

of the liberal empire. The employment of corrupt Feudalism

or ineffective chamberlains on military service will

irritate the
.
military caste, which owing to the pacific equally Idj^

aims of the prosperous successors of Iconoclasm had sseking.

suffered both in practice and in prestige. Militant

and chivalrous feudalism respects indeed the preju-

dice for the family, but will have none of those base

and supple agents so dear to an apprehensive central

power. Hence the veiled but perpetual strife between

the Feudal and the Oriental temper; and the open
discontent and revolution which succeeds the ex-

tinction of the Amorian dynasty. And it must be

confessed that the success of the military caste is

not reassuring
;

for with the Comneni the whole

ideal and disinterested conception of the State breaks

down and gives place to pure “patrimonial’’ self-

seeking, as with the Merwings. For if we seem
to anticipate, it is because the reign of the supposed

son of Basil (886-911) shows all the later vices of

an intermittent and arbitrary government, proceed-

ing without knowledge or any real control of its

agents, and of set purpose elevating the civil or

palatine official above the military interest. But the

succeeding age witnesses a reaction
;
while the respect

due to the “purple-born'' is in nowise diminished,

the soldier or admiral receives recognition not merely

as the highest servant but as the equal of the legiti-

mate sovereign. A period of military glory under

Phocas, Tzimisces, and Basil II. himself dispels in

the open daylight and peril of the camp the in-

trigues of a luxurious court. It is this period which

will form the subject of our next essay; and we
have ventured to call it by the now familiar title of

. the “ Shogunate.” .



CHAPTER III

THE EPOCH OP THE BYZANTINE “SHOGUNATE”; OR;

THE AGE OF MILITARY EXPANSION AND RE-

COVERY (919-1026 A.D.)

RomanusI. Lecapenus. . . 919-944 .

(STEPHANUS . ... . .

.-J

< CHRISTOPHORUS. .... .1944. . .

ICONSTANTINUS VIII )

(CONSTANTINUS VII. (sole) . . 944-959)

Romanus II. (son of Const. VII.
1 050-063

grandson of RomanusI.). . .

9 3

/Basilius II. (son) 963-1025 .

\CoNSTANTiNUS IX. (brother) . . . 963-1028 .

Nicbphorus II. Phocas. . . 963-969 .

Johannes II. TziMisCEs(ncph.) 969-976 .
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§ 1. The last two periods of our survey comprise

the obscure phases of a remarkable struggle,—between

the interest of the soldier and the civil official, the

landed or feudal interest and the court. But the

immediate section from the accession of Constan-

tine VII. to the death of Basil II., presents us with

an early stage in which the issues and the stakes

are not as yet clearly defined. After the slothful and
somewhat corrupt peace of Leo VL, there is a strong

reaction in favour of a “foi'ward” policy. In spite

of the abuses which had. crept into the Roman
administration, the general prosperity had been
great under the Amorians, and the resources had
steadily increased. Perhaps the worst indictment

of the reign of Leo the Wise is, that he was prepar-

ing too early to beat his sword into a plowshare, and
to enjoy the whole rich imperial realm as his own
private domain. Such indeed is the temptation of

all youthful monarchs who succeed by an indisput-

able title without the previous discipline of a private
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station. The earlier system of perilous and precarious

competition gave way to a frank recognition of

hereditary claim,—and indeed Leo might well satisfy

in his ambiguous origin both the Amorian and the

"Macedonian" faction. In this tenth century the

splendour, the culture, and the wealth of the capital

and the more favoured provinces, stand out in startling

contrast to the miserable and riotous condition of

the rest of Europe. It was impossible for a prince

brought up as in the "Happy Valley" of Rasselas,

amid pleasant sights and sounds, to appreciate the

frequent want and distress of the outlying districts.

To him favourable bulletins were always issued

;

and he might well be the most ignorant as well

as the most responsible citizen in his dominions.

Catherine II. herself found the deceptive atmosphere

of a court followed the monarch even on a distant

progress
;
and mistook the stage apparatus which

unknowingly she carried among her own luggage,—

the maypole, the village-inn, the merry peasants,

—

for serious evidence of plenty and contentment.

Yet in spite of the cloistral ignorance of the monarch
and the natural decay of institutions which demanded
and implied strict personal attention, in spite also of

the horrors of the famous capture of Thessalonica

in the last years of the reign,—the forces, natural and

human and economic, had been slowly and surely

recruiting; and in the minority of the youthful son

of Leo, the thoughts and sympathies of men turned

to more strenuous rule. And inasmuch as the aliec-

tionate allegiance of the capital was enlisted for

the dynasty and for the helpless minority of Con-
stantine,—the supplanting by a military leader of

a palace-cabal was attended by no overthrorv or

revolution. Yet if the accession: of Romanus Leca-

penus to power (919) ushers in the period of the

Byzantine "Shogunate " and the glorious careers of

Phocas, of Tzimisces, and of the legitimate Basil

himself,—how strange and anomalous is the circum-

slance of his triumph and the character of the man !

Regency side

by aide with

Legitimacy ;

qfficienoy

consulted, as
well as
staUlity.
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Philip the Arabian (244), according to current rumour,

had wilfully created a scarcity in the commissariat

that he might shift the onus to Gordian III. and
take his place : Gallus (251) was suspected of sacri-

ficing his master to the invader that he might himself

seize the throne
;
Leo V, (813) seems to have profited

in an unexpected fashion by his own incompetence

or doubtful faith in the field
;
and Lecapenus, after

a sorry display of treachery or cowardice, returns

in triumph to the capital to play Napoleon to the

Directory

!

Byzantine history is indeed full of surprises
;
and

we are constantly wondering at the qualities, the

policies, and tlie men whom the wayward citizens

delight to honour. But perhaps here is the most
surprising instance of inexplicable success

;
Roraanus

returns with his fleet to confront, as one might

suppose, the painful alternative, a confession of

timidity or treason,—is able to dictate his own terms

to the palace, to seize the ominous and significant

title of Grand Hetaeriarch, and in the end to seat

himself side by side with the legitimate ruler. This

is a strange prelude to the effective and personal

chivalry of the three imperial warriors in the re-

mainder of the period. But we are not concerned

with the details of this warlike prowess but rather

with' the political feeling of which it is the chief

symptom. Romanus without doubt profited by the

general discontent with a feminine regency, by the

intrigues which divided the imperial council. He
stood for the bluff frankness of a seaman

;
he had

no pi-etensions to polish
;
his son-in-law, Constantine

himself, speaks of his limited attainments with

spiteful contempt; he entered, like a breezy gust of

north wind, into the hothouse air. As in the French
Republic to-day, it

,
is the hour which cannot find

the man; so the way was prepared at Byzantium
for any one who had the courage to seize the fore-

lock of Time. Not that a revolution was contem-

plated
;
the dynasty was. popular and the whole temper
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of the age was humane
;
the leniency of the Byzantine Begenoy side

court is never more striking than in this half-century

when the rest of Europe is sunk in barbarism. B-at effioienoy'

'

while no one disputed the rights of the emperor by consulted as

descent, while on occasion men could loudly complain

of the ousting of the heir,—a capable and personal

ruler must share the dignity as well as the burden

of oftice.

§ S. The unwarrantable elevation of Romanus was a AstonisUng

protest against the suspicious secrecy of chamberlain- success md

rule or a divided and incapable regency
;

it forms one Romanus I.

:

additional proof (if evidence is needed) of the inexor- Theophylact

able Roman principle of personal government. And
so the solitary and giddy pedestal is thronged with

new figures
;

there are five emperors at the same
moment

;
the young heir, buried in the palace with

his books, his music, his painting
;
the rough sailor

Lecapenus learning awkwardly the strict and in-

dispensable formulas of sovereign behaviour
;
and

his three sons, Stephen, Christopher, and Constantine

VIIL,—whose ungrateful and ill-timed ambition proved

fatal in the course of years to this renewed attempt

at an imperial “college.” Meantime, the citizens

reserved their love for the ruler by “ right divine " and
resented his seclusion

;
Romanus, like so many sur-

prising elections in time past, proved a careful and

efficient coadjutor,—certainly preferable as a vizier or

TrapaSwao-revci);/, to an intriguing menial of the palace.

We shall draw attention at the suitable moment to

his wise policy with regard to the great landowners

and the overgrown estates,—which by a tendency not

wanting altogether in sound and wholesome features,

created a counterweight against the centralised ab-

solutism wielded by the court. But Romanus was

lacking in modesty and in moderation
;
he grasped

too eagerly at the entire harvest of his unlooked-for

victoi-y, Not content with placing three of his sons

on the throne, he made a fourth, Theophylact, still a ?

minor, patriarch of the metropolis.

It is perhaps no very instructive pastime of the ;
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historian, to trace vague and secret currents and
tendencies, which are as it were "in the air," and
exercise over wide areas the same influence without

any visible connection or known intercourse. Yet it

would be impossible to pass over the career of

Theophylact without drawing attention to his—I had
almost said, heir and successor in the rival capital,

—John XII, So have we seen the type of anoma-
lous prince-prelacy in Sidonius, sportsman, bishop,

urban-prefect and consummate stylist, in earlier

model at Barca and Cyi'ene : we find a prototype in

Synesius, the Platonist, the priest, the bold rebuker of

royalty, the eloquent hymnodist. Our two “prince-

bishops” are widely different from the amiable con-
temporaries of Leo I. and S. Augustine. They are

types that can only be met with in a wholly secularised

Church
;
when the apostolic virtues have given way

before the wealth and mundane duties, pressing on
abundantly, when the chief place is seized as a prize

by the feudal cadet. During this tenth century in

the older Rome, down to early Teutonic reforma-

tions from beyond the Alps under the first and third

Otho,—the Holy See loses altogether its sacred and
ecumenical character. It is an appanage of the more
powerful nobility,—just as in some exiguous English

borough a great magnate from his neighbouring castle

might control the burgesses’ election and nominate
his son to the rectory. Under Theophylact, as a few
years later under Octavian, son of Alberic, the stable is

the centre of attraction for the patriarch. Michael
in. had, like Gallienus or Honorius, resented when
intent on pleasure the distracting news of a Saracenic

inroad, and had actually intermitted or even destroyed

the elaborate system of. beacon-fires through Lesser

Asia. But it was reserved for the patriarch Theophylact

to interrupt the service of the cathedral in order to

be present at the “ accouchement " of a favourite mare.

This feudal interlude is of brief duration in New
Rome

;
but it has all the featiures of the Western type

of secularised prelacy,—-the same want of apprecia-
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tion for the ideal and objective State and Church, the AstoniuMwj

same belief in office as a patrimony and privilege »^Bcessmid

rather than (with antiquity at its best) a difficult trust, iiomanwt I.

:

the same immersion in innocent but exaggerated Theophylact

country pastimes. It is impossible not to sympathise

more with this temper than with the dai'k or cruel

intrigues of priestcraft. Even the modern counter-

part, the keen sportsman in the family living, is

pei'haps more popular than the ascetic celibate how-
ever devoted, with whom the priesthood becomes a

caste.—In Byzantium, this frank worldliness soon

passes away, though Theophylact survived and was
tolerated by court and people, for another twelve

years after his father’s downfall. And he is the

unique example of a type common enough in the

feudal West.

§ 3. The foolish and unfilial treason of the three Feud (tf

sons of Lecapenus rebounded against thems,elves,

The rights of the reigning family were once more oastes,

asserted; and for fifteen years Constantine VII. en- Bringas

joyed the responsibility as well as the title of Augustus, .

In the reign of his son and successor, Romanus 11., Basilim and

the feud between the chiefs of the civilian and mili-

tary departments again emerges,—Bringas the minister

is jealous of Phocas the general. Once more, a vigo-

rous and personal ruler is prefeiTed to an able civil

minister; and Phocas and his nephew revive the

most brilliant lustre of Roman glory. Once more, a

successful general presents himself, as Vespasian or

Napoleon, before a wearied or enthusiastic capital.

The nephew, who subsequently ended by an abrupt

murder the reign of Phocas, insisted on its beginning
;

the recall of Nicephorus by the minister was the signal

for his salutation as emperor. He was in no sense

unfaithful as the husband of Theophano to his young
step-sons ; he became the' regent-emperor with full

powers during their' minority;—perhaps with some
implicit undersUnding ,as to a voluntary retirement,

which unhappily .he was never called upon to fulfil.

Quite in the manner of, the French “majorate” or
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Feud of the Japanese " shogunate,” this regency bid fair to

as hereditary and as charged with anxiety

castes, and peril as the. legitimate sovereignty itself. John II.

Brinf/as (for we must not forget the Notarius who ruled for

:
nearly two years in Ravenna after Honorius, 423-425)

Basiliiis and supplanted his morose and ascetic uncle by a single
John JI. crime which indelibly stains a career otherwise almost

free fi‘om reproach. Under him the policy of ex-

pansion is further pursued on the lines set by
Nicephorus II.; and it would ill become me to seek

to imitate or to rival the graceful and picturesque

redundance of the able Frenchmen who record this

Indian summer of Byzantine renown. Let us be con-

tent with remarlcing that the same silent duel continues

between the civilian interest and the military caste.

Legend may usually be trusted for interpreting the

spirit and misreading the letter of an epoch
;

it is a

far more valuable guide for the speculative historian

than the spiteful scandal or didactic pragmatism of the

academic writer. And the death of John II. (969-976)

was in popular rumour connected with a frank and
unwise remark, on the growing estates of eunuch-

chamberlains and palace-favourites. He had passed

through fertile but deserted tracts in the heart of the

great Asiatic promontory, and on inquiring for the

owner of these remarkable estates, heard wearisomely

repeated the name of a single imperial servitor, the

“ Marquis of Carabas " of the folk-story,—who with-

out venture or toil had entered into the labours of

the soldiei'-caste. Theusual suspicion of poison is

recorded; and the now mature sons of Romanus II.

by universal consent take up their rightful heritage.

Personal § 4j. But the tradition that the sovereign reigns but
energy of does not govern, dies hard

;
and the customary

mouarfh; attempt is made by the now dominant faction of

^conversion' civilians to immerse the emperors in youthful indul-

mm-ti eHvh
the imperial general, the

son of Romanus I., the chamberlain-president Basilius,

had possessed complete control over the civil ad-

ministration. It has been - contended, not without
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reason, that his physical condition alone prevented Personal

him from imitating his father's example, and assuming °f

the imperial title. But the times were not favourable mmarch;

to civilian regime, or to the duration of chamber- ‘eonversion’

lains’ influence. Once more the natural envy of the

two departments emerges ;
and the remainder of the

century is occupied by the exploits and open treason

of the two Bardas, not with the subtle intrigues of

a courtier. A fresh feature of complications had to

be reckoned with, in the “conversion" of Basil, the

elder of the two brothers. Suddenly he threw off the

precedents and traditions of his house, and girt him-

self up not merely for the task of personal supervision,

but for the hardships of the camp and the campaign.

The government of Leo VI. nearly a century before

may have been despotic in name
;
but the philosopher

was clearly at the mercy of his ministers : though he
had the last word to pronounce, it was rarely that he

framed the decision, which it expressed. The reign of

Constantine VII. had seen a gradual blurring of

the sharp outlines of responsible sovereignty. The
people regarded the artistic and handsome emperor,

born (so short were their memories) of an ancient,

“ honourable lineage," with a feeling akin to the

modern loyalty and affection, entertained by a free

nation towards a good-natured ruler who never

troubled them. Evils and abuses were put down to

the wilfulness of agents and ministers
;
and the titular

monarch is somehow safe throughout this century,

though the active regent, even if he bear the title, is

held accountable and removed from office, by com-
pulsory retirement or secret assassination. Basil

broke the tradition of “ constitutional ” or perhaps

Oriental sovereignty. He reverted to the older usage

and became the captain of a victorious army, the

relentless pursuer of a hazardous policy. He deter-

mined to be both in title and effect, the master
;
and

he emerges the conqueror of the twin and rival de-

partments which had encroached on the personal

executive. Exhausted by internecine conflict they
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Personal became an easy prey to a ruler who knew his own

'iegiimai'
Yet apart from the magical title of legitimacy

monarch; and the natural sympathy of a warmhearted people
^conversion’ fo^ a boy-ldng, Basil at first had but little chance of

marks^Mch. success. The great Byzantine noble-families were
inured to the practice of arms. The long security

of the Iconoclastic age, while it had not blunted the

passion for genuine or artificial celibacy, had con-

ferred a degree of certainty on the transmission of

title and estates, which was unknown in the Oriental

monarchies and was maintained in feudal Europe
only at the point of the sword. And the Armenian
and Asiatic magnates, who combined the privileges

of landlords and of generals, had acquired in spite of

palace intrigues, something of the exemption and
immunity which their compeers were just then ex-

torting from the dwindling monarchy of France. The
Oriental realm is ignorant of the grades and distinc-

tions 6f nobility
;
a pure religious democracy levels

up all converts to Islam in order to bow them again in

a uniform subservience to God's vicegerent. And in

India the social system is entirely independent of the

exact political formula of the constitution
;

it is indeed

superior to it and antecedent; and the issues of real

import are settled and fixed by immemorial tradition,

with which no sovereign, Mussulman or Hindoo,

would venture to interfere^ Birth in India counts for

everything, in China for nothing; and in neither

country is there in the strict sense an aristocracy.

Asiatic nobles
§ 5. Although the Roman Empire, being like Islam,

nsnrpntion
purport and design democratic, waged unceasing

ofSekrus warfare with the overweening claims of privilege,—it

and Phocas. ^vill be seen that these claims revive from time to

time. Immunity and distinct treatment created an
exempt class, at variance with that impartial uni-

«iormity, which is the highest pride of a civilised State.

This class might be composed of spoilt bureaucrats

or of chivalrous nobles, whose pastime was war. The
great Armenian invasion of the “ seats of the mighty ”

had arisen from the needs of the empire. In the
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contest with Islam the old Roman spirit awoke from Aaiatio nobles

a long slumber. The Eastern realm caught some-
thing of the strenuous tone of Western Christendom. ofScierus

A nobility of the sword was formed, a silent rival of Phw ns.

the bureaucracy. Once more, the imperial centralism

rose to crush both these subordinate but now wilfully

independent delegates of its power. But effective

personal government on Roman lines was doomed
after the fatal and formal recognition of autocracy

under Basil and Leo (867-911). Basil first over-

powers the military pretenders Bardas Phocas, Barelas

Sclerus, and then turns to rid himself of the wise but

irksome tutelage of his namesake. The influence of

the Lecapenian family lasted throughout the greater

part of the tenth cenhiry : and it did not run in the

legitimate issue alone. Basilius the chamberlain, a

natural son of Romanus I., arms’ three thousand

household slaves like some Clodius of the late re-

public or baron of mediaeval Rome
;
and he places

Nicephorus II. on the throne. He bears uncontested

sway in the civil department through the sixteen years

of the regent-emperors. He acquired enormous wealth

and territory, which he doubtless farmed by the ever-

ready supply of Sclavonian colonists. It was rumoured
that at his suggestion a poisoned cup was administered

to John II., when he tarried at the Asiatic palace of

a grandson of Romanus I. Against this powerful

minister and king-maker, Basil, now secure of his

military rivals, turns his indignation. He was dis-

graced and his estates were confiscated
;
henceforth

Basil was his own premier and commander-in-chief.

§ 6 . The last thirty years of the reign and life of Momreh’s

Basil II. were spent in this strenuous personal
‘^campaiin

archy. It is not our intention or aim to follow the Bi/fOTWi!

victorious standards of the highly organised body of

natives and mercenaries under a sovereign of Oriental infiucnve;

descent, who destroyed the nascent hopes of the new dis-

Bulgarian State and nation. This is the last aggres-
‘an-mpUivi-

sive war of the Roman, annals
j
and it may be, the Han caprice,

last really effective attempt to fulfil the imperial ideal. on

VOL. I. Y
l>othcoseera.
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Monarch’s
fruitless

campaign
against

family and
dynastio

inflnmce:
feudal dis-

content with
corrupt ciiii-

lian caprice,

ensuing on
bellicose era.

Yet amid these untiring campaigns how large a por-

tion of the administration must have fallen hopelessly

outside the cognisance of the emperor ! Basil II.,

besides his achievement as a warrior, may lay claim

to the foresight of a genuine statesman,—unavailing

though it proved. He follows the anti-feudal policy

of his great-grandfather, the first Romanus : he takes

measures to discourage the vast castellated mansion,

typical of the state and influence of the Asiatic noble.

For here was congregated until the inroad of the

Seljuks, all that was most vigorous and well-born

in the empire. “ I am no Roman from Thrace Or

Macedon, but from the Lesser Asia.” Here spread

the latifundia which, centred in the hands of a few
magnates, bound by strong family ties and a common
interest,—had replaced the modest estate of the yeo-

man. Basil may confiscate the estate of Eustathius

Maleinos, and may raze his castle to the ground,

—

like a later feudal king overcoming particularism and
refounding the State.

But he is powerless to arrest the tendency which
at certain periods of decadence or of advance
destroys the middle-class and the smaller owner.

—

And the very vigour of this stern but unattractive

personal rule has its reaction. We open the records

of our last half-century with a consciousness that

the value of Basil’s example of ascetic and relentless

work was lost upon his successors. Caprice, which
like “free living” or “ free tliought ” means not power
but impotence, not liberty but thraldom, not know-
ledge but ignorance,—caprice will guide the rare

moments when Constantine IX., already some sixty-

five years an Augustus, puts his hand to the helm.
The question recurs again and again,—Shall the
government be efficientor secure ? The “ Shogunate ”

of the tenth century provided able rulers, who de-
voted themselves unsparingly to the public service,

while the senior Augustus was shrouded in obscure
tranquillity. The world is always witnessing a similar

attempt; the bey of Tunis, the “ nomokhan ” of the
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Tibetan theocracy, the prime minister of Nepaul,— MnnarclLs

are all signs of this attempted compromise. It

impossible to foresee whether the Byzantine admini- ‘a,j(dnlit

stration, still Roman in spirit and tradition, would
long have tolerated the pious abstention of the reign-

'InfdmZu:
ing sovereign. Yet the continuance of this dual ./;;!(*// rfiV

system might have saved the world from the unhappy
gentleness of the ninth and tenth Constantines

;
and nan capricl,

have still ensured the veneration commonly felt for ensuing on

the members of the long-lived but ambiguous dynasty

from Phrygia. Basil removed all competitors of

military renown or civil capacity
;
he reigned as unique

and unapproachable as Aureliah. His solitary and

funereal splendour marks the end of the Rotnan
empire in the strict sense; and we may again remind
our readers of the strange prediction of Valens and
the commentary of Zonaras. The days for efficient

supervision were already numbered. The avenues of

certain information were corrupt, the sovereign could

not be ubiquitous, and the number of those interested

in keeping the emperor aloof from a real world, were

too closely allied. His successors, dimly conscious

of the serious perils which menaced the State, strove

in vain against the current or abandoned in idle

leisure the unequal contest. And while the territorial

magnate still preserved his semi-independence, the

warlike and chivalrous spirit decayed. Basil had

destroyed his rivals and had humbled the officious

vanity of his minister; but he left no successor to

carry on his work. The realms of finance, of justice)

or of military equipment, were disorganised; a weak
successor and a pei'iod of thirty years of female sway

were sufficient to exhaust the well-filled treasury, to

relax the traditional and systematic frontier-defence;

to transform the once dutiful and conscientious civilian

into a wolf or a serpent, and to surrender almost

without a serious encounter, the last and most flourish-

ing home of the Roman spirit and of a chivalrous

feudal nobility,—to the incursions of the Seljuks and

the desolating influence of a Turkish government.



CHAPTER IV

EXTINCTION OF ROMAN TRADITION UNDER THE
DAUGHTERS OP CONSTANTINE IX. (1025-1081 a.d.)

RomanusIII. (son-in-law to Const. 1 „

IX.,husb. toZo6)
)xo28-io34 •

Michael IV.(Paphlag.)husb. to Zog 1034-1041 .

Michael V. (nephew) adopted by\
Zoe.

1-I04I-I042

Female right.

Female right.

Femin. adopt.

Zoe a

gather) . . .

CoN.STANTmusX. (Monomachus),!

husb. ofZo6. ^1042 1054

Theodora (alone) d. of Const. IX. 1054-1036 .

Michael VI. (Slratioticus) . . . 1056-1057 .

Prelude of the Comnenian Age and House of Ducas

;

ISAACIUS I. (Comnenus) .... 1057-1059 .

CONSTANTINUS XI. (Ducas) . . . 1059-1067 .

Eudocia, widow and regent for

—

/ Michael VII. 'j

•< Andronicus I. vher sons 1067
' CONSTANTINUS XII.

'

Romanus IV. (Diogenes), husb. of\ ,

.

Eudocia. .... . .

•

.MichaelVII. (with his brothers) . 1071-1078

CONSTANTINUS XIII, Son . . 1075- ?

Nicephorus (III.) Bryennius

Nicepiiorus III. (IV.), Bot-l „ „

aniates ....... }^o78-io8i.

Female right,

birth.

Fem, nomin.

milit, pretend,

mllit. pretend.

envy of the

feudal
magnates.

;

Mistaken and § 1. We have now reached the final stage,—the
unpatriutio noiseless dissolution of the Roman system. The

realm, in spite of the seeming solidity which the

successes of Basil had given, was exposed now as

always to serious dangers. Still its chief mission was
defensive and protective; and there was gathering

on the E0)st a new enemy, whose permanent occu-

pancy of the Lesser Asia was far more disgraceful and
more formidable than the raids of Persia or* the

caliphate. In the revival of a warlike spirit among
the provincial nobles there lay great promise for the
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future
;
but this was dissipated by distrust, by open MistnJnm and

neglect of patriotic interests, by the civilian rivals, 'unpatriotic

by intestine feud. The emperors who succeeded dldifam;
Basil II., down to the seizure of the capital by the emyofthe

Comnenians, laid claim to the graces of learning and
letters, lived in inglorious ease and became the mere
instruments of ministers and females. They betrayed

the most apprehensive suspicions of the great military

caste, which as we saw had grown up with a curious

mixture of Roman courage and public duty, and of

chivalrous daring and family pride. The vigilant

defence of the frontiers was relaxed by measures of

short-sighted parsimony
;
whole bodies of gratuitous

allies were estranged from the service of the empire
;

and the forces which during the Iconoclastic period

had nearly deserved the proud title of a citizen-army,

were reduced and starved : to give place to the

Varangians and Machlabites who fill the stage with

obscure significance after Basil's demise.

Nor did this emphasis on the civil side of the

empire imply a strict and equitable administration of

justice, or a fair distribution of burdens. We must
complain of the mistaken fiscal system and erroneous

methods of later Roman finance
;
but it is not often

that we can charge it witli ruinous and wasteful

extravagance. But in the fifty years now before us,

the resources of the empire were squandered on the

capital and the palace; and the footprints of the

tax-collector and the publican set exclusively towards

the lion's den. It has been pointed out that after

Ba.sil had, as it were, " solidified " the Balkan penin-

sula out of chronic deliquescence, nothing was more
essential than a broad and libei'al policy towards the

new subjects
;
who had with the easy welcome or

careless acquiescence of the age,settled down under

their new masters. Yet any device of making the

Roman yoke light and acceptable is conspicuously

wanting. Both the Byzantine and the Bulgarian

monarchies were “governments without a nation," to

use Finlay's happy phrase. In the success of Basil
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Mistaken and or of Simeon the mass of the people were no more
unpatrwtio concerned than in the contest between Belisarius and

eiidikciis: Vitiges which the cloistered student follows with
cnmj nf the breathless interest in the pages of Procopius. The

irmynates. divested royal family would rise to Byzantine honours,

and the Sclavonian settlers who grazed or tilled the

waste places, might have become faithful subjects.

Once more, as in the critical days of the Illyrian

emperors, the unwieldy peninsula might become

under careful management the nursery of soldiers.

But the loyalty of the North was not secured
;

the

frontiers of the East were left exposed in the luke-

warm attitude of once precious allies
;
the moneys

still levied on the pretext of national defence by

a government which had ceased to defend, were

poured into Constantinople and there disappeared.

The palace, centre of all authority and life, became
the asylum for strange and unrecognised “ barbarians,"

Sclavonian favourites and blue-eyed Danes. Govern-

ment was conducted altogether through the agency

of the emperor’s menials
;
and the triumphant successes

of a noble captain in the West, George Magniac, were

interrupted by the cabals of the palace.

Braimtio § 2 . By far the larger part of this period (1028-
and rommtto 1081) is occupied by feminine ascendancy. The record
jeaturcs.

reigns of Romanus III., of Michael IV., of

Constantine X., is briefly dismissed as “ the husbands
of Zoe "

;
and the single exception is her adopted son,

Michael V. Theodora, now a septuagenarian, holds

the sceptre alone in a prosperous reign which ex-

tinguishes the glories and the dynasty of the Phrygian
family. And while the gravest issues trembled in the

balance and hung on the question of the indispensable
“ Shogunate " in 1067, it was the fondness of Eudocia
Macrembolitissa which suddenly raised Romanus IV.

from the jeopardy of a criminal impeachment to full

partnership of the throne. And indeed this half-

century supplies, of all periods of Roman history, most
abundant material for rornance. The vicissitudes of

fortune are so rapid
;
the crises which create or ruin
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so startling and unexpected. While Constantinople Dramatic

can boast a populace, keenly interested in matters

political, while the provinces in their baronial castles

can show noble families to match the flower of

Western chivalry, while wealth and learning and piety

have each their meed of public honour and influence,

—

all classes look on with a kind of amused or detached

interest, when the merest accident or caprice raises to

the loftiest throne in the world, a respectable noble-

man, a low-born eunuch's brother and nephew, an
aged nominee of the chamberlains hurriedly summoned
to the indignant Theodora’s death-bed, the gallant

but discredited general on whom the impressionable

Eudocia cast eyes of favour. And while not once

nor twice the Senate reappears, as taking a forward

part in the imperial councils or the question of the

succession, the people are singularly conspicuous in

the epoch of undoubted decline. 'Their devotion to

the person of their lady-sovereigns, their dogged and
stubborn defence of divine right and legitimacy,

their rough-and-ready principles of justice, their

complete acceptance of the theory of the State as the

appanage of a privileged family,—all this is new in

Byzantine history and gives a modern and a romantic

flavour to the stirring events which overthrew the

ungrateful " Caulker ” or set up (or again displaced)

the sisters on an equal throne. Of dramatic incident

there is no lack. We see the aged Constantine IX.

deciding on his successor
;
and making a mistake and

hastily recalling his judgment, both as to the hus-

band intended for a daughter, and the daughter whose

dowry was to be the lordship of the world. We
have the strange story of Michael's infidelity, and

the crafty intrigues of the powerful chamberlain, his

brother; the bald, disappointed, and deluded em-

peror, the fatal Agamemnonian bath, and the sudden

summons to the official world to come at midnight

to see, without astonishmeilt, the newly enthroned

and wedded paramour.

Then follows the morbid and ascetic penitence of
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Michael IV.
;
his strenuous task and military courage

;

his estrangement from his wife; and (perhaps most

striking of all) the courageous walk of the empress

through the public streets to visit her dying husband,

only to encounter silence and bolted doors. Then

the reluctant adoption of Cresar Michael that the

Paphlagonian reign under the adroit eunuch may last

indefinitely
;
his deep ingratitude and the famous riot

on behalf of “the beloved mothers" of the mob.

And the next scene,—the swift galley reaching the

anxious Constantine, perhaps with the message of

death or darkness, only to summon him to a throne.

Then his amazing reign; the court jester’s plot to seize

the purple and kill the emperor, who laughs heartily and

takes no notice
;
the ludicrous spectacle of Constantine

in the mutinous assault of Tornicius, sitting in perilous

but imperturbable dignity at his balcony to watch

the conflict below. And the pedantic pretensions

of these sovereigns of a pantomime; the sigh of Con-

stantine Ducas, preferring to be known rather for

his literary gifts than for his rank; the misplaced

activity of the student Michael VII., who under the

teaching of Psellus seems to have unlearnt all the

virtues of a traditional emperor, and fitted him-

self like Glycerius six centuries before for the quiet

security of an episcopal chair. But through all

these scenes of innocent and good-tempered tumult,

the uncouth visages and unfamiliar tongues of the

ministers of the palace,—raised to absolute power
from, the dust like Daniel or like Joseph in a single

night. And the hard unflinching gaze of the Var-
angians who appear almost without warning on
the scene, as they looked out upon a world which
filled them with surprise and amusement. Such is

a general impression of these times of brilliant un-
reality; sovereigns who are play-actors, ministers
who are the viziers of “Hamlet” or a pantomime,
a well-trained stage-mob who come in opportunely
with loyal cries just in time to save innocence, in-

jured if not conspicuously youthful. The serious
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awakening comes in the crushing defeat and dis- Bmmatk
grace of Manzikert, the horrors of the siege and
mercenary assault of the capital by the Comnenian'''

henchmen. Truly in this short span the last trace

of Roman institutions and legality, the last remnant

of Roman duty and disinterested service, vanishes.

And in its place we have only a mimicry of Western

feudalism in the great families of Comnenus or

Palseologus, who conceal their private aims under

the majestic disguise of the extinct commonwealth.

§ 3. It must be confessed that the beginnings of the Weil-

change may be traced in the later days of Basil II. him-
self

;
and this is by no means without parallel,—for the bureaux

author of a great personal reconstruction sows broad- ruined by

cast the seeds of decay. In the Roman Empire the

absence or the undue emphasis of this personal ele- features lost,

ment was alike mischievous : the great ruler and
overseer left no successor to his rigid devotion to

duty, only to the outward splendour of a court
;
and

the vacillating monarch who knew no mind but his

minister's was unmasked without delay as a counter-

feit. Basil is a striking figure,—solitary and austere.

In the hard fight with the pretenders to win back

his own heritage, in a vindictive and cruel war against

a foreign foe, in the still harder efforts of self-mastery,

—

he had forgotten or unlearnt the kindlier and more
amiable virtues. His later years were full of suspi-

cious distrust; and he surrounded himself, to the

great discontent of his subjects or historians, by a

motley crowd of alien favourites. And the worst

feature of his declining policy was sedulously copied

by Constantine IX,, who was careful not to attempt

to recall any of Basil's virtues. Absorbed in pastimes,

innocent and otherwise, he abandoned the control of

affairs to his slaves
;
just as some luxurious Roman

noble in olden time might surrender the cares of a

vast estate to a trusted bailiff. It is especially noted

of his brother,, in those early years of the eleventh

century, that he overthrew by his caprice the entire

method and routine of the civil service,—that fragile
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fabric which takes so long to erect and is upset in

a few years. Promotion came neither from the East

nor from the West; and good service in the gradual

ascent of the hierarchy was no passport to favour or

employment. It had been the primitive danger of the

Roman commonwealth, strange amalgam of freedom

and imperiousness, that the agents of the centi'al

power would gradually confront the subject-classes,

foreign in sympathies and aspirations. The troubles

and peidls of the empire, the national appeal which

was sometimes not entirely futile, had from time to

time arrested this tendency. But in all periods it

was latent, inherent indeed in the very system
;
the es-

trangement of the governing class from the interest of

the mass and at times from the welfare of the whole.

It must in fairness be remembered that the subjects

could at no time have been trustworthy critics of the

central policy. We may regi’et, but we must recog-

nise, the isolated seclusion of the cities of the empire,

strangers to their adjoining neighbours and bound by

close ties of intercourse to the fountain-head. The
ideal of a pacific State, protected from foreign assault

by the untiring effort of rulers, amenable to the

traditional discipline, passing on the torch of a well-

defined policy of generous and “democratic ” outline,

—

this lived or lingered even in the darkest hour of peril

or corruption.

At this moment we are watching the gradual ex-

tinction of this Ideal. We may sympathise with

those nationalist devotees, who decline to recognise

value in a forcible pi'otectorate of meiit or capacity,

exercised over the tumult and faction which is the

essence of national life. There is indeed much to

be said for the moderation, which in the terms of

the older and perhaps exploded Liberalism refrains

of set purpose from imposing good laws on others,

unless they first invoke, appreciate, and eridorse.

Such a principle is favourable to that most priceless

of human blessings, freedom. It is fatal to the very
conception of empire,—regarded not indeed as in
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China, as the moral hegemony of a caste and system, Well-

but in our Western sense, in India, in Egypt, per-

haps in Ireland, the ruling of a people for their bZcauiv

ultimate good against their will. niimd hj

It would ill become the complacent British citizen, Zu''gmi
secure in an acknowledged superiority, which gives features lost.

him no personal trouble,—to dispute the grandeur
of the Roman and Byzantine Ideal. Indeed, unless

the writer is an avowed anti-imperialist at the outset,

he must, from the English point of view, be a

champion and apologist of the very conception of

empire. In spite of the yawning divergence of

aims and sympathy, in the general public and in

civil and military circles, we must applaud the de-

voted efforts of the imperial line to keep the struc-

ture together at all costs
;
and must confess that

the sacrifices they enjoined on the commonalty (as

well as on themselves) were justified, at the not always

unanimous bar of reason, of patriotism, and of ad-

vantage. Those, who for democratic China, or

despotic Russia, or socialist Roman Empire of old,

regard bureaucracy as an unmixed evil, will see in

this class the unscrupulous oppressor of the poor,

the desolators of empty provinces, the selfish agents

of an unscrupulous tyrant. But amid all the facts

of history and the complaints of historians, we may
find much to praise in the system which gave equity

and unity to a seething mass of rival races, and stability

to the most beneficent government the world had yet

seen. And it is in this epoch that the civil service,

with its traditions and sense of corporate honour, is

extinguished. This is the true Orientalism,—which

in the eloquent pages of Champagny is the “King
Charles' head " of that amiable historian of the early

and later Caesars. .

§ 4. The true Orientalism, in which the institutions

of Rome perished, was neither the worship of Mithra

and the sun, nor the so-called absolutism of Diocletian,

nor the expensive splendour of the court of Con-

stantine, nor the rigorous etiquette which concealed
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Small majesty from the meaner world, nor even the caste-

^infiuenLof
which apportioned society into tixed strata

without communication or genuine sympathy,—the

sticcessors; mischievous Orientalism of which Champagny dreamt,

famtriifor came Only in the eleventh century. In place of a

minister. hereditary nobility, or a noblesse of merit or of

“the robe,” pure accident and caprice bore sway.

And in the Byzantine court with a sort of cynical

irony ;—for no sense of direct theocratic inspiration,

no dogma of fatalism, precluded the constant criti-

cism of the capital. The bygone civil service might

indeed have been an arrogant caste,—the army might

on rare occasion prove rather a menace than a de-

fence to the subjects,—but neither was entirely foreign.

Something of a vague national spirit had revived in

the seventh century; and the Iconoclasts had com-

bated manfully a world-renouncing superstition that

populated the monkeries, impoverished the soil and

the breed, and taught that the duties of a soldier

defending his country involved grievous sin. With
pardonable and exaggerated emphasis, all the ministers

of Constantine IX. are barbarians, to the disgusted

writers
;
just as later all the tumultuary levies of Alexius

will be mercenaries. We are indeed nearly approach-

ing that dangerous period in the life of a modern State,

when to use the expression of Tacitus, “ Nulla puhlica

arma"
;
when the defenceless palace, head and centre

of the whole, is at the mercy of the first adventurer.

Nieephorus II. (963) rises to power through the

train-bands of a base-born son of a former emperor
;

and he has learnt a useful; lesson
;
for he fortifies the

palace hitherto singularly open and accessible ;—and
we may doubt which is the more significant of the

time,—the suspicious yet needful action of the monarch
or the undoubted resentment which his well-founded
diffidence aroused in his subjects. The centralised

and effective control of a personal ruler fell to pieces,

or masqueraded as the most laughable pretence, as

soon as the strong will disappeared that summoned
it into precarious being. It, is clear that Basil's sue-
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cessors proved one and all the most remarkable Small

automata in the whole line of princes. Power was ,

vested no longer m a regent or jomt-emperor, but in a Basil’s

chamberlain. John, the official " nurturer of orphans '
’ successors :

or President of the Foundling Hospital, exercises for
or

nearly twelve years the only real authority. The'minister.

presumptuous interference of the titular sovereign is

resented, whether it be the serious and conscientious

reforms suggested by his brother the fourth Michael,

or the mere ungrateful arbitrariness of his nephew,

the fifth. John is able to keep the emperor in com-
plete ignorance of the course of events

;
and in the

well-known humanity of the time it is difficult to

apportion responsibility for the summary and merci-

less justice, which appears now and again even in

this insincere and indulgent age. The direct initiative

of the Augustus was suspended during the interregnum

of Irene's rule, when the empress, “ plaything of her

favourites,” watched with interest but without in-

fluence the deadly rivalry of Staurace and Aiitius. It

cannot be denied that the administration of John was
oppressive

;
that it submerged the smaller owners,

whom it is the chief interest of a State to maintain and
to safeguard. Romanus HI. had acquired a popularity

second only perhaps to that of Anastasius, at the

close of the fifth century : he had abolished the cor-

porate responsibility (aXXi7X^7woi/), as his aged pre-

decessor had by craft and command not merely ended

the imposition of the -xpva-dpyvpov, but prevented any

chance of its revival. But like Nicephorus I., Romanus
HI. was di'iven by ill-success and pressing needs to

become a typical tax-gatherer, no doubt under the

admonition of John ;
and it is perhaps difficult to

say which portion, the Balkan and European or the

Asiatic, suffered more from his exaction. The ascen-

dancy of John was terminated by Michael V. (1041),

and the Empress Theodora was suspected of tardy
and unofficial vengeance when the fallen minister

was blinded under Constantine X. This monarch,

whose reign in the brisk and scandalous chronicle
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of Psellus reads like a story of some comedy-king,

was noted for the evil character and slender credentials

of the minister to whom he entrusted affairs. The
elevation of a certain Boilas to the rank of senator

seems to have excited particular comment
;
while in

the appointment of a capable eunuch of his house-

hold to command an expedition against Sicily he

might plead either his undoubted success against the

rival Magniac, or the historic precedent of Justinian

in the sixth, of Irene at the close of the ninth,

century. But the crowning error of the selfish or

maladroit statesmen of the palace of Constantine,

was the disarming of the Bagratids and the exposure

of the Eastern frontier. The ninth of the name,
like our James I., could not bear the sight of a naked

weapon, discountenanced the pageants of military

reviews, and had a rooted dislike of anything which
might suggest an invidious comparison with his war-
like brother. Both Romanus III. and Michael IV.

had appeared at the head of their troops, according

to the precedent of most Byzantine sovereigns
;
but

with the ease-loving Constantine X. the military

skill or prowess of the emperor
. was in complete

abeyance. A determined policy was now initiated

of starving the army and undermining, not merely
the influence of the warrior-magnates of the sus-

pected Asiatic families, but the indispensable defences

of the empire itself.

§ 5. After the short but glorious reign of Theodora
upon whom fell the entire renown of the great house,
the discontent and justified resentment of the military

caste flared into open rebellion. Michael VI. in-

gratiates himself with Senate and rabble, while dis-

paraging the brave defenders of the empire, who lived

aloof from the pettiness and intrigue of a court. We
have a full account of this very interesting and sig-

nificant reaction; we can trace the meetings of the

„
conspirators in the now ruinous fastnesses of the
Lesser Asia, the popularity

,
of a noble scion of a

house soon to be famous or rather notorious and the
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elevation of Isaac L We hear of the ironical promise Protest of

of a stern patriarch to the feeble Michael, and the ‘»Mita/ryele-.

retirement of the aged civilian with the bellicose title, Ommems]
in face of a storm of military prejudice such as eownter-

before now swept Severus II. (235) or Mauricius (602)

from the throne. In this unhappy and disastrous Constantine

duel of the two great departments of State, in this

final war to the knife between the spheres of military EudoSamid
and administrative influence, the earliest representa- Romanus

tives of the mailed hand and of the frank and straight-
^pajikng^ofthe

forward policy of “no surrender," are strangely ‘A’ommit

unsuccessful. The reasons which led to the abdica-

tion of the first Comnenus are shrouded in obscurity

;

like Claudius II. (268-270) he appears for a briei two
years to point the way for the dynastic success of his

house. We may judge from the inconclusive surmises

of the historians that the dead and inert mass of

silent bureaucratic or palace prejudice was exerted to

make abortive all the schemes of reform. He became
“ hated by all," as we are told mysteriously

;
and we

are left to suppose that the dislike was partly due to

his openness in ascribing his power to the sword.

His coinage represented an armed and mounted
figure

j
and this rude unveiling of the hidden source

or basis of sovereignty was distasteful to an age

which prided itself on its civilitas.—The elevation

of Constantine XI. D'ucas is a conscious protest and
a deliberate reaction against the brief military inter-

lude. The severe penalties and confiscations which

Isaac I. had sanctioned were all revoked
;
and it was

sufficient title to dignity and esteem in this reign to

have suffered disgrace or mulct during the last.

Everything was directed towards the replenishment

of the treasury, not for the war-chest but for the

enrichment of officials and the payment of pensions.

The civil service, or what was still left, might thus

insure themselves against the accident or caprice

which had replaced by purely precarious tenure the

old security of deserved promotion. The ladder no
longer rested steadily on earth to lose itself in the
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splendour of the imperial presence, to the neighbour-

hood of which the lowliest aspirant might rise in a

fixed series of gradations. Already had begun the

pillage of the public funds for private purposes,—feudal

patrimonialism without its chivalry or family pride.

The military interest was exposed to cool and sj^ste-

matic neglect; and the death of this vain pedant left

the empire once more in the hands of an empress-

regent and several August! in minority,—once more
exposed to a serious foreign inroad, this time the

most dangerous and permanent of them all. The
choice of Eudocia, like Theophano a century before

bestowing hand and partnership on a regent-emperor,

fell upon a great Cappadocian nobleman, as we have

seen
;
and her predilection, though it was perjured,

broke the decrepit and corrupt fetters of civilian rule,

and perhaps gave a momentary check to Seljukian

advance; just as the ambiguous issue of Chalons

(451 )
stopped the irresistible current of Attila. The

revival came too late
;
the exchequer was empty

;
the

army discouraged and demoralised
;
the commissariat

dislocated
;
the practice and ideal of the soldiers, as

in the Chinese Empire, might,perhaps carry a certain

stigma.

Now after the defeat, of Manzikert, an unexpected

arbiter rouses itself from its long slumber of . sub-

servience
;

it is the Senate that takes charge of affairs,

and wreaks vengeance on the hated and now beaten

representative of the military faction. In the I'eign of

Constantine’s sons Michael VII. and Constantine XII.,

the civil faction enjoys a brief ascendancy, and a last

respite. But forces strange hitherto to the develop-

ment of the imperial system, are gathering around
;

unfamiliar Western vocables, betraying their alien

origin by their awkward gait in Hellenic dress. The
walls of partition so long and so carefully maintained

. between Western enterprise and Eastern fanaticism,

are now breaking down; the last foot of ground in

Magna Graacia ceases to, own a “Roman” sway;
everywhere is there confusion and dismay, though
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the matchless central position of the capital gives it

a lulling sense of present security. We are no longer

seriously considering Roman institutions
;

but the

scuffle of ambitious pretenders, for the still ample
relics of a system, not moribund but dead. Three

military pretenders as in the days of artistic Nero,

start up to oust the feeble Michael VII, : with the

brief success of the third and fourth Nicephorus, who
assumed the imperial title, we are not further con-

cerned. The Roman Empire, whose features however

disguised and remodelled by successive reformers,

have throughout been recognisable, has passed away.

Alexius I. Comnenus opens both a new dynasty and

a new age.
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REVIEW OF THE PERIOD

Empire, mt § 1. It is now possible to cast our eyes back over

indilidiiaifi
human history which we have endeavoured

TmporoT^' to traverse; and to gather some general principles

reprcson- from a rapid suiwey. What light does the entire
mive.

system throw upon political theoi'y or social develop-

ment ? It must be left in doubt whether the aim

of such speculation is that of the student or the

humanitarian
;
do we inquire to increase merely our

theoretical knowledge, or to equip ourselves for the

improvement of our present lot? I have suggested

here and elsewhere the very obvious limits to the

rational and calculating interference of man. Political

institutions are very clearly a growth of nature, not

a building of a conscious architect
;
and even in our

modest survey we have intimated that the great

innovators have gathered up the past more than

invented. So we have drawn special attention to

the caution needed in estimating the past; we must
not be led astray by the voluble eloquence and conceit

of those agents who believe that they lead when
they do but follow; who fancy they are laying the

foundation-stone of a great achievement, when they

are only drawing tlie curtain and exposing a long-

finished woi'k. The historian comes to distrust

instinctively the momentous dates and crises of past

ages. He is always burrowing back to ascertain in

what obscure and subterranean manner such and
such changes were brought about

;
and, disregarding

the edict of a king or the jubilation of a people, he
has eyes only for the dim glimpses of silent forces,

which then received public recognition though their

task had been perhaps long accomplished. Now in

an. Introduction, I endeavoured to convey the peculiar
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interest of the imperial epoch from this point of view. Empire not

It is not a record of personal ambition or of arbitrary
.

caprice. If I can venture to convey any lesson or emperor

moral, it would be the fact of the representative char- represen-

acter of sovereignty, the truthfulness and faithful

pei'formance of the series of honest rulers, in their

great popular mandate. The modern State, as we
must see, issues from an alien and invading royalty,

rules by right of conquest and possession, and only

later takes to itself and wears somewhat awkwardly
the parental and representative habiliments. And it

is reinforced by the suspicion and timidity of our

national separatism
;
which since the break-up of

ecclesiastical or imperial Chi'istendom, divides men
according to territory into hostile camps, and crushes

civilisation with the military burden. In every sense,

the empire of Augustus had a more generous origin

and a more liberal policy. It was pacific in aim and
not indefinitely expansive or aggressive. And it was
impersonal and idealist,—the idea embodying itself

forth in chosen instruments for its task; not the

work of any one man's inventive originality, like the

system of Peter or Napoleon, but the issue of the

“common sense" of the age. And to this its long

duration and still abiding romance bear incontestable

witness.. He who fi’om time to time, at the cost of

peril and often thankless labour, personified the idea

was itrAj representative

;

and tended by no vanity or

ambition but by the stress of an outward appeal to

absolutism. It seems probable that in these four

words, which apply either to, the system or to its

exponent, lies the secret of its permanence and its

development, of its problems and its dangers. But

before I can proceed to illustrate my meaning clearly,

I must preface this study with a few words on the

theory of the State.

I 2. Frequent objection has been taken to the time

wasted in purely academic discussion on the “seat

of sovereignty." For to penetrate beneath the surface

of a purely logical and symmetrical structure to
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real life, is to discover that there is no such thing.

Government is the resultant of many forces, and the

most conspicuous are not the most potent. Indeed,

on a retrospect of the annals of mankind the only

admissible generalisation might appear to be this ;

that the “Will of the People" will always find

expression and satisfaction. But this must not be

taken in the vague superficial meaning which we

attach to such a phrase to-day
;
rather in the sense

that behind the nominal ruler stands the great solid

force of conservatism, typical of genuine democracy,

the moral approval, dull but effective, the “general

sense” of the community; which itself silent and

indefinite issues somehow in the agency which from

time to time controls the State. This Will is not

the academic programme of partisans, but it is some-

thing more primitive, fundamental, and unanimous.

It seats Julius or Napoleon on the throne, and

scans with suspicion the pretension of modern
“representation” to express its inner meaning. Un-
happily democracy must find vent in a personal

C^sarism, or lose all its force and significance in the

tumult of rival and passionate voices. In times past,

the great idea of the general welfare has not been

left entirely “without witness," as modern reformers

arrogantly imagine; and it has worked through the

willing or unconscious agency of many instruments.

But it has never been so potent as when it worked
in stealth and secrecy, or so contented as when it

found an able spokesman in an ambitious states-

man, whom it carries past a mere selfish aim and
ennobles by entrusting with the common safety.

By a significant verification of Hegelian formula,

authority in the moment of its technical recogni-

tion “passes into its other” and is disarmed. No
careful student of national development will deny
that effective control over national destinies is exer-

cised elsewhere than in the titular seat of power.
In the superficial, and misleading distinctions of

governments, by hy manjt, or hy /szi>i we over-
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look these plain facts, that the ruler is the spokesman Exception to

of the whole, unable for all his vanity to rid himself

of his serious and representative character; and thztuihsolvte’

the more numerous the titular owners of political •

power, the more facile the reign of a. resolute minority.

I have stated without misgiving the view that actual

despotism and genuine popular government is only

possible “ in the very simplest surroundings," in the

most primitive and archaic conditions. Before us,

when we have settled our formula, lies the genuine

task of discovering where influence lies, and what
secret interests control the actions of a government,

whose duty is limited to an endorsement of the fact

accomplished.

To the student the Roman Empire forms an appa-

rent exception to this rudimentary truth
;

I have

frequent occasion to note there the vigilant personal

monarchy, which existed longer than in any other
.

,

country and continually revived in obedience to the

ideal, after delegation and surrender had taken place.

It would be no paradox to assert that the personal

active tone of the imperial function was due in large

measure to its impersonal character. It may be

roundly stated that every government must fall under

one of two types; the one is the family, natural and

moral, the other is the State, artificial and forcible.

An opportunity is happily pi'ovided for the ruler of

this latter form to assume the benevolent attitude

of the patriarch
;
and the reverent affection felt for

a monarch is a precious asset in the present state

of society. But in origin the two are widely apart ;•

in most European countries, kingship is foreign and
introduced by the conquest of a military caste : only

in course of time has the king acquired the guise

of an impartial representative. So early as the

primitive institution of the Germans, the rex and the

were clearly distinguished,—the tribal father by
birth designated as the arbiter among kinsmen, the

chieftain chosen for merit and forming by free choice

an artificial society around him. To this division
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corresponds the further distinctions of civil and

military, moral suasion and forcible coercion,—and
(of greatest interest for our present design) stability

and efficiency. These artificial extra-tribal groupings

need very different and special qualities in a ruler

:

and in the exigence of battle and stratagem, merit

and ability supplant old privilege or birthright. War
(due to no “ original sin ” but to economic displace-

ment or rapid filling of territory) is a different science

from the calm settlement of kinsfolk's disputes,

according to tribal custom. The modern State, it

must be confessed, starts with very few moral pre-

possessions, beyond the sense of honour and chival-

rous faithfulness to a leader. But in its very nature

it is beyond and aloof from any local or partial creed

or usage, and has to carve out its own principality

and its own code. The Christian (or perhaps Roman)
Church reinforced the instinctive virtues of the

Teutons, and guided the young nations as they

exulted in the possession of the Promised Land.

Upon the divorce of things secular and sacred,

openly proclaimed in the early years of the sixteenth

century, it was seen how alarmingly scanty was the

moral equipment of the utilitarian State, of conquest

reinforced and unified by a new spirit of suspicious

nationality. Pure utility and pure force stood forth

naked and unabashed as the end, and the means to

the end. Nor has the much vaunted “transference

of power to the .
masses ” effected any change.

Religion and a secular humanitarianism, which is

its direct but ungrateful offspring, have till recent

days thrown a decent veil over the forcible, and
non-moral basis of modern society. But Science has

rudely dispelled the older illusions
;
and amid our

tenderness for the worthless and our pacific if

Platonic affection for other nations and races, con-

tinually reminds us of the single: duty of the organism,

social or human,: to survive at all costs.
,

§ 3. The counteracting and instinctive forces, re-

ligious feeling or humane sympathy, are no doubt
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strong enough to last our time
;
and to have no Umpire mt

theoretic or reasoned basis for State or for indi-

vidual conduct, does not imply the reign of un- force:

tempered caprice or pure savagery. But it is well 'hoetih

in an age which talks loudly of morality and
despises the dark ages of- superstition, to recognise

that modern society rests on force and self-interest,

whatever disguise sentiment and instinct may hang
around it. All moral notions spring from the rela-

tions of family life and their gradual extension to

others in a wider but still concentric circle. But
the modern State, however civilian and ''pacifist"

in appearance, is a direct descendant of a military

conqueror
;
and knows none of the softer emotions,

the uncompelled homage, the thoughtful and atfec-

tionate care of the family. A republican State is

only a headless and disorganised militarism, in which

the vacant autocracy of the commander-in-chief is

exploited by different intriguers. Only in monarchies,

where the " ducal ’’ lineaments are lost or merged in

the "regal" (that is, paternal) is there any reserve-

force of sentiment and respect, to appease the bitter

class-warfare, heritage and raison ditre of the free

commonwealth. The State, accustomed to the tradi-

tion of the difill-ground and the barrack, is inherently

hostile to the family, as well as to its later imitation,

feudalism. It is clear to-day, whatever the professions

of an almost extinct Liberalism, that the State regards

citizens as isolated units; they may be members of

a regiment, a guild, a caste, a trades-union, but they

crouch before the towering altitude of the State as

individuals. "As when the physical body suffers dis-

solution [so Hegel writes], each point gains a life of

its own, but it is only the miserable life of worms

;

so the political organism is here dissolved into Atoms,

that is, private persons.' All favourite modern theories

contemplate the substitution of a central control for

these lesser associations; or, by their efficacy, a direct

authority over the separate units. We accuse the

Roman system of centralism and over-taxation, and
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Empire 'nnt we idly blame the costly ambition of an imperial line.

‘^iZdurn Etnie
regret that the people had not entered into their

(mforee: rights and protested effectively again.st the loss of
Siatj! hoMile local freedom and the pre.ssure of intolerable burdens.

fayZednim this is precisely the tendency of the most popular

States to-day
;
and we have to seek elsewhere than in

princely pride or tyranny for its origin. The modern
State» it would seem, can no more avoid the current

which sets toward expensive machinery than the

empire. Man’s pi'otests, remedies, reforms, devices,

were unavailing. All suffered, but it was nobody's

fault
;
merely the native weakness and complexity

which .comes in the train of an advanced civilisation.

We shall find it impossible to question the “liberal

imperialism ” of Rome, its gradual immersion in

more engrossing duties, without bringing a fierce

and indeed final indictment against the modern
State, and any prevalent i-econstruction on Utopian

lines. It is best therefore to withhold our. censurei

and merely assign our approval to the rulers who
strove in vain against the current

;
who endeavoured

to lighten the ruinous bm-den of citizenship and, in

a very excess of conscientious zeal, lent themselves

in an unwise expenditure of self, to the support of

centralisation and the discouragement of local and
personal initiative. Yet it is difficult to see that

Socialism has any other aim to-day than to bring

about .such a condition of society, as the Roman
world judged and condemned by its fruits hundreds

: of years ago.

Empire § 4. The hnperial Ideal had a nobler side, by
pmifieaud which it stands contrasted with the modern State,

forced i7tin
veiieer of Christianity. It was

'centralism; a revival of the pacific and parental conception of

ZltimM,'
sovereignty. The Senate rnight represent the narrow

State,
* exclusive circle or family conclave, resenting

the loss of privilege and the opening of the civic

gates to various classes of newcomers. But the

father might extend the rights of children by the

fiction of adoption; and the generous treatment of
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the provinces, even at the expense of the metropolis Empire

and Italy, is a commonplace of history. It will be
readily conceded that there was strictly no repre- forced into

sentative element in the Senate
;
and that there was eentralUm:

good reason to suspect the vague debates of elected

bodies as an instrument of government. This mate.

paternal and benevolent character of Caesar is re-

flected in the worship of the emperor, in which
reverence for the Ideal and respect for the person
were skilfully blended. And we have iiow to face

the problem, why this august figure was seduced

into the sordid intricacies of administrative routine,

and sacrificed the dignity of an impartial Court of

Final Appeal to mingle through his agents in the

daily turmoil ? The conception of parental sove-

reignty, on which perhaps the fate of Europe may
depend in the future, is not that of meddlesome
interference or hofudy vigilance. The aim of all

lovers of freedom must be, not to curtail the sup-

posed prerogative of princes, but to ensure and
safeguard the liberty of the meanest subject. If

this is to be more than a mere pretence, the area

of civic influence must be restricted
;

the interest

and control a genuine reality. An idle passion for

symmetry and uniformity must be abandoned
;
and

local developments, mistakes and corrections alike,

must be awaited and borne with patience. It was

no fault of Caesar, but rather his merit and the

public confidence that summoned him into this un-

welcome and fatiguing task. Like some unwise

headmasters, he plunges into boyish quarrels and

makes an ultimate arbitrament cheap and familiar.

Modern royalty has avoided this danger: it lies in

a mot inaccessible reserve, and is never frittered by

constant intervention, or degraded by every petty

abuse of the official, who claims to act in its imme-

diate name.

We come at last then, to the real interest of

this period; the attempt to combine efficiency and

stability. We can conceive the acme of stability in
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patriarchal government, because it would occur to

no one to question a father's command or rather

expressed wish
;
and it would be an inconceivable

impiety to suggest a substitute. But the “ ducal ”

or efficient ruler is I'espected and obeyed in default

of other title, only so long as he capably fills the

post to which he was chosen. In origin, the em-

peror was a magistrate, elected for a definite term

to perform precise duties
;

his omnipotence was
derivative and might be circumscribed by the same

power that created or surrendered it. Outside Rome
and the pontcerium, the emperor was king ” to the

Greeks, with all the early classical connotation of

the majestic title, untarnished even through the

scuffles and scandals of the Diadochi. We have

before us several anxious problems awaiting settle-

ment. The empire was singularly reticent about its

secrets
;

it loved not to explore the names or source

of office or the compromise they imperfectly con-

cealed
;

it never suffered the precise outline and
formula to come to daylight and be rudely handled

by lawyers
;

it was content with dimness of origin

and certainty of power. Yet the attempt to maintain

this abstract indefiniteness cost many noble lives,

and brought much disorder and civil warfare into

a system, which aimed solely at the welfare, peace,

and order of a diffused and populous realm.

§ S. Thei'e existed too in the womb of the imperial

Ideal two hostile powers, representing the civilian and
the soldier, io issue forth in fraternal rivalry

as Jacob and Esau. Again round these two words
might he built a long and embracing argument, which
should comprise the fortunes of the whole imperial

line. But let us first examine the anomaly or the

collision and conflict of interest, in the expected
ubiquity and personal efficacy of C^sar. The pro-
blem has been often noted in the text,—how to make
the chief magistrate safe and dignified, yet responsible
and effective ? At oiie time the former thought seems
the idea, at another time, direct and personal work
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is exacted at all hazards. In its deference to both Conflict of
interests, order and security, vigilance and vigour, the indeiiundent

system took the ominous turning that leads to central-

isation and absolutism, as tve have already seen. The ereatk

period we survey shows clearly the irresistible force

of the current
;

Diocletian, Justinian, Leo, Basil, service), in

cannot help themselves. When personal initiative ruinous.

is dangerous, new safeguards are invented and the

different orders of the State are made more directly

accountable to a central control,—which, as these

unifiers fondly imagined, would be always synony-

mous with the sovereign himself. As we recognised,

they were profoundly mistaken. Each solemn pro-

clamation of unlimited power loosened the grip of

the isolated ruler on the helm. Our history is full

of attempts on the part of the ruler to relieve him-

self of irksome responsibility
;
and on the part of the

“general sense” or some conscientious reaction, to

fit once more the burden on his shoulders. In our

second period we have a succession of expedients for

acquiring, like other nations, a king who does not

govern :—the Vizierate of the great prefects under

Gommodus and Severus
;
the influence of the Jurists

;

the proposed “ division of labour"; the influence of

queen-mothers and empress-dowagers
;
the suggested

Lamaism of Elagabalus
;
the recall of the Senate to

partnership in affairs
;

the palatines and chamber-

lains
;
and finally in the West the barbarian patronatej

and at a later period, the systematic “Shogunate” in

the East, side by side (in either case) of a dignified

but idle legitimacy. But from this Oriental leisure or

penumbra, the Ideal was again and again dragged

forth into the glorious sunlight; and personal rule

was resumed with all its perils and crises.

If the pidnce unite in his sole person civil and

military power, to which element shall the primacy be

given ? We can trace tlie feud of the soldier-caste and

the civilian hierarchy throughout the whole period

;

and its annals might be rewritten, without serious

omission, from this single standpoint. For the more
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integral and colourless with excess of quality and
virtue the central omnipotence, the greater will be the

need below for distinct specialism of function and
careful training. And each of these well-tutored

corporations, servants or agents of the sovereign,

assumes in time all the airs and graces of complete

independence; while in the fourth century a fresh

element of complication emerges in an unexpected

quarter,—the Christian Church. Later Roman history

records the attempt of the Centi'e to maintain its

supremacy against these three powers
;
once subordi-

nate but now each clamorous for mastery. If power
was in theory unified, life was subdivided and
specialised

;
and three corporations yielded a reluc-

tant and often unreal homage to the emperor. In

the West the very idea of the commonwealth disap-

pears in the expulsion or rather disappearance of

imperial authority, to give place to Church and
feudal army. In the East, the titular autocracy

is maintained, but it leans successively on one or

other of these powerful but untrustworthy sup-

ports. Our period terminates in a very significant

phase of the duel
;

it is no longer a conflict

between the civilian and the staff-corps, the corrupt

or abrupt methods of exchequer or court-martial,

—but between the alien menials of an Oriental

despot and a feudal nobility who borrowed some
of the chivalry of the Teuton, But in such an

atmosphei-e and in such a form of the dilemma,

no place could be found for the Roman spirit or

for Roman institutions
;
and we rightly place in

that epoch the extreme limit of our work.—Here

then ended the greatest and least explicit political

ideal that has swayed mankind, and has for the

longest period performed unfalteringly its promised

task. The Ideal hovered perpetually between the

policy of hard work and inaccessible majesty. Con-
scientious reactions from titled idleness were frequent

and praiseworthy
; and it perished only when its

own children of the bureau or the camp abandoned
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in self-seeking the true classical spirit of duty, and
the conception of office as a trust.

§ 6. But I cannot conclude without a mention of Sofar
the great external problems which amid these domestic
disputes pressed “ Liberal imperialism ” for an im-
mediate answer.—If the empire is liberal, pacific, barbarians:

representative, what attitude will it take up in regard ^

to fresh applieants for admission? Our epoch starts Westernlim.

with the first distant rumblings of the Teutonic move-
ment, the unwelcome certainty to the far-sighted of

a coming tempest from the north, in the last years

of the first century. And after Aurelius a hundred
years later, we have the barbarians always with

us; and two urgent duties are added to the peace-

ful functions of Caesar in the interior,—the defence

of the frontier against the most violent, the settlement

in Roman soil and employment in Roman armies of

the most trustworthy, of these newcomers. I have

ventured to express openly my regrets at the vacillating

policy of Valens and Honorius,—or rather of their ad-

visers. There was no reason to refuse a title of honour

to Alaric; for such influence as he exerted is best

disarmed and made harmless, according to our usual

formula, by a complete recognition. Teutonic king-

doms and settlements under imperial suzerainty would

have no doubt acquired a greater measure of autonomy

than we can find in the earlier provincial system.

Western Europe would have approached more nearly

to the ideal of mediaeval Germany; and it is yet to

be seen whether the decentralised particularism of the

modern empire is not after all the healthiest type of

national life. Ataulphus would have reigned as a loyal

vassal
;
Alaric have defended as a brave champion

;

and the wistful glances directed by chroniclers and

monarchs to Byzantium in the Dark Ages would have

been arrested and satisfied in the nearer splendours of

Ravenna or Rome. The whole era of the Patriciate

bears witness to the genuine feeling of the barbarian

for the majesty of the purple. Their offer was some-

thing different from the policy which settles, by the
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Snfar side of an Oriental or Turkish misruler, an agent or

mahi foreidi ^’8^ commissioner, and flatters national

prohimn, vanity by the maintenance of a titular nominee who
barhariam: is denied any effective power. The same century

7.rtim;tion nf which listened to the firm yet respectful demands of

Western line. Alaric witnessed the accession of an Isaurian brigaird,

—a member of that race not unlike the Miaotze in the

south of China, which in their mountainous fastnesses

had defied Roman armies and pillaged Roman pro-

vinces, not a century before. It is clear that Roman
history has thus two springs of movement: the

internal development toward bureaucracy, centralism,

and caste-distinction, inseparable fr-om any advanced

civilisation; and the exterior pressure of the new
races. In the crystallising strata of a stationary

commonwealth, there were needed a professional

army, an expert civilian caste, a dutiful class of

peasant cultivators, an order of regular contributors

to the increasing cost of administration. In the

German influx there was present just that spirit or

vivacious element which would have formed an in-

valuable counterpoise to fixity and sloth, a stimulus

to a petrifying society. The objective classic ideal,

with its exaggerated respect for law and order,

was confronted and balanced by a welcome subjec-

tivity. Nor would the majesty of the empire have
suffered hurt, if the Teutonic chivalry towards an
overlord had reinforced the formal and chilly defer-

ence to the impersonal system. The venturesome
and petulant sallies of half-autonomous chieftains

would have broken the mournful and conscientious

monotony of Roman institutions. “British rule,”

writes Dr. Fitchett, “ it cannot be denied, has bleached
into commonplace the. picturesque side of Indian life.

It has eliminated the old element of adventure which
made it dear to the lawless classes." Personal virtues,

honour, and loyalty, and
. a brisk personal initiative,

would have replaced or tempered the classical defer-

ence to authority and the surrender of the trouble or
expense of self-rule to an absolute power, overwhelmed
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with its responsibility. Fresh air would have burst So jar

into the chamber where adroit machinery had realised ^omusHc :

the Socialistic ideal,—^that is, reduced every man to

a type, every instance to a law, and guarded in a harharkm;

practical casuistry against every emergency. And in IJtimUmof
time even the indolent populace of the capitals would Westarn line-

have been supplanted, or shamed into exertion. In

any case, the pendulum would swing once more in

the wholesome direction of the estate, the villa, and

the manor
;
and a wider, more equal distribution of

refinement, letters, and comfort would be reached.

The Meroving monarchy was an abortive and un-

timely simulacrimi of later Roman imperialism
;
the

chieftain of the shattered vase becomes the secluded

potentate, who rules subjects from a palace without

jury or appeal. It was a poor imitation of such

methods as we usually dismiss into limbo as “ Byzan-

tine ”
;
but the mayoralty or Shogunate which arose

on its incompetence is never found in its strict form

in the Eastern realm. A Western emperor might be

a dignified recluse and distant suzerain
;

but such

affectation was ridiculous in an ignorant Frankish

chieftain, whose sole function and justification lay in

an active and bellicose life. The elevation of Charles

was no priestly intrigue or ambitious sally, but the

resumption by the West of a dignity which it should

never have surrendered, which it never ceased to

regret.

Some writers will waste time on an idle discus-

sion of the legitimacy of this momentous step. But the

canon of legality is one which we can apply to every

Roman institution except the chief of all. The source

of law is itself above law; and comes into being

through accident or destiny. A legal title was won
solely by tried efficiency

;
not by any formal conse-

cration, popular applause, or hurried endorsement

of success by an anxious Senate. But in any case

Charles stands on the same level as Heraclius : both

are summoned to protect or to deliver the capital
;

both build up painfully the new fabric of central
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Sofay control. Legitimate or not, self-crowned autocrat or

maln jbtviyn
vassal,—it matters little

;
the important point is

prohlom, the witness of Christmas Day 800 to the undying
harhiirimiJi

:

revei'ence of the Germanic races for the imperial

arUnllion of
Ideal, to their long regret for the noiseless passing of

]feiitern line, the Western Caesar. And although history pursues

its solemn course without conscious human interven-

tion, and the historian idly surmises what might have

been, as he seeks to unravel the web of impersonal

motive forces,—it is difficult to suppress a wish that

this Western line had not expired in Romulus, first

and last of the royal and imperial series of Rome.

Oriticism § I'- I reminded at this point of a significant

ofHead denial of the representative character of the emperor,

mperor 0 ^ “liberal imperialism," which, as I have ven-

representativc tured to submit, not only did give expression to

the mute appeal and half-formed aspirations of the

Omarism, time, but could welcome and include without loss

of dignity or principle the wanderers who asked for

tSirity and shelter. Hegel seems in his criticism of the im-

freedom, ai^ perial system to have reversed his usual position

forgotten his favourite axioms : “ In the person

symptom of of the emperor isolated subjectivity has gained a
decay). completely unlimited i-ealisation . . . individual sub-

jectivity thus entirely emancipated from control

has no inward life, no prospective nor retrospec-

tive emotions, no repentance, hope, fear—not even

thought. The springs of action are none other

than desire, lust, passion, fancy^—in short, capidce

absolutely unfettered."
. The reverence of the philo-

sophical historian for Hegel, must be great
j
for he is

no vague and misty declaimer, and behind his general

statements lies a solid background of careful study
and inductive detail. But it is strange that he detects

no difference between a savage Oriental monarchy
and the Roman constitution. Caprice and subjectivity,

—this is precisely what the historian does not find,

except in the mere garrulous and scandal-loving story-

books, in the palace rumours of a Nero or a Com-
modus. Closer inspection reveals the discipline and
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traditional method and policy, the beneficent design, Criticism

the deference to increasing precedent,—which mark ‘’Z

even the most “ subjective ” of these princes. Hegel is

blind to this perhaps unwilling, but not the less real representative

conscientious, and representative character : or rather

he recognises it in a passing sentence and does not Cmarism,

stop to reconcile his antinomy. For he pys ;
“ Under

that coarsest and most loathsome tyrant Domitian maturity and
• . . the Roman world, the historian tells us, enjoyed .frew/om, anrf

tranquillising repose.” It is clear then that the merits

of the system, and the public cares and activity of symptom of

Caesar, were independent of his capricious moments
and private vices. It is an accident that has preserved

these malicious chronicles
;
the natural reticence of

contentment has left few monuments of the general

prosperity. Again, he asserts that “ the concrete ele-

ment in the character of the emperor is therefore of

itself of no interest, because the concrete is not of

intrinsic importance." The emperors "of noble

character ” he dismisses with indifference as a

“happy chance” which “produced no change in
'

the State,—and passed away without a trace.” A
system which, with a strict personal government,

produces “ tranquillising repose "under the “worst”

sovereign, and is so stable that not even good rulers

produce a change,—may well deserve a Closer and

more sympathetic study than is given in these sweep-

ing statements. We are quite ready to admit that the

concrete (which must here imply the idiosyncratic and

peculiar) is not the essential. But the conclusion,

which meets us more than half-way, indeed leaps out

of the evidence, is surely this : whatever his character

and training, sympathies or equipment, the prince of

the hour was irresistibly clothed' with a representative

function and was entrusted by the Time-Spirit with

the general welfare,—a duty which no other person,

class, or corporation could fulfil.—It is time then

to close a retrospect already approaching undue

length.
'

We have attempted to do justice to the conscientious
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Critidstn executive which is the pride of the imperial line: we
ofllogd made no apology for the sloth of the peoples that

mipenr place this perilous burden on a single man, nor have
represmtative entirely approved the set and precise hierarchy of

'laUhmX'^’^ too powerful agents, which grew up in response to this

Omsarisin, widespread invocation of absolutism. We do not con-

ceive that Cmsarism (as understood in modern times) is

maturity and the last word in political wisdom, though it may well

jreedom, and be the ultimate appeal of a disappointed democracy or

niuleand impatient Socialism. For only an absolute ruler like

xympfnm of Alexander can cut the Gordian knot, which social and
decay).

ultra-political influences bind tightly round the modern
State, prohibiting reform apart from revolution. If we
criticise the Roman world for yielding to Cmsar, we
aim an indictment against the supineness of our

own people : a higher class tempted to retire from the

ungrateful task of public life, and a lower entirely

content to look on at the artificial duels of party, or

submit (as the alternative) to comfortable but auto-

cratic regimentation from above. The Roman Empire
tried to satisfy democracy in its lowest and most

obvious requirements
;

it was a crowned Socialism.

If it is at all permissible to trace decisive lessons

in the happenings and tendencies of the past, we
can only read a caution against the surrender of

individual and family rights, against the extinction

of that needful ephoralty in a centralised State, an

independent landed class; and a solemn warning
against the pauperising policy of mistaken humani-
tarians. But for the great line of rulers, whose
success or failure we here dismiss, we can have
nothing but praise and. astonishment. They over-

taxed their strength in relieving idleness and in-

competence of its natural fate and burden
;

they

aimed their suspicions against an “ aristocracy," which
in any State is an indispensable counterpoise to a

.
centralised government

;
they reposed an excessive

trust in those agents and emissaries of a benevolent
policy, who, once sent forth to their work, defied
effective control

;
and they vacillated between favour
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and neglect of the two great branches of the State, Criticism

the civilian and the military class. But so far as duty

implies the following of one’s own lights and private emperor

conscience (even if they be but a will-o'-the-wisp), the representative

unselfish adherence to corporate tradition and fidelity
fafthough’^^

to an ancient heritage,—they deserve our closest study Caisarism,

and our impartial praise. They gave a new meaning

and solemnity, honourable but burdensome, to the maturity and

sovereign dignity ; and we close our records at the freedom, and

point, when this acceptance of a trust has <i^-^eameand

veloped into the easy and irresponsible enjoyment symptom of

of a private estate.
deoay).





ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

§ 1. All periods in human history arbitrary : all development

continuous ; pure historical narrative not contemplated : debt to the

English forerunners; Oxford historians; value of “classical”

studies ; uncertainty of all political theory to-day and recurrence of

old evils and problems believed obsolete
:
points of resemblance

in the imperial system and current theories of the State ; close

analogies in the state of society or the conception of government

:

value of the analysis of cyclic development.

§ 2. But is not this didactic or pragmatic use of history mislead-

ing ? : history either statistical or economic : the discovery of the

chain of events, of the causes which produced, the tendencies which

underlie : denial of man’s free-agency, tool of impersonal forces :

absence of moral censure or praise
:
(or a tendency to rehabilitate

character) : Hegelian view of history,—the race-spirits : feeble-

ness of calculation and design
;
personal history out of date

;

records of courts neglected: attempt to detect the “Will of the

People.”

§ 3. Fallacy of transferring to the mass or its assembled repre-

sentatives the “good nature” of the average man; problematic

wisdom of entrusting general welfare to the debates of rancorous

partisans : acceptance by the people of Coesarism ; representation

impossible, witness the Conciliar period : cannot too high a price

be paid for order and uniformity ? 1 “all such legislation in favour

of the class in power” : “attempts to hold Colossus together a

crime against freedom and nationalism ”
: we lack data and prin-

ciple for settling this question : defence ofparticularism no paradox

;

yet (from the Hegelian standpoint) the mission of the empire is

justified by its result : Cassarism represented the will of the age,

in spite of the sporadic mutiny of the parts.

g 4. Imperial system represented the Idea by a Person, not by

an Assembly, by a principle of unity, not of discord ; loyalty to-day

to modern kingship : origin ofemperor and king in armed force:

but sentiment and allegiance gather round : unique factor in

modern government capable of exciting the warmer emotions:

forces in modern society strongly centrifugal, though Imperialism

may provide artificial unity : language of loyalty, even if over-

strained, better than the fictitious invective of political party;
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attitude to Monarchy witnesses that all political life is not

exhausted in hatred, disrespect, and self-seeking.

§ 6. Choice of limits to the period : the Comnenian “ tyranny ”

not a true continuation of the imperial system : Zonaras* severe

indictment of the recent development in the constitution ; the

empire founded on law not caprice, the emperor a chief magistrate

of a free people : the final change to seclusion and irresponsibility

took place in the first half of the eleventh century ; object to search

in cultured critics or in popular opinion the real views of the

native population on the system, and to detect hidden springs of

action.

§ G. Form and plan of the work: general survey of a period,

tentative, suggestive, and subjective: art of passing judgment

on an age something different from the patience of the minute

explorer : the two necessary for the student, but may be separated

in working: dangers and limitations of the niihjccHve historian

and the general impression : he confines himself to suggestion :

the account, like the period embraced, arbitrary
:
yet a place still

left amid accumulating material, for the philosophical interpreter

of tendencies.

§ 7. This kind of half-intuitive criticism not the highest form of

mental work : the real contributor to human advance, the worker

in an austere and narrow field : in suhjeclhie studies, no certainty

and no completeness
;
yet this type of mind, aware of its limits,

lays no claim to an impossible omniscience : seeks to bring out

one aspect only of an age : does not profess to rival the specialist

in his own department : neglect of war and religion
; (reply to

unfair charge against the spirit and influence of the Gospel : as

instance of the limit of a historian’s acumen) : strict limit and self-

restraint observed.

BOOK I

THE PAGAN EMPIRE : THE CIVILIAN MONARCHY
AND THE MILITARY REACTION

CHAPTER I

The Reign op Domitian and the Era of the Eaulier

Antonines (81-180 A.D.)

§ 1. Peculiar position of the third Flavian, a plebeian and
untried in active employment : this coinbination hitherto unknown :

actual rarity of the favourite Gtesar of romance : Domitian a strong

personal ruler in spite of his disadvantages : the untested son of

a whose middle-class reorganisation had not made
men forget the brilliance of Nero’s age.
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§ 2. Faculty foi- personal and painstaking administration found

in unlikely characters
:

peril of the Senate and prejudice of

Tacitus ; yet Domltian completed his father’s work : he rendered

possible the golden age of the Antonines : unswerving maintenance
of public order and central control ; the Flavian restoration (in

which Domitian bore a sliare) saved the world from triumviral

anarchy and the barbarian : Antonines reaped advantage of

Domitian ’s work and of the reaction against it.

§ 3. The good emperors realised the ideal of Augustus in his

most generous mood : Senate recovered dormant rights : its title

to elect a world-ruler : Senate represented the reverse of cosmo-

politan ideas, or uniform government
:
provincial welcome to the

liberal policy of Augustus
:

personal guarantee given, as in

Queen Victoria’s manifesto to India : the New Testament bears

striking witness to the responsible government then introduced,

from Augustus to Nero.

§ 4. The Provinces benefited, not Rome or Italy : Senate stood

for reaction and privilege : in no sense representative : the Em-
peror created to annul distinctions : in effect, the Senate exer-

cises less influence in this period of deference than amid the turmoil

of the next ;
“ apostolic succession ” ; the imperium transmitted

by its possessor ; “Adoption and Grace” : one chief duty to pro-

vide for the succession
:

(this elsewhere strangely neglected in

imperial annals): elsewhere haphazard, here policy and order

reign.

§ 6. Problem and alternative of elective or hereditary monarchy ;

the official and the patrimonial conception ; two needs not readily

found combined, efficiency stability: limitation of kingly pre-

rogative often due to respectful anxiety for its safety ; elevation

above daily business needful for prestige and security : advantage

of not holding monarchy accountable for official aberration: a

despotic absolutism entangles the sovereign in every false step,

every unjust blow, while it removes him from any real control :

reserve-force of constitutional monarchy to-day: veritable dead-

lock of parliamentarism : the king, representative rather of the

nation HaSA ai ‘the. government

:

occasional and significant appeal

to the sovereign to govern as well as reign : human and family

interest in kingship, adapted to democracy.

§ 6. Final condemnation of the republican form of government

:

appeal to theory rather than to sentiment : true democracy implies

the increasing interest and co-opemtion of die average man, not

a scientific committee with unlimited powers : conflict of the two

ideals, patient consultation of the people and Regimentation:

Liberal fears of a “ referendum ”
: (empire developed from gracious

supervisor into scientific administrator : the loss obvious though

the development inevitable) : view (in a republic) regards

men as an arbitrary aggregate of atoms, , the patrimonial and
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hereditary^ as a collection of families ; power (in the modern State)

not parental, but an expedient to deal with man’s native cowardice

and malice ; force, not moral suasion, basis of political life.

§ 7. Cmsar soon assumed the parental attitude : but he never

forgot his chief duty—efficiency of an untiring e.xecutive : therefore

removable in case of failure, as in Temple of Aricia ; against this

merciless State-view, the parental idea makes protest ; and of this

the adoptive emperors are typical ; elflorescence of Hellenic,

extinction of Roman letters : substitution of imperial functionary

for local autonomy : decay of the Curia, and of interest in public

affairs : signs of weakness evident under Marcus : character of

Marcus, satiety and despondency ; sinister influence of the Stoic

philosophy ; an endorsement of the common tendency to absten-

tion ; in truth, the sage alone had 7w theory, iio working hypothesis

of the world ; the last word not duty but indifference
: profoundly

decadent cult of a dead and meaningless universe.

CHAPTER II

The Pseudo-Antonines ; on, the Afuo-Syihan House* and

THE Regimen of Women (180-235 a.d.)

§ 1. Anomalous and surprising character of the half-century

following Marcus’ death : various characteristics,—the Age of the

Pseudo-Antonines, of the female influence, of the Jurists, of a

provincial and anti-Roman reaction, of the boy-emperors, of the
“ Grand-Vizierate ”

: in spite of the confusion, steady working of

the administrative machine : the wildness of titular autocracy and
the stability of the system : vitality of the empire.

§ 2. Chief qualification of the Emperor,— service : where
a modem king uses the language of frank absolutism, he employed
modest tone of a delegate : formal recognition of power endangers
its efficacy, political influence being in the main indirect ; cause of

the long continuance of the system,—Ctesar not the source, only

the executive ; frequent rekindling of the Caesarian Idea, personal

rule ; this age marked by delegation : Antoninus IV. disinclined

for hard work : a Nero without his artistic temperament ; the

Viziers, Perennis and Cleander : Plautianus the African vice-

sovereign under Severus : the two former sacrificed to popular
clamour, the last killed by the heir-apparent.

§ 3. Imperial dislike of Rome : the proposed partition of the
empire between Antoninus V. and: VI. ; frequent absences of
Severus taught Rome true function of a prince lay elsewhere;
regular power of the Crown exerted by Papinian and by the
Syrian empress-mother : Domna succeeded by her sister Mresa
and her two nieces in the control of the government : definite
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surrender of public business by Antoninus V11 1, ; acceptance of

a colleague on tbe ground of “ divine duties.”

§ 4. Asiatic Lamaism ; two incompatible notions in sovereignty,

motionless pivot and ubiquitous executive ; the conflict of sanctity

and efficiency ; the immured sovereign of the Mossyni : the

Potala : the purdah: the later caliphate : emergence of the

Mikado and the Dalai-Lama ; suggested reversion in China to

the older Mancbu tradition of imperial accessibility.

§ 6. The proposal of Sosemias foredoomed to failure ; the

emperor di; jtire must personally exercise his rights de facto ;

the invasion of Roman temples by a foreign cult a mere episode :

religion not an independent domain but a department of State

:

exclusiveness of Christian and Emesene claims provoked resent-

ment.: both reflised an autonomous sphere : dislike of extremes

by the best Roman statesmen ; bate of the Black Stone of Ela-

gabalus may have reinforced the moral revival of the next age.

§ 6. Unhappyissueofthe experiment at reform under Alexander :

inopportune mildness of female and civilian government : very

merits of a private citizen, the vices of a sovereign ruler
:
people

tired of an autocracy in commission, as of a freehold in perpetual

abeyance : Alexander refused the title, but pursued the strictly

civilian policy of the Antonines : early intimations of the coming

divorce in civil and military functions: futile struggle of the

pacific element.

§ 7. The distinction of function and reforms of Diocletian

suggested and anticipated under the Afro-Syrian house ; deference

to the Senate in certain important branches of State ; fruitless

attempt to define the sphere of Senate and Emperor : dreary

record of mutual distrust repeated in each vigorous reign : no

personal ties of devotion to the sovereign of the hour : the

pretenders, until safely enthroned at Rome, commonly posed as

the restorers of Senate’s prerogative : the reign of Maximinus I.

a period of senatorial activity : revived “consulate” of Maximus

and Balbinus ; conspicuous surrender of direct control under the

third Gordian : no abiding influence (as with modern monarchs)

of pathetic appeal of royal infancy : with Tiniesicles, the days of

powerful Viziers are over : resumption of personal and perilous

. rule./';,'

§ 8. Premonitory symptoms of decay and confusion : the robber-

bands: the town-garrisons under Severus I.: the failure of the

municipal system, and the growing powers of the governor : mild

and humane legislation of the Septimian age: gradual disappear-

ance of Roman features in,uniform administration : subjectivity in

ruler and malcontent: yet the beginnings to be found of social

distinctions of the fourth century as well as of Diocletian’s severance

V of civil and military spheres.

.
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CHAPTER in

The Moiial Revival, the Surgested Dyahchv, and 'I'he

Illyrian Line (233-285 A.n.)

§ 1. Injustice of the usual veydict on the age of the “Thirty

Tyrants” : the period of misfortune marked by a general revival of

simplicity, energy, and Roman spirit : devotion to perilous public

service ; the claims of the Senate again seriously heard
;
puritan

rigour and enactments against vice ; close of the Asiatic House
signal for reaction ; stern morality of Maximin : heroism of the

Decii
;
the millenary of Rome : vEmilian's offer (253) of divided

duties
j
represents the tendency of the time ; denial of hereditary

rights and aversion to minors.

§ 2. The claims of the Senate something more than a mere
pretence : respect paid to the defenceless body that defied

Maximin ; documentary evidence of the Senate's activity : civilian

sympathies of Gallienus; hopes of Probus, “soldiers soon to

become superfluous”: the famous prohibition to carry arras

(under Gallienus)
;
capable of another interpretation : republican

cast of the administration : Diocletian’s different solution, civil

and military orders accountable solely to the Emperor : Aurelian

began the tendency to pomp and absolutism : traditional feud of

army and civil assembly too strong.

§ 3. Solidarity of the General Staff : the discipline and training of

the staff-corps : since the failure of Severus II. rise of great military

caste, with uniform traditions : in spite of the frequent vacancies

and massacres due to soldiers’ mutiny, few instances of treachery,

and many of generous pardon and humane treatment : recognition

of foreign Augusti : the period by no means a riot of egoism :

notable cases of postponement of private interest : new influence

of the Pannonian staff-corps.

§ 4. The real culprits the soldiers : evils of a decentralised

army: fallacy of the local militia: analogy of the Algerian

government ; lanissaries and Mamelukes : empire definitely settled

upon a peace-footing at its birth; end of civil strife and internal

dissension the great aim : the perils and inroads of the third

century not foreseen in the first
:
provincial armies did not come

within scope of original liberalism of the emperors: moral

suasion, not force, upheld Roman sway in the interior ; city-states

already in decay : Rome exercised a civilian tutelage : after 200 a.d.

realised that civilian rdgime needed profound modification : in-

crease and turbulence of armed forces.

§ 5. Extreme danger of independent military commands : the

•pronundamentos of third century, mixture of patriotic and regi-

mental sentiment ; a general called on to meet a crisis must

have plenary power of sin Augustus : did not represent local dis-
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content : Roman spirit displayed in the line of Gaulish emperors ;

but the soldiers sacrificed incompetence without pity : very rarely

oppressed the provincials : discontent of powerful armies at hard

camp-tasks ; repentance sincere at least in the case of Aurelian’s

murder.

§6. Imperial attitude to the new races: warfare, alliance, or

incorporation ? no consistent policy : attitude of Tacitus the

historian to the Barbarians of the Northern frontier (c. loo A.D.)

;

his anomalous Imperialism and sympathy with the free ; he admired
but he could not welcome to citizenship

:
problem acute after

middle of second century
: yet riparian frontiers (Rhine, Danube,

Euphrates) maintained from Augustus to Theodosius ; no per-

manent loss, three cases of voluntary cession : real and momentous
changes of frontier and loss of continuous territory on East

under Heraclius (+ 641) a.nd Romanus IV, (t 1071) ; wearisome

inconclusiveness of aimless tourneys : signal difference from

Northern problem demanding a clear policy.

§ 7 . Shall the Bai-barian be received or excluded ?—empire
cosmopolitan with certain reservation, no desire for unlimited ex-

pansion, as in Mongolian hordes : offered peaceful home to immi-

grants : instances of liberal policy in early empire, bodyguard of

Augustus and armies of Agricola ; nothing strictly incompatible

between Teutonic personality and Roman law : depopulation by

plague: terror after Decius’ death, 251 a.d. ; serious purpose

of Valerian, divide et impera; liberal policy of Gallienus

(253-268) : his Barbarian wife, his tact and diplomacy : Gallienus

a type of later Teutonizer : best recruits and best colonists

:

Claudius II. revives older attitude, war to the knife : Aurelian

abandons Dacia: Probus renews policy of firmness and of

conciliation : earliest (c, 280) to settle Barbarians in thousands on

Roman soil : two most salient features, settlers and cultivators of

alien race, semi-foreign military caste.

CHAPTER IV

Centiiaused Absolutism : or, the System of Diocletian

AND Constantine
(
285-337 a.d.)

§ 1 . All political systems as they develop tend to centralisation :

State-supremacy revived as a principle about the time of Religious

reform ; Machiavelli’s text-book, apotheosis of autocracy ; abiding

result also of French Revolution, not personal liberty but central

control: “Centralism” vindicated in American Civil War: odd

result of (so-called) enfranchisement, seizure by minorities or

unrepresentative factions of this uncontrolled power : government

not less absolute but more frank and continuous in empire :
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howevei- elected, each emperor inherits and preserves Augustan

tradition : public opinion approved success of Diocletian : though

the reaction excessive in the direction of Centralism, we must

praise the work.

§
'2 . Record of this half-century simple : recovery of central

control and safety of frontier.s (284-305): downfall of the artifi-

cial system of co-optation (305-323) ; “apo.stolical succession”;

falsified by the instincts of a parent, the sympathies of the troops ;

reaction under Constantine (323-337) to the hereditary principle

regarded with favour : his liberal and cosmopolitan policy, to new
creed and new races : nowhere public opinion and belief so well

defined as in the Church : her weight thrown into scale in favour

of personal monarchy and regular succession.

§ 3. First aim of Diocletian to restore sacrosanct character of

the ruler : Orientation deliberate ; to rescue from the roughness

and peril of a camp ; subtle change comes over the soveveigii

power : its avowed source in earlier times from people’s delega-

tion : secular and popular basis of Cajsarisra : elective principle

still recognised in later Teutonic royalty : absolutism of the new
modern State independent of ncognUio and anointing :

“ the

king never dies, andean do no wrong,” such modern views utterly

at variance with Roman principle and procedure : Cmsar is per-

sonally responsible : no indefeasible right in a royal family.

§ 4, In transition from classical to modern conception Diocletian

marks an important stage : he removes emperor from camp to

palace ; Cresar at first acknowledged executive of an unarmed
assembly : State-needs summoned him to the distant frontiers, as

“Warden of the Marches”: infrequent visits to Rome after

200 A.D. : impossible (in change of imperial function) to revive

Rome as seat and centre of empire : divimi domus : household

servants usurp pre-eminence: influence lodged elsewhere than in

the State-officials or magistrates : ne.vt epoch will show the secret

power of courtiers ; the recent seclusion of the Manchu sovereign

:

Diocletian seeks to retain as well as semrity

;

emperor
still must lead armies in person : in peaceful interludes power-

slipped into hands of palace-favourites : value of itinerant

sovereignty (Hadrian and Edward VII.) : Diocletian seeking to

restore personal rule, ended it.

§5. Yet he is no bold innovator (Napoleon or Peter)
: germs of

his reform found in earlier period ; he sums up chief tendencies of

last era, not wholly unconstruciive amidst its disorder: three

chief features, divorce of eastern and western realms, of civil and
military function, barbarian as farmer and soldier

:
partnership

in the legend of Severus’ scheme of partition :

not less significant if apocryphal : repeated divisions after Decius
(t 351) : different problems of East and West,

§6, Diocletian followed precedent in severing East and West :
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German replacement in Gaul

; but strong Roman culture and

tradition survived : the East always alien, the Roman emperor a

stranger there : protectorate over racial feuds and an earlier, more
perfect civilisation: never penetrates into real life of East (which

is not political) : indefinable change in Constantine due to his

“ Orientation” : Diocletian disguises completeness of the rupture,

and may have been unconscious of it : he consummated the policy

begun under the African Severus ; the clearly original contribution

of Diocletian, the first to disappear, viz. apprenticeship of the

Augustus and regular promotion by merit, as in other ranks of

State-service.

BOOK II

PROBLEMS OF THE NEW MONARCHY AND THE NEfY
SUBJECTS ; OR. THE LIMITATIONS OF AUTOCRACY
AND THE BARBARIAN OFFER

CHAPTER I

The New System of Caste and Officialism
;
the Severance

OP Civil and Military Orders
;
and the Influx of

Aliens

§ 1. In the fourth century is completed the specialising process :

guide and pioneer here also Severus I. : distinction of civilian and

soldier
;
could be no longer delayed : natural tendency to secure

expert opinion in a limited province : early Roman was peasant-

farmer and volunteer : revolution in economics : impossible task

of Senate, lacking agents and force: moral sanction and penalty

form basis of earliest community : law, penalty, police, a later and
'

degenerate development : no effective machinery of control in

ancient state : reluctant admission that the use of force is neces-

sary ; in decay of religious and tribal tradition, egoism questions

and despises convention.
,

§ 2. Rise of self-interest (against public service) : expansion of

the horizon, and variation of tribal sanctions ; force (under early

empire) secures peace: arras lodged with the emperor: pacific

function of the Senate: difficulty of arranging a “division of

labour’f; was it jealousy of emperor, or the indolent pride of

Senate ? supple and trustworthy agents of despotism oust the older

ruling class; Senate an impossible co-operator with liberal

' imperialismi

§ 3. Military revival under African dynasty in the interests of

public order : warranted distrust of the Senate: school of pro-

fessional soldiers essential, detached from other interests ;
gradual

withdrawal of noble or wealthy class from active service ; im-

munities granted to individuals ; the tendency merely culminates
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in Gallien’s edict : the exclusion, there depicted as piece of tyranny,

already an accomplished fact: tempting to fix division of t:i\'i|

and military command in the provinces under Sevcrns Alexander

(223-235) : need of the continuous and undistracted activity of the

specialist: no chance for easy interchange between the rival

spheres : social life in third century comparatively undisturbed

;

curious peace of the six months’ interregnum ( 275-276) ; this

stability referred to orderly procedure of Senate or Senatorial

Committee or Privy Council, dating from minority of Severus II.

§ 4. The “ Germanising” of soil and army of Rome : tendency

of civilisation to specialise and isolate into narrow and unsym-

pathetic spheres
:
government (once part and parcel of each

citizen’s life) passes to experts : alarming indifference or ignorance

of popular government : nobles and people under empire did not

wish to administer or to fight : decay of Municipal System after

Antonines : emperors invoked to administer as well as supervise)

govern as well as reign : not a tyrannical encroachment : two

distinct needs as two distinct orders in State, defend and provide

money for defence : tiller and warrior separated earlier : rough

division between those who paid and those who worked : increase

of taxes : worth while to procure most notable expert by offering

not a “living wage” but a prize: sharp division of the official

world from the mass.

§ 5. Contrast between taxpayer and tax-collector deepens

:

aim to keep the civilian at his undistracted task of making

honey, sic vos non vobis ; artificial support of the paying class,

not tyrannical but on lines of mistaken economy : the curia a

prison-house : in the centres of urban life great comfort and luxury :

pampered paupers, disinclined for active work ; we may suspect

a certain scorn entertained for military calling; serious studies

rhetorical ; leisure snatched from spectacles devoted to style not

to public business : singular carelessness and detachment of

letters : old Roman spirit confined to the industrious princes and
their emissaries ; governing class through no foul t of its own,

stood aloof: citizen wields neither spear nor spade; tillage and
legion recruited by foreigners : the most determined champion of

order and the frontier are most inclined to welcome external aid ;

Society in the fourth century, taxpayers, military caste, alien

colonists, and official hierarchy.

CHAPTER II

Ijegitimacy ; on, the Dynastic Epoch and the StrccE.saoiis

OF Constantine (337-457 a.d.)

§ 1 , Most strilcing feature in this period, the triumph of the

hereditary principle : revival of feminine influence : resulting pre-

dominance of the chamberlain over civil and military element
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inconstancy of the Romans as to birthright in the imperial line :

failure of direct succession in the early empire : Antoninus IV., V.,

and VIII, : sons in partnership under the military emperors;

fraternal claims of Quintillus and Florianus disallowed.

§ 2 . Diocletian substitutes the son-in-law for the son; right of

succession passes through females ; a compromise between Nature
and Reason ; Constantine overthrows, reverting to the patri-

monial conception of the State ; the rest of the fourth and half the

fifth century occupied in the West by sons in the direct line ; new
families seek further legitimation by alliance with earlier : Eastern

realm had unhappy experience of Callus, c. 353 ; hereditary sway
only begins in the East with Arcadius ; henceforward sister or

wife of Augustus exerts influence and devolves the sceptre ; this

followed by “nepotism” or free election, until after the death of

Heraclius (t 641).

§ 3 . Character of the administration in this palmy period of

Legitimacy ; the early principate did not contemplate elevation of

untried merit ; demanded vigilant, personal government and was

in touch with popular will : its duty to supervise nobles and
functionaries in the interest of the whole ; basis utilitarian not

sentimental ; this task impossible for youth : discontent at the

earlier feminine influence (200-235) : changes initiated at opening

of fourth century harmless to inventors, dangerous to immature
successors, who knew only dignity of office

:
palace-camarilla :

and danger of revolution, even during Dynastic period.

§ 4 . Personal loyalty found only in their own households ; fault

of senatorial pride and absence of the modern gulf between

sovereign and subject: emperors driven to select trustworthy

agents ; whole republican system aimed at arresting, as imperial

at facilitating, prompt obedience to command ; great expenditure

of friction to secure equilibrium and resist advance : status quo

the ideal ;
perilous reaction when Senator as proconsul armed

with regal powers ; but the emperor, as “patriot king” aimed at

the general interest, and recruited his bureaux and armies outside

the higher circles : Civil Service crystallises into definite form

from 130 A.D.
;
pressure of new duties on Caesar a proof of loyalty

and confidence ; imperial rule less costly and more just.

§
.'5 . The Civil Service in its turn became a “Frankenstein’s

Monster” ; decay of any personal sentiment during the Anarchy

(235-285) ; the great machine moved independent of the sovereign

of the hour ; first duty of reconstruction is to guard against evils

of personal caprice ; formulation of absolutism invariably implies

its practical restriction ; real influence in a State nearly .always

elsewhere than in admitted “Seat of Sovereignty” ; Romans
merciless towards a ruler who failed ; even throughmeritorious

pursuits (Gratian’s hunting, Nero’s art) ; want of moral perspective

a legacy of Stoicism : responsibility of the prince ; Christian in-
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fluences (“a trust from above”) introduce “right divine to govern

wrong.”

§ 8. Permanent officials (army or palace) have the .start of any

prince : this period a long struggle between actual and nominal

wielclers of power; monarchs’ suspicion of their agents and

retinue : in this period, general-staff of army final arbiter but only

in exceptional crisis ; secret influence on ordiruiry administration :

openness and frankness of military intervention ; obscure intrigues

and problematic policy of palace favourites.

§ 7. Long list of usurpers and pretenders in the Dynastic period ;

often a vigorous protest against youthful or incapable rulers : some
principle can be observed besides mere ambition in these mutinies :

first appearance of the barbarian influence and protectorate :

seclusion of the sovereign led directly to such insurrection ;

struggle for supremacy between officials of the palace and

Mercenaries outside
:
question to be settled (on different lines by

East and West), “Shall a barbarian Shogun exist side by side

with a Mikado?”

CHAPTER III

Liberal Imperialism; or, the Functions of the Emperor

AND THE Proffer op Barbarian Loyalty

§1. Narrow exclusiveness of the City-state: monarch stands

for liberalism and expansion : he is compelled to represent the

public welfare : feudalism (a revival and a retrogression) distrusts

and thwarts monarchy: foe of class-privilege and exemption;

attack on monarchical institutions from sincere but reactionary

minorities: triumph of “Liberty" usually implies victory of a

class ; Magna Charta or the Revolution of 1689 : universal

suffrage would have negatived all the supposed Liberal move-
ments in our national history: empire the creation of the age,

not of personal ambition; the liberalism of Julius too overt:

disguise of policy under religious nationalism and reaction under-

Augustus : wise moderation in opening the world to uniform

government ; no false deference to superlatives and logical exact-

ness.:

§ 2. Emperors well abreast of their time ; gradual disappearance

of special privilege (Rome and Italy).: fresh requests for admis-

sion: policy towards barbarians : new duties of the principate

on the frontiers : successor the imperial regimen in the Mediter-

rairean basin : war once a part of the citizen’s duties, as yet

unspecialised : profoundly pacific condition of primitive com-
munities ; Hobbes’ mistake ; moral basis of early society ; as

world grows older and fuller, appeal to force becomes more
general, in absence of other agreed code : emptiness of the early

world and rule of tribal custom and use : in a motley aggregate
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all these conflicting conceptions neutralise each other : thus an
empire must appeal to arbitrary Will, not to precedent.

§ 3. The Roman empire alone supplanted greed and caprice of

dominant caste by humanitarian principles : relation of subjects

to imperial race : early empire reverted to pacific tradition for two
centuries, and maintained order in city-states, without suppressing

autonomy : altered needs of the third century : thus chief witness

to value of the system in its pacific aim : when warlike need
befell unawares, arms became monopoly of a class ; army the

most liberal of all the imperial institutions : models of domestic

faith, pioneers of culture, reclaimers of nature
;
gradual inclusion

of barbarians ; all the better emperors friends of the new races :

“naturalised subjects with equal rights to the original stock”

(ten-itorial v, civil conception) : was the remedy of barbarian

soldiers and settlers a disintegrating force?

§ 4. Welcome extended to barbarians a logical outcome of the

whole imperial policy : ample proof of Gothic loyalty ; the pre-

tenders of the third century never anti-Roman : value of the

Gallic and British usurpers : against this feasible policy of

generous admittance, two emperors of weak and stubborn tempera-

ment set themselves ; Valens and Honorius : Teutonic influence

would have undermined bureaucratic supremacy : this not a dis-

advantage : the Teutonic monarchies, unable to found abiding

systems in West because direct Roman influence removed, yet

looked with affection on Eastern Cmsar,

§ 5. Advantage of Teutonic individualism, to stem tide toward

corrupt centralisation
:
gradual enlargement of sphere of govern-

ment :
genuine confidence reposed in emperor : welfare depends

not on formula of constitution but on national character and

behaviour and control of officials : functionaries ofabsolute monarch

or free republic alike need strict supervision : similar feeling to-day

(1907) in France and Russia: difficulty of controlling governing

classes: emperor supplants a venal Senate: growing complexity

in the official world: conservatism of this well-organised and

unanimous body, fatal to any project of reform, as well as to

hasty change :
yet credit of failure or success fell upon shoulders

of one man ;
the later emperors at the mercy of their advisers.

§ 6. Might not the fresh element of subjectivity have allied with

conception of Roman law and unity ; inspiriting force of Teutonic

chivalry, incapable of devout respect to abstraction, only of affec-

tion to persons ; this reversal to rudiments and simple things of

life by no means a retrogression ; inmsh of the fresh air into

stifling atmosphere ; antidote to prevalent fatalism in knight-

errantry : new alliance suggested between imferiuvi and lihertas

;

evil of unquestioning obedience to law—a trait of savagery : the

Teutons happily unacquainted with Stoicism : failure of the alliance

lay with the indecisive and treacherous councils of Theodosias’

successors : in the West the barbarian expelled Cmsar, in the

East Cffisar expelled the barbarian.
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CHAPTER IV

The Eha of the Patricians; or, the BAtiBAmAN

Photectobate

§ 1. Three main divisions—Church, Army, Civil Service ; success

of early empire largely due to specialised capacity of the private

imperial agents : unpretentious and trustworthy men of business ;

the Army
;
the Church (speculation as to value of its alliance to

empire unprofitable) : emergence of Church as independent is

the final step in the specialising tendency : finely drawn lines of

distinction—class, caste, and task : solitariness of the provincial

towns, full intercourse only with the capitals ; tendency to uni-

formity and isolation.

§ 2, Large surrender of direct imperial authority : independence

of army-corps and Church, a prelude to the Middle Ages : epis-

copate an autonomous corporation ; Constantine allying with

Church, Theodosius leaving a barbarian general guardian of the

realm, two pioneers of mediievalism ; implied a denial of State-

autocracy and uniqueness: actual restriction of plenary power

of sovereign by these two foreign allies : curious decline in imperial

influence in the West during the fifth century : three significant

words, Patrician, Patriarch, Patrimony.

§ 3. List of Western Patricians (or Regents) (386-526):

imaginary chronicle of this period on the lines of an annalist;

Stilico, AStius, Aspar, Ricimer, Gundobad : Zeno appoints patri-

cian tp govern Italy with the consent of the Senate ; systematic

control and supervision of the “Regency” in Italy; use of term

“patrician” as regent or viceroy, in Gaul, in Italy, and in the

Exarchates of Africa and Ravenna : implied full delegation of

sovereign power except the recognition of independence : witness

of the coinage : under this decent fiction Western realm slowly

and peacefully expired : Odovacar and Theodoric==High Commis-
sioners sent to govern Italy ; their authority strictly derivative.

5 4. The large and gradual colonies of barbarians in the West
freely chose their own “king”: side by side existed “Roman”
population, inured to deep respect for imperial emissary : trial

of Arvandus a witness to survival of earlier methods : Syagrius

a rebel; Clovis had direct credentials from the emperor; crav-

ing for legitimacy satisfied by the union; tribal king and Roman
official ; curious anomalies of this tendency to seek ratification from

a weaker but more dignified potentate.

§ 5. Summary ofhistory of title “ Patrician : connotation gradu-

ally arose of father, parent, patron : new use of an adaptable

title: applied by a deliberate policy and the popes To the Frank
“Shoguns”: association of lay-support and protective patronage

:

the Regent not acknowledged as master, and his title derived from
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Pontiff speaking in name of ancient city and of S. Peter ; gradual

rise of claims of lay-protectors, patrons, and advocates of ecclesi-

astical property
:
post transfen-ed from father to son in Middle

Ages ; loyal protector becomes beneficiary, trust a prize.

§ 6. Need of “ patronage" instinctive : found among all peoples

when as yet pretensions and efficacy of State small : kindness to

captive in war : the grades of freedmen and serf : tie of “ patron ”

and “client" dictated by Nature (among Romans and Teutons

alike): voluntary and personal relations: sentiment of feudalism

common to both : always destined to be strong when the State is

weak : the empire charged itself with all duties and ousted private

patronage : Southern Europe gladly abandoned these safeguards ;

perversion of the new State-agents into oppressors,—hateful alike

to prince and people :
“ Defensor” == State’s counterweight to itself

:

anomalous “ immunity ” under Merovingians : the emperor free to

choose his own protector, regent, or patron : so Pope free to choose

his patrician : a noble and generous relation : corrupted in time by
demand for personal gain or advantage from trust and patronage.

§ 7. Church and Army left in undisputed possession of West

;

mediaeval atmosphere of Epiphanius : worship of relics in the old

capital : we now leave the survey of the West, and bid farewell

to the empire : in hands of priest and knight : not till seventh

century does State reassert her authority over these co-ordinate

and rival powers.

§ 8. Strange and significant difference in destiny of Odovacar

and Zeno: both barbarians : mere accident Tarasicordissa becomes

full Augustus : why solution so different in East and West.? ; no

settled anti-barbarian policy in West : spasmodic fright and mas-

sacre (408-454) : definite desire among privy councillors of East

to be rid of the Teuton : influence of Pulcheria : Byzantine

“loyalty” : in this contrast lies secret of future development.

BOOK III

RECONSTIUJCTION AND COLLAPSE UNDER THE HOUSES
OF JUSTIN AND HERACLIUS : VICTORS OF CIVILIAN

AND REACTION TO MILITARY FORMS

CHAPTER I

The Easteun Rejection of the Teutonic Patronate; and

THE Adoptive Period of Mature MEurr (457-627 a.d.)

§ 1. Easterns refuse “division of labour” suggested by the new

settlers already triumphant in West: the Augustus at Byzantium

never sank into a puppet ora mere civilian : retained the supre-

macy over Church and Army, already dividing between them the
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Western hemisphere : solid and constructive work after Slarcinn

(+457) ; maturity of the sovereign and the adoptive principle

the most striking features till Phocas (+610) : firm control and

personal government; almost no “power behind the throne”;

Leo’s crime relieved East from barbarian tutelage ; decisive

character of this act.

§ 2 . Feminine influence revives ; contrast with earlier and later

periods ; prominence of w'omen during the fifth and sixth centuries ;

female influence greatest when indirect ; (but thi.s is true also of all

authority); election of monarch amid all the order of Roman law,

never reduced to system ; left to pure accident
;
perhaps in defer-

ence to fiction of republican magistracy ; “dynasty and lineage,”

Teutonic not classical; leads to sacrosanct aloofness of modern
royalty : emperor must govern in person ; ingenuous popular

sympathy in favour of heredity (Maurice, 584) ; fiction of free

election never formally abandoned.

§ 3 . This uncertainty, a source of peril and strength ; elective

principle a reservoir of vitality ; conception of government utili-

tarian ; the union of permanence and conservatism with fitful

reform suited the age ; the Byzantine monarchy no expression of

nationality : our chief concern to-day to make succession certain,

disputed election impossible
;

yet the Roman method excluded

the evils both of feudalism and of bureaucracy : care of Mercian,

Leo, Zeno, Anastasius, for fiscal reform ; average man to-day

prefers firm personal rule, to noble or mercantile tyranny ; Caesar

truly representative.

§ 4 . Disappointing character of the annalists who record the

age : silence on nearly all topics of public interest : difficult to

trace slow and secret development, which issues in a later condi-

tion of society : e,g. the tenth century in Italian history : or the

collapse in the seventh ; the modem historian reconstructs from

slender evidence ; he is never competent to represent the age in

all its various aspects—military, literary, religious, financial ; excuse

for coseval writers ; impossible for a contemporary to understand

current : the emperors spoke for the people from whom this

sprang ; whatever their race or training, become exponents of

Roman tradition : a “ constitutional monarchy^’ and continuous.

§ B. A half-century of quiet recovery and defensive measures

:

the populace divided between town and country, with tvidely

differing character : turbulent and metaphysical
;
potent influence

of the Colour-factions; fortunate absence (in religious and racial

feuds) of “Representative" Institutions ; ceaseless dogmatic
debate tore asunder the empire and opened the gates to the

infidel; the country—a silence of unrecorded decay: municipal
weakness: small owner, ousted ; as to-day, anxious reformers
unable to airest decline

; good will then, as now, powerless against
operation of law.
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§ 6. Criticistu of later empire in default of certain data for

indictment, resolved into this question,—was survival and integrity

of realm necessary for peoples’ welfare? : were the manful efforts

of the imperial line justified, worth while ? : at least races then under
Byzantine sway not since manifested aptitude for freedom : Finlay

represents sometimes devotion, sometimes hatred, to the central

government ; no one suggested a substitute for the imperial system :

emperors fostered and encouraged local assemblies in vain.

§ 7. “ The empire suppressed nationality ”
: the conception is

modern : nor is it bound to be lasting : essence of nationalism,

exclusive and suspicious : an empire implies protectorate of many
diverse races ; Rome justified in its efforts to restore integrity and
maintain unity; alternative, chaos not local freedom: emperor
losing his own individuality in the Roman tradition, finds faithful

agents in the task in civilian and soldier alike.

CHAPTER II

The Restoration; or, Period of Conquest and Central

Control under Justinian (527-566 a.d.)

§ 1. Mysterious figure of Justinian, centre of his reign and

master of his ministers : singular impression left upon the men of

his time ; scanty and mythical evidence as to his personal char-

acter : his reign=the records of his lieutenants ; dissolution and

premature decline of the barbarian kingdoms ; seeds of disunion

and discontent in Teutonic monarchy on classic soil ; success of

Theodoric due to personal tact, not to lasting merits of system :

early degeneracy of the ruling stock ; no doubt wars of restoration

costly and desolating : weakness underlay the splendid surface

:

even to-day we are by no means decided how far sacrifices to

imperialism are justified ?

§ 2. Yet the steadfast policy of recuperation intelligible : motive

for reunion largely religious : the protectorate in Italy was in

decay and held no secret or germ of future advance : Gothic and

Vandal Arianism specially prejudicial to a final settlement: the

finality and integrity of Catholicism ministered to the spirit of

reaction : conversion to full orthodoxy marks a step forward in

political as well as religious life.

§ 3. Scanty evidence as to general feeling throughout the

reign ; the Roman world endorsed Justinian’s forward policy:

authors agreed on the mischievous system of finance : its oppres-

sive incidence hard to explain, nor can a modern critic throw

stones : Byzantium did not control its agents : “feudal" tendency

already rampant to subtract office from central oversight; Jus-

tinian’s reconquest one form of protest against centrifugal par-

ticularism : he found it more difficult to govern than to conquer.
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§ 4. In sum, barbarian monarchies still at mercy of great

personalities (Gaiseric, Theodoric, and later Charles) : no im-

personal tradition as reserve-force : steadfastness of the empire

to its mission : no cohesion elsewhere or organic development

:

Justinian looks backwards and fonvards : true to tlie past but

also an innovator : no doubt many preferred and still prefer hazard

to orderly organisation : monotonous and rigid caste : atmosphere

of finality ; we cannot deny the latent rveakness which afterwards

emerged.

§ 5, Baffling and anomalous features of this era : “ period of

transition,” a universtil excuse: yet admissible for this :ige of

silent change : population of empire replaced : novel institutions

under old titles : irresolute hesitation of the historian ; forced to

arrive at parallel and inconsistent conclusions : conflicting verdict

on state of subject, of provinces, of bureaucracy, of imperial char-

acter, of value of entire imperial system.

§ 6. This indecision no discredit to historian : all final judgments

of an obscure age must be largely subjective : verdict of these pages

favourable to character and wisdom of rulers; Justinian and

Augustus at a personal disadvantage because of the enduring

grandeur of their achievement in politics and law : both simple

and industrious men, not superhuman figures : their fabled auto-

cracy dazzles and misleads ; simple personal virtues and untiring

energy of Justinian: is the unfavourable verdict due to dis-

appointed placemen ? : economies in the civil service ; riches of

realm accumulating in official class ; decay of civil service as a

lucrative career in this age
;

Justinian curtailed profit and

abolished sinecures: their power disastrously renewed against

the central authority in next age : two main aims ; recover Roman
prestige, secure the frontier : solid phalanx of bureaucratic opposi-

tion lay behind the “ pacifist” speech of John of Cappadocia.

§7. “He starved the military defences”: misfortune of Jus-

tinian’s longevity ; declining energy of his latter years: relaxing

care in the last period (548-565) : determined to maintain sub-

mission of military caste to civil power : Byzantium set itself to

secure the precedence of the “ raandarinate value of the

Byzantine bureaucracy
;
permanence of empire largely due to it

:

yet needed control and the discipline of adversity ; often a corrupt

and unduly privileged class.

§ 8. Subservience of autocracy in the last three reigns to the civi-

lians ; tradition that emperor must not leave palace : military renown
reaped by a subordinate: sinews of war already relaxed before

accession of Justinian : in the period of vigour he supported army,

but reverted to suspicious civilian attitude at close: reason for

distrust: strange Teutonic of Belisarius
;
jealousy of

civilians towards army -. smallindependent commands ; alien birth

of chiefs each with national levies ; curious paradox, aggressive
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yet anti-military reign : hindrances to Belisarius outcome of recent
policy not of imperial envy : mutiny and caprice avenged arrears
of pay and bad system of promotion : Justinian tried to substitute

stone defences : these dangerous forces disappear within next fifty

years : different lines of Heraclian and “ Isaurian” reorganisation :

final tribute to the labours and policy of Justinian.

CHAPTER III

Success of the Forces arrayed against Absouutisji ;

Overthrow of the Empire (565-610 a.d.)

§ 1. Chief crisis in later Roman history, opening years of seventh

century : Heraclius the second founder of the empire : what led

to this abrupt decline? : institutions of Justinian a heap of ruins ;

personal influence ; still counts for much in the higher political

issues : the turning-point the massacre of Maurice and his family

(602)
:
gratitude of Persia turned to bitterest hatred : absence of

the dynastic principle : the elevation of Phocas precipitated wars

which opened Persian and Roman realm to Islam ; sense of

impending doom : despondency of Justinian’s latter period : dissi-

dent aristocracy, estranged peoples, unpopular rulers ; how far

ruler bound to invite co-operation of people; seemed craven to

shirk responsibility: the people largely to blame for tranquil

surrender of rights to an over-worked and over-conscientious

magistrate.

§ 2. Greatest problem of government, not how to maintain

uncontrolled working of sovereignty, but how to secure a counter-

poise to autocracy : Fichte’s “Ephoralty” : dangers of an expert

governing class : democratic ideal, personal interest of each

citizen : complexity and crises of civilised government fatal to

democrac)', in any genuine sense : supreme concern, what is the

tone and character of the expert class ? : value of an independent

(semi-feudal) class to criticise and conti-ol official world : this the

secret of English stability : sharp line under empire between the

mass and the bureaux ; emperods efforts thwarted.

§ 3. Creditable policy and character of the younger Justin :

ineffectual attempt of Tiberius to conciliate silent but steadfast

opposition : Maurice’s want of tact and untimely harshness:

official recommendation (as Priscus to Heraclius) "emperor not

to lead army”; army despised civilian-emperor: stern lesson

read to the capital by Heraclius : “not indispensable to the

empire”: Constantinople not yet the Warder of Europe against

Islam: impertinent conceit of Demes in claiming and exercising

political power: unique and unseemly emergence of the mob, as

arbiter of the throne: once again provincial feeling, more whole-
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some and patriotic, reacts upon capital : would wiser personalities

have averted the downfall of the system ?

g 4, This period shows most clearly constitutional difficulties of

the empire : disintegrating influence at work in all chisses ; the

Church ; rancour of religious dissenters : possible treason among
the heretics : but even if Church united, disloyal elements elsewhere

made governing impossible
: Justin’s wise firmness and moderation

;

checked by ill-health, the result of helplessness : offers to appoint

governors nominated by the provinces: the sovereign in this

period unmistakably the best man of the age : unequal struggle

against official privilege, reducing people to servitude, monarch to

impotence : danger of this exceptional position greater in an

official, than in a purely feudal, class: honourable condition of

monarchical success, to represent iJie pcojile

:

truthfulness to its

original popular origin: cynical immunity of wealth, office, and

privilege in republics.

§ B. Significance of monarchical revival in modern days

ineffectual attempt to explain away : emblem and guarantee of an

equity elsewhere unattainable: monarchical legacy of Napoleon

to France, most abiding result of Revolution : harmless parlia-

mentary pastime
:
people do not gain by substitution of democratic

officialism for a feudal governing-class : successive decay in sense

of public duty, —corrupt oligarchy to whom office is profit:

imperial officials become gaolers of sovereigns and robbers of

the people.

g 6. Difficulties of Tiberius II.: his bodyguard of slaves: was

it as a counterpoise to existing armies, on which he could no

longer depend?: barbarian attachment to persons: foreign mer-

cenaries nearly always surround despotic throne,—Turkish guard,

Janissaries, Swiss and Albanians: misdirected attempts to con-

ciliate other classes by doles: society demoralised: “subjects to

reign with him ”
: unfortunate choice

:
perpetual financial distress

of Maurice ; his reforms abortive: employs relatives or foreigners

in chief command : relief felt even in better circles at the mutiny

ofPhocas.

§ 7. Theory of the “ democratic” appeal to Demes, by Tiberius

11.: recognised position of Demarchs, their “tribunes”: while

Maurice reverted to “aristocratic” assistance: vanity of both

reinforcements : curious and pathetic incident, showing popularity

of heredity succession : Maurice’s strange will : empire partitioned

as an estate: same uneasy apprehension dogs Phocas; we pass

suddenly into pure barbarism : irony of eulogy from Pope and
e.xarch on the worst of Byzantine rulers.
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CHAPTER IV

The PitoTEST of Cauthage ; on, the Second Afiiican

House and the Orthodox Crusade (610-711 a.d.)

§ 1. The second successful champion of the Roman polity from

Africa : triumph of Septimius Severus (193-211): abortive attempt

of Gordianus I. (33S): quiet acceptance in capital of provincial

iKJminee ; Heracliads show indifference to its claims and traditions :

any deliverer welcome: strange incompetence in war of a military

mutiny : armies extinct
;
patriotic spirit to be rekindled

:
proposal

to leave the capital : solemn compact of emperor, patriarch, and
people, ratified by a religious oath: (possible result of a trans-

ference of empire to Carthage : Arabs W'ould enter Europe by
south-east and Constantinople, not by south-west through Africa

and Spain): signal interest of the public compact, subject's and

ruler’s welfare once more identical.

§ 2, Early maturity and breathless rapidity of the Heraclian

House: insignificance of the official class: emperor in this century

holds the entire stage: no ministers or secondary agents: (curious

incidents, the wife of Constans HI. and the brothers of Constantine

IV.): personal initiative of “ puqrle-born ” princes: revival of

orthodoxy and patriotic feeling : the Persian wars, their long and
tiresome inconclusiveness: result of triumphant campaigns, the

downfall of Persia before Arab attack, Rome too much exhausted

to preserve Egypt and Syria.

§3. Another cause religious disaffection: welcome extended to

an alien protectorate by Eastern dissenters: death of Caliph

Othman succeeded by respite for empire : accounts for the secure

absence of Constans III. in the West; power and prestige of

Constantine IV.; bulwark against the infidel; the Caliphate

tributary to the empire : anarchy during and after the reign of

Justinian II. : loss of the achievements of the Heracliads, of North

Africa : unholy alliance with Terbelis of the last Heracliad.

§ 4. Curious irony places a revenue-officer on the throne in

Theodosius HI.: was the earlier system of minute and vexa-

tious taxation wellnigh extinct ? : suggested disappearance of the

civilian official through Balkan peninsula and Lesser Asia : system

of “ Themes ’’ replaces earlier method of provincial rule and signi-

fies the pre-eminence of the military : intermittent and precarioms

nature of authority ; barbarism of the age and cruel penalties
;
yet

in spite of incoherent polity and ultimate failure of dynasty,

incontestable debt to the Heraclian House.

§ 5. In West we see Church and Army (in the disappearance of

the State) usurp and engross all human interest - only in Eastern

realm steady maintenance ofimperial primacy : clear thatHeraclius

had to strive against clerical encroachments and maintain the
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independence of the secular power: central control preseinfed

against official world; refuses to become a puppet: same emer-

gence of sovereignty in contemporary China: Priscus’ reproof of

emperor for visiting provincial forces and ganisons in person

:

feudal independence of provincial governors: armies of the State

had vanished to give place to personal retinues: Heraclius aimed

to substitute impersonal tie of State-duty for loyalty to individuals.

§ 6. The Church half-autonomous : a large tract of public and

private life withdrawn from sovereign control : demands conditions

before coronation : subsequent vengeance of civil power ; endeavour

of African and “ Isaurian” dynasties to preserve central ascendancy;

prominence of Patriarchs : reviving influence of the Senate
:
per-

sonal monarchy restored under Constans and rival elements

ousted : his tolerance (or indifference ?) reminds the student of his

counterpart Frederic 11. : he was born too early; clerical and
ecclesiastical interests predominant : in struggle against cli.ssident

elements, confidence in kinsmen, under Maurice, Phocas, and

Heraclius.

§ 7. Temporary success ofthis attempt to recover central control:

much the same task confronts the “ Isaurians” of the next epoch:

one cause of this greater permanence : territorial continuity in place

of ecumenical hegemony : the lost provinces in some sense a gain
;

greater solidarity : Leo indifferent to the West and to pretensions

at overlordship: Western schemes and “occidentalism" of the

Heraclian House to him unintelligible: new function of Con-

stantinople :—abruptness of fall of this dynasty : ensuing “ see-saw "

of civil and military parties ends in welcome to a strong champion
of order and centralism : spite of failure great debt to Heraclius

and his family.

BOOK IV

ZENITH AND DECLINE OF THE BYZANTINE MONARCHY
UNDER ASIATIC INFLUENCE: ROMAN 'JTIADITION,

THE COURT, and THE FEUDAL NOBILITY

CHAPTER I

The Second Syrian House
;
or, the Attempt at

Protestant Reform (717-820 A.D.)

§1. General disorder at the moment of renewed Eastern

supremacy: Leo III. revives the old Roman spirit of direct

control : wars against superstition : directness and simplicity of a

militant Puritan : Armenian position in religious matters ; opposes

the anchoritic tendency and tlie PIellenic methods of the Church :
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metaphysical and unworldly interest: the sterility of the more
cultivated classes, defect inherent in all civilised society; only

recognised remedy of the distress of the time, to found fresh

monasteries : urban culture, lethargic and polite : agriculture in the

hands of aliens : “ Sclavinia.”

§ 2. Novel and practical view of life and religion: Leo “Iron-

sides ” represents English temper : control and reform this world

rather than peer into next: his serene composure knows no

intervals of nervous despondency: ignorant of the great Roman
Epic and suspicious of the Roman Church : Iconoclasm saved the

East ; indifference of Leo and his son to the fortunes of the

Western realm : was it due to ignorance or to policy ? : the rupture

in any case inevitable : Iconoclasm merely the last cause.

§ 3. Syrian dynasty falls into two periods, steady reconstruction

and conservative enjoyment : luxury and order of the reigns of

Leo IV. and Constantine VI.
:
yet even here no indolent seclusion :

error to regard Iconoclasm as negative and destructive : behind

religious disputes untiring work of rebuilding :
" Thematic ” system

replaces provinces : probable overthrow of the civil administration

in early years of seventh century ; rudiments under Heraclius of

later deliberate development : directness of military rule, regional

armies ; titles familiar to War Office used to denote administrative

areas.

§ 4. Finance brought under special and personal control of the

emperor: minister of the E.xchequer becomes a secretaiy of the

imperial pleasure: tvitness to the beneficent intervention of the

sovereign in renewed prosperity : future luxury and security due

to the reorganised finance of early “ Isaurians"; measures to

lighten and alleviate burdens : local bodies relieved from oppres-

sive change of collection: undoubted danger in Centralism, the

temptation of every able and conscientious ruler
; yet Leo’s

measures suited his time: popularity of the sovereign who did

everything" himself.

§ 5. Legislation: Christian and ecclesiastical temper: the Bible

and tradition of the Church
:
Justinian’s tone, still classical and

humanitarian : Revelation w. Equity : error to represent Iconoclasm

as irreligious : recalls (as they thought) Apostolic simplicity

;

complexity of earlier Roman law and litigiousness no longer

applicable : decay of Court-practice since Justinian: may imply

distrust of judges, influx of aliens tvith tribal usage, or improved

public spirit : systematic administration of law in aljeyauce

:

important cases no doubt “ evoked ” for emperor's own decision

:

Septimius Severus and Nicolas 11.

§ 6. Agricultural condition of the empire: glebal serfdom

disappears: barbarian and Slavonic settlers till the land, on a

communal .system, or in the service of great landowners: soldier

once more a citizen, forbidden to pursue other callings: rigid
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independence of the secular power: central control preserved

against official world; refuses to become a puppet: same emer-

gence of sovereignty in contemporary China: Priscns’ reproof of

emperor for visiting provincial forces and gai'risons in person;

feudal independence of provincial governors : armies of the State

had vanished to give place to personal retinues : Heradius aimed
to substitute impersonal tie of State-duty for loyalty to individuals.

§6. The Church half-autonomous : a large tract of public and

private life withdrawn from sovereign control : demands conditions

before coronation : subsequent vengeance of civil power : endeavour

ofAfrican and “Isaurian” dynasties to preserve central ascendancy

:

prominence of Patriarchs : reviving influence of the {5enate
:
per-

sonal monarchy restored under Constans and rival elements

ousted : his tolerance (or indifference?) reminds the student of his

counterpart Frederic 11. : he was born too early; clerical and
ecclesiastical interests predominant : in struggle against dissident

elements, confidence in kinsmen, under Maurice, Phocas, and
Heradius.

§ 7. Temporary success of this attempt to recover central control

:

much the same task confronts the “ Isaurians” of the next epoch

:

one cause of this greater permanence : temtorial continuity in place

of ecumenical hegemony: the lost provinces in some sense a gain
;

greater solidarity; Leo indifferent to the West and to pretensions

at overlordship: Western schemes and “occidentalism" of the

Heraclian House to him unintelligible: new function of Con-

stantinople abruptness of fall of this dynasty : ensuing “ see-saw "

of civil and military parties ends in welcome to a strong champion

of order and centiulism: spite of failure great debt to Heradius

and his family,

BOOK IV

ZENITH AND DECLINE OP THE BYZANTINE MONARCHY
UNDER ASIATIC INFLUENCE : ROMAN TRADITION,

THE COURT, AND THE FEUDAL NOBILITY

CHAPTER I

The Second Syuian PIouse; or, tub Attempt at

Protestant Reform (717-820 a.d.)

§1. General disorder at the moment of renewed Eastern

supremacy: Leo III. revives the old Roman spirit of direct

control; wars against superstition: directness and simplicity of a

militant Puritan : Armenian position in religious matters : oppo.ses

the anchoritic tendency and the Hellenic methods of the Church

:
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metapliysical and unworldly interest : the sterility of the more

cultivated classes, defect inherent in all civilised society: only

recognised remedy of the distress of the time, to found fresh

monasteries: urban culture, lethargic and polite; agriculture in the

hands of aliens ;
“ Sclavinia.”

§2. Novel and practical view of life and religion: Leo “Iron-

sides” represents English temper; control and reform this world

rather than peer into next: his serene composure knows no

intervals of nervous despondency; ignorant of the great Roman
Epic and suspicious of the Roman Church : Iconoclasm saved the

East ; indifference of Leo and his son to the fortunes of the

Western realm : was it due to ignorance or to policy ? : the rupture

in any case inevitable : Iconoclasm merely the last cause.

§ 3. Syrian dynasty falls into two periods, steady reconstruction

and conservative enjoyment ; luxury and order of the reigns of

Leo IV. and Constantine VI.
:
yet even here no indolent seclusion ;

error to regard Iconoclasm as negative and destructive: behind

religious disputes untiring work of rebuilding ; “Thetnatic” system
replaces provinces

:
probable overthrow of the civil administration

in early years of seventh century: rudiments under Heraclius of

later deliberate development : directness of military rule, regional

armies : titles familiar to War Office used to denote administrative

areas.

§ 4. Finance brought under special and personal control of the

emperor : minister of the Exchequer becomes a secretary of the

imperial pleasure: witness to the beneficent intervention of the

sovereign in renewed prosperity: future luxury and security due
to the reorganised finance of early “ Isaurians : measures to

lighten and alleviate burdens : local bodies relieved from oppres-

sive change of collection: undoubted danger in Centralism, the

temptation of every able and conscientious ruler j yet Leo's

measures suited his time
:
popularity of the sovereign who did

everything himself.

§ f). Legislation: Christian and ecclesiastical temper: the Bible

and tradition of the Church: Justinian’s tone, still classical and
humanitarian: Revelation v. Equity: error to represent Iconoclasm

as irreligious: recalls (as they thought) Apostolic simplicity

:

complexity of earlier Roman law and litigiousness no longer-

applicable: decay of Court-practice since Justinian: may imply

distrust of judges, influx of aliens with tribal usage, or improved

public spirit: systematic administration of law in abeyance:

important cases no doubt “evoked” for emperor’s own decision:

Septimius .Severus and Nicolas II.

§ 6. Agricultural condition of the empire
;

glehal serfdom

disappears: barbarian and Slavonic settlers till the land, on a

communal system, or in the service of great landowners : soldier

once more a citizen, forbidden to pursue other callings: rigid
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line of caste-partition: decisive measures against Banditry. “ le

rol des Montagues”; unexampled severity: interpretation of

Artavasdus’ revolt obscure: representative of a party and a re-

action, or of mere personal ambition?: curious appeal of Leo IV.

for allegiance : significance underlying constant plots to substitute

uncles for nephew under Constantine VI. and Irene.

§ 7. In latter years of dynasty, sensible cooling of imperial

energy
:
palace-rule substituted for direct supervision : scions of

reigning family immured in suspected obscurity
:
great commands

given to eunuchs : Irene’s reign shows the feuds of menials

;

military leaders forbidden to hold intercourse with Staiiracius; he

is succeeded by Aetius, who dethrones Irene in 802 : curious

resemblance to policy of chamberlains of Honorius : once again

household favourites spoil scheme for reunion of East and West;
indebtedness to “I saurian” House, sentinel of Europe; this age

the turning-point in Byzantine history.

CHAPTER II

The Pretenders, and the Estabu.shment of the

Dynasty of Phrygia (820-919 a.d.)

§ 1. Feminine sovereigns: the influence of women greatest when
sovereignty is stationary : accession of Irene excited no resent-

ment in the East : machine of government indifferent to the

change of ruler ; strenuous and personal character of the empire :

advent of Irene harbinger of the later change: employment of

eunuchs, as in West the voluntary celibate : motive political

rather than domestic : constant aim of the State to destroy or super-

sede the family : envious of all other groups and associations : as

scientific utopias from Plato to present day : democratic family

instinct opposes stolid barrier ; Roman Empire and Roman
Church are grandest applications of this principle : sole recom-

mendation, personal merit and State-commission : hostility to

birthright and distaste for genealogies and fear of local and
patrimonial influence ; East exposed no less than West to the

peril of feudalism.

§ 2. The palace-chamberiain is the triumph of the ideal theory

of the State : Utopia (like the Italian cities) best governed by a

well-trained and disinterested alien ; no entanglement of kinship

or prejudice ; dependent entirely upon the “ State” : the reign or

immunity of Churchmen in Western Europe as civilians and
chancellors rests on somewhat different basis : but same principle

in royal appointment of bishops to thwart [and supervise local

magnates whose aim was to found a family.

§3. Accession of Nicephorus I. exposes secret disguised in

two former centuries,---empire open to any adventurer ; epoch of
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the Pretenders, especially Armenians : most effective rulers rise

from the ranks : elevation of Leo the Armenian : dramatic seizure

of power by Michael the Amorian ; anomalous creation and un-

expected success of Basil : incredible stability of Centralism

without a centre; was Basil’s acceptance due to his “legitimate”

appointment by Michael III.? influence of Church also in favour

of a subservient parvenu ; the Amorian line resumed sway in

Leo VI.

§ 4. Legitimacy recognised and welcomed : two Constantines

account for 117 years between them : problem of the motives and

causes of this development : Centralism invents new agents to

execute its commands ; reaction when servant becomes master

:

immunity of the functionary: Oriental legends of Theophilus

(839-842) bear witness to claims of emperor as people’s repre-

sentative ; large part of life lay hopelessly outside imperial

control ; crystallising of rule, usage, and precedent placed limit on

sovereign caprice : rare occasions for personal intervention ; unique

preoccupation of the Absolutist to save Absolutism from itself.

§ 5. Same tendency visible in (so-called) Democratic constitu-

tions i anxiety to secure against outspoken utterance of popular

will by elaborate mechanism of checks : actual despotism or

direct popular government only possible in the simplest and most

rudimentary surroundings : Diocletian’s system effected a sensible

curtailment of direct prerogative ; impotence of the well-meaning

sovereigns after Constantine ; brief revival of immediate control

under elderly civilians: helpless failure of the successors of

Justinian to seize the helm : again appears the tendency (867-911)

to unify and centralise ; at expense of real power ; interest of

sovereign as well as of people divide et imfera : precedent

checks arbitrary power and vigorous reform : was the step taken

rather by the Imperial Council itself than by an ambitious upstart ?

§6. At close of this epoch begins gradual decline in training

and culture of the civilian hierarchy: all this expert discipline a

denial of true democracy, which is the apotheosis of the amateur ;

stealthy advance of the official class to complete control
;
power

lodged in hands of prince as a remedy against noble or mercantile

tyranny : growth in distinctness of outline and definitene.ss of

function ; civil service opposed both to military class and to body

of productive tax-paying citizens.

§ 7. Indictment of the imperial system a damning condemna-

tion of Socialism ; same dangerous princip!e,unlimitedpower allotted

to the State ; artificial if benevolent character of the Roman
hegemony: held together various nations by the creation of yet

another; in this Byzantine civil service lingers Roman spirit and
tradition : anti-Hellenic and anti-orthodox features in Armeniair

and Asiatic : regular rifles of promotion overthrown by caiirice and
favouritism: confidence solely in barbarian emissaries,
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§ 8. Lineaments of the system destroyed when empire identified

with family and menials : annoyance of the still vigorous military

caste: strife of parties henceforth under the empire, a contest

between Feudal and Oriental methods of government : the final

success of the military faction at close of our period not reassuring :

—meantime a reaction is impending, in which a vigorous Shogun

is seated side by side with a legitimate prince.

CHAPTER III

The Epoch of the Byzantine “Shogunate ”
; on, the

Age of Militahy Expansion (919-1025 a.d.)

§ 1 . Corrupt peace of Leo’s reign succeeded by a more vigorous

policy : frank recognition of hereditary right : accumulation of

treasure and resource in the empire led to the revival : the dynasty

not overthrown, but a regent added: strange circumstance of

Romanus I.’s success; seemed, as Leo V. (813), to profit by in-

competence : returns from a campaign of treachery or cowardice

to dictate terms : a sailor’s bluffness and ignorance ; no revolution

contemplated or permitted : no more palace-ministers but a partner

with equal rights.

§ 2 . Proof of inexorable demand for personal government, side

by side with new feudal respect for descent: a “college” of

emperors, two Constantines, Romanus, Stephen, and Christopher :

Lecapenus makes an efficient ruler, preferable to an intriguing

chamberlain, because his influence overt and responsible : insatiate

greed of Romanus for monopoly of power, his son made patriarch

:

curious parallel instance in John XIL of Rome : appanage of

feudal cadets : highest offices in Church secularised : office in

Church and State, patrimonial : brief period of frank worldliness

in Byzantium : Theophylact unique example of common type in

West
:
prince-bishop and “squarson.” .

§ 3 . Emergence of the military and civilian feud under Romanus
11 . (959-963) : Bringas and Nicephorus Phocas ; a straightforward

general accepted by the hero-worship of the capital (Napoleon or

Vespasian) : loyalty of Nicephorus towards his young stepsons :

Shogunate assumes itself a serai-hereditary character: crime of

John II. (969-976): continues his uncle’s policy of military ex-

pansion and recovery : his death attributed to civilian jealousy :

resents that' the labour of soldiers should enrich eunuchs of the

'

§ 4. Unquestioned accession of Basil 11 . and Constantine IX.

(976-1025) ; the tradition of The non-interference of legitimate

sovereign with affairs not easily overcome ; influence of a natural

son of Romanus L, the Chamberlain Basilius : but moment inop-

portune for courtiers’ supremacy ; rebellion of the two Bardas and
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“ conversion of Basil to military and ascetic sternness : throws

off the traditions of his house, constitutional and secluded sove-

reignty : in the end the master both in effect and title.

§ 5. Insubordination of the great military caste of Asiatic

nobles ; revival among the aristocracy of warlike pursuits :

obscure formation of a semi-feudal nobility ; Basil rids himself

of the military pretenders, Sclerus and Phocas ; tutelage of

Basilius thrown off: Basil, the legitimate heir, now for thirty

years the prime minister and commander-in-chief
:
yet in tireless

campaigns of Bulgarian ware, vigilance of imperial control re-

laxed : one significant aim at reform, a war against the castel-

lated mansions of the Asiatic nobles.

§ 6. Sovereign powerless to arrest advance of local and family

right which defies central control and ousts the small freeholder ;

Basil’s example of unremitting toil lost upon his successors

;

intermittent caprice of Constantine IX., for sixty-eight years

Augustus (960-1028) : new phase of the undying problem, shall

the centre be motionless or efficient ? : Basil destroyed the

Shogunate of set purpose, although it kept sovereignty sacrosanct

and yet maintained Control : he reduced all possible rivals and

reigned unique and unapproachable : with him the Roman tradi-

tion expires.

CHAPTER IV

Extinction of Roman Tradition under the Daughters
OF Constantine IX, (1025-1081 a.d.)

I 1. Eastern menace of the Seljukians : in spite of the military

revival, civilian rivalry destroyed the arms and defences of the

realm : inopportune culture and literary vanity of the August!

;

soldiers’ caste alienated and frontiers exposed by short-sighted

economy ; substitution of mercenaries, the Varangian Guard

;

fiscal system vexatious and ill-timed: alienation of new Balkan

subjects : no attachment of “ Bulgarian ” loyalty to overcome
;
but

oppression fatal to obedience: strange barbarian and Danish
favourites : success of feudal noble (Magniac) dogged by envy

and official hindrance.

§ 2. Feminine ascendancy : the daughters of Constantine IX.

(1038-1057) : the “Shogunate” revived by the Empress Eudocia :

mere accident or caprice elevates, in this romantic era of
sovereignty : conspicuous interest of the populace in these vicis-

situdes ; abundant material of dramatic incident : atmosphere of

scenic effect and unreality ; meantime the last vestige of Roman
institutions vanishes.

§ 3. Suspicion and distrust of Basil’s latter years ; surrounded

by alien confidantes : he overthrew method and procedure of civil

service by undue promotion; agents of power without personal
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honour or national sympathy : imperialism and its probicms
; it

often involves the doubtful policy of ruling a people for their pood

against their will (India, Egypt, Ireland) : English eritie can sc:u;ei;

avoid approval of the hnperiul ideal; the bttrcaucraey with its

corporate honour and well-trained funciionarii-s extinguished in

this age.

§4. The abolition of routine and precedent the true ‘‘Orient'

talism ” on which ship of State foundered : law .snppl.inted Ity

favourites : army and civil service had at no time been entirely

foreign : curious automatism of Basil’s successor.?
:

powerful

administration ofJohn, President of the Foundling Hospital, brother

and uncle of successive emperors: favourites of Constantine X.

(1042-1054) : crowning error, disarming of the Bagratid vassals :

he aims not merely at the pride of the great Asiatic nobles but at

the very defences of the Eastern frontiers.

§ S. Overt military reaction and revolution under Michael VI.

;

lively narrative of the conspiracy by Psellus ; strangely unsuc-

cessful issue of a soldier’s bid for supremacy ; Constantine. XL
restores civilian influence: he revokes the pains and penalties

imposed by Isaac Comnenus : pillage of public funds for private

purposes already begun
;

patrimonialism without chivalry

:

systematic neglect and insult of the warrior-faction : wise choice

of Eudocia; the new inilitary regent for Michael VIL. and
Constantine XII : the revival too late under Romanus IV.,

Diogenes : civilian misrule had done its worst : triumph of the

Senate over the fallen champion of the empire : new and strange

features come to light under Michael VIl. ; last foothold in Italy

disappears and novel factors enter from the West ; with the

scuffle of pretenders (Nicephorus III. and IV. and Alexius I.,

1081-1083) the Ronran Empire passes away.

REVIEW OF THE PERIOD

§ 1. Has the study of human development any utilitarian value,?

:

does a scientific knowledge of the past enable us to control present

or future ? : fallacy of momentous dates and dramatic events

;

great issues work out silently : the imperial system not the work
of individuals : no arbitrary caprice ; sovereignty here is repre-

sentative
;
generous origin and aim of the empire, and

impersonal •. its agents embodiments of the Idea and tend to

because the Idea is itself unique.

§ 2. To discuss the precise “seat of sovereignty” idle and
academic : government resultant of many independent and con-

flicting forces ;
“ Will of People” (if ever unanimously expressed)

must always have its way ; moral force behind rulers : democracy

(in genuine sense) not “ without witness” in the pa.st ; except on
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veiy rare occasions and in very rudimentary surrounding's,

absolute monarchy or absolute democracy, a pure cbimffira

:

Roman emperor did in fact exercise direct control : due to his

impersonal and rcpresenlaiive character: two original types of

society, family or clan ; artificial group : rex, dux : moral suasion

and parental authority, forcible coercion and tried ability : the

modern State belongs to latter class : released front moral aims
or prepossession about the time of the Reformation : utility and

force tlio basis.

§3. No terrorist prediction as result: social life Largely inde-

pendent of any reasoned basis or moral conviction : modern State

and nationalism (territorial and economical rather than racial or

sentimental) has origin in military conqueror : is not an extension

of family authority, although modem royalty assumes a parental

attitude : so State contemplates abolition of lesser groups and

di.sputes the claims of the family : substitution of Utopian central

control : indefinite increase in cost of government and number of

officials ; in these schemes, modern Socialism joins hands with

empire and even exaggerates its defects : we are not then free to

censure it until -ive have purged ourselves.

§ 4. The imperial ideal revives pacific and parental notions

:

the Senate could not hope to rival its representative character:

wise limits of parental control: does not imply jealous or minute

supervision :
patience with idiosyncrasy and tolerance of local

peculiarity
:
passion for uniformity as mischievous as devotion to

law for its own sake : Ctesar forced to undertake the task ; ability

and success, sole tests of fitness : hence sacrifice of noble lives in

fruitless effort to unite efficmicy and stability : intentional in-

definiteness of the imperial position.

§5. UnderthenoWcentralisingmonarch,twoordersofagency—
civil and tniliiary. the various revivals of personal and direct

control may for a time increase absolutism but in the end check

its exercise ; continual proposals for vice-emperor ; rejected by

reaction : if power unified, life and its functions specialised; in-

dependence ofthe three corporations, Church, Army, Civil Service :

curious and significant phase of this feud In our last period: feudal

nobility and alien favourites of an Oriental court ; extinction of

Roman spirit and tradition.

§ G. So far domestic development
;
pressing exterior problem:

limits to “liberal imperialism”?; a “White Australia”
;
genuine

respect of barbarian for Rome: valuable aid and counterpoise in

Teutonic spirit: subjectivity v. petrifying society: rural interests

and healthy pursuits : possible influence of a continued Western

line : inept simulacrum of Merovingian royalty,—counterfeit

of the empire: elevation of Charles witness to the value and
tradition of CtBsar.

§ 7. Curious and unsympathetic attitude of Hegel to the im-

VOL. I. .
. 2 C
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peiial system : no sense of its conscientious or representative

character; inconsistent verdict,—the “triumph of subjectivity”:

yet “the personal character of Cmsar immaterial”: evidence

shows Cmsar stood for the whole and (as in modern Ctesarism)

carried through reforms and measures of public welfare, beyond

scope of any other class or corporation : centralised Ciesarism not

the best form of government because it does too much : but may
be considered the single remedy against dangerous equilibrium

and deadlock of modern democracy : Roman history constitutes

an indictment of over-interference and tutelage ; but holds up the

conscientious and personal service of the imperial line for our

admiration.
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his faithful servant on a false suspicion
;
and the (7. VL

superstitious noted with satisfaction that exactly five

years later/ in the very month of August, and on the supporters.

same day of the week, he suffered the same penalty.

The pent-up fury of the Armeniac troops broke out

at this treatment of their general
;
they imprisoned

Theodore Camulianus, sent to remonstrate with them,

and cut to pieces a detachment, no doubt of Thracians

(and amongst these we may note with some astonish-

ment the commander's name, Constantine Ardashir,

an Armenian). Terror prevailed at Constantinople
;

but the storm-cloud suddenly dissolved under the

influence of money, as the violent factions had been

appeased under Justinian. The year 797 is signalised

both by the second and final dethronement of Con- Bis removal;

stantine VI., and by two abortive attempts to elevate

his uncle Nicephorus; the fourth plot of this un-

happy puppet of a losing faction was followed by

his banishment to Athens, whither the eunuch Stau-

racius sent him, lured from the safe asylum of

S. Sophia. Here his partisans once more meditate

revolt
;
but the citizens, devoted to Irene, and led

by her brother the patrician Constantine Seranta-

pechys, save the government further trouble by
inflicting blindness on all the brothers.

The presence of an insolent foe, in the heart Peril of the

of the empire and within sight of the capital, cannot

have implied in those days the ignominy and panic,

the paralysis of trade and government, which it

would entail to-day. The reign of Irene was by no

means wanting in dignity; but the strong Asiatic

contingents must have been seriously weakened, and

the frontier defence imperilled, when we read that

in/798 the stables and horses of Irene and Stauracius,

on the shores of the Bosphorus, were plundered

by the Arabs, and that Peter, Count of ObsmanSf was and re-

cut to pieces resisting with his band. It was
r o

_ Irene by the

perhaps m the same year as Charles coronation ^.s stauracian

Western emperor, that the strange veto was placed
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Peril of the by Irene on the intercourse of the military caste with

this minister; and we only mention it here as a

Irene by the proof of the jealous separation of departments pre-
Stauraeian vailing at this time, or perhaps inaugurated by the
party.

female sovereign. Meantime, a plot was forming

(800) within the precincts of the palace and the

ministries, to deprive Irene as she had deprived her

son. The historian is prepared to see in Nice-

phorus (descendant of the Ghassanid king Djabalas),

a kinsman of the powerful eunuch, and to explain

the sudden elevation of a civilian comptroller of the

finances by the same unseen agency as raised

Michael IV. to the throne in 1034. Masoudi and
Abulpharagius agree in calling his father Istibrak,

which may well be a version of Stauracius
;
and

his son and successor bore the same name. Yet

we must allow that the minister was by this time

dead, and that his crafty brother looked for other

supporters in his venture. On the disgrace or

demise of his rival, the eunuch Aetius divided between

himself and his brother Leo the chief military com-
mand near the capital; he unites the colonelcy of

Obsicians and Anatolicsj giving Leo the European
troops of Thrace and Macedonia. But the Stau-

racian party was not extinct. Seven eunuchs combine

with rare unanimity in the cause of Nicephorus:

Nicetas, already named, with three eunuch brothers

of the Trefoil or Triphyllian family
;
and in the

remaining three is found Gregory, son of Musalacius,

who may be kinsman to the general of Vm Obsicians

in 778.
Pxceptimal

§
5. It is hard to believe that the throne was

post created
qx^ietly transferred, not from an individual but from

general in a dynasty, without the connivance or approval of the
Asia. strongest factor in the State. At all events Nice-

phorus took a very strong step in appointing Bardanes

(Vartan) the Mamigonian to an exceptional position

in Asia, or at least in confirming him in the post

(HJLOPocrrpaTfjyog tcov wevre Oe/jLarwVf says Thph. and
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his continiiator) charged with {ecpopela and 'Ttpovoia) Exceptional

the full oversight of all. It may be well surmised

that on the death of Staurace a bolder policy was
welcomed in regard to the East, and that in spite

of the cimlian jealousy of these exceptional military

commissions, something like a dictatorship in Asia

was invented to secure the frontier and restore

peace to the interior. This office either dated from

the latter days of Irene, or it was bestowed by Nice-

phorus,—in either case, Bardanes could not have

been wholly ignorant of the revolution of 802, or

wholly acquiescent unless he consented. Constantine

Sathas has perhaps too sweepingly pronounced that

changes on the throne from 700 to the Venetian

capture in 1204 were invariably the work of the

Asiatic troops. If so, the elevation of Nicephorus

the Arabian provides a notable exception, unless

we suppose that here, once more, an Armenian

officer preferred to delegate rather than usurp the

chief place. But his approval of Nicephorus was

soon changed into hostility. His soldiers hurried

along a path of perilous ambition a general who was

brave, equitable in dividing the spoils, and animated

by no friendly feeling towards a hated civilian

exactor. Like some general in the third century, Eis die-

or like Julian in the fourth, he is forced to take the

dangerous step by the urgent entreaties and threats

of his men. Only the stood out, and their

refusal is somewhat puzzling. Bardanes the Turk

(o ToSjO/co?), who was no more an orthodox Christian

than Nicephorus or Michael II., took the precaution

(so runs the story) of consulting a wizard. The
purple is promised to his two companions-in-arms,

Leo and Michael, but he and Thomas are classed

together as pretenders destined to fail. The two Eis

obscure captains, on whom rested the shadow of

coming greatness, lost no time in separating them- feo joins

selves from a countryman who had aimed too high. Nicephorus.

Leo was the son of Bardas, who after holding com-
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mission as crrpaTfiyo^ in Armenia tinder Leo IV,, had

tffi!^rTeo
the unsnccessfnl plot of 780, and had been

joims whipped and cashiered. But his disgrace had not
Ntcephorm. prejudiced his son's promotion in the ancestral art

of the condoUieru His family claimed Arzrounian

descent {KaT^yQri yap gk rm ^evaj^pGifif says George
Monachus), a family or princely dynasty owning vast

territory in Southern Armenia, towards the moun-
tains of Kurdistan and Assyria. (The prevalent

passion for tracing descent from Assyrian, Persian,

or Armenian stock appears clearly in Leo, in

Theophobus, and Theodora
;

lastly in Basil, the

so-called Macedonian, whose pedigree was written

up by Photius, to show a clear lineage from the

Arsacidae.) Nicephorus welcomed the friends of the

pretender. Each received a post of trust and an

estate of good emolument
;
Leo became chief of

the Federates ((poLSepaTcop)^ and enjoyed the imperial

domain (/Bacrikiicov oticop) of Zeno and Dagistheus

:

Michael was appointed count of the court (KojULTjg

Kooprrjg)) or seneschal of the imperial tent, and
Armenian received the rents of the estate of Carianus. Once
eompirator xnare, the only way to overcome an Armenian

hy Armenian competitor was to depend on Armenian aid. The
revolt ended in the flight of the regretful Bardanes,

his entrance into a convent, and the sinister story of

his loss of sight at the hands of some wild Lycaonians

(XvKavQpiOTTOL^ says Thph.). Public rumour asserted

that these were sent by Nicephorus himself, though

he not only denied complicity, but mourned seven

days for his unhappy rival. Even if the worst side

of the story be true (and we have every reason to

distrust contemporary witness about Nicephorus L),

it says much for the humanity of the times that

he thought it worth while to pretend sorrow for a

punishment, which in any other age would have been

deemed ridiculously inadequate.

§
6. Harun in 803 advanced right up to the

Bosphorus, and this time he carried with him a tame

aid.
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aspirant to the legitimate purple, Thomas, the son of AfaUe Con-

Mousmar. This person has been supposed to be
JJ*

identical with the companion of Bardanes and Mamn,
later rebel whose sedition wrought havoc throughout

Lesser Asia. But the foreign authorities state that he

claimed to be the ^^son of Constantine VI./' palpably

impossible by computation of age, and wholly irre-

concilable with the later white hair" of the pre-

tender of 823. Constantine VI. himself might have

been just over fifty in the time of Michael IL

;

and we cannot conceive that one who claimed to be

his son should then show marks of old age. No
doubt he gave out that he was Constantine himself,

a legitimate scion of a successful dynasty, still

popular with a large number of the subjects of

Rome. Harun knew, and in secret scorned, the

imposture, but he outwardly treated the pretender

Constantine with the respect due to his dignity.

But this bold enterprise, like all the incursions of

Harun, had no result
;
and the militant caliph of

romance died in 809, having wrought great and

purposeless mischief to the Roman commonwealth.

In 806 Bardanes Anemas, clearly an Armenian Armenian

minister, was charged (so the authorities report) to o,n4

reduce the settlers in Thrace to the level of imperial

serfs, tilling imperial demesne-land. Once again in

808, an Armenian appears as plotting against the

emperor, Araates, of Camsar extraction, and qumstor

(or chancellor)
;
Nicephorus, with the tired or ironi-

cal clemency characteristic of his reign, cut his hair

and sent him to meditate in a Bithynian monastery.

Our accounts of Nicephorus come from garbled and

prejudiced sources; and it is from Abulpharagius

that we learn that he was a gallant prince, by no

means despised by bis Oriental foes or invariably

unsuccessful in warfare. It cannot be denied that

his attachment to Hellenic orthodoxy, or even to

Christianity, lay under deserved suspicion. I am not

inclined to dismiss summarily, as the unscrupulous

VOL. II. 2c
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Armenian
ministers and
compirators.

Success and
elemtion of

Leo the

Armenian
(SIS),

scandal of political or religions partisans, the stories

of his heretic sympathies or pagan practices. He
was the cordial friend (Sid'Trvpo^ (pikog) of Manichees,

that is, of Panliciansy whom he allowed to found a

little State in Armenia. Like Michael, he consorted

with the mysterious Athingans of Phrygia
;

his

Lycaonians were not merely rough henchmen but

disseminators of heresy. He consulted gipsies and

soothsayers; he submitted to a rite resembling the

Mithraic tauroboUum. If he was not, like Leo, a

determined Iconoclast, it was merely because he was
devoid of religious conviction

;
himself of Arabian

descent, he reminds one of the Morescoes—an out-

ward conformity concealing an utter indifference.

Leo the ^'Assyrian'' was made by him o-rpaT^^yo^

of the Armeniacsj and, like his greater ^^Isaurian''

namesake just one hundred years earlier, he lost

his military chest—not this time through treachery,

but by carelessness. The emperor is content with

a beating and a sentence of exile. He owed his

advancement to a victory over Thebith in an

Arabian inroad
;
and to a curious act of perfidy at

the great battle of Adrinople, in which, following so

soon after the death of Nicephorus, every other

empire but the Byzantine must have succumbed

(June 2 2, 813). It is perhaps unwise to trust the

biassed and clerical historians
;
and the same doubt-

ful tale is told of Decius' successor, Gallus (251), and

of Romanus L (919). In any case, Leo had not

lost the affection of his Oriental troops, or the con-

fidence of the capital. It is more than likely that

the Armeniacs were determined to make something

out of their employment on a European shore, out-

side their own province, and to claim the usual

prerogative of the troops of Anatolia in creating and

unmaking princes.

§
7. Over these important forces, at least over the

Armeniacs

f

Leo V. placed Manuel, an Armenian and

a Mamigonian. His own son Sembat he created
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colleague and Augustus, changing his name to the Success and

ever-popular Constantine, like Leo III., whom he set

before him as his modeL John the Grammarian is Armenian
made patriarch of the Morochorzenian clan

;
his

father Bagrad or Pagrat (n.ayKparm)j and his brother

Arsharis (Apcrapijg) sufficiently display their nation-

ality. Leo is displaced by another bold and ignorant

soldier of fortune, Michael of Amorium
;
and in the

absence of any legal ruler, the succession is con-

tested with equal right by Thomas, son of Mousmar.
I will not here dwell on the peculiar character of Serious

this revolt (821—3). The Obsicians and Armemacs
did not join the pretender, but his ranks were swelled under

not merely by needy Socialists but by Saracen sub-

sidies and detachments of Parsee dualists. It was a

strange assortment
;
Thomas himself was called in-

differently a Slavonian, a Scythian, or the son of a

Byzantine emperor
;
and his host represented every

race, creed, and nation of the East. Twice he

attacked the capital
;

and fell at last, no doubt

because he could not undermine the loyal attach-

ment of the Armenians to the candidate who was
first in the field. The short reign of Michael 11.

gave little prognostic of the future splendour of the

dynasty. Crete was torn away (824), and continued

in^ detachment until its recovery by Phocas under

Romanus 11.(962). Sicily was almost entirely lost

to the Saracens (827), and the slender cord of senti-

ment or tribute which bound the remote Dalmatian

coast was snapped, if we may trust the terse and

summary dictum of Scylitza (Cedrenus) (Airmrarno-e

Tracra ^ AaXfjLarla). Indeed, like Gallienus (260-268),

the emperor merely joked about the loss of territory

as modifying the toil of his office. There were not

wanting those who reminded him that with a few

more such lightenings of labour, the imperial dignity Armenian

would become superfluous. Indeed, it seems quite

clear that the heart, the vigour, and the policy of

Rome lay solely in the Armenian mountains. The to Rome,
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Armenian steadiness of the Eastern frontier during the reigns of

^liance
Michael I L, the restoration of order and

indispenmble plenty after Thomas' destructive insurrection, were
to Rome, due to the loyalty of Asiatic troops under Manuel;

and the true inner history of the empire should be

written rather from some frontier citadel in the East

than from the palace in the capital. The real and
serious happenings might be told by tracing not the

series of pageant emperors but the records of Manuel,

John Curcuas (920-942), or Nicephorus Phocas and

Zimisces : and these do less for the commonwealth
in the purple than as simple generals of the East.

So indispensable was the Armenian influence that we
may at once discount the pleasing legend of the

marriage of Theophilus. Policy, not whim or

accident, dictated such an alliance. Theodora is a

niece of the brave champion of the East, and the

whole family are staunch Armenians and marry
husbands of the same nation

;
her sister Mary is

found united to Arshavir, a yuayicrr/)©?, possibly the

brother of the patriarch John. Throughout the

reign (829-842), Manuel and Theophobus the Per-

sian " are the principal commanders
;
Theophobus

is rewarded by the highest dignities of the realm,

the hand of the emperor's sister, Helen, and at last

by suspicion, disgrace, and death, ^

Services to
|

8. From Persarmenia too comes Babec, for five

years rebel against the suzerain caliph (r. 831), with

under 7000 men of his own country. These settled at

Theophilus; Sinope, like the Mardaites at Attalia, formed an

Theophobus. independent military commonwealth, raised their

numbers to fouideen and subsequently to thirty

thousand, and gave the court anxious moments when
they desire to restore a national monarchy in the

person of Theophobus, For he succeeded to the

captaincy of the formidable band on Babec’s death
;

and the Persians/' are loaded with favours and legal

privileges; intermarriage is permitted and encouraged
;

and the soldiers rise to the highest titles and places in
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the military service of the empire (^aariXiKoig a^icajuLacriv, Services to

KooSi^L (XTpaTLooriKOLg), Theophanes' continiiator tells

us with pardonable hyperbole^ oXor eOro? viv^mov^ under

Leo Grammaticus adds the significant item that downV
-o.Ibxis CtTld

to his day there are detachments called Tovpfxm xheophobm.

Trepcrocv in all the themesy—^whose origin we shall

presently have occasion to remark. These troops

surround Theophilus the unfortunate '' in the dis-

astrous battle of 835 ;
and Manuel saves his life. In

the same year Manuel, more an ally than a subject,

crosses over to the caliph
;
and having repented him

of his magaridngy is welcomed with open arms by
Theophilus and obtains the title of Magister 2XidDomestic

of the Schools, This easy exchange of masters must
excite our surprise

;
but the Persians^' or Pers-

armenians had brought their traditional policy with

them into the imperial service. Naturally desirous

of independence, they had played off one illustrious
^

power against the other, had received an Arsacid

ruler of alien race, had coquetted with Sassanids,

and had paid tribute to the caliph. Religious dis-

putes had prevented a genuinely cordial attachment

to their proper suzerain, A purely feudal system of

society had put annexation under a centralised

bureaucracy out of the question, and had rendered

suspicious the proffers of Armenian help or the

entreaties of Armenian distress. It is not unlikely

that the perplexing and meteor-like career of another

compatriot may be traced to the suspicions of the

court and ministries; and we may assume that the

young Alexis Mouschegh (MctxrjyXe) owed his eleva-

tion and his downfall to the indirect influence of the

Armenian faction. Might not Theophilus, alarmed

not without reason at the rising fame of his wife's

brother, burdened with a debt of gratitude to her

uncle, desire to find a rival to this coalition, and find

it only in another Armenian ? Distinguished in the

defence of Sicily, Alexis was summoned home to

receive the successive steps of
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Services to ma^ster (always an especial honour), and lastly

C^sar ; revival of a title not employed since Con-
mider staiitine V. gave it charged with misery to his cadets.

betrothed to the emperor's daughter, and sent

Theophobiis. to Sicily as its General and Duke. But on the

death of the infant princess, and on the birth of a

son, afterwards Michael IIL, Theophilus, amidst the

envious voices of courtiers, had no longer the same
need of his services or the same confidence in his

loyalty. He was recalled, whipped, and immured
in a dungeon; and as speedily reinstated in favour

and dignities. But Alexis and his brother Theo-

dosius were weary of such vicissitudes, and retired at

the moment of the final triumph of innocence into a

cloister. In 837 occurred the famous proclamation

of Theophobus as king not of Rome but of the

Persians : the troops were distributed through the

older themes of Asia, and the suspicion leads in the

end (842) to the mui'der of Theophobus, the last act

Armenia of the dying emperor. Next year we find Armenia
itself̂ tached wholly attached to the caliphate : following its
to ca ip late.

chief of the Bagratids and the leader of

Vasparacan, the former bearing the title Prince of

princes," while the latter, Ashot, Arzrounian, and
therefore kinsman of Leo V., bore that of simple

Prince." With this rapid increase in Armenian
influence in the high places of the empire, this

practical monopoly of Armenian defence in the

imperial military system—this curious antipathy to

Rome in the land itself—we pass to a new age, an

established dynasty, and the altered policy of pre-

tenders or rather regents, all of Armenian birth.
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VI

ARMENIANS WITHIN AND WITHOUT THE ' EMPIRE /

FROM MICHAEL IIL (842), TO THE END OF
ROMANUS I. (944)—(840-940)

I !• Theoctistus the eunuch, chief minister of the Momm
young prince, looked eastwards for the warrior's

laurels which always eluded him. In 843 he led Bardas and

an expedition to the eastern shores of the Euxine ^heoctutm*

to bring succour to the people of Lazica, or rather,

if we look more closely, to punish a revolt For
the Arabs had not in effect penetrated so far

;
they

held in vassalage, especially when the emir of

Melitene took the lead (838), the feudal princes of

our Oriental Poland, but they had not yet challenged

Roman supremacy on the Black Sea or among the

tribes of the Caucasus. Yet the Roman Empire was
very weak in those climes, and the abolition of

Chersonese autonomy under Theophilus, so much re-

gretted and censured by historians, may well have been

a necessary act. It involved a permanent garrison

and military law in a district threatened by Patzinaks

and Russians, and half-way between the capital and
its dubious vassals or allies in Abasgia. Some
years before, 832 ,

Bardas and Theophobus had been

sent on a similar enterprise
;
and neither seems to

be attended with any conclusive results. It would

appear that all loyal Armenians had sought refuge and

settlements on Roman ground, leaving the magarizing

faction to swell the armies of Islam. This alone

can account for the diversity of feeling between the

trustworthy officers of the Roman army (if we except

Manuel’s lapse), and the antipathy of the natives in

their own country. We have now arrived at ih.t Rise and

most notable instance of Armenian success,—Basil

the Macedonian, Armenian and Arsacid
; Armenian,

mother's family descended from the great Constantine

;

who boasted on both sides Alexander of Macedon
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Rise mid as ancestor. His forefathers (deriving from the

^Bmilthe
Christian king Tiridates) claimed the hospitality of

Armenian, the Roman Empire, either, as was then believed

(Genesius), in the days of Leo L (457-474), under

whom they settled in Macedonian Nice
;

or as

Saint Martin with more likelihood, under the great

Justinian, when Artaban and his kin entered the im-

perial service. That the story of Armenian colonists

is not purely mythical is clear from the mention of

Cordylus and his son Bardas at the time of Crum's

ravages, 810-820 (during which time the latter,

obviously of Armenian birth, was chief of a Mace-

donian settlement beyond the Danube)
;

from the

name of Basil's brother, Sembat (Ev/m^dTiogj Geo.

Mon.). And it must be obvious to the student that

Macedonian" is a vox nihili; there was no settled

population of the Balkan peninsula that predated the

Slavonic incursions except in the towns
;
and it is

clear that Basil was not a Slav, and that his elevation

was not a revenge for the failure of Thomas (823).

On the other hand, we must not press unduly the

serious motives or deliberate policy which raised the

handsome groom who was neither soldier nor civilian.

It was no military nomination such as we have in

other Roman and Byzantine pretenders, called in

to retrieve the errors or neglect of a worn-out

dynasty. We must leave it as an instance of cap-

ricious selection by a legitimate monarch of a

colleague, whose tact disarmed envy and hostility

and enabled him to rise to an unchallenged and

sovereign position from the murder of his bene-

Basil invested factor. The first act of Basil was to display his

^B^rauT veneration for his ancient fatherland
;

in 867, he

monarch. heard from an Armenian bishop that a Bagratid

prince had the right to crown the head of the house
;

just as in later time the solemn act of coronation

has become the privilege of certain archiepiscopal

sees. Basil despatched Nicetas to Ashot L, founder,

amid the disorders of the caliphate, of the Bagratid
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line of kings I he sent him in reply 2. noh BasUinvested

and Nicodemns carried back a grateful letter from

the emperor addressed to <'my beloved son.” This monarch,

interehange of courtesies was maintained during the

reign of Leo VL

I
2. In the plot against Bardas the regent (866), Notable

Sembat, his son-in-law, Armenian and Bagratid, was

an accomplice with his own brother Bardas
;

a-nd emerge;

the truly Oriental list of conspirators includes besides, MaMmus,

an Assyrian, a Chaldean (from near Trebizond), and

a Bulgarian. In the same year the disappointed Argyrm,

schemer Sembat rebelled against the influence of

Basil, now a full associate in the empire and charged

with all its serious business. He is reduced by

Nicephorus Maleinus, an Armenian noble of one of

those prolific and warlike families which produced

the Phocas and Zimisces of the next century. In

872 Basil in an Eastern expedition receives, like some
German emperor, the repentant homage of a brigand

chief, Curticius, who from the safe fastness of Locano's

castle had secured wide territory and wrought havoc

on Roman land
;

this petty feudal tyrant brings over

his men-at-arms with him. In 879 occurred another

Armenian conspiracy which introduces us to a notable

name. John Curcuas (Gourgenes ?) captain of the

Hicanates {iKavaroty a corp dating from c, 800), lured,

like many other usurpers, by a lying soothsayer,

attempted to secure a throne, for which, as it seemed,

the sole condition was Armenian descent. He lost

his sight, and his partisans were whipped. One
cannot wonder at the severity with which divination

was pursued in the empire under Valens, c. 370),

when designing men worked on empty and credulous

brains with such hopes. The treason of Bardas had

not harmed the career of Leo V., his son
;
and it

is a pleasing trait in Byzantine manners that military

promotion was bestowed on the sons of traitors.

Curcuas the younger, in the next century, hero of

a prose-epic in eight books, is the guardian of the
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Notable
Armenian
families

emerge;
MaletnuSj

Gurcuas^

Phocas,

Argyrus.

IntimMe and
tactful

relations of
Leo VL with

Arfnenia :

expansion of
empire to-

wards East

Eastern frontier and fitting companion of the great

warriors of his nation, Phocas and Zimisces. And,
indeed, about this time (880) emerged the first

Phocas (Nicephorus) to attain renown
; he had

served with ability and courage against the Western
Saracens in Sicily, and about 886 was sent to curb

their Eastern kinsmen. Leo VL pays him a generous

tribute for his ready inventiveness in strategy: and
for over a century there will be few years un-

marked by the valour or the revolt of a Phocas. He
desolated Cilicia up to the gates of Tarsus

;
for the

border wars were still merely forays, raids of mndetta^

without fixed policy. In 891, he is '^Governor of

Lydia
;
and for many years formed an iron bulwark

to the east frontier, ravaging Syria and checking

any advance of Islam. He left three sons, Michael,

Leo, and Bardas. Another family of repute emerges

at this time, that of Argyrus ;—Leo was sent by

Michael IIL, c. 850, against the Paulician strong-

hold of Tephric6
;
his grandson Eustathius is a great

territorial magnate in Charzian^j (Cappadocia), whither

after good service to the State he is banished : his

recall or rather exile to his lands being procured

by the envy of a friend Himerius. He may well

have belonged to a family of settlers originally

Armenian
;
but he is at any rate a good instance

of a type meeting us with increasing frequency,

—

the military leader and feudal lord, having great

possessions in a certain district; in the intervals of

warlike duties exercising there the functions of a

clan-chieftain among kinsmen, of a landlord among
serfs.

§
3 . Leo VL continued the policy of his (putative ?)

father, and drew closer the bonds of Roman-Armenian
alliance. Ashot L visits the Roman court at some
time early in the reign (perhaps in 888) and left a

detachment of troops, who were employed against

the Bulgars. The captain was Melric or Mel (and

I am unable to sympathise with M. Brosset in identi-
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fying him with Curticius we shall hear again oi Intimate and

this captain. Escaping from this unsuccessful

counter; Mel is reported to have returned with his leo VL with

band to Lesser Armenia, founded a fort in Lycandus
(district of Dchahan) and enabled Leo VI. to boast

^

that another theme was added to the empire under wards East

his sway: (when somewhat later we find Arabians

writing of Mleh Demeslicos*' it is impossible not to

connect the name with this captain). In 893 Leo
received envoys from Sembat, the new Bagratid king,

to apprise him of his succession
;
they paid homage,

and it is said that the two sovereigns exchanged

gifts each year during this reign. Towards the close

of the century (perhaps in 898), Gregory (VpriyopLq),

son of Vahan, the Bagratid prince of Taron, came
into somewhat peculiar relations with the empire

:

like many of his peers, he was careful to keep on
friendly terms with both powers. His doubtful faith

was reported at court
;
and he imprisoned the two

Armenians who, as he supposed, had carried the tale.

But they had a powerful advocate in King Sembat,

their kinsman
;
and he asks the emperor to secure

their deliverance from duress. Gregory sends a

hostage to court, and is so charmed by his treatment

there, and the kindness of Leo, that he releases the

two captives under escort of his brother Apoughan.
He came himself to Constantinople and received

the title (xayLorrpo^Sf while his brother was made
patrician; and the firm alliance was ratified by a

marriage within the imperial house. In the latter

years of his reign, Leo achieved a similar diplomatic

triumph, and once more added a theme to the provinces

of the empire : three brothers, owners of land be-

yond the Euphrates, north of Melitene, gave them-

selves up to the emperor as his men

;

and, like

Melias or Mel, received back their canton as the theme

of Mesopotamia, of which one of the three became

the first governor. Private enterprise thus became
the pioneer of Imperialism*
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Multi'-

plication of
petty

sovereignties

in Armenia
in decay of
caliphate.

I 4. To the student, it is clear that the principles

and methods, the rules and conditions, of feudalism

were perfectly understood and practised by the Roman
court long before the Crusaders brought eastwards

the name ^Tiegeman'' (Xt^w) and the formal con-

stitution of the kingdom of Jerusalem. Evidently

Leo VI. took full advantage of the disorders and
incoherence which these feudal tendencies produced

in Armenia. Everywhere the example of the dis-

integrating caliphate was eagerly followed by the

princelets. Kingdoms (of the smallest extent and
most precarious tenure) are multiplied

;
every noble

claims for clan or manor complete immunity
;
and

family divisions increase the number and weaken
the power of minute sovereign states. The Roman
Empire was the residuary legatee amid such con-

fusion. It alone stood upright in the ruins of the

Orient,—-an orderly, amiable, and peaceful common-
wealth, mild in its laws, Christian in its belief, tactful

and courteous in its dealings with lesser potentates.

Greater Armenia was portioned out, like mediaeval

Germany, between nobles who strove to maintain

independence against Roman and Saracen alike.

Such was Cricorice '' of Taron, between Taurus

and Euphrates, in whose strange name we recognise

the diminutive of Gregory, Gregoritza (as from Theo-

philus we have the early patron of Basil).

There is Symbaticius (a similar Grecized form for

^Gittle Sembaf) who might claim to be the chief

of these petty sovereigns
;
he bore the title Prince

of princes and ruled undisputed from Kars to Lake

Van, a district henceforth called Vasparacan. There
is besides the northerly Iberian prince, Adranasar,

still enjoying, of hereditary right rather than by direct

imperial collation, the dignity of Curopalat!* The
relation between these feudal princes and the empire

strongly resembled the nominal vassalage of the

Mongolian or Tibetan chiefs to the court of Pekin.

The emperor in each case received presents, or
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perhaps ^' tribute ''
;
but was expected to surpass the Multi-

costliness of these gifts by lavish munificence, and to

pension superannuated scions of the princely houses

and dignify the rui'al clan-leader with some imperial

dignity. He provided wives (as under Justinian i
in Colchis) from noble and senatorial families at

home : he exchanged lands inside the safer circuit of

the empire for districts of peril beyond the Euphrates.

To this policy must be largely attributed the ex-^

tension of the empire to the shores of the Caspian,

which took place quietly enough in the next hundred

years. Of these records we hear little amidst the

din of the Bulgarian campaign and the more brilliant

and less durable victories in the lower East.

§
5. In 91 1 (the year of Leo's demise) Sembat hy Appeal of

king of Armenia, was reduced to hopeless impotence

by the insubordinate nobles. He had recourse io empire (911 ).

the empire
;
and John Catholicos is in error in

naming Basil as the object of his entreaties. But

Leo dies, and Alexander was by no means inclined

to venture on a distant enterprise. To the troubled

dignity his son, Ashot II., succeeds in 914 ;
who, like

some chivalrous Gothic king in Spain, forms a -

chosen band and harries the Moslem. He secures

the crown rather in virtue of his exploits against the

unbeliever than as a birthright. He chases Arabs

from Tiflis, and ravages Aderbaijan. He allied with

Aternerseh " (the Adranasar mentioned above),

Bagratid king of Iberia, who had secured the kingly

title (c, 900) by the direct recognition of Sembat L,

happier in his external relations than in his domestic

policy. This coalition, joined by Gourgenes, king

of Abasgia, reduced or overawed the petty feudal

tyrants and secured the coronation of Ashot 11. in

915. Royalty saw in the emperor a suzerain and a .

champion, fount of honour and legitimate dispenser

of dignities
;

aristocracy preferred the Moslem
alliance. Under the not incapable regency of Zoe

(914) a Vasparacanian prince offered aid against the
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Appeal af Saracens
;
and Constantine VII, in his first brief rule

kingTo^^
follows a Sympathetic policy with regard to Ashot I L,

confronted with a perilous confederacy of Moslem
governors and his own unruly nobles. The emperor

was astonished that the willing assistance of the

empire had not been solicited. A Greek patriarch

condescends to write to the heretical Armenian

CathoUcos a letter of friendly sympathy and advice :

''The emperor is sincerely concerned at the distress

of Ai’inenia, and begs you to rouse the kings to

united efforts on its behalf.’' John the CathoUcos

succeeded with Adranasar 11. and obtained his aid
;

while Gourgenes wrote in reply to the emperor a

letter which is curiously typical of the attitude of

these kings of the East to Rome :
" Only give us an

asylum in the empire and all Armenians will follow

Comistent US across the border and will settle there and be-
Imperialism come loyal subjects.” The emperor (who was now
royalty;

^

Romanus Lecapenus, 920) invited Ashot the " Iron”
nobles and and John to Constantinople

;
the latter refuses, not

wishing to scandalise his flock by communicating

with heretics who accepted the detested Council of

Chalcedon
;

the former is warmly welcomed, and
returns with prestige and hopefulness enhanced

to an enthusiastic people, already beginning to repair

the damage of successive Moslem inroads. A small

Roman force secures the submission of two re-

calcitrant cities or forts
;
and are then sent back

with a wise confidence in the native allegiance. Ashot

is now joined by his brother Abbas, returning from

his refuge with the grand prince of Abasgia, whose
daughter he married. With this the fortunes of the

little kingdom began to revive. But the same

hindrances stood in the way of any certain alliance
;

the distaste of the feudal nobility for the methods of

Rome
;
the prejudice of the people at large against

the "heretical council.” We may anticipate a few

years in order to supply another instance—in 926,

Gagic or Cakig, king of Vasparacan, earnestly desired
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to conclude an alliance with the empire. But the Consistent

lords protested, and hurled at the diplomacy and
arms of the Greeks^' those taunts of faithlessness

and cowardice, which have been re-echoed down to nolleswnd

the present day. The clergy insist on a I'econ-

ciliation of the Churches before a national alliance is

suggested. The king therefore wrote to the Byzantine

patriarch, pointing out the trivial points (as he con-

sidered them) of disagreement between the hostile

creeds, and the greater and nobler issues at stake

in a confederacy of two Christian powers against a

common foe. But the letter remained unanswered
;

the tolerant and broad-minded monarch was before

his time
;
and an immaterial discrepancy on a subtle

point of metaphysics prevented the alliance. In the

latter days of the Eastern empire the reunion of the

Churches failed for a similar reason.

I
6 . Once more the Taronites on the hither side of Submission of

Lake Van claim our attention. Here, as elsewhere

in feudal and limited monarchies permeated by (c.

family feeling, a system of patrimonial subdivision

was in vogue. At Gregory’s death, the province of

Taron was portioned between his children; and in

926 (the same year we have just been considering)

Bagrat, a son, visits the Roman capital and marries

a daughter of Theophylact, a close kinsman of the

regent-emperor Romanus I., whose father (it will be

remembered) bore the same name. He was also

created a patriciauj and received investiture for that

district of the Taronite principality (the Armenian

Saxony ”) which recognised suzerainty. About the

same time his cousin Thornic (in which we clearly

see the later title Tornicius^ a rebel under the tenth

Constantine) surrendered his hereditary lands to the

empire, on condition of receiving an equivalent at

the Byzantine court,—Constantinople being not

merely the goal of barbarian greed, but the Mecca

or (if it be preferred) the Paris of Armenian

nobles. Sembat, his brother, followed the pre-
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0/ cedent, and sank into a dignified pensioner in
TaromteB

capital
;
only Vahan, the third, remained in his

(c. native province
;

thus the Taromte family divided

its members between the luxurious comfort of Byzan-

Extension of and the exacting duties of clan-chieftaincy.^

—

Roman the empire was not merely a diplomatic dealer
mjlmnce . , , • /

•

hy diplomacy m alliance, pensions, and orders, it could maintain its

and hy war, cause in the last resort by force of arms. Desultory

warfare (not easy to distribute in years or campaigns)

meets us from the last year of Leo VI. Lalacon,

with the Armeniac troops, is sent to ravage Colchis
;

and Catacalon, his successor, recovers Theodosiople

(near Arzeroum), sacks Phasiane, and humbles the

pride of some mysterious foe, variously supposed to

be the Colchians or the Saracens: neither purport

nor event of these expeditions is clear. A dispute

ensued with the king of Iberia, who quietly occupied

Theodosiople on the retirement of the Roman troops

under Catacalon. Remonstrance was made on the

part of the empire, but it was finally agreed that the

Araxes should be the limit of Roman authority, and all

territory to the north should be surrendered to Iberia.

Curcuas, soon succeeding for his brilliant twenty-two

years’ defence of the frontier, turned his attention

rather to the southern district and to Vasparacan. In

the neighbourhood of Lake Van many cities seemed to

be occupied chiefly by Moslem
;
and when he reduced

the towns of Akhlat and Bitlis he granted terms to

the inhabitants on this curious and significant con-

dition—that a cross should be planted in the middle

of the mosque. We may well pause for a moment
to contrast the demands of a strong central govern-

ment with the fanciful and trivial stipulations of

feudal tenure, flattering to vanity, but useless as a

guarantee of service or fidelity. Religious piety

about this term dictated a somewhat costly bargain,

when very substantial concessions (both of captives

and advantages) were made by Romanus I. (942) to

secure the miraculous veil of Edessa.
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§
7. Such/ then, were the relations of the empire Univermi

with the petty Christian kingdoms and principalities

of the East down to the retirement of the regents

(944, 945). The period had been prolific in bring-

ing to birth fresh independent sovereignties. The
country from the Caucasus to Kurdistan was a motley

patch-work (like mediaeval Germany), not merely of

immune baronies but of full-blown royalties, multi-

plying and vulgarising the regal title. Over all

these miniature kingdoms or principalities the Roman
Empire exercised a potent charm. Except by the

sovereign, the masterful and methodic system was
not beloved; the nobles disliked its rigour, the

clergy its doctrine. But it was the secure and
dignified asylum for the dispossessed exile; it was
the sole fount of honour in bestowing those empty
titles and positions which from Clovis onwards had

secured the homage of powerful kings. Certainly

at the end of this epoch the ties are very much
closer than at the beginning

;
and there is no waning

in the preponderating influence which the Armenian
race exercised within the empire and in the imperial

service. Lecapenus is a member of this militant

caste or aristocracy, inured to arms from childhood

and invariably following the ancestral craft : his

father Theophylact saved Basil's life, and one of the

last acts of Leo VI. was to appoint the son High

Admiral, Like Nicephorus Phocas (963) and Ro-

manus IV. (1067), he rises to place and power

against the anxious interest of the courtiers, by the

favour of an empress and his own troops. He up-

held, not unworthily, the repute of Rome, and after

a quarter of a century gave way to a ^Megitimate
"

monarch, whom at one time he could have displaced

without peril. The chief Armenian hero of the time Exploits and

is John Curcuas, who in his long Eastern lieutenancy

quietly prepared the way for the more familiar

achievements of Phocas and Zimisces. Son of the

blinded pretender,whose failure we have noticed (879),

VOL. II. 2d
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he became sergeant of gendarmerie
,

2.nd arrested

some conspirators in 919. In 920 he went east-

ward with wide and ample powers : defended Syria

and Euphrates, repressed the Moslem, and overthrew

a significant plot of Bardas Bo'ilas to erect an inde-

pendent Armenian governorship within the empire

and imitate the emirs of the caliphate, who like the

imperial counts of the; West were daily claiming

independence. (This is variously referred to the

years 924 and 936.) This rebellion again excited

the infidel to reap profit from Roman dissensions.

But Curcuas never lost a battle
;
he carried fire and

sword into their country, recovered Malatiyah, and
employs its colleague-emirs as trusty allies. When
on their death the town again closes its gates against

the empire, Curcuas with Melias of Lycandus (a

feudal warrior-chief, but also a loyal subject) again

reduces and razes it to the ground. Once more the

Euphrates flowed under Roman laws."' The troops

of Curcuas were recognised as the flower of the

army, and the most efficient force in the empire
;
in

a Russian peril they are hastily summoned across the

continent to take part in the capital's defence (941).

It was Curcuas who really began the great work of

consolidation on the Eastern frontier with a resolute

design which never faltered. Himself born in Lesser

Armenia, son of a soldier, he is the father of Romanus
Curcuas, a captain of distinction under Nicephorus

in the pursuit of the same policy. His brother

Theophilus, Aou^ of Chaldia, is noticed as a strenuous

provincial governor, and was the grandfather of

Zimisces, Curcuas became a popular hero (his life

was written by Manuel in eight books, unfortunately

lost), and he suffered at the close of his career the

usual penalty reserved for Armenians of warlike

ability. Here the envious or vindictive influence is

not a secluded sovereign warring against private

wealth or merit (as in some Eastern court), but the

Byzantine official world* He was accused of treason-
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able designs, and perhaps the idle sons and colleagues and

of Romaniis were induced to join in the charge.
^curma^^the

emperor refused to believe, and despatched secret Armenian.

(and happily impartial) envoys to inquire on the

spot into the behaviour of Curcuas. Their report

disposed of the cabal, and reinstated the general.

Romanus, to mark his approval and delight, pro-

posed to ally the houses of. the sovereign - regent

and the generalissimo; Constantine VIIL's son was
to be betrothed to Euphrosyne. Once more, the

autocrat is helpless and overborne
;

the court is

again aroused to bitter hostility
;
and Romanus, with

the deep regret of Charles L, sacrifices his brave

defender to a lighter fate. He is cashiered and
supplanted by Pantherius, a kinsman of the reign-

ing house : according to a custom in favour at Rome,
Damascus, and Bagdad alike, of entrusting the highest

posts only to those who had nothing to gain, and
everything to lose, by disloyalty.

VII

RELATIONS OF ARMENIA AND ARMENIANS TO THE
EMPIRE, FROM THE SOLE REIGN OF CONSTANTINE
VIL (945) TO THE DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL V. (1042)

-(940-1040)

§ 1, The close of the reign of Romanus 1. had ^f^igious

been marked in Armenia by religious disputes which

left their sting and trace. About 940, Ber, king of Annenia

Georgian Abasgians (another puzzling subdivision),

presented himself with a large force before Kars,

where King Abbas, son of Sembat the Bagratid,

was about to consecrate a patriarchal church ; and

requested that the rite employed should be Georgian.

Suspecting his motive, Abbas, after fruitless parleying,

attacked and captured Ber. In the following years

the unappeasable enmity of Greeks and Armenians
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became apparent and gave rise to serious dissension,

such as we may witness to-day in Liverpool or

Belfast. Devout Armenians fly from disorder to

the lands of Shirak and Little Vanand
;
and to end

the conflict, once more a patriarch Vahanic has the

courage to propose the acceptance of Chalcedon, so

that Armenia might worship in communion with the

Greek and Georgian rite. As with the complaisant

Esdras under Heraclius, the popular indignation

vented itself against the renegade and compelled

him to flee into Vasparacan. About the same time,

religion had led to a singularly disadvantageous

compact; at the price of the Saviour’s letter to

Abgarus of Edessa, the emir had secured the Roman
promise (for what it was worth) never to war against

Edessa, Kara, Sroudj, and Samosata. The reigns

of Constantine VII. and his son were fi*ee from

Armenian complications
;
but the influence of the

emigrant nobles who formed the military caste in

Roman society was daily increasing. When Bringas

(963)? fhe civil minister, cannot induce Marianus

Apambas, general of Italy, to compass the overthrow

of Nicephorus Phocas, he applies to Zimisces and
his cousin, Romanus Curcuas,—the one, patrician-

general of the East, and related in some way to

Nicephorus; the other full of hereditary valour, and
son of the brave defender of the border from 920-

942, (Tchemchkik is an Armenian word of doubtful

meaning, which may be found in our maps to-day,

but -ktk is a diminutive, and Tchemck is a Persian

word meaning ^'majestic’'; and the whole might

imply a humorous oxymoron. Ducange believes that

the reading in Leo Diaconus should be

and that the Greek equivalent means youthf) Of
noble family or clan, his mother was in some degree

connected with Nicephorus (as cousin ?), and he was
the great-nephew of the famous Curcuas and grand-

son of his brother Theophilus, governor of Chaldia.

(It is curious to note that Curcuas becomes Gourgen in
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the Armenian chronicles.) Six years later, Zimisces Mise and

consented to be an accomplice and agent in the plot

he so indignantly rejected m 963 ;
to Phocas sue- Armenian.

ceeded an Armenian regent. He took the young
emperors, aged ii and 8, from their retreat in Vasa-

cavan, which under Nicephorus had been chosen for

their exile or their safety
;
and he surrounds himself

with a special bodyguard of Armenian fantassins

(Asolik on 971); of the services of the Armenian
infantry under Phocas we have already heard in Leo
Diac. and Abulpharagius.

§ % As the object of Basil, his ward and pupil, Zimisces and

was the consolidation of lands in Europe, so before

the eyes of Zimisces floated the ideal of a crusader. Us extern

He aimed at the recovery of Jerusalem, Syria, and exploits and

,
. . , r . 11 i , I close relations

Mesopotamia. A great force is collected under

Mleh Demeslicos (is not this a scion of the Armenian

family of Melias, creator and governor of Theme
Lycandus under Leo VI. ? ;

and in spite of the

covenant of Romanus L, the army ravages the lands

of Edessa, takes Nisibis and Amida (Diarbekir), and
fills the country with carnage. A reverse before

Amida brings the emperor out in person
;
he pene-

trated into the Taron district and encamped near

Adziatsberd, where he finds himself confronted

and opposed by a notable coalition of Armenian
nationalists, numbering 80,000. Yet once again

the kings display their Romanising proclivities
;
and

Ashot III. and his namesake the king of Vasparacan

act as peacemakers, and end by lending him re-

inforcements. Alarmed at these preparations, the

people of Bagdad loudly accuse the sloth of their

rulers, and insist on urgent measures. We must

elsewhere attempt to trace the political development

of the caliphate and the causes which led to the

seclusion of a Caliph-Mikado ;
here we must be

Or does Mleh stand for Melek or Malech, or chief Domestic?

Or, again, is it in any way connected with the later family of Melis-

senus ?
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contented with noting the institution by Rahdi^

(934-940) of the Emir-al-Omra's ofEce, which some
years before these events had centred all effective

authority in this Shogun,—minister or generalissimo.

But (as sometimes in Japan) the chief emir was him-

self an indolent man of pleasure
;
and public indigna-

tion had to summon, from the useless pastime of

the chace, a delegate who had in turn delegated all

serious business. Bokhtiar set himself to defend

the capital and raise troops
;

he compelled the

unfortunate Commander of the Faithful to sell his

furniture for the purpose. But the Roman peril

vanished like a summer cloud
;
while their armies

wrought havoc up to Miafarekin, an imprudence of

the mysterious Domestic Mleh exposed the weakness

of their position and lost at once the advantages of

the campaign. (Indeed, it is disheartening work for

the student to trace the thousand-years' conflict on
the Tigris and Euphrates, and to reflect that in that

long period no serious change was effected in

frontiers or influence, except in the middle of the

seventh and the middle of the eleventh centuries.)

In 974, Zimisces retaliated and reduced the caliph,

or rather the emir, to the payment of tribute, which

we find still paid twelve years later-—even amidst the

civil discord and insecurity which filled the early

portion of Basil's reign. We notice, with amuse-

ment but without surprise, that the prudent emperor

refuses to open negotiations on the reunion of the

Churches, suggested by the ex-Patriarch Vahanic,

on the ground that he had been canonically deposed

by his own people. In 975, during the great and

comprehensive expedition into Syria, Zimisces sent

Ashot III., his old ally, a full narrative of his visit

to Jerusalem, with a gift of 2000 slaves and 1000

horses, decorating at the same time two Armenian
envoys with the titles rabounapet " (rabboni) and

philosopher in one case
;
and in the other, juLayia-rpog

^ Or by his immediate predecessor?
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or protospaihaire

:

so at least run the native accounts of

an enterprise and a compliment otherwise unknown.^

I 3. In the troublous year 976^ after the death q{ Armenian

Zimisces, the revolt of Sclerus takes on an entirely

Armenian character. His headquarters were in rebellion of

Dchahan and Melitene
;
there he was saluted em-

peror^ and there he was joined by Armenian horse-

men. The seat of govexmment and the resources of

the rebellion lay in Mesopotamia; and while 300
Arab cavaliers fought under his standards^ the neigh-

bouring emirs of Diarbekir, Amida^ and Miafarekin

cordially assisted the cause. Nor are the native

Armenian princes behindhand
;
a brother Romanus

and the two sons (Gregory and Bagrat) of Ashot,

prince of Taron, were to be found amongst his

allies. The rebel fleet was under the command of

Manuel Curticius. The attitude of a certain David

in this civil war is more dpubtful
;
he is variously

represented as a king of Iberia, or as a prince of

Talk and Curopalat; as an ally of the legitimate

emperor, or as acting in concert with the pretender.

One account tells us that, in exchange for his

support, Basil 11. promised to surrender all towns

depending on the empire, in Hark (or Ha'ik ?) and
Apahouni provinces, and in the district of MardaL
But whatever may have been the aid of this dubious

ally, we cannot doubt that, on the whole, Basil had
good reason to be displeased with the Armenian religious

attitude during the rebellion. He was angry with persecution,

the race and the Church
;
and he empowered the

metropolitans of Sebaste and Melitene to persecute

the Eutychians. They fail in a design to seize the

Patriarch Khatchic, but succeed so well in stirring

up the bitterest feelings between the two nations

that, in 977, St. Gregory of Narec loses all his popu-

^ Schlumberger does full justice to these Oriental sources in his diffuse

history of the time. But the shapeless and straggling plan of his meri-

torious labour of love makes the narrative very difficult reading to the

eager student.
I
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Displeasure larity and is subject to insult, on the mere suspicion

a desire for reunion with the hated Greeks/’

o/re%ioM^ But the emperor was eminently placable, and has
persecution, gained an undeserved renown for merciless cruelty

by a single action during a Western campaign.

Twelve years later (989) he accepts graciously the

surrender of the four princes who had taken part

with Sclerus. One last ember of sedition broke into

flame in the revolt of George, judyLorrpo?, in Taron,

quickly overthrown by John, general of the Im-

perialists, on the plains of Bagarij. When Sclerus

accepted from his generous rival the title of CWro-

palatf and retired into the dignified privacy which
Armenia that title now entailed, Basil had no more com-

y^m\he pstitors to fear. In this same year (989) we read

Moslem and of an isolated fact which raises our sympathy for

the gallant Armenian struggle for freedom and
worship, between the infidel and the still more sus-

pected Greek. The emir of Akhlat (near Lake

Van), governor of Hark and Apahouni (mentioned

above as offered by Basil to an ally), once more
elevates the defences of Manzikert, which Bardas

Phocas had destroyed, captures Moush, and mas-

sacres the priests there
;

Asolik, our informant,

having himself seen the gory traces on the church-

wall. But the chief interest of Basil's reign and

subsequent exploits is now finally transferred to the

West
;
and we shall find Armenian characters figur-

ing conspicuously either in actual records or in the

romance of History.
Legend of

| 4, In 988 (here too we depend on Asolik) Basil

compelled many Armenians to emigrate into Mace-
Bamml the donia and settle there

;
an instance of that trans-

Shishmamd. planting policy which the Byzantines for divers

reasons so often adopted. Carrying into their new
home the hostility and resentment which they had
felt in the East, they lost no time in defaulting to the

Bulgarians
; and in the number of these defaulters

were found Samuel and Manuel, two members of a
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great Ai'menian family in Derdcham. When in the Legend of

next year (989) Basil, accompanied by the Armenian
annalist, went to the wars and captured Curt, VciQ Samuel the

Bulgarian king, the following strange tale went round :
^^i^hmanid.

that it was the Armenian Samuel who placed himself

at the head of the despondent Bulgars, chased the

imperial troops, accepted the title of king, and pro-

posed peace on the terms of marriage with Basil's

sister. Being deceived, like Jacob, by a lady-in-

waiting, he swears undying hatred and commits the

episcopal go-between of the mock marriage to the

flames. It is difficult to say what element of truth

lies embedded in this astounding myth
;
perhaps we

may pardon the national conceit of a writer who sees

a compatriot in every gallant foe of the powerful

emperor, an Arsacid on every throne.

Yet Armenians are not wanting to the imperial Armenian

cause : and several facts point to the noble confidence

of Basil, and his ready acceptance of Armenian proffers {99oy

of loyalty. He placed in command at Thessalonica

Gregory the Taronite, a Greek patronymic for that

family of princes who, having surrendered their

territorial right between Taurus and Euphrates, were

content to live as pensioners of the Roman court or

captains in the Roman armies. Some members of

the clan had followed Sclerus
;
but all were pardoned

and taken into the confidence and intimate service of

the emperor. Again, in his retinue on this occasion,

Basil takes with him a Gregory fidyicrrpog and his

son Ashot, with Sahak, prince of Handzith. Mean-

time, in the East the mysterious David, prince of

Talk, had been enjoying great success against the

various emirs; he had reconquered land in Vas-

paracan and Ararat. But this success aroused envy,

and he was poisoned in the Eucharist—a rare instance

in this history of treacherous or brutal crime so

familiar in Western annals. He has time to make
a will, bequeathing his little realm to the mighty

empire, much as kings of Pergamus or Bithynia had
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done in earlier days. At this moment Basil was at

Tarsus (991), d.nd on the news flies northwards with

his habitual impetuosity. Met on the way by the

remonstrances of the Armenian clergy against the

vexations of the Sebastene prelate, he at once annuls

all their religious disabilities, and restored amongst
other privileges the use of bells. At Erez, in the

canton of Archamouni, he received the homage of

the Emir of Neferkert, and, oddly enough, seems to

have ordered his Armenian princely neighbours to

lend him their support in case of need. We may
believe that Basil saw in this nominal vassal of the

imprisoned caliph a useful renegade for his own pur-

poses
;
and it is clear, both for the Christian nobles

and the Moslem governors, that independence could

only be preserved by playing off one great power
against the other.

I 5. The Caucasian monarchs also came to pay

their respects
;
Bagrat, king of the Abasgians (a minor

royal dignity, held as apprenticeship by the Iberian

heirs), and his father, Gourgenes, king of Iberia.

Meeting Basil near Mount Hadjitch, they were de-

corated severally with the titles curopalat and magistros ;

and Gourgenes discovered later, to his chagrin, that

he had enjoyed a vastly inferior dignity. Several

Talk princelets do homage, and the harmony is only

broken by the quarrels of a Russian and a Georgian.

On the charge of stolen fodder the whole Russian

contingent make common cause against the pur-

loiners, and defeat the Georgians after slaying their

Talk generals, John and Gabriel, sons of Otchopentir,

and Tchortovanel, son of Abou-Harp (Abel-kharp ?).

Abbas, king of Kars (the hero of the cathedral-

dedication), renders fealty at the same time with

Sennacherib, king of Vasparacan, and his brother

Gourgenes, loaded with gifts. The absence of Gagic

L, king of Ani, from this imperial durbar excited

adverse comment
;
a nephew instils into Basil's ear

suspicions of his uncle's motive, while the emperor
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waits with increasing impatience at Bagrevad (in the

province of Hark). Basil orders the district of

Cogovit and Pzalcot to be ravaged. Some difficulty

arose, too, out of the envious discontent of the Iberian

king at his inferior title
;
he works havoc in Talk,

and, after recourse to arms, Basil finds it prudent to

cede a portion of this district to Georgia at a con-

vention agreed to at Mount Medzob. (This king,

Gourgenes, left to his son, Bagrat, whose superior

dignity had incensed him, the joint kingdoms of

Abasgia and Iberia
;
and he dying ten years before

Basil, in 1015
,

is followed by his son Georgi, heir

to both crowns.) According to Arabian writers,

Basil occupied at this time (before the close of the

century) the towns of Akhlat, Malazkert, and Ardjich
;

and this famous expedition is followed in the East

by a long peace and silence. It is not until 1016
that we resume the thread of Armenian history,

interrupted for a quarter of a century. The scene

of events is Vasparacan, where, since Phocas and

Zimisces, a part had been incorporated into the

empire, part being occupied by petty chieftains, allied

or directly vassals, part still acknowledging an inde-

pendent king, Sennacherib. Upon this little realm

fell the brunt of the Seljukian invasion in its earliest

attacks. Countless Turks invade and penetrate

into the Reschdounian canton. Sapor (who would
seem to have controlled the military resources of the

country) marches to meet them. With him went

the valiant youth David, son of the king
;
while the

sovereign himself, charged with the civil and central

government, watched anxiously from his capital at

Van, or at Ostan. The Seljuks carried their ravages

to Dovin and the canton of Nig, actually securing a

portion of Vasparacan. Vasak of Betchni (father of

Gregory, />id<y£crTpo? by imperial favour, of whom we
shall hear later) joins in defending the country, falls

on the Turks besieging a church, and cuts tlfeir

detachment to pieces, cleaving in two a very Goliath
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Armenian
kings.

Valiant

resistance in

Vasparacan
to Seljuks,
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of stature at a single blow. In the very moment of

victory, while he was uttering words of pious thank-

fulness, a stone ended his life, and he was venerated

as a martyr in the cause of his religion and his

country. His brother Varanes succeeds as gener-

alissimo of independent Armenia
;
a post, like the

Byzantine shogunate in the past century, sometimes

equal in dignity, and generally greater in authority than

the kingship itself. The Armenian troops more than

held their own against the raiders, but Sennacherib,

remembering a prophecy of Nerses about the fate

of their country, convened the grandees, persuaded

them to endorse his proposal of a surrender to

Rome, and despatched his brave son David to the

imperial capital. He was accompanied by the clan-

bishop of the Reschdounians, who could from his

own eye-witness testify to the havoc wrought by the

Turk in his canton : three hundred horses laden with

presents followed in the retinue. David, a prince

after Basil's own heart, was welcomed with fatherly

affection, and solemnly adopted by the childless

monarch in St. Sophia; looo villages or hamlets,

1 1 fortresses, and i o cities were transferred to the

direct sway of Rome. Convents and their lands

were only excepted
;
but many of their inmates,

together with 400,000 of the people, followed the king

into the safer territory of the empire. They rapidly

build cities for their own use on the Euphrates,

Akh, andArabkur; while Sennacherib, made patrician,

is given Cappadocia to govern as an imperial lieu-

tenant, and receives an appanage very palpably feudal,

in the city and surrounding district of Sebaste, for his

own hereditary usufruct. We know that Basil dis-

trusted the great Asiatic landlords who joined field

to field" and emulated the latifundia of an earlier

age; he had removed Eustathius Maleinus from his

^^more than civil" demesnes in 991, and part of the

principality assigned to the ex-king may have com-
prised the estate of Male'inus (which had at his
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death reverted to the State). The new province v^zs Feudalfiefs

entrusted to Basil Argyrus (a brother of the future

Emperor, Romanus III.); and on his estrangement
from native sympathies, Nicephorus Comneniis was
despatched to consolidate and to pacify. Sennacherib

(according to Armenian accounts) showed his loyalty

to Basil in a peculiar way, for it was he and not

Xiphias who killed Nicephorus Phocas (last pretender

of the famous clan) and sent his head to Basil

(1021).

I
6. But the Far East gave the veteran emperor Discontent

endless trouble: in 1022, he sets his face towards

Iberia, and marches on Vanand (or Phorac). The
whole country was up in arms against the Roman
aggression

;
the Abasgians were in force, and all the

neighbouring tribes of the Caucasian district joined

the coalition. Basil after some anxiety wins a

decisive engagement, and proceeds to ravage twelve

cantons (according to Samuel of Ani, twenty-four).

He winters in Marmand on the Euxine, and crosses

thence into Chaldia. On September nth a second

battle was fought, in which Liparit, Abasgian general,

was slain. George, the king, flies and sues for

peace, which is granted by Basil in exchange for the

cession of a large district and the surrender of a son

as hostage. Basil treated this youth with the well-

known kindness and whole-hearted confidence of

Byzantine rulers
; he was to him as a son, and re-

ceived the now uncommon title, magister militim

(crTpaT}]XdTf}9)- John, king of Ani, who had also been Proposal to

a moving spirit in the anti-Roman league, finding his

allies surrendering, hurriedly made terms with the A^ii to Rome,

empire. Like Sennacherib, he proposed to give up

Ani to Rome on condition of a life-interest re-

served to himself, and an imperial promise to defend

Armenia from the Turks. The Patriarch Peter,

charged with the precious documents, the title-deeds

of a kingdom, arrived at court. Basil treats him

with great respect, enhanced by a miracle of which
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Proposal to

surrender

Kingdom of
Ani to Borne.

the emperor was witness. (There are refei'ences to

an obscure campaign in Persia in 1022, in which
Basil suffered some reverses, but gained the citadel

of Ibrahim through the cleverness and loyalty of a

native woman in that part of Armenia which was
occupied by the Moslem.) It is uncertain if the deed of

Curious delay gift or donation of Ani was given up by Basil 11 . or
m IX. during his brief reign (1025-28)

;

the transfer

;

varying

accounts.

nor is the transaction entirely clear. Cyriacus, chief

of the Armenian patriarchal hospital, was sent, at the

emperor's request, on a delicate mission
;
and in his

hands was placed an important document which

transferred a large district to the direct rule of Rome.
This was to be delivered to the new King of Ani,

John Sembat
;
was it to remind him of the pre-

carious tenure, or to surrender the deed ? Cyriac

(Kvpaico?) at any rate kept it, and appears to have

delivered it over again to Michael IV., and the mild

and conscientious prince waited till Sembat's demise

to enter upon a legitimate possession. John Sembat
of Ani, and his brother Ashot, king of Tachir, died

about the same time, previous to 1039, probably in

1038. An interregnum, or rather anarchy, prevailed

Anarchy and for two years. The nobles do not agree upon the

choice of a successor
;
for Sembat was childless, and

Gagic, his nephew, son Of Ashot, was too young.

Thus the boy of fourteen years had to wait until a

loyal general put him in possession of his heritage

two years later. In 1039 the bailiff of^the king

profited by political disorder to pillage the royal

treasure-house, to entrench himself in a strong

castle of his own, and to return in force to Ani, pre-

pared to offer himself as a candidate for the vacant

throne
;

his name was Sargis-Vestes ^ of Siounia (or

Swania). Then at length Michael displays the letter,

conveying Ani as a gift to the empire
;
and sends an

^ It is possible that, in the profuse distribution of Byzantine court-

titles, Vestes stands for ^iorrrfSi a somewhat obscure dignity, perhaps

Master of the Imperial Wardrobe.

treason in

Ani.

Michael IV.

1040, pre-

pares to

enforce the

claim.
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army to enforce the claim, reaching, according to iht MichmllV,,

historian, the incredible number of 100,000. Mean-
time the military resources of independent Armenia, enjbrcethe

at least of Vasparacan, were under Varanes (or Bah- <^^®*w**

ram), a brother of that General Sapor who had met
and defied the first Turkman onslaught. It is not

easy to define his position exactly
;
he was certainly

in some respects the peer of kings, and pursued

a free policy of his own choice, as a strong

nationalist. With an equally incredible force of Furious

50,000 he falls on the negligent Roman troops, who
had hitherto met with no resistance. The infuriated Ffationum.

natives slay the Romans without quarter, in spite of

the imploring appeals of their own more merciful

general. Sargis had played a double part : he had

betaken himself dutifully to the Roman camp, and,

now that fortune had declared against them, he re-

turned to the city and gave the best account he could

of his absence.

^
7 . But the chief Armenian throne was now open Bahrain

to the adventurer. Under Michael V. (1041), David

Lackland, a Bagratid ^^king'' in Albania, descends am
into Shirak (possibly at the instigation of Rome), to

seize the vacant crown. Here again Varanes inter-

posed, challenged his ambitious aim, and forced

him to retire. Sargis-Vestes had not given up his

pretensions, and Varanes guarded the rights of a

scion of the royal house against these claimants. At

length he succeeds in placing the youthful Gagic (or

Cakig) on the throne, aged sixteen, destined to be

the last independent sovereign. In this restoration

Varanes was warmly assisted by his own nephew,

Gregory lord of Betchni, in Ararat (who

would seem to have I’eceived the title during a sojourn

at Constantinople, and to have there written works

in verse and prose in his native tongue; also to

have converted a Moslem by the literary ^otir de force

of embracing in a thousand distichs the history of

the Old and New Testaments. He left behind him a
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jBahram / son, who was destined to become Prince or Duke of

under the Romans). Gagic was a youth of

(lo^V excellent qualities, and fought with courage and

success against the hordes of the Turkmans now
returning to the charge. In 1042 (the limit of our

present inquiries) they are found near Betchni, the

residence of Gregory jddyKxrpo^; Gagic secures the

victory by a clever ambuscade, and many are lured to

death and drowned. They return soon after to the

coveted soil of Vasparacan, and are confronted by

Khatchic-Khoul the Lion (an Arzrounian prince), in

the Canton of Thorounavan.
Straight It may not be out of place to give another im

^Zing qf
stance of the good faith and feeling of the Byzantine

the emperors, sovereign, at a time when the title seems to modern
ears to imply the hypocrite, the thief, and the assassin.

David, the son of Sennacherib, Arzrounian king’'

of Sebaste, died after ten years' reign. Here is an

excellent example of the official turning into the

hereditary

j

transformation of a functionary hold-

ing a certain post at pleasure into a continuous feudal

family seized of an appanage on condition of a trifling

homage. Atom, his brother, succeeds, but is accused

at court of treasonable intentions by an Armenian

prince, jealous of their house. Michael IV., credulous

and alarmed, sent troops, and a summons to appear

before him. The royal brothers wisely decide to

obey. At the tomb of the great emperor Basil they

read out his deed of investiture with the sovereign

principality of Sebaste, and protest their innocence of

the charge. Michael at once believes them, embraces

them with tenderness and I’emorse, and imprisons

the calumniator.—^The reign of the same prince w^as

also signalised by the amazing vicissitudes of the little

town and fortress of Bergri, on the borders of Lake

Aghthamar near Ardjich. The governor, Khtric, was

captured by the Roman governor in Vasparacan,

Nicholas Cabasilas, who seized the town. He again

recovers his liberty and his post, loses again to the
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Armenian lords Gardzi and Tadjat, wins it back,

celebrating his triumph with a horrible bath of gore,

and yields at last to the empire.

Leaving then independent Armenia in the hands ReMiom of

of a generous and able prince, and united in loyalty

by a common danger, we may perhaps establish

the following conclusions. The native dynasty had
emerged again out of trouble and conflict, and thanks

to the services of Sapor, of Bahram, of Vasak, and of

Gregory,had reasserted its rights. The claims of Rome,
founded on an authentic document, had been over-

looked, tacitly surrendered, or mildly enforced. The
Turkish onset had largely contributed to the success

of the loyalist or nationalist party
;
Roman governors

and native princes lived side by side in suspicious

amity, in open hostility, and occasional alliance.

One great armament had been launched in vain

against Armenian autonomy; and time was pre-

paring a last and final conflict in which the lesser

power would vanish like Poland in thraldom to

the empire, itself already approaching the term of

its real sovereignty in Asia. We reserve for

notice, under the important reign of Constantine X.,

the final conclusion
;

following, as it does, the

familiar lines of those historical events, by which

the independence of smaller states is wont to be

extinguished.

1 8. There remains only to notice briefly some Close

disconnected details in the general relations of Rome
and Armenia, which serve to illustrate the iimQ empire under

between Basil IL and the tenth Constantine.

Romanus in, (of the notable family of Argyrus) V

was strongly Armenian in his sympathies; he

married two nieces and perhaps a daughter to

their princes. It may be suspected that his death

arrested the development of friendly relations and

a wise policy of conciliation. I do not attach

weight to the supposed insult imposed on the

Armenian reinforcement at the Black Mount, when

VOL. IL 2 E
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Oiose during ilis ill-starred expedition of 103O; he enrolled

them among his regular troops. The actual loss

empire iznder oi the d^y was retrieved by Maniaces (himself
^manmllL Qf Eastern descent)

;
though nothing could ever

obliterate the personal disgrace and shame of the

emperoi', who, peidiaps for a century, was the first

to suffer defeat in the open field. Magniac was
given command of the riparian cities and forts

along the Euphrates, with a chief residence at

Samosata and a roving commission. He seized

Edessa, then occupied by a lieutenant of the emir

of Miafarekin, and sent home an annual tribute of

50 lbs. of gold from the single city. He was soon

transferred to the control of Roman Vasparacan,

while Leo Lependrenus succeeded him in the Meso-
potamian viceroyalty. The brother of Michael IV.,

the eunuch Constantine, was the next governor of

Edessa, or at least appears in its defence, with the

title of Domestic of the eastern troops. The tech-

nical successor to Lependrenus was an undoubted
Armenian, born, it was said, of an Iberian mother,

Varazvatch.—It would appear that the death of

Roraanus III. (1034) stirred the ill-feeling and sus-

picion of these Iberians. Romanus and Zoe had
married a niece, daughter of Basil Argyrus, to

Bagrat, son of George, king of Iberia and Abasgia
;

and it is said that Bagrat broke a long peace with

the empire to avenge the murder of Romanus. This

would seem to be (like the scandalous yet circum-

stantial story itself) very problematic : in 1036, the

same monarch sent a reinforcement of 4000 men
to David Lackland against the emir of Dovin.

The tendency to appoint natives to the imperial

Armenian commands in the East is evinced by the name
Khatchic, a native governor under the empire for

Principality Roman Vasparacan, a post in which the official

of Tarsus. the feudal element must have been very evenly

balanced. We read of two sons, Hassan and

Zinziluc, being despatched to offer gifts and homage
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to the emperor Michael IV. During their absence
the Turks kill father and brother, and they return
with 5000 Romans to take vengeance. Quite in the PHncipaMj
spirit of medieval chivalry, the murderers are

challenged to single combat, and the right prevails

in the province of Her. But the petty Armenian
principalities or governorships have become in-

creasingly insecure; the tide of Roman influence

is fast ebbing in the east, or rather the Armenian
nationality is being driven westwards. On Hassan's

death, the emperor gave his son, Abel-Kharp, the

principality of Tarsus, in Cilicia, with its depend-
encies, and thus paved the way for that romantic

sequel to the Armenian monarchy in the country

of St. Paul. Once more, under Romanus III. ( 1034),

Alda, widow of George of Abasgia, had handed over

a strong fortress to Rome, Anaquoph
;
and Demetrius,

brother of the Bagrat above, who married the

emperor’s niece Helena, received the distinction of

magister militiim. Thus hither and thither flowed the

stream of Romanising sympathy amohg the Armenians

at this time.

Kings of Iberia (or Georgia or Karthli) of the Bagratid

line, established as fifth dynasty since 575 by Gouaram,

curopalat:—

Adranasar (Aternerseh) IL, 890. (Bagratid king of

Georgia; a grandson of Ashot I., Bagratid king

of Armenia
;
crowned by Sembat L)

David II.
,
son.

Gourgenes I., nephew of David.

Bagrat I L, son of Gourgenes, the Fool.

Gourgenes 1

1

., son of Gourgenes, 998.

Bagrat III., son of Gourgenes, looS.

Georgi L, son of Bagrat III., 1015.

Bagrat IV., son of George, who married niece of

Romanus III., whose brother Demetrius received

title magister militum^ whose mother Alda received

Roman garrison in Anaquoph. There follow:

Georgi II., 1072 ;
David III., 1089 ; Demetrius I.,

,
, ; 1125.

'

The new line of Abasgian kings provides several members of
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the Iberian Bagratids, though sovereigns are not invariably chosen

from that family: in 915, there is a Gourgenes, grand prince of the

Abasgians, nephew ofDavid 1

1

, (above) ; his son Bagrat served, as it

were, an apprenticeship in Abasgiafor the more important crown of

Iberia, which he obtained in 958, at the close of Constantine VII.’s

reign. At that time Abasgia served, like Naples or Tuscany, as a

stepping-stone to a higher dignity. But the barbarous names
of Thothos and Ber (927 and 945) prove that the Abasgian chief-

tains were not always chosen of this stock.

Kings of Armenia (of the Bagratid line)

Ashot (son of Vasak), created ruler of Armenia by

Merwan IL, last Ommiad Caliph, 748.

Sempad, 758.

Ashot, 781.

Sembat, Confessor, 820.

Ashot 1 . the Great (first independent ruler), 856.

Sembat I., Martyr, 890.

Ashot II. {iron-arm\ 914.

(An Ashot not counted, nominee of Arabs,’92 1.)

Apas, 928.

Ashot III., the Pitiful, 952.

Sembat IL, the Powerful, 977.

{^kzng of kin^^s)^ gZg.

John Sembat III., 1020-1042.

Gagic IL, 1042 (tio8o).
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ANNEXATION, RIVALRY, AND ALLIANCE

WITHOUT {im-lUO)

VIII

ARMENIA AND THE EMPIRE FROM CONSTANTINE X.

TO THE ABDICATION OF MICHAEL VI. (1040~-10d7).

§
1. The reign ofMonomachus is perhaps the zenith Voluntary

of Byzantine influence and extension, and the first
^

moment of rapid reaction and decline. The chief (e. lolsy

event in the Eastern world was the extinction of the

Bagratid kingdom in Greater Armenia, and the

annexation of a vast territor}^, which stretched the

realm from the Danube (or even the Straits of

Messina) to the Caspian Sea. In 1045, Michael

Jasitas, Roman governor in Iberia, has small success

against the recalcitrant Gagic, nephew of the deceased

monarch
;
and Constantine X. does not scruple to

request the aid of Aboulsewar, Arab emir of Devin,

against a Christian sovereign. The emir bargained

to retain his conquests. Gagic was alarmed at this

unholy alliance
;
and Sargis-Vestes, working on his

fears, induced him to make peace with the mighty

yet placable rulers, whose arms and allies were

ubiquitous. At last the distressed king decides

to repair to the welhknown asylum ;
he binds his

nobles of the Romanising party by terrible oaths

not to surrender the city of Ani in his absence,

and exacts from the emperor full and express safe-

conduct and immunity. The treacherous faction at

once despatched the keys of citadel and palace to
'

' .437.,':
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Constantine
;
and to his credit he refused to accept

the advantage. Meantime a notable Armenian peer

set the example of capitulation
;
Gxtgovj fxajKrrpo^^

friend of the aged Basil IL, versifier and paraphrast

of Scripture, gave up his possessions in Ararat in

exchange for land in Mesopotamia, and the coveted

title of Duke (which now became the chief honour
bestowed by the empire on its foreign adherents).

Gagic hesitated no longer; and with the entrance

of Jasitas into Ani the Bagratid kingdom comes
to an end, leaving only the prince of Kars in

complete but precarious autonomy, under the

hereditary sway of the son of Abbas. Gagic is

granted the now archaic title of magister militum^

with a large fief in Cappadocia. The first dependent

governor of Ani was Catacalon Catacecaumenus,

the burnt {cf. Fabius Ambustus), a general of the

Armenian military caste, who will bulk largely on
the scene in the next twenty-five years. Catacalon

at once suspected the patriarch Peter and his

nephew Khatchic of very doubtful attachment to

the new suzerain; he seizes them both. Con-
stantine X., entirely faithful to the gracious and
trusting policy of the later emperors towards alien

princes and possible allies, received Peter at court,

and (while compelled to acknowledge the fairness

of his lieutenanfs suspicions) gave him the high

dignity of Syncellus to his own Chalcedonian ''

patriarch. He orders the reinstatement of Khatchic

in the see of Ani, and even dismisses Peter after

three years from his honourable detention, at the

request and with the personal surety of Gagic the

ex-king, and the two princes or kings of Sebaste
;

thither the patriarch retired, to die in 1060.—^The

two following years (1046) witnessed more desultory

conflicts in the farther East. Aboulsewar, the

emir of Dovin, was discontented with the good
faith of the Greeks/' and loudly bewailed the

violation of the compact by which he was to
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retain whatever he won from Gagic. It is customary Esephits of

to believe implicitly such charges in the case of the

decadent Byzantine monarchy, the “ Lower ” empire
5 governor^

in this case, we will only remark that Gagic had
already detached the emir from his imperial ally

^ ovm.

and thus rendered the treaty void; and again, he
had ceded his kingdom of his own free-will.

Nicolas Cabasilas,^ in command of the troops,

despatched a large force, under Jasitas and an

Alanian vassal of his own, which is badly defeated

under the walls of Dovin. The two generals are

at once recalled, and Catacalon transferred from
Iberia; while, with the true Byzantine caution so

often fatal to rapid and concerted action, the con-

trol of the army was entrusted to a Saracen eunuch,

Constantine, in whose loyalty the emperor had every

reason to confide
;
we are reminded of the influence

of Samonas under Leo VL But this strangely

assorted pair of yoke-fellows, the bluff general

and the emasculated renegade from Islam, acted

throughout in perfect agreement. They close in

on the emir's capital, carefully occupying all places

of supply and commissariat. (The Armenian writers

give Catacalon the name Telarkh or Teliarkh : is

it possible that under this lurks concealed, the

ironical title TeXetog or reXecapj^rjg ?) Aboul-

sewar retaliated (as was usual in these border forays)

by carrying desolation up to the walls of the new
Roman centre, Ani. He destroyed the churches,

martyring the faithful priests and bishops; and

amongst the number we find the name of Vahram,

the aged Arsacid general and patriot, who had cbm-

^ We may perhaps suspect that the name Basil is not strictly of

Greek origin, either at this time or earlier, when it is illustrated by the

great Christian dogmatist. The Armenian form might be Vasel or Bar-

shegh ;
the Greeks would force its Hellenic equivalent into some kind of

intelligible form. In this spirit and intention, they make TopyLp67}s (alert

mind) of Gourgenes, Si//i]SdriOff of Sembat, UayKpdno^ of Bagrat. In the

West they attempted a derivation of Thiudat and Tiiiuds-reich, by words

which reminded the hearer or reader of the gift of God (0e6?, dSipoy),
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pleted his eightieth year. He still lives as a canonised

saint in the grateful memories of his scattered

countrymen,

I
2. The year 1048 saw the beginning of the

Seljukian wars^ which destroyed in a few years the

caliphate and the traditional form and territory of

the Roman Empire, extended a Turkish conquest

from the neighbourhood of Byzantium to Cashgar,

vanished before the still more terrible onslaught of

the Mongols, and gave birth in dying to the Otto-

man supremacy. The founder of the line was a

brave captain in Turkestan, very probably of

Christian belief, who, in the disturbed and incoherent

realm which we call the caliphate, retired affronted

from a petty court, set up an independent authority,

and died full of years and booty as a brigand chief

or mercenary captain in Bokharia at the age of

eighty. It is fitting to compare for a moment the

fortunes of Rome and Islam. Both systems were
anti-national, impersonal, democratic (or rather

equalitarian), and therefore despotic. There were no
gradations of authority, no distinct and balancing

centres of influence
;
the Caliph and Caesar were all

or nothing
;
the popular delegation of power was

plenary and (at first) irrevocable. Rome leant suc-

cessfully on the nations who entered her pale
;
the

provinces were summoned one by one to send their

sons to the capital and revive its dwindling vigour.

As in Rome, Spaniards and Africans, Syrians and
Dacians had played their part in sustaining the empire

which recognised no distinction of race, so in Islam

we can trace the successive stages by which the real

power passes from Arabia to Syria, Persia, and
Khorasan

;
how the caliphs, recruiting their armies

farther and farther from the seat of government and
the home-country, became the victims and the slaves

of the Turkish mercenaries whom they had invoked

against their own subjects. In the widespread

theocracy of Islam any believer might become, not
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indeed Caesar—the prophet's kin were sacred—but Mjfw/c

his tyrant or his assassin. The difference between
the two parallel systems may be seen in the greater in worid^^

efficiency of the successors of Constantine, who are

continually awoken from the slumbers of the puppet
to become the active controllers, first ministers, and
generals of the great commonwealth. Elsewhere, the

members of a privileged house of sacred and im-

memorial descent sank into nonentities; but at Old
and New Rome there are no Mikados, rois fainiantSy

or Abbassid caliphs. By the middle of the eleventh

century, the original force of Islam had been ex-

hausted
;
its noonday was long past. The three great

movements which created our modern world were

just happening : the Norman conquests of England
and of Southern Italy,—the arrival of the Seljukids

as militant exponents of the principles of Islam. It

is at this time that the kingdoms of the ancient and

the modern world fall into that shape and system

which has lasted until the present day. For the

Seljukids are the ancestors and pioneers of the

Ottoman Turks.

I
3. The first embroilment of these redoubtable

foes with the imperial forces occurred in ^^>48 ^
for

a miserably inadequate cause. Stephen, governor

of Vasparacan and son of Constantine Lichudes, a

favourite minister of Constantine X., refused leave,

like Edom of old, to Cutulmish, TogruFs cousin, to

pass through while retiring before the Arabs of

Diarbekir. The arrogant governor is defeated,

captured, and sold as a slave
;

but the glowing

reports of Cutulmish on the fertile province influence

the greed of the Sultan (as we may now call the

representative of the imprisoned caliph, in distinc-

tion from the official emirs of the Arabian system).

Twenty thousand men under Assan are sent to

reduce and ravage Vasparacan
;
for if Harun himself

had no higher ambition than a successful slave-raid,

it was not to be expected that these gross recruits
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to Islam, perhaps Christian renegade^, had any idea

of political consolidation. The new governor was

Aaron, son of Ladislas, Bulgarian king/ and brother

of Prusianus (the duellist)
;
so strangely on the out-

skirts of her empire did Rome bring together the

different nations, tongues, and creeds of the world.

He sent to Catacalon for aid, who had during the

rebellion of Tornicius been summoned to the defence

of the emperor against the usurper, and afterwards

transferred to his old post as governor of the Iberian

frontier of Armenia. Local report assigns a credit-

able victory and successful ruse to Catacalon:

the camp was deserted, and while it is rifled by the

enemy the ambush falls on them, drowning them
in the river Strauga(?) It must, however, be re-

marked that the incident and the plan bear a

suspicious resemblance to the tactics of king Gagic
;

and that while the Byzantines know of one incursion

of the Seljuks, the Armenians, with better chances of

accurate knowledge, speak of three» But the further

success, of the Roman arms and perhaps a long re-

prieve for the Asiatic provinces of the empires, were

hindered by the Byzantine safeguards of a divided

military command, by a college of equal generals.

Their unanimous voice was requisite for any joint

action, and a single veto (as in a Polish Diet) could

indefinitely postpone action at a crisis. Aaron the

Bulgar wished to act on the defensive and await

further imperial commands, when TogruFs brother,

Ibrahim Inal, advanced against them with an enor-

mous host of 100,000. Catacalon, merely a warrior

and not a courtier, bluntly declared for an immediate

attack. The emperor sent in reply a cautious

direction to wait for the further reinforcements of the

Iberian Liparit.—This ally or vassal or subject of

Rome (we are approaching the feudal uncertainty

of legal status) is an excellent type of a common
class in these latter days of the Eastern empire. A
trained warrior, and descending from a military
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family, he stands, like Vasak or Bahram, a powerful
general by the side of the throne, or on its steps, and ^
often of more consequence than its occupant. Twenty-

*

'

six years before (1022), his grandfather had died

fighting against the empire with the Abasgians
;
and

under Bagrat, king of Northern Iberia, he was estab-

lished there and enjoyed great influence. But the

king insulted his wife, and was expelled by an
exasperated husband. Seizing the throne like the

Persian general Bahram of old (in a rare interruption

of a strictly hereditary line), he sought to establish

himself by the friendship of Rome. Constantine X.

willingly accepted his proposal, and recognised the

successful pretender
;
but Bagrat escapes from his

exile, passes to Trebizond, and secures the empe-
ror's permission to visit Constantinople. There the

legitimate sovereign complained of the countenance

given to a rebel and usurper. And on this occasion,

if on no other, the emperor acted a truly imperial

part, as judicious arbiter of the quarrels of lesser

men, such as Dante vainly portrayed to the turbulent

West as the ideal of an earthly monarch. He
mollified the two rivals, and prevailed with won-

derful tact on Liparit to rest content with the life-

enjoyment of the province of Meschia, acknowledging

Bagrat as his sovereign.

I
4. While the generals each in good faith proffered Defeat of

and upheld their different views, the forces of Liparit

were slowly assembling and descending southwards, /or joeace

and Ibrahim, reaping a full advantage from the re~ Rome.

spite, attacked Arz-Roum (near the ancient Theodosio-

poiis), and burns and sacks an opulent town, where

the number of victims of fire and sword was said to

reach 140,000. Still Aaron believed that nothing

could dispense from the letter of the imperial in-

structions
;
and his veto paralysed the action of the

Roman forces while Catacalon chafed at the delay.

But the arrival of Liparit only brought a fresh

obstacle. He came with 26,000 Georgians and
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Armenians and 700 of his own immediate retainers

and vassals
;
but he refused to fight on a Saturday.

When the engagement does in the end take place;

both Roman generals accounted for the detachment

that confronted them; but Liparit was defeated and
taken captive. The Sultan displayed an even greater

generosity towards his fallen foe than Alp Arslan

to Romanus Diogenes. He dismissed Liparit without

ransom; and gave to the released prisoner for his

own use the sum which the emperor had sent.

Events seemed to point to a truce in the hostilities

between the two powers
;
but the Sheriff sent to the

Roman capital to discuss the terms of peace; made
extravagant demands, required tribute from the

empire (which was as yet insensible of its secret

decay); and broke off negotiations on refusal. In

consequence, Togrul resumed the war next year (1049)
by an attack on Manzikert, some twenty years before

the famous and fatal battle. (Earlier in the year he

had appeared before Comium in Iberia, but was
deterred by the news of a great Roman force which
Constantine X. had collected. The defection of the

emperor's Patzinak allies or recruits altered the

whole complexion of affairs. Like the Slavonian

mercenaries of Justinian 11 . they abandoned their

forts with one consent, refused to go on a distant

expedition to the rocks of Iberia, and swam the

Bosphorus on their horses beneath the eyes of an

amazed and perhaps affrighted capital.) The
patrician Basil forces Togrul to retreat

;
and the

great army collected at Cappadocian Caesarea was
free to turn its attention to Aboulsewar. The
Roman arms and designs were crowned with com-
plete success. The emir's territory was ravaged,

the old treaty renewed, and a hostage was offered and
accepted, in the person of his nephew Artasyras.

But this concentration of troops on the Eastern

frontier had left the capital exposed. The days of

the great Justinian were recalled when, victor from
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Gades and the Straits of Hercules to Colchis and TAe

the Euphrates, he trembled in the palace before a
raid of disorderly barbarians. Neither then
now could the empire support more than one -S^rope;

fully-equipped host
;
Belisarius had to leave his task

in Persia to fly to Italy. In recent times a Russian weakened.

scare had brought up Curcuas with all his men from
their proper post; and we shall soon see how the

revolt of Tornicius disorganised the military defences strange trio

by a contemptible domestic sedition. The Roman ofsmemh

armies had followed strange leaders of every nation Pat^mks
under heaven; but never perhaps a combination so (1060).

curious. At the head was a retired priest, Nice-

phorus, who had abandoned his orders to follow

active military service
;
a Western bishop would have

united the two professions of arms and prayer.

Catacalon, not without a smile or a murmur,
assumed a subaltern post

;
and Hervey the Norman

{ippayyoTTovXog) occupied a powerful but indeter-

minate position as ally or condoftiere: here first we
meet with a notable name among the foreigners,

Russians, Germans, and English, who since the days

of Basil and Constantine had formed no mean re-

inforcement to the decaying (or suspected) native

armies. Successive defeats had broken the spirit

of the soldiers. Nicephorus was routed
;
Catacalon

was taken, still breathing, among the heaps of slain
;

like Liparit, he was tended by the foe, restored to

health, and finally released, to act once more as the

guardian of the empire, the veteran hero and spokes-

man of the military party, and the king-maker in

the revolution of 1057 . The Patzinaks were a third

time victorious over the cowed and demoralised

forces
(1050); but by one of the rapid turns from

peril to security, so familiar in Byzantine history,

they were repressed and rendered harmless by the

end of the next year.

1 5. Meantime, the court and advisers of the

benevolent emperor were agitated by perpetual sus-
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The courtiers picion of Armenian loyalty. Once more a charge was

Armmian P^'^f^rred (105 1 ) against the vassal-princes, who lived

Princes of SO strangely in the midst of the uniform ofEcialism of
Arhmwith Ro^xie, On the border-line between subject and ally.

The province of Baghin, in Fourth Armenia, had long

enjoyed peace under a college of amiable brethren

residing at Arkni, Abel Harpic (or Aboul-Kharp),

David, Leo, and Constantine, The emperor listened

to their accusers, and sent Peros with a force to

investigate. He summons all the lords to attend a

durbar and publicly renew their profession of loyalty.

Intending to abstain they were betrayed
;
and found it

prudent to present themselves and tender allegiance.

Of the guilty designs of the eldest brother Peros was
reluctantly convinced

;
with unusual and almost

unique severity in this age of tenderness to traitors

and renegades, he set a price upon his head
;
but

wept at the spectacle of accomplished justice. The
remaining three princes he brought home with him,

to be banished into an island in the ensuing year
to anmUhte (ioc-2), not because their innocence was again doubt-

^Huguenots: ful, but by the kindness of the emperor. Our
authorities at this juncture tell us that ^^a decision

was taken at court to annihilate the entire Armenian

race,'’ and we are left in darkness as to the motive

and scope of this curious proposal, which has found

in our own times a parallel in the policy of Abdul

Hamid IL The emperor (always the most clement

man within his own dominions) saved them from the

tempest
;
there was no Armenian Bartholomew, no

Sicilian Vespers
;

and the gracious and capable

sovereign, Theodora, sent them back to their own
land, conferring the responsible control of their pro-

vince to Melusianus,—3But it is abundantly clear that

Normans court-party and civil ministers entertained a pro-

^mto^ng to found distrust of the Armenian warrior-class. From
distrust, certain vague intimations we might almost surmise

that the great army of the East was no more. In

1052, we find Franks and Varangians dispersed in
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various posts of Iberia and Chaldia, under Michael
the Acolyth. He was successful in inducing Togrul
desist from his savage reprisals for the escape of his

^

rebel brother Cutulmish. But in 1053, the Sultan 0/
again returns to Lake Van, round which in earliest

and latest time alike clustered the homes of the true rTymmd
Armenian race. He captured Bergri and begins the {10Bs)hut

second siege of Manzikert, still ruled by Basil the

patrician (scion of a noble family of Talk by a

Georgian mother), a clear proof that the wisdom and
justice of the emperor had arrested the fatal policy of

eliminating the Armenian element from the service

of Rome. The Turks had the usual successes of a

ferocious and undisciplined horde. The districts of

Ararat, Vanand, Khorsene, Chaldia, and Taik were

ruthlessly ravaged. Thatoul, the general of Abbas,

king of Kars, was put to death in captivity for

having killed in battle a Seljuk prince. But the Sultan

retired baffled from the walls and bastions of the

citadel
;

an Armenian and a nameless but in-

genious Frank diverted the force of his batteries and

set fire to the engines which, stolen from the Romans,

they employed with clumsy art against their inven-

tors, After receiving in his camp from a catapult

the gory head of a general who had counselled per-

sistence in the siege, Togrul hesitated no longer.

He strikes his camp and plunders the vulnerable

portion of Arzke, a town in the Pesnounian district,

and on the borders of Van. The not inglorious

reign of Constantine X. was wearing to its close
;

two acts of imperial generosity must be recorded;

Basil, for his meritorious defence, was created Duke Gatmalon,

(or Prince ?) of Edessa, and Gatacalon, returning safe

and whole from the kindly Patzinaks, received the still

prouder title,Duke of Antioch,which had for a hundred

years shed added lustre on the highest official rank.

§6, During the short reign of Theodora {10 attack;

1056) decisive and significant movements ioo\i treason of the

place in the East, On the one hand, the Seljuks
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gathered coTirage, assaulted Am (1055) by the united

armies of Togrul and Aboulsewar, once more hostile

to the empire
;

ravaging the district of Basen/

massacring the whole populace of Ocom to the

number of 30,000, scared or stupefied by the fires

kindled by the savage foe. (Another band of muti-

neers, despising the commands of the Sultan but

recognising the same prey, killed a Roman com-
mandant Theodore, in the province of Taron.) On
the other hand, we have a signal instance of that

restless feudal spirit which excited the distrust of the

ministers in the capital against the Armenian race,

whether as vassal-princes or as troops enrolled in

the imperial service. Ivan (or Ivane), the son of

Liparit, the superstitious general who had failed

against the Turk in 1048, had been gratified by the

investiture of the provinces of Hacht^an and Archa-

mouni : he had found this substantial recom-
pense for the very doubtful services of his family

inadequate to his own deserts. He coveted the

addition of the province of Carin
;
and to secure his

purpose, allied with the Turks. Terrified at his

crime, he guides them into Chaldia, away from his

own territory
; and they are glutted with the rich

booty of a defenceless country. This was the signal

for a more determined and ferocious onslaught.

Anarchy broke loose in the Asiatic provinces. A
band seizes Erez, and massacres all its people.

Michael VI/s reign was marked by the revolt of

Hervey, an excellent instance of the dangers of mer-

cenary aid, and the aversion of strong and youthful

individuality to serve an impersonal cause. Neither

Norman nor Armenian (amid many signal points of

unlikeness) could appreciate a state, a common-
wealth, or public welfare. All life was for them
comprised in personal honour, in detached acts

of prowess, and in allegiance to a personal chief.

Hervey at least would have been contented if his

vanity had been flattered by the title magisUr militunij
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which he asked as the price of his services, HhtEmir of
boon was refused with some scorn

;
and Alaric had

sacked Rome to avenge a similar slight Hervey
was no historian, but the same Teutonic spirit,

covetous of honour and careless of gain, worked in

him as in his Gothic cousin six and a half centuries

before. He dissembles his resentment and asks a

furlough. He passes into Armenia, where he had
an estate or a citadel

;
and communicates his discon-

tent to the other Franks, who had been established

there in military colonies to counteract the Armenian
influence. The empire had reason to repent of its

decision; the Norman mercenaries were less trust-

worthy and more dangerous than the Armenian
natives. Like Russell some years later in the empire,

like the Seljuks themselves in their early days, he

became a brigand-chief, a robber-baron of the

Western type, a captain of raceless and creedless

condottieru In Vasparacan, he does not scruple to

court the alliance of Samukh, TogruFs general, and

with his aid to harass the lands of the empire. But

the infidel put small faith in these blonde barbarians
;

and Michael VI. owed to the prudence and friendli-

ness of the Emir of Akhlat the easy extinction of

the mutiny. Apolasar posed as the host and ally

of Hervey’s company, but it was against the wish of

their leader that the Franks entered the city. They

wei'e all assassinated; and Hervey himself thrown

into chains. The emir wrote to Michael VI. with

almost dutiful glee at the deserved fate of the rebel;

and the emperor, terrified at the renown of any

successful general in his employ, must have been

profoundly thankful that he was not required to pro-

vide the military class with a chance of distinction. But

the emperor could not avert his fate. He was destined

to fall before some member of the warrior-class, and it

was the veteran general, Catacalon Catacecaumenus,

who became the arbiter of the due moment of the

insurrection and the qualifications of the new emperor,

VOL, II. 2 F
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ARMENIA AND WESTERN ASIA FROM ISAAC I. TO

THE RETIREMENT OF NICEPHORUS III. (1057-1081)
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I
!• The forces of the East had recovered their

influence, their numbers, and their prestige
;

or at

least the great magnates knew where their disbanded

soldiers were chafing in enforced inaction. The
troops, gathered at Castamouni in 'Paphlagonia, joy-

fully proclaimed Isaac Comnenus, to whom the choice

of Catacalon had pointed, on June 8, 1057. From
this moment the conflict between the Pacifists and
the military caste is continual and embittered, and
ceases not until the accession of the second Com-
nenus, twenty-four years later, puts an end for ever to

the civil tradition of Rome. Like any feudal prince

of the West, summoned by his peers to a precarious

throne, Isaac is well aware of the doubtful benefit

of a military backing. The constitution had not yet

lost its archaic and yet venerable lineaments; the

wearer of the purple was not yet a pure military

dictator, nor a feudal prince among his clansmen or

his serfs. Michael VI. had dismissed with irony and
studied insult the generals who had assembled to pay

their Easter homage and receive the usual gifts and
honours. Isaac was not so imprudent

;
but he took

occasion to send his late allies far from the capital

to reside on their own estates. Catacalon became

Curopalatf but the office was perhaps, for the first time,

divided between a brother, John Comnenus, and a

subject. Henceforth, the emperor relies only on his

kinsmen
;
a Comnenus is the power behind the throne

even during the interval between the abdication of

Isaac and the emergence of Alexius
;
and the nomina-

tion of a new emperor is the triumph of a feudal clan.

I have dwelt thus on the political aspect of the

revolution of 1057, because it bears out the influence

ascribed to the new feudal forces at work throughout
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the empire, and especially in the East. Armenia had Armenian

no dotibt preserved her independence by means,
rather than in spite, of her feudal turbulence. But
she had done more

;
she had permeated the social-

istic system and government of Rome with the spirit

of a bellicose hierarchy : and the influence which
destroyed the reality of the empire, while it kept alive

its phantom for 500 years, came from the East and
not from the West.—For our present purpose, Desultory

must now resume our inquiry into the sequel of ih.Q .

Turkish inroads and the Roman civil war. Blour, rlrying^^^^

in Garin (which Ivan had coveted), submitted io

terrible cruelties
;
Khoirzene and Andzitene are ran- ^

sacked; and the attention of the warrior-class was
distracted from the needs of the State to their own
real or imagined grie’^ances (1057). In 1058, a

Turkish force came against Melitene and sacked and

burnt according to their ^custom; but with a curious

nemesis, the retreating raiders are snow-bound among
the gorges of the Taurus for five months, while the

scanty but resolute defenders hold the passes. The
death of their general a^d the news of a Roman
reinforcement threw the Xurks into confusion near

the village of Mormran
;

land, though during their

retreat through Taron they burn Elnoufs cathedral

and belfry (built by Gregory iidyLa-rpos)^ Thornic the

Mamigonian assembles the levies of Sassoun against

them, rescues their prisoners, and sends them back

in safety to Melitene. So far at least the Turkish

war is a mere record of havoc, slaughter, and burn-

ing
;

broken only by some instance of patriotic

daring. There is no steady policy, no advance to

any certain goal. The Seljuks harry and destroy but

they do not annex, and seem at the very moment of

signal triumph to repent suddeMy of their aggression.

I
2. The estrangement of Airmenia was assisted and

by theological hate. Constanl^ne XL Ducas had sensiomtf'

succeeded, and he summoned^ the Ani ip^irizrch Arme7mand

Khatchic (nephew of Peter) to ajjpear in the capital
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(1059) ;
he was retained in polite captivity for three

years, importuned to accept the creed and rites of the

Greek Chnrch, and (if an odd report be worthy of

credit) to supply the emperor with an annual tribute

or subsidy. Application is made also to Atom and

Abousahl, princes or kings of Sebaste (Sivas), and

to Gagic, the king of Kars. But the suggested sub-

mission was intensely distasteful to the Armenian

nation
;
nor did the behaviour of the Greeks serve

to mollify these prejudices. Insults were meted

out to the Armenians, on account of their religion
;

George coming from Ani to Antioch suffers the

crowning and unpardonable ; indignity of a pulled

beard. In revenge he asks ? aid of the Turks, and

plunders twelve adjacent villages belonging to the

empire
;
no doubt frightened, like the rest of his

countrymen, at the success bf his unnatural venge-

ance. Yet Constantine XL himself trusted Armenian

loyalty and valour
;
he appointed Khatchatour, a

native of Ani, whom Zonaras calls Xararavpiog^ Duke
of Antioch in 1060. But nothing could heal the

breach between the two nations
;
jealousy impeded

the successes of the camp as well as the harmony
of a common, worship. When (also in 1060) the

duke levied his men and
,
marched out to meet Slar-

Khorasan (a title, not a name, ^^General of Khorasan’'),

a Greek, envious of Armenian success, sounded a

trumpet in the dead of pight, and thus informed the

Turks, encamped near Nchenic, of the approach of

foes: the emperor punished the culprit with the

extreme penalty. If the duke by this expedition

saved Edessa, he did not escape calumny
;
whisperers

were always ready to insinuate suspicions of

Armenian intrigues. He is relieved of the high office

and replaced by Vasak, son of Gregory jtxayicrTpo^j

the pious poetaster : /the emperor afterwards (with

the keen desire to b|a just, which we have learnt to

expect in Byzantine sovereigns) compensated him
with the command the fort Andrioun, At a second
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siege of Edessa, bad feeling again broke out; 4.000 Armenian

Greeks leave the city and encamp beyond the river .

,, r 1 •• 1 , ,
wtthtnjidel

HI comparative safety and complete uselessness
;
only and Seijuk

a few Armenians, performing prodigies of valour,

kept the bridge, and a Frank died bravely in the

defence. Togrul follows this up by an order to Fall of the

three generals, including Samukh, to attack Sebaste.

Atom, helpless and dismayed, retired with his brother
to an impregnable fortress, Khavatanek, and wit-

nesses or hears of the burning of his capital, the

murder of his subjects. After eight days' wanton
havoc and destruction, the Turks leave behind them
a mere scene of ruin, and Atom, like all Armenian
princes in distress, seeks the asylum of the Roman
court. This blow carried the horrors into a part

of the empire which had long enjoyed peace. In

1061, another trio of captains, including the nameless

'^General of Khorasan," were ordered to Baghin,

where Arkni, the chief town, falls before their fury,

only intermitted for a brief space out of respect for

religion during a service in church. The Frankish

colt" and the Duke of Edessa were sent against

them too late to save the town.

§ 3 . Alp Arslan succeeded Togrul, or Tot^'yjooX/Tri^, Serious

in 1062, being the brother or the nephew
pharagius) of his predecessor. Next year he invades sultan

and reduces Albania, forces David Lackland to give (lOGS),

his daughter in marriage
;
and takes the province

of Gougarkh and Dchavakh (dependent on Iberia),

together with the town of Akhal-Kalaki, ^^the new

city." With Arslan, the Seljukian sovereign ceases

to be a captain of brigands and raiders, and assumes

the generous air and serious policy of a more civi-

lised ruler. In 1064 he attacks the favourite and

coveted citadel of Ani (with its lofty ramparts of

Sembat IL, and its circumfluent river, the Ak-

hourian). This town had ' been in Roman hznds Capture and

since 1045 ;
but was still entrusted to the care of

native Armenians as lieutenants and officers of the capital^ Anu
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Capture and empire. Bagrat was in chief command as duke
;

mck oj old and Gregory, a Georgian, held a subordinate post.

mpitalyAnu Here again the Sultan was disappointed, and pre-

paring to retire, was unhappily brought back by
the news that the inhabitants were leaving the city,

in the very moment when their safety was assured,

the host of fugitives amounting to 50,000, Arslan

returns and sacks (June 6, 1064), Part of the

citizens were sent home as slaves, part set to rebuild

the shattered walls and houses. With a strange

population transplanted into it, Ani soon recovered

from its ruins
;
for the Sultan had something more

Secret cession than a destructive aim. The king of Kars, sole
ofUst surviving independent State now left between the

state to Rome, old monarchies and the new barbarian inroad,

averted the impending storm by wearing mourning,

as if for Togrul
;
and the generous Arslan accepted

without suspicion this hypocritical compliment. But

the king followed the precedent so often set by

Armenian princes; he handed over his land to

Rome, by secret compact rather than open agree-

ment, and was promised in exchange a fertile district

and one hundred villages, near the Pontic towms

of Amasea, Comana, and Larissa. But the trusted

and venerable asylum of the oppressed would very

soon be unable to protect the refugee. The eastern

peril pressed gradually westwards. While jealousy

at home starved the Roman armies, the Turkish

troops under Samukh and the Slar-Khorasan had laid

waste Iberia, Mesopotamia, Chaldia, and Melitene
;

from the Euphrates northward to the Caucasus
Further spread a scene of uniform desolation. Greater

Armenia and Vasparacan are now to experience the

unhindered, horrors of this destructive war. Roman influence

ebbs in Ani
;
and the natural defenders had lost

their spirit in servitude (as they supposed) to a

foreign power. The emperor gave liberty to the

Patriarch Khatchic, at : the prayers of the refugee

princes of Sivas
;

btii he survived but a short time,
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and died at Cucusa in this year (1064). Would there Further

be a new patriarch, it anxiously asked ? At last,

through the good offices of the Empress 'E.M&0Q12. unhindered.

and Abbas, prince in (or of) Amasea, permission was
extorted from Constantine XL, or rather his Greek
orthodox advisers

;
a son of the jULayicrTpog Vahram

was chosen under the title of Gregory IL In 1066
a Turkish army ravages the district near the Bla;ck

Mountain, on the confines of Asia Minor and the

modern province of Caramania: while another

column penetrates to the province of Telkhoun, and
plunders the district of the confluence of Euphrates
and Melas.

§4- The short regency of Eudocia (1067) was Armenian

scandalised by another proof of the ill-feeling ;

A. » A, treason of the
tween the ^^two nations. At Mehtenfe a ^oman captain

force was stationed in the garrison, and another

detachment (perhaps the more important) on the

opposite bank; the latter refused to cress to the

aid of the town. The inhabitants, deserted by their

allies, bear the brunt and the town is taken. Arslan

advances without check to C^sarea, pillaging along

his route, and despoiling the shrine of St. Basil in his

metropolis. He returned by Cilicia and Aleppo,

guided by a Roman renegade. Amerticius, claiming

descent (like most ambitious men in the East) from

the old line of Persian kings, had served the empire

under Michael VL; accused to Constantine XL of

some crime, he had been punished with exile, but,

his innocence soon established, he had been taken

back into fullest confidence and sent against the

Turks. But the disastrous, policy of the civilian minis-

ters of war transformed a loyal servant into a foe : he

became desperate owing to the default of pay, sub-

sidies, and commissariat, and was glad to conduct

the Turks to the ready plunder of a country which

for the past hundred years had been singularly free

from ravage. The Roman cause was undermined, as

we see, by national and religious animosities ;
but its
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Evil effects o/ armies/ still capable and brave, were honeycombed
ewibm discontent. Nicephorns Botaneiates, the future

emperor (1078-1081), commanded a considerable

force in Northern Syria; but his men disband in

tumult like the soldiers under Tiberius and Maurice

;

and the new levies in Antioch, without cavalry, arms,

uniform, or rations, soon follow their example.

It was impossible for the blind to mistake the

signs of the times. Under a series of princes full

of good intentions and generous impulses, but im-

perfectly informed and unduly influenced, the civilian

and military duel was being fought to a finish. The
inner history of this movement belongs to that

parallel and complementary section, which narrates

the shifting of authority under the nominal auto-

No adequate cracy of the Caesars. But the Eastern annals of

^^cesm
betray unmistakably the

j^terT outward symptoms of the disorder. To the short-

frontier, sighted civilians this real Eastern danger lay in

independent commands, such as had been com
fidently bestowed on Curcuas, on Phocas, or on
Catacalon: the Turkish inroads, by the side of this

formidable domestic menace, sank into mere border-

forays, and the submission of the Armenian princes

(which should have aroused the deepest anxiety)

flattered the ignorant pride of the pacific and
luxurious courtiers. The choice of Eudocia may
well have been dictated by a nobler purpose than

mere sentimental attraction. Against the advice and
the perpetual intrigues of the palace and nobility,

Romanus Diogenes was elevated to the throne as

colleague of the young heirs and husband of the

empress. The last military regent of Rome now
appears on the scene, the son of a rebel and a

pretender, and the most tragic figure in later

Roman history, the Regulus of the empire.
Lukewarm

|
5. The campaigns of Romanus IV. belong to

Tlte^dto historical narrative
;
and it is idle to speculate

12. IF. on the possible results of the loyal and consistent
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support of his lieutenants and of the court. His Lukewarm
difficulties belong to the domain of political intrigue,

which is elsewhere explored
;
and all that here con-

cerns us is the inquiry into the general issue of the

war. Its failure was by no means a foregone con-
clusion. The war-party and the upholders of peace
at any price'" were no doubt evenly divided; and
had the Byzantine empire enjoyed the blessings of

universal suffrage and popular"" control, there is no
reason to believe that the consequences would have

been different. The civilians honestly took up much
the same attitude as the opponents of the Boer war
in England : and both (if mistaken) were sincerely

convinced of the evils of imperialism and a military

ascendancy. (In the actual conductjaf the campaign His earn-

we note the same strange anomaly as in Heraclius"

Persian war. When in the second year {i o 6 g) officers;

Romanus proposed to advance to Akhlat^ on

Van, the Turks were deciding to ignore his inroad
"

and attack Iconium.) In 1068 we see that Romanus
leaves an Iberian Pharasmanes in command of Hiera-

polis; and in 1070 the generals include Manuel

Comnenus (a on his father's death), Nice-

phorus, of the illustrious family of Melissenus, and

Michael the Taronite, of the old princely house so

long domiciled in Constantinople. He performed a

notable feat in bringing his captor to the Roman
court {captus ferum victorem cepii)j a hideous dwarf,

boasting the ancient Persian dynasty among his

ancestors, like all who claimed or attained high

position in this age. It is possible that the favour

shown to this renegade exasperated Arslan. In Catastrophe

1071 he collects all his forces, seizes Manzikeii,

and lays ineffectual siege to Edessa and Aleppo
;

^

at least the empire had not forgotten the arts of

defence with which her valour has been so often

reproached by the historians of the closet. Romanus

was at Sebaste (or Sivas), where once more the mis-

understandings of court and Armenians broke out.
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Catastrophe The priiiceS; Atom and Aboiisahl, of this feudal

appanage or vassal principality^ received him with

respect
;
but the familiar charge of disloyalty being

'

preferred, the emperor believes it and treats the town
as a foreign conquest, I'efusing the title king

which soothed the vanity of the exiles. Advancing

to Manzikert he recovered it and put all Turks to

the sword
;
and in his train we note the Armenian

captains, Nieephorus Basilacius and Kbapat. The
great battle of Manzikert follows, the capture and

release of the emperor, the vindictive measure of the

political '' party under the Cassar John, the removal

of Eudocia, the disastrous civil war, and the final

defeat of Romanus at Amasea. Once more, as under

the emperor Phocas, can an eastern monarch plead

a righteous vengeance for his wars. Henceforward

the Turkish Sultan might urge an honourable motive,

the requital of Romanus' death. There is no reason

to distrust the sincerity of his intent
;
and it is clear

that the sultan had been deeply impressed by the

fortitude of his gallant foe.

Scanty results
^

6. But even while we recognise this change

from a brutal raid to a solemn punishment of guilt,

it is impossible to submit these ancient campaigns

to any rules of modern warfare. It is difficult to

understand what took place in Arslan's councils or

camp during the earlier years of Michael VII. But

little capital was made out of the victory of Manzi-

kert, at least by the central authority
;

the sultan

seemed content to denounce the murderers. The
emigration of Armenian princes westward still con-

tinues, and we are left in astonishment at finding that

Cilicia is still considered a safe asylum. In 1072 we
find once more a close connection of the exiled nation-

ality with Cilicia. In this year Abel-Kharp, grand-

son of Khatchic (who called for our notice in 1048),

became a friend of the gentle and studious emperor

who so fitly represented the civil party. Michael

gave the prince command in Tarsus and Mamistria

;
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he raises the fortification, and prepares to dwell in Michael VU.
the strong fortress of Paperon, like any feudal noble
in the West The province becomes by degrees Yand and
Armenianised

; and there is a steady influx of the
race. His daughter is married to a younger son of

Gagic. Soon after, Ochin chased by the Turks,"
according to Samuel of Ani) obeys the invariable

rule
;
he cedes his lands to the empire (which was

perhaps almost helpless to defend them), and, joining

Abel in Cilicia, receives from him (with the imperial

sanction) the fort of Lambron (in the extreme west

of the ancient province), where he too exercises wisely

a petty feudal sovereignty.—Meantime Ani, now Am, mitmt

definitely in Turkish hands, is placed under Emir ^djuk

Phatloun, an aged warrioi' who soon resigned in restore

favour of a grandson. This government must have 'royalty.

been as mild and tolerant as the earlier rule of the

Arabs in the countries they so rapidly annexed.

Gagic, the ex-king of Ani, tried to rewin his crown
when in 1073 Malek Shah succeeded to Alp Arslan

:

but among the Armenian princes he finds no sort

of sympathy
;
and we may wonder whether this in-

difference was due to lack of patriotism, to a genuine

contentment with the control of Phatloun, or to

dislike for the character of their late sovereign (about

whom a curious story is told of cruelty to a bishop,

set to fight in a pit with his own dog).—The I’ecord TheMewal

of the next few years is unexpectedly scanty and Home
for domestic

interrupted. The Romans seem to have had ^n^seduion,

unfortunate respite for the growth of rebellion,

which diverted their thoughts from the defensive

measures so urgently needed. Michael VII. seems

to have reigned in 1074 over a territory which

nominally touched the Danube and the Euphrates,

and included an effective control over Asia Minor.

The merchant grandees of Amasea were emboldened

to refuse subsidies to Alexius Comnenus, the future

emperor
;
the rising of Gursel or Russel could be

repressed without causing undue alarm; and the
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The interval military party must have been slowly recovering

^ordonwMic
prestige for the dignified '‘^^pronmda-

mdition. mentos'' oi Bryennius and Botaneiates. In the last

year of Michael ¥11.(1077) we read with surprise

of an imperial army quartered at Nisibis/ Amida,

and Edessa, and find that it sustained a defeat at

the hands of the Turk, General Gomechtikin : our

Triumph of astonishment reaches a climax when we discover

Soliman, another Turk, acting in concert with

House of the imperialists against the rebel Botaneiates. But
I)ucm{l078), Qf Nicephorus was in the ascendant. He

mounted the throne with the approval of the more
energetic section

;
and the seventh Michael, like three

of his predecessors, the first, the fifth, and the sixth

of the name, retired from the palace, to become
the non-resident Archbishop of Ephesus.

Bevolt of
I

7. The last Armenian pretender within the

B^Uchdin period now claims our attention
;
also

Macedon. a Nicephorus, and surnamed Basilacius (or Vasilatzes).

The scene of the fruitless revolt was Macedonia
;
en-

gagements took place near the Strymon and the Axius

rivers, and the decisive blow that ended the sedition

came from the mace of Curticius (called a Macedonian,

but of obvious Armenian descent), who killed Manuel,

nephew and chief lieutenant of the pretender. Five

centuries and a quarter had elapsed since the first

conspiracy of Artabanus against Justinian.—Two or

three incidents in Armenian history seem to show
(i) how poorly the Seljukids had followed up the

victory of Manzikert and the political dissensions of

the Romans
; (2) how Turkish influence or example

^^AnVmh'
corrupted the manners of the Armenians. About

seizure by " 1077, a generation of Turkish atrocities might appear

Armenian to have prompted or excused the murder of Khat-
PUlaret.

chatour, once Duke of Antioch, now commander of

Andrioun.^ When he fell ill, a Greek monk stifled

^ Is this Andrioun the Adrinople of an earlier Armenian revolt ? Re-

bellions of Armenian pretenders are not uncommon in the Macedonian or

Thracian colonies (Nicephorus Basilacius, Tornicius, Basil the ^‘Mace-
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him with a mattress. The faithful troops zvenge Mevolutmis

their master by throwing the assassin from the top f
of a lofty tower. At the same time Antioch became
jealous of the renown of its Armenian Duke/Vasak

;

he is stabbed in the street under cover of offering

a petition
;
the soldiers appeal to Philaretus, a char-

acter and a type that deserves some notice. He
came from Varajnouni in Vasparacan, and, after the

death of Romanus IV. (1071), aimed at the creation

of a small independent state. With 20,000 men
devoted to his cause he ousts the Greek ' garrisons

in several towns, encamps before Marach, and begs

Thornic (Tornicius) the Mamigonian, a prince of

Taron and Sassoun, to join him in recovering Ar-

menian autonomy. Thornic, like all the Taronites

loyal to Rome, not only refuses but prepares to

thwart Philarefs ambitious schemes. But the latter,

indifferent as to the creed of his allies, invokes

Turkish help, overthrows his rival, and makes a

drinking goblet of his skull : it is long since we have

to chronicle such an act of barbarity in the mild

annals of Byzantium, and for the peculiar form of

this savage exultation we must go back to the

Lombards in the middle of the sixth, to the Bul-

garians in the beginning of the ninth century. The ^

rest of the body was sent to the prince or emir of

Nepherkert, a personal enemy of the dead man. In

such a society we cannot wonder that every attempt

to rebuild a national kingdom should fail. Philaret,

long independent with his Armenian troops, and

seemingly undisturbed by the Turks, secured his

reconciliation with the empire by meting out punish-

ment to the murderers of Vasak
;

the indulgent

emperor gave him a complete amnesty and the re- Events in

version of the Duchy of Antioch (r. 1078).—In 1080,

the third Armenian Bagratid dynasty came to an of Gilida,

donian,*’ Samuel, King of Bulgaria and Armenian Colonist (!) ) ; but it is

not possible to locate the rebellion of Sapor, 667, in Europe, and Andrioun

may well have been altered to the better-known name {cf, pp. 380, 452)*
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end, extingiiished in the person of Gagic* This ex-

king, imsiiccessful in his hopes of reoGvering his

sceptre, went down into Cilicia (almost repeopled

with Armenian settlers), and demanded the snrreiider

of his young son David at Fort Paperon, son-in-law,

and perhaps hostage or prisoner, of Abel-Kharp.

Having received his son he disbands his followers,

and, wandering with a small retinue, is murdered

by obscure treachery. Both David and Abel follow

him to the grave
;
and the Paperon principality falls

to Sahak or Isaac, son-in-law of Ochin, who by the

cession of Abel had (as we saw) received in fee

the castle of Lambron. Fortune was severe at the

time on the scions of Bagratid royalty. John, Gagic's

eldest son and David's brother, after marrying the

daughter of the Duke of Ani (?), fled to Iberia, thence

yielding to an irresistible attraction to the Roman
court with his son Ashot. From the Emir of Gandzac,

by a somewhat discreditable covenant, Ashot (leaving

his party) secured the government of Ani as a subject,

where his family had so long ruled in independence.

He was poisoned by the clan of Manoutch6 so

ran the tale of crime and violence in the East during

a short period of five years.

I 8. There now remained but three scions of the

house of Bagrat—Gagic, the son of Abbas, and the

two princes of Sebaste, who seem to have outlived

their contemporaries, the jealousy of their countrymen

and peers, and the suspicion of the Roman ministers.

From this year (1080) may be dated the disappear-

ance of the Armenian race in its native land. A
tiny principality, Parisos in Onti, struggled in vain

to preserve its freedom, and soon vanished. Religion

fell into decay
;
and the Armenian Church was nobly

distinguished by its apostolical poverty, its uncom-
promising but ignorant loyalty to its creed and
traditions. The remnants of the once powerful

race escaped into Cilicia, and founded there the last

and most romantic monarchy in Armenian history.
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Reuben, a companion of Gagic, betook himself on FowMion
this king's murder to a canton peopled by his race—Constantine, a son, was with him. He seized the
forts Cositar (or Conitar, in south of Am) and Bard-

*

zerberd
;
then penetrating the inaccessible Taurus,

and joined by Armenian refugees, he established

himself as king. Basil the Robber possessed a

separate realm at Kesoun, near Marach (or Ger-
manicea) : while the several authorities seem to have
acted in concert against the common foe and to

have maintained to the end an indefinite kind of

vassalage to the empire. But Reuben could hot

carry the patriarchate with him. Ani was still the ThePatri-

centre of Armenian native tradition : and Barsegh

(Barsel or Basil), already bishop, is elevated to the

supreme title (but, as we shall see, he will not rule

without a rival over an undivided Church till some
years later). The consecration of the patriarch took

place at Haghpat in 1082
,
and Stephen, Albanian

patriarch of Gandzac, performed the ceremony at

the request of Manoutchh, governor of Ani (after

young Ashofs untimely death), and Gorigos, king of

Albania, from his capital Lori.

I 9. We have just overstepped the boundaries of Western

the period marked out, but it is needful to advance

even further into the unknown domain lying beyond. Christians.

We shall trace the fortunes of the Armenians in the

next section during the reign of Alexius, 108 i-ii 18
;

for it is impossible to leave the actors in the drama

without inquiring into their later fate. Let us, at

the strict limit of our appointed task, resume the

state of the empire and its dependants up to the

success of the Comnenian clan. In the ten years

between Romanus and Nicephorus, Asia Minor was

overrun by roving and predatory bands of Turks.

Destiny, or the motion of the globe, forced a con-

stant stream of immigrants westwards, spoilers and

refugees alike; just as six hundred years before the

integrity of the Occidental empire had crumbled
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before the steady inrush of Northem barbarians.

Central Asia stood now to the Roman Empire as

Scandinavia, Denmark, and Germany to the realm

of Honoriiis or Valentinian IIL Armeoia had
pressed westwards and yielded only to the irresis-

tible momentum of the Turkish tribes. While Antioch

still remained an imperial fief or duchy, with its

broad territory carefully defined as in Boemnnd's
treaty of investiture, Smyrna, Ephesus, Laodicea—in

a word, the Seven Churches of the Revelation—and

the western coast-line fell into Turkish hands.

Certain strongholds, like Pergamus and Philadelphia,

may at times be found tenanted by a Roman garri-

son
;
but the population that filtered in to occupy

the wild sheep-runs and vast feudal solitudes was
Turk or Turkoman, rightly claiming or usurping

affinity with the great Mongolian family. Meantime,

as with the empire of Attila (r. 450) or with the

later Mongol horde (1200), nothing gave cohesion to

the new Seljuk power, and every emir fought for

himself. The central authority betrays all the well-

known traits of barbarity in the first onset, followed

by tolerance and clemency toward conquered peoples

and their rulers. Armenia proper was not discon-

tented with the government of Malek Shah
;
but the

irreconcilable patriots fled with Reuben or with
and Imperial Basil, and repeopled a territory where the inhabi-
tradition.

fants had been often shifted since the days .of St.

Paul. The emperor was not without power in these

distant and outlying parts
;
while (like Justinian or

Phocas) he watched with alarm the manoeuvres of

barbarian squadrons within sight of his own capital.

Armenia preserved a measure of independence

under a suzerain who had not yet learned how to

administer. The new kingdom enjoyed a prosperous

development
;
and the captains and pretenders of the

empire, those who defended and those who sought to

destroy, will be found still to belong to the constant

rival of the Greek nationality and religion.
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X '

ARMENIANS UNDER THE EMPIRE AND IN CILICIA

DURING THE REIGN OF ALEXIUS 1. (1080-1120)

§ 1. It is impossible to take leave summarily of Anomalous

the race whose firm native characteristics impressed
the empire with their own ineffaceable stamp, more under

than half replaced the population, and enabled the

great feudal revival of the Comneni and Palseologi

to continue the Roman '' sway for nearly half a

millennium. And as the sequel shows the signifi-

cance of events, as later exponents of a philosophical

school the latent drift of the early masters, so we
can understand the period already surveyed by the

light thrown back upon it by the ensuing years.

—

The elevation of the Comnenian clan meant the

triumph of a vigorous policy and the feudal aristo-

cracy
;
the dream of the pacifists '' was over. The

army, and indeed the whole military system, had to

be reorganised: the sovereign has to learn once

more to fight in person, and display not merely the

strategy of a captain but the valour of a knight.

It is difficult to realise the Asiatic situation. Turks

appeared in sight of the city, and their earliest

capital was Nice, within the hundredth milestone
;

they manoeuvred on Damalis and ravaged Bithynia.

Yet Alexius defeats them, chases to Nicomedia,

graciously accords peace, exacts the promise not to

pass beyond the Dracon, and makes use of Turkish

reinforcements, which the Sultan is glad to provide.

In spite of this early success which gave hopes oi Fluetmting

the recovery of the great wrong, the Turks,

giving their name by 1085 to the whole country i/mor.

(TovpKLaj instead of 'Vcojui.avla), have made Asia Minor

a heap of ruins, and the inhabitants are carried off

wholesale as slaves or settlers beyond Oxus and

Jaxartes. In their hands lay the once fertile pro-

VOL. n. 2 g
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vinces of Pontus (with some reservation), Paphla-

gonia, Bithynia (south of Nice), Ionia, Phrygia,

Cappadocia, Lycaonia, Isauria, a portion of Cilicia,

and the Pamphylian coast to Satalia, The con-
quests of Soliman (Suleiman), first Sultan, or per-

haps viceroy of Rum,^ were confirmed by the sanction

and recognition of Malek Shah, head of the con-

quering clan, and by the treachery of Philaret, Duke

^ A few words on the Seljukian kingdoms may not here be out of

place : as in later Mongolian empires a certain family bore unquestioned

sway ; the law of succession was uncertain ; brotherly feuds frequent

;

local emirs apt to assert independence ; and the various centres of the

hereditary branches constantly at feud. The term Sultan” may be

said to apply to the princes of the blood, while Emir implies a mere
lieutenancy, often in practice independent. There was the Great Sultan

in Irak and Khorasan, like Kublai in Cambaluc in later times (the last

representative being Sinjar, tii57) j but Aleppo and Damascus (as well

as Nice and Iconium) were sdats of petty sovereignties in the family

of Seljuk. The Sultan of Aleppo was a son of Toutoush, and the other

city was occupied by his cadet. This constant subdivision and the

resulting jealousy rendered joint action impossible, and gave the empire

respite from the fate which only came with the Ottoman Turks.—As
for the dominion of Rdm, it achieved its zenith in its early years under

Soliman, after the conquest of Antioch had relieved it of a constant

source of anxiety in the rear. When in 1097 Nice surrendered, and the

capital was transferred to Iconium, the Romans recovered a large district

inland and many wailed towns; Turkish emirs, in vague allegiance to

the Seljuk prince, were expelled from Smyrna, Ephesus, Sardis, Phila-

delphia, Laodicea, Lampes, Polybotus : so overpowering had been the

early inroad, so disastrous the effects of Melissenus’ insurrection. When
Arslan (1092-1106) fell back on the north-east of Asia Minor, he

counted on the faithful help of the emirs in that region. But the

Danisbmand (from Tailu the “Schoolmaster”) effectually hindered his

plans. These had probably entered the district of Sivas soon after the

death or defeat of Romanus IV. : on Soliman’s death (imitating Aboul

Cassim) they had seized Sivas, Tokat, Nicsar, Ablastan, Castamouni, and

Malatiyah (the ancient seat of the bitterest foe of the Romans). This

rebel viceroyalty formed an efiPective counterpoise to the adjoining legiti-

mate dynasty of Rum, and was of valuable help to the Roman revival

:

not until the extinction of the Danisbmand (1175), after a centur}’- of

power, did Iconium become the residence of a free and dangerous

monarch. Saisan” is unknown to Orientalists ; he is Khahan Shah set

free by the Grand Sultan Mohammed, murdered towards the close of

Alexius* reign after his treaty with the empire, and succeeded by

Masoud, who enjoyed or regretted his long reign of nearly forty years

(1155). The Danishmand were reduced by ^is son, Kilig Arslan II.,

in 1175- '

'
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of Antioch; the Armenian of many parts. We have severed from
spoken of the anomaly, by which Antioch and its

environs remained loyal and imperial, while Ephesus imUory,
and Nice belonged to the enemy. This possession

kept the nearer Turks in check by a perpetual-

menace in their rear. Whatever I'aids changed the

aspect of the continent to ruin, while the Romans
held part of Armenia, Trebizond, Cilicia, and Coele-

Syria, the Seljukian kingdom formed 2>n enclave shut

off from the central frame of their empire. In 1083
Basil (Barshegh), an Armenian, governor of Edessa,

was replaced by an illustrious compatriot, Sembat,

who at once excited the rage and hatred of the

citizens. Philaret fished in troubled waters : he strange

advances to Edessa, seizes Sembat and certain other
PhjllCLVPt

native princes, carries them to Marach (Germanicea),
<?/

and blinds them there; while he makes his Antioch.

son, Barsames, governor. He soon allies with

Soliman against his father, and takes Antioch (1084).

Philaret escapes to Honi in Dchahan, but expelled by
Emir Poltadji, returns to Marach : and to console

himself in a mean retreat he consecrates a fourth

Armenian patriarch for this new ducal residence.

(Some accounts give as the reason for the unfilial

treachery, the horror which Barsam felt at his

father's apostasy to Islam
;
but his own alliance with

Soliman is beyond doubt, and it was a lieutenant of

the Sultan, Aboul-Cassim, who occupied Antioch.)

Sinope was also seized about this time : and the

further advance of Soliman was abruptly stopped

by the jealousy of his kinsmen.

§
2. Fraternal feuds and the independence of the Adroit

emirate, out of sight of central control, made the

consolidation of the Seljuk empire impossible. The jealousy and

Emir of Aleppo and Mosul claimed from a prince of

the blood the same tribute that guilty Philaret had

paid
;

and, met with arms instead of compliance,

had invoked the aid of Toutoush, the Great Sultan’s

brother. He, long envious of his cousin Soliman's
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fame and wide dominions, drove him to smeide,

and became the foremost figure among the Seljuks

next to the throne. Asia Minor breaks up like

Germany at the Great Interregnum into numbeiiess

petty emirates
;
and at Nice Aboul-Cassim disposes

at will of the late Sultan's power, creates his brother

Pulchas emir in Cappadocia, and assumes the airs

of an independent Sultan. This was now the oppor-

tunity of Alexius. Malek Shah, in his turn, was

suspicious of his brother's rising renown, and allies

with the empire. Alexius, adroitly tampering with

the envoy sent to arrange terms, secures the re-

storation of Sinope, and creates the now Christian

emissary, Duke of Anchialus, to shield him from his

master's resentment on the unknown continent of

Europe. He converted Aboul-Cassim, taught pru-

dence by two defeats, into a friend and ally, indulged

him (on a visit to the capital, still splendid and

inviolate) with all kinds of pleasures and sights,

and invented for his vanity the unmeaning title

cre^aerroraTog ! Meantime (while Alexius restored,

owing to this alliance, the Roman power in Bithy-

nia), Malek Shah attempted to convince Aboul that

he was but a subject, a lieutenant, and a rebel.

Attempting to appease him, he is strangled by his

orders in far Khorasan.—Such, then, was the state

of affairs in the early reign of Alexius
;

he had

recovered large districts by personal prowess or

diplomacy, and the intestine discords of a quarrel-

some and suspicious family allowed him to complete

his success. Meantime, Armenians are still pro-

minent as ever in the imperial armies. His most

trusted generals W^re natives
;
Nicolas Branas "

or Varaz, and Pacurjan, who is Bacouran in his own
tongue. We are nothin the least surprised to find

Taticius (PTadjat), (tht^ Saracen son of a brigand-

captain, reduced to slavery by 'Alexius' father), in

command of a Persian colony in Macedonia : these

bore the name BapSapiSrrki^ ot YardsinoiSf from the
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river Bardar, not far from Achrida. These claimed Armenians

descent from the Persian contingents of Babec and
Theophobus, prudently distributed among all the serdc^^
Roman themes {c. 840) ;

gave an Armenian name to

the classical stream
;
and sustained in this foreign

land the tradition of the corps. Similar Eastern
reinforeements came from the isolated Paulician

centre of Philippopolis, where heretics of Armenian
descent kept up their faith and customs. Nor was
the voluntary aid of the semi-independent Cilician

princes behindhand
;
the prince of Lambron, Ochin,

joins Alexius' armies, is nearly killed at the engage-

ment of Dyrrhachium, owes his recovery to the

devoted care of the emperor (admirable friend and
placable foe), and procures the appointment of Prince

(or Duke) of Tarsus, with the title of Augustus

(Se/SaoTTo?). Ochin, father of Haiton (Haythonus),

is the ancestor of St. Narses of Lambron.

§ 3. Meantime, how fared the Armenian popula- MiM mhof
tion, as yet true to their native soil ? The rule of

Malek Shah over the vassal-princes was mild and proper.

indulgent to the Christians throughout the East, with

that true indifference to religious forms which marks

the Turk and the Mongol. A great part of Armenia

was still in Roman hands
;
and perhaps Ani did not

finally leave the empire until 1086. The government

was left to the Manoutch6; and the Sultan advancing

without opposition to the shores of the Black Sea,

drove his horse into the waves
;
thereby solemnly

claiming possession, like the Spanish loyalists in the

early times of American discovery. To the manes of

his father he uttered a proud and pious boast:

“Your little son, once an infant, now i*eigns to the

uttermost ends of the earth," His general, Pouzan,

laid siege to Edessa (1087) * and Barsames (son of

Philaret), unpopular with the citizens, threw himself

from a tower over the wall, and sustaining terrible

injuries, was tended till death ensued in the enemy

camp. The Edessenes capitulated; and the town
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continued under Tui'kish influence, and under

a Roman governor, until the coming of Baldwin and

the creation of the first independent Latin principality.

In 1088 Gandzac was taken by assault, and Pliatloun

(grandson of the first emir) -was taken prisoner and

replaced by another governor. While the realm was
extending, internal administration was not without

merit. The patriarch Barsegh (or Basil) applied to

the Sultan for the diminution of imposts and tributes

(1090) and also of the number of patriarchs, no less

vexatious.

The scattered faithful of the Armenian Church
I'ecognised four metropolitan sees, and it seemed

probable that with each new principality of refugees

the archiepiscopal control would be further divided.

Basil secures the resignation or submission of the

patriarch of Honi (after a fourteen years' rule) and

of the patriarch of Edessa, About this time, such

was the favour extended by the Sultan, Liparit (no

doubt kinsman of the earlier broken reed) embraced

Islam
;
and Gorigos (already named as Albanian king

in Chaki), visits the Persian court and returns loaded

with gifts. Sometime before his death (the com-
putation of time being obscure in Samuel of Ani and

others), Malek Shah, significantly accompanied by this

Albanian king and a certain George 1

1

, of some
petty Caucasian monarchy, advances from Khorasan

to capture Antioch
;

Philaret, who seems to have

maintained friendly terms with the various masters of

the city, was indemnified by the charge of Marach,

the price of his conversion to the Mahometan faith.

Malek, from Antioch as his headquarters, pushed
Eis wise forward to the Mediterranean, and there in the same

fashion took possession of the Southern

{1092
-1097). Sea. The death of this wise and tolerant potentate

(1092, but according to Samuel of Ani, 1095) was the

signal for civil war, and the disruption of the

empire which he had done so much to consolidate.

Toutoush was suspected of poisoning his brother,
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and his claim (natural enough in Turkish tradition) His wise

was not recognised. Pouzan, the great general, like

Bahrain the Persian, rebels, but is defeated and (io9^^i097).

killed; the sceptre was not to pass out of the line

of Seljuk, The four years of civil war dissolved the

strength of the military caste; many rebel captains

tender homage, and Baiddarok, son of Malek, is able

to establish himself in Armenia and Persia, and
finally to remove his uncle Toutoush in 1097.

§4. But to return: the death of Malek had im-

mediate effect on the Sultanate of Nice (1092) and
the fortunes of the empire. Two sons of Soiiman

escape from their honourable captivity as hostages for

their father’s allegiance
;
and David Kilig Arslan L,

the elder, is welcomed by the Nicenes with genuine

heartiness. He secures the permanence and con-

tentment of the Turkish garrison by sending for

their wives and children, and replaces the suspected

Pulchas (brother of the late rebel governor) by

Mohammed, with the title first of Emirs/' Alexius

had not been able of late to pursue his persistent

policy of recuperation. The Comans and Patzinaks

spread more terror in the capital than the nearer yet

less deadly Turks. In 1091, Alexius was exposed to Armenian

yet another Armenian plot : Ariebus (Ariev, Arnu =
‘^Ahxius^%B

sun) conspires with a Frank to kill the hard-working Ducky of

prince
;
the plot was discovered and the conspirators TreUzond,

treated with that excessive leniency which is a stand-

ing marvel in all Byzantine rulers, and Alexius in

particular. Trebizond now begins to enter into

serious history and give an augury of its future fame.

Malek might ride proudly into the Euxine, but the

empire still possessed the seaports and convoys of

the northern coast of Asia Minor. It had shown a

stout resistance to the Turks, and it may be surmised

that Pontus was still independent. A native, Theodore

Gabras, recovered it from their hands and received

his own conquest in fief from the emperor with

the ducal title
;
while Gregory, his son, was invited to
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Armenian the capital for an alliance with the imperial house

formally betrothed to Mary, then aged six years.

Duchy of (The impetuous and ungrateful youth was involved in
Trebimnd. ^ p|Q|- against his benefactor and sovei'eign

;
but was

merely confined among the Paulician colony at

Philippopolis.) We may inquire, without requiring

or expecting a reply, whether at some time Trebizond

did not fall under the sway of David III. the Repairer,

king of Georgia from 1090-1130? His sway ex-

tended over all Lazica
;
but if he controlled Trebi-

zond it was for a brief space. Theodore Gabras

chased him as he had chased the Turks.

General state The Armenian emirs, relieved of the control of

^arriml^^the ^ benevolent Sultan, oppressed their subjects

Crusaders, after 1092. A fresh exodus transported many natives

into the artificial Armenia of king Reuben, and still

further denuded the original home of the race.

Monks above all fled from the wrath to come. Yet

Ani still remained a centre of patriotic sentiment

:

Gregory, father of the patriarch Basil, repelled an

assault on Ani, and followed up his victory by using

the troops of Emir Manoutche to obtain possession

of Gagsovan, himself falling in the successful assault.

Meantime, the Armenian servants of the empire

showed the old aptitude for conspiracy, to be met
by the consistent clemency of the Caesar; in 1093,
Michael the Taronite, brother-in-law of Alexius,

dignified by the title Ilai/we^cre/SacrTo?, joined the

futile conspiracy of Diogenes (son of the late em-
peror). A second Catacalon Catacecaumenus (from

Phrygia?), who had served gallantly at the Calabrya

engagement, was also found among the insurgents.

Exile and confiscation follow discovery
;

but John
Taronite, son of Michael, is continued in office and
favour.—On the eve of the first Crusade, there was
peace in the East

;
and the undisputed realm of

David Kilig Arslan L stretched from Orontes and
Euphrates to the Bosphorus, (We may note in

passing that about this time Alexius entertained a
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proposal to welcome the English refugees ivova. General state

Norman tyranny at the seaport of Cibotus, near

JNicomeaia, baxon guardsmen were not uncommon, Crmaders.

but an English settlement was never an accom-
plished fact on the shores of the cosmopolitan
empire,)

5. The Crusaders arrived and the Roman world Bemnquest of

was thrown open to the foreigners, like the Middle

Kingdom in our own day. They came not as recruits Armeaian

or settlers, but as visitors, doubtful allies, finally as

foes and conquerors. We will only follow events in

the familiar campaign so far as they concern our

purpose, the re-establishment of Roman authority in

the peninsula, and the condition of the Armenian
race. The fall of Nice in 1097 implied the removal

of the Seljuk capital or rather headquarters from
the immediate vicinity of Constantinople

;
and from

this fateful moment Roman influence steadily revived.

The next conquest of importance was Edessa, where
Baldwin fixed the earliest independent principality.

There was still a shadow left in that city of Roman
power; as in the cities of Northern Gaul in the

time of Clovis and Syagrius. Thoros (Theodore)

had received his commission from Romanus IV.

(r. 1070); and after the manifold vicissitudes of

Oriental fortresses, with their almost annual change

of masters, he had somehow managed during the

inroads of Philaret, Barsames, and Pouzan to retain

a delegated, or acquire an independent, authority.^

Edessa welcomed the Latin
;
perhaps the FT3,nkish Latins

settlers had made a better impression in the East

than their countrymen elsewhere. The aged Thoros Arynenians.

adopted Baldwin as his son and shares the govern-

^ He is Gibbon’s “ Gree^ or Armenian tyrant, who had been suffered

under the Turkish yoke to reign over the Christians of Edessa.” He
was of course an Armenian ; and the Turks, without regular method of

government, employed harmless officials or native princes, much as the

Western invaders availed themselves of the’ existing methods of Roman
bureaucracy and finance. In the constant Seljukian feuds there was every

opportunity for such a viceroy to assume an independent r61e.
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Latins meat
;
but he perishes in an obscure popular risings

and the whole-hearted allegiance of the citizens

Armenimis, is transferred to the Latin adventurer. Armenians

aided him
; a certain Bagrat was a warm supporter

a member of the dynasty)
;
and Con-

stantine L added his help, king in Cilician Armenia,

who had succeeded on Reuben's death after a reign

of fifteen years (1080-1095).^ It was this first m-
heritor of a romantic crown who moved the capital

to a fortress newly acquired, Vahca in Cilicia, aided

by the loyal support of Bazouni, Prince of Lambron,

and Ochin his brother, governor and Duke of

Tarsus (in virtue of a direct imperial commission).

Their services It would appear that the forms of feudalism and

, aristocratic independence were carefully preserved

in the new kingdom
;
that the lesser princes warmly

supported a tactful and courageous monarch
;
and

that over all, the empire threw a vague halo of

suzerain influence and honorific titles, as it had done

(for instance) on the Lazic and Iberian sovereign in

happier days. Nor were the Armenians unfrienc^y

either to Turks or to Crusaders : so efficient and
opportune were the subsidies of king Constantine to

the famished Latins that, on the capture of Antioch,

he was richly recompensed, and believed his royal

dignity further augmented, by the grateful titles,

marquis^ aspety and i/Traros*. The Western powers
did not forget this seasonable aid; Gregory XIIL
mentions his services to the cause of Christendom in

a Bull of 1584.—In this same year, 1097, we read

of the succession of a grandson of Gregory juLayiarrpo^

to the feudal fortress of Dzophk in the old Fourth

Armenia : he was an Arsacid on his mother’s side

(a sister of the patriarch Gregory)
;
and while his

brother attained patriarchal rank in Egypt, his son

Narses was celebrated for his elegant Armenian

^ It is fair to say that some authors cannot identify this Constantine

with the king, but suppose him to be a feudal prince of Gargar, a district

near Marach.
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writings,—-a taste which was a family gift from his

ancestor in the days of Basil IL

§
6 . Boemiind (the constant foe and at last the Rimkto

humble vassal of the adroit emperor) founded

principality of Antioch in 1098 ,
destined to survive Antioch and

for nearly two hundred years under nine princes. It £^dessa; the

was in vain that the Sultan sent a great force Qf

360,000 men under Korbouga.^ Anna Comnena's
apapldjULfjTot were swept away or annihilated

by the courage of famished despair. Armenia proper

was exposed to an invasion of Soliman, son of Ortukh,

who mai'ched into Vanand. But the Seljuks were

already enfeebled by contested claims and the revolt

of lieutenants
;
the curious and obscure power of the

Danishmand had been established in the neigh-

bourhood of Sivas.^ He was a lettered Armenian
apostate (such were the careless or democratic

methods of the Turks) who governed the territory

of Sebaste (lately occupied by Atom and his brother),

and had joined the district of Malatiyah (Melitene).

Lying between Rum and the suzerain-sultanate he

^ This dignitary is oddly named by Matthew of Edessa, CouropagJiat (the

Armenian transliteration of Curopalat) : his full name would seem to be

KawSm ad-DawIa (pillar of the State) Kurbugha
;
and if in the Chanson

d’Antioche he is termed Carba7'an d' Oliferne

^

I am inclined to believe

some legend compared him to Holofernes, and told (no doubt untruly) of

some feminine stratagem by which he was overcome.

^ This obscure dynasty, at first helpers of Kilig Arslan and then rivals

or foes of his house, are perhaps the only family who have gloried in the

scholastic title of “pedagogue.” The name means schoolmaster, and is

borne not only by the founder Tailu but by his successors, to the despair

of the numismatologist of princely series. His eldest son, Khazi, speedily

learnt the Turkish lesson, “the slaughter of the innocents ” (or did he set

the terrible precedent ?). He mounted the throne (1104) in the same year

that removed Soliman, son of Ortukh, Tbutoush, Seljukian prince of

Damascus, and the Great Sultan Barkiarok. But he at once murdered his

eleven brethren. On the death of Soliman, the family possessed the

centres of Sivas, Tokat, Nicsar, Ablastan, Malatiyah, and perhaps

Kastamouni; and may well have begun their ambitious career directly

after the death of Romanus IV. (loyi). Ahmed Khazi (tii35) was suc-

ceeded by the short reign of his son, Mohammed (tii43), and it was only

on the extinction of this house, after a century’s power (1175), that the

kingdom of Rtim again revived.
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reigned as an independent prince, coerced the

former power as it was closed in by the judicious

advances of Alexius, and perhaps atoned by this

unwilling service to the empire for the sin of apostasy.

But in no way did he deserve so well of the emperor

as in his imprisonment of the Prince of Antioch.

He captured him on a field, where two militant

Armenian prelates are said to have met their fate,

held him to ransom, and accepted the price of

10,000 gold pieces from another Armenian, the

general Basil (Barshegh) the Robber, Prince of

Kesoun. Tancred, regent for the absent prince,

repudiated the debt, and increased the bounds of the

principality
;
yet while he thus despoiled the robber

by a mean evasion, he contrived to secure the

alliance of the Armenian princes. But meantime
the empire was just preparing to make good its

suzerain-rights over the vassal-kingdom. The im-

perialist generals Butumites (1103) and Monastras

(i 104) established once more Roman prestige; the

one by seizing Marach and leaving troops there,

the latter, by the occupation of Tarsus, Adana, and
Mopsuestia (Mamistria)

;
and, as some would convey,

of the entire province. Seven years before, William

of Tyre may well be pardoned for supposing Tarsus

to be in Turkish hands, though it was still under an

imperial lieutenant, Ochin : for the allegiance to the

far-off emperor was a mere shadow of servitude.

But the early years of this twelfth century witnessed

a great and welcome reaction in the tide of Roman
fortunes; and, if to use Gibbon's suppressed simile,

the jackal (Alexius) followed the lions, it is certain that

he knew how to turn to advantage both his own
victories and their mistakes. In 1105, there are to

our surprise two efficient imperial armies in the

East, in Syria under Cantacuzen, and in Cilicia under
Monastras

;
and when the latter is relieved, his

successor is known by an Armenian title not a

name,— constable,which to the Greek
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ears may have suggested some Homeric adjective, Curious

the immense or ^^unspeakable/' Constantine

had died in 1099 ; and Thoros or Theodore had
succeeded to rule in the ^Mand of Thoros." Under
Roman influence and approval, he enlarged his

mountain-realm, added Anazarbus to the important

fortress of Kendroscavi, and (with the Moslem loyally

obedient) ruled over a mixed population and a tract

of two days' by sixteen days' journey. It is hard

to say whether the imperial army superseded, or

supported, or competed with the royal authority.

Certain it is that the Aspetes gained a peculiar

notoriety for somnolence and excess
;

and in a

drunken slumber was transported unconscious to

Antioch by Tancred, who secured Mamistria and

predominant influence in Cilicia. (It is only fair to

add that the incident is unknown to Armenian
writers, and may be as apocryphal as Anna Comnena's

legend of Boemund and the cock in the coffin.)

§
7. But the province was unsettled and tempting

enough to attract the Great Sultan himself. In

1107 or 1108
,

Taphar (Barkiarok's successor) OTm.
ravaged the land of king Thoros. Basil sets on him
and defeats, returning in patriotic joy to his fortress-

capital Kesoun. But Taphar comes back ashamed
and angry with a larger force, and lays siege to

Harthan. Once more Basil achieves a notable

victory, and receives a petition for reinforcements

from Baldwin of Edessa, to which he assents. But

to his surprise he learns that his men are to be used

against Tancred ; he sharply refused to go against

one who had always been friendly to the

Armenians." Now it may be possible, with thisJ^m%o/

indirect intimation, to give some account of the

perplexing changes in Cilician Armenia " which we Antioch,

have just recorded. If Tancred was their firm and

trusty friend, his advent and capture of the Aspet

(Alexius' general) was either purely apocryphal or

carried out in alliance with the native princes. Here
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we may well suspect another instance of the alienation

of the feudal mind (very local, personal, and impulsive)

at the uniform demands of imperialism. Though
himself an Armenian, the Aspet may have come
as a helper of the nationalists, and ended, as other

Byzantine captains, as a foe more hated than the

infidel. But in the welter of feudalism it is not easy

to extricate the thread of private motive, much less

that of political principle
;
and a great change comes

over the East in iio8, when the thirty years' war"
is over with Boemund, and the fiercest assailant of

the empire becomes the dutiful liegeman (Xc^iog) of

Alexius. The terms of this curious infeudation are little

short of amazing: the emperor grants what he certainly

could not give, and makes over a life-interest to his

vassal and feudal control over a district, including

the towns of Antioch, Borzes, Shizar (Larissa on the

Orontes), Artakh, Tolukh, Saint Elias, Marach, and

the districts of Pagres, Palaza, and Zyme
;
always

excepting that which belongs to the Armenian sub-

jects of the empire. From the ancient duchy of

Antioch was detached all Cilicia east of the Cydnus,

and a portion of Syria round Laodicea, Gabala,

Marathus, Antaradus, and Batanea. Boemund
secured an annual pension or subsidy of 200 pounds
of gold and the dignified, if unmeaning, title of

H/e^acTTog: he died in iiii.

At this point in our story it may be well to

notice briefly the changes in Roman provincial

government, of which the ducal system is the final

phase. At first, governors united civil and military

duties
;
were judge of assize and lord-lieutenant and

sheriff all in one. About A,D. 300, the well-known

separation of department took place
;
and specialism

reigned supreme down to the days of Heraclius.

The Thematic scheme recognised the extinction of the

civil magistrate and the ascendancy of the captain

of the district corps. Localities were renamed after

the regimental titles
;

and the problem of civil
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ruler and municipa methods becomes for us in- {Changes

soluble. The vague designziiom, Anatolies
^
Armeniacs,

Buccellariansy CibyrrhcBots, and the like, disappear in tion:the

their turn
;
the commanders are Domestics, and the I>uGhy,\

old classical nomenclature is revived for the countries

of Asia Minor* A last step is the transference of

control to dukes ruling the garrison in important

centres as Antioch, and acting as arbiter in the rare

disputes which could not be settled by local custom
and precedent. It may be doubted whether these local

and urban duchies were a reminiscence of the early

Latin title (so common in Ammianus) or came back

into use by way of Spoleto and Benevent and the

lessons taught by Southern Italy.

1 8. In 1107, we must notice a plot against

Alexius, Armenian according to some ^.uthors,

Pontic in the account of others. Was Gregory, now
Duke of Trebizond, the Taronite who displaced the

suspected Gabras clan? Or was he the Gregory

Gabras himself, affianced to the emperor’s daughter

Mary, who had already conspired, and been already

forgiven ? I am inclined to respect both the judg-

ment of Fallmerayer and the well-known indulgence

of the emperor. Seizing Trebizond as an indepen-

dent domain or fortress, like the emirs around him,

Danishmand or other, he was confronted by a

Taronite (his own cousin, if we believe the former

story). Brought captive to Byzantium, he almost

eluded the imperial clemency by the violence of his

language
;

but mollified by captivity and time he

mends his ways, is restored to favour, and once

more regains his duchy by the favour of the generous

emperor. Captui'ed (if it be still the same governor

and not a son) in 1142 by the Danishmand Emir
of Melitene and the Emir of Kamakh, he was able

to offer the enormous ransom of 30,000 pieces of

gold, a certain sign of the original wealth and power

of rapid recovery which the great coast-towns of

Lesser Asia always possessed.
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In 1109 the restless spirit of Norse individualism

or crusading zeal led Baldwin and Joscelin into an

attack upon Harran. Apolasar, Prince of TaroUj

joined them (as he had joined Cilician Basil some time

before against the Seljuks) : he met his death in the

expedition. The Emir of Mosul made reprisals and

laid siege to Edessa, retiring before the united forces of

the Christian princes, but returning after their de-

parture to inflict serious damage on the city. Next

year, the Turks invade the realm of Thoros"'
;
but

the king with his brother Leo (Ghevond) can repulse

their attacks. In default they turn (mo) against the

little feudal fortress of Dzophk in the Mesopotamian
district, where the new prince Apirat, of the brave

stock of Gvegory p,ayt<Trpo9 f
is completely successful

;

but in the moment of victory is killed by a chance

arrow from an ambuscade. Next year, Tancred and
Basil vanish from the turbulent scene.—Meantime, in

Lesser Asia the Seljukian kingdom of Rum had been

enjoying a certain respite from its anxieties
;
Kilig

Arslan I.'s son was careful to maintain good terms

with the reviving empire, and with a prince who
knew how to turn every success and every failure to

his own profit. But on his Eastern frontier (if we
may use the term of his vague and shifting sphere

of influence round Iconium) he knew no security.

The ^^Schoolmaster'' dynasty gave him no peace; and
in 1 1 12 he drowned himself in the river Chaldras near

Edessa to escape his foe, the Emir Dcholi
;
he had

reigned six years (1106-12). His son ^^Saisan"

pursued a more vigorous policy
;

he ravaged the

open country of the Romans from Philadelphia to

the Ionian coast. That city (destined in later times

to be the last solitary outpost of Roman power in

Asia) contained a strong garrison under Constantine

Gabras : and neighbouring Pergamus was held by the

veteran Monastras. Gabras, retrieving the treason

of his family, and justifying the wise confidence of

the emperor, defeate Saisan and forces him to
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sue for peace
; it was concluded on honourable

terms.

A great blow fell on the Western provinces in the Aka?ms

next year : the central Seljukian power in Khorasan
aimed a deadly stroke at the reviving prosperity of Khorasan.

Asia. All the country from Nice to Adramyttium
was ravaged

; and all the coast-towns along Troas

and Mysia were sacked, with Prusa, Apollonia, and
Cyzicus. Eustachius Camyzes, governor of Nice,

was defeated and captured
;
and it was the veteran

Alexius in person who turned the scale. Twice he

defeated the Turks, and returned home to receive

the sincere congratulations of the capital. This

victory ensured a welcome term of peace.

§ 9; About this time happened the great earth- Arnmnian

quake described by Matthew of Edessa, which in the

distressed country added the catastrophes of Nature Earthquake.

to the gratuitous havoc of man. Chiefly attacking

the neighbourhood of Samosata, Kesoun, and Marach,

it is said to have destroyed 40,000 Turks. The
conservative character of the princes of the East

is here well displayed, a contrast to the mere destruc-

tive raids which seem so often to exhaust the Turks'

conception of ^^administration.” The Armenian

kings Thoros and Leo hasten, like modern sovereigns,

to the scene, and bestir themselves to relieve the

distressed and raise their shattered homes
;

their

humane efforts are seconded by a Camsar prince

in Mesopotamia, Basil the Child.—We have read of Baldwin of

the aid and countenance given by these Armenian

princes to the Crusaders : the return was not seldom Armenian

a sorry one, and the extinction of these small and principalities.

ancient sovereignties was hastened by the crafty

greed of the Latin, no less than by the jealous cen-

tralism of Byzantium, or the wanton destructiveness

of the Seljuk. Baldwin, Prince or Count of Edessa,

having married his sister to Leo of Cilicia, lures

Basil into confinement and seizes his estates.

Alexius, unable to avenge this treacherous act,

VOL. II. 2 H
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BaMwin of welcomed the dispossessed prince with the invariable

redum the
coiirtesy. The only son of Thoros, Con-

irwOTWtt stantinei died at this Jnnctore. Suspicion pointed
principulities, finger at the intrigues of his uncle Leo

;
and

if we were inclined to impute motive or listen to

slander, we might suppose that Leo and Baldwin had
conspired to divide between them the remnants of

the Christian kingdoms in the Mesopotamian region.

In 1117, Baldwin continued his offensive policy.

Ignorant of the arts of peace or the duties of a ruler,

he confused thoughtless acquisitiveness with states-

manship.
;
and believed that he governed when he

merely laid waste and thwarted development : he

attacked the town and province of Pir lying south-

west of Sroudj, and was delayed a whole year before

the principal fortress. He deprived another Ar-

menian prince of his estates, a former ally of the

first Baldwin, and thus ungratefully repaid his im-

prudent services : he took from him the town and

residence of Araventan.

state ofAsia Meantime the gradual desolation of the fertile and

^eHlIss^^oUc
Lesser Asia was stealthily and steadily

of E4m, proceeding. Clouds of Turks, Turkmans, and Kurds

poured in, bands succeeding one after the other, pillag-

ing and wasting, and even demolishing the ancient

and deserted sites to pitch their nomad tents over

the ruins of Lydian, Hellenic, and Roman culture.
‘

*^Saisan'' again breaks faith with the empire
;
and

Alexius, now a martyr to the gout, rises from his

sick-bed to teach him a lesson. He projected the

capture of Iconium, for twenty years the head-

quarters of the Seljukian encampment, in answer to

the insulting farces of the palace, where his malady

was caricatured amid the laughter of the Sultan and

courtiers. Several brave but indecisive engagements

were fought near Nicomedia
;
and Bardas (grandson

of Burtzes, commander under Basil II.) was entrusted

with a troop to reconquer his heritage, which, now
occupied by Turks, had been then bestowed as a
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reward of merit. It is uncertain whether he attained State ofAsia

his end
; but it is clear that Alexius and Bai'das re-

pulsed the Turks, and welcomed to an asylum
Constantinople a multitude of expatriated Asiatics,

followed by wives and children, with that protective

instinct which, sometimes obscured, never failed en-

tirely in the rulers of Rome. Alexius established for

their benefit monasteries, almshouses, and hospitals
;

and in iii6 opened his doors wide to admit the

monks of Iberia, who came westward in crowds from
the turmoil of the new invaders to the settled and
orderly commonwealth,—which, having enervated

its citizens by relieving them of arms and military

duties, could do no less than protect them.—-Saisan, Homc^e to

a prince of inconsequent spirit and easily repenting

of his boldness, soon sued for peace after a personal

defeat. He showed his intense reverence for the

imperial dignity and its wearer by dutiful courtesy

on a Phrygian plain, where the two monarchs held

an interview. But once more fraternal discord inter-

vened, not to save Rome from a foe but to spoil a

welcome treaty
;
Masoud, no doubt representing the

unbending Turk party,'' murdered his brother on
his return. In iii8 died the Emperor Alexius L,

and it is not without import that, when John his son

marches to the palace to secure the succession, he

should meet Abasgian envoys on the way, bringing

the daughter of David III. the Restorer to marry a

member of the noble house of Bryennius. With this

last instance of the continuous relations of these

countries to the empire, we shall end this historical

sketch.
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{I mniure to annex another account of the motives and signi^

ficance of the Revolutions (695, S^c.) during the Anarchy. It

was written in a somewhat different connection and with another

purpose. It is hoped that the two versions may he mutually

complementary.')

THE ARISTOGEACY AND THE PROVINCIAL REGIMENTS

;

OR EMPEROR, SENATE, AND ARMY DURING THE
GREAT ANARCHY (690-720)

I 1. The monarchy under the Heracliads was un- Predomin-

popular with both ranks in the State-service; and
however beneficial the work of former rulers, nothing Regiments:

but good fortune and great personal tact could np- the empire

^

hold the central power. In the summary deposition

and mutilation of Justinian 11 , by an obscure cabal

it had suffered a grievous blow. In the next brief

period between Justinian's first dethronement and
the peaceful secession of Theodosius II L (685—

717), the two parties in the State contend for the

mastery. No question is raised of altering the

form of the constitution
;
but the sovereign is to be

rendered harmless, a negligible quantity. The pro-

vincial regiments, created in the newly recovered

districts of Lesser Asia, and to some extent in the

vague centres of imperial influence still left in

Hellas and Thrace, usurp a prominent share in the

election of rulers, which the Eastern realm but

rarely witnesses. Phocas, indeed, had been the dis-

astrous product of a military revolution
;
Heraclius,

like Galba, Vespasian or Severus, had arrived at the

head of a local contingent to save the capital from

itself. But in the curious and often decisive pro-

minence of the Obsicians and Anatolies, it is possible
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to detect a wider aB.d deeper issue than the: mere ,

brute force and narrow moti’5?e of local levies. The
Roman Empire, with its centre .of gravity, is being

shifted eastward
;

and although the ambiguous
city of Constantine hangs doubtfully between either

continent, there is no question in the next age of its

orientation. The desolation of Thrace, the wide,

autonomous, and pastoral communities of ^^Sclavinia,
''

the ebbing of the tide of Roman and Hellenic

influence in the European part of the empire, the

rare oases of urban culture and commerce cling-

ing to the outskirts of a barbaric continent, the shifting

of interest to the lands most imperilled by the Arab
advance,—^this is the picture which the obscure re-

cords of the Heracliads open to us. The empire

was in truth confined as an effective power to Asia

Minor
;
and with Asia Minor will rest the arbitrament

of its future destinies. The torch of the Roman
tradition had passed from Spaniai'd to African and

Syrian, and from these again to Illyrians and Pan-

nonians. We have shown how from Decius to the

second Justin (250-578) the Balkan peninsula sup-

plies Rome both with sovereigns and soldiers. A
new epoch opens in the last years of the sixth

century; and it is not without good reason that

(as Gibbon tells us), Tiberius by the Arabs and

Maurice by the Italians are distinguished as the

first of the Greek Caesars."' But strictly Hellenic

influence was never fated to predominate at By-
zantium that anomalous outpost of Roman law in

the Greek and Oriental world. Infrequent, precarious,

and unsuccessful is the intervention of an authority

purely Greek
;

it is largely feminine, and is therefore

strongest when indirectly exerted. Still the Roman
ideal called from the very ends of the earth repre-

sentatives of divers races to carry on the imperishable

tradition; but it did not appeal, or it appealed in

vain, to its ancient rivals, the Greeks. Whatever the

exact nationality of Heradius, he is plainly typical
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of Roman character
; and his eyes look westwards to Predomm-

Africa and Italy. But after the reign of Constantine
IV. there is no further hesitation as to the important

part to be played by Byzantium in the further East
;

empire

^

the reforms and Thematic reorganisation did little or

nothing for Europe, everything for Asia Minor. The
sceptre passes to Armenia and Syria

;
and the European

side plays (until the days of Basil IL) an insignifi-

cant role in the fortunes of that strange fiction, the
** commonwealth of the Romans.'"

I 2. The reconquest from Persia, the needs of de- Permanent

fence west of Mount Taurus against the caliphate,

had decided the form of the new administration.

Great districts were roughly mapped out for the

patrol of permanent legions, with no great solicitude

for precise frontiers or well-defined duties. I am
not convinced that civil magistrates, despatched

from the capital, vanished entirely from the scene
;

but their powers were now subordinate, and enter

nowhere into the light of political interest. The
cities had their respectable or episcopal rulers

;
the

country its semi-feudal chieftains, not seldom wisely

identified by the government with the regimental

leaders. The legislation of Leo III, shows the tend-

ency of an earlier age
;
neither the serf nor the

small yeoman proprietor survived. Castles rose in

Cappadocian fastnesses
;
already under Phocas and

Heraclius, a local nobleman was able in true

mediaeval fashion to baffle and mortify the sovereign

and entertain the forces of the State as if they formed

a private militia. The armies were necessary
;

first

Anatolies, Obsicians, Armeniacs, and then as needs

multiplied, Thracensians, Optimates, Buccellarians,

But it was essential that they should be governed

from the centre
;
and as the centre was never too

stable in the empire with all its majestic pretension,

they ended in controlling rather than being con-

trolled. We find under Constantine IV. the half-

religious, half-military rising in favour of a triad of
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JMmiutmm emperors
;
and though beaten then^ the. proi^mcial;

pf69S^ 69$. not forget.' Leontius' was named 'General

of Hellas when he opened the Byzantine Bastille and
overthrew the tyrant {685); but he had commanded
the Anatolies, had served with distinction in the far

East, and derived his ancestry from Isauria. He is

replaced by a Gotho-Greek from Pamphylia, whose
barbarous name Apsimar bears witness to his original

race. Not for the first or last time do we record

the rebellion of an army disgraced and defeated, the

insurrection and success of a general who had failed.

The expedition to relieve Carthage had proved

abortive, apparently owing to the dissensions of the

lieutenants, their reluctant support to John the Patri-

cian. Fearing his protest at the capital, they united

and elected an admiral,—sailing, as Romanus Leca-

penus and his companions two hundred years later, to

upset the reigning prince. This mutiny is maritime

and Asiatic
;

it is indifferent to race, but it is a re-

specter of names, and seeks (as it would appear) to

affiliate itself to the fallen house of the second Justinian.

The name Tiberius is revived, borne by two joint-

emperors in the century before
;
and the new ruler,

when he bestows on his brother sole command of

the Asiatic cavalry, and of the passes of Cappadocia,

gives him the not less venerable name of Heraclius/'

Both these revolutions, then, are Asiatic, and while a

general expels a tyrant, an admiral, quite in the

manner of Septimius Severus, reverts to the exiled

line in his choice of imperial titles. The restoration

of Justinian II, by the help of Terbelis, the Bulgarian

chief and Roman Caesar,"' need not detain us
;
the

Armenian Vardan (afterwards Philippicus) is saluted

emperor at Cherson by an alliance of mutinous troops

and terrified citizens,—for Justinian had sent orders to

raze it to the ground and exterminate the inhabitants.

Justinian § 3. We must notice the secondary place of the

during the rule of Leontius the Isaurian,

713.
^
Apsimar the Gotho-Greek and Asiatic, and Justinian's
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second brief reign of revenge. It exercises no 'vaA.Vi~ Justinian

ence on the changes in succession : and it seems to

have been coerced, like the rest of the representative ni^ ns,
classes in the city, into raising funds for the equip-

ment of the expedition against Cherson. (Theoph,

:

^lovcrrmavm • . . i^OTrXtcra^ cttoXop iroXi/p , , , mro
Smpop.'^g Tmp oi/covpTcop Tr/p ttoXip crvyKXfjriKWP re k.

epyaiTTj^piaKwp K, SijjULOTWp waPTog o(p<piKlov, We shall

find these guilds of artisans mentioned again as con-

sulted by the sovereign, Leo IV., when he names his

little son Constantine as his successor in A.D. 776.)
Nicephorus, using and perhaps perverting the same
anonymous authority on which Theophanes de-

pended: €ic T€ Twp orrpaTLWTLKoop KaraXdymp eri feat

ToS yewpyiKOv k, tSop Bapavcrucoop Te^pwp tUp re e/c

<TvyKX7]Tov ^ovX^g K. Tov 'TToXem S'^jui^ov, The Senate

suffered severely along with the leaders of the army
from the anger of the restored exile (Theoph.

:

dvapiQfifirop irX^6o9 oc re rov ttoXitikov k. tov crrpaTiooTitcov

KaraXoyov dirwXeerev. Zonaras slightly alters the sense,

in paraphrasing the common original which, as Bury
suggests, may well be the oi the demes

:

TToXv §e TfXijdog eic re rod drifioTtfcov k, rov crTparitjoTiKOV

SiecpOeipev, The two terms are not synonymous, and
I prefer to keep the word ttoXitikop for the higher

and official class.) When we pass to the next re-

volution which disposed of the incompetent and

luxurious Armenian, we have a curious instance Bhortsight of

both of the power and of the thoughtless shortsight

of the military faction. The Obsicians blind and

depose Philippicus, but have taken no measure to

secure a successor
;
and once more the august names

of the Senate and People'' are invoked to cover

the hasty selection of a chief secretary, Artemius, by

a determined minority, who still retained their pre-

sence of mind. It seems evident that Philippicus

favoured the civilian element at the expense of the

soldiers ;
he celebrated his birthday by a public

festival and races, and by a banquet with the nobles
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BhmtMghi of
military

ma^titaioTS*

{fi€Ta ttoXltwp ap')(at<>^€pmp apia'T^a'ai), It is also clear

that the warrior-faction took no steps to provide an
emperor

;
for the first act of the new sovereign is to

blind and exile the sacrilegions authors of the crime

which raised him to power. We cannot doubt that

once more the palace-faction profited by the military

oversight, and got ready a candidate to be crowned

on Whitsunday
;
Theoph. merely (rmpevOipros rod

XmS ek rhp fi€yaX)iP emX^criav ea-T€(j)dtj ^AprijuLio^ o wpmr.o

aornicpnTi^. Nicephorus somewhat more explicit, but

not more instructive: adpota-Oeh 6 tj?? iroXewg d^m
S^jULO^ wpog TO iepdv . . . ri/nevog avajopemvcnv ek ^ao-iXea

'A-pTifiioPf ^cXiirTrimu ypapijULaTia Tvy’^^dvovraf ov^

^IraXSsp <pwpi] tcaXovcriv dcr^Kp^Tig, It is reserved for

Zonaras to display a precision which is suspicious

;

first, the guests of the monarch, as at the King's

dinner to the Jockey Club, are select nobles, or as

some aver, the winners in the day's races, xiv. 25,

arvcrarlrovg Timg tcop Ttjg crvyKXriTOv ireirolriTOy m S' evioi

Xiyovcrtj Tovg ev t^ twp cwtcop a^a/XX^ yiKTjcrdvTag
;
next,

he is killed, not by a discontented military faction of

Obsicians then stationed in Thrace, but by Senators
;

irapd Tivcov twv r^g yepovorlag /caTacr^eOelg rvcjyXovTai

:

lastly, the Senate and people elect and salute Ar-

temius (0? re rrjg crvyid^fiTOv /SovX^g k, d SruxwSrig O'^og)^

changing his name (as was then the custom) to the

once unpopular designation of ^^Anastasius." It is

far more probable that the account of the earlier

historians is true
;

it was a military rising against

a partially successful resumption of civilian sway.

Vardan neglected the army and ruled, as Nicephorus

tells us, without dignity or solicitude {acrifivmg k.

pdBvfxwg), But the more crafty order made use of

the victory to score another civilian triumph in the

nomination of Artemius
;
and it is to his credit first,

that he punished the authors of the revolution, and
next, that he gave all attention to the needs of national

defence. (Nic. : St eiripLeXelag rd TroXe/juKa Trpdypiara

€t)(€ K,dp')(ovTag tfcavovgirpQS rag rovrwv SioiKweig Kadlorrf},)
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I 4 Once more is repeated the curious mutiny of Mutinous

troops^ conscious of meriting censure. Once more
the Obsicians encourage themselves by throwing Theodosius

off authority, by refusing to join in the expedition

against the Saracens* They kill the Minister ol the

Exchequer, Deacon John, at Rhodes, and sail off

tumultuously to the capital* We may note as a sequel

to the Heraclian practice and precedent, the union

of sacred and profane offices, or the quest of trust-

worthy agents in the ranks of the clergy
; crTparnyoyf

says Theoph*, tov SiaKovov ^loodvvfjy jUL6yaXtj9

micXf^mag to Tt]viKavTa XojoOerhy yevLKOv virdp-^^ovra.

We are no little surprised at this strange mingling

or confusing of the functions of all three orders in

the State,—a deacon is treasurer and Commander-
in-chief

;
nor is our wonder allayed when we find

the rebellious and unpatriotic regiment described as

headless (a/cecjbaXcoi/ oPTm), and selecting at haphazard

when they put into Adramyttium the respectable

tax-collector who bears in history the name of

Theodosius III. (Theoph., cKXriirropa toov ST}ju(.o(rmp

(f>6pcop (the others, TrpaKropa) . . . dvpayfiovd re /c*

iSiwTJ^y), (Here the verbal resemblance proves the

common source of both our clerical historians, Theo-

phanes and Nicephorus
;
we may in passing notice

that the latter, aiming at a greater elegance of style,

replaces the colloquial phrase, tov jSaTiXea dvecr/ca^av

(
= cursed, dug up bones; see the Calopodian colloquy

before the ^^Nika'^ riots), by the more decorous

eSvacjy^fjLovv.) For the second time, the capital was

exposed to Obsician ravage, sailors and soldiers

uniting in the pleasant duty of pillage, tov avv avrS,

says Zonaras, vavTiKov t€ k* crTpaTiooTiicov ehpvivrog

TToXXd Twv ev Tatg oldaig ^(pfjijuLdTWV ^pirdyw^^y- Perhaps

he is toning down the horrors of this military sack,

which displayed clearly the weakness of a purely

civil administration and a civil candidate; Theoph.

is more definite, oi Se Trapdvojuoi Xaoi tov ^Oyp-uclov djuia

Tcov VoTOoypalmv rj} wktI elg Toi/g olxovg twv ttoXitHov
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^la^papLOvre^ fieylcrTiiP eip^a<raPTO aXmmv^
,

(p€iarafjL€voi, Anastasitis IL assumes the monastic

garb at Nicsea, and is permitted to retire in safety to

Thessalonica. Such, then, was the issue of a sullen

and unpremeditated mutiny, without a leader and
without a policy. The story of the elevation of

Theodosius III. (tt^o? TTpayfiarm Siokricrw r. Ta^ra

paartkelag cr<f>oSpa airoTrecpvKm, Zonaras) recalls the

tumultuous and accidental success of Phocas; and

although nothing could be more opposed than the

characters of the two men, they have this much in

common. Both appeared as leaders of a military

faction at a moment when such a leader was
wanted

;
and both were entirely incapable of fulfil-

ling their promise and their task. The loyalty of

the Obsicians melted away. Theodosius was left

confronted with a Senate who despised him
;
and

as Maurice found an avenger in Heraclius, so more
speedily Conon the Syrian rose as general of the

Anatolies to punish not merely the dethroner of

Artemius, but the insolence of the West-Asiatic

faction.

§ 5. The capital is no less defenceless than Rome
found herself in the years following Nero's death.

Once more jealous regiments disputed between them-

selves the prize of victory and plundered the metro-

polis. Again, on the failure of a legitimate line, civil

rule disappeared in anarchy, and men welcomed the

first respectable plebeian from the East who came
to restore order; Leo IIL is a second Vespasian.

It must be noted that the anti-imperial campaign of

the nobles either failed entirely or took on quite

another character. For the Senate gained nothing

by the final dethronement of Justinian IL; it was at

the mercy of the provincial regiments, and might
deem itself fortunate if these marauders had a

recognised leader. Gradually, an athletic and war-

like nobility, chiefly Asiatic, was supplanting the

earlier Civilians, the ap)(atoy€vei9f
who had long
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monopolised the safe seats in the official bureaux/
It is perhaps possible to see in this period the revival ,

ot a nationalist spirit, at least 2x1 esprit de before new

corps among the legions quartered in certain dis-

tricts and recruited from the native population. I

think, too, it is possible to convey a wrong im-

pression to the reader by using a word of such

precise meaning to modern ears. The new
^^nationalism'' was Obsician, Anatolic, or Armenian,

not Roman," Cappadocian, or even Armenian,—large
as is the part played by this last people who almost

engross the history of this eighth century. The
feuds of the legions last far into Isaurian annals.

The rebellion of Artavasdus, the brother-in-law of

Constantine V., is not met*ely a personal quarrel, but

a trial of force between two well-matched armies.

Justinian II. had combated the rising national

tendencies by his despotic policy of resettlement;

and Conon, who becomes Leo IIL, may claim to

represent Thrace, whither his parents were trans-

planted to Mesembria, as well as the distant Isauria

or Syria, their original home. Still we may trace the

Balkan influence, but it is perhaps fanciful to insist on
it. We know they had not been in their new home
long enough to have learnt Greek orthodoxy, letters,

or culture. The << Isaurian " house represents the

old Roman spirit; it is ^‘Byzantine" in its true and

proper sense,— practical, austere, warlike, and

Protestant, and it beats not without success against

the cage of dialectic pietism and civilian intrigue

which imprisoned the imperial figure* It was the

lack of strict nationality and consistent political

aim or intelligence which made the strong hand

from time to time welcome and indeed inevitable.

So to-day Parliaments tend to break up into group-

systems from the simple division of ministry and

opposition
;
and it is in such conflict of petty interests

that the central power may possibly hope to recover

some of its lost rights and influence.
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I 6. The pretext for.'Conon^s insurrection was
indignant support of the dethroned Anastasius IL,

who had appointed him and the young Armenian
Artavasdus to command the Anatolic and Armeniac

detachments* The real motive was a profound

scorn and hatred of the cowardly Obsicians/'

a milder contempt for their nominee, and a

desire to fish in troubled waters. The condition

of affairs was indeed deplorable. Three times

since the first dethronement of Justinian had
the capital been exposed to the horrors of a

blockade, to the insults and pillage of victorious

besiegers.

Security reigned neither in the capital nor on the

frontier. The Arab armies were once more in the

heart of Asia Minor. The general of the Anatolies

had been in favour with Justinian
;
he owed his

present post to Anastasius; and he appeared as a

patriotic champion against the infidel, and as a

^'restorer of the old paths,'' A formal meeting of

patriarch, Senate, and chief magistrates is convened

to decide upon the crisis. Theodosius himself pro-

poses the choice of Leo, and the tardy sanction of

the ministerial cabinet ratifies the clamour of the

Asiatic armies. There was no longer any pretence

of recalling the monk Artemius from his exile in

Thessalonica : and all classes united to welcome the

foreign general who promised to set a firm hand on

the helm. It is a point of idle or fanciful significance

which the clerkly writers do not forget, that the

Saracen army round Amorium were the earliest to

salute Leo emperor and to invite the city to join

in the shout : jjp^avTOy says Theoph., €v<prj/iA€iv top

OTTparriybv Aeoj^ra ^acnXia irapaKaXodvre^ k, tovs ecrct)

TavTo TToielv, It may be a prejudice of orthodox

historians to attribute the rise of this half-Mahometan
Protestant to the suggestion of the infidel, but the

narrative bears clear marks of authenticity. Through
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this alliance Maslema attempted to reduce the Armeniacs

Roman Empire {eiptjvevcyai jnet’ avrov k. Si outov t>]v

'Fw/xaulav virord^ai). Leo gets possession of Theo- Xicto
dosius’ son and puts him in irons with all his suite injluenee

(‘XeipovTm fiera Traa-}]^ r?? ^acnXiK^^ vTrovpylaig k, tZv ^ ’
‘

€v TeXet avSpwu tov TroXarlov). With this precious

hostage he advances to Chrysopolis, and there takes

place the assembly noticed above (Theoph., yvov?

Se 6 0 . ra irpa'^ivra /c. ^ovXevcrafjL€v09 Vepjmavbv

TOV Trarpiapy^v k, t^v crvyKXTjrov . . . ey^eipL^ei avT(S

rnv ^acrtXetai/). Nicephorus represents the initiative

as coming from the Senate and such leaders of the

army as were in the capital : raSra (viz. the successes

of Maslema) juaOovreg ol re crTparmrifcoi k, toXctiko).

ap)(oinr€£ k. t^v tov 0 . aTroiplav k, m ovk iKavm eyei irpo^

TO. TTpb^ Tovg 7roX€jULLOu$ avTiKaOicTTacrOaLy eiplcTTavTai

avTCp '7rapaLvovvT€9 Tr]v ^aTiXelav irapavri^dacrQai k,

a/iXa^wg iSicoTevaat, And the choice of Leo is made
(he seems to suggest) by voting: Etra elg \j/?j<pov

^jjXvOoToyv TOV jSaariXevcrovTog ( == as to a successor)

llpeOrj Aewv 6 TraTpiKiog. The general impression of

the crisis of 716-717 is well represented by the same
author a little earlier : ’ETrez ovv irvKvca twv ^acriXmv

eiravaoTTwrug eyivovTO k, ^ Tvpavvig €KpaTu Tct tc tjJ?

jSacTiXelag /c. Trjg vroXewg KaT^jmeXeiTO k, bieTnirTe irpayfiaTa

€Ti jLA7]v K, ^ t5)V Xoyoov ^(pavL^cTO 'iraibevG’ig k. ra toktikcl

SieXv€To. Theophanes, too, in his second and better

narrative of the rise of Leo III. (where he actually

styles the hated Iconoclast 6 evore/^bg ^acriXevg)

:

Twv ^VcojUiatoov iroXiTetag crvyKeyviievrig ovcrv}g e/c re

Trjg ^ap^dpciov eTnSpoju^g k, e/c t&v tov Toucrr. junaLpovim

K, TWV TOV ^iXllTTrLKOV dvocTiovpyLcoVf odTog 6 Aioov

virepefjid'^eL t<5 ’Apre^w/w, €vavTiovju(,€Vog OeoSocriw. We
will leave the Senate humbled and sobered, con-

scious of the inefficacy of pure civilian rule; the

Armeniacs and Anatolies triumphant at their success

over the Obsician candidate; and the capital con-

fident in the new ruler. But abroad there is a
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Armmims
mnd Armtoim
upset

Obmeian
inflmme
(716,

717%

general sense of anarchy and growing barbarism;

polite letters and oflScial training have disappeared.

Even military discipline and the famous skill of

Roman tactics has gone ;
and the work of re-

organisation has to be taken in hand afresh by the

Isaurian house.
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Aaron, brother-in-law of Isaac Com-
nenns, 292

Aaron, Governor of Vasparacan,
442-3

Abasgi, Caucasian, 357
Abasgia ;

—

Fortress in, handed over to the
Empire, 264, 435

Imperial relations with, 407
Revolt of, 387
Status of, 436

Abastact, Theophylact (the Unbear-
able), 185 n., 201, 417

Abbas, King of Kars, 419, 426
Abbas, Prince of Amasea, 455
Abbassides, Caliph, 114
Abdalmelik, Caliph, 389
Abderrahnian, 374
Abel-Kharp, 435, 458-9, 462
Abou-Harp (? Abel-Kharp), Tchorto-

vanel son of, 426
Aboul Cassim, 466;z, 467, 468
Aboulsewar, Emir of Dovin, 437-9,

444, 448
Abousahl, Prince of Sebast^, 452,

458
Absimarus. See Apsimar
Abulpharagius, cited, 234, 378, 388,

39i» 398, 401, 421
Acacius, Governor of Armenia, 356
Achot, See Ashot
Adana (Cilicia), Hill of Blood”

near, 230
Adolius, son of Acacius, 358
Adranasar {Aternerseh) , Iberian

Prince, 412-13
Adranasar II., 414
Adrian, plot of, against Roraanus 1 .

,

210-11
Adrianople:

—

Bulgarian seizure and loss of {925),

213
Disafection of (eleventh century),

273 * 275-7
Adrinople :

—

Battle of (832), 402
Identification of, 380, 460W1.

Adscripticii (ivairbypacpot), 148, 150

Aetius, 398
Africa :

—

Armenian soldiery in, 360, 361
Justin’s reforms in, 73
Loss of, to the Empire, 335
War in (696), loi

VOL. II.

Agallianus, iii
Agatha, daughter ofConstantineVIL

,

223
Agathius, cited, 38, 351, 357
Agatho, Pope, 90
Agrarian tenure. See Land tenure
Agriculture, Imperial concern for {see

also Land tenure), 18
Akhal-Kalaki, 453
Akhlat, Emir of, 449
Alamundarus, 354-5
Alania, revolt of, 387
Alans in Imperial army, 364
Albania, Arab success in (seventh

century), 375
Alda, Queen of Abasgia, 264, 435
Aleppo, Bishop of, 241 n.

Aleppo, Emirs of, 244, 261, 467
Aleppo, Sultan of, 466 n,

Alexander, Emperor, 182, 195, 196
Alexander the Great, 349
Alexander the Logothete, 355
Alexius (Armenian), 185
Alexius Comnenus, Emperor, com-

missioned against Russell, 310-

II
;
John Ducas’ relations with,

317 ; marriage, 317 ;
troops under,

against Bryennius, 321 ; battle of

Calabrya (1077), 321-22 ;
defeats

Basilacius,323; created S^pacrros,

324 ; declines to serve against
Nicephorus V.

»
328 ; adopted by

: Empress Mary, 330; plotted
against by Borilas, 330 ; invested

by Isaac Comnenus, 331; suc-

cesses of, against the Turks,

465, 468 ; Ariebus’ plot against,

471 ; Diogenes’ plot against,

472 ;
proposal entertained by,

of establishing English colony
at Cibotus, 473 ;

grants Antioch
to Boemund, 478 ; Gregory’s
plot against (1107), 479; wel-

comes Baldwin’s victim, 481-2

;

successes against Turks from
Khorasan, 481 ;

engagements
with Turks (1120), 482-3; cle-

mency of, 471, 472, 479; death
of, 483 ;

otherwise mentioned,

314. 459
Alexius, Patriarch, 265, 268
Alexius Musel, 169, 170
AH Pasha of Jannina, 323
Alim, Governor of Percrin, 264

2 I
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Almamxm, Caliph ^ 172
Almansor, Caliph, 114
Amasea, 458, 459
Amazaspes, Governor of Armenia,

356
Amerticius, 455
Amida, 353, 354
Ammianus, cited, 189
Amorian dynasty
Armenian alliance of, 176
Fall of, 175
Support accorded to, 342 n,

Ainorium, Saracen siege of, io6*-7, 494
Anakuph, 264
Anarchy, period of (695-717), 76
Anastasia, Empress-Mother, 91
Anastasius I., Emperor, respect of,

for law, 13 ;
Chrysargyron abo-

lished by, 17, 18, 146, 263 n .

;

builds Dara, 354 ; deposition of,

25, 41 ; Laurentius’ estimate of,

36 and otherwise mentioned,
12, 14 .

Anastasius IL, Emperor, accession

and policy of, 105, 489-90; de-
fensive preparations of, 109 ; re-

trenchment policy of, 1 19 ; Leo
in. ’s attitude towards, 112, 494;
retirement of, 106, 492 ; execution
of, 112

Anastasius, Prefect of the city, 268
Anastasius. Questor, 72
Anastasius, quoted, 91; cited, 380
Anatolies :

—

Influence of, 274, 485, 487, 494-5
Mutiny of, 89-go

Anazarbus, 477
Anchialus, Duke of, 468
Andrassus, Saracen defeat at, 228
Andreas, 379-80
Andrew the Scythian, 1S4-5
Andrioun (? Adrinople), 460 and n.

Andronicus L, 304
Andronicus, son of John Ducas, 305,

317
Anemas, 228
Anemas, Bardanes, 401
Angeli, policy of, 297 nJ-

Ang^rines the Armenian, 185
Ani (Camakh) :

—

Arslan’s sack of (1064), 453-4
Chusan’s capture of, 391
Loss of, to the Empire, 469
Othman’s seizure of, 388
Patriotic centre, as, 472
Seljuk assault of (1055), 448 ;

Seljuk
rule, 459

Surrender of, to the Empire, 429-30 ,*

final cession, 438
Anna, daughter of Leo III-, 113
Anna, mother of the Comneni, 305,

307. 33C7

Anne, daughter of Alexius Charon,
294

Anne, daughter of Romanus IL, 207,

234

Antaxias, Governor of .Armenia, ,349"

Anthemisia, 117,'

Anthes, 240
Antichrist, Procopius

:
cited on reign

of, -45-6
'

Antigonus, 167
Antioch

—

Burtzes' success against, 236
Crusaders*, capture of, 474
Siege of (966), 230-1
Turkish acquisition of, 466 470

Antioch, Duchy of—
Boemund’s acquisition of, 475, 478
Imperial allegiance of, maintained,

464
Antioch, title of Duke of, 447
Antony, Mark, 349
Apambas, Marianus, 420
Apirat, Prince in Mesopotamia, 480
Apolasar, Prince of Taron, 480
Apoughan, 41

1

Apsilians, 357
Apsimar (Absimarus—Emperor Ti-

berius III)., loi, 105, 1 12, 488
Araates, 401
Arabs {see also Saracens)

—

Advent of {seventh century), 373-5
Hostilities against, 92, 109-10
Ravagers, not empire-makers, 375,

376
Vassals of, 407

Aratius (Hrahad), 361
Araventan, 482
Arcadius, Emperor, relations of, with

Persians, 351 ;
prefecture under,

35-6 ; mentioned, 38, 47
Archaeopolis, 387
Archamouni, 448
Ardashir (Artaxerxes), 360
Ardashir (Exedarus), 349
Ardashir, Constantine, commander of

Thracians, 397
Arethas, King of the Ghassanid Beda-

wins, 355
Ai'd-Shont, 372
Argistis II., 348 n.

Axgyrus (Son of Mel), Prince of Bari,

272, 276
Argyrus, Basil, 429, 434
Argyrus, Eustathius, 185 210,

410
Argyrus, Leo {c. 850), 410
Argyrus, Leo {c. 921), 201, 210, 212
Argyrus, Marianus, 219, 224
Argyrus, Pothus, 212, 224
Argyrus, Romanus (tenth century),

201, 202
Argyrus, Romanus (eleventh century).

See Romanus III.

Argyrus family, emergence of, 410
Ariebus, 471
Aristocracy-

Hostility of, towards the Govern-
ment, 10

Triumph of, over central power in

seventh century, 94-7
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Arab successes against (seventh cen-
tury), 374-5

Byzantine sphere of influence in,

337-8
Capital of, removed to Toukhars,

3184. Seeais0Am
Chinese colonies in, 352 n.

Christianising of, 337, 345-6
"Church of—

Council of Chalcedon repudiated

„ 338. 372, 377
Four patriarchates of, 470
Isolated position of, 338-9, 346,

372, 415,419-20,451-2
Persecution of, under Basil IL,

423
Poverty and ignorance of, 462
Constans III.’s policy regarding,

376-8
Disappearance of native race in,

462
Division of Greater Armenia
among great princes, 182

Divisions of (tenth and eleventh
centuries), 336

Fiscal exactions of Justinian as
affecting, 355-6

Earthquake in (early twelfth cen-
tury), 481

Imperialinfluence in (400 and 600
A.D.), 337; treatment by Hera-
cliads, 379; Imperial relations

(1042), 433
Khazar pillage of, 381
MagisUr Miliium appointed for,

354
Mohammed’s massacre in (705),

385-6
Monksm flight from (endofeleventh

century), 472
Parthian relations with, 349
Partition of, first (385), 350
Prosperity of, under Persian sway,

358 n.

Revolt of, against Seleucid mon-
archy (318-285 B.C.), 349

Saracen influence in (650), 337
Saracen raiding in (576), 365
Summary of conclusions regarding,

341-2
Summary of events in, following

^ 637, 383-4
^ ^Suzerainty of Rome universal in,

417
Tributary to Caliphate, 376, 379,

381 ; complete submission, 389,
406

Vacillation of, between Rome and
Damascus, 383-6

Armeniacs—
Anti-Hellenism of, 125-6
Connotation of term, 390
Constantine VI. ’s relations with,

397
Influence of, 274, 487, 494-5

Armeniacs {continued)
Mutiny of, 340
Reconstitution of, after 79c?, 128

Armenian dynasty. ^^^ Isaurian
Armenian strain, increase of, among

upper classes under Constantine
V., 117

Armenians

—

Annihilation of, plotted (1052), 446
Army recraitqd fi*om, 344, 357-8
Attitude of, towards the Empire,
414

Characteristics of, 347 w.i

Cilicia an asylum for (eleventh cen-
tury), 458, 462

Conspiracies by, 360-1
Crusaders, relations with, 473-4,
481-2

Disappearance of, in Armenia, 462
Distrust of, at Court, 446
Influence of, in Imperial Society
and Government, 339, 344-5,
386,493

Insurgence of, 117, 125, 144, 166;
zenith of, 236 ; rise of the great
families in Basilian period, 184-5

Names common among, 361
Nicephorus’ bodyguard of, 230
Non-Oriental character of, 347 w.t

Normans compared with, 448-9
Origin of, 346-7
Pro-Roman and Anti-Roman, 407
Turkish alliances of, 448, 449, 452,
467

Zoe’s alliance with, 199-200
Arms

—

Carrying of, by private persons
prohibited, 61-2

Manufacture of, a state monopoly,
61 nA

Army—
Armeniacs, see that heading
Armenian attitude towards, 341-2
Armenian recruitment of, 344, 357-8
Basil's reform of, 181
Constantine X. ,

under, 277
Constantine XL, under, 299
Efficiency of, in crusading era (620-

73o)» 152
Immortals," corps of, 321

Irene’s policy regarding, 126

Justinian’s attitude towards, 63 and
n,^ ,

'
'

'

Macedonian troops, 291, 313, 315
Maurice’s relations with, 63, 75
Mercenary troops, recourse to, in

tenth century, 133
Monks, soldiers at feud with, 132
** Nationalist” spirit in cotfs oT,

493
Native levies largely composing
(end eleventh century), 315

Obsicians. See that heading
Palace officials joined with military

commanders, 186

Pay and pension of, 154
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Army {<:<?«

'

Provincial regiments ftbematic
system)—

Disintegrating effect of, 125
Rise of, 3421.485, ,487

'

Thematic system, transition

from, 131-3
Recruitment of

—

Armenians, by, 344, 357-8
Classes selected for, 162

Regency in military hands, period
of, 205-6

Revolutions by (713), 104-5; (716),

105 ; (718), 106-8
Romanus IL , under, 227
Slave-troops, 366
Starving of, by civilian rigimCy

454-6
Thematic system. Seesuh-keading

Provincial regiments
Traitors’ sons promoted in, 409

Arsaber (Arshavir), 128, 340-1
Arsaces III., King of Armenia, 350
Arsaces, kinsman of Artabanus, 360
Arsacid dynasty

—

Beginning of, 349
Influence of, on Armenia, 336-7
Sassanid hostility against, 346
Transfer of Imperial Sovereignty to

(867), 178 et uq,
Arsamosata, 391
Arsenins the Patrician, 210
Arshavir (Arsaber) rebellion of (808),

128, 340-1
Arshavir, 404
Arslan, Alp, aggressive policy of, 453

et seizes Manzikert {1071),

457 ;
Danishmand opposed to

(1092-1106), 466 n.

Artaban, 349, 360-1
Artaban, 408
Artasyras, 444
Artavasdus defeated by Antony (30

B.C.), 349
Artavasdus, General of Anatohcs,

392
Artavasdus, General of the Arme-

niacs, 494
Artavasdus (son-in-law of Leo III.),

nationality of, 335, 340 ;
revolt of

(742), 112-13, 390, 493; signi-

ficance of support given to, 125
Artemius. See Anastasias 11 .

Artisans, guilds of, 489
Arzanenfe, 350, 353, 360, 366
Arzrunian dynasty in Vasparacania,

336
Arzninian family, genealogy of, 169
Ashot (Ashod) family, 338
Ashot (Asot), Armenian Prince, 199
Ashot I., Bagratid King (ninth cen-

tury), 335, 408, 410
Ashot IL, 413
Ashot (Achot) III., 23s, 236, 421,.

422
Ashot, King of Tachir {d, 1038), 430

Ashot '(Achot), Prince' 'of Taron,
240

.Ashot, Prince 'Of Vasparacan, ,406

Ashot, son of David, 370
Ashot, .son of Gregory, 425
'Ashot,' son of J'ohn (grandson, of

Gagic), 462
Ashot, son of Sembat, 368
Ashot the Bagratid (?'684), .381

Ashot the Iron, 414
Asoiik cited, 375, 378, 381., .421, 424
Aspar, 14
Aspet, the '(general .of Alexius),'.

476-8
Aspet

r

title of, 476-7
Assyria, early events regarding, 348

andn.
Astolf, 114
Athingans, 402
Athos, monks of, 136
Atom, King of Sebaste, 432, 452,

4S3i 458. 475
Avar Campaigns, 369-70; the Avar

Khan, 351
Axumites, 357

Baanes, 92
Babec, 404, 469
Bacouran (Pacurian), 330, 468
Bagdad, Byzantine operations against

(974). 235-6
Baghin, 446, 453
Bagrat, Duke, at Ani, 454
Bagrat, King of Iberia and Abasgia,

426, 434, 443
Bagrat IV. of Iberia, 307
Bagrat of Taron, 415
Bagrat (supporter of Crusaders), 474
Bagratid dynasty, 335-6
Bahram (Varanes), 364, 367, 368
Bahram (Varanes), Generalissimo of

Armenia, 428, 431, 439-40
Bakhtiar of Bagdad, 235-^
Baktage, 113
Balas (Valasch), King of Persia, 352,

363
:
Baldwin (founder of principality at

Edessa), 473
Baldwin of Edessa, 477, 480-2
Balkans—

Imperial line from, 14, 19, 486
Revolt in, against Michael VIL,

Romanus I. s policy regarding,

213-14
Balounians, 372
Barbarism, relapse into (sixth and

seventh centuries), 119-20
Bardanes (Vardan), “ Emperor,”

127-8, 373-4
Bardanes (Vardan), Emperor Philip-

picus, 102-4,

Bardanes (Vartan) the Mamigonian,
398-400

Bardas (brother of Sembat), 409
Bardas (grandson of Burtzes), 482-3
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Baxdas.(son of Cordyltis), 4C^
Bardas'lVard) {571), 363
Bardas Caesar,^ genealogy of family

of, 169; influence of, 170-1

;

murder of, 174, 409 ; estimate
of, 172, 173 ; otherwise men-
tioned, 220, 407

'Bardzerberd fort, 463
Barkiarok, Sultan, 471, 475 477
Barsames, Goyernor of Edessa, 467,

469
Barsegh (Barsel, Basil), Patriarch,

^ 463, 470
Barshegh (Basil) , Governor of Edessa,

467
Basil, origin of name, 439^1.
Basil L, Emperor, ancestry of, 166,

177, 341, 400, 407-8
;
position of,

under Michael III., 170, 174;
murders Michael, 408 ; accession

of, 178 ;
relations of, with Ashot

I., 408-9; relations with the
Senate, 178-9 ;

coronation of,

179; position of, as Emperor,
141-2 ;

relations with the Church,
151 ; domestic reforms of, 180-1

;

army reform of, 181 ; foreign

policy of, 181 ;
receives homage

of Cui'ticius, 409; last days of,

183-4 ;
estimate of, 408 ;

estimate
of reign of, 140 ; family of, 182;
astuteness of, 172 ; credulity of,

196 ; otherwise mentioned, 144,

417
Basil IL (Bulgaroctonus), Emperor,

vigorous initiative of, 139, 239,

243 ; in the Bulgarian wars,

243-4, 248-9, 251-2 ; relations

of, with Romanus Sclerus, 245

;

persecutions by, in Armenia,

423; Armenians transplanted by,

424 ; annuls bis persecuting
policy, 426 ;

Great Durbar (ggib
426-7; adopts David of Vas-
paracan, 428 ;

success of, against

Georgia, 429 ;
proposed sur-

render of Ani to, 429 - 30 ;

agrarian policy of, 146, 154

;

ecclesiastical policy of, 159

;

fiscal policy of, 249; Bulgarian
policy of, 200; policy of, re-

viewed, 254-5 : northern frontier

of, 274 ;
court of, 294 ;

Armenian
officers of, 425 ;

unpopularity of,

139 ;
estimate of, 233, 245, 249-

50, 253-4, 279, 424; leniency

and magnanimity of, 246, 248

;

simplicity and valour of, 277;
Novels of, cited, 154 ; otherwise

mentioned, 202, 209, 219, 232
Basil the Bird, revolution against

Romanus I, instigated by, 21 1,

218 ; influence of, 222 ; insurrec-

tion of, against Romanus II.

,

224-5 ; madness and death of, 225
Basil the Chamberlain (son ofRoma-

nus I.), influence of, 219 ; success
of, against Saracens, 227 ; supr
ports Nicephorus, 229 ; Gilician
property of, 237; policy of,

on death of Zimisces, 238-9,
241 ; disgraced, 244, 253-4

Basil the child (Camsar Prince),

481
Basil, Drungaire ofCibyrrhseot theme,

227
Basil the Patrician, Duke of Edessa,

447
Basil the Robber, Prince of Kesoun,

463,464,476,477,480
Basilacius (Vasilatzes), Nicephorus,

313, 458 ; rebellion of, 323-4,
460

Basilian Code, 163
Basilicinus (Basiliskianiis), 175, 179
Basiliscus, Admiral, 12, 25
Basiliscus, Commandant of Malatiya,

245
Basiiitza, 196
Batazes, 276
Batazes, John, 276 azfif

Bazouni, Prince of Lambr6n, 474
Belisarius, 354, 355, 358, 445
Beldnas, Theodorus, 223
Benedict IX., Pope, 183
Ber, King of Georgian Abasgians,

419, 436
Bergri, 432
Birth, claims to power not constituted

by, 9
Bishops. See under Church
Boemund, 475, 477; infeudation of,

464, 478
Bogas, John, 202
Boilas, Bardas, 210-u, 418
Boilas the jester, plot of, 278
Boisthlabos, Stephen, 271
Bokhtiar, 422
Boriias, 319-20, 322, 324, 330, 332
Boris, King, 235
Botaneiates, Nicephorus. See Nice-

phorus Phocas
Branas (Varaz), Nicolas, 468
Bringas, rivalry of, with Nicephorus,

228-9, 420; overthrow, banish-

ment and death of, 219, 230
Brosset, M.

,
cited, 410-ii

Bryennius, John, 313-15
Bryennius, Nicephorus (1054), pro-

posed as successor to Constantine
X,, 280; insurgence and failure

of, 290-1

Bryennius, Nicephorus (1077), created

Duke of Bulgaria and commis-
sioned against Serbs and Slavs,

312 ; suspected, 313 ; assumes
the purple, 314 ; negotiations of,

with Nicephorus III.
,

320-1

;

defeated at Calabrya, blinded,

and honoured by Nicephorus
III., 322; murders John, 322

Buccelin, 361
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Bulagud (Hungarian Prince,),, 224,

Bulgaria— .

•

Basil II/s policy regarding, 200
Revolt of, against Michael IV.,

a66..'

Russian invasion of (967), 231-2
Vassalage of, 237
Zoe’s policy regarding, 199-200

Bulgarians, hostilities with

—

Basil IL’s exploits, 243-4, 248-9,

251-3 ^

Constantine V.*s victory {763), 115
Eighth century raiding, 103, 106,

109-10
Ninth century wars, 185, 188, 4x3
Revolt against Michael VII., 311
Tenth century wars, 212
Thomas the Slav routed, 129

Bullionism, 157, 166, 176
Buraphus, George, 104-5
Bureaus, Byzantine, organisation of, i

26 '

;

Burtzes at Antioch, 230-1, 236;
created Duke of Antioch, 239 ;

declares for Sclenis, 240; gees
over to Imperialists, 241 242

Bury, Professor, cited, ii, 39, 58
71, 88, 116, 118, 157 3[65,

289 w., 351, 357r 489: quoted,

73 ; estimate of, 289 n,
Butelinus, 69
Byblos, 374 n.

Byzantine Emperors. See Emperors
Byzantine Empire. See Empire
Byzantine spirit, characteristics of,

220
Byzantium (Constantinople)

—

College at, for officials, ii
Comnenian sack of (1081), 331-2
Mahometan siege of (? 680), 90
Siege of (718), in

Cabadas, King of Persia, 351-3
Cabalaca (Cabala) capital of Albania,

375
Caballinus, Constantine, 174
Cabasilas, Constantine, 269
Cabasilas, Nicolas, 432, 439
Cabbelias, 382
Caesarea, siege of, 378
Caesarism

—

Hereditary character of, 35 n.

Popular character of, 50-2
Calabrya, battle of (1077), 321, 472
Callinicum, battle of, 355
Cailinicus, Patriarch, 94
Colocyres, 231
Camakh. See Ani
Campanares, Prefect of the city, 268
Camulianus, Theodore, 397
Camyzes, Eustachius, 481
Cancaaus, 361
Cantacusen, 476
Capital, investments for, 157 and «.

Capital, the, schemes for removal of.

Capitalists, State ".attitude, towards,'
i6I“2'

Carantenus, Constantine, 262
Carantenus,' Nicephorus, 263
Carantenus, Theodoras, 241
Carbeas, 136, 173
Carin, 448, 451
Caristerotzes, General of theArmen

-

lacs, 392
Caste system, 149-50
Castration as condition of preferment,

261
Catacalon (iT. 1077},*'at Calabrya:, 321'

Catacalon, Leo (r. 930), 138, 185, 215,
416

Cataceciiumenus, Catacalon, seizes

Patriarch Peter, 438-9 ;
assists

Aaron the Bulgar, 442 ; defeated
by Patzinaks, 445; created Duke
of Antioch, 447; slighted by
Michael VI., 290; joins Com-
nenus, 291-3; mentioned, 449

Catacecaumenus, Catacalon (second),

472
Cathari, 173
Catharine IL, of Russia, 265
Catherine, wife of Isaac Comnenus,

A294
Geler the Illyrian, 353-4
Central authority, aggrandisement

of, 3, 21; centralising tendency
under Justinian, 47-8

Cerularius, Michael, Patriarch, 293-4
and n, , 296

Chages, Constantine, 266, 272
Chaldia, Seljuk pillage of (1055), 448
Chamich, Father, quoted, 340-1
Chanoranges, 361
Charles Martel, iix, 118, 156
Charon, Alexius, 294

;

Chatatures, 305
Chazes, Governor of Achsea, 200

i Cherina, John, 224

i

Gherson:—
Justinian II. 's expedition against,

102-3, 4S8
Khazar alliance with, 103, 112
Theophilus’ policy towards, 18 1,

407 :

"

China, analogy from vassals of, 412-13
Chinese colonies in Armenia, 352 n.

Chlorus, Constantins, cited, 21
Choerosphactes, 320
Chosroes the Great, ofArmenia, 350
Chosroes, King of Persia, 37, 355,

363-5
Chosroes IL, 367, 368-70
Chosroes III. of Persarmenia, 350
Christopher, Emperor, 168, 204, 208
Chrysargyron, abolition of, by Anas-

tasias I., 17, 18, 146, 263 n.

Chrysochir, 18

1

Church, Eastern
Armenian converts to, 337
Armenian relations with. See under

Armenia, Church of
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Church, Eastern {contirmed)-^
Basil L , the puppet of, 151
Bishops, civil duties of—under

Justinian, 58-9 and nn,

;

in

Iconoclastic period, 122 ; appeal
to bishops in civil suits, 55 n^,

. ySet also Clergy
Central power supreme against, 74

;

opposed by (in seventh century),
'">97 '

Clergy. See that heading
Constans’ attitude towards, 88-9
Constantine the Great’s attitude

towards, 3, 58, 89
Constantine IV.’s attitude towards,

89
Counterpoise to central power of

State, 124, 15s, 164-5
Democratic affinities of, in Icono-

clastic period, 122
Exarchate overthrown (eighth cen-

tury), 113, 114
Hellenic spirit represented by, 345
Heraclius’ attitude towards, 85, 339
Justinian’s attitude towards, 357
Justinian II. ’s attitude towards,

95-7
Imperial relations with, since Con-

stantine, 123-4
Influence of, in Heraclian period,

119-22 ; after defeat of Icono-
clasm, 164

Isaac I.’s relations with, 295-6
Leo IIL's attitude towards, in,

118, 122-3
Monasteries founded by, charac-

teristics of, 120
Monks. See that title

Nicephorus’ exactions from, 231
Statesmen prelates of, 373
Pauperising tendency of (sixth cen-

tury), 42
Patriarchs. See that heading
Western Church compared with,

120, 124
Chusan, 391
Cilicia

—

Armenian remnant in, 376, 458, 462
Seljuk war with Armenian kingdom

(1107), 477
Civic position, rank based on, 9
Civic riot, period of, 41-2
Civil Service-

Basil L supported by, 178
Career in, 26
Decline of, in sixth century, 19

;

later decay, 80-1, 140
Development of (2$5-337), 5
Fees payable on institution to

office in, 56
Founder and patrons of, imperial, 1

Isaac I., thwarted by, 295, 297
Justinian 11. hostile to, 91
Military party, rivalry with, 342,

,343
Officials of. See Civil Servants

Civil Service (£:o?23fm«a(3?)—

Pre-eminence of, in sth century,9-11
Recruitment of, 162
Training for, ii, 16, 26
Triumph of, over central power in

seventh century, 95-7
Civil Servants

—

Checks on, 58-9 raw.

College for, ii, 16
Distrust of, by prince and people,

' 55
Estates of, law regarding, 153-^4

Increase in numfes and position

of.3L 53-4
Lesser Agents

—

Efforts to control, 16-18, 32
Misdemeanours amongst, 53-7

Ministerial departments in control

of, 20
Priests and warriors contrasted

with, 119
Provincial governors. See that title

Senators" a title of, 5
Civihan spirit, period of, zenith and

decline of, 7-8
Classical state, ideal of, 3-5
Cleopatra, 349
Clergy. See also Bishops—

Civil officers chosen from among,
491

Feudal champions hated by, 343 ra.

Impatience 01, with ordinary life, 120
Influence of, during Heraclian

period, 119
Clerical patronage in Anglican

Church, 30
Colonia, 358
Commodus, Emperor, 4, 176
Communal villages, 145-8, 150
Comn^, 294
Comnena, Anna, cited, 475, 477
Comneni—
Estimate of, 294, 297 n?-

Triumph of (1081), 231-2, 294;
significance of, 465

Comnenus, Alexius. 5^5 Alexius

Comnenus, Isaac (Duke of Antioch),

created S^^ctcrror, 328; invests

Alexius as Emperor, 331
Comnenus, Isaac, Emperor. See

Isaac 1.

Comnenus, John (brother of Isaac),

163, 292, 294, 300, 450
Comnenus, Manuel, Prefect of the

East, 242, 294
Comnenus, Manuel (1070), 457
Comnenus, Nicephorus, Governor of

Vasparacan, 257, 429
Constans II. or IIL, Emperor (Con-

stantine III.), proclamation of,

quoted, 87-8 \ policy of, regarding
Armenians, 376-8; financial ac-

tivities of, 118 ; conspiracy ending
reign of, 112; assassination of,

380; otherwise mentioned, 160,

340. 379
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Constantia, 'battle of, 366

"

'

Constantine the Great, 'Emperor, atti-

tude of, towards the Chnrch, 3,

58, 89 ;
policy of, 20

;
prefecture

under
I 34-5; indifference of, to-

wards 'Rome, 88
Constantine IL {Constantins}, Em-

'

' peror,- 1S9, 235
Constantine III. See Constans
Constantine IV., Emperor, hostility

of, to clerical feudalism, 89 ; Im-
perial prestige under, 90 ; brothers

associated with, go; otherwise
mentioned, 8$, 379, 381, 487

Constantine V., Emperor, accession

of, 113; marriage of, 168; de-

mands Pepin^s daughter for his

son, ns ;
transplantations by,

391 ; vigorous initiative of, 150

;

hostility of, to ecclesiasticism, 88 ; |

achievements of, 98; events of
reign of, summarised, 113-15;
inconsistent records of reign of,

116-17
;
general recovery under,

116-18; transition period of the
Empire under, 117; plague dur-
ing reign of, 144 ; death of, 115;
otherwise mentioned, 335, 339,
4S9- 493

Constantine VL, Emperor, con-
spiracies against, 125, 392;
Thomas the Slav taken for, 129

;

disappointment and deposition
of, 396 ; treatment of Mouschegh,
340, 396-7 ; final dethronement
of, 397 ; uncles of, 125-6, 392

;

otherwise mentioned, 171, 368
Constantine VII. (Porphyrogenitus),

Emperor, illegitimacy of, 172;
rumoured plot against, 196

;

claims to reign alone, 203 ;
pro-

motes Romanus, 204 ;
marriage

with Helena, daughter of Ro-
manus, 204 ; restoration of, imder
will of Romanus, 212 ;

death of,

224 ;
popularity of, 141, 218

;

estimate of, 220-3; estimate of
reign of, 194, 218; regulations

of, as to imperial marriages,

168, 324 n,
; policy regarding

the provinces, 221-2
;
Armenian

policy, 414; bargain with the
Emir of Edessa, 420; cited, 185,

192 ; novels of, cited, 154
Constantine VIII,, Emperor, over-

throws his father, 211; imprison-
ment and death of, 212, 219;
mentioned, 208, 419

Constantine IX,, Emperor, palace
restraints on, 239; with Basil
against the pretenders, 246

;

method of life of, 254 ; death of,

259 ; estimate of, 257 ; ministers
of, 256 ;

public events of reign of,

258; otherwise mentioned, 165,
209, 210, 430

Constantine X. (Monomachus), E'm-'

E
eror, marriage of,, with' Zee,

70 ; relations with Scleraena, 27'!

;

273 ; alliance of, with Arabs, 437. ;

Armenian policy, of, '236, 43'8 ;

arbitrates between .Liparit and
Bagrat, 443; treatment .by, "of

Princes of Arkni, '

.

446 ; union,'

with Alan princess, 279 ; sends
Bryennius against the Turks,

291 ;. ill-health of, 264, 2'82,;

estimate of, 270, .271, 279, '283-6;

estimate of reign of, 27.1 ; "p'iots

during reign of, 271 ei se^ ; civil

ministers of, 279-81 ;
favourite of

,

284 ; otherwise mentioned, 296,

307, 444
Constantine XL |Ducas), Emperor,

imprisoned by Michael IV., 265

;

named successor to Isaac Com-
nenas, 297 ; relations with Isaac,

298 n.; summons Armenian
patriarch, 451 ; dealings of, with
Nicephoritzes, 307 ; declining

health of, 300 ; estimate of, 298-

300, 343 n. ; mentioned, 455
Constantine XI L, Emperor, sent

against Romanus, 304-5 ; sent

against Bryennians, 314; rela-

tions of, with Alexius, 317 ;
pays

homage to Botaneiates, 319

;

rebels against him, 325 ; men-
tioned, 304

Constantine XIII., Emperor, 324,
330-1

Constantine L, King in Gilician

Armenia, 474 and n., 4,7

f

Constantine Archoclines, 270
Constantine, son of Burtzes, 257
Constantine, son of Reuben, 463
Constantine, son of Thoros, 482
Constantine (Chamberlain of Zoe),

198, 203, 204, 211
Constantine the Paphlagonian {No-

hilissimus)^ 261, 265, 267-9, 434»

439
Constantinople. See Byzantium
Constitutions of Justinian, cited, 50,

66; estimate of, 33
Consular largess, 61 and nJ
Consulate, abolition of, by Justinian,

17, 48
Contostephanus, 251
Contract, freedom of, replacing caste

system, 150-1
Cordova, estimate of, 259
Cordylus, 408
Corippus, Creseonius, cited, 72, 361
Cositar fort, 463
Cosmas, revolt of (eighth century),

III
Cosmas the Postmaster (tenth cen-

tury), 21

1

Court Chamberlain, influence of, 12

Credit system, absence of, in Byzan-
^ tine Empire, 157
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Crete, 227, 228, 403
Cricorice, 412
Criminal law of Byzantine Empire,

comparison of, with modern
codes, 163 ; with eighteenth cen-
tnry codes, 186

Crlnltas, Theodoras, 220, 231
Crispin {Norseman), 303-4, 308
Cram’s ravages, 408
.Cmsaders, 473-4, 48'i-2

Ctenas,„,i92

Cnrcoas, suggested identity of, with
Gourgenes, 409, 420

Cwrcuas, John, Captain of the
Hicanates, 186-7, 4‘^9 j 4^7

Cnrcuas, John, the younger, arrests
* Theodoras, 205 ; defeats plot of

Adrian and Tazates, 210

;

achievements of, in the East,

404, 416-18 ; long control by,

of Eastern frontier, 214-16, 409-
10 ; successes of,against Russians

,

214, 418; plotted against and
cashiered, 418-19 ; restored to

favour, 222
Curcuas, Romaniis (cousin of John

Zimisces), 229, 418, 420
Curcuas, Theophilus, 214-15, 418
Curial colleges, 344
Curial system, 146, 149, 162
Cnropalat—
Armenian Governor so styled, first,

373
Division of office of, 450
Erroneous chronicle regarding title

of, 228
Status of, 113, 182, 359

Curt, Bulgarian King, 425
Curticius (Armenian), 185
Curticius (brigand chief), 409
Curticius (Macedonian - Armenian

—

eleventh century), 323, 328, 460
Curticius, Manuel (Armenian, tenth

century), 211, 219, 241, 423
Curupas, Emir of Candiai 228
Cutulmish, brother of Togrul, 447
Cutulraish, cousin of Togrul, 441
C3rprus, 185, 230
Cyriac, Patriarch (seventh century), 79
Cyriacus, Patriarch (eleventh cen-

tury), 430

Dalassena, Anna (mother of the

Comneni), 305, 307, 317
Dalassenus, Constantine, 259, 265,

270
Damascus, siege of {634), 373
Damianus (chamberlain), 170
Damianus (Drungaire of the Watch),

199
Danielis, 144
Danishmand, 466 475 n.S 480
Daphnopates, Theodoras, 224
Dara, 354, 368
Dardanian Emperors, prefecture

under, 37

David in. (the Restorer), King of
Georgia, 472, 483

David (son of Sennacherib), King of
Sebast^, 427, 428, 432

David, Prince of Talk, 423, 425
David, son of Gagic, 459, 462
David the Saharhounian, 370-3
David Kilig Arslan I., 471, 472
David Lackland, Bagratid King in

Albania, 431, 434, 453
David Tiberius III., Emperor, 87
Death sentence, infrequency of, 163-4
Demes, influence of, in seventh cen-

tury, 80
Demetrius, Prince of Anakuph, 264,

^ 435
Democracy of Byzantine Empire,

S9-6o, 167
Deputies, Justinian’s abolition of, 56

andn.^
Deren, Constable of Persia, 364
Despotic States, popular voice in,

80, 223, 235-^
Diehl cited, 39 w., s8;>j.; quoted, 73
Diocletian, Emperor, 7, 10, 108
Diogenes, Constantine, Governor of

Sirmium, 258, 260
Diogenes, Romanus. See Romanus

IV.
Diogenes, son of Romanus, 472
Divination, 409
Djabalas, Ghassanid King, 398
Dobrounij 325
Domentziolus, 367, 370
Domestic of the Schools, title of, 219,

394
Dominicus, Captain of the Foreign

Legion, 199
Domitian, Bishop, 368
Domitian, Emperor, 40
Dorotheus, 354-5
Dovin

—

Burning of, by Mohammed (705),

386
Sack of, by Arabs (640), 375
Situation of, 358 «.

Ducange cited, 420
Ducas, Andronicus (ninth century),

190
Ducas, Andronicus (tenth century),

241
Ducas, Andronicus (eleventh century),

30s
Ducas, Constantine {912), relations

of, with Samonas, 189-90 : failure

and death of, 197-9, 298; Pre-

tender claiming to be, 202-3

Ducas, Constantine, Emperors. See

ConstantineXL and Constantine

XII.
Ducas, Irene, 317
Ducas, John, the Caesar, returns from

Bithynia, 304; decides for the

Comnenian dynasty, 306 ; rela-

tions with Nicephoritzes, 307

;

retires to Bithynia, 308 ;
expedi-
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tioa of, agaiast Russell, 308^

;

proclaimed Emperor, 309 ; im*
prisoned,ransomed,and banished
to monastery, 310 ; relations with
Alexius, 317; attitude towards
Botaneiates, 319; supports in-

surrection of Alexius, 330-1
Ducas, Nicolas, 198, 201, 202
Ducas, Stephen, 198
Ducas family, 184 n.

Duel, first, in Byzantine history,

257-8
Duke, title of, 239, 438
Dyrrachium, battle of, 469
Dzophk (Tzophk), fortress of, 474. 480

Earthquake in Armenia, 481
Ecloga of Isaurian Emperors, 161,

164
Economic fallacies, 157
Edessa

—

Baldwin’s principality at, 473
Crusaders welcomed by, 473
Miraculous veil of, 416
Sieges of, 452-3
Tribute of, 263 and n*

Turkish acquisition of (1087), 469- 1

70
Edessa, Patriarch of, 470

^?chael IV.’s treaty with, 266
Theoctistus' success against, 263

Eiadas, John, 197, 198
Eladicus, 198
Elective monarchy, 99-100
Eleutherius, Exarch, 371, 377, 394
Elmacin cited, 394
Elmout, 451
Emilianus, Patriarch of Antioch, 318-

19
Emir, application of title, 466 n.

Emir-al-Omra, office of, 422
Emperors, Byzantine

—

Alien princes, courteous attitude

towards, 428, 438
Assessors in law courts, as, 221
Balkan peninsula, from, 14, 19, 486
Dardanian, prefecture under, 37
Efficiency of, 441
Generosity of, in relief of distress,

263
Hereditary principle of succession

345
Ignorance of, regarding the realm
and its needs, 307

Isolation of, 75-^
Judicial interventions of, 302
Legitimacy, principle of, 127, 134,

138, 172, 197, 212, 247-8
Leniency of, to conspirators, 12,

178, 246, 248, 273, 276, 278, 300,

361, 471, 472
Marriage of, restrictions on, 168-9,

324 n .

Mercantile class supporting, 25
Military Regents, 205-6

Emperors, Byzantine {mnimued'l^' ,

Restrictions imposed' on, 168, 216,

324^.
Soldierliness demanded of,' 28,5

Status of, in doubt:, I'Oo
;
Justinian’s'

estimate of, 160 ; later reduction
to negligibility, 483 ,

Empire, Byzantine

—

Army of. See Army
Character of, 343“4, 41s, 440 ; mod-

ernity of, in sixth century, 356
'

Church, attitude towards. ' See
'

Church
Confiictmg interests in, 238
Disaffected classes non-existent in,

157 n .

Feudalism in. See Feudalism
Financial expedients of. See that

heading
Population of, change in, after

750, 144-S
Recuperation power shown by, 24,
26

Talk bequeathed to, 425
England

—

Aristocratic character of, analysed,
10

Georgian period in, 154, 163
English colony at Ciboius, proposal

as to, 473
Episcopate. See Church, Eastern-

Bishops
Eroticus, Theophilus, 271-2
Erovant L

, 349
Esaxhaddon (^nnacherib), parricides

of. 341, 347
Esdras, Patriarch, 372, 373, 375
Eudocia, daughter of Constantine

IX., 258
Eudocia Ingerina, 172, 182, 184
Eudocia Macrembolitissa, Empress,

assumes imperial power, 300-1

;

marriage of, with Romanus
Diogenes, 202, 225-6, 302-3,

456 ; banished to a convent, 304

;

her dislike of Nicephoritzes, 307

;

Eastern affairs in reign of, 455
Eunapius cited, ii

Eustathius. Captain of the Foreign
Legion, 256

Euprepia, sister of Constantine X.,

283 w.

Euphrosyne, daughter of Constantine
VL, 132

Exarchate, loss of under Constantine

Executive v. Exchequer, 272
Exedarus (Ardashir), 349
Expert, government by, 26, 35
Evagrius cited, 75, 362, 365

Fallmerayer cited, 479
Farinelii, 189
Feudalism

—

Achievements of, for the Empire,

343 n.
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Fmd&Yism {conimued}'^
Cilician Armenia, in, 474, 478
Fiefs within the Empire in re-

lations of, 428
Implication of term, 342 n.

Prevalence of, in Byzantine Empire
before Crusaders, 412

Sub-infeudation, 359
Vassal states of the Empire In re-

lations of, 354. 357
Financial expedients of the Empire-

Basil I.’s reforms, 180
Leo VI/s policy, 192
Private wealth, war against, 43-4,

92-3, 146, 151-2, 163
Findlay quoted, 6, 16, 20, 24, 122,

124, 130-1, 142-3, 191, i93“4»

297 n, i
;
quoted and criticised,

95-7 ; cited, 74-7, 89, 114, 116,

170; estimate of, 122
Fiscal character of Roman legislation.

146
Fiscal oppression in sixth century,

43
Follis^ remission of, by Marcian, 17
Foreign Legion, captaincy of, 199,

218-19
Foundling hospitals, 117
France

—

Bourbon rdgimem, 157 «.

Bureaucracy of, 53
Governing class in, 31
Kings of, licence permitted to,

270-1
Military impatience of civilian dic-

tation in, 206
Orleans regency, 195-6

Franks

—

Alliance of, with Imperialists, 321
Eastern posts of, 446-7 ; disaffec-

tion in, 449
Origin of power of, in Gaul, 327

Freeholders, 148
Frontier defence

—

Armenian policy of, 166
Eastern frontierunderJohn Curcuas,

214-16
John Zimisces* strengthening of, 237

Frontier depopulation ,
182

Frost, the Great, 109, 114

Gabras, Constantine, 480
Gabras, Gregory, 471-2. 479
Gabras, Theodore, Duke of Trebi-

zond, 471-2
Gabrielopulus, ig6

Gagic (Cakig), King of Vasparacan,

414-41S
Gagic I.

,
King of Ani, 426

Gagic, King of Kars, 452
Gagic, last King of Ani {1042),

430-2,437-9.459.462
Gagic, son of Abbas, 462
Gallienus, Emperor, 168, 352, 403
Gandzac, Emir of, 462
Gandzac, Patriarch of, 463

Ganzac—
Persian defeat near, 367
Turkish capture of (1088). 470

Garidas
, John , Captain of the Foreign

Legion, 199, 203
Gaul , origin ofFrankish power in

, 327
Gelzer cited, 342
Genesius quoted, 129 and n . ; cited,

167 n.^, 193, 408
George, King of Iberia and Abasgia,

427, 429, 434
George II., Caucasian King, 470
George of Taron, 424
George, Prefect of the East, 369
George the Paphiagonian, 261, 265
Georgia {see also Iberia)—
Armenian remnant in, 376
Rebellion in (1022), 429

Georgius of Cyprus cited, 109, 337
Germanicea, 391
Germanus (sixth century), 79, 367
Germanus, Patriarch, 380
Ghassanid Bedawins, 355
Ghevond. See Leo V.
Gibbon cited, 176 «. , 2oi, 209-10, 357,

476 ;
quoted, 294 n.

, 473 n . ,
486

Gisela (daughter of Pepin), 115
Gitacius (Armenian), 359
Gomechtikin

,
General, 321

,
460

Gongyles, Anastasius, 199
Gongyles, Constantine (914), 199
Gongyles, Constantine the Paphia-

gonian, Admiral of the Fleet ,

219, 227
Gontharis, 360
Gordian III.

,
362

Gordian family, 162
Gorduen^, 349, 350
Gorigos, King of Albania, 463, 470
Gorioun, Ardzrounian Prince, 386
Gosselin, 303
Goths, Eastern wars as affecting

struggle with, 3SS
Gourgenes, King of Abasgia (915),

413. 414
Gourgenes, King of Iberia, 426-7
Gourgenes (? Stephen), King of Iberia

(sixth century), 358. 359, 364
Greece

—

Maihotesin, 213
Sclavonisation of, 326

Greek Church. Church
Greeks ( Byzantines)

—

Perfidy of, accepted estimate as to,

186, 198, 415, 432, 439 ; solitary

instances of Byzantine duplicity,

248, 292, 425
Political capacity and limitations of,

108
Gregoras, Senator, 198
Gregory, Bishop of Antioch, 367
Gregory, Bishop of Ephesus, 183
Gregory, Bishop of Tours, cited, 363
Gregory, Duke of Trebizond, 479
Gregory, father of Patriarch Basil,

472
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Gregory* General of the Oteicians,

'

Gregory, fj.d,yt(jrpo^j lord of Betchm,
4as» 4*7, 431,438,451 '

,

Gregory, /idyzo-rpos, grandson and
great-grandson of, 474, 480

Gregory II., Patriarch, 455
Gregory I. the Great, Pope, 45, 80
Gregory III., Pope, 111
Gregory XIII. , Pope, 474
Gregory, Ardzrounian Prince, 386
Gregory, Prince of Taron (898), 411
Gregory the Illuminator, 337, 350
Gregory, son of Musalacius, 398
Gregory the Taronite (990), 251, 42S
Grylins the Pig, 171-2
Gubazes, King of Lazica, 359
Guilds of artisans, 489
Guiscard, Robert, 324, 330
Guzes, John, 361 i

Gylas (Hungarian), 224

Habib (“ friend of Rome *’}, 375, 378
Hacht^an, 448
Hadrian, Emperor, 3, 4
Hamazasp, 378, 381
Hamdan, Emir of Aleppo, 226-7
Harith, King of the Ghassanid Bed-

awins, 355
Harran, 480
Harthan, 477
Harun, Governor of Aderbaidjan,

^
392,394,395,400-1

Plassan, 434-5
Hegel quoted, 24, 26, 28, 31
Helen {daughter of Robert Guiscard),

324
Helen, sister of Theophiius, 404
Helena, Empress, daughter of Rom-

anus, 204, 207, 219-20
Helena, sister of Constantine X.,

283 n,

Heracliads, unpopularity of, 485
Heraclian period

—

Clerical influence in, 119-22
Survey of, 82 et seq,

Heraclius L, Emperor, discontinues
** political”' bread, 44, 85 ;

clerical

influence under, 74, 119 seq, /

official class under, 81, 92; local

nobility under, 84, 487; early

years of reign of, 83-6 ; Avar and
Persian invasion in reign of, 82,

109 ;
relations of,with Avar Khan,

351; African expedition of, 86;
successful policy of, in the East,

371 ; Persian triumph of, 90 ; at-

temf>t to secure Armenian Con-
formity, 339, 372 ; attempts to save
a Marcionite, 120, 136; chamcter-
istics of, 486-7 ;

guileful policy of,

85* 90; barbarity of, 120; other-

wise mentioned, 7, 365, 485
Herachus Constantine II,, Emperor,

87
Heraclius IIL, Emperor, 87, xtg

Heraclius IV., Emperor, 90
Heraclius, brother of Absimarus,

101-2
Heretics, intolerant dread of, 135-7
Herv^ the Norman (Hervey), 303, 445,

448-9
Himerms (Homerius). Admiral, 190,

196, 410
Honi, Patriarch of, 467, 470
Hormisdas, Shah of Persia, 366
Humbertopoulus, 330
Hungarians—
Alliance with, against Symeon, 185
Argyrus family successful against,

224
Romanus 'L’s policy regarding.

Cabades restored to his thrc ne by,

353
Christianising of chiefs of, 357

Iasita (Michael Jasitas), 276, 437-9
Iberia {see also Georgia)—
Connection of, with the Empire
under Romanus IIL, 434

Justinian’s relations with, 357
Kings of, Bagratid, 435
Revolt of, against Justinian IL

,
387

Territory claimed by, conceded by
Romanus I., 215-16

Iberians, Nicephorus’ bodyguard of,

230
Iconium, Turkish capital transferred

to, 466
Iconoclastic movement

—

Constans the pioneer of, 88

Estimate of, 74, 123
Leo IIL the beginner of, iii

Nature of, 89, 345
Unpopularity of, 113

Iconoclastic period, brief review of, 8

Iconoclasts. See Isaurians

Iconodules, reaction consequent on
victory of (842), 134, 151, 154

Ignatius, Patriarch, 172, 183. 380
Image-worship, restoration of, under

Michael IIL, 134; reaction con-

sequent on, 151, 154
Impersonality of the State in fifth

century, 10
Imprisonment, 94
Inger, Russian chief, 214
Ingerina, Eudocia, 172, 182, 184
Irene, daughter of King of the Alans,

307
Irene, Empress, usurpation by, 127,

139, 225 ;
Armeniacs* hostility to,

125, 340 ; Eunuch-rdgime under,
126, 189,287, 393~4 ; conspiracies

against, 392, 398 ;
Iconodule

Council (785), 395 ; estimate of
reign of, no; otherwise men-
tioned, 8, 144, 164

Isaac L (Comnenus), Emperor, up-
brin^ng of, 294; slighted by
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Michael Vh, 290; saluted Em-
peror, 244, 29X, 450; joined by
Catacalon, 292 ; negotiations
with Imperial envoys, 281, 293

;

proclaimed Emperor by the
Senate,

^
293-4; brief reign and

abdication of, 295-6 ; relations
with the Church, 296

Isaac, Exarch, 371
Isaac, 'Patriarch, 384, 385
Isaac (Sabah), Prince of Paperdn,

462
Isaurian dynasty—

Ecclesiastical opposition to, 121-4
Financial success of, 1 18

Legislation of, repealed by Basilian

Code (900), 163
Methods of, no
Periods of, 98, 106-34, 137 ;

annal-
ists of, 108-9

Plutocracy legislated against by,
161

Recovery, general, under, 165-6,
186

Redaction of law under, unpopu-
larity of, 181

Taxation under, increase in, 151
Isdigerd,35i
Isdigerd II., King of Persia, 351
Isidorus quoted, 91
Islam, methods and decline of

, 440-1
Istibrak (?Stauracius), 398
Italy—
Loss of, 1 13
Separatist movement in, in eighth

century, in-12

Ivan, son of Liparit, 448

Janissaries, 366
Jasitas (lasita), Michael, 276, 437-9
Jews

—

Persecution of, in eighth century,

III
Supremacy of, in trade, 158

Job, ruler in Coele-Syria, 374 n,, 377
John, King of Ani, 429
John Sembat, King of Ani, 430
John XIL, Pope, 183, 228

John, chief of the Mardaites, 382

John (eunuch—698), loi

John (eunuch—781), 393
John (eunuch) minister ofConstantine

X. , 279-80
John (palace-eunuch—1079), 328-9

John (general of Imperialists—989),

424
John (official in the Hellespont), 54

and n,^

John (Syncellus), 260

John Catholicos, 414; cited, 378,

381, 413
John of Cappadocia, 37, 38, 40
John of Ephesus cited, 70
John, son of Gagic, 462
John the Deacon, 121, 491
John the Grammarian, Patriarch, 403

John the Paphlagonian (Orphano-
trophus), power of, 260, 266,
268-9 J downfall of, 266-8, 300

John the Patrician (Pitzigaudes), 91,
241,242,488

John the Taronite, 472
John Ziraisces, Emperor, accession

of, 420-1 ; ecclesiastical policy
of, 159 ; success of, against Sara-
cens, 227; relations with Nice-
phorus, 230 ; in command of the
Eastern troops, 230; achieve-
ments of, in the East, 404, 421-2

;

under influence of Basil the
chamberlain, 232-3; Armenian
bodyguard of, 234; settlement of
Bulgaria under, 234-5; alliance

made by, with Armenian princes,

235; successes against Bagdad,
Damascus, &c., 236 ; expansion
of feudalism under, 342 w. ; ill-

ness and death of, 154, 237;
mentioned, 167, 174, 187, 219

Joseph , ruler in Coele-Syria
, 374 n *

, 377
Justin I., Emperor, 14, 21; relations

of, with Persia, 351; policy of,

regarding vassal states, 354
Justin 11 . , Emperor, provincial policy

of, 23, 58, 73 ; Persian policy of,

362 ; Armenian policy of, 363-4

;

anecdote of, 68-^ ; speech of, at

adoption of Tiberius Constantine
quoted, 70-2; estimate of, 70;
cited, 19; otherwise mentioned,

7,184
Justinian L, Emperor, appeal of,

to his people, 65-6
;
policy of, as

to Senate, 12; consulate abo-
lished by, 17 ; internal policy of

54-65; fiscal system of, 355;
domestic disorders of his reign,

41-4 ; military enterprise of, 44-

7; alleged bribery by, of in-

vaders, 46 ; Persian wars of,

3S4~5 ;
army policy of, 274;

vassal policy of, 357 ;
spread of

Christianity the policy of, 357;
later years of, 19 ; estimate of,

39 49; Procopius’ estimate

of, 40; personal power of, 25;
quoted—on the imperial r61e,

160; Code of, 22, 160; Con-
stitutions of. See that heading ;

otherwise mentioned, 7, 38, 149,

^53, 163, 339, 343, 40a, 413, 444--5

Justinian IL, Emperor, policy of,

towards official class and church,

9t, 95 , 97 J Armenian affairs in

reign of, 338, 383; Armenian
policy of, 383, 387-8; trans-

plantation policy of, 493 ; effects

removal of Mardaites, 381-2;

overthrow of {695), 94, 100, 485

;

restoration of, 102, 488 ;
cruelties

and death of, 102-3, 112 ; other-

wise mentioned, 7, 386-7
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Kars, cession of, to Rome, 454
Kendroscavi, fortress of, 477
Kesoun, 463, 476, 477
Khatcbatonr, Duke of Antiocb, 452,

460
Khatchic, Governor, 434
Khatchic. Patriarch

, 423
Khatchic,Patriarch(nephew of Peter),

438. 45D 454-5
Khatchic-Khoul the Lion, 432
Khazars

—

Imperial alliance with, 384
Merwan’s repression of, 389
Pillaging by (683), 381

Khazars, Khan of the (651), 375
Kbazi (Ghazi), Ahmed (Danishmand),

475
Khorasan

—

Great Snltan in, 466 n.

Seijuk ravages from, 481
Khontha, Prince of Sassonn, 368
Khtric, Governor of Bergri, 432-3
Kieff affair, analogy from, 15-16
Kiiig Arslan II., 466 n,

Korbouga (Carbaran d'Oliferne), 475
and 7zJ

Kropotkin, Prince, 15

Lachanodracon, Michael, 115,

392, 394-6
Ladislas, Bulgarian King, 252, 258
Lambrdn, fort of, 459, 462
Lampnis, Governor of Melitene,

273
Land

—

Investment, as, 157
Seizure of, for debt prohibited,

61
Usury for advances on, 61

Land tenure and agriculture

—

Agricultural changes (eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries), 143
Assessments for land-tax, Basil’s

care regarding, 180-1
Communal villages, 145-8, 150
Constantine VlL’s policy regard-

ing, 221
Kinds of, 145
Leo III.’s reforms regarding,

149-51
Magnates, encroachment of, 147,

152-3
Officials’ estates, 153-4
Power and influence united with

territorial possession, 151, 3:53

Private estates, 148-51
Sales to strangers forbidden,

147
Soldiers’ fiefs, 153

Landed interest, Imperial concern
for, 18

Laiifundia^ 152
Latin movement eastwards, 303

^

Laurentius the Lydian, John, cited,

19, 34-9, 4X, 53, 64, 68 ; estimate
of, 33-4, 39

Law-
Connotation of term , 27
Exemption from operation of,

general claims to, 76-7, 80
Law of nature, exaltation of, in

Classical State, $
Lazarus, John |*‘AbM Dubois”),

196-7
Lazi of Colchis, the, 354
Lazica

—

Dux appointed ever, 356
Georgian David III. controlling,.

472
Loyalty of, to the Empire, 387
Theoctistus’ expedition to (843),

407
War with, 356-7, 359

Lebeau—quoted, 294 n.; cited, 357
Lecas, 325
Lecapenus,Emperor. See Romanus I.

Legitimacy, adoption of principle of,

127, 134, 'I38, "172, 197, 212,

247-8
Leo I., Emperor, 17, 84, 408
Leo III, (Conen), Emperor, question

as to ancestry of, 382, 388 ;
early

experiences of, in the East, 386-

7; accession of, 106-7, 494-5*
financial policy of, 118 ;

policy

of, towards the Church, 122-4;
agrarian reforms of, 18, 149-51

;

death of, in ; Bdoga of, 160,

164 ; achievements of, 98, 108

;

events of reign of, summarised,
III -12; general recovery dur-

ing reign of, 150; estimate of,

108; otherwise mentioned, 8,89,

340, 343, 493
Leo IV. , Emperor, proposed alliance

of, with house of Pepin, 115;
Armenian generals of, 392 ; re-

lations of, with artisan guilds,489;

otherwise mentioned, 126, 400
Leo V. (Ghevond), Emperor, attitude

of, in monk and soldier feud,

132 ; family connections of, 169,

340-1 ; death of, 128 ; otherwise
mentioned, 336, 402, 409

Leo VI. (the Wise), Emperor, uncer-
tain parentage of, 127, 172, 182

;

relations of, with Bagratid kings,

408-11; Armenian policy of,

410-12 ;
well served by Nice-

phorus Phocas, 410; plotsagainst,

186-8 ; appoints Lecapenus High
Admiral, 417; estimate of, 188,

192-3; codification oflaw under,
181 ; favourites of, 188-91 ; other-

wise mentioned, 153, 191, 197, 215
Leo VIIL, Emperor, 228
Leo VI. , Armenian King in Cilicia,

Leo fchevond), Armenian King, 480,
481-2

Leo (colleague of Procopius), 186
Leo [Trpdyropeartdpm), 241, 242
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Leo, brother of AStius, 398
Leo, son of Bardas, 399-400
Leo Diaconus cited, 420
Leo Grammaticus cited, 405
Leo, the Cilician, 44, 481
Leontius, Emperor, styled General of

Hellas, 488 ; effects removal of
the Mardaites, 382; overthrows
Justinian, 94, loo-i ; becomes
Emperor, 384 ; massacred by

112
Lerond. Sea Leo V.

, Emperor
Lewis the Debonnair, 168
Liberalism, claim of, 77
LUeri wimit 148
Lichudes, Constantine, 279, 293, 296,

44^

Liparit (1048), 442-4, 448
Liparit {e. 1090), 470
Local government, Justin’s conces-

sion towards, 23, 58, 73
Local usage, 122, 150,
Locust plague, 263
Lo^otketes, o&icQ of, 92, 93, 118
Lombards, homage from, to Con-

,

stantine lV., 90
j

Longibardipoulos, 311
Longinus, brother of Zeno, 12, x8
Luitprand of Cremona cited, 159,

223, 289
Lycandus theme^ 182, 185, 201, 215,

Lycanthus, Governor of Lycaonia,
291, 292

Macedonia—
Ravages in, 251
Roraanus I.’s policy regarding, 213
Sclavonisation of, 326

Macedonian, significance of term,
273»4o8

Macedonian faction, 275
Macedonian troops, 291, 313, 315
Magniac (Maniaces), activities of, in

the East, 262, 263, 434; in

Sicily, 265 ;
imprisoned, 265

;

released, 266 ;
magister militum

in Italy, 269 ;
revolts, 272

Mainotes, 213
Afalenus, 174
Maleinus, Eustathius, 242, 244, 428
Malei'nus, Nicephorus, 409
Malck Shah, accession of, 459;^ Ar-

menian rule of, 464, 469 ; alliance

of, with the Empire, 466 n,
, 468

;

claim of, to the Euxine, 469, 471

;

conquest ofAntioch by, and claim

to Mediterranean Sea, 470 ; death

of, 470-1
Mamigonian clan, 166-7, 351-2 and n,

Mam-kon, 352 n.

Mandzikert, assembly at (651), 377
Manglabites, 210, 211

Maniaces. See Magniac
Mamoutch^, Governor of Ani, 462,

463, 469, 472

Mansour, Caliph, 391
Manuel (Armenian general under

Michael I. arid Leo V.), 167, 402,
404, 405,^ 407

Manuel, Prince (Armenian general
under Theophilus), 341

Manuel, brother of Vartan, 363
Manuel, nephew of Basilacius, 323,

460
Manuel, regent for Michael IIL, 167,

170
Manuel, son of Leo Phocas, 230
Manzikert

—

Romanus IV. defeated at {1071),

^.304. 457
Sie^e of, second (1053), 447

Marcian, Emperor, 14, 16-17, 21,338
Marcus Aurelius, Emperor, 4
Mardaites, 382
Marinus, father of Theodore, 167 and

Marinus, Prefect, 36 and 37, 48
Martina, Empress, 86-7, 225
Martyropolis, 353, 358, 368, 382
Mary, daughter of Alexius, 472, 479
Mary (Irene), daughter ofChristopher

,

207, 213
Mary, Empress, 307, 324, 330
Mary, sister of Theodora, 404
Maslema, 106, 494-5
Masoud, 466 72 ., 483

' Masoudi cited, 398
Master of the troops in the Court,

title of, 362
Matthew of Edessa cited, 237, 475 n .

,

481
Maurice, Emperor, in the East, 365-7

;

policy of, 75 ; failure to restore

order, 78-9 ; murder of, 63, 83,

112; otherwise mentioned, 45,

337. 354» 3b7» 486
Maxentius, Stephen, 184
Maximin, Emperor, 178
Medisevalism, characteristics of, 119
Mejej (Mizizius) (sixth century), 361-3
Mejej (Mitius, Mecetius, Mezzetius)

(seventh century), 372, 377, 380
Melias of Lycandus (Melric, Mel,

Mleh), against Bulgarians, 201

;

I left by Ashot at the Roman
Court, 410; founds Lycandus
themey 182, 185, 41 1 ; with
Curcuas, 418

Melias, son of preceding, 235 and n.

Melissenus (934), 215
Melissenus, Leo, 246, 251, 466 n,

Melissenus, Nicephorus (Nicephorus
V.), general under Romanus IV.,

457 ;
Turcoman principality of

Riim founded by, 315-16, 327-9

;

faithful to civilian regime, 318;
negotiations of, with Alexius, 331

Meliten^

—

Ghusan’s capture of, 391
, Curcuas’ captures of, 215

Seljuks’ sack of, 451
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Melitene, Emir of, 173
Melusianus, 446
Menander cited, 362 ; quoted, 364
Merwan, 389
Merwanidae, 336
Mesopotamia theme, 182, 411
Michael, Count of the Court, 399, 400
Michael, Duke of Sclabinia, 200
Michael I.

,
Emperor. 126-9. 167

Michael II., Emperor, contested

succession of, 403 *, marriage of,

with Euphrosyne, 132; estimate

of, 17s ;
mentioned, 157 n.

\

Michael III., Emp., regency during
;

minority of, 1^-70; death of,

175 ; character of, 170-2; spend-
thrift habits of, 119 ; estimate of,

176; estimate of reign of, 134;
otherwise mentioned, 165, 167,

179, 182, 213, 257
Michael IV., Emperor, intrigue of,

with Zoe, 261; claims Ani, 430-'!;

dealings of, with King ofSebaste,
432 ; Armenian homage to, 435

;

ill •* health of, 264 ; building

schemes of, 266

;

foreign affairs

under, 266 ; adoption of an heir

by, 266-7
;
isist days and death of,

267
Michael V., Emperor, at inaugural

ceremony, 264; releases Magniac,
265-6 ;

downfall of, 268-g

;

esti-

mate of, 267, 269; Armenian
activity under, 431

Michael VI. (Stratioticus), Emperor,
position of, 288 ; conspiracy of
Theodosius Monomachus, 289;
slights warrior faction, 289-90

;

insurgence and failure of
Bryennius, 290-1; restores

Bryennius to his command, 291

;

insurrection of Comnenus, 292-4

;

Hervey’s revolt against, 448-9

;

downfall of, 294; mentioned,

281,455
Michael VII., Emp., pacifies Varan-

gians, 303 ;
proclaimed sole

Emperor, 304; offers terms to

Romanus, 305; Eastern policy

of, 458 ;
relations of, with

Nicephoritzes, 307 ;
pardons

Russell, 309 ; ransoms John
Ducas, 310 ; treatment of Bryen-
nius, 312 ; relations with Alexius,

317; retirement of, 319, 460;
Archbishop of Ephesus, 324,
460; estimate of, 281, 306, 315;
nominal extent of dominions of,

459; mentioned, 226, 307
Michael Rhangabus, 183
Michael Cyrus cited, 388
Michael the Taronite, 457, 472
Mlhran, 364, 370
Military element. Army
Miramians, 367
Misimians, 361

Mleh—
Development of name, 235
Meaning of name, 421 nJ

Mleh demeslikos, 235 and 421-2..
Melias)

Moawiah, Governor of Syria, 375,
377-81

Moderator, Arabian, status of,.under
Justinian, 54 nJ

Mohammed, '
" First of Emirs,'.’ 471

:

Mohammed, Grand Sultan., 466
Mohammed, nephew of Caliph Abd.al

Melik, 384, 385
Mohammed, son of Ahmed KhazI,

475
Monachus, George, quoted, 400
Monasteries—
Revenues of, attempt to restrict,

156
Western and Eastern contrasted,

154-6
Monastic life as penalty, 182
Monks

—

Justinian^s attitude towards, 64
Revolutionary movements joined

by, 122
Soldiers, feuds with, 132

Monomachus, Constantine. Sea
Constantine X.

Monomachus, Theodosius, 289
Montanists, persecution of, in eighth

century, in
Morogeorge, Governor of Naupactus,

25S
Moses n., Patriarch, 363
Moslemah, son of Caliph Abdai-

melek, 384
Mouschegh (Musel), Alexis, 2x2,

405-6
Mouschegh (Musel6) Alexius (790),

340* 396
Mouschegh family, 368, 369, 370, 374
Muntasir, Abdallah, 240-1 n*

Municipal franchise, Justinian’s cur-

tailment of, 47-8
Municipal power, monopoly of, with

the rich, 162
Musel. See Mouschegh
Musicus (Mousegh), 188
Mutilation, 163
Myacius, Theodoras, 104-5
Mystakon, John, 366, 367, 368 n.

Kames, Hellenizing of, 340, 439 n.

Naples, revolt of, under Constantine
VIL, 224

Narses (Armenian Camsarid—543),

3SS, 3^8
Narses the Camsarid (698), 385
Narses, great-grandson of Gregory

fjifiyi(rrf>os, 474-S
Narses, Italian leader, 253
Narses, Patriarch, 376-8
Narses (under Justinian), 186
National debt, Byzantine prototype

t of, 192
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Nationality

—

Freedom of Byzantine public service
from conditions of, 184

Spirit of, 23
Neapolitan Government, analogy

from, 48
Neferkert, Emir of (tenth century),

426
Nepherkert, Emir of (eleventh cen-

tury), 461
Nestorians, 338-9
Neumann, C., cited, 297
Nice—

Pretenders’ headquarters at, 328
Seljuk capital at, 329, 465
Surrender of (1097), 466 473

Nicephoritzes, influence and mal-
versations of, 307-9; exactions
of, 31 1 ; attempt of, to stop
Botaneiates, 318 ; torture and
death of, 320

Nicephorus I. , Emperor, ancestry of,

355 ; efforts of, for national de-

fence, 126, 129 ; Armenian revolt

against, 34b
; relations with Bar-

danes, 398-400 ; eunuch support
of, 398; estimate of, 401-2;
humanitarian leniency of, 127-8

Nicephorus IL (Phocas), Emperor,
prefect of the East, 219 ; ap-
pointed Commander of the East

(954}, 226 ;
successes against the

Saracens, 228, 404 ; rivalry with
Bringas, 228-9 ; acclaimed Em-
peror, 229 ; takes personal com-
mand of the war, 230 ; murder
ot, 232 ;

ecclesiastical policy of,

156, 159 ; unpopularity and poli-

tical errors of, 231 ; estimate of,

156, 232 ;
Novels of, cited, 154,

156 ;
mentioned, 174, 417, 420

Nicephorus III., Emperor (Nice-

phorus Phocas Botaneiates), fight

of, with Radulf, 293 ; ransomed
by Constantine XI., 299; dis-

order amongst troops of, 456;
suitor for Eudocia, 301 ; dis-

loyalty of, to John Ducas, 309

;

insurrection of, as Nicephorus
IIL, 314, 318-20, 460; alHance
with 'Furks against, 460; nego-
tiations with Bryennius, 320-1

;

honours Bryennius, 322; help-

less position of, 322, 325, 328;
relations with Basilacius, 323

;

marries wife of Michael VII.

,

307, 324 ;
immures Constantine

XII,, 325 ;
resigns and takes the

tonsure, 331-2 ;
estimate of, 320,

328
Nicephorus “ the fourth.” See Nice-

phorus III. (Botaneiates)

Nicephorus V. See Melissenus

Nicephorus, Csesar, 396
Nicephorus, Patriarch, Leo V.’s

treatment of, 132 ;
quoted, 93,

VOL. IL

95, 101, 489, 490, 495; estimate
of, 108-9, » source of history
by, 491

Nicephorus (retired priest), 445
Nicephorus Bryennius. See Bry-

ennius
Nicetas (admiral), 184
Nicetas (chamberlain), 182, 184
Nicetas, Duke, in Iberia, 256
Nicetas (eunuch), 394, 398
Nicetas (false coiner)

, 261
Nicetas (patrician and eunuch), 234
Nicetas (under Romanus I.), 211
Nicholas (eunuch), 269
Nicolas (great chamberlain of Con-

stantine XI.), 256
Nicolas, Patriarch, 196, 198
Nika riots, 25, 37, 42
Nisibis, Roman surrender of, 350
NoHlissimus, title of, 267
Nobility, State service as basis of,

9.27-8
Nomenclature, adaptation of, to

classical etymology, 340, 439 n.

Normans

—

Armenians compared with, 448-9
English refugees from, proposed

colony of, at Cibotus, 473
Norse Princes in Russia, 231-4
Novels ofJustinian. See Constitutions

Obsicians—
Armeniacs’ and Anatolies' triumph

over, 494-5
Artavasdus supported by, 125
Importance of, 485, 487
Philippicus deposed by, 489-90
Theodosius unsupported by

, 492
Turbulence of, 104-6, 113, 491
Otherwise mentioned, 128, 487

Ochin, Prince of Lambron and Duke
of Tarsus, 459, 462, 469, 474, 476

Ocom, 448
Octagon Library, burning of (730),

109, III

Octavianus, 24
Office, sale of, 157 n.

Official class. See Civil Service

Oligarchy under formula of abso-
lutism, 25

Opsarus, John, 291
Orphanotrophus, John. See John the

Paphlagonian
Orthodoxy, victory of, over icono-

clasm, laxity and reaction con-

sequent on, 134, 151, 154, 171

Otchopentir, John and Gabriel, sons
of, 426

Othman, 384, 388
Otho I., Emperor, 228
Otto II., Emperor, 169 n,

Otto III., Emperor, 258
Oursel. See Russell

Pagurian (Bacouran), 330, 468
Pacurius, 359

2 K
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Palace government, 140-2
Palace officials joined with soldiers, '

.

186
Pal^ologiis, George, 318. 328-9
F®al»oio^Sj Nicepboms, 310

title of, 472
Paper^n, fortress of, 459, 462
Pappus

I
Bab), 361

Farisos in. Ontl,. 462
Farihia--
Armenian relations with, 349
Hostilities of, with the Empire, 357 ;

Pasagnathes, 377-8
' Paschal chronicle cited, 85
Patriarchs

—

Imperial relations with, 122, 155
Inhuentiai posiiicn of, under the

regency of Theophano, 122, 228
Secular and Imperial, in BasiUan

period, 183
Patriems, Emperor, 12
Patronate, early Roman, 53
Patzinaks

—

Bryennians’ relations with, 314-15,

321
Chersonese threatened by, 407
Defection of, from Constantine X.

,

444
Devastation by (eleventh century),

325
Diogenes' success against, 25S
Moesia overrun by, 263
Romanus’ success against, 301
Taps activities, 312
Terror inspired by, 471
Victory of (1050) , 445
Zoe’s alliance with

,
200--2

Paul, Emperor of Russia {1801), 175
Paul the Deacon cited

,
380

Paul the Orphanotrophos, 210
Paulicians

—

Defeat of, at Tephrice, 181

Nicephorus I. 's relations with, 402
Outrages by (eleventh century)

, 325
Persecutions of, i3S-7r t73
Philippopolis, at, 469, 472

.
-"'•""Transplantations of, 391

Views of, 151
Pepin, Constantine V.’s overture to,

115
Peranes, son of King Gourgenes, 358,

359
Percrin, Emirate of, 264
Persarmenia

—

Government of, altered (428), 351
Persian rule and persecutions in,

362-3
Rival claimants to, 365-7
Status of (385), 350

Persia

—

Armenian hostilities with, 346
Armenian sphere of, 377; policy

regarding, 338-9
Hostilities with the Empire (sixth

century), 3S3“S» 3^4-70
Roman subsidies paid to, 353, 355

Persian troops at Sinope, 133-4, 166
Persecution in Roman Empfre (300),

337 .

Personal monarchy—
Recovery due to rcsmnpli'jn of,

under Ismurians, iiy-iS
Restoration of, under Leo, log-10

Personal will of ruler, suliordinatlon
of, to law of State, 5, 6, 13-14,
X6, 21', .26

Peter, Count of Obsidans
, 397

Peter, King of Bulgarians, 207, 213,
232

Peter, Patriarch, 439, 438
Petra, siege of (550), 361
Petronas, 173
Pharasraanes, Commander at Hicro-

polis, 457
Pharasmanes, Governor of tJic Iron

Fortress, 387
Pliatloun, Emir of Am, 459
Phatloun, grandson of "first Emir,
470

Phazes, Iberian Fringe, 358, 359
Philadelphia, Roman garrison in, 480
Philaret, Duke ofAntioch

, 461 ,
466-7,

'470 ,

Philip n., King of Spain, 40 «.

Philippicus, brother-in-iaw of Mau-
rice, 366, 367

Philippicus, Emperor (Vardan, Bar-

danes, Bardanitzes), unsuccess-
ful rising by, 102 ; assumes the

purple, 103 ; saluted Emperor,
488; forms settlement in Meli-
ten^, 388 ; blinded and deposed,

104, 489 ;
characteristics of, 103,

340, 490 ; mentioned, 112, 341
Phocas, Emperor, elected by the

troops, 369 ; reign and estimate
of, 80 ; barbarity of, 120 ; other-

wise mentioned, 83, 109, 112, 485,

487
Phocas, Bardas (Caesar), against the

Bulgarians, 201 ;
against Rus-

sians, 23:4; Domestic of the
Schools, 219 ;

named Caesar,

230 ;
recalled against Sclerus,

242-3 ;
revolt of, against Basil IL

,

244-6 ; death of, 246 ;
greed of,

226-7

I

Phocas, Bardas (patrician), 257

I

Phocas, Bardas, son of Leo, 233, 234

I

Phocas, Constantine, 219, 226
I

Phocas, Leo, Commander against
Bulgarians, 201-4 I

Governor of

I

Cappadocia, 219, 226 ; General
!

of the West, 228; Curopalat,

, 230 ; banished to Lesbos, 233

;

conspiracies and penalty of, 234
Phocas, Leo (eunuch), 230-1
Phocas, Nicephorus, Emperor. S^e

Nicephorus IL, Emperor
Phocas, Nicephorus, grandfather of

the Emperor and Governor of
Lydia, 184-5, 410
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Pbocas, Nicepboriis, son of pre-
tendex Bardas, 248, 429

Phocas, Nicepborns, son of Leo, 233,
234,^46

Phocas, Peter, 233, 239, 240, 242
Phocas, family, 226, 410
Photius, Patriarch, 172, 183, 184, 400
Phrygians, Armenian aflSmty with,

347 nJ-

Pinzarich, Emir of Tripoli, 262, 263
Pitzigaudes (John the Patrician), 91
Plague, the Great (eighth century),

.

^

X14, 144
Plato s political theories, application

3S2--3
Plotinus, 352
Pobyedonestcheff, M., cited, 15, 121
Political interest restricted to per-

sonalities, 76-7, 82-3
Polyeuctus, 228-30
Popular control, no demand for, in'

sixth century, 20-22
Population of Byzantine Empire,

change in, after 750, 144-5
Pouzan, 469, 471
Prsetors, public demands on, 17
Prmtorship, Justinian's reform of,

55
Precedent

—

Imperial respect for, 13, 22
Justin's reforms thwarted by, 71-2

Prefecture, abasement of, 34-8
Prerogative, senatorial attitude to-

wards, 76, 86
Price quoted, 67
Prince’s Isle, 268, 305
Priscus, 84, 85, go, 366
Prisons, opening of, by conspirators,

289, 319, 488
Private interest, claims of, to super-

sede law, 77
Private wealth

—

Burdens imposed on, 146, 151-2,

162
Isaurian legislation regarding, 161

Ojfhciai raids on, 43, 92, 163
Revival of, under Isaurians, 165-6

Privileged classes, evils of, 67-8

Procopius cited, 19, 228, 358 359

;

Anecdota of, cited, 39-48; esti-

mate of, 33, 39-4^
Procopius the 7rpwro^e<rnc£ptos, 186

Procurators thwarting Governors,

272 nj-

Trp6e5pos, title of, 256
Promotion, rules of, disregarded by

Leo VI., 193
Pronunciamentos

—

Palace-intrigue replacing, 179
Period of, close of, 134

Provincial governors

—

Duties of, defined by Justinian, 57
and w.i

Misdemeanours of, 55-6 and
Perambulations of, prohibited,

56

Provincial government, Roman,
changes in, 478-9

Prusianus, son of King Ladislas,

258, 260, 442
Psellus, relations of, with Constantine

X., 280; envoy to Comnenus,
293 ; position of, 306; estimate
of, 280-1, 297 cited, 249,
254-5, 260, 275 n,, 277, 279,
282-4, 289 and n,, 297 nn ,

, 305 ;

otherwise mentioned, 36 n JK 303
343

Pulchas, 468, 471
Pulcheria, Emperor, ii, 14, 44, 139
Punishments, barbarous, 116-17, 129-

30, 188

Race cleavage, 124-5
Radulf, 293
Radulph (Randolph), 303
Rambaud cited, 226
Rank, exemption from liabilities

claimed by, 7, 9
Ravenna, capture of, 114
Regency-
Abeyance of, under Constantine

VII., 218
Importance of, in ninth and tenth

centuries, 138-9
Regents, popular attitude towards,

209
Representative bodies, common char-

acteristics of, 78-9
Retrenchment, Imperial efforts for,

17-19
Reuben, King in Cilician Armenia,

463, 464, 472, 474
Reversions, purchase of, from the

State, 157 n.

Revolutions—

(695), 94“S. 100

713). 104-S
(7161, 105

(718), 706-7

(820), 128-31
Revolutions, Byzantine, character of,

293,294
Rey in Hyrcania, 367
Rhedestus, wheat corner at, 308, 314
Roman Catholic priesthood, analogy

from, 26
Roman law

—

Equitable administration of, under
Basil, 180

Individualist and humanitarian
character of, 145, 159-60

Local usage superseding, 122, 150,

160
Treason severely punished by, 160

Roman legislation, fiscal character of,

: 146
Roman society, disappearance of

plutocratic basis of. 161

Romanus I. (Lecapenus), Emperor,

Admiral ofthe Fleet, 201-2, 417

;

favoured by Zoe, 203; created
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Romaiiiis 1. i£0Miiniied}

—

pWik€Qvi.rmp^ 204 ; accession as
'

Einp«ror, 205 ; Armenian po'ii^

of, 414; agrarian policjr of,' 14ft,

154, 158;
' diplomacy witti. .the.

Saracens, 2x2-13; conciliatory

foreign policy of, 2x3-16; demo-
cratic sympathies of, axd-xy; .

relations of, with Curcnas. 4x9 ;

concessions of, to Moslems, 4x6

;

conspiracies against, 210 : fali'of,

21 1 ; death of, 219 ; estimate
of, 208, 216-17

;
genealogical

table of family of, 207
;
period

of, 194 ;
Novels of, cited, X54

;

mentioned, 182, 291
Romanus II., Emperor, accession of,

224 ; estimate and death of, 225,
227 ; Novels of, cited, 154

Romanus ill, (Argyrus), Emperor, !

marriage of, with Zoe, 259 ; fiscal

policy of, 146, 259-60; reverse

of, in the East, 261-2 ; building
mania of, 263 ; Armenian sym-
pathies of, 433 ; ill-health of,

Z64 ; death of, 209 ; estimate of
reign of, 263-4

Romanus IV. (Diogenes), Emperor,
relations of, with Nicephoritzes,

307 ; disgrace and sudden eleva-

tion of, 30X-2, 417 ; mairiage
with Eudocia, 226, 301, 456 ;

mixed troops of, 303 ; carnpaigns
of, in the East, 457-8; ruffles

Armenian spirit, 458 ; defeated
at Manzikert and after, 304-5 ;

blinding and death of, 305, 342 ;

estimate of, 306
Romanus, brother of Sclersena, 272
Romanus, ? grandson of Romanus

Lecapenus, 237
Ruffinus, 35, 38

Sultanate of—
Difficulties of (1106-12), 480
Founding of, 316, 327-9
Revival of kingdom of (1175),

475 iv.2

Solinian Viceroy of, 466
Russell of Balliol (Oursel), rising of,

308-11, 459; success against
Bryennians, 314 ; status of, 449 ;

? poisoned by Nicephoritzes, 320

;

mentioned, 303
Russia

—

Byzantine alliance with, against
Bulgarians, 231-2

Invasion of (941), 214
Mirs of, 146

Russia (modern)

—

Armenian Church protected by,

338
Autocracy of, 15-16, 22, 76
Bureaucracy of, 53
Church and Court influence in, 235
Elizabethan regime in, 163
Trade in, foreign control of, 157

Russians—
Anemas" success against, 228
Chersonese threatened by, 407

, Defexts of, at Dristra, 234
Georgian quarrel with, 426
Relations of, with the Empire at

end of tenth century, 237

SaCEIXA-EIUS—
Derivation of term, 12

x

Office of, 92-3
Sahak, Prince of Handziih, 425
Sahak (Isaac), Prince of FaperOn, 462
Sahour, Prince of the Ancisevatsians,

374
S. Gregory of Narec, 423-4
Saint Martin cited, 348, 406
St. Narses of Lambrdn, 469
St. Sophia as asylum, 319, 330
Saisan, 466 a.

, 480, 482-3
Salonica, capture of, under Leo Vf.,

®74
Samaria, capitulation of {821), X30
Samaritan revolt, 42, 62
Samaritan senators, 64
Samonas the Saracen, 187-91
Samuel (Bulgarian leader), 251-2,

294, 424-5
Samuel Alusianus, Prince of Bul-

garia, 303
Samuel of Ani, cited, 321, 429. 470;

quoted, 459
Samukh, 291, 292, 449, 453, 454
Sangariits River, battle near, 308-9
Sapor, general (1016), 427, 431
Sapor the Persian-born, 379-80
Saracens {see also Arabs)

—

Armenia under influence of (650),

337
Asia Minor at the mercy of (705-

ii), 102
Byzantine subjects tendering vas-

!
salage to, 106, 182

I

Cyprus in occupation of, 185
; Hostilities between the Empire

... / and—

I

Byzantine successes— {718), iii

I (tenth century), 227, 230

;

(under Constantine IX.), 258

I

Conon’s activities, 387
Naval expeditions under Basil,

, iBt '

'

Romanus III/s defeat (1030),
261-2

Saracen raiding—(sixth century),

365 (early eighth century),

103, 106
;
(eleventh century),

266 ; annual slave raids, 393
Leo III. acclaimed by, 494
Persians in alliance with (529) ,

354-5
Religious feud in the empire con-

ducive to success of, 123
Samonas the court favourite, 187-91
Spain i in, 376
Tarsus priest on side of, 226
Zoe's peace with, 199, 204
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Saxaces, '240
„

Sardotfs I^ahagas citedj 356
Sargis-Vestes,' 430-1, 437
Sassaoid dynasty, Arsacid hostility

I

; 'against, 337, 346 , j

Sathas, Constantine, cited, 399
Sclavonip strain, increase in, under

Constantine V.
, 117

Sclerasna, 270-1, 273
Scleras, Bardas, success of, against

the Russians, 234; revolt of
{976), 238-43, 423-41 relations
with the Caliph, 244; with the
revolted Phocas, 245 ; released,
246

Scleras, Basil (son of Romanus),
257-8, 260

Scleras, Constantine, 242
Scleras, Nicetas, 184
Scleras, Romanus (son of Bardas),

239, 242, 245, 246
Scleras, Romanus (1056), 292
Schismatic disaffection in sixth cen-

tury, 42
Schlosser cited, 116
Schlumberger cited, 226 ; estimate

of, 423 n,

Sclavinia, 486
Scylitzes cited, 70
Scymnia, 359
Sebast^, battle of, 383
Sebastophorus, title of, 271
2)^jSa<rTos, title cf, 324
SejSaffToraror, title of, 46S
Seleucid monarchy, 349
Seljuks—

-

Alexius’ successes against, 465, 481
Alliances of, with the Empire or

Armenia, 316, 318, 321, 327, 448,

449, 452, 460, 461, 467
Bryennius captured by, in battle of

Calabrya, 321-2
Cilician Armenians at war with

(1107), 477
. ,Comnenian success against (1057),

297
Constantine XII. sent against, 325
Feuds among, 466 n,

,

467-8, 473 n.

Gradual penetration of, into Asia
Minor, 310, 326-7

Indifference of, to religious forms,

469
Kingdoms of—

Characteristics of, 466 n.

Situation of, as an enclave, 467
Lesser Asia desolated by (early

twelfth century), 482
Manzikert besieged by, a second

time, 447
Meliten^ sacked by (1058), 451
Methods of, 451
Mildness of rule of, 459, 469
Name of, imposed upon Roman

territory, 465
Origin of, traditions as to, 347
Position of, among Turks, 327

VOL. IL

Seljvks (canlmueil)—
Possessions of (eleventh century),
466 and n.

Quiescence of, in Michael VIL's
reign, 315-16

Rflm, in. Rhm.
Theodora’s reign, Eastern inroads

during, 447-8
Vasparacan invaded by {1016) , 427
Western migrations of, irresistible,

463-4
Sembat I. King of Armenia, 413
Sembat, brother of Basil I., 408
Sembat, brother of Thornic, 415-16
Sembat, Governor of Edessa, 467
Sembat, son of Ashot I., 411
Sembat, son of Leo V., 402-3
Sembat, son of Vahan, 371, 372
Sembat, son of Varazdirot, 376, 378
Sembat, son-in-law of Regent Bardas,

409
Sembat the Bagratid 601), 367,

368, 370
Sembat the Bagratid, brother of

Ashot {698), 381, 383-6
Sembat (Symbatius), 174
Semiramis legend, 348
Sempad (Simbat, Symbatios), revolt

of (seventh century), 340
Senate-

Basil I., attitude towards, 178-9
Claims of, to privileged position,

76-7
Composition of (285-337), 6

Continuity of policy assured by, 18

Detachment of members of, 162-3
Finlay’s estimate of, criticised,

96-7
Functions of

—

Advisory and examining, 11

Constans’ definition of, 87-8
Curtailment of, 141
Judicial, 12
Liturgical, 17

Imperial agents at feud with, 5
Impotence of, under Leontius and
two following reigns, 488-9

Justinian's attitude towards, 47, 64
Leo II I. 's accession approved by,

494—5
Nicephorus II., relations with, 229
Opposition by , to central authority

,

i 67-8
Powers of* See suh-heading Func-

tions of

Prestige of, renewed under Hera-

dius, 81, 86
Revival of, under Michael III.,

I34’~S

Treasury work withdrawn from, by
Michael VL, 288

Senators (official class), $, 7, 8

Sennacherib, King of Vasparacan,

248, 426-9
Sennacherib (Esarhaddon), parricides

of, 34i> 347

2 K 2
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'.Serbs—

Revolt 'of, agaiast MIcbae! VII.,
33EI

Vassalage of, to the Empire, 213
Sergius, Magister militum, 379'~8o

Sergius, Patriarch, 86, 379
Servia, revolt of, against Michael IV.,

' 266
- Severus Alexan^'er^, Emperor, 3, 90
Scylltza (Cedrenus), quoted, 391, 403
Shalmanezer II., 348 n,

Shalmanezer HI., 348 «.

Shogun system, 127, 133, 207, 345,
' 422, 42'8

Sicily

—

AHiahce with, under Michael IV.,

266
Loss of, under Michael IV. , 265-6
Saracen acquisition of (827}, 403

Silentiarivs, title of, 359
Simony

—

Justinian’s abolition of, 56 and
nn.% 3

Legal fiction of, 30
Sinecures, purchase of, 157 n,

Singara, Roman surrender of, 350
Sinjar, 466«.
Sisarban, battle near, 367
Sisinnius {eighth century), 114
Sisinnius (tenth century), 224
Sitas, 368
Sittas, 354, 356
Slar-Khorasan, the, 452-4
Slave-armies, policy 01, 366
Slavs

—

Basil I. ’s policy as to, 181
Constantine V. defeated by (760),

114
Incursion of, effects of, 160
Romanus I.’s policy regarding, 213

Smoke tax, 235
Socialism, 352-3
Socialist revolution (820), 128-31
Solacon, battle of, 366
Soliman I. , Sultan ,

alliance of,with the
Empire, 318, 321, 327, 460 ;

con-

quests of, 466 ; secures all Asiatic

provinces, 329 ;
death of, 475

Soothsaying, 409
SophenI, 349
Spain

—

Gothic remnant in, 376
Loss of, to the Empire, 90-1
Palace influence in, after Philip XI.,

188
Visigothic power in, origin of, 327

Spondylas, Duke of Antioch,256, 261
State control

—

Individualist enterprise compared
with, 161-2

Justification for. 62
State monopoly

—

Church as counterpoise to, 124,

155, 164-5
Dangers of, 165

State service. See Civil service

Statesmen, Byzantine, compared with
English,3o8

Stauracius {895), 188
Stauracius (eunuch), 395-7
Stephanas, Patriarch (870-93}, ,182,

183
Stephen, Albanian Patriarch (1082),

^ 463
Stephen, brother-m-law of John

Orphanotrophus, .265

Stephen, Governor of Vasparacan,'

441
Stephen, King of Iberia, 364
Stephen, Master of the Palace, 197,

210
Stephen, son of Romanus I., 208,

'

211, 212, 2x9
Stephen the Persian, 91-3
Stephen the Sebastophorus, 272-3
Stoicism, equity ideal of, 4
Strabospondyles, Leo, 290, 293
Stratioticus. See Michael VI.
Studium, monastery of, 260, 294,

3^9
Stylianus, Tzaoutzes, 187-8
Sub-infeudation, 359
Suidas, quoted, 03
Suleiman. See Soliman
Sultan, application of title, 466 «.

Surena (571), 363
Surena (628), 372
Surnames, gradual formation of,

i84«.,235«.
Suzerainty of the Empire, vassal

states under, 354, 357
Swania, 359, 362
Syce, Imperial defeat at, 115

;

Symeon, cited, 199
Symeon, Captain of the Night Watch

under Constantine IX., 256,

259
Symeon, Joint Commander of the

Foreign Legion, 203
Symeon, King of Bulgaria (893-927!,

185, 196, 198, 200, 202, 212-13
Synesius cited, 47
Synnadenus, 330
Syria

—

John Zimisces’ successes in, 236
Pashaliks of,^ made .tributary 'by

Nicephorus, 230
Syriac chronicler, anonymous, cited,

374

Tacitus cited, 196, 338, 349 ; quoted,
362

Tadjat, 392.433
Tailu, 466 ».

, 475
Tancred, 476, 477, 48a
Tarcbaniotes, Basil, 293, 313, 321
Taron

—

Independence of, 370-2
Mamigonian settlement in, 352 ».

Ravaging of, 358, 365, 374
Submission of, to the Empire,

41S-16
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Tarsus—

'

Abei-Kfaarp's acquisition of, 435
Imperial connection with (end of

eleventh century), 476
Saracen heet from, defeated, 227
Story of unfrocked priest near, 226

Tarsus, Emir of, raiding by, 18

1

Tat, 312
'

Taticius (? Tadjat) , 468
Tatzates, General of the Buccella'-

Hans, 392, 394, 395
Taxation

—

Collection of taxes, Justinian’s pro-

vision regarding, 43-4, 65
Isaurian period, increase in, 151
Rich, of the, 146, 147, 151-2, 162
Smoke tax, 235

Tazates, 210-11
Tchamtchian cited, 368 n.

Tekemekkik, meaning of, 420
Ten-shahpour, 363
Tephrice (Paulician stronghold), 410
Terbelis, King of Bulgarians, 102,

103, 112, 488
Theda, sister of Michael III., 168,

169, 172, 182
Thematic system, 478; Leo III.’s

dealings with, no
Theoctistus (chief minister of Michael

III.), 170, 407
Theoctistus (1030), 262, 263
Theodora I., 37, 41, 193, 360
Theodora IL, Empress (wife of

Theophilus), family of, 166-7,

169, 404; makes her peace with

the Church, 134, 164; regency
of, 135, 225, 287 ; wealth left by,

165, 176 ; retirement of, 170
Theodora III., Empress, declines

marriage with Romanus, 259;
proclaimed Joint-Empress, 268

;

joint rule of, with Zoe, 269 ; re-

tires to her convent, 269 ; resides

in the palace, 270; emerges on
death of Constantine X., 280;
administration, 287 ;

eunuch-
rdgime under, 189; Armenian
policy of, 446; Eastern events

in reign of, 447 et seq, / cashiers

Bryennius, 291; otherwise men-
tioned, 258, 275 n,

Theodore, brother of Heraclius I.,

373-4
Theodore (eunuch—782), 394
Theodore (eunuch—1057), 292
Theodore (Thoros), King in Cilician

Armenia, 471-3 and n.y 477, 481
Theodore, Prince of the Resch-

dounians, 373-6, 378
Theodore the Santabarene, 182, 183,

187
Theodorus (Joint-Commander of the

Foreign Legion), 203
Theodorus (Sacellarius), 92, 373
Theodorus (tutor of Constantine

VIL), 203, 205

Theodosian Code, value of, 16, 22
Theodosiopolis, 215, 353, 35871., 1391,

416
Theodosius 1. , Emperor, 20, 350, 362
Theodosius II., Emperor, civil service

in reign of, 5
;
_New University

of, II ; Armenian war under,
351 ; otherwise mentioned, 7, 9,

14, 38 ^,,139. 336, 339
Theodosius III., Emperor, accession

of, 105, 491-2 ; Leo’s contempt
for, 494 ; fall of, 106, 492 ; esti-

mate ofreign of, 106 ; mentioned,
112, 119

Theodotus, ex-Abbot, 92, 93
Theodulus of Synnada, 324 ?i?.i 330
Theophanes, source of writings of,

491 ;
quoted, 70, 89-go, 91, loi,

398, 400, 489-91, 494-5; cited,

380, 388 ; continuatorsof, quoted,

129, 167 and n.^, 184 n,, 193,

405 ; estimate of, 109, 116, 280
Theophano, Empress, regency of,

225 ; slighted by the Senate, 229

;

second marriage of, 230, 287

;

neglected by Nicephorus, 231

;

recalled (976), 239 ;
charges

against, 219 and n.

Theophano, Empress (wife of Otto
IL), i69«.

Theophilus, Emperor, marriage of,

166, 404; Manuel's relations

with, 167, 405 ; revolt against,

133-4; genealogy of family ob-
taining chief places under, 169;
wealth left by, 165; estimate of,

175; otherwise mentioned, 69,

172,181,182,195,341
Theophilus of Byzantium cited, 364
Theophobus, 166, 374, 404-7, 469
Theophylact (finance-official), 271
Theophylact, kinsman of Lecapenus,

415
Theophylact, Patriarch, 182,183 ; esti-

mate of, 15s ; cited, 71-2, 363, 370
Theophylact the Unbearable, father

of Lecapenus, 185 n,, 201, 417
Thomas, Patriarch, 92
Thomas, son of Mousmar, 401, 403
Thomas the Slav, 127, 129
Thornic (930), 415
Thornic (Tornicius), Leo, 451, 461

;

rebellion of, 273-7, 291, 293
Thoros (Theodore), King in Cilician

Armenia, 471-3, 477, 481
Thothos, 436
Thrace

—

Bulgarian ravages in, 251
Mardaites transplanted to, 382
Romanus I.’s policy regarding, 213

Tiberius I.
,
Emperor, 13

Tiberius II. (Constantine), Emperor,
Justin’s speech at adoption of,

70-2 ;
policy of, 72, 75 ;

negotia-

tions with Chosroes, 364, 365;
mentioned, 45, 486
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Tiberius III. |Apsimar), Emperor,

. I

army reorgamsatiou Ijy, 118-19.; ^

Maxdaites trausplanted by, 382 ;

^

estimate of, loi, 105
Tiberius IV. , Emperor, 90
Tiberius V., Emperor, 112
Tiberius (Emperor in Sicily), 111
Tiglath Pileser, 348 and n.

Tigranes (Dikran), 348, 349
Tiridates, King of Armenia, 352

362, 408 ; conversion of, to

Christianity, 337, 345-^
Tomicius. SeeThornic
Togrul, 444, 447, 448, 4S3
Toleration, absence of, in ninth cen-

tury, 130-1, 135-7
Totemism, 196
Toukhars, 384
Toutoush, 466 467-8, 470-1,

47S«-®
Traitors

—

ILeniency shown towards, by Byzan-
tine Emperors, 12, 178, 246,

248, 273, 276, 278, 300, 361,

471,472
Penalties against, under Roman
law, 160

Trajan, Emperor, 35 n.i

Transitional nature of sixth century,

45 . 49
Transplantation ofcommunities, 144,

149. 364. 382, 388. 391 > 424, 493
Trebizond, Duchy of, 471-2
Trefoil family, 398
Tripoli, Byzantine relations with,

262, 263, 266
Troglita, John, 361
Tsin-Hwang-Ti, Emperor of China,

109
Turkey

—

Name, origin of, 465
Trade in, foreign -ooiatr-Ql of, 157

Turks. ^tfe.Seijuks'

Tutach, 310-11
Tzanni, 356, 361-2
Tzatb, King of the Lazi, 354
Tzimisces. See John Zimisces
TJophk (Dzophk), fortress of, 474, 480

Valentinian I., Emperor, 120, 163
Valerian, Emperor, 350

'

,

Varanes (Vahran, Bahram), General-
issimo of Armenia* .428, 431,
439-40

Varanes i I., 351
Varangians—

Eastern posts of, 446-7
Mutiny of, ,a.gainst Rom.anus IV.,

302-3; against Hicephorus'
III., 322

Varazdlrot (son of Sembat), 3.68,

372, 376
Yard {Bardas) (571), 363
Yard (Bardas), son of Armenian

commander-in-chief, 378, 381
Vardan (634), 373
Vardan, commander of Armeniacs

(772), 39^“2
Vardan (Philippicus). See PhOippicus
Vardar (Axius), battle near, 323
Vardariots, 468
Vartan, 363, 364
Vasak, Duke of Antioch, son of

Gregory piAytffrpm^ 452, 461
Vasak of Betchni, father of Gregory

/idytoTpo?, 427
Vasilatzes. See Basilacius

Vasparacania

—

Arzninlan family in, 336
Imperial alliances with, 199, 235
Seljuks resisted in (1016), 427
Seijukian pillage of (1048), 441
Supremacy of, 412
Surrender of, to Rome, 42S

Venality of ofiSce, 28, 30
Verina, 12
Vested interests, 180
Vestes, meaning of title, 430 n.

Vicars, Justinian's abolition of, $6
and n.^

Village communities, 145-8, 150
Villeins, 148
Vitalian, 12, 25, 85
Vitiges, Gothic King, 355
Vizierate, necessity for (eleventh cen-

tury), 306-7
Vladimir, 234

Urartu (Ararat), 348, 376
Uzes, 299, 303, 314, 321

Vahan of Taron (tenth century), 416
Vahan (err, Manuel) (Mamigonian

—

seventh century), 372, 374
Vahan, Prince, son of Sembat, 374
Vahan the Mamigonian, Prince (fifth

century), 352, 363
Vahan the Wolf, Prince of Taron

(605I, 370-1
Vahanic, Patriarch, 420, 422
Vahca, fortress of, 474
Vahran, See Varanes
Vakhtang, 371, 372
Val-arsaces, King of Armenia, 349
Valens, 327

Waganchi, 352
Wages of artisans, State interference

regarding, 61-2
Warfare, Byzantine, feudal character

of, 314. 325-6
Weapons. See Arms
Wheat manipulators, 308
Wilamowitz-Moilendorf cited, 346
William of Tyre cited, 476

Xiphias, Nicephorus, 248, 252, 260
Xiphilin cited, 176

Zeno, Emperor, 12, 14, 18, 84
Zimisces, See John Zimisces
Zoe L, Empress (daughter ofTzaout-

zes Stylianus), 185, 187, 188
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Zoe, Empress (daughter of CoEStan-
tine XL), neglected by her uncle,

258 ;
marriage of, with Romanus,

259 ;
intrigue of, with Michael

IV.
, 261 ; hasty marriage with

him, 265; iil-health of husbands
of, 264 ;

consents to adoption of

an heir, 267; disgraced and re-

instated with Theodora, 268;
Joint rule of, with Theodora,
269; marriage with Constantine
Monomachus, 270; death of,

278 ; estimate of, 282
Zoe, Empress (mother of Constantine

VII.), banishment of, by Alex-

ander, 196 ; recall and sagacious
administration of, 198-200, 225,

287, 4x3
;
policy of, 253 ;

peace
with the Saracens, 199, 204;
spares Lecapenus, 202 ; attitude

of, towards Phocas family, 203 ;

reported attempt of, against

Romanus, 204; expulsion of, to

convent, 205 ; otherwise men-
tioned, 139, 14 1, 227

Zoe, sister of Constantine XII.
, 317

Zonaras, quoted, 68-9, 93-4, 95, 452,

489-92; cited, 90, 109, 391
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